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PREFACE

Loan 507-SP of August 1967 to the Spanish Railways, RENFE, was
closed on July 31, 1972. According to current guidelines, the Operations

Evaluation Department included the preparation of a Performance Audit on

the project supported by that loan in its FY 1974 work program. However,
Loan 507-SP was the second of three loans made to RENFE to help finance

its 1964-73 Modernization Program. The Bank played a central role in the

preparation of that Program and has maintained a continuous dialogue with

RENFE since 1963. Thus, the nature and scope of the Bank's objectives in

this case made it appropriate to study the loan in the context of the

whole Modernization Program, and to review in the audit all Bank assistance

to that Program. The audit deals not only with the economic effects of

the Investment Plan but also with the institutional and operational improve-

ments included in the Program, which attempted to modernize all aspects of
RENFE's operations.

The study took about six months, including two missions to
Spain totalling seven weeks. The audit has been based on a review of all

Bank files and consultant reports, particularly those of SOFRERAIL of
France, the principal consultant in the design and implementation of the

Modernization Program. The audit team also analyzed in some detail some
aspects of RENFE's technical operations through special visits to existing
facilities, and made a new estimate of the economic return of the Invest-
ment Plan.

The excellent collaboration received from RENFE's authorities
and from the Ministry of Public Works is gratefully acknowledged.

Exchange Rates

1964-1966: Ptas. 60 = US$ 1.00
1967-1970: Ptas. 70 = US$ 1.00

1971: Ptas. 66 = US$ 1.00
1972: Ptas. 64 = US$ 1.00
1973: Ptas. 57 = US$ 1.00
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SUMMARY

Since 1961, the Bank has extended 10 loans to Spain totalling

US$ 428 million equivalent, half of which has been for railways: US$ 65
million in 1964, US$ 50 million in 1967, and US$ 90 million in 1971.

These three loans were made to the National Railway of Spain (RENFE) to

help finance its 1964-73 Modernization Program. The general objective

of the Program was to "transform RENFE from an antiquated enterprise opera-

ting at a large deficit and providing inadequate service into an efficient

and modern railway system earning a reasonable return on its investment."

The Modernization Program, prepared by a firm of consultants with active

Bank supervision, has been modified several times since 1964 but its gen-
eral lines have remained largely unchanged. It had two major components,
the Investment Plan, comprising modernization of motive power and rolling

stock and renovation of track and other fixed installations, and the Plan

of Action, a set of measures dealing with transport coordination, railway

operations, rates and fares, and finances.

The particular characteristic, and the innovation, of the Bank's

relations with RENFE is that throughout the 1964-73 period the Investment

Plan, which the loans helped finance, and the Plan of Action were given

the same priority. Both elements of the Modernization Program were offi-

cially incorporated in the Loan Agreements and targets related to them

were included as loan covenants. Bank supervision also kept a generally

adequate balance between objectives related to the Plan of Action and to

the Investment Plan.

The Investment Plan was implemented without serious difficulties.

At various times modifications were made, the most important being the
acceleration of the program to eliminate steam traction and replace it

with deisel and electric locomotives. The total cost of the Plan, origi-

nally estimated at slightly over US$ 1 billion, had a 37% overrun, largely

due to inflation and to higher standards of track renewal. The latter

program experienced the longest delays and largest overruns. Overall,
more resources were invested in fixed installations, mainly track renewal

(64% of total funds), than in motive power and rolling stock (36%),
instead of the original almost equal allocation between these two categories.

The economic justification of the investment given in the 1964

appraisal report, and maintained with only minor variations in the other

two projects, was that "a significant part of the nation's traffic can be

carried most economically by railway, that this traffic is likely to in-

crease in the next 10 years and, most important, that the Investment Plan

will make it possible to carry the traffic at substantially lower costs

and improve the quality of service." Two-thirds of the investments were

expected to increase efficiency and the remainder to increase capacity.

The overall rate of return for the Plan was estimated at 15%, the same
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rate implicitly used in the second appraisal, and explicitly in the third.

The new estimate made in this audit produced a rate of 12%, which is re-

markably close to the appraisal figure, especially if one takes into account

that both calculations include among benefits, in an unknown amount, the

effects of operational improvements which might or might not be independent

from the Investment Plan. Among the investment components which were

analyzed in detail in the new estimate, the most successful was the diesel-

ization program, which had a return of about 24%, less than the 30% esti-

mated at appraisal, but still a successful program. The fast absorption

of a relatively complex technology such as diesel traction, with its prob-

lems of retraining personnel for operations and maintenance, has been one

of RENFE's main accomplishments during the Modernization Program. The

new estimate of the return of the electrification program is 12%, similar

to the figure quoted in the appraisal for the third project. Finally,

the track renewal program had a low return, about 6%, on account of the

high investment costs (partly due to higher than projected standards) and

the relatively low increase in the average running speed of trains.

Of the three areas included in the Plan of Action, operations,
finances and transport coordination, progress has been fast in the technical

aspects of operations, relatively slow in the financial field, and quite

unsatisfactory in transport coordination. Overall, RENFE's operational

efficiency improved considerably during the period, and most of the tar-

gets of the Plan of Action have been achieved. In many aspects of opera-

tion RENFE is now equal to or better than most European railways. Major

improvements have been achieved in the rationalization of less-than-carload

traffic, thus eliminating one of the major causes of financial loss; in

the system of allocating wagons, resulting in a large reduction in the

number of wagons required; in the establishment of a system of unit trains,

and particularly in the organization of commercial operations, which are

now modern and effective. The end result of these and other measures,

including the Investment Plan, has been important reductions in personnel,

from 120,000 in 1963 to 77,000 in 1972. However, progress has been slow

in areas which required a better organization of operations; for example,

in the organization of train services, in order to have bigger trainloads,
in the utilization and availability of motive power, and in commercial

speeds. Similarly, line closures have not proceeded at the speed indicated

by economic considerations.

The original version of the Plan of Action contained a program
for achieving financial independence and a positive return on net fixed

assets by 1973 based on a series of measures, largely promoted by the Bank,

such as revision of the level and structure of rates and fares, application

of normal commercial rates to Government traffic, a clarification of the

financial relations of RENFE with the Government, and revaluation of assets.
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However, although most of the measures included in the Plan have finally

been taken, progress in this area has been slower than expected. RENFE's

financial situation remained relatively stable between 1964 and 196 ,
it deteriorated considerably in 1967 and 1968, but since 1969 it has shown

a slow but steady progress. The original targets have since been revised

twice, in 1966 and 1970, and the enterprise is now expected to cover

operating expenses, including interest and depreciation, in 1977 instead

of 1971. Although the net deficit has declined in real terms, the operating

ratio has remained above 100 and cash operating expenses, including interest,

were covered only in 1973. These accumulated deficits continued to have

a negative impact on the overall financial position of RENFE, particularly

on its cash situation. Government delays in making the necessary payments

to cover the deficits further deteriorated the cash position.

The increasing impact of road competition appears as the central

cause of RENFE's financial difficulties. It has had a negative effect on

traffic: freight movement has been less than expected (9.7 billion ton-kms

against 11.2 billion expected in 1972) and only passengers have shown some

dynamism (14.4 billion passenger-km against 12.0 billion planned in 1972).

More importantly, competition has not allowed RENFE to raise its rates and

fares to cover the increase in costs, and average revenues per unit of traf-

fic have declined in real terms between 15% and 30%. Another reason for

the poor financial performance has been the higher than expected growth of

labor costs, in spite of massive personnel reductions, because of important

increases in real wages. One consequence of RENFE's financial difficulties

has been its inability to contribute to the financing of the Investment

Plan and, aside from foreign loans, the Plan has been largely financed

by the Government.

Finally, an important set of measures included in the Plan of

Action dealt with transport coordination. The main objective of these

measures was to ensure Government "neutrality" in the sector in order to

achieve an efficient allocation of traffic between road and rail through

market forces. Progress in this area has been slow and in some respects

non-existent, largely because of the Government's lack of interest in the

subject and, at times, the impression that the country's economic growth

required vast amounts of transport services and little coordination.

However, several achievements can be reported. Various measures have

been enacted and implemented to regulate the technical aspects of road

transport. Many studies were undertaken about the operation of transport

services, which have concluded that there has been no major distortion

in the sector deriving from Government actions. The findings and conclu-

sions of these studies and a few institutional arrangements already im-

plemented -- particularly the planning capability -- have provided the

basis for an efficient transport policy.
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On the whole, the Modernization Program, that is, the combination

of the Investment Plan and the Plan of Action, has succeeded in transforming

RENFE from an antiquated enterprise into a modern company. The positive

effects are reflected not only in RENFE's operational efficiency, but also

in the attitude of its management and a large proportion of its staff, who

consider RENFE an undertaking operating in a competitive environment, that
must show a profit, and be efficient. The Railway is by now capable of

pursuing and improving other modernization programs on its own. Its com-

mercial department is truly a sales department, actively promoting traffic

and having an influence in the organization of the services.

Several factors explain the success of the Modernization Program.

Among the most important are the very structure of the Program itself;

RENFE's internal efficiency, especially in management and operations; the

adequate use of efficient consultants, and the rapid growth of the Spanish

economy, which made possible the.program of personnel reduction, without

which the potential benefits of the Program could not have materialized.

The dynamic economy also allowed RENFE to roughly maintain its traffic

level in absolute terms in spite of a steadily declining share of total

movements. In fact, the main negative factor (negative for RENFE, but not

necessarily for the Spanish economy) faced by the company has been the

growing competition from road transport.

Another central element that explains the success of the Program
was the Bank's participation. The Bank deserves most of the credit for

promoting the basic approach of the Modernization Program, of having an

investment plan and a plan of action which in principle were given the same

priority, and for suggesting the use of consultants in key areas of opera-

tions. In addition, the Bank's attention to RENFE in the last 10 years

has been by and large sustained and timely, although in retrospect it prob-

ably paid too much attention to the railways' financial problems and to

transport coordination. It is likely that earlier attention to operational

efficiency might have had a positive effect on RENFE's development.

Several lessons can be derived from RENFE's experience in the

last ten years, particularly about the way in which the design and imple-

mentation of the Modernization Program could have been improved. First,

the Program should have put relatively more emphasis on the technical

aspects of railway operations (e.g., train composition, wagon turnaround,
yard operations) and probably less emphasis on RENFE's financial goals.

Second, the track renewal program, the most important component of the

Investment Plan, should have been reappraised in more detail in one of
the revisions of the Program, in light of the overrun and upgrading of standards.



Third, personnel reductions were a key factor in achieving the objectives
of the Program. These reductions were facilitated by the dynamic growth
of the Spanish economy, because labor could be absorbed by other activities,
but planning the reductions was essential in achieving the results. Fourth,
the impact of road competition on RENFE's finances was not fully taken into
account. The assumption that all cost increases could be compensated
through higher rates and fares, proved to be unrealistic. Finally, the im-
provement of RENFE's commercial capability should have been given a higher
priority in the Program and achieved several years earlier. After all,
RENFE's degree of competitiveness will be essential in determining its future
role in the Spanish economy.



I. INTRODUCTION. TRANSPORT IN SPAIN

AND BANK LENDING TO RENFE

A. The Bank's Role in Spain

Since the 1961 economic survey mission, the Bank has extended
10 loans to Spain, totalling US$ 427.7 million equivalent of which 77%
has been for transportation and nearly 50% for railways, as follows:

Sector and Loan No. Date of Loan Agreement Amount of Loan
(US$ million)

Transport

Railways 387 July 31, 1964 65.0
507 August 4, 1967 50.0
772 June 30, 1971 90.0

Roads 360 October 25, 1963 33.0
Ports 429 September 29, 1965 40.0

884 March 27, 1973 50.0

Other Sectors

Agriculture 633 July 17, 1969 25.0
768 June 28, 1971 12.7

Education 699 June 30, 1970 12.0
832 June 21, 1971 50.0

427.7

In the 1963-65 period the Bank became very active in the trans-
port sector. Loans were made for railways, highways and ports, and trans-
port coordination was a major subject of discussion with the Spanish
authorities. However, the Bank did not continue its lending to the highway
sector and assistance to ports was renewed only in 1973, after a seven-year
gap. Thus, the main and most continuous effort has been in railways and,
through them, in transport coordination.

B. Transport in Spain 1960-73

Spain's mountainous terrain and the concentration of population
in the north, northeast and center in areas that are far from each other
(see map), has required costly investments in land transport. The extensive
network radiates from Madrid to other large cities which, in turn, are con-
nected laterally with local and branch systems. There are about -300 ports,
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but only a dozen are of importance. The network of airports is very
extensive and has grown rapidly as a result of growth in tourism. Spain
invested the equivalent of US$ 8.1 billion in transport (including vehicles)
in 1964-70.

Freight traffic (in ton-kms) grew between 1960 and 1972 at about
7% per year. Rail and coastal shipping, although increasing their traffic,
declined in their shares of the total freight market from 18% and 37% to
10% and 29%, respectively. Road transport, favored by the pattern of devel-
opment and by the absence of restrictive regulations,increased its market
share from 45% to 60%. The trucking industry, largely formed by owner
operators provides fast and flexible service; competition within the industry,
as well as with other modes, is intense. Due to its higher speed and re-
liability, road transport has also been able to capture from the railway
some long hauls of high value commodities.

The railway carries mainly bulk commodities over long hauls,
although it is also the major carrier of citrus exports to the rest of
Western Europe. It is now attempting to increase its share of the freight
market by further improving the quality of service, upgrading its marketing
organization and developing container services. Recent investments in
infrastructure and equipment and improved efficiency are enabling the rail-
way to capture more traffic of high-value commodities such as steel products
and automobiles.

Total passenger traffic in Spain has been more dynamic than
freight, increasing by almost 400% between 1960 and 1972. With rising per-
sonal income, increased mobility and tourism, the private car has played
a key role; its share of the total traffic increased from 38% to 64% between
1961 and 1972. The road transport vehicle fleet has grown at 21% per year
between 1960 and 1972. During severe winter weather, however, the railway
provides the only reliable transportation for various regions.

Following Bank recommendations, the Government established in 1964
the Superior Council of Land Transport (CSTT) within the Ministry of Public
Works as an advisory body, with the purpose of studying all aspects of land
transport coordination, as well as ports. After a good start and a satis-
factory performance in carrying out basic studies, the CSTT lost its momentum
in the late 1960s due to lack a political support. In 1971, at the Bank's
insistence, the Government agreed to broaden the structure and functions of
the CSTT and to strengthen its organization. The effect of these measures
will be apparent during the next few years. However, the studies that have
been made about transport services have concluded that there has been no
major distortion in the sector deriving from Government actions.
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C. RENFE: The Modernization Program and the Bank's Three Loans

The Bank first became involved with RENFE during the survey
mission of 1961-62. The Government had requested that transportation,
and RENFE especially, be studied in some detail. RENFE had been estab-

lished as the National Railway of Spain in 1941 when all broad gauge

railways, consisting of more than 20 privately owned companies, were
brought under Government ownership. The Ministry of Public Works was

made directly responsible for RENFE's operations. Since its establish-
ment, RENFE faced severe problems, most importantly large deficits,
declining performance and loss of traffic to highways. In 1962, it
operated 13,000 km of broad gauge track. Motive power was primarily
steam, and rolling stock was largely obsolete and under-utilized. While

freight traffic remained relatively constant between 1951 and 1958 (7-8 bil-
lion ton-km per year) it began to decline in 1959 largely due to an untimely
rate increase, economic recession and increased trucking canpetition.
However, perhaps the most important of RENFE's problems were its inadequate
internal structure, weak management and lack of commercial motivation.

The Government saw the importance of transforming RENFE from
-n antiquated and inefficient system into a viable modern railway and
began to take remedial steps in 1959 when SOFRERAIL of France was hired
to carry out a comprehensive study of operations. However, by 1963 few
improvements had taken place.

The Bank indicated a willingness to assist RENFE on the basis
of the conclusions of the survey mission, which recommended a moderniza-
tion program very similar, in its general lines, to the one finally adopted.
At the Bank's suggestion, RENFE retained SOFRERAIL to prepare a master plan
along the lines proposed by the survey mission. SOFRERAIL's report,
"Modernization Plan of RENFE", was published in July 1963. This document,
modified following RENFE and Bank suggestions, is the basis of RENFE's
1964-73 Modernization Program for which the Bank has made the three loans
indicated above.

The Modernization Program has been modified on several occasions
since 1964, but its general lines have remained unchanged. It had two
major components, the Investment Plan, equally divided between moderniza-
tion of motive power and rolling stock, and renovation of track and other
fixed installations, and the Plan of Action, dealing with transport coordi-
nation, railway operations, rates and fares, and finances. The objectives
of the Investment Plan were to replace steam by diesel and electric traction;
to interconnect and expand the existing electrified network; and to renew
the track and antiquated rolling stock. The objectives of the Plan of Action
were to eliminate the deficit and achieve financial strength within the
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planning period; to implement a structure of rates and fares closer to

the economic costs of providing the services; to improve operational effi-

ciency, mainly through personnel reductions and uneconomic line closures;

and to obtain an efficient transport coordination through the market

system.

The particular characteristic of the Bank's relations with RENFE

is that throughout the 1964-73 period the Investment Plan, which the loans

helped finance, and the Plan of Action were given the same priority. Both

elements of the Modernization Program were officially incorporated in

the Loan Agreements and targets related to them were included as loan

covenants. Bank supervision also kept a generally adequate balance between

objectives related to the Plan of Action and to the Investment Plan.

The first loan (387-SP of 1964) helped finance one-third of the

first two years, 1964-65, of the Investment Plan. The list of goods in-

cluded mainly ties, shunting locomotives and passenger and freight cars.

The second loan (507-SP of 1967) helped finance about one-fifth of total

commitments in 1967-68. Major items covered by the loan proceeds were

rolling stock, electric locomotives, rails and ties and signalling and

interlocking equipment. Finally, the third loan (772-SP of 1971) was

expected to cover one-fifth of tetal planned investments in 1971-73 and

the list of goods included items similar to that of the second. The terms

of these three loans are presented in Table I-1.

Throughout the ten years of the Modernization Program, the

Spanish Government, RENFE and the Bank have had a fruitful and continuous
dialogue about the implementation and modifications of the Program. This

dialogue is suwmarized in the following chapters where each of the major

issues is analyzed. The relative importance of these issues in the

dialogue changed according to the problems being faced during implementa-

tion. At the outset the subject of RENFE' autonomy was paramount, but

in later years RENFE's financial situation and transport coordination

took the largest proportion of the time, in view of the slow progress in

those areas. The final impression from the nature and impact of this

dialogue is that, by and large, it has been useful for the implementation

of the Program and explains an important proportion of the achievements

described in the following chapters.



TABLE I-i

SPAIN RAILWAY PROJECTS

Basic Data Sheet

Loan 387-SP Loan 507-SP Loan 772-SP

1. Borrower The National Railways of Spain (RENFE) RENFE RENFE

2. Guarantor The Government of Spain The Government of Spain The Government of Spain

3. Amount of Loan US$65.0 million US$50.0 million US$90.0 million

4. Amount Cancelled

5. Amount Disbursed US$65.0 million US$50.0 million US$76.73 million *

6. Date of Loan Agreement July 31, 1964 August 4, 1967 June 30, 1971

7. Date of Effectiveness February 25, 1965 December 15, 1967 December 29, 1971

8. Closing Date - Original June 30, 1967 June 30, 1971 June 30, 1974

- Actual December 31, 1968 July 31, 1972 (not yet closed)

9. Term of Loan 20 years 15 years 20 years

10. Grace Period 4 years 4 years 5 years

* As of October 31, 1974



II. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE INVESTMENT PLAN

RENFE's original Investment Plan called for a total expenditure
of Ptas. 62 billion (at the time, US$ 1,033 million) in 1964-73. The
final cost of the Plan, including investments over the same period, was
Ptas. 84.6 billion, a 36.6% overrun. During implementation, several
changes were made in the physical composition of the Plan. Table II-1
summarizes the estimated and actual investments in physical and monetary
terms.

Overall, more resources were invested in fixed installations,
mainly track renewal (64% of total funds), than in motive power and rolling
stock (36%), in ead of the original almost equal allocation between these
two categories.- Major overruns occurred in track renewal and telecom uni-
cations, and the main underrun was in the acquisition of diesel motive
power. The large increase in cost under the general administrative expenses
category, found particularly since 1969 (Table 11-2) is due to direct
coverage by RENFE of the cost of the large personnel reduction program,
which prior to that year had been financed by the Government. In physical
terms, less track was renewed than originally planned (5,746 km against
7,000) although at higher standards, a fact that partially explains the
big cost overrun in this category. Conversely, the electrification program,
mostly completed before 1967, was larger and implemented faster than expected
(1,450 km instead of 1,100 km). The acquisition of diesel motive power
and of new rolling stock, on the other hand, was lower than planned. Only
7,790 freight cars were purchased instead of the 14,604 programmed in 1964
(although expenditures on rolling stock were slightly higher than projected)
reflecting unforeseen improvements in operations which resulted in reduced
equipment requirements, and lower than expected traffic. The only exceptions
were certain types of equipment for passenger transport, due to increased
demand. Finally, the station and yards' program was drastically reduced
in physical terms although, again, there was a relatively small cost overrun.
Further details about the accomplishments of the Plan appear in Tables 11-2
and 11-3.

As regards time schedules, procurement of motive power and rolling
stock experienced only minor delays. Greater delay was experienced with
track renewal, where the time necessary for training -- including the Spanish
contractors -- and for manpower relocation proved unpredictable. Construction
of marshalling yards, for which detailed plans were not completed in the early
years and numerous revisions were made throughout the period, was also delayed.

Several reasons explain these differences between estimated and
actual cost and schedules. The main reason for the cost overrun has been
price increases: by 1972 the average increase in price and wages exceeded
70%, as compared to 1964. These increases affected particularly track

1/ These figures exclude contingencies, miscellaneous and general admin-
istrative expenditures.
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renewal and more generally, civil works, and the provision of diesel loco-

motives. Engineering problems explain part of the delays 
and to a certain

extent the overruns of renewal of track, marshalling yards 
and stations,

but their impact has been minor.

Another major reason that explains the differences 
with the

original objectives was that the Plan was 
modified twice, in 1966 and 1970.

In 1966, RENFE proposed, and the Bank agreed, 
to accelerate the elimination

of steam traction in view of the advantages already 
obtained with the

Program. Electrification had been moving at a faster 
pace than expected

the previous three years. The marshalling yard program was reduced 
because

it became clear that with the introduction of unit 
trains and a better

organization of operations the number of 
yards required would be less than

originally planned. Track renewal standards were also upgraded, 
but the

change was not appraised in the revised version 
of the Investment Plan.

The 1970 revision was actually in the form of a new 
five-year plan for

1971-75. It further accelerated the elimination of steam traction 
and the

extension of electrified lines, but also provided the basis for new types

of specialized traffic, particularly containers 
and iron ore.

These revisions proved, in general, to have been adequate and

demonstrated flexibility in modifying the Plan according to changing 
con-

ditions. The fact that the whole effort had to be evaluated during the

preparation and appraisal of the second 
and third projects provided a

welcome opportunity to formalize these revisions.

Disbursements on the three loans were slower 
than expected due

to delays in loan effectiveness resulting from slow approval of the 
original

and revised investment plans by the Government, and to longer than expected

tender procedures and lengthy terms of delivery, 
a result of Government

policy in favor of domestically procured 
goods. The closing date for the

first loan was extended from June 30, 1967 to December 31, 1968, and of

the second loan from June 30, 1971 to July 31, 1972. The closing date of

the third loan has already been extended from June 
30, 1974 to December 31, 1974.

Regarding procurement, all goods financed 
through the three loans

have been acquired through international competitive 
bidding. Goods outside

of the IBRD-supported project, however, were 
required by the Spanish Industrial

Protection Law to be procured from Spanish suppliers in cases 
where quality

met specified standards, regardless of the cost. Under the procedures set

by the Bank and RENFE, which were discussed 
at length during negotiations of

the first two loans, the Spanish supplier was granted a margin of preference

of 15% (or applicable customs duties, whichever was 
lower). Foreign bids

were increased by the amount of the "Tarifa Fiscal" which 
imposed on imported
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goods the indirect taxes levied on the same goods when manufactured in
Spain -- a comon practice in industrialized countries, allowed under
the GATT. In the end, about 60% of all contracts under the Bank loans
were awarded to Spanish firms. Of the contracts awarded to Spanish bid-
ders under the first two loans, about 74% of costs were in foreign exchange.

Under the first loan there were problems with tendering of bids,
mainly as a result of the Government's policy in favor of domestically
procured goods. Bid specifications were complicated and foreign bidders
frequently complained, though after lengthy debate the Bank's opinion was
usually that the Spanish authorities had satisfactorily carried out the
bid evaluation process, thus approving RENFE's choices for award of con-
tracts. Similar problems arose during the early implementation period
of the second loan, but no difficulties have appeared under the third loan.



TABLE 11-1: RENFE: Investment Plan - Costs and Ihysical Achievements, Actual vs. Estimated

1964-73

Physical Units, Main Items Investment Cost (Pts. Billions)
Actual/ Actual/

Estimated Estimated

Estimated Actual % Estimated Actual %

Category 1

7,000 5,746 82 15.2 32.5 213
1. Track Renewal (km) 4.0 4.9 122
2. Stations and Yards 1 1,450 132 2.421/ 3.31/ 150
3. Electrification of Line (km) 1,100 1 1.4 2.5 178
4. Shops and Storehouses 0.5 2.5 300
5. Teleconmunications 2.0 3.1 155
6. Safety Installations

Subtotal 
25.0 41.8 189

Category 2

1. Diesel Locomotives (no.) 655 458 70 14.5 12.3 85

Trainsets (no.) 20V 203 (/9

2. Electric Locomotives (no.) 70 86 123 3.91/ 51 151

Trainsets (no.) 220  273

3. Rolling Stock (no.) 14,604 7,790 53 7.9 8.6 109

Subtotal 26.3 26.8 102

5.8 2.4 41
Miscellaneous 4.8 2.4 4
Contingencies 4.6 0.3 4

Subtotal 10.4 2.6 25

- 7.4

General Administrative Expenses

TOTAL 61.7 84.7

1/ Approximate divisions as among all items included 
under electrification.

2/ To be divided between diesel and electric 
trainsets.

Source: RENFEt Memorias del Consejo de Administracion. Planned figures as approved by Bank.



Table 11-2 -

RENFE: Loans 387-, 507- and 772-SP

Investment Plan: 1964-1973: Actual vs. Planned by Period

(Ptas. Millions) Total

1964-1966 1967-1970 1971-1973 1964-73

Actual/ Actual/ Actual/

Planned Actual Planned Planned Actual Planned Planned Actual Planned Actual

Track Renewal 3,621 3,807 105 7,437 11,726 158 13,706 16,940 124 32,473

Stations and Yards 1,026 779 76 2,427 1,607 65 1,816 2,543 140 4,929

Diesel Motive Power 4,171 3,748 90 3,975 3,167 79 1,498 1,118 75 8,033

Diesel Train Sets 1,903 1,412 74 1,767 2,125 120 347 728 210 4,265

Rolling Stock 3,283 3,251 99 3,669 2,600 71 2,686 2,706 101 8,557

Shops and Storehouses 853 612 72 1,969 1,184 60 1,296 746 58 2,542

Telecommunications 231 283 122 866 518 60 730 685 94 1,486

Safety Installations 698 486 70 1,652 844 53 2,134 1,773 83 3,103

Electrification, Electric
Locomotives and Train Sets 1,980 1,923 97 5,636 3,956 70 4,051 3,355 83 9,234

Housing and Miscellaneous 303 436 144 734 689 94 1,030 1-,062 103 2,187

Investment Stores - - - 1,204 821 68 -64 -600 938 221

Subtotal 18,069 16,737 31,376 29,237 29,230 31,056 77,030

(% planned investment completed) 
92.6 93.2 106.2

Contingencies 904 32 3.5 2,067 67 3.2 1,374 139 10.1 238

General Admin. Expensesa/ 1,517 437 28.8 1,922 2,467 128.3 4,928 4,541 92.1 7,447

Total 20,490 17,206 83.9 35,365 31,771 89.8 35,532 35,736 100.6 84,713

1/ Including cost of Personnel Reduction Program, Consultant Services, 
Studies, Deferred Maintenance.

Source: RENFE: Memorias del Consejo de Administracion. Planned figures as approved by Bank.



Table 11-3

RENFE: Loans 387-, 507- and 772-SP

Investment Plan, Physical Units: 1964-1973; Actual vs. Planned by Period

Total
1964-1966 1967-1970 1971-1973 1964/73

Actual/ Actual/ Actual/
Planned Actual Planned Planned Actual Planned Planned Actual Planned Actual

Track Renewal Km. 2,230 1,623 73 2,736 1,942 71 2,891 2,181 75 5,746

Stations and Yards No. 3 9 300 10 1 10 1 1 100 11

Diesel Motive Power
Line Locomotives No. 147 152 103 148 90 61 75 19 25 261
Shunting Locomotives No. 133 113 85 89 84 94 16 0 0 197

Diesel Train Sets
TER No. 36 30 83 15 0 0 - - - 30
Ferrobuses No. 15 0 0 34 75 220 0 14 1400 89
TALGO No. 6 6 100 3 3 100 26 75 288 84

Rolling Stock No. 5,580 3,637 65 3,725 2,397 64 3,182 1,756 55 7,790

Workshops No. 2 1 50 2 2 100 10 4 40 7

Telecommunications
Improvement Lines Km. 1,129 1,352 120 1,790 4,038 226
New Equipment No. 245 155 63 172 153 89

Safety Equipment
Signalling Lights No. 64 26 41 120 92 76 n.a.
CTC Km. 252 74 29 285 520 182
Automatic Block Km. 295 164 56 191 279 146
Manual Block Km. 249 114 46 560 844 151
Remote Control No. 4 5 125 20 83 415

Electrification
New Lines Km. 346 755 218 346 436 116 389 259 66 1,450
Electric Locomotives No. 17 24 141 56 52 93 15 10 67 86

No. 20 20 100 62 37 60 45 0 0 57
No. 55 60 109 125 116 93 20 40 200 216
No. - - - - - - 20 0 0 0

Source: RENFE: Memorias del Consejo de Administracion. Planned figures as approved by Bank.



III. IMPACT OF THE PLAN OF ACTION

A. Introduction

The modernization of RENFE was expected to be achieved through

the combined effects of the Investment Plan and the Plan of Action. We

have already discussed the implementation of the Investment Plan and its

impact is analyzed in the next chapter. The purpose of this chapter is

to assess the impact of the other three groups of measures included in

the ?lan of Action, i.e..those dealing with a) RENFE's operations and orga-

nization; b) RENFE's finances; and c) transport coordination.

In these fields, the objectives of the Modernization Program were
to achieve RENFE's financial independence, an objective that was assumed

to require its becoming an autonomous agency under the general guidance

of the Government, and to make the enterprise technically efficient so
that, in the competitive atmosphere in which it was expected to operate,

it would attract that traffic for which railways have a comparative

advantage.

The Bank played an important role in the shaping and the revisions
of these aspects of the Plan of Action. The emphasis on more specific
measures dealing with the financial situation became increasingly important

in RENFE-Bank relations as the financial status did not improve and
progress was good on the operational side. Similarly, the Bank's attention

to the problems of transport coordination increased in the second and third

revisions of the Plan as a result of the few advances in the field

(Tables III-1 and 111-2 summarize the objectives and achievements in these

areas). In the remainder of this chapter, we analyze separately the achieve-

ments in these three main areas, and the role played by the Bank in some

of the actions taken.

B. RENFE's Operational Efficiency

The operational measures included in the Plan of Action were in-

tended to improve overall efficiency and to achieve a high utilization of

the new equipment and infrastructure included in the Investment Plan.
Following SOFRERAIL recommendations, RENFE and the Bank put special emphasis

on personnel reductions and training, to adapt the labor force to the more

technically advanced operating conditions expected as a result of the

Modernization Program, and on two or three key measures, such as the ration-

alization of less-than-carload (LCL) traffic, the consolidation of marshall-
ing yards, and the reduction of passenger classes from three to two. However,
no specific targets were set about operational standards such as car turn-
around time, trainloads, operating speeds or utilization factors.
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The Bank was particularly interested in personnel reductions
and quite impressed by the progress that was being made although, as we
shall see later in this section, most of those reductions did not result
from the Investment Plan. Throughout the period, the Bank concentrated
its efforts on personnel reduction, LCL and marshalling yards programs,
implicitly assuming that RENFE's operational standards were good and no
further detailed targets were necessary in the Plan of Action.

Overall, RENFE's operational efficiency improved considerably
during the ten-year period,and most of the targets of the Plan of Action
have been achieved. The figures in Table 111-3 illustrate how in many
aspects RENFE is now equal to or better than most European railways. Major
improvements have been achieved in the rationalization of LCL traffic,
thus eliminating one of the major causes of financial loss; in the system
for allocating wagons; in the establishment of a system of unit trains;
in staff efficiency (Table 111-4), and particularly in the organization
of comercial operations. However, progress has been slow or non-existent
in areas where it was possible with better planning; for example, in the
organization of train services, in order to have bigger trainloads; in the
utilization and availability of motive power, and in commercial speeds.
In retrospect, the Plan of Action should have been more precise in these
areas. In the following sections these points are discussed in more
detail.

Efficiency Programs

Personnel Reductions

RENFE's staff had been growing since its establishment, reaching
a maximum of 141,000 in the late 1940s. Since 1954, new hiring had not
been allowed, and by 1963 the labor force had been reduced to 120,000.
Personnel expenditures accounted, on the average, for 48.5% of total oper-
ating costs during 1957-63. Any action toward the reduction in personnel
would therefore have an important effect on RENFE's finances. Thus, spe-
cific targets were included in the Plan of Action.

Renfe has been highly successful in achieving these targets, as
shown by the following figures:
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Personnel Reduction: Estimated and Actual

(number)

Plan of Action (1964) Revised Plan of Action (1967)
Period Forecast Actual Forecast Actual

1964-68 23,500 21,550
1966-68 11,000 10,250
1968-70 9,000 15,636
1970-73 b/ 9,000 5,664a/
1964-73 36,500 42,865

a/ 1970-72
b/ 1964-72

In 1972 RENFE's labor force was only 64.2% of the 1963 level,
a reduction of 42,865 people. Thus, although there was a policy of per-

sonnel reduction before 1963, the most significant efforts were made after
1963. These reductions were not only the continuation of previous actions
but the result of a new and stronger policy, as illustrated in Graph 1,
which highlights two different time periods, with reductions during 1963-72
following a different trend from those in 1954-62.

This development was an important factor in realizing the labor-
saving benefits of the Investment Plan. We have estimated that even with
all the new equipment and the implementation of the Modernization Program,
the operating expenditures in 1972 would have been 40% higher than the
actual if personnel reductions had not taken place.

Two issues are important in relation to this subject: (a) the
role played by the Plan of Action and the Investment Plan and (b) the
importance of exogenous factors (i.e., general economic conditions of the
country) that may have facilitated the personnel reduction effort.

Regarding the first, it is our impression that the Bank, through
the targets included in the Plan of Action, played an important role in
promoting this process. A significant part of the reductions was not the
direct consequence of the Investment Plan but of the administrative reorga-
nization and other rationalization measures that were implemented as a
result of the Plan of Action (LCL traffic, line closures, etc.). RENFE
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has estimated that reductions during 1964-67 were mainly due to elimina-
tion of redundant personnel;l they accounted for 35.6% of the total in
1964-72. A more precise idea of the effect of the Investment Plan can be
obtained from analysis of personnel reductions by categories:

Personnel Reductions by Category: 1964-72

Category %

A: Staff personnel of the Central Administrative Office 1.2
B: Train crews (excluding engineers) and other

personnel working in the stations 32.3
C: Engineers and personnel working in the workshops 29.2
D: Track maintenance personnel 16.6
E: Personnel working in the Commercial Department 4.7
F: All other personnel 16.0

TOTAL 100.0

Personnel reductions in Category B, the largest, are mainly the consequence
of the reorganization of work at terminals, line closures, etc., and can
be attributed only in an indirect way to the Investment Plan. RENFE has
estimated that about 86% of the reduction in this category is the result
of the reorganization. The same analysis applies to Category C, where
70% of the reduction was induced by workshop reorganization, and only 30%
to the dieselization program. Reductions in Category D are more closely
related to the investments and are a direct consequence of track renewal
and the use of mechanical maintenance.

In summary, at least 47% of the reductions in 1964-72 are the
result of the improved administrative and organizational methods brought
about to a large extent by the Plan of Action, and 25% can be attributed
directly to investments. Due to lack of information, the remaining 28%
cannot be clearly attributed to any particular factor, but the character-
istics of the activities involved, e.g., general administration, the
Commercial Department, temporary workers, etc., suggest that this reduc-
tion is more closely related to targets in the Plan of Action.

As regards the second point, the extent to which personnel re-
duction has been affected by exogenous factors, most of the reductions
took place through a system of early retirement options, and practically

1/ RENFE, "Plan Decenal de Modernizacion Actualizado, 1967" pp. 41, 42.
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all workers left RENFE voluntarily. It is likely that the general improvement
of the Spanish economy in the 1960s and the creation of new employment
possibilities might have acted as an incentive for people to leave RENFE.
Another job, plus RENFE's pension, provided an excellent monetary incentive.
In any case, the dynamism of the economy and the gradual elimination of

structural unemployment drastically reduced the pressures over RENFE to
slcw down on the program or, even more, to continue to hire more labor.

Uneconomic Line Closures

Traffic density (defined as the ratio between traffic and the
length of the network) in Spain is very low, as can be observed in the
following figures:

Traffic Density in Selected European Countries (1968)
(Traffic units/km track, million)

Germany 3.16
Belgium 3.31
France 2.72
Holland 3.40
Italy 2.87

England 2.67

Spain 1.49

At the same time, traffic is very concentrated, and 65% of the
total net ton-kms are carried on line sections that account for only 30%
of the total network. The closing of uneconomic lines was then an im-
portant issue at the time of the first loan, and the Plan of Action in-
cluded several targets on the subject (Table III-1).

RENFE agreed to study for closure 49 low traffic lines, comprising
2,638 km. From 1964 to 1966, progress was delayed as an effective method-
ology had not yet been developed. By early 1971 studies for 48 of the lines
had been completed and RENFE had requested abandonment of 1,089 km, of which
505 had already been closed. Appropriate action had not been taken by the

Government, for political considerations, on an earlier 1969 proposal to
close 269 km and elimination of passenger services on 203 km. As a condition
for effectiveness of the third loan, Government action was required on
these proposals. In the end, the lines Tmre closed. The 1971 Plan of Action
called for studies on 55 additional lines comprising 4,000 km, and requested
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that where the Government, for political or other reasons, forced operations

determined by RENFE to be uneconomic, the Government would reimburse RENFE

for the financial losses incurred.

In 1964, it had also been agreed to work on a program of phasing

out uneconomic stations. Out of a total of 3,000, 1,500 were to be studied

and 250 were to be closed each year after 1966. By 1970, 631 stations had

been closed or converted to reduced operations, a number that the Bank

considered to be satisfactory. Agreement to continue the program was con-

firmed during negotiations for the third loan.

It was not possible to assess whether the program of line closures

was adequate, but the benefit-cost analysis of the Investment Plan concluded

that it was clearly not profitable to renew the track in these low density

lines.

Less-than-carload Traffic (LCL)

The reorganization of this traffic was called for in the 1964

Plan of Action and it is an excellent example of the substantial gains in

efficiency that can be brought about with very little investment and only

managerial and administrative changes.

LCL traffic was moved through a system of "Central Stations" which

served as distribution centers within each region. Traffic between each

station and its corresponding "Central Station" was carried on "trenes

colectores" (collecting trains). The operation was considered to be very

inefficient: for example, the average wagonload was only 1.5 tons. In

1968, 19.7% of the total freight train-kms was devoted to this 
traffic

while contributing with only 13% of total freight revenue.

In that same year, RENFE started a complete reorganization of

LCL transport and as a first step it decided to close to this traffic all

stations with a gross annual income of less than Ptas. 300,000. As a result,

only 389 stations, accounting for 90% of LCL freight revenues 
(out of a

total of 1,121) continued to handle this traffic. The result was a con-

siderable saving, not only in relation to the train-kms of "trenes colectores"

which went down by almost 50%, but also in the other expenditures necessary

to handle this traffic in the stations that were closed. By 1972, the

benefits of the program were impressive; the average load per wagon went

up to 2.5 tons, LCL share of total freight revenue declined slightly to

11%, but the proportion of this traffic in terms of freight train-kms 
went

down to 7.4%. A new, more modern system, which will move LCL traffic only

among 21 central stations, with the rest of the transport made by truck,

will be implemented shortly.
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Efficiency Indicators

Average Trainload

The average trainload is lower in Spain than in most other

European countries (Table 111-3). The Bank has been concerned about this

because it was aware that increased train length is one of the best ways

of improving efficiency and major improvements are possible in Spain in

spite of topographical difficulties. The Plan of Action contained only

one measure that tackled the problem, which was the reorganization of the

LCL traffic. However, the improvements have been minor: average freight

per train went up from 188 net tons in 1964 to 227 tons in 1972, a growth of

20.7% (Table 111-4). The increase that took place between 1964 and 1968

was mainly the result of the replacement of steam traction by electric

and diesel, which allow for greater train tonnages, and the increase be-

tween 1969 and 1972 can largely be attributed (80%) to the reormnization

of the LCL traffic just described, by eliminating short trains.-

Average Carload

The average carload was also lower in Spain than in most other

European countries (Table 111-3), but there has been an important improve-

ment from 12.5 tons in 1964 to 18 tons in 1972, _or 44.2% (Table 111-4).

The reorganization of the LCL played again an important role in achieving

this improvement: the reduction in the number of freight cars devoted

to LCL traffic explains about 37% of the observed increase in the average

carload.2/ Thus, another conclusion is that the increase in the-average

carload in 1964/72, which is not expla ned by the change in the relative

importance of LCL, is only about 2 8%.1

1/ The average trainload for the whole network can be expressed as a

weighted average of the average freight of the LCL trains and the

other trains. The weights are the proportion of train-kms corres-

ponding to each category out of the total train-kms. The reorganiza-

tion of the LCL traffic, by just changing the relative weights of

each category of-trains, led to an increase in the average freight

per train for the whole network.

2/ The methodology is similar to that used for the analysis of the aver-

age trainload.

3/ This figure is arrived at by subtracting from the total observed in-

crease of 44%, that part that corresponds to changes in the relative

weight of LCL traffic (.44 x .37 - .16).
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Speed

The combined effect of the Investment Plan and of the Plan

of Action produced significant increases in the average co ercial speed
of both passenger and freight trains (Table 111-4).

One of the benefits resulting from an increase in speed is a

reduction in freightcar turnaround time (TAT). In Spain, TAT remained
practically constant between 1964 and 19681/ as can be seen from the
following figures:

Evolution of TAT: 1964 and 1968 (days)

Private
Freight RENFE + Private

Years RENFE Freight Cars Cars Freight Cars
D 0 T D 0 T

1964 4.41 8.60 6.90 7.74 4.41 8.28 7.04

1968 4.43 8.36 7.25 6.26 4.47 7.76 7.01

D = LCL freight cars
0 = all other freight cars
T = total freight cars

However, speed is not the key variable to reduce TAT, because

travel time accounts for only about 18% of the total; the increase in speed

that took place between 1964 and 1972 would lead to a reduction of only about

6% in TAT. The relative importance of travel time and other items in TAT

in 1964 and 1968 was as follows:

Time Spent in 1964 1968

Trains 18.6 18.1

Intermediate Stops 20.5 16.6
Terminals 60.9 65.3

100.0 100.0

1/ These are the only two years for which a detailed analysis was available.
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The time spent in terminals is the most significant item and
considerable savings in equipment could be obtained through its reduction.

An important improvement was a new system for allocating wagons
among the different stations. This new system, called "Central de Reparto
Centralizado" was developed through the technical assistance of SOFRERAIL
and established in 1966. Prior to this change the operation was very
inefficient; in 1964 there were about 75,000 cars, but a shortage of ma-
terial because of the bad allocation system. The average yearly car utili-
zation was 110,000 net ton-kms and the total number of net ton-kms was about
8,376 million. A rough measure of the effects of the new system is given
by the comparison of these figures with those for 1968. During that year
it was possible to transport 5% more ton-kms than in 1964 with only 87%
of the cars. The average ton-kms per freight car increased by 21%.

Availability of Motive Power and Rolling Stock

Table 111-3 shows the motive power and rolling stock availability
for selected European countries. By comparison, Spain has significantly
lower availability, on average, for diesel railcars and passenger and
freight cars and shows, moreover, a gradual decline (Table 111-4). This
decline is to some extent logical in cases like Spain, where a large amount
of new equipment is placed in service at the same time. Nevertheless, even
under these circumstances maintenance could be planned so that, in the case
of diesel locomotives, not more than 7% or 8% are out of service at one
time. Similarly, not more than 4% or 5% of the electric locomotives should
be undergoing repair. For rolling stock the target should be not more
than 5% out of service.

RENFE's lower than average performance in this respect is due
to several factors. With regard to diesel locomotives and diesel power
units, the difficulty is related to (a) the diversity of equipment, a re-
flection of inadequate planning, which prevents a smooth and fast repair-
shop operation; (b) the inability -- or incapacity -- of suppliers to
deliver spare parts and components on schedule; (c) the delay in availability
of retrained technicians and skilled workers in dose maintenance shops
which, under the workshop reorganization plan, were to make major repairs
to motive power and rolling stock.I/

The possibility of attaining better availability targets is borne
out by the fact that the proposed targets have already been surpassed in
the case of the Talgo (diesel passenger units) motive power, which had a

1/ These delays are not entirely due to the training programs, which were
in general very efficient, but more to the problem of transferring the
labor force from one place to another. This has been a major problem
in Spain because people are very reluctant to change their places of
residence.
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94.7% availability in 1972, thus supporting the advantages of standardi-

zation. The two principal workshops visited, the locomotive and power

unit main repair shop in Madrid and the specialized two-axle box-car re-

pair shop in Barcelona, reflect the high technological and practical

capacity of RENFE in this area. Once it is possible to reduce the many

types of locomotives, power units, and other equipment it presently has

to contend with, RENFE's efficiency will improve considerably.

C. Institutional Efficiency

Before 1964, RENFE was a semi-autonomous public agency facing
an important degree of Government intervention, largely due to its fi-

nancial weakness. At the time, the Bank thought that to have more autonomy

and to be able to operate along co mercial lines was an essential ingredient

of the Modernization Program. The Bank made this a major issue during

negotiations for the first loan, and in 1964 obtained from the Government

a new statute for RENFE which largely complied with Bank requirements.

The new organization gave RENFE more control on day-to-day operations

but the Government still reserved the power to appoint the Chairman and

the Board of Directors and the control on tariff policy, line closures and

the approval of the annual operating and investment budget.

Direct Government intervention -- aside from general economic

policy matters -- declined in the following years, but it still influenced

operations in an important way. The frequent changes in the top management

adversely affected decision making, especially in the late 1960s. For

example, in 1967/70 there were four Chairmen and three General Managers

in office. The Bank expressed its concern about this lack of continuity

and the Government finally agreed in 1971 to maintain fixed-term appoint-

ments for the top management positions. Government intervention was also

a major factor explaining the delays in the line closure program, and

only as late as 1971 did RENFE obtain adequate freedom to modify its tariffs.

One institution-building approach that produced positive results

in this case was the use of a large number of consultants. SOFRERAIL, the

leading group, appointed technical advisors to all key management positions

and acted as coordinator of the large number of consultants that were em-

ployed: between 1964 and 1968, 128 individuals from 12 firms participated

in RENFE's modernization efforts. This approach helped also to smooth the

process of change in management that took place in 1964, when a number of

new people with little railway experience joined the enterprise. Later

on, the consultants also helped to set up useful training programs for

the top and middle management.
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RENFE has now a co-mercially-oriented organization, the morale
of its staff is high and the top management is well qualified. One inter-
esting example of RENFE's transformation into a commercial enterprise is
given by the changes that have taken place in the Commercial Department.
Before 1964, this Department was just an appendix of RENFE, without much
power in operations and with a poor image with the customers. In the
late 1960s a major change took place, which transformed it into one of
RENFE's leading departments. It became a very aggressive group, maintaining
close relations with the big customersl/ and, more importantly, it began
to have an influence in the organization of the railway services. The
fact that this influence exists is probably the best indication of the
changes in attitude that have taken place in RENFE. Current practice is
that in the transport contract with its main customers, RENFE guarantees
that the service will be performed according to an agreed schedule. If
it is not done, RENFE pays a penalty which is proportional to the delay
involved. At the Bank's suggestion, RENFE employed consultants (Transmark
of England was finally selected), who helped reorganize the Department
and later developed the system for use of containers.

The growing importance of the Commercial Department and its role
in the organization of the services are crucial for the success of RENFE
as a commercial enterprise. However, there is a serious potential danger
because of the lack of a good costing system for the different services
that RENFE provides. Misleading information about true economic costs
might induce the Commercial Department to make wrong decisions in relation
to the services that have to be promoted or the kind of tariff structure
that is more convenient. The new administration of RENFE is aware of this
problem and a new costing system is being introduced.

1/ RENFE's coimercial traffic is very concentrated as can be observed in
Table 111-5.
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D. RENFE's Financial Performance

The original version of the Plan of Action contained a program
for achieving financial independence during the 10-year period of the

Program consisting of three stages: a) cash operating expenses, including

interest, were to be met out of revenues by 1968; b) depreciation by 1971;

and c) a return on net fixed assets of 3.6% by 1973. The projected attain-

ment of these targets was based on a series of measures (summarized in

Table III-1) such as a revision of the level and structure of rates and

fares, application of commercial rates to Government traffic, a clarifi-

cation of the financial relations of RENFE with the Government, incorpor-

ating Government contributions -- past and future -- as RENFE equity and

settling the mutual debt, and revaluation of assets.

However, progress in the financial area has been from the very
beginning slower than expected. The original targets have since been

revised twice. In 1966, it was agreed to postpone the date by which cash

operating expenses should be covered to 1969, although depreciation was
still expected to be covered ahead of schedule, in 1970. The lack of

progress resulted in a serious reappraisal of the financial situation in

1970. At that time, it was projected that RENFE would be able to earn

operating revenues sufficient to cover cash operating expenses and interest

only by 1973, and depreciation by 1977. The operating ratio was not to

exceed 100 in 1975.

RENFE's financial situation improved slowly between 1964 and 1973

(Tables 111-6 and 111-7). The net deficit hovered around Ptas. 4 billion

and only in 1973 was it reduced to 2.42 billion (the reduction in real

terms has been higher because of inflation). As a consequence, the operating

ratio remained above 100 during the whole period and most of the targets
set in the three projections described above were not achieved. The

improvement in 1973 is also reflected in a working ratio for that year

of 97 indicating that the target set in 1970 of covering cash operating

expenses in 1973 had been achieved.l/ These accumulated deficits continued

to have a negative impact on the overall financial position of RENFE:

the current ratio declined from 1.9 in 1964 to 1.2 in 1971, and the liquid
ratio has been under 1.0 most of the period, largely because of Govern-

ment delays in making the necessary payments to cover the deficits. In

terms of trends, RENFE's financial situation remained relatively stable

between 1964 and 1966, it deteriorated considerably in 1967 and 1968, but

1/ Financial ratios since 1971 have been calculated without including
income from the Canon de Coincidencia, a special duplication tax that
had to be paid to RENFE by the owner of a road service parallel to a
railway line.
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since 1969 it has shown a slow but steady progress. Preliminary indica-
tions about 1974 suggest that the improvement has continued.

In retrospect, the revisions of the financial situation in 1966
and 1970, largely promoted by the Bank, were clearly necessary in view of
the changing conditions at the time. However, a review of the difference
between estimated and actual revenues and costs (Tables 111-8 and 111-9)
suggests that the first three projections consistently underestimated the
growth of expenditures, particularly of labor costs. The latter continued to
grow in spite of personnel reductions because the average expenditure per
worker grew at a very fast pace, 34% between 1964 and 1966 alone. Also,
the first two projections underestimated the savings in fuel that would
be obtained from the phasing out of steam traction, a reflection of the
faster than expected implementation of the dieselization program. Total
revenues were, by and large, correctly predicted in 1964-66 and 1971-73,
and overestimated in 1967-70, but the evolution of freight and passenger
revenues has been somewhat different. Estimates of income from freight
traffic were about right the first two years of the program but too opti-
mistic until 1972, reflecting the fact that the projections overestimated
the traffic and tariff levels. Revenues from passenger traffic were
better than expected for the first three years, largely on account of a
higher than expected increase in traffic, but there was an important
shortfall between 1967 and 1972.1/

Several reasons have been given to explain RENFE's slow progress
in the financial area, but the increasing impact of road competition appears
as the central cause of RENFE's difficulties. The optimistic bias of the
financial projections was also to a large extent due to the failure to take
this impact fully into account.

Road competition has affected RENFE's financial situation in
several ways. First, traffic has grown very slowly: freight movement
has been less than expected (8.7 billion ton-kms against 10.6 billion ex-
pected in 1968 and 9.7 and 11.2 billion, respectively, in 1972) and only
passengers have shown some unexpected dynamism -14.4 billion passenger-kms
against 12.0 billion planned, in 1972 (Table III-10). Second, competition
has not allowed RENFE to raise its rates and fares to cover the increase in
costs: average revenue per passenger-km has declined 15% in real terms between
1964 and 1972, and revenue per ton-km has declined 307. over the same period.
RENFE and the Bank spent a considerable amount of time negotiating with
the Government for greater freedom in raising rates and fares. This

1/ This high growth in passenger traffic until 1966 was unusual in light
of past trends. The existing evidence suggests that it was due to
the improved quality of the service, which was beginning to be notice-
able at the time, and the expanding tourist trade.
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negotiation was, in retrospect, largely academic, because when that free-
dom was finally achieved in 1971, RENFE was not able to raise tariffs in
any significant way. Third, RENFE has been concentrating on the transport
of bulk commodities which pay lower tariffs than the high value commodities
that have been lost to the trucking industry.

Another reason for RENFE's poor financial performance has been
the higher than expected increase in labor costs. The projections under-
estimated the increase in wages in real terms and compounded the problem
by assuming that whatever raises would take place could be compensated
for by tariff increases, thus neglecting the effect of road competition.

A factor that has been frequently mentioned in explaining RENFET 's
financial difficulties is the Government anti-inflationary policies, which
kept tariffs at low levels. However, our analysis suggests that this
factor did not play a major role during the period under study because
of the overwhelming importance of road competition. Its only significant
influence was through the negative impact of inflation on the Government
finances, which delayed the transfer of funds to RENFE, thus complicating
its cash position.

In spite of these negative developments,progress did take place
in preparing the basis for better financial management through several of
the measures included in the Plan of Action. The financial relations with
the Government were normalized: Government contributions have been incor-
porated as RENFE's equity since 1967, mutual debts were settled in that
same year, and Government traffic is now charged commercial rates. The
structure of rates and fares has been simplified and made more flexible,
in passenger traffic through the establishment of two classes only, and
in freight through more commercially-oriented contracts with RENFE's major
customers. Assets have been finally revalued, although with considerable
delay, and economic cost studies are underway and will be available shortly.

One important consequence of RENFE's poor financial situation
has been that its contribution to the financing of the Investment Plan has
been practically non-existent. Originally, it was expected that RENFE
would contribute 37% of the cost of the Plan, mainly through retained
earnings (largely depreciation), foreign loans would finance 20% of the
costs, and the Government the rest (Table III-11). In practice, since
RENFE did not have profits, the Government financed a large proportion of
the Plan. In the 1966-72 period (the period for which figures are fully
comparable), foreign loans financed 18% of the expenses and the Government
the remaining 82%, of which 28% was financing of depreciation and 54% a
direct contribution to equity.
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The Bank has played an important role in the achievement of
whatever progress has taken place in the financial field. The request
for detailed financial projections and for their continuous revision had
been an important institutional contribution to RENFE. Some of the measures
promoted by the Bank have been particularly useful, such as the normaliza-
tion of the financial relations with the Government and the efforts, par-
ticularly since 1966, to make sure that funds from the Government were
delivered to RENFE on schedule../ However, the Bank's major effort
regarding the level of rates and fares seems to have been partly misguided
in view of the preponderant influence of road competition in determining
those rates and fares.

E. Transport Coordination

An important set of the targets included in the Plan of Action
dealt with transport coordination. At the time of the first appraisal,
the Bank had a wide interest in the transport sector, and the apparent
bias in favor of the railways was a problem which the Bank thought it could
help solve. Legislation dealing with transport until 1964 considered the
railway the basic means of transportation and attempted to protect it from
the emerging competition from the roads. The basic laws were: a) Ley de
Coordinacion de los Transportes Mecanicos (1947) and b) Ley de Ordenaci6n
de los Transportes Mecanicos por Carretera (1947). The first dealt with
the coordination of land transport and the second with the organization of
the road transport industry.

Both laws were highly protective of RENFE. They established that,
in principle, road transport services parallel to railway lines already in
existence should not be authorized, giving RENFE the right to decide whether
a new transportation service was needed (derecho de tanteo). The laws also
established the special duplication tax (Canon de Coincidencia).

In the early 1960s the increasing competition from road transport,
despite this legal protection, led RENFE to ask for further safeguards.
However, during their initial contacts, the Bank pressed hard for the elimin-
ation of this protective approach, and during negotiations it convinced the
Spanish authorities that the most efficient way of obtaining coordination
was through market forces. This approach required that the Government should

1/ During negotiations for the second loan in 1966, it was agreed that
the Government would make advance quarterly payments to RENFE to cover
its deficits, debt service and investment, and to provide the necessary
funds for making the cash working capital not less than 12% of its annual
operating expenses by 1969. This latter objective was achieved only in
1972, and the former has been generally complied with, particularly in
the last years.
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be "neutral" with respect to road and rail, that is, both modes should be
taxed or subsidized in the same way. Also, technical standards on both
modes should be similar and at a good level. Thus, the Bank's approach
to transport coordination at the time of the first appraisal was to propose
several studies designed to clarify the existing situation, to assess how
"neutral" Government policy was, and to provide the bases for regulating
the technical aspects of road transport. In the 1967 revision of the Plan
of Action other studies were added to help ensure that investments in road
and rail would be made under the same principles. It was expected that
these studies would serve as a basis for the formulation of a better trans-
port policy. Table III-1 summarizes the objectives of the Plan of Action
in relation to transport coordination and the achievements to date.

In order to undertake the studies and implement these measures
it was first necessary to set up a coordinating body. This was done in
January 1964 with the creation of the Superior Council of Land Transport
(CSTT). The Council, with a permanent staff, operated mainly in an advisory
capacity and was in charge of organizing and carrying out studies on all
aspects of land transport coordination. In order to cover other modes,
the CSTT was expected to interact with the Commission for Transport Coordi-
nation organized in 1963 and composed of the Under Secretaries of the
relevant ministries.

The studies on rates, taxes and fuel prices were to have been
completed by 1966, but were barely underway by the end of that year mainly
as a result of the 1965 change of Government. In that year the Chairman
of the CSTT was replaced and the new Chairman, not familiar with transport
coordination problems, delayed the studies. A second problem was a shift
in emphasis by the new Government away from overall coordination and towards
urban transport. The Government thought that the country's economic growth
required vast amounts of transport services and little coordination was
necessary. For these reasons, the three studies, in slightly revised form,
were carried over to the 1967 Revised Plan of Action.

More progress was made with highway regulatory policy during the
early years. Numerous regulations were enacted during 1965 and 1966; how-
ever, enforcement was weak, especially for weight and size limitations,
use of approved contract format by truckers, and for freight services claim-
ing regular operations. The Government explained the shortfall in enforce-
ment mainly as a result of the small-enterprise nature of Spanish trucking,
which made uniform regulation difficult.

At the time of the second loan, transport coordination became
even more important for the Bank because of the negligible progress in the
previous period. The 1967 Revised Plan of Action was devoted almost entirely
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to the formulation and implementation of measures in this field. They

can be classified into three groups: a) completion of the studies on

tax neutrality; b) a set of studies to determine investment priorities
in transportation; and c) implementation of the road transport regulations.

The studies on tax neutrality faced the problem of finding an

adequate definition of "neutrality." The Bank played a useful role in

developing the methodology that was finally applied and the studies, most

of which were completed by 1971, concluded that there was no discrimination

against RENFE as a result of the existing tax structure (Table III-1).

The studies designed to determine investment priorities helped
define the investment criteria, as well as detailed guidelines for invest-

ment in highways and railways. Three other studies designed mainly to

provide a better basis for investment decisions, on inter-city freight
traffic, transport market performance, and freight flows by commodity,
route and transport mode, were also undertaken. However, their use for
investment planning and policy formulation has been limited; no follow-up
to their conclusions has been established.

Finally, the regulatory measures dealing with road transport

that were developed in 1964/66 began to be applied. Weight and size regu-

lations were made the responsibility of the police in an effort to strengthen

enforcement. Implementation of the Plan developed in 1966 for systematic

vehicle inspection had been delayed by problems in land acquisition for

the location of inspection facilities and in procurement of equipment, and
was still not fully operational. A new uniform accounting system for

larger trucking enterprises was distributed to private operators, but

adoption of its use was optional since truckers were already operating
under general Government-prescribed accounting methods.

At the time of the third loan, the Bank concluded that in order

to implement the recommendations arising from the studies already completed,
it was necessary to create a new transport coordination agency, which

should be located in the MPW. However, in the end it was decided to broaden
the functions of the CSTT to enable it to perform this function. In addition,
a new program of studies for the CSTT was prepared in 1972 in consultation

with the Bank, covering the following points: a) inter-regional flows of

freight traffic; b) road transport costs and road user charges; c) economies

of scale in road transport; d) public and own account road transport; and

e) structure of inter-urban public transport.

In 1971, a Government decree imposed restrictions on the increase
in the capacity of the bus and trucking industry by limiting the number of

licenses issued each year. These restrictions created, for a while, an
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artificial demand for railway services and resulted in an increase in the
size of trucks.I/ The Bank expressed great concern about this discrim-
inatory measure and by 1972 the restrictions were eased.

Our findings, which on this subject are very general, confirm
the conclusions of the Bank-sponsored studies. We do not see a major dis-
tortion in the market for transport services derived from Government actions.
If anything, the railway seems to have been favored throughout most of the
period, especially after the 1971 measures. Progress has been slow in
implementing the regulatory measures in highway transport and in eliminating
some distorting elements such as the Canon de Coincidencia.

The Bank deserves most of the credit for the elimination of the
excessive railway protection that was beginning to emerge in the early
1960s, for the measures taken to regulate the technical aspects of the
road transport industry, and for the better information now available about
transport in Spain. It is conceivable that the studies now underway will
serve as a basis for the formulation of a more up-to-date transport policy
and for the elimination of the remaining discriminatory measures.

1/ The restriction was only in relation to the number of trucks, but not to
their capacity.
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TABU 11-2 : TRANSPORT COORDINATION MEASURES MOCLUDED IN PLAN OF ACTION. SUMMARY 'F ACHIZVEMTS

of Artion Action. Recomended Anhleveons

1. Review of tax on highway passenger services paralleling the raflwey. Delay due to change In Govertsent; incorporated into 1967 Plan of Action.

2. Revision of -el nIto to line with a volicy of neutrality Delay due to change in Governmet; incorporated into 1967 Ploe of Action.
964 rmog eodoe of transport.

3. More effective regujation of highway cransport:
a) minimum entry conditions for highway tranavort. Effectiveness of e decree defining miteni cmpetence and financial

qu2lifications for now truckers operating nationally or regionally.

b) more effective weight and size regulations. Slow progress; incorporated into 1967 Plan of Action.

c) creation of a better inspectIon eystem to ensure sound Plan completed 1y 1966; system was not expected to be fully
mechanicel Conditiu of vehicle.. operational =ctil 1969.

J) requirement of written cOUntract for highway freight. Contract forest prescribed for national operations with more than one
customer; for small truckers, Government believed it would be isohible
to enforce such agreements aod hoped instead to encourage their consolidation
into associetios as a first step towards regulation.

c) better regulation of freight forwarders through adequate Reglations requiring performance bonds affected. Goversment proposed that
perfo-eaecs bonds. private freight forwarders should undertake the implementation of trucking

operatio. regulations.

f) regulation of adequacy of services whilc claimed to be Adequate regulations were issued, but =ethcd& of enforcement had not
operating with fixed rates and schedules. been defined.

g) assurances that highway transport met minima labor Government study showed adenuate labor cooditions for large oper.tiona
conditions. and that regulattun of rumerous small operator owners was vet possible.

h) minimma insurance requirements. Reqiremeots established.

)i etablishmeat of a uniform accounting system for highway Plan completed, legislation enacted by end 1967.
transport.

4. Study rates and tax policy on all modes of transport, to ensure Study delayed; incorporated into 1967 Plan of Action.
flscal tourality.

RVISED 1. "o effect greater osutrslity with regard to fioral and other policy
as regard$ their tepect on the various modee of transport through1967 utudy and action taken on:

a, Road user charges as related to highway costs. Completd; showed that road users covered all costs, and that overtaxation
existed for all vehicles.

b) Fuel prices as related to fuel costs. Study completed.

c) Rare and fare oollcy for all transport modes us -elated to fhis study excluded RENFE, ports and air transport; it dealt only with
cost of providing the service. alternative rate regulations for trucking services; it suggested that the

the small enterprise nature of Spanish trucking resulted from the lack of
economies of ncal., where fixed costs were a small part of total costs.
Wiithout entry restrictions, prices were closely related to costs, and
consumers benefited frm technological ieprovyments through lower prices.

d) Taxation of transport sevices (after road user charges had Study romplefed; it discussed all taxes borne by road and rail and analyzed
been accounted for) including the gas/oil tax and the tax the 1965 road user taxes collected as allocated to groups using inter-urban
on highway paenger services. roads, conrluding that fiscal treaemeic of the railways, vis-a-vis the

roead& o. not ufitr.

ei Price differential for different modes of transport as regards Study completed; it concluded that for both road and rail, procurement of
purchase of Spanish vereus other equipment, to determine if Spanish equipment was equally exeensive as a result of the industrial
one mode was bearing an unfair burden. protection law.

2 Achieveant of ,oeo investment policy for more effective
transport coordination, through study and action as follow.:

au Establishment of criteria for investment in transport by 1968. Camplated; to addition to general guidelines, two sub-etudies related to
rail and road investment were transformed into specific guidelines.

b) Set of investnent in, and operation of, level crosings as Completed; concluded that there were 4 area. of conflict between road and cIl
shared by road and rail. and generally that expenditures should be borne by oath made in proportion

no benefits received.

c) Need for pipeline regulation, including user charges. Results showed that the role of pipelines in Spain was insignificant.

d) Compilation of road transport statistics for inter-city freight. Ccmpleted.

a) Study of transport market performance to soe why shippers Study consisted in three surveys of: the users market, road transport and
choose a particular mode. intermediaries - using samples.

f) Study of freight traffic flows by node of transport. by major A field sorver was carried out in 1969 by the National Inst. of Statistics
-to*t and by Commodity for on* year. on 45,000 truck., oation-wide. The results were to assess potential

markets for potential RENFE container services.

g) Study of combined highmsy-railway-port facilities; and use Completed; need by REMFE to implesent container serrices.
of uootainers, pallets, cranes, etc.

3. to achieve effective regulation and policies of highway transport
ac follows:

ci feplementation of mininum conditions of entry. Those measures introduced in 1966 were satisfactory; they had been put into use.

b) Enforcement of weight and slxe regulations Scales were get up at the Spanish boodere, and orders placed for 2 scale* in
each of the provinces, but ieplemntaion was incomplete.

c) Ensure sound condition of vehicles and a system of icepeotten. A plan for inspection was developed; implementation was slow, due to delay
in acquiring equipment and land for stations.

di Uniform accounting system for large transport enterprises. Zepienad for large trocking enterprises sod distributed by Goverment to
privats operators; adoption of the system was, howaver, optional as general
net1nl accounting rules were already used by trucking enterprises.

Etforce vight, ea-e load and safety regulations for Motor vehicles. Fixed weighing etagis built. Progress isatisf..tory.REVISEZI
Broaden and strengthen the functions of the Counsejo de Traneportes. Progrese is satisfactory. Decree reorgenoiing Consejo has been passed.

1971 Restrictions on road transport imposed only for limited cod Smie restrictions on availability of new licenses. Slow progress of
defined periods, and to carry out appropriate studies On: otudie.

atregional Flows of freight Traffic; Etonoie of Scale in Road

7 rPert; Publto and Own Account load Transport; Structure of
Public Transport of Inter-Urban Passengers; Road Costs and Road User
Charges.



Table m11-3

OPERATING STATISTICS OF SELECTED EUROPEAN RAILWAYS

Average Cargo per Freight Car; Average Net Cargo Per

Commercial Traffic: 1958, 1965, 1967, 1970 Train: 1958, 1965, 1967
(Tons) (Tons)

1958 1965 1967 1970 1958 1965 1967

Germany 14 18 19 20 271 303 308

Austrin 15 16 16 19 240 265 265

Belgium 18 21 22 24 300 311 315

France 15 18 20 26 273 294 301

Italy 12 12 14 15 244 244 273

Sweden 12 16 17 22 246 313 301

Spain 12 14 15 20 146 181 189

Availability of Motive Power and Rolling Stock 1963. 1967 and 1970; % Available (in working order) of Total

steam Locomotives Diesel Locomotives Elect. Locomotives Diesel Railcars Electric Railcars Passenger Cars Freight Cars

1963 1967 1970 1963 1967 1970 1963 1967 1970 1963 1967 1970 1963 1967 1970 1963 1967 1970 1963 1967 1970

Germany 87 85 79 94 95 94 95 95 95 93 92 92 94 94 90 94 94 92 97 95 95

Austria 77 61 75 86 89 90 90 90 90 82 88 87 90 90 91 91 92 93 95 93 92

Belgium 96 - - 96 98 98 96 96 99 85 97 99 96 96 98 91 91 92 92 98 90

Denmark 98 99 100 96 94 97 - - - 93 93 95 96 97 97 91 90 93 96 97 97

Filn-5 5 2 9 2 9 94 93 87 - - 92 95 91 95 96 96 96

France 87 91 85 95 91 91 92 92 91 91 91 91 92 92 93 89 92 93 91 92 94

Great Britain 79 100 - 85 85 84 73 77 80 90 93 94 91 91 93 91 91 92 94 n.a. 94

Italy 57 76 64 85 83 77 88 88 86 87 88 84 85 85 80 86 86 84 91 92 90

Luxembourg 91 - - 85 91 91 90 89 84 78 93 94 - - - 95 96 94 90 92 97

Sweden 64 45 33 87 86 83 89 87 88 90 89 85 86 85 84 96 n.a. 97 99 98 98

Switzerland 94 93 - 93 91 90 92 92 90 67 67 100 90 86 88 96 97 96 99 96 99

Spain 74/ 71 73 88 8/ 92 85 91~ 86 88 79 73 79 90 91 94 82a' 79 83 87!/ 83 74

a/ Data for 1964.

(Note: All other traction and rolling stock as used on standard gauge rail)

Source: International Railway Statistics, International Union of Railways, Paris, 1964, 1968 and 1971 editions.



TAI.E 111-4

g8 SELES1ED OPER ATINO STATISTICS

1956 1957 1958 1959 1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1961 1968 1969 MO 1971 1972
Operating Efficiency

Average Cargp par Freight Car (1964-100) 82.9 84.0 86.4 88.0 91.2 95.2 96.8 94. 100.0 106.8 108.0 119.2 10.8 132.8 142.4 16.4 1M..2

Average Coargo per Train (1964-100) 98.9 99.9 100.1 92.3 90.5 94.1 91.6 96.8 100.0 101.1 98.9 106. 106.9 118.1 124.9 120.2 120.7

Average Speed, Paesenger Trains

Commerciale

Average of St..., ELectricand Diesel (k/Ih) 38.2 38.4 38.9 39.9 .2.7 44.1 45.1 46.3 47.4 46.9

Running:

Ste"m (kwh) 48-1 50.3 io.a 48.9 4B.7 46.4 46.1

Electric (lu/h) 52.5 56.6 57.4 58.2 60.2 61.1 61.2

Diesel - Lim (km/h) 53.7 52.5 51.6 52.5 53.2 53.1 53.3

- Talgo (ku/h) 78.8 81.5 80.6 s0.5 80.0 82.1 82.2

Average Speed, Freight Trains

Commercials

Average of Steam, Electric, and Diesel (km/h) 18.4 18.5 18.2 17.8 19.7 20.9 22.3 23.8 24.1 241

RMUOIng:

Steam (kh) 36.4 37.3 36.5 34.9 36.5 38.6 36.3

Electric (km/h) 38.7 11.3 40.4 40.9 1.1.6 I1.3 41.4

Diesel (kw/I) 39.2 36.7 37.2 37.3 38.4 39.0 39.1

Steam L.ocmotives () 73.8 72.3 68.7 70.8 70.6 71.1 72.6 61.0 63.2

Electric Locomoivee () 90.8 87.4 84.3 85.8 83. 84.5 88.0 90.4 87.6

Talgo Icomotives () 100.0 97.2 92.9 88.1 93.1 94.6 91.7 89.5 91.7

Diesel Locomotlvea () 88.1 87.6 91.7 92.2 91. 86.1 84.8 85.5 85.7

Passenger Care (9) 81.6 79.3 78.8 78.7 78.0 80.1 82.9 73.6 80.8

Freight Care () 87.3 85.6 79.3 83.0 67.1 70.0 71.2 84.1 87.2

Utilization

Stem Locomotive* () 21.3 20.0 19.5 19.1 18.7 18. 36.6

Diesel Shunting Locumotivos (5) 58.3 60.4 60.8 57.1 61.3 53.9 63.5

Diesel Line Locomtives (5) 46.8 1A.8 52.0 5.8 52.4 62.8 61.3

Electric Locomotives (5) U.14 42.9 41.0 39.9 10.3 13.0 54.2

lectric unaita (5) 22.7 22.5 24.0 26.1 26.1 31.0 35.1

Average (5) 28.5 31.6 32.9 35.4 37.7 10.8 07.9

Average Without Steam Locomotives (5) 39.8 11.0 40.1 41.6 10. 13.2 18.8

Staff Efficiency

Traffic Units per Hour Worked 54.5 57.6 58.7 56.6 47.0 50.0 55.7 69.0 71.1 74.9 87.0 95.4 88.9 96.6 127.6 131.6 1t7.1

Sourcet ROYN, Memorias



Table 111-5

RENFE: ACTUAL TRAFFIC BY COMMODITY: 1963-1972
(Million Ton-Km)

1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972

Petroleum Products 686 823 897 828 942 1008 1072 1380 1305 1453

Iron & Steel 207 366 542 585 804 767 941 982 903 1151

Minerals 529 543 577 540 726 978 980 1226 1413 1161

Fertilizers 471 508 513 520 631 603 571 515 483 581

Cement, Lime, etc. 205 246 307 339 379 392 339 310 342 522

Coal 1398 1216 1168 988 979 890 871 1115 883 743

Beverage 176 164 149 150 179 170 142 156 145 151

Sugar Beets 135 188 156 168 210 166 156 840 267 221

Grain, Flour, etc. 615 635 624 640 768 626 589 547 492 653

Sub-total 4422 4689 4933 4758 5618 5600 5661 6471 6323 6641

Other Commercial Traffic 1759 1919 1820 1966 2116 1935 2100 2599 1990 1793

Total Commercial Traffic 6181 6608 6753 6724 7734 7535 7161 9070 8313 8434

RENFE Supplies - 911 1061 895 646 534 491

Mail 205 224 225 260 274 279 297 306 330 334

Service Traffic 1598 633 413 389 427 396 473 730 818 930

Total 1803 1768 1699 1544 1347 1209 1261 1036 1148 1264

GRAND TOTAL 7984 8376 8452 8268 9081 8744 9022 10106 9461 9698

Source: RENFE, Memorias



Table 111-6

ENFE: ESTIHATED (1964-1913) AND ACTIIA. (1956-1973) IMVENUES, EPENSES. AND NET INCOHE

(Million P ..tt.)

1956 1957 1958 1959 1960 1961 1962 16 __19__ 1965 _ _ 66 196) 1966 1969 1970 197 1912 1973
0.1. E- ks. A. L. Act. EtL Aio t, L A f[L Act It. [IL A ft [ Act E-- Act. 1e. rt.

1029 2343 2606 2763 3053 3244 3627 4097 4870 4899 5530 5638 5750 6636 7837 6982 0930 7096 9780 7576 10569 8338 9410 9078 1000 10006 10340 12200

Fr-iht 3841 5041 5685 3927 5700 5732 5907 6049 680 6934 7430 7592 7950 7171 6170 7750 9310 7790 10170 7817 11010 8406 9010 8773 9740 9841 10190 11681

mail 194 241 335 455 526 562 576 599 643 621 745 757 710 930 843 903 943 1020

Cnon Colucodencf. 131 172 216 251 342 390 659 747 880 1015 1550 1902 2103

Other _ _1 .. 12. 121 30 Jji .. 4 2 .1 __- I - 104 ___ 1005 - -1 --. 728 __ 726 ____ 71 ___ 1530 __ 1846 1661

Total M1.1.1I'ou. 34 - )6 72 89 1046 WO1 *110 1160 [L [jIS U)5 6! L 99 1(1j2 2169 M 201 MQ 2 2436 11W15 2584 3610 3901 4660 4011 120 _474

Total Oprtt.8 R-no-.. 6015 7955 8663 9589 9799 10056 10696 11406 12980 13351 14210 15097 14990 15557 17760 16743 20040 17131 21730 17829 23310 19329 22050 21834 34407 24340 25650 28665

Pe..on.. 1 3523 4524 4762 4912 5365 5358 6701 8114 8300 8632 8340 9497 8380 9879 11330 11551 11180 12167 11190 12096 11240 12178 14910 14690 15340 16188 14500 17830

poue- 2098 2811 3000 2818 2722 2908 3098 3016 3370 2987 3330 3624 3290 3154 2910 2842 112'r 2311 2910 2009 2850 1926 1920 1991 18" 2058 1860 2263

Ot.,. 1952 2529 3077 3277 3131 2923 2688 3097 3740 3703 3680 3052 3610 3980 4820 4938 4900 5879 4780 4775 4660 5480 5870 4834 5312 5044 5450 5550

Tt. Operating I.. - - - - - - -.-.-.....-..-.....-....

(Elxciudng Depreciation) 7573 9664 10839 11007 11218 11189 12487 14227 1410 15322 15350 16173 15280 17013 19060 19331 19310 20357 1880 18879 18750 19584 22700 21513 22740 23290 21810 25651

Net Cnnh Operating F.,.-un (OnfIlt.1 (1558) (1909) (1976) (141S) (,419) (1133) (179!) (2521) (243) (1971) (1140) (1076) (290) (1456) (1300) (2588) 730 (3226) 2870 (10-0) 4560 (263) (650) 319 1667 1250 3840 3014

Iternt 691 797 875 991 1020 1120 590 590 630 623 710 645 730 739 910 429 1020 561 1100 656 750 693 730 752 950 1025

No, Cash lno. (L111 (2667) (2205) (2294) (2124) (2891) (3941) (3020) (2569) (1770) '1699) (1000) (2101) (2030) (3327) (180) (3655) (1850) (1611) 3460 (919) (1400) (374) 937 498 2890 1989

t.OErSc E0 ap-nn 1470 1470 1660 1700 1800 1950 2110 2240 2350 2-190 2600 2611 2840 2870 5850 3130 4070 3060 4370 4410

9-1 -o1. t (44903 (4039) (3430) (3399) (2880) (4051) (4140) (5561) (2530) (6045) (750) (4222) 620 (1)89 (5250) (3504) (3133) (3362) (1480) (2421)

Ratio#

operating (1) i/ 130 126 120 118 114 122 119 129 10 .13 99 121 93 '13 1011 12111 12011 120i1 kl31/ 1131,

working (7.) 1/ 126 124 122 113 114 111 11 125 910 115 L0 107 102 109 107 115 96 119 88 106 s0 101 111 106 ' 1021' 10311 941/ 91

S.0rca: E.tima.. Io 1964-1966: App.it..l Report 1O-420 (Ioon 387-SP)
1966-1970: Approa.1I Report Tn-59S (Loan 570-SP)
1971-1972: Appr.I.Il Report P18-89 (Lon 772-SP)

ActunI. to, 1964-1970 - F.O above 3.nk Appto..l Report.; Actual. for 1911-19;2 - From R-n. "Menorl" (1971-73)

1/ Without taking Into mccotnf the rovmnu. fro n th. V.00,d. Coincidencle.

2/ DloInd an 66e ratio of total operatig renmes to total operating enpans. (Including depreciation).

I/ Defined a the ratio of total operating revenue to total operating epe.na (-nluding depreci.tIon).



Table 111-7

RENFE: OVERALL VIEW OF ESTIMATED AND ACTUAL FINANCIAL EVOLUTION

1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973

1. Net Surplus or Deficit (Billion Ptas.)

1964 Estimate -4.49 -3.47 -2.88 -2.45 -1.20 -0.87 -0.23 0.29 0.65 1.90
1967 " -4.14 -2.53 -0.75 0.62 1.53 1.98 3.10
1971 " -5.25 -3.13 -1.48

Actual -4.04 -3.39 -4.05 -5.56 -6.04 -4.22 -3.78 -3.50 -3.36 -2.42

2. Operating Ratio

1964 Estimate 130 120 114 110 101 99 95 93 91 87
1967 119 108 99 93 89 87 85
1971 " - 130 120 113

2/ 2/ 2/
Actual 126 118 122 129 133 121 113 121- 120- 113

3. Working Ratio

1964 Estimate 119 108 102 97 88 85 80 78 76 71
1967 107 96 88 80 76 74 71
1971 " - 111 102 94

Actual 115 107 109 115 119 106 101 106 103I 97?/

4. Current Ratio

1964 Estimate 1.29 1.28 1.27 1.27 1.29 1.29 1.31 1.33 1.38 1.87
1967 " 1.58 1.69 1.89 2.00 1.98 1.97 3.90

1971 " 2.55 2.39 2.20

Actual 1.90 1.92 1.79 1.37 1.36 1.43 1.39 1.21 n.a. n.a.

5. Liquid Ratio

1964 Estimate 0.77 0.84 0.84 0.84 0.83 0.83 0.82 0.80 0.78 1.22

1967 " 0.89 1.02 1.15 1.18 1.12 1.06 2.02

1971 " 1.34 1.36 1.10

Actual 1.24 1.08 0.91 0.77 0.81 0.93 0.99 0.66 n.a. n.a.

1/ The 1971 estimates do not include the revenue from the Canon de Coincidencia.
2/ Without including the revenue from the Canon de Coincidencia.

Source: Appraisal reports and Tables 111.6 and II.8.



Table IIt-8

9Wi0; CSTIh&13D ANDT2A4. 5ATALAA! 08E't 1964-1971
(Billion Psete)

1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971
let. Act. Ext., A!t. let.. Act. let.. Mti. let.a At.~ 1st. ct. tat., Act. 1St. Act.:

AS=

Current Assets

Cash 1.15 .23 1.53 .23 1.61 .34 2.58 .51 3.15 1.06 3.29 1.52 3.27 .35 2.89 25
Securities .01 .04 .01 .04 .01 .05 .05 .05 .05 .05 .05 .05 .05 .05 .05
ccounts Rcoitvable 1.36 5.59 1.35 4.69 1.34 3.73 1.83 4.62 1.61 5.34 1.47 7.27 1.43 10.27 1.60 5.02

Stores 1.75 3.20 1.60 4.41 1.60 4.73 4.27 4.98 3.72 4.82 3.47 4.83 3.72 4.95 4.07 5.17
Other Current Assas 17 2 17j 7 A2 1.07 1 9 .84 .26 .64 7 .54 _.3 ._ -

.st.1 Correst Assets 4.44 9.26 4.66 10.13 4.73 9.67 9.60 11.45 9.37 12.03 8.C2 13.94 9.01 17.25 3.61 9.69

Fixed Assets

'Coss Velos 48.49 61.90 35.44 67.38 63.69 75.46 63.60 82.67 92.56 91.40 101.76 99.45 110.53 98.75 108.45 10'.64
Less AccuMulated Depreciation 1.47 14.67 3.13 16.38 5.01 18.33 20.44 20.45 22.79 22.76 25.39 25.56 48.23 15.06 18.90 1M.18
Work in Prgress 1.34 - 1 O

Uet Fixed Assets 47.2 47.-3 52.31 51.00 58.68 37 .13 63 6.a26 69.77 b-_9 76.37 74.90 S2.30 53.69 9.35 9

Deferred Assets .29 .96 .86 .49 .36
:nvesmtent Stores 4.09

Zotal Assets 56.49 56 611 63.41 66 2.96 74.50 79.14 18 859 .2 7 91.3 10. 98.6 101.35

LIABILItES

Current Liabilities
ACcounCS Pavable 2.40 3.21 2.62 3.02 2.74 3.44 2.81 4.41 2.35 5.65 2.38 6.29 2.40 6.03 2.68 )
Accrued Wages and Social Security 1.00 .61 1.00 .31 .95 .22 .40 .31 .45 .26 .45 .08 .45 .62 .12 ) 5.64
Deposits And other Creditors - .45 - .65 - .71 .20 1.28 .18 .60 .16 1.04 .14 1.13 .57 1
Other Current Liabilities .03 .60 _03 1.30 .03 1.03 2.60 2.37 255 2.-36 1.74 2.36 15 4L ,6 01 1235

Total Current Liabilities 3.43 4.87 3.65 5.28 3.72 5.40 6.21 8.37 5.53 8.87 4.73 9.77 4.50 12.44 3. 8 7.99

Ions-Ten Debt

Bonds 1946-1957 12.61 17.82 12.68 12.67 12.54 12.52 12.36 12.50 12.19 - 12.02 - 11.84 -
U.S. Loans .nd N"7WtMA 1.01 .91 1.04 .83 .86 .75 .65 1.25 .54 1.71 .43 1.97 .37 1.97 1.99
15RD Loans .80 - 2.60 .44 3.90 1.87 3.64 2.89 5.26 4.32 6.30 5.46 6.51 6.11 7.17
Other Long-Term Debt .40 29 5 32 1.60 -7 638 .7 3.2 .29 .6Z30_Z t

Total Lon$-TeM Debt 15 02 14.02 16.82 14 26 1900 15.61 17.2S 1i2 I 631 j 1- 2 7.70 2a.5 9.36 9.60 8.93

Total Liabilities 18.45 18.89 20.47 19.54 22.72 21.01 23.49 25.29 24.31 15.18 25.25 17.47 26.25 20.80 12.98 16.92

EQUITY

Reserves

Afortised Bonds 1.32 1.33 1.47 1.48 1.62 1.63 1.79 1.66 1.96 2.13 - 2.31 - - -
Sebt 1edmption .09 .19 - .27 .37 .35 .55 .54 .82 .80 1.06 1.07 1.37
'ousing Construction .05 .06 .07 .08 .04 .10 .04 .12 .06 .14 .07 .07

Other Reserves - 5_ _ _ - - -- .-- -- - -

.otal Reserves 1.32 1.97 1.47 1.87 1.62 1.97 2.24 2.05 2.61 .58 3.07 .86 3.51 1.14 1.64 1.59

Earned Surplus or (Deftcit) - (5.36) - (9.26) - (13.18) (17.32) (19.85) (20.60) (19.98) -
Unearned Surplus (Fevaloation} 12.89 - 12.89 - 12.89 12.89 12.89 12.89 12.89 12.89 12.89 12.89 12.89 12.89
Old Bonds - Asaused ov .overrsmet - 14.16 14.16 14.16 14.16

:itten Off Assets (Negatjve) (13.20) (13.20) (13.20) (13.20) (13.20)
Capital 2L10 2 3,.03 36.09 8 9e 44.79 .076 jI 47.77 591 52.77 64.88 57.52 69.64 66.11 69.69 82.84

.oCal Equity 33.01 37.60 36.50 41.9 40.69 45.79 49.47 49.5_1 54j3 67.20 60.04 72.23 56.06 UU2 85.18 -43

Total Liabilities and Equity 1.46 56.49 56.97 61.1 63.41 66.80 72.96 79.14 8.8 85.29 9 0 9. 171.90 98.6 10135

Ratios

Current 1.29 1.90 1.28 1.92 1.27 1.79 1.58 1.37 1.69 1.36 1.89 1.43 2.00 1.39 2.55 1 21
Liquid 0.77 1.24 0.84 1.08 0.94 .91 .89 .77 1.02 .81 1.15 .93 1.18 .99 1.34 .66
Deht/Equity 31/69 27/73 32/68 26/74 32/68 25/75 32/68 25/75 31/69 9/91 30/70 10/90 29/71 9/91 13/87 10/90

Source: Estiaaces for 1964-1966: Appraisal Report TU-420a (Loan 387-SP)
1966-1970: Appraisal Report !0-595a (Lean 507-SP)
1971-1972: Appraisal Report 771-89 (Lsam 772-SP)

Actuals for 1964-1970: Frog above Seak Appraisal Reports; Actuals for 1971: From Sank Supervision Report of June 28, 1972.



Table 111-9

RENFE: ACTUAL REVENUES AND EXPENDITURES AS A PERCENTAGE OF FORECASTS

Revenues Expenditures
Passengers Freight Total Labor Fuel Total

1964 100 101 103 104 87 99

1965 106 102 106 114 109 105

1966 115 90 104 118 96 111

1967 89 95 94 102 98 101

1968 79 84 85 109 71 105

1/
1969 77 77 82 108 69 99/

1/
1970 79 76 83 108 68 104

1971 96 97 99 98 104 941/

1/
1972 100 101 100 105 109 1021

1/
1973 118 114 111 123 122 119-

1/ These results are not strictly comparable with those of the
previous years because of some change in the definition of
operating expenses. In 1969 the expenditures as a result of
personnel reductions (about Ptas. 854 million or 4.5% of the
total actual expenses of that year) were taken out of the
accounts and written off as "activo inmobilizado" and financed
through reductions in investments. From 1970 onwards the
Government took care of these payments and they are no longer
included in the accounts. In the same way, other expenditures
previously listed as "conservacion extraordinaria" were also
excluded.



Table 111-10

RENFE: TRAFFIC PATTERNS AND EVOLUTION OF NETWORK

1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972

I. Network

Total Route Kms (km ) 13,300 13,385 13,386 13,391 13,668 13,672 13,649 13,476 13,504

Double Track " n.a. 961 798 774 597 615 591 602 620

Single Track " n.a. 9,748 9,669 9,669 9,930 9,935 9,981 9,783 9,760

Electrified Lines " 2,200 2,676 2,919 2,948 3,121 3,122 3,077 3,091 3,124
Double Track " n.a. 956 1,120 1,149 1,322 1,356 1,412 1,414 1,475

Single Track " n.a. 1,720 1,799 1,799 1,779 1,766 1,665 1,677 1,649

II. Passenger Traffic

Total Passengers (mln.) 169 174 176 156 148 159 164 167 178

Passenger-km " 11,820 12,198 12,523 12,437 11,836 12,647 13,293 13,533 14,391

Average Distance of Trip ( km ) 70 70 71 80 80 80 81 81 81

Passenger-km per Route-km ('000) 889 911 936 929 866 925 974 1,004 1,068

111. Freight Traffic

Total Net Tons (mmn.) 29.3 31.2 31.2 32.4 27.8 27.3 28.0 28.9 31.2

Net Tons-km " 8,376 8,452 8,268 9,081 8,744 9,022 10,106 9,461 9,698

Net Tons-km Steam Traction " -5,153 4,782 3,673 3,084 2,360 1,618 1,092 517 530

Net Tons-km Diesel Traction I 492 692 1,117 1,910 2,437 2,912 3,959 4,001 3,943

Net Tons-km Electric Traction i 2,731 2,978 3,478 4,087 3,947 4,492 5,055 4,943 5,225

Average Haul ( km ) 286 271 265 280 314 330 361 327 311

Net Tons-km per Route-km ('000) 630 631 618 678 640 660 740 702 720

IV. Operations

Locomotive-km ('000) 158,784 163,794 169,139 170,999 167,891 167,991 170,922 174,467 179,469

Total Train-km, Passenger " 66,200 71,500 75,358 77,884 78,904 80,688 80,497 81,565 84,313
Steam Train-km, Passenger " 25,600 25,400 18,963 12,936 8,706 4,959 1,905 783 584

Diesel Train-km, Passenger " 17,800 21,700 29,916 36,263 39,674 44,164 46,871 47,006 47,135

Electric Train-km, Passenger " 22,800 24,400 26,479 28,685 30,524 31,565 31,721 33,776 36,594

Total Train-km: Freight " 44,554 44,507 44,169 45,393 43,465 41,842 43,209 41,875 42,867

Source: RENFE, Memorias, 1964-1973.



TABLE III-11

RENFE: FINANCING OF THE INVESTMENT PLAN: 1966-72

(Billions of current Pesetas)

Total

1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1966/72

Foreign Loans 1.53 1.31 1.89 1.65 0.89 1.00 2.67 10.94

Government

Contributions to Equity 4.06 3.67 5.00 4.75 4.89 3.37 6.11 31.85

Financing of Depreciation 2.05 2.47 1.40 1.62 2.23 3.18 3.18 16.13

TOTAL 7.64 7.45 8.29 8.02 8.01 7.55 11.96 58.92

Source: RENFE, Memorias 1966-72



GRAPH 1

RENFE: Evolution of the Labor Force, 1954-72
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IV. BENEFIT-COST ANALYSIS

A. Introduction

The purpose of this chapter is to present the results of a
new estimate of the rate of return of the Investment Plan. The rates
of return have been recalculated using, whenever possible, the same
principles used in the three appraisals, but modifying them when actual
practice suggests that some benefits had to be added or subtracted. We
have also added a rather detailed sensitivity analysis in order to assess
the relative importance of different factors. The Harvard Railway Simula-
tion Model, already used in other evaluation studies of railway projects,
was used as a tool to obtain some of the newly estimated rates of return,
particularly of the components of the Plan, and the sensitivity analysis.

Due to time and resource constraints for preparing this audit,
we have made a new calculation of the benefit-cost analysis only for the
Plan as a whole and for the investments in track renewal, diesel motive
power and electrification. These last three items comprise 64% of the
investment.

B. Return of the Investment Plan

The economic justification for RENFE's Investment Plan given
in the 1964 appraisal report, and maintained with only minor variations
in the other two projects, was that "a significant part of the nation's
traffic can be carried most economically by railway, that this traffic
is likely to increase in the next 10 years, and, most important, that
the Investment Plan will make it possible to carry the traffic at
substantially lower costs and improve the quality of service" (Appraisal
Report, page 18). It was also expected that about three-quarters of
the total investment would increase RENFE's efficiency through a 33%
reduction in operating costs, and the remainder would increase capacity.
The overall rate of return for the Plan was estimated at 15%, the same
rate implicitly used in the second appraisal, and explicitly in the
third. Table IV-1 summarizes the expected and actual returns of the
Plan and its components and the benefits considered in the calculation.

The original estimate included as part of the benefits the
impact of some measures of the Plan of Action because of the impossibility
of separating them; it considered that in the absence of the Investment
Plan operating costs would remain at the 1963 levels -- a very optimistic
assumption -- and it did not add other benefits such as time savings and
improvements in the quality of service. In this audit we have tried to
separate as much as possible the effects of the investments from those
of the Plan of Action, but the other two assumptions have been maintained,
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although the quality of service, especially for passengers, has improved
considerably.

The overall return of the Plan can then be estimated through
savings in operating costs, broken down into different categories:
a) savings in direct operating costs, including not only those derived
from the change in traction (dieselization or electrification) but also
the benefits from higher speed and average trainload; b) savings in track
maintenance; and c) savings in terminal costs (including operations at
terminals) and administrative expenditures.1/

Two alternative methods were used for estimating the total cost
savings. The first was to build up the total from the statistics that
reflect the changes that have taken place in operations: speeds, types
of traction, average trainloads, etc., and the second was to attempt an
aggregated estimation of total savings by comparing the actual cost figures
for each year in the 1964-71 period (in 1971 pesetas) with the expendi-
tures in each major item estimated from a trend line adjusted to the
period 1956-63. The projection is considered in this second alternative
the "without situation", because it indicates the way costs would have
evolved if the operational efficiency in the 1956-63 period had been
maintained. Thus, the benefits for each year in the 1964-72 period were
the difference between projected and actual costs.

The end product of these calculations has been a set of rates
of return which are sunuarized in Table IV-2. Our "best estimate" about
the overall Investment Plan's rate of return is 12% (Alternative C4 in
the aggregated analysis, assuming an investment lifetime of 25 years, which
seems to be the most reasonable figure in light of the investment composi-
tion). This rate is remarkably close to the appraisal estimate of 15%,
especially if one takes into account that both calculations are mixed in
an unknown amount with the effects of operational improvements which might
or might not be independent from the Investment Plan. In this estimate
about half of the costs of the track renewal program has been considered
current expenditure and not investment, because it was a kind of deferred
maintenance necessary to keep the railway going. However, the other half,
which was used to upgrade the track standards to allow for higher speeds
of passenger trains, is clearly an investment and must be included in the
calculation. If all track renewal costs are taken into account, the rate
of return falls to about 9% (Alternative C2 in the aggregated analysis).

1/ By attributing all the increases in speed and average trainload and
the reduction in terminal and general expenditures to the investment
program, we are overestimating the benefits because part of those
improvements have been achieved through increases in operating effi-
ciency which require only minor investments.

2/ The detailed analysis is included in the Methodological Annex.
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An analysis of the extreme positions in the set of rates of
return is useful to help interpret the results. For example, to consider
that the Investment Plan had no impact on terminal or fixed expenses will
reduce the return to 6% (Alternative C2 , B2). Similarly, if only half of
the track renewal cost is included, all other benefits, and an average
lifetime of 35 years is used in the calculation, the return increases
to 15% (Alternative C4, B3). The overall conclusion is that the Plan as
a whole has been for Spain a worthwhile effort, obtaining a return equal to
or higher than alternative investments. A more detailed analysis of the
return of the main investment components will permit a fuller interpreta-
tion of these results.

C. Track Renewal Program

Track renewal was the largest item in the Investment Plan,
comprising 38% of the total. It was also one of the most important because
there was a serious backlog in maintenance, resulting in difficult operating
conditions and high costs. By the end of 1963 only 3.2% of the track was
equipped with heavy rail (54.4 kg/m), the type suitable for high-speed
passenger trains and high axle loads. The section with the new track cor-
responded to that with the highest traffic and was laid mainly after 1958.

The 1964-73 Investment Plan included renewal of 7,000 km of
track. In the first appraisal it was justified as an indispensable invest-
ment to keep the railway going. The second appraisal predicted that better
tracks would lower train operating costs by preventing frequent slowdowns
and reducing wear and tear of rolling stock, in addition to a reduction in
maintenance and repairs. RENFE estimated a rate of return of 8%. In the
third appraisal, benefits of the track rehabilitation included in the Plan
at that time (renewal of 2,639 kms and reballasting of 579 kms) were
defined as a) reduced track and rolling stock maintenance, b) improved
safety of operations, c) higher speeds and d) reduced fuel consumption.
The estimated rate of return ranged from 12% to 17% for different sections.

By the end of 1973, however, only 82% of this program had been
accomplished. Track renewal evolved as follows:

Year Kms of track renewed

1964 620
1965 570
1966 433
1967 351
1968 296
1969 531
1970 764
1971 686
1972 948
1973 547

Total 5,746
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In this audit we have included as benefits of the track renewal
program lower track maintenance costs and higher speeds. The latter, in
turn, results in lower equipment requirements and operating costs, parti-
cularly fuel consumption. As for track maintenance, the new track allowed
the change from manual to mechanical systems, a major step which has been
one of the main causes of personnel reductions and has resulted in a
reduction of average maintenance costs per km from Ptas. 181,000 to
Ptas. 110,000. Regarding speed, the right indicator is average running
speed, because average commercial speed is influenced by other measures
unrelated to the Investment Plan, such as reduction in intermediate stops
or suppression of slow trains. Even average running speed is influenced
by many other factors, particularly the change in traction. However, the
running speed by type of traction does not seem to have changed much,
with the exception of electric and Talgo passenger trains (Table IV-3
in spite of important acquisitions of motive power and rolling stock.-

For the best estimate of the rate of return, only half of the
costs of the renewal program, which correspond (approximately) to the
upgrading portion, have been included in the calculation. Even under
this favorable assumption, and considering an economic lifetime of 40 years
and a growth rate of 3% per annum for the benefits stemming from higher
speeds, the rate of return is 6%, lower than originally expected (Table IV-1).
The reasons for this low return are the higher than expected investment and,
to a lesser exte t, the relatively low impact, in practice, on average
running speeds.2 The inclusion of other minor benefits, such as reduction
in accidents, will not change this conclusion. If all costs of the track
renewal program are included in the calculation, the rate of return is 1%.
These results suggest that the track has been renewed to standards that
are too high and used in practice only by a small number of high-speed
passenger trains.

D. Dieselization Program

In 1963, RENFE was still a steam-traction railway. At the end of
that year it had only 228 diesel locomotives compared with 3,173 steam. Of
these diesel, 183 were shunting and 4 Talgo passenger units (Table IV-4).
Only 17.5% of the train-kms used diesel traction and most of the existing
equipment was concentrated in the transport of minerals in Orense, in the

1/ The effects of track renewal on speed have been overestimated because
we have attributed all the increase in running speed to this investment,
while in practice it is the result of many factors including, for example,
the scrapping of very old wagons. Data availability has limited the
analysis of changes in speed up to 1971. Thus, we have considered
investments up to that year only.

2/ See Table 17 of the Methodological Annex for the detailed analysis of
the change in average running speeds.
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northwest (54%) and in the Sevilla region (38%).

Dieselization moved very fast after 1963: in 1967, 40% of the
train-kms used diesel traction, and 56% in 1972. The fast absorption of
a relatively complex technology such as diesel traction, with its problems
of retraining personnel for operations and maintenance, has been one of
RENFE's main accomplishments during the Modernization Program.

The'1964 appraisal did not contain a detailed analysis of the
return of these investments, but it expected, in light of experience in
other countries, that dieselization would have a return of about 30%. The
second appraisal was based on a more precise estimate and arrived at the
same rate, specifying also that the 757 diesel and electric locomotives
to be bought in the 10-year Investment Plan could replace 3,000 steam
locomotives, a ratio of practically 4 to 1.

In making a new estimate of the return of this investment we
were faced again with the same problem of attribution of some of the
benefits, especially speed and average trainload which, as indicated, are
the effects of several other investments and administrative actions.
Thus, we have used four basic alternatives for the analysis. 1 Their
description and the rates of return obtained for the dieselization
program are as follows:

Alternative Economic Lifetime
20 years 15 years

1. Upper limit. All increases in
speed and trainload attributed
to dieselization 27.7% 27.2%

2. Lower limit. None of the
increases in speed and trainload
attributed to dieselization 23.2% 22.5%

3. Only increased trainload
attributed to dieselization 27.5% 27.0%

4. Only increased speed attributed
to dieselization 23.5% 22.7%

1/ For full details, see Table 5 of the Methodological Annex.

2/ These alternatives are developed more fully in the Methodological
Annex.
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These estimates have been made including as benefits the difference in

operating costs between diesel and steam traction, plus the impact on

speed and trainload as described above. Growth of benefits after 1973

has been extrapolated on the basis of the trend in the 1964-72 period.

The best estimate of the rate of return should be in the 23-24%

range, lower than estimated during appraisal but still a successful program.

The reason for selecting a best estimate on the low side of the 22-27%

range presented above is that the effect of the investment on trainload

is more important than the effect on speed, and the variation in the

average tonnage per train is largey explained by the overall increase

in RENFE's efficiency after 1964,V

The main reason for these high rates of return is the ineffi-

cient way in which steam traction was being operated (very low tonnage per

train, low locomotive utilization factor, etc.). Thus, it is interesting
to explore other ways through which a reduction in costs could have been

achieved even with steam traction. One way is through an increase in the

average tonnage per train. From the data used for the analysis of the

returns for dieselization, it is possible to estimate the increases in

average tonnage of trains using steam traction (with respect to the 1964

figure) that would produce benefits in relation to freight traffic similar

to those derived from dieselization. The results of this exercise are as

follows:

% Increase in Average Savings per ton-km as a
Tonnage of Steam Trains % of those Obtained
over the Level of 1964 from Dieselization

117 100

78 80

37 50

28 40

12 20

For example, an increase of only 28% in the average tonnage of

steam trains would lead to savings per ton-km amounting to 40% of those

obtained with the dieselization program. What this calculation means is

1/ One benefit not added to the calculation is the scrap value of the
old steam engines, a factor that could increase the rate of return
by 10-15%.
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that any program for increasing the average trainload in that proportion
will have a rate of return similar to that for dieselization if its cost
is equal to 40% of the dieselization costs. If the cost is smaller than
40%, the program will have even higher returns than dieselization. The
results also suggest that a stronger effort at increasing trainloads will
result in a major reduction in the needs for diesel motive power.

E. The Electrification Program

In 1964, RENFE had 2,474 kms of electrified lines (18.2% of the
network), which included 824 kms of double track. These lines correspond
in general to those with the highest traffic density in the country, but
some sections were not interconnected and as a consequence equipment
utilization was not as high as it could be. Thus, one of the main
purposes of the electrification works included in the Investment Plan
was to interconnect the electrified sections in the northern part of
the country, and the lines between Madrid and Cordoba. The six lines
finally included in the program and their main characteristics are des-
cribed in Table IV-5. Freight traffic on these lines accounted for 18.5%
of the total net tan-kms transported in 1964, while they represented only
4.6% of the total network.

SOFRERAIL studied the electrification issue as part of its
preparatory work for the Modernization Program. They compared the cost
of electrification against that of providing the service with diesel
traction. Their conclusion was that the capital costs of both alternatives
were very similar but electrification involved lower operating costs. This
assessment depended heavily on the assumption that with diesel traction
gross tonnage per train was only 75% that of electric trains, and the
higher requirements in terms of diesel locomotives made capital invest-
ments in both alternatives similar. In the third project, two additional
lines -- not analyzed in this study because they are not yet fully in
operation -- were added: Valencia-Tarragona and Madrid-Guadalajara. A
new calculation of their benefits and costs arrived at a rate of return
of 12%.

Our estimates are also based on a' comparison between the economic
cost of providing a given amount of services by electric or diesel traction.
Since there are different possibilities or ways of defining benefits and
costs we have considered four alternatives. The definition of these alter-
natives and the corresponding rates of return are presented in Table IV-6.

While Alternative 1 can be considered the basic estimate, because
all operating conditions are assumed to be the same with diesel and elec-
tric traction, Alternatives 3 and 4 are more realistic, in the sense that
the economic lifetime of electric locomotives is longer than diesel, and
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that for certain sections the better use of existing equipment was animportant benefit of the interconnection. Finally, Alternative 2 issimilar to Alternative 1, with the exception that the average net train-load in the case of diesel traction is assumed to be 75% of the onecorresponding to electric traction.

The returns by section range from 9% on Segovia-Medina to 17%on Medina-Vta de Banos, one of the sections with the highest trafficdensity in the network (Alternatives 3 and 4). Our best estimate of thereturn of the electrification program is 12% which, again, is remarkablyclose to the estimates made for other electrification work included inthe third project_1/

Two issues are important in the interpretation of these results.First, the benefits of electrification are higher for RENFE than for theeconomy as a whole because of the high level of the tax on gas-oil. Totalcost savings increase by about 45% if taxes are included.

Second, the level of benefits is directly proportional to thetraffic density, in the sense that given a certain tonnage to be trans-ported, the lower the average trainload, the higher the number of dailytrains that are necessary to move the traffic. Since the benefits aremeasured by the difference between the social operating costs of the totalnumber of diesel and electric-powered trains that were required, the lowerthe average trainload and consequently the less efficient the system, thehigher will be the benefits from electrification and, for that matter, ofall the other investments. In practice, it is not possible to interpretproperly the return of an investment when it is based on conditions thatare not fully efficient. This issue, and the importance of the Plan ofAction, are raised again in the next chapter.

1/ This calculation has been based on market prices for the factors ofproduction, excluding taxes and subsidies. We have not analyzed indetail the type of fuel used to generate electricity; however, theimportant proportion of hydroelectric power generation in Spain andthe recent increase in oil prices suggest that electrification willhave an even higher return than what has been estimated in this audit.



TABLE IV-1. RENFE's Investment Plan. Estimated and Actual Rates of Return

Actual Investment Cost A p p r a I a a 1 E a t I m a t e a A u d i t E a t I m a t e a

Investment Items Total I of Total Rates of Return Benefits Included Rates of Return Benefits Included 0 h a e r v a t I o n a

Pesetas)

1. Total Program 84,713 15% in first appraisal Savings in total costs 12% best estimate, a) Replacement of steam Two approaches: aggregated, based on
17% in second appraisal per traffic unit. Cos- including only half traction by electric comparison of total cost trends in
14% in third appraisal parison of 1964 cost of track renewal and diesel 1958-72, and disaggregated analysis

structure without invest-costs. b) Savings in track by cost item.
ment with 1973 cost maintenance
structure with invest- c) Increase in opera-
ment. ting efficiency

2. Track Renewal 32.473 38.3 Not measured in first Savings in track and 6% best estimate. a) Savings in track It was assumed that half of the
appraisal equipment maintenance; 1% if total track maintenance program costs are current expenditure.
8% in second appraisal increase in speed renewal costs b) Increase in speed
12-17% in third ap- considered
praisal

3. Diesel Motive Power 12,298 14.5 30% throughout Savings in train 23-24% best estimate a) Savings in train Estimate based on detailed analysis
(including train sets) operating costs operating costs of sample covering 43% of freight

b) Increases in speed train-kms and 26% of passenger
and trainload train-kmas.

4. Electrification 9,234 10.9 No quantification in Savings in train op- 12% beat estimate Savings in train oper- No analysis of indirect effects

first appraisal erating costs as com- Return on individual ating cost as compared dealing with fuel used to produce

12% in third appraisal pared with diesel links range from with diesel traction. electricity.
traction 9% to 17% Investments in third

loan not analyzed

5. Rolling Stock 8,557 10.1 No estimate in first Maintenance savings
appraisal Not analyzed in detail
14-15% in second ap-

praisal
16% in third appraisal

6. Stations and yards 4,929 5.8 15% in first appraisal Savings in train Not analyzed in detail
formation costa



Table IV-2

RENFE: INVESTMENT PLAN 1964-73

New Estimates of Rates of Return

Aggregated
Detailed Analysis Analysis

Benefit B B2 B3 B4
Alternatives

Cost Years Years Years Years
Alternatives 35 25 20 35 25 20 35 25 20 35 25 20

C1  8.8 6.4 3.0 9.4 7.2 4.2 13.8 12.4 10.4 11.8 10.0 7.4

C2  7.8 5.0 1.4 8.4. 6.0 2.6 12.6 11.0 8.6 10.6 8.6 5.6

C3  11.2 9.4 6.6 12.0 10.4 8.0 17.0 16.2 14.8 14.8 13.6 11.6

C4  9.8 7.6 4.6 10.6 8.6 5.8 15.4 14.2 12.4 13.2 11.6 9.2

Explanation of Benefit and Cost Alternatives

B1: Savings in operation costs, all trains

Benefits B2: B1 + savings in track maintenance

B3 : B2 + savings in terminal and fixed costs

Ci: Direct investment costs

C2: C1 + all contingencies and general expenses
Costs

C3 : C1 - 50% cost of track renewal

C4 : C2 - 50r. cost of track renewal



TABLE IV-3

RENFE. ACTUAL AVERAGE RUNNING SPEEDS, BY TYPE OF TRAIN

(km/h)

1964 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971

Passenger Trains

Steam 48.1 50.3 49.8 48.9 48.7 46.4 46.1

Electric 52.5 56.6 57.4. 58.2 60.2 61.1 61.2

Diesel 53.7 52.5 51.6 52.5 53.2 53.1 53.3

TALGO (diesel) 78.8 81.5 80.6 80.5 80.0 82.1 82.2

Freight Trains

Steam 36.4 37.3 34.5 34.9 36.5 38.6 36.3

Electric 38.7 41.3 40.4 40.9 41.6 41.3 41.4

Diesel 39.2 36.7 37.2 37.3 38.4 39.0 39.1

Source: RENFE



Table IV-4

RENFE: MOTIVE POWER AND ROLLING STOCK

1963 1966 1968 1970 1972

I. Motive Power

Locomotives 3,741 2,726 1,857 1,712 1,398

Steam 3,173 1,857 850 642 339

Diesel 228 506 633 686 693

Electric 340 363 374 384 367

Electric Trainsets 197 236 293 287 304

Diesel Trainsets 74 353 407 565 n.a.

Diesel Railcars 88 250 356 393 373

II. Rolling Stock

Passenger Cars 3,445 3,134 2,616 2,325 1,967

Baggage and Mail Cars 2,624 1,721 1,400 1,053 820

Commercial Freight Carsl/ 66,148 57,055 52,006 46,421 36,027

Service Freight Cars2/ 1,727 2,119 2,156 1,965 2,050

Private Freight Cars- 12,739 12,274 11,831 10,597 10,485

l/ Commercial freight cars include: flatcars, boxcars, cattlecars, tankcars,
and hoppers.

2/ Service freight cars include: hoppers, mobile stations, tank and special cars.

3/ Private freight cars include: flatcars, boxcars, cattlecars, hoppers and

special cars.

Source: RENFE: Memorias, 1963-1972.



Table I4-5

RENFE - Characteristics of the Lines Included in the Electrification Program

Segovia-Medina Avila-Medina Medina-Vta. Banos Vta. Banos-Leon Palencia-Alar Vta. Baios-Miranda

Kilometers 79.1L 85.8A' 78.94/ 134.2/ 79.0= 173.0A

Average Daily Trains
1964
Freight 8 22 3. 31 10 25

Passengers 16 27 32 15 9 18

1968
Freight 6 24 36 28 11 24

Passengers 11 24 47 18 11 29

1971
Freight 3 31 38 29 11 28

Passengers 13 31 47 23 11 32

Average Net Tonnage
per Freight Train (Tons)

1964 187 241 265 280 320 232
1968 167 211 247 254 290 240

1971 187 226 260 280 363 250

Average Running Speed (km/h)
1964
Freight 33 33 33 33 35 36

Passengers 50 56 63 57 56 60

1968

Freight 40 48 48 45 48 50

Passengers 58 78 67 74 66 73

1971
Freiht 40 48 48 45 48 50
Passengers 58 78 67 74 66 73

a/ Double track
b/ Single track

Source: RENFE, "Informacion Estadistica para Movimiento, 1964, 1968, 1971".



Table IV-6: RENFE ELECTRIFICATION PROGRAM. NEW ESTIMATES OF RATES OF RETURN

Alternatives in Relation to Operating Conditions

A. Operating Conditions 1 2 3 4

Average tonnage per same for both diesel 75% of same as in same as in

freight train types of traction electric Alternative 1 Alternative 1

Average gross tonnage per for both same for both types same for both types
pasegegr t n g types of trac- of traction of traction
passenger train tion

Average running speed of It o

Economic lifetime of 20 years for diesel of

equipment 30 years for electric

Locomotive utilization actual average same as in same as in 30% of the traffic

factor for each traction Alternative 1 Alternative 1 is carried by the
equipment already
available

B. Rates of Return ()

Link

Segovia-Medina 0.6 2.2 4.9 9.1

Avila-Medina 10.9 18.9 13.3 n.a.

Medina-Vta. Banos 14.9 26.4 16.9 n.a.

Vta. Banos-Leon 9.5 16.1 11.7 n.a.

Palencia-Alar 3.5 8.4 7.7 12.7

Vta. Banos-Miranda 9.9 15.9 12.3 n.a.

All sections 9.9 16.3 12.3 n.a.



V. CONCLUSIONS

The appraisal report of the first project summarized the purpose
of RENFE's 1964-73 Modernization Program, for which the Bank made the
three loans audited in this study, stating that it was "designed to trans-
form RENFE from an antiquated enterprise operating at a large deficit and
providing inadequate service into an efficient and modern railway system
earning a reasonable return on its investment." If the conclusions of
the study are presented in relation to that statement, we can say that the
Modernization Program has largely succeeded. RENFE is now a technically
efficient and modern undertaking, comparable to other European railways,
although it has still to earn a reasonable return on its investments. Prog-
ress on the technical and institutional items has been better and faster
than on the financial. However, this general statement requires two
important clarifications.

First, by saying that progress has been good in the technical
and institutional areas, we are not describing fully the changes that have
taken place. RENFE was truly an antiquated enterprise, yet another agency
in an archaic public administration, supposedly providing a "public service"
but without having clear objectives and standards of efficiency. Its
objective -- to operate as a commercial undertaking -- is now clear and
the enterprise is beginning to enjoy the advantages of the recently acquired
financial independence. Perhaps more importantly, there is a change of
attitude that permeates most levels of operation. RENFE is no longer con-
sidered part of the public administration, but a company that is competing
with road transport, that must show a profit, and be efficient. The impact
of this change of attitude is difficult to assess, but our impression is
that it probably explains a considerable proportion of the improvements
that have taken place.

The second clarification deals with the importance in terms of
resource allocation of the delay in achieving the financial targets set
in the Plan of Action. The issue is raised by economic theory, which con-
cludes that there is no reason why an activity with increasing returns to
scale -- as is most probably the case of RENFE -- and charging marginal
costs for its services, should show a financial profit. Moreover, a profit
could be interpreted as a misallocation of resources. It is possible,
then, that the delay in achieving those financial objectives did not have
the importance given to it by the Bank. However, with the existing knowledge
about RENFE's cost structure it is difficult to assess clearly whether its
poor financial performance was due to the application of marginal cost
pricing or to a bad tariff policy that includes cross-subsidization or rail-
way services. Our impression is that the competitive nature of transport
in Spain ensures that tariffs might be closer to marginal costs than what
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is generally accepted. The issue has serious practical implications,
because the profit objective is an excellent test of operational effi-
ciency and should not be easily abandoned, but it is likely that other
objectives, for example, to maximize output subject to the constraint
that the enterprise should not incur losses, are as meaningful opera-
tionally and might result in a better allocation of resources.

The main reason why progress in the technical and institutional
areas was faster than in the financial is that efforts related to the
former can be internalized better, and the influence of elements exogenous
to the enterprise can be minimized. The main factor that explains the
slow progress in the financial field was road competition, and RENFE had
in practice little control over the evolution of road transport since
1964. The only way that RENFE could successfully compete with road
transportation, which was through an aggressive commercial policy, could
not be applied until the 1970s, when RENFE's commercial activities were
greatly strengthened. Other, although less important factors that explain
RENFE's financial evolution were the increase in real wages in Spain and
the Government's anti-inflationary policies, both also outside RENFE's
control.

The basic approach of the Modernization Program, of having an
Investment Plan and a Plan of Action which in principle were given the
same priority, proved to have been right. On this, the Bank deserves most
of the credit. The point also confirms the adequacy of present Bank rail-
way lending policy, in which plans of action are integral parts of projects.

The issue of the interactions between the Investment Plan and
the Plan of Action kept appearing in the course of the study. Did the more
modern technology derived from the Investment Plan trigger further improve-
ments in other areas? To what extent did the potential benefits of the
investments materialize because of the measures included in the Plan of
Action? In practice, the interactions were so many that it was not possible
to separate the impact of one program from that of the other. It was as
unrealistic to expect that the Plan of Action alone, without investments,
could have achieved much progress, as it was to assume that the investments
alone, without any improvement in operational efficiency, could have been
of any use. What has also been important in Spain is the catalytic effect
of the Program: a few of the improvements in operational efficiency have
been the result of programs not included in the Plan of Action or in any
of its revisions. For example, the new system for the allocation of freight
cars, which "freed" thousands of wagons; the unit trains and the consequent
elimination of many of the investments in marshalling yards, or the system
of "planning by objectives" now being implemented. However, it seems that
these interactions between inrestments and operational improvements were
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not adequately analyzed during the preparation of the Modernization

Program or subsequent revisions. If the effects of the operational

improvements included in the Program had been studied in detail, planned

investments in rolling stock and motive power could have been reduced

considerably. Investment in these items was subsequently reduced, but

in a less systematic way than what would have been possible with better

planning.

Finally, at the general level, the slowest progress took place

in the measures dealing with transport coordination. Main reasons were
administrative changes in the Governent and the lack of interest in the
subject at the political level, especially between 1965 and 1970, based
on the judgment that Spain required all the transport it could get, thus

making coordination unnecessary. On the basis of the very simple analysis
that we have made of the subject, it seems that no major distortion in
the intermodal allocation of traffic derived from Government intervention
has taken place.

Regarding the Investment Plan, probably the main reason why it
had a relatively high return (12%) is the inefficient "without investment"

situation against which benefits have been measured: RENFE's old and

antiquated equipment in 1964 obviously implied that better equipment, if
adequately utilized, would have a reasonable return. However, this result

has to be interpreted with care, because it is based on conditions of

relative inefficiency in both the with and without investment situations,
a point illustrated by the apparent paradox that returns will go up if

trainloads are smaller, thus increasing traffic density.

The return of the different investment components suggests that

probably too much was invested in track renewal and that the high standards

at which the program was implemented might not be justified. In retrospect,

the construction delays might turn out to have been economically justified.

The Bank does not seem to have pressed enough for an in-depth reappraisal
of track renewal during the 1966 and 1970 revisions of the Program, par-

ticularly on the issue of higher track standards which were to be used

largely by high-speed passenger trains. Conversely, the faster pace of

the dieselization program appears to have been justified in light of its

high return. Finally, some elements were missing from the Investment Plan,
particularly items designed to increase train length in some sections of

the network where heavier unit trains were justified. These investments

are, for example, longer sidings or wagons with better brake systems.
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The Plan of Action had the catalytic effect described above,

but in its original version and successive revisions it was too much

oriented towards financial targets and issues related to transport coordi-

nation. The Bank probably spent too much of its time discussing these

two subjects. More precise targets related to operational efficiency,
of the type used in more recent railway loans, might have helped to speed

up progress in operations. Relatively few detailed studies dealing with

operational efficiency were done by consultants.

Nevertheless, RENFE can show some impressive achievements in

its operational efficiency. Perhaps the most important is the reduction

in personnel -- one of the points included in the Plan of Action -- which

is the result of several investments and administrative measures. Another

improvement that has had important effects in reducing-the need for uneconomic

trains has been the rationalization of LCL traffic through the creation

of a few collecting stations. There is still, as always, major room for

improvement, especially in the coordination of the Commercial Department

with train operations, in the possibility of operating even more unit trains,

and in further streamlining terminal operations.

One of the improvements that is a good reflection of the changes

in attitude discussed above is the new role being played by the Commercial

Department. This Department not only is a sales organization, but is also

beginning to have an influence on "production", that is, train services.

Operations no longer decides which trains to run and Commercial is expected

to do its best to sell the available space, but there is now an emerging

dialogue between the two departments which has had several positive results,

for example, the increasing importance of unit trains. However, this

dialogue has at this stage several dangers because of the slow progress

in having adequate cost estimates that could be used as a basis for rate

fixing. For this reason, the dialogue between Commercial and Operations

has still to be tentative and Commercial should avoid imposing changes in

train operations that look dubious to the staff that has to plan operations

and account for equipmert use.

Another structural change that has taken place in RENFE is in

management. Aside from the obvious effects of modern management on opera-

tions, already described in previous sections, its real impact can be best

summarized by the fact that RENFE "took-off" into a period of self-sustained

progress. No doubt the Modernization Program triggered that progress, but

by the early 1970s RENFE was already capable of pursuing and improving the
Program on its own.
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The reasons that explain the good results achieved by RENFE,
compared to other not so successful railway programs are, first, RENFE's
internal efficiency, especially in management and the technical aspects
of operations. Second, the Bank's approach in this case was particularly
adequate for the circumstances, largely because it was based on consult-
ants'work (SOFRERAIL) of generally good quality. Third, the consultants
were able to remain the several years required to see some of the measures
implemented; similarly, the Bank's attention in the last 10 years has been
sustained and timely. Finally, an important proportion, impossible to
determine, of RENFE's success is explained by the rapid growth of the
Spanish economy, which made politically and socially possible the massive
program of personnel reduction, without which the potential benefits of
many of the investments and of parts of the Plan of Action could not have
materialized. In addition, the large increase in the total demand for
transport services allowed RENFE to experience a moderate traffic growth
in spite of a steadily declining share of total movements. Also, the
expanding industrial base helped RENFE to acquire part of its supplies
internally without noticeable reduction in quality, and without having to
endure the problems faced by railways in other countries with their
imports of equipment and parts.

In fact, RENFE has been faced with few negative factors during
the period under analysis. The most important from the viewpoint of
RENFE (but probably not from the standpoint of the economy as a whole), has
been road competition, which depressed RENFE's growth and had a negative
impact on its financial situation. Other negative factors, such as the
Government's delays in providing funds on schedule, or the anti-inflationary
policies, were less important. The lack of a well-structured transport
policy does not seem to have affected RENFE in any significant way, although
the studies undertaken as part of the Plan of Action served to assess the
relative position of each mode and probably to avoid discriminatory policies
in favor of one particular mode.

Finally, although the lessons derived from RENFE's experience
have been discussed in the course of the audit, we would like to briefly
highlight a few points which we consider to be of particular interest.

First, the Plan of Action should have put relatively more emphasis
on the technical aspects of railway operations and probably less emphasis
on RENFE's financial goals. The Plan of Action did contain several opera-
tional measures that proved to be of high priority, such as the plan to
rationalize less-than-carload traffic. However, more detailed targets
on train length, wagon utilization and turnaround, or rationalization of
yard operations, would have had a positive impact on RENFE's operations
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Second, personnel reductions were a key factor in achieving
the objectives of the Modernization Program, otherwise most of the poten-
tial benefits would not have materialized. The dynamic growth of the
Spanish economy was central in allowing the reductions to take place,
because labor could be absorbed by other activities,but the fact that
the reductions were planned and incorporated in the Program was essential
in establishing the necessary discipline.

Third, the financial projections included in the Modernization
Program should have been based on a more in-depth study of the effects of
road competition, and to a lesser extent of the effects of the Government's
anti-inflationary policies, on RENFE's possibility of raising rates and
fares to compensate for cost increases. The basic assumption on which
the projections were based, that higher expenditures could be compensated
through increases in tariffs, proved to be unrealistic.

Fourth, the low return of the track renewal program suggests
that this investment should have been reappraised in more detail during
the 1966 or 1970 revisions of the Program. This reappraisal would have
allowed RENFE to make a better decision about the way in which the renewal
program should have been continued, and about the provision of high-speed
passenger trains, the main users of the higher standard track.

Last, the improvement of RENFE's commercial capability should
have been given a higher priority in the Modernization Program and achieved
several years earlier. This measure would have allowed RENFE to react
more positively to road competition and to be more mature commercially in
the years that will follow, when road transport will continue to grow
rapidly in Spain. After all, its degree of competitiveness is what will
basically determine RENFE's future role in the Spanish economy.



BENEFTT-COST ANALYSIS METHODOLOGICAL ANNTEX

I. Rates of Return to the Whole Program

A. Benefits

The overall savings as a result of the modernization plan were

broken down into the following categories for purposes of analysis:

- Savings in operating costs, including not only the

change in the operating costs per ton-km for freight

and per train-km for passengers resulting from changes

in the type of traction, but also the benefits asso-

ciated with higher speed and higher average cargo per

train.1 '

- Savings in track maintenance.

- Savings in terminal costs and administrative expendi-

tures.2/

By suming the sources of savings, we obtained the total attri-

butable to the modernization plan for each year. Two methods were used

to estimate that total: first, we estimated, in detail, each source of

savings from the data we had on train operating costs, speeds, average

cargo per train, etc.; secondly, we calculated an aggregate estimate 
of

total savings by comparing the actual cost figures for each year in the

period 1964/71, in constant pesetas of 1971, with the expenditure for each

major item estimated from a trend line adjusted to the period 
1956/63.

Detailed Analysis

1. Savings in Operating Costs

The major savings in relation to freight traffic, savings per ton-km,

resulted from two main factors:

a) changes in the relative importance of the different

types of traction.

b) increases in average cargo per train and in speed

for each type of traction.

1/ Attributing all of the increase in average cargo and speed to the invest-

ment program would clearly have overestimated its benefits, because

those changes were attributable, to some extent, to an overall increase

in efficiency that would have taken place anyway.

2/ These are other items for which inclusion would have led to an over-

estimation of benefits because these savings were mainly the result

of general administrative and operational reorganizations that could
have taken place anyway.
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The combined effect of both factors induced reductions in the average
costs per ton-km in 1968 and 1971 as compared with 1964. Costs per ton-ka
were estimated on the basis of the actual technical conditions of opera-
tion for the different types of traction as shown in Table 1 below:

Table 1

Technical Operating Conditions by Type of Traction

Type of Traction
Year Steam Diesel Electric

Average net cargo 1964 171 228 226
per train (tons) 1968 186 191 231

1971 170 218 248

Average running 1964 36 39 39
speed (km/h) 1968 39 37 41

1971 39 39 41

The operating cost of each type of traction,l/ estimated on
the basis of these technical characteristics, in conjunction with a
weighting by relative importance for each type of traction and transport
service, led to the calculation of savings shown in Table 2, as against
1964 operating costs.

Table 2

Savings in Operating Costs
(Millions Ptas. 1971)

Other
Year Freight Passengers Services Total

1965 165 150 124 439
1966 504 585 426 1,515
1967 935 613 606 2,154
1968 1,268 1,250 986 3,504
1969 1,539 1,480 1,026 4,045
1970 2,009 1,650 1,081 4,740
1971 2,025 1,808 1,106 4,939
1972 2,122 1,897 1,174 5,193

1/ Including expenditure, net of taxes, on fuel, oil, crew and equipment
maintenance.
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2. Savings in Track Maintenance Costs

For track maintenance, the estimates derived in the section of
the text on track renewal (Table 16, Page 17).

3. Savings in Terminal Costs and Other Fixed Expenditures

This item comprised general administrative expenses and the
expenses for stations and train organization. The method used was to com-
pare the 1968 and 1971 expenditures for these items with those of 1964
(after adjustments for salary increases, in order to convert to 1971
pesetas). We then considered as a benefit the total difference between
expenditure amounts for those years and for 1964. The estimated savings
for 1968 and 1971 amounted to Ptas. 673 million and Ptas. 2,582 million,
respectively.

4. Total Benefits

The total benefits are summarized in Table 3.

Table 3

Total Benefits of the Program
(Millions Ptas. 1971)

Item 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972

Savings in
operating costs 439 1,515 2,154 3,504 4,045 4,740 4,939 5,193

Savings in track
maintenance 44.0 84.0 115.2 140.1 161.1 198.8 253.1 301.8
Savings in fixed
costs 98 289 480 673 1,312 1,948 2,582 2,582

TOTAL SAVINGS 581.0 1,888.4 2,749.2 4,317.1 5,518.1 6,886.8 7,774.1 8,076.8

Aggregate Analysis

For this estimate, analysis was concentrated on projecting, for
the 1964/72 period, the most important expenditure items (personnel and
fuel which accounted for 75% of total expenditures). The projection was
based on the trend of the evolution of expenditures on these items during
the period 1956/63. It represented the basic "without" situation, indicating
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the possible evolution of costs if the organizational structure of the
1956/63 period had been maintained. The benefits for each year in the
period 1964/72 were the difference between projected and actual costs,
as shown on Table 4. The first step in calculating the projections consisted
in converting all the actual costs to 1971 prices. For that purpose, we
derived two main sets of deflators: (1) for personnel the deflator used
was an index of average expenditure per worker with base 1971 = 100; and
(2) for fuel we used an index of the price of coal, fuel oil, gas-oil
and electricity with base 1971 = 100 for each type.

Table 4

Aggregated Estimates of Total Savings
(Millions 1971 pesetas)

Years Personnel Fuel
Actual Projected Actual Projected Total Benefits

1956 24,958 6,990
1957 23,314 6,244
1958 23,224 6,664
1959 23,061 6,260
1960 23,321 5,668
1961 22,897 6,058
1962 23,103 5,250
1963 21,695 4,944
1964 21,580 21,877 4,595 4,847 549
1965 20,645 21,585 4,646 4,589 997
1966 20,161 21,292 3,942 4,331 1,520
1967 19,577 20,999 2,991 4,078 2,509
1968 18,434 20,706 2,432 3,815 3,655
1969 16,345 20,413 2,070 3,557 5,555
1970 15,415 20,120 1,926 3,299 6,078
1971 14,690 19,997 1,991 3,016 6,332

B. Estimate of the Ex-post Rate of Return

The rates of return were estimated using the following hypotheses
in relation to benefits and costs:
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Detailed Analysis

Benefits

B1 : Savings in operating costs, all trains

B2 : BI + Savings in track maintenance

B3 : B2 + Savings in terminal and fixed costs

Costs-

Cl: Investment costs

C2 : C1 + contingencies and general expenses

C3 : C1 - 50% of the cost of track renewal

C4 : C2 - 50% of the cost of track renewal

Aggregate Analysis

The benefits used were those shown in Table 4; with reference tocosts, the same hypotheses were used as for the detailed analysis.

II. Dieselization

At the end of 1963, RENFE had a total of 228 diesel locomotivesof the following types: 41 line locomotives, 183 shunting locomotives and4 talgo locomotives. The relative share for diesel traction out of totaltrain-kms had been growing, as can be observed in the following table,butthe substantial increases took place after 1964.

Table 5

Relative Importance of Diesel Traction to Total Train-km
(%)

1961 13.5
1962 14.6
1963 17.5
1964 20.8
1967 40.0
1969 52.2
1972 , 56.2

1/ The reduction of the costs by 50% of the expenditure in track renewalunder alternatives C3 and C4 was made to account for the improvements instandards that led to important cost increases.
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The majority of diesel line locomotives in existence in 1963 were
concentrated in the Northwest part of the country (54%) and in the South (38%)
where they were used for transporting minerals.

Ex-post Benefits of Dieselization

Analysis of the social benefits associated with the replacement
of steam by diesel traction was undertaken in two steps: (1) We first
established the average social cost savings per ton-km for freight and train-km
for passengers on the basis of a sample of 10 lines of the Spanish network,
selected so as to combine lines with high and low traffic densities and with
variable degrees of change in average cargo and speed. Table 6 shows the
main characteristics of the lines involved. In 1971, they accounted for 43%
of the freight train-km corresponding to diesel traction, 42% of the net
ton-km transported by diesel trains and 26% of the total passenger train-km
corresponding to diesel trains. (2) We then applied the estimated social cost
savings, as derived in (1), to the actual traffic diverted each year from
steam to diesel traction.

The years for which we attempted to measure such benefits were 1968
and 1971 and in all cases our basic "with" situation was based on the actual
traffic flows for those years. By comparing the total social costs of that
traffic hauled by diesel or steam traction we have probably overestimated the
corresponding benefits.

(1) Average Social Cost Savings

The cost savings per ton-km on any particular line depended upon the
changes in average speed and average cargo per train brought about by the use
of diesel traction, and were expressed as:

Savings/ton-km = 1 rCTRKMS - CTRKMD (
AVCS L7J (

where AVCS is the average cargo per steam train, and CTRRIS and CTRKMD are
the cost per train-km corresponding to steam and diesel traction, including
fuel and oil, crew, and locomotive and car maintenance, all of which were
clearly a function of speed. Finally "j" is the average cargo of diesel
trains as a proportion of that corresponding to steam trains.

The data on average speed and average cargo indicated a general
improvement, when comparing 1971 with 1964, but dieselization was not the
only change in the system between these years. There were also important
investments in other items such as new freight cars, track renewal, etc.,
which may also have had an effect on average cargo. By comparing these in-
dicators for steam traction in 1964 with those corresponding to diesel traction
in 1968 and 1971 we have attributed all improvements to dieselization and
thereby overestimated the benefits of this program.



Table 6

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE LINES SELECTED FOR THE ANALYSIS OF THE BENEFITS OF DIESELIZATION

Daily Average Cargo/Train Average Speed Average Speed

Distance Net ton-km Daily Freight Freight Train Passenger Passenger Tons Freight Trains Pass.-Trains

km 1971 (103) Trains 1971 km 1971 Trains 1971 Train-km 1964 1971 1964 1971 1964 1971

Valencia - Tortosa 193 140,890 13 915,785 26 1,831,570 170 180 36 38 47 48

La Encina - Valencia 113 123,735 15 618,675 36 1,484,820 175 250 32 36 50 50

Linares - Almeria 242 264,990 15 1,324,950 9 794,970 117 200 23 25 38 40

Calatayud - Casetas 83 90,885 11 333,245 21 636,195 200 272 37 48 58 68

Alcazar - Albacete 131 239,075 17 812,855 17 812,855 253 280 46 46 62 62

Aranjuez - Valencia 353 51,538 3 386,535 14 1,803,830 100 130 26 31 44 48

Miranda - Zaragoza 224 327,040 16 1,308,160 18 1,471,680 230 250 35 48 52 63

Zaragoza - Valencia 344 200,896 8 1,004,480 7 878,920 170 200 30 38 42 42

Madrid - Baides 123 134,685 12 538,740 34 1,526,430 154 250 40 48 58 68

Baides - Calatayud 122 133,590 11 489,830 17 757,010 164 270 35 48 54 60

TOTAL 1,928 1,707,324 7,733,255 11,998,280
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The definitions of the "with" and "without" situations used for
purposes of isolating the effect of average speed and cargo were as follows:

With Situation: diesel traction with the actual operating efficiency (speed
and average cargo) corresponding to the year under analysis.

Without Situation:

Alternatives Basic assumptions on operating Assumptions with respect to
efficiency. the benefits when compared

to the "with" situation.

Alternative 1. Steam with the average cargo We attributed the total in-
and speed of 1964. crease in speed and average

cargo to dieselization, setting
an upper limit to the benefits.

Alternative 2. Steam with the speed and This set a lower limit to the
average cargo of diesel. benefits of dieselization by

assuming that the total in-
crease in speed and average
cargo was due to other factors.

Alternative 3. Steam with the average cargo We assumed that the increase
of 1964, but the speed of in speed was the result of
diesel. other investments, track

renewal, etc.

Alternative 4. Steam with the speed of 1964, We assumed that the increase in
but the average cargo of average cargo was independent
diesel. of dieselization and would

have taken place in any case
due to an overall increase
in efficiency.

For each year we calculated four different estimates of the savings
per ton-km on each link. Finally, by combining these estimates for the 10
links we obtained an average social savings per ton-km for each year. The
social savings per ton-km for 1968 and 1971, obtained by comparing the cost
per ton-km of diesel traction with that corresponding to each of the four
basic "without" situations are shown below:

Table 7

Dieselization: Average Social Savings ?er Ton-km

Savings (Ptas./ton-km)
"Without" Situation 1971 1968

Alternative 1 0.293 0.257
Alternative 2 0.165 0.174
Alternative 3 0.286 0.253
Alternative 4 0.171 0.180
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Benefits under Alternative I, the upper limit, were reduced by 43% and 32%

in 1968 and 1971, respectively, in terms of Alternative 2, the lower limit.

Average cargo per train was more important than speed in deter-

mining the level of the savings. In 1968, for example, the only change between

Alternatives 1 and 3 was speed; it led to a reduction in savings of only 2.3%
while a change in the average cargo (Alternatives 1 and 4) diminished them by

41.6%. Similar results were found for 1971.

In relation to passenger trains, we have estimated the savings per

train-km as a result of the sibstitution of steam traction by diesel for each

of the links under analysis.I' The basic "with" situation corresponded to

diesel traction with the actual diesel speed for the year under analysis while

for the "without" situation we assumed steam traction with the speed of steam

in 1964. The savings per train-km turned out to be Ptas.45.ll.'

(2) Social Savings Applied to Actual Traffic Diverted from Steam

to Diesel

In order to arrive at total savings in any particular year, it was

necessary to establish what proportion of the ton-km transported in that year

by diesel traction would have been transported by steam if the investment had

not been made. The actual ton-km relating to diesel traction in 1964 for

freight and the actual passenger train-km for passengers, were the base for

our estimate of the traffic diverted each year from steam traction. As an

approximation we assumed that the total increase in ton-km of diesel traction

since 1964 would have been transported by steam. A similar assumption was

made in relation to passenger train-km. The following table shows the esti-

mated diversion of traffic from steam to diesel traction for each year.

Table 8

Traffic Diverted from Steam to Diesel Traction

Net ton-km, freight trains Pass. train-km

Year (millions) (thousands)

1965 204 3,900

1966 625 12,116

1967 1,418 18,463

1968 1,945 21,874

1969 2,420 26,364

1970 3,467 29,071

1971 3,509 29,206

1972 3,981 29,335

1/ We took as given the number of yearly trains for each link; the benefits

were simply the difference between the cost of running these trains with

steam and with diesel traction.

2/ It should be noted that to the extent that part of the increase in

passenger-km could be attributed to improving the service (more comfort,

faster trains, etc.), we have underestimated the total benefits by com-

puting only the savings in train operating costs.
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Combining the information of the preceding table with our savings
per ton-km and passenger train-km for the different alternatives we obtained
the following streams of benefits (103 Pesetas):

Freight 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972

Alternative 1 52,428 160,626 364,426 499,865 650,980 974,227 1,028,137 1,166,430

Alternative 2 35,496 108,750 246,732 338,430 406,560 592,857 578,985 656,865

Alternative 3 51,612 158,125 358,754 492,085 642,120 953,425 1,003,574 1,138,566

Alternative 4 36,720 112,500 255,240 350,100 428,340 603,258 600,039 680,751

Passenger 175,929 546,552 832,865 986,736 1,189,820 1,311,392 1,317,482 1,323,301

Finally, the investment in diesel motive power, excluding shunting
locomotives, is shown in Table 9.

Table 9

Investments in Diesel Motive Power
(Ptas.million)

1964 943.80
1965 1,199.20
1966 2,076.80
1967 1,530.40
1968 1,089.00
1969 1,102.20
1970 722.00
1971 495.00
1972 687.20

In relation to the rate of growth of the benefits after 1972, we
assumed the following:

Benefits from: Rate of Growth

Freight traffic The same as ton-km in 1964-72

Passenger traffic The same as passenger train-km
in 1964-72
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The corresponding rates of return are shown in the table below.
(To each alternative for freight traffic, benefits were added for passenger
traffic for calculation of the rate of return.)

Ex-post Rates of Return to Diesel

Useful Life
Alternative 20 years 15 years

1 27.7 27.2
2 23.2 22.5
3 27.5 27.0
4 23.5 22.7

III. ELECTRIFICATION

The lines included for electrification in the Modernization Plan
were those connecting Madrid with Leon and Miranda in such a way as to inte-
grate the electrified section in the northern part of the country with Madrid
and Cordoba, and are shown below.

Table 10

Planned 1964 Average Daily Traffic
Construction Freight Passengers

Description Kms Period Tons No. trains No. trains

Avila-Medina 85.8A/ 1964/66 6,200 22 27
Medina-Vta. Banos 78.9A/ 1964/66 9,000 34 32
Vta. Banos-Miranda 173.Ol 1967/70 5,800 25 18
Vta. Banos-Leon 134.2a 1964/66 8,900 31 15
Palencia-Alar 79.0h/ 1964/66 3,200 10 9
Segovia-Medina 79.l1/ 1964/66 1,500 8 16

a/ Double track
b/ Single track

Freight traffic on those lines accounted for 18.5% of total net
ton-km transported in 1964, while their length as a portion of the total net-
work was only 4.6%. It is clear, then, that their traffic density was well
above the average for the whole network.

A. Ex-post Benefits

We measured the social benefits of electrification as the difference
between the social costs of providing the transport service with diesel and
electric traction. Estimates were based on the actual traffic flows for 1968
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and 1971, interpolating for the interim and projecting for the following
years. The basic assumption was that dieselization of these lines would
have taken place anyway. Since the service provided by both types of
traction can be regarded as equivalent, we considered the observed traffic
flows as given, that is to say, independent of whether the electrification
had taken place or not.

The technical characteristics of the train operations (average
cargo, speed, etc.) were the actuals for 1968 and 1971 and the following was
assumed in relation to the operating conditions for diesel and electric traction:

Table 11

Alternatives in Relation to Operating Conditions
Operating Conditions 1 2 3 4

Average tonnage per same for diesel 75% same as in same as in
freight train both types of electric Alternative 1 Alternative 1

of traction

Average gross tonnage same for both same for both same for both
per passenger train types of trac- types of trac- types of traction

tion tion
Average running speed "

Economic lifetime 20 years for
of equipment diesel

30 years for
electric

Locomotive utiliza- actual same as in same as in 30% of the traffic
tion factor average Alternative 1 Alternative 1 is carried by the

for each equipment already
traction available

The following table summarizes the main indicators of actual train
operations on the lines under analysis:



TABLE 12: Main Characteristics of the Lines Included for Electrification

Average Net Cargo

Average Daily Traffic (no. of trains) per Freight Train Average Running Speed (km/h)

1964 1968 1971 (Tons) 1964 1968 1971

Freight Pass. Freight Pass. Freight Pass. 1964 1968 1971 Freight Pass. Freight Pass. Freight Pass.

Segovia - Medina 8 16 6 11 3 13 187 167 187 33 50 40 58 40 58

Avila - Medina 22 27 24 24 31 31 240 211 226 33 56 48 78 48 78

Medina - Vta. Banos 34 32 36 47 38 47 265 247 260 33 63 48 67 48 67

Vta. Bafios - Leon 31 15 28 18 29 23 280 254 280 33 57 45 74 45 74

Palencia - Alar 10 9 11 11 11 11 320 290 363 35 56 48 66 48 66

Vta. Baiios - Miranda 25 18 24 29 28 32 232 240 250 36 60 50 73 50 73

Source: RENFE, "Informacion Estadistica para Movimiento, 1964, 1968, 1971."
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The social savings in operating costs of electric, as compared to diesel

traction, were measured as the difference between the following cost items

(net of taxes) for each type of traction: fuel and oil, crew and locomotive

maintenance.1/

The main source of benefits was fuel consumption, a result of the

important price differential between both sources of energy (electricity and
gas-oil)2/ leading to a much higher fuel expenditure per km for diesel than

for electric locomotives. The following table shows the composition of

savings for a typical link, Venta de Banos-Leon:

Fuel and oil* 58.0%
Crew 5.1%
Locomotive maintenance 36.9%

* including the tax on gas-oil

The tax on fuel-oil played an important role in fuel savings. When taken

out, the savings on this item was reduced by about 50%.

An interesting factor to note was that the magnitude of savings per
ton-km on the different links depended heavily on the operating efficiency
of each (defined in terms of the average cargo per train). An inverse re-
lation between the magnitude of the savings and the operating efficiency was
found. The higher the average cargo per train, the smaller the savings. It
is simple to show the validity of this proposition; the savings/ton-km of a

given link can be expressed as the ratio between:

1. the number of trains per unit of time x the savings per train

and per km x distance, and,

2. ton-km to be transported per unit of time,

where the number of trains is the ratio between total tons and average cargo per

train (AC). The savings per ton-km can then be expressed as the ratio between

the savings per train-km and the average cargo.

The main factor explaining the differences in the savings per ton-km
among the different links was, therefore, the average cargo per train. Comparison
of the savings per ton-km for each link with the average cargo per freight train,
as seen in the following table, shows clearly that the greater savings corre-
sponded to the more inefficient links.

1/ We did not include the savings in car maintenance nor car depreciation
as we assumed the same average speed for both types of traction, thus
cancelling out those savings.

2/ The prices for 1971 were: electricity, 0.5 Pesetas/kwh and gas-oil 7
Pesetas/liter.
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Table 13

Electrification Program: Estimated Cost Savings per ton-km
(Ptas)

1968 1971
Without With Without With

Link Tax Tax Tax Tax

Segovia-Medina 0.126 0.190 0.105 0.158
Avila-Medina 0.129 0.187 0.087 0.127
Medina-Vta. Banos 0.080 0.117 0.084 0.123
Vta. Bafros-Leon 0.078 0.115 0.072 0.106
Palencia-Alar 0.067 0.098 0.048 0.073
Vta. Ba'os-Miranda 0.078 0.113 0.075 0.108

The savings per ton-km in 1971 (without taxes) varied between Ptas.
0.048 and Ptas. 0.105. The difference in savings among the links reflected
not only their different physical conditions, but also the fact that the
operating efficiencies of the rail links were different, as can be observed
in Table 12. A similar situation was observed when we compared for each
given link the savings per ton-km corresponding to 1968. The overall in-
crease in efficiency in RENFE led to an increase in the average cargo per
train between 1968 and 1971 and as a consequence the iavings per ton-km
went down.

Another important factor was the high sensitivity of the savings
to the elimination of the tax on fuel. The reduction in total savings was
roughly 30%, when the gas-oil tax was deleted, as can be observed in Table 13.

B. Ex-post Returns to Electrification

The following table summarizes the information used for the esti-
mation of the ex-post returns to the electrification in the basic case,
Alternative 1.
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Table 14

Social Benefits and Costs of Electrification Program; Alternative 1

Total Social

Total Invest- Benefits Annual Electrifi-
ment Cost Date of (Pass. + Freight) catio Maintenance

(103 Ptas.) Completion (103 Ptas.)a/ Cost7 (103 Ptas.)
1968 1971

Segovia-Medina 136,794 1966 8,061 6,670 5,403
Avila-Medina 255,152 1966 27,853 28,457 11,721

Medina-Vta. Banos 234,632 1966 34,152 35,419 10,779
Vta. Baiios-Leon 398,489 1965 35,547 39,016 18,307
Palencia-Alar 117,465 1965 9,123 8,461 5,396
Vta. Baf'os-Miranda 514,467 1968 45,427 52,299 23,635

a/ The benefits are estimated net of taxes and subsidies.

b/ As there were no figures available with regard to the maintenance cost of the
electrified lines under analysis, we had to use an average expenditure per km
derived from the total expenditure on thi-s item and the length of the electri-
fied network. The annual maintenance expenditure, was Ptas. 68,310.

Total benefits were estimated on the basis of the actual runs
for commercial trains on the lines under analysis; there were also other
runs -- service trains, locomotives alone, etc. In order to get the total
benefits, we had to increase the commercial train-km by the ratio, total
trains-kar:conimercial train-kms, for electric locomotives.1 '

The followin table shows the estimated rates of return under the
different hypotheses. 2

Table 15

Ex-post Rates of Return to Electrification

(M)

Alternatives

Rates of Return 1 2 3 4

Link

Segovia-Medina 0.6 2.2 4.9 9.1
Avila-Medina 10.9 18.9 13.3 n.a.

Medina-Vta. Banos 14.9 26.4 16.9 n.a.

Vta. B'os-Leon 9.5 16.1 11.7 n.a.

Palencia-Alar 3.5 8.4 7.7 12.7

Vta. Ba"'os-Miranda 9.9 15.9 12.3 n.a.

All sections 9.9 16.3 12.3 n.a.

1/ This ratio was about 1.30 in 1971

2/ In all cases the benefits are net of taxes and subsidies.
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IV. Track Renewal

A. Benefits

The main sources of benefits in relation to track renewal were:

a) a decrease in track maintenance and its costs
b) higher speeds
c) reduction in accidents
d) lower cost of maintenance for locomotives and units

of rolling stock

Lower Track Maintenance Costs

The new track was responsible for a reduction in maintenance
cost per km, not only because it was of improved quality, but also because
maintenance had been mechanized. RENFE estimated an average cost per km
of maintenance of Ptas. 110,000 for new track; whereas, the average cost
of maintenance for old track was Ptas. 181,000, 64.5% higher. The savings
in maintenance costs were estimated at about Ptas. 71,000/km, and the
annual savings are shown in the following table.

Table 16

Savings in Track Maintenance Costs

(Ptas. mln.)

1964..... 44.0
1965..... 84.4
1966.....115.2
1967.....140.1
1968.....161.1
1969.....198.8
1970.....253.1
1971.....301.8

Higher Speed

One of the most important direct benefits made possible by invest-
ment in track renewal was the increase in speed. This in turn led to better
utilization of both personnel and equipment. Table 17 shows the changes in
average commercial speeds during the period from 1964 to 1971.
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Table 17

Increases in Average Co mercial Speeds

Period Passengers Freight

1964/68 10.5% 17.4%

1968/71 7.5% 15.3%

1964/71 18.8% 35.4%

The main reasons for the changes in average commercial speeds
seen to have been the change in type of traction (replacement of steam
traction) and reduction of intermediate stops. This general conclusion
has been derived from the fact that the actual average running speed of
the different types of trains did not change substantially, as can be
seen in Table 18, and these changes were much lower than the changes in
commercial speed. As the latter may have reflected the effect of changes
other than track renewal (suppression of intermediate stops, suppression
of trains with low speeds, etc.), we based our measure of the benefits as
a result of track renewal on the changes in the actual running speed.
By attributing all the changes in actual running speed.to track renewal,
we overestimated the actual change and the benefits from this investment
mainly because other factors such as new rolling stock, new motive power,
etc., may also have had an effect on the running speed of each type of
train.

The following table shows the changes in the actual running
speed for each type of traction:

Table 18

Increases in Actual Running Speeds

Type of Train 1964/68 1964/71

Passenger Trains

Steam -
Diesel
Electric 10.8% 16.5%
TALGO 2.1% 4.3%

'reight Trains

Steam
Electric 5.6% 6.9%
Diesel
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The impact of savings realized from the higher speeds was re-
flected in the reduction of the number of locomotives and rolling stock
needed to carry the same volume of traffic prior to the increase in speed,
and a reduction in the crew expenditure per km as a result of the higher
average number of km that each crew was able to travel.I/

Table 19 shows the average savings per train-km associated with
the higher speeds (Table 17), as we compared the train operating costs for
1968 and 1971 with those corresponding to 1964.

Table 19

Average Savings per Train-km as a Consequence of the Increase in Speed
(Ptas/train-km)

Type of Train 1968 1971

Passenger

Electric 2.65 4.05
TALGO 0.71 1.46

Freight

Electric 1.37 1.71

Combining these savings per train-km with the actual train-km for
1968 and 1971, we obtained the following total savings as a result of the
higher speeds:

Table 20

Savings in Train Operating Costs 1968, 1971
(millions Ptas)

Passengers Freight Total

1968 82.643 23.422 106.065
1971 141.509 34.102 175.611

Reduction in Accidents

The data available indicated a substantial decrease in accidents,
but once again, not wholly attributable to track renewal. The new rolling

1/ By ignoring the changes in fuel consumption and equipment maintenance,
and their probable higher costs, we overestimated the benefits from
higher speeds.
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stock used for passenger traffic also played an important role in this
process./

The number of passengers injured per each 109 passenger-km was
reduced from an average of 42.3 in the period 1954/63 to 16.6 in the
following period (1964/73).

Table 21

Evolution of the Number of Passenger
Injuries per 109 Passenger-km

1954 46.2
1958 29.2
1960 47.4
1962 21.0
1963 34.0
1964 20.9
1965 34.3
1966 22.2
1967 20.6
1968 23.7
1969 10.0
1970 6.1
1971 4.1
1972 7.6

We did not attempt to estimate the benefits accruing from accident reductions,
so that total benefits from track renewal were underestimated in this respect.

B. Ex-post Rate of Return to Track Renewal

The total benefits from track renewal were measured by sunming
benefits resulting from higher speeds and reductions in the cost of
maintenance. Table 22 shows total benefits and costs for track renewal:
The rate of return to track renewal, assuming a useful life of 40 years,
and a growth rate o 3% per annum for the benefits accruing from higher
speeds after 1971,' was 1%. As an alternative, we took into account the
fact that part of the investment in track renewal was absolutely necessary
in order to guarantee a minimum degree of safety in train operations, by
considering only the upgrading of standards, allowing for the running of
faster passenger trains and representing 50% of the total investment in
track renewal. The estimated rate of return in this case is about 6%.

1/ The replacement of wooden passenger cars by metal ones was a major
factor in reducing casualties.

2/ 3% was the average growth rate for total train-km in the period 1964/72.



Table 22

Track Renewal: Total Benefits and Costs
(Ptas million)

1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971

Total Investment 765,6 1,211.8 1,483.2 1,496.0 1,964.0 2,457.9 3,542.5 3,888.0

Benefits from
Higher Speeds!/ 28.4 54.3 74.9 89.3 106.1 115.9 149.3 175.6

Benefits from Savings
in Maintenance Costs 44.0 84.4 115.2 140.1 161.1 198.8 253.1 301.8

Total Benefits 72.4 138.7 190.1 229.4 267.2 314.7 402.4 477.4

1/ The figures for all years,except 1968 and 1971, have been interpolated in nroportion to the km of track
renewed each year.
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PROJECT PERFORMANCE AUDIT MEMORANDUM
LIBERIA PORT OF MONROVIA DREDGING PROJECT

Introduction

This report represents an audit of achievements under the Liberia
Port of Monrovia Dredging Project, for which Loan 617-LBR of June 20, 1969,
was mostly disbursed by October 1973.1/ It is based mainly on a review of
the attached Project Completion Report (PCR), as prepared by the Bank's
Western Africa Regional Office, against other relevant reports and important
material from the Bank files and on discussions with some of the Bank staff
who had been involved in the project.

The Project

The Government of Liberia first approached the Bank in late 1966
about a loan to help finance improvements in the Port of Monrovia, the
country's major port. The main item of the proposal was dredging to accom-
modate the larger vessels expected to carry iron ore exports. The Bank
considered the proposal favorably, but was particularly interested in three
issues. One was the need to strengthen the National Port Authority (NPA)
so that it could be able to administer the ports under its jurisdiction
adequately, and to be able to take over the operations of the Port of
Monrovia from the Monrovia Port Management Company (MPMC, a company head-
quartered in New York which had a contract for the management of the port).
A second issue was the relations of the Government with the mining companies;
the Bank was concerned lest the companies receive most of the benefits
of the proposed investments. An additional point, closely related to these
first two issues, was the need to decide on the timing of implementation of
a revised system of port charges. A final issue was the Government's plans
to greatly expand facilities at Port Harper, a project the Bank considered
economically unjustified.

Contacts between the Government and the Bank continued during
1967 and a satisfactory solution was found for the first two issues. Discus-
sions about the Port Harper expansion program continued for another two years.
A formal request for a loan was submitted in February 1968. The Government
wanted the loan processed as soon as possible because it had committed itself
to Japanese iron ore buyers to complete dredging in the port to 42 ft by
April 1, 1969, (the depth then was 38 ft). However, this schedule proved
difficult to meet mainly due to Bank staff constraints and to unexpected
problems in project design. An appraisal mission was sent in September 1968,
and the Loan Agreement was signed in June 1969. This nine-month lag can be

l/ The project is completed, but US$ 333,000 from the loan remain undisbursed.
These funds are earmarked for the preparation of a development plan for
Liberian ports, an item originally not included in the project. Preparation
of the plan is now underway and will be completed in 1975.
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partly attributed to further discussions dealing with the Port Harper issue.-
Taking into account the above mentioned deadline for dredging, the Bank had

agreed during negotiations to retroactively finance dredging costs (amounting
to US$ 465,000) from February 1, 1969, so that dredging could begin before
the loan became effective. The Government felt that the Japanese buyers would
be satisfied if dredging started before April 1, 1969, even it it was not

completed by that date.

The project called for expenditures estimated at US$ 4.2 million
equivalent and comprised the following: a) dredging the approaches and an
area within the port to accommodate bulk ore carriers and tankers requiring
45 ft of water; b) provision of two 1,250 hp tugs and a pilot launch;
c) provision of additional buoying and lighting of navigable channels;
d) management assistance to NPA; e) engineering consultants' services for
the dredging program; and f) consultants' services to prepare feasibility
studies for the development of road approaches to the port. The US$ 3.6
million Bank loan was to cover the total foreign exchange cost of the project.
The Loan Agreement contained special covenants aimed at improving NPA's
organizational efficiency.

Project Implementation

The project was implemented with little deviation from the original
plan. Actual costs were US$ 4.28 million equivalent or 1.4% above the US$ 4.22
estimated at appraisal time (PCR, p.7).

There was a three-month delay in dredging mainly due to modifications
in the location of the turning basin to avoid dredging in hard rock, the
removal of which would have resulted in substantially higher costs and longer
delays. The two tugs and pilot launch and the additional buoying and lighting
were purchased on schedule, although the two tugs were equipped with 1,700 hp
instead of 1,250 hp engines as envisaged at appraisal time. The consultants
employed in the dredging program and in the preparation of feasibility studies
performed satisfactorily.

The main difficulties were found in the implementation of management
assistance to NPA. Although NPA took over the operations of the Port of
Monrovia in July 1972, the difficulties in providing this assistance--the port
operations advisor was terminated after one year and there were delays in the
appointment of a port accounting advisor--delayed the implementation of
necessary improvements and studies (PCR, pp. 5-6). These included the prepara-
tion of the tariffs study, which finally had to be undertaken by a consultant,
and the preparation of a development program for Liberian ports. Recent
difficulties in handling timber exports in Monrovia have also been attributed

1/ In the end, the Government went ahead with a reduced version of the
Port Harper program which included the renewal of the existing facilities.
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to delays in implementing operational improvements as part of overall port

planning.

Most of the covenants were adhered to (PCR, pp.1-3). However,

the Government has yet to implement the revaluation of all NPA port assets,
while NPA has not been able to complete the comprehensive port development
program.

The economic benefits expected to result from the use of ships of
larger size in the iron ore trade have materialized. With the harbor deepened

to 45 ft, fully laden 80,000 dwtlessels can be berthed as compared to the
pre-project maximum of 50,000 dwt. As a result, the average volume of cargo

for vessels above 50,000 dwt increased from 58,000 tons in 1971 to 60,000

tons in 1972 and 67,000 tons in 1973. Vessels above 50,000 dwt carried 52%

of total traffic volume in 1972 and 69% in 1973. Actual traffic volume has

been close to the appraisal estimate, although iron ore exports have been

fluctuating due to world market conditions (PCR, p.9). The project's
economic rate of return is expected to be about 40% as compared with

the appraisal estimate of 28% (PCR, pp.9-11) due mainly to the greater

than anticipated share of total traffic carried by vessels above 50,000
dwt. This recalculation is based on the assumption that an increase in

ship size from 50,000 to 67,000 dwt results in a 15% reduction in trans-
port costs, and that the projected annual iron ore export volume of

11.3 million tons will be maintained through 1986. What has not been possible

to establish in this audit is the proportion of the project benefits that

has been retained by Liberia and the proportion kept by the foreign shipping

and mining companies. It is likely, however, that the modification of the

system of port charges, which is now based on the size of vessels, and the

country's 50% share of the mining companies' profits, have helped to retain

a significant part of the benefits in the country. This issue is important,

and should be the subject of an in-depth study by the Operations Evaluation

Department, probably including other projects where this issue has also arisen.

The financial situation of NPA appears better than forecasted at

appraisal time due to the slightly higher than expected traffic volume and

a tariff increase in 1971 (PCR, pp.12-15). Actual net income has exceeded
the appraisal estimate every year since 1970, while the return on average net

fixed assets has been greater than the appraisal in every year except 1972.
Most financial indicators, however, are not very significant because assets

have not been properly revalued.

The Bank's Role

Aside from its financial support, a major contribution of the Bank

has been its efforts to strengthen NPA both before and after the signing of
the loan. The Bank played an important role in advising NPA in their negoti-

ations for a management contract with MPMC, which operated the port until

1/ Deadweight ton.
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July 1, 1972. It also rightly objected to the proposed plan for the expan-
sion of Port Harper. However, the Bank could perhaps have been more force-
ful in stressing the importance of management assistance, the need of solving
the difficulties faced in the hiring of some of the advisors, and the advantages
of clarifying NPA's financial position through an earlier revaluation of assets.

Another, perhaps more important Bank contribution, was to raise the

issue of the distribution of benefits, to insure that most of the project

benefits accrue to the country. It has not been possible to establish the

outcome of these efforts, but the revision of the system of port charges was

clearly a step in the right direction.

Conclusions

The project has been largely successful. The investments were

made without serious problems and the rate of return is expected to be higher

than originally estimated. However, the final impact of the project on the

Liberian economy remains unclear. The NPA has shown improvement in its

operations, but at a slower pace than what was envisaged.



ATTACHMENT

Project Completion Report

Port of Monrovia Dredging Project

1. Project Data

1.01 Amount of Loan US$ 3,600,000
Amount disbursed (Oct. 31, 1973) US$ 3,267,025.14
Amount in awarded contracts US$ 3,267,025.14
Date of Loan Agreement June 20, 1969
Closing Date (Original) November 30, 1971
Closing Date (Latest Revision) May 31, 1975
Current Exchange Rate US$ 1.0 = Lib $ 1.0

1.02 The project (Maps 1 and 2) provided for:

a) dredging the entrance and approaches, and an area
within the port to accommodate bulk ore carriers
requiring about 45 ft of calm water;

b) provision of two 1250 hp tugs and a pilot launch;

c) provision of additional buoying and lighting
equipment for the navigable channels;

d) management assistance to NPA;

e) engineering consultants' services; and

f) consultants' studies of road approaches to the port.

1.03 Under the Loan Agreement with the Republic of Liberia and the
Project Agreement with the National Port Authority (NPA), the following
were the main special covenants.

A. Government undertook to:-

(a) re-lend to NPA an amount of US$ 3,385,000 out of the proceeds
of the Loan on terms and conditions satisfactory to the Bank;

(b) ensure that NPA carried out its Project Agreement obligations;

(c) revise NPA legislation before June 20, 1970;

(d) ensure that no exemptions from the tariffs, dues and other
charges of NPA for past services are claimed or enjoyed by
any Government department;

(e) exempt NPA from payments to the Government by way of
(i) return on the Government equity, or (ii) interest charges
on the outstanding US Loan, or (iii) taxes, or (iv) distribu-
tion of surplus revenues until NPA prepares a comprehensive
port development program;
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(f) ensure that port users are adequately represented on the
Board of NPA; and

(g) assign, on termination of the Monrovia Port Management

Contract, to an appropriate Government agency, the responsi-
bility for the maintenance and operation of the Mesurado

Bridge, United Nations Drive and St. Paul River Bridge.

B. NPA undertook to:-

(h) arrange prior to December 31, 1969, with the Monrovia Port

Management Company (MPMC) or other acceptable firm, for the
management of all or any NPA ports;

(i) as soon as possible, (i) establish an adequate organiza-
tional structure, (ii) engage suitable personnel including
a Port Adviser and Port Accounting Adviser, (iii) cause

MPMC to appoint a Port Engineer, and (iv) prepare a compre-
hensive program for development of the NPA ports;

(j) transmit to the Bank its annual accounts as audited by an

approved auditor, along with his report, not later than four
months after the end of its fiscal year; and

(k) to make property insurance arrangements acceptable to the Bank.

C. Government and NPA jointly undertook to:-

(1) revise tariffs and charges relating to the Port of Monrovia
by May 31, 1970, and review them from time to time so as to

ensure generation of revenue sufficient to (i) cover operating
expenses in respect of the Port of Monrovia, including adequate
maintenance and depreciation, (ii) yield an annual return of
at least 5% for 1971 and 7% for 1972 and thereafter on the

value of NPA's net fixed assets in operation at the Port, and
(iii) cover interest and amortization of debt and maintain
adequate working capital and revenues; and

(m) re-value all fixed assets in operation in the NPA ports by
the end of 1970.

2. Summary

2.01 The project with minor revisions has been physically executed as

envisaged at appraisal.

2.02 The benefits anticipated at appraisal have accrued and tankers and
ore carriers of up to 90,000 tons dwt now regularly call at Monrovia.

2.03 NPA has fulfilled its loan covenants to a reasonable extent, but:-
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(a) it has been slow to arrange the Liberian port develop-
ment study. Interim study recommendations are expected
in 1974;

(b) it has not succeeded in recruiting a Port Engineer. It
promises to make fresh efforts to do so;

(c) the engagement of- a port operations adviser was for a
shorter term than envisaged at appraisal. NPA has instead
agreed to engage consultants as and when necessary;

(d) it has experienced difficulty in recovering charges from
Government departments for the use of port services in
compliance with the covenant precluding exemptions from
such charges. However, NPA is trying to reach a settlement
with Government on outstanding debts, and is aware of its
obligations for the future.

2.04 The Government has also fulfilled its loan obligations, but:-

(a) it had at one time failed to ensure adequate commercial
representation on the Board of NPA. This has been remedied
at the Bank's request;

(b) it has not, with NPA, completed the revaluation of all NPA
port assets but this will be done along with the forthcoming
Liberian port development study; and

(c) it had not, with NPA, ensured the achievement at the Port
of Monrovia of the stipulated rate of financial return of
7% in 1972.

2.05 The project has achieved an economic rate of return of about 40%
compared to the 28% assumed at appraisal (paras. 6.01 - 6.08).

2.06 The finances of NPA are in a fairly healthy conditbn in that
debt charges are being met and NPA can pursue limited objectives for port
development; however, the overall financial position will need a careful
review on re-evaluation of assets.

2.07 NPA has acquired direct control of Liberian ports to a reasonable
extent considering the level of its expertise and resources.

3. Action Taken and Recommendations

3.01 Government has been informed of the Bank's acceptance of the Terms
of Reference and the proposed short list of consultants for the Liberian
Port Development Study.
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4. Physical Execution of the Project

Dredging

4.01 Dredging the harbor and channel to permit safe passage of iron
ore carriers of 45 ft draft (about 80,000 tons dwt) was satisfactorily
completed. An area of approximately 60 acres of reclaimed land resulted
from dredging operations.

4.02 The dredged area differs in detail from that envisaged at
appraisal because of minor modifications to the location of the turning
basin to avoid dredging in hard rock. At appraisal, it was envisaged
that this rock would be removed by NPA at its own expense but the modifi-
cations to the turning area agreed during construction resulted in an
overall saving in expenditure to NPA.

4.03 Dredging commenced in November 1968 and was completed in March
1970. The appraisal envisaged that the bulk of the work would be completed
during 1969 and the delay is largely accounted for by the additional dredging
resulting from the modifications to the turning basin.

4.04 The Contractor for dredging was the Bauer Construction and Dredging
Company (US) and the consultant was Lyon Associates Inc. (US). The work
of the contractor was satisfactory.

4.05 The project has not had any noticeable effect on the natural
regime within the harbor, and maintenance dredging since project completion
has followed expectations.

Craft and Navigational Aids

4.06 The first of the two tugs provided under the project was supplied
by the former Monrovia Port Management Co. (MPMC) to NPA at a negotiated
price because the Bank agreed that the need for a tug was sufficiently
urgent to dispense with the normal tendering procedure. The second tug
was supplied by the Equitable Equipment Co. (US) after competitive tendering.
Both tugs are in general compliance with appraisal requirements, although
the engines are of 1700 hp compared with the 1250 hp envisaged.

4.07 A pilot launch was supplied by the lowest competitive tenderer,
James & Stone (Brighthingsea) Ltd. (UK), but payment was made directly by
NPA without use of Loan funds.

4.08 All craft have proved satisfactory in service. The consultant
in each case was Richard Taubler Inc. (USA).

4.09 Lights and buoys were supplied under the direction of the same
consultant, by the Pennwalt Corporation (USA). NPA have complained that
spares have been difficult to procure and expensive.
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Technical Services - Consulting Services

4.10 Consultants for the dredging contract, Lyon Associates, Inc.
(USA), have completed their duties satisfactorily. However, some NPA
staff questioned whether the consultants had adequately foreseen the
extent of hard rock within the area to be dredged, and also whether the
bed slope at the periphery of the dredged area had been dredged to a
sufficiently flat slope to prevent the slippage of additional material
into the dredged area. Both consultants and contractor have long since
left the site and could not therefore be consulted on these matters.
From an examination of the records within the Bank, the mission concludes
that the consultant exercised reasonable judgment. Material, which may
have slipped into the dredged area, has subsequently been removed by
maintenance dredging.

4.11 Consultant naval architects, Richard Taubler Inc. (USA), have
also completed their work, which must similarly be regarded as satisfactory.
Nevertheless, doubts remain as to the adequacy of their evaluation of the
cost and availability of equipment spares in the bid analysis of navigation
lights.

4.12 Consulting engineers, Stanley Consultants Inc. (USA), have
completed their work under the project for the following feasibility studies
of road improvements leading to the Port of Monrovia.

(a) Mesurado River Bridge

(b) United Nations Drive from Mesurado to St. Paul Bridge

(c) Monrovia Freeway from UN Drive junction to Monrovia-
Kakata Highway at Paynesville.

The road works recommended by the consultants are included in the Second
Highway Project. The detailed designs under the highway project have how-
ever failed to anticipate recent increases in log traffic to the port.
The matter has been brought to the attention of the Highways Division.

4.13 A financial adviser was engaged by NPA on January 1, 1971 for a
two year contract in compliance with the Loan Agreement. His contract
was renewed on January 1, 1973, but has ceased to be a charge against the
Loan. He advises Mr. Tubman, NPA managing director, on various financial
and administrative matters.

4.14 The financial adviser's appointment has been of value to NPA,
and in particular to the present managing director in the administration
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of the loan. However, some of the duties envisaged for him at appraisal,
notably cost studies for tariff review and asset revaluation, have been

undertaken largely by the Comptroller. The financial adviser established

accounting systems at Greenville and Harper, but in the planning and

training of accounting personnel he was less successful. The role of

advisers and of the staffing of the managing director's office is also

discussed in paragraphs 8.07 and 8.08.

Technical Services - Advisers

4.15 A port operations adviser was appointed in July 1971, but his

services were terminated by NPA on July 3, 1972 on grounds strongly
contested by the adviser. The Bank agreed on September 28, 1972 to a

proposal by NPA that another adviser need not be appointed before the

Closing Date and that instead consultants would be appointed to furnish

operational advice if required. The appointment of consultants for this

purpose is not at present contemplated or needed but consultants may be

required later if NPA were to assume control of part of Port Buchanan,

or a greater measure of control at Monrovia Freeport.

4.16 Delay in the appointment of a port accounting adviser resulted

in a study of port tariffs being entrusted to consultants, Muller, Fox,
and Pennington (USA), under the project. Moreover, the preoccupation of

this adviser and the operations adviser with organizational, financial

and operational policy matters and the premature termination of the

latter's appointment contributed to a delay in forumulating a development

plan for all Liberian ports. The absence of a port operations adviser

may also have contributed to NPA's recent difficulties in handling logs

at Monrovia. However, the Monrovia port operations as a whole, appear

to be satisfactory.

Progress Reports

4.17 NPA has been informed that further progress reports are not

required other than an annual review of all their activities. During

the construction period of the project, NPA's quarterly reports did not

always fully meet the Bank's requirements.

Project Cost

4.18 The following table discloses broad agreement between the

final costs of the principal project items and costs assumed at appraisal.
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US$ or Lib$ '000
Loan Appraisal Final % variation on

Category Item Local Foreign Total Local Foreign Total cost on appraisal

I Dredging 400 1600 2000 531 1917 2448 + 22.40

II Tugs, Pilot Boat
and Navigational
Equipment 50 1150 1200 35 1303 1338 + 11.50

III Consultancy
other than
road studies 50 200 250 49 209 258 + 3.20

IV Consultants for
road feasibility
studies 40 215 255 40 194 234 - 8.23

V Unallocated 80 435 515

Sub-total 655 3623 4278 + 1.37

VI Undisbursed
Unallocated - 333 333

Total 620 3600 4220 655 3956 4611 + 9.27

As already noted, the increase in dredging cost is primarily due to a quantity
increase because of the modification to the turning basin. The variation in
cost of all other items is within the amount provided by the contingency of
15% allowed at appraisal. Details of the costs of individual items is given
in Annex 1.
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Loan Disbursements

4.19 NPA made direct payments from their own resources for all or
part of some project items, an example, already noted, being the pilot
boat supplies under Loan Category II. The table below shows the amount
disbursed against each Loan category and the undisbursed amount of US
dollars which the Bank has agreed may be used towards the cost of a
development plan of Liberian ports.

Original Loan Revised Loan
Category Description Allocation Allocation Disbursed Undisbursed

I Dredging 1,600,000 1,900,000 1,839,902.00 60,098.00

II Tags and
Equipment 1,150,000 1,150,000 1,076,927.75 73,072.25

III Consultants
for I & II 200,000 200,000 156,447.99 43,552.01

IV Consultants
for road study 215,000 215,000 193,747.40 21,252.60

V Unallocated 435,000 135,000 - 135,000.00

3,600,000 3,600,000 3,267,025.14 332,974.06

4.20 At appraisal, the estimated disbursement schedule was prepared on
an annual basis only; the following table compares this with actual dis-
bursements,

Cumulative Disbursements
(U' Million)

Calendar Year Appraisal Actual % Variation

1969 3.0 1.36 -54.6

1970 3.5 3.03 -12.2

1971 3.6 3.21 -10.8

1972 3.25

1973 3.32
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4.21 A schedule of quarterly disbursements for the project and of
estimated dib' ursements of remaining funds for a port development plan
are shown in Annex 2.

Closing Date

4.22 The original closing date for the Loan was November 30, 1971,
later extended to November 30, 1973 and again to May 31, 1975. A fur-
ther extension to December 31, 1975 to allow the completion of the port
development study may be necessary. This should be reviewed when the
consultants' proposals have been received.

5. Traffic

5.01 A summary of traffic for the years since appraisal are shown
below, and a comparison between the latest forecasts and the appraisal
is shown in Annex 3. The 1973 traffic estimate is based upon 9 months'
data.

5.02 Petroleum traffic was substantially greater than the appraisal
forecast in 1971, slightly more in 1972, but in 1973 there was an off-
setting decline which brought the total volume 1970/73 back to slightly
above the forecast trend.

5.03 By contrast, general cargo traffic declined in 1972 after being
slightly above the appraisal forecast previously. Recovery in 1973 is likely to
bring the four year total to 4% above forecast.

5.Oh Iron ore traffic has also fluctuated. In 1970, it was about 22%
above the appraisal forecast as a result of one company (BMC) achieving
more rapid growth than expected. In 1971, however, world demand conditions
restricted output to near forecast levels, a relationship which also held
in 1972. In 1973, forecast demand is likely to be exceeded, again due to
strong world demand.

5.05 The appraisal assumed that an average of 11.3 million tons per annum
would be exnorted by 1986; there is no reason to alter this forecast, the
above-average 1973 volume being probably a cyclical effect. Any adverse
effect of increased petroleum prices on total demand in industrial countries
of Europe and North America will tend to be offset by Liberia 's
relatively close adjacency, and therefore low transoortation costs to these
markets.

6. Economic Evaluation

6.01 The economic benefit expected to result from the project arises
from vessel economies of scale. With the original 38 ft alongside, vessels
larger than 50,000 dwt would generally not have been able to berth fully laden;
with the harbor deepened to 45 ft, fully laden 80,000 dwt vessels could be
handled. The savings per ton of cargo was estimated at 15% with the larger
vessels.
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6.02 Analysis of data for 1972 and 1973 (to September) indicates the
following pattern for iron ore vessels of 50,000 dwt and over, Petroleum
vessels are unlikely to reach 50,000 dwt on Monrovian traffic volumes and
are therefore excluded from this analysis of benefits.

Traffic Volume by Vessel Size

1972 1973 (est)
Vessel Size (000 dwt) 50+ 50+
% of Traffic Volume 52 69

6.03 The average volume of cargo for vessels above 50,000 dwt increased
from 60,000 tons to an estimated 67,000 tons between 1972 and 1973. The average
large vessel size was probably about 58,000 tons in 1971.

6.o4 The maximum volume ,which could have been carried by any vessel in
the absence of the projectwas 50,000 tons. Thereforethe benefit is the
saving in transport costs of increasing the average load of these vessels to
58, 60 and 67 thousand tons in 1971, 1972 and 1973 respectively. The change,
if any, in the average load of vessels smaller than 50,000 dwt is not attri-
butable to the project.

6.05 The long-term transport cost saving with increased vessel size is
most appropriately based upon shadow prices of vessel operations, rather than
actual rates which fluctuate in accordance with the state of the market. A
recent study 1/ shows the shadow price cost reduction per ton of cargo as
slightly undeir 15% for an increase from 50,000 to 58,000 and 60,o0 dwt, and
over 15% for 50,000 to 67,000 dwt.

6.06 Freight rates averaged $2.3 per ton at time of project appraisal.
The benefit resulting from the cost reduction was accordingly about 32, 34
and 36 cents per ton affected in 1971, 1972 and 1973 respectively.

6.07 The appraisal forecast of 11.3 million tons of iron ore shipped
annually is still employed for benefit calculation, the 1973 tonnage being
considered a short-term fluctuation from trend. Assuming a further increase
in vessel size and the percentage of traffic carried in large vessels, the bene-
fits for the three years 1971-73 and the period up to 1986 are shown below:

Total Traffic Traffic Saving Total Saving
million tons Affected % (0 per ton) ($ million)

1971 10.7 50 32 1.7
1972 11.2 52 34 2.0
1973 12.6 69 36 3.1

Total Traffic . in Vessels Av. Large Vessels Av.Saving Annual Saving
million tons above 50000 dwt Size(OOO dwt) Per ton(4) ($ million)

1973 12 69 67 36 3.1
1986 11.3 85 80 41 3.9

1/ R.O.Goss "The Cost of Ships Time", Dept. of Trade & Industry, London, Jan. 1974
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6.08 On the basis of the above benefit increase and assuming a constant
rate of change during the intervening period, the economic rate of return is
now estimated as a little over 40% as compared with the appraisal estimate of
28%. If the vessel size stabilized about the current level, the return would
still be over 35%.

7. Tariffs and Finances
A. Tariffs

Port of Monrovia

7.01 At appraisal, it was realized that there was need for rationalizing
and revising the tariff structure. It was contemplated that the port accounting
adviser, whose services were to be financed under the Loan, would advise NPA
on tariff reforms. It was agreed that tariffs would be reasonably related to
costs and that the first revision would be effected by May 31, 1970. However,
there was delay in recruiting a port accounting adviser. Consequently, the
work of studying the tariff structure was entrusted to consultants, Muller,
Fox and Pennington (USA). They submitted their recommendations in July 1970.
After lengthy discussions between the authorities and port users, a new tariff
schedule was developed, relating new tariffs to the costs of services and
facilities. A major structural change incorporated therein was that the
charges to vessels for entering the port and for lying alongside the quay
were based on the size of the vessel, whereas previously the charges were
based on tonnage of cargo landed/loaded. On being made effective, the re-
vised tariffs evoked opposition from some interests, but this was subdued,
and the revised basis of vessel charges has been found to be a beneficial
reform. Further rationalization and revisions of the tariffs have been
effected with the assistance of the Comptroller. The amendments have re-
lated mainly to rates for pilotage, fork lifts, overtime, iron ore, palm
oil, idle labor and storage, and latex terminal and car park rents. A re-
vision of crane and log-handling rates with a view to making an adequate
recovery of the proposed outlay on equipment is now under consideration.
The rates are kept under review in the light of costs.

Other Ports

7.02 At appraisal, it was noted that the port charges at Greenville
were slightly higher than those at Monrovia. Since then, minor tariff
amendments have been made for Greenville. Pending the introduction of
completely new tariffs, conforming to Monrovias ,a hoc adjustments are
envisaged. Minor amendments have also been effected to the tariffs of
Cape Palmas, but more substantial ad hoc changes would probably be necessary
towards the costs of the remedial works and improvements. A complete re-
structuring tithe tariffs would have to await long-term plans for the port.
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B. Finances

Accounting

7.03 As part of the re-organization of NPA, coincidentally with the
taking over of the assets and management of the Freeport of Monrovia from
July 1, 1972, all principal accounting is being performed at NPA headquarters.
The assets of Monrovia, including the original assets of 1948 and those of
Greenville and Cape Palmas, form a part of the accounts of NPA as from
July 1, 1972. These accounts also incorporate the outstanding balance
(US$17.4 million as at July 1, 1972) of the debt to the Liberian Government
in respect of the USA loan for Monrovia port construction, being repaid at
present at the annual rate of US$375,000. An integrated system of financial
and cost accounts has been gradually introduced and appears to be satisfactory,
but refinements will be necessary having regard to the financial covenants and
the possibility of further port development being undertaken. A drawback of
the system is that it is mainly manual; however, computerization of payrolls,
etc., is proposed to be introduced on an experimental basis and enlarged if
found advantageous. In 1972, as in the previous two years, Coopers & Lybrand
(UK) were retained as external auditors by NPA. The audited accounts for the
half-year ending December 31, 1972 were not ready for the mission. The delay
was ascribed to initial difficulties of integration of accounts, following the
take-over of Monrovia, and resolution of the question of adoption of calendar
year as NPA's financial year. The audited balance sheet of NPA, as at Decem-
ber 31, 1972, together with the related operating statement and the auditor's
report were received in the Bank on November 26, 1973. Simultaneously with the
refinement of accounting, NPA is attempting to improve budgeting, particularly
of engineering expenditure, to ensure that estimates are more realistic and a
better control over expenditure is exercised.

Financial Position

7.o4 Income accounts for the Freeport of Monrovia, giving comparison be-
tween actuals and appraisal forecasts (made in 1968/69) for 1970/73,are at
Annex 4. These accounts are summarized in a table on the next page.

7.05 Earnings are generally better than forecast due to (a) actual traffic
being higher than envisaged, and (b) certain tariff increases. Working expenses
conformed to the appraisal estimates during 1970 and 1971, showed some increase
in 1972 and have levelled off in 1973. The income accounts of actuals pertaining
to the periods prior to July 1, 1972, have been modified to include depreciation
on the original assets at the rate adopted for NPA's accounts for the half-year
ending December 31, 1972. This has been done for comparison purposes, since the
relative appraisal forecasts allowed for depreciation of the old assets. At
appraisal, the original assets were valued at $18.15 million (gross) whereas
these have been taken on the books of NPA on July 1, 1972 at $15.03 million (gross).
Consequently, the aggregate depreciation is relatively less. This has contri-
buted partly to the higher net operating revenue and net income being realized
than forecast. As a result, the operating and turnover ratios, the financial
return and interest and debt service coverage are better than envisaged. The

(Continued on page 14)



($'000)

Monrovia Port Management Company National Port Authority
Jan. 1 to June 30 July 1 to Dec. 30 Jan. 1 to June 3U

1970 1971 1972 1972 1973 1973

Propor- Propor- Propor-
tionate tionate tionate

Appraisal Appraisal Appraisal - Appraisal Appraisal Budget

Actuals Forecasts Actuals Forecasts Actuals Forecasts Actuals Forecasts Actuals Forecasts Estimates

Operating Revenue 5059 4.193 54.66 4682 3006 244 2591 244 2794 2472 5362

Working Expenses 2724 2647 2904 2908 1879 1463 1635 1463 1547 1513 3365

Depreciation and 683 984 788 937 482 18 516 419 521 _426 _i5

Amortization

Total Operating 3407 3631 3692 3845 2361 1881 2151 1882 2o68 1939 80

Expenses

Net Operating Revenue 1652 562 174 837 645 563 ?0 562 726 533 982

Interest - Revenue 4 1 91 91 190

Charges 152 207 200 220 89 106 87 105 91 103 190

Other non-operating --- 9 8 6
revenue.

Not Income 1500 355 1574 617 597 457 513 457 734 430 988

Operating Ratio (%) 67 87 67 82 78 77 83 77 74 78 82

Average Net Value of
Fixed Assets in use 14808 17052 16120 16631 16371 15852 17077 15852 16943 15193 16943

Turnover (%) 34 24 34 28 18. 15 15 15 16 16 32

Return on Average Net
Fixed Assets (%) 11.1 3.3 11.0 5.0 3.9 3.5 2.6 3.5 4.3 3.5 5.8

covered 10.9 2.7 8.9 3.8 7.2 5.3 5.1 5.3 8.0 5.2 5.2

Times Debt Service covered 4.4 2.7 3.9 2.6 6.6 5.1 1.8 1.7 6.6 4.8 2.6
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rate of return for 1971 was 11% as against 5% stated in the financial covenant.

However the position deteriorated in 1972, the composite rate of return for

the two half-years ending December 31, 1972 being 6.5% as against the stipulated

rate of 7%. This was due to an increase in operating expenses. On the basis
of the actuals for the first half of 1973, the return for the year may be about

8.5%. However, it has to be taken into consideration that 
NPA has yet to ful-

fill the covenant regarding revaluation of its assets. This will now be done

by the consultants to be appointed for the port development study. If the assets

on revaluation were found to be appreciably higher in value, the rates of return

would probably be substantially less, as more depreciation would have to be 
pro-

vided and the asset base would be larger. Nevertheless, coverage of charges and

debt service might be satisfactory. NPA and the Government should be asked to

keep the position under continuous review and 
to take remedial measures if

any are warranted for complying with the related loan covenants.

7.06 Balance sheets corresponding to the above-mentioned income accounts

of Monrovia will be found at Annex 5 and are summarized below:

($000)

1970 1971 Jan. 1972

Appraisal Appraisal to June Appraisal

Actuals Forecasts Actuals Forecasts 1972 Forecasts

ASSETS

Net Fixed Assets 17,202 17,052 17,224 16,210 17,841 15,494

Net Current Assets 3,491 2,256 2,14h 3,305 2,065 4,386

Total 20,693 19,308 19,638 19,515 19,906 19.880

CAPITAL AND LIABILITIES

Long-term Debt 20,844 20,683 18,295 20,273 20,311 19,723

Equity (Deficit) (151) (1,375) 1,343 (758) (405) 157

Total 20,693 19,308 19,638 19,515 19,906 19,880

Ratio of Current Assets
to Current Liabilities 15.0 7.1 6.4 9.7 3.0 12.2

Ratio of Liquid Assets
to Current Liabilities 13.6 6.3 5.7 8.9 2.7 11.5

Debt/Equity Ratio 100/0 100/0 93/7 100/0 100/0 99/1
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7.07 The balance sheets relating to actuals have been modified to incor-
porate the value of the original assets ($15.03 million) as adopted for taking
these on the books of NPA (after allowing for accumulated depreciation of
$3.38 million) on July 1, 1972. This adjustment has been made to allow com-
parison with the appraisal forecasts. The auditors have remarked in their
report on the NPA's accounts for the half-year ended December 31, 1972, that
they have not seen adequate evidence to support the original fixed assets
included in the accounts at a net book value of $11.65 million on the basis
of an appraisal of the assets by the Authority's staff. Revaluation of NPA's
assets by consultants for the port development study will now have to be
awaited and the financial position re-assessed in the light thereof. The
ratios of current and liquid assets to current liabilities, and the cash and
bank balances, despite decline during the period, remained at acceptable
levels. However, an unsatisfactory feature was the non-abatement in the
balance of receivables, which aggregated about $1.2 million as on June 30,
1972. This is commented on again below in connection with NPA's balance
sheets for the subsequent period. The debt/equity ratio is unfavorable
because of the inclusion of the port debt to the United States.

7.08 Income accounts for all ports for 1970-73, containing comparative
figures of actuals and appraisal forecasts, are at Annex 6. A summary of
the accounts is on the next page.



($ 000)

Jan. 1 to June 30
1970 1971 1972 1973 1973

Appraisal Appraisal Appraisal Appraisal Budget
Actuals Forecasts Actuals Forecasts Actuals Forecasts Actuals Forecasts Estimates

Operating Revenue 5,640 4,251 6077 4j802 6,207 5,013 31179 2,53? 6L022

Working Expenses 3,318 2,692 3,,447 3,003 3,917 3,026 1,802 1,565 3,794

Depreciation and
Amortization 683 1_,137 788 1,24i3 ioh6 1,143 587 579 1,145

Total Operating
Expenses 4,001 3,829 4,235 4,246 4,963 2389 2,14 1939

Net Operating Revenue 1,639 _422 1,842 556 1,2_44 8_44 790 393 1,083

Interest-Revenue 132 91 190
Charges 152 320 200 388 176 340 91 159 190

Other Non-Operating
Revenue 69 8 6

Net Income 1,487 102 1,642 168 1,269 504 798 2314 1,089

Operating Ratio (%) 71 90 70 88 80 83 75 84 82

Turnover (%) - - - - 33 23 17 24 33

Return on Average Net
Fixed Assets in Use () - - - - 6.5 3.9 4.3 3.8 5.9

Times Interest Charges
Covered 10.8 1.3 9.2 1.4 7.1 2.5 8.7 2.5 5.7

Times Debt Service
Covered 4.4 1.3 4.0 1.1 3.2 1.7 7.3 1.6 2.9
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As Monrovia's share of the total revenue and expenditure is dominant, the
explanatory remarks regarding variations in revenue and expenditure from
forecasts, made in paragraph 7.05 above, apply here also. However, significant
features of the accounts of Greenville and Cape Palmas need to be mentioned.
Up to July 1, 1972, the original assets of Greenville were not included in
the accounts and, as a corollary, no provision was made for depreciation or
replacement. The annual revenue surplus of the port was thus inflated by
about $50,000. Moreover, there is no burden of debt service, as this is
carried by the Government. Cape Palmas operated at a loss during 1970 and
1971 despite the non-accounting of depreciation. In the case of this port
also, there is no burden of debt service. Its financial position is relatively
weak, because of the small magnitude of traffic handled. The capital outlay
on major repairs will aggregate $1.2 million towards the recovery of which
an increase in tariffs to the full extent may be difficult. Variations between
the figures of actuals and the appraisal forecasts and the corresponding
ratios in the consolidated income accounts is partly due to allowance having
been made for depreciation and debt service for Greenville and Cape Palmas
in the forecasts. The results indicate that Monrovia is subsidizing the other
ports. This cannot be continued in the long-term, and NPA will have to take
all possible measures to make the other ports financially self-dependent.
Suitable financial targets would have to be prescribed, when the revaluation
of assets by consultants is completed.

7.09 Balance sheets of NPA for all ports for 1972 and 1973 with comparative
figures for actuals and appraisal forecasts can be found at Annex 7. A summary
is given below:

(1 000)

July 1 to Dec 31 Jan 1 to Dec 31 Jan I to June 30 Jan 1 to Dec 31
1972 1972 1973 1973

Appraisal Appraisal
Actuals Forecasts Actuals Forecasts

ASSETS

Net Fixed Assets 19,380 21,296 18,939 20,388Net Current Assets 4,592 2,766 5,635 3,274

Total 23,972 24,O62 24,_574 23,662

CAPITAL AND LIABILITIES

Long-term Debt 20,069 21,827 20,237 20,958Equity 3,903 2,235 40,37 2,7o4

Total 23,972 24,062 24,574 23,662

Ratio of Current Assets
to Current Liabilities 7.9 8.1 9.9 9.2Ratio of Liquid Assets to
Current Liabilities 7.4 7.3 9.2 8.4Debt/Equity Ratio 84/16 91/9 82/18 89/11
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7.10 The fixed assets of the ports of Greenville and Cape Palmas were
valued ad hoc for the purpose of incorporation in the NPA's accounts for the
half-year ned December 31, 1972. The mission was told that some old assets
were unidentifiable. In order that the financial viability of each port can
be properly gauged in terms of the investment in fixed assets at present
values, revaluation by consultants will have to be awaited. tile the ratios
of current and liquid assets to current liabilities are fairly high and cash
and bank balances have increased by about 8% during the six months ending
June 30, 1973, an unhealthy feature of operations has been the rise in
receivables in the same period. The increase was from $1.0 million to $1.4
million despite ar appreciable increase in gross revenue . Of the latter
amount, about 35% represented outstandings of over three months. Substantial
dues are owed by three individual concerns, while the Government has also
appreciable old outstandings. NPA will have to be urged to take further
suitable action towards expediting recoveries. The debt/equity ratio is
unfavorable, but will improve gradually as debt is redeemed.

8. Organization Management and Performance of the Borrower

8.01 In accordance with the Loan Agreement, NPA was established by
legislation on April 20, 1967, as the authority responsible for the maintenance
and operation of all public ports in Liberia. Accordingly, it was invested
with adequate powers for the control of planning, design and construction
of ports and with appropriate financial and administrative autonony. The
legislation establishing the authority was revised with Bank concurrence on
June 20, 1970.

8.02 When NPA was created, the principal Liberian ports of Monrovia,
Buchanan, Greenville (sometimes called Sinoe) and Cape Palmas (sometimes
called Port Harper) were operated under concessionary agreements. NPA has
commenced the acquisition and control of these ports.

8.03 Monrovia came under direct NPA control on July 1, 1972,when the
Monrovia Port Management Company (MPMC) ceased to exist in Liberia. However,
there remains within the Port of Monrovia numerous piers and other installa-
tions under the concessionary control of mining and other commercial companies
on leases expiring at various dates to 1989.

8.04 Greenville, a minor coastal and lighterage port, is under NPA
control with some responsibility for lighterage exercised by Scanship.

8.05 Cape Palmas (Port Harper), which is also a minor lighterage and
coastal portcame under direct NPA control October 1, 1972.

8.06 Buchanan is a major port owned and operated by the Liberian American
Swedish Mineral Co. (LAMO). Negotiations have been conducted for some time
between LAMCO and the Government on the role which NPA should play in the
management and ownerhsip of the port. Government at present has an equity
holding in LAMOO. The end of these negotiations is not yet in sight, possibly
because of Government's equity interest and possibly because NPA does not
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have sufficient staff to take on such a large new responsibility.

Staffing

8.07 Annex 8 shows the latest available staffing arrangements of NPA.
The posts of Director of Central Services and Chief Engineer are at present
vacant. The work of the Central Services department is being temporarily
undertaken by the General Manager and an expatriate is acting Chief Engineer.
The Bank has already written to NPA recommending the appointment of a Uhief
Engineer particularly during the period when NPA becomes involved in the
work of the Liberian Port development study. NPA has given an undertaking to
renew its attempt to recruit a suitable candidate on completion of the
tour of the acting Chief Engineer.

8.08 NPA has for some time been reviewing its staffing arrangements.
It proposes to relinquish one of its two Monrovia offices, leaving one office
in Monrovia town center for administrative convenience and one within the
customs zone at the port. Two Liberian management trainees have been brought
into the Managing Director's department in an attempt to facilitate centralized
control. At present, however, Buchanan is largely independent of NPA; traffic
at the ports of Greenville and Cape Palmas is nominal, and for most practical
purposeaSNPA's time is directed to the management of Monrovia. It would appear
to be in NPA's interests to avoid any further expansion of its headquarters
staff and of their powers until such time as ports other than Monrovia assume
greater importance in NPA's affairs. The objectives of training and advisory
services provided under the project have reasonably been attained. However,
middle management on the accounting and financial side appears to need
further improvement.,particularly if present expatriate staff were to leave
the Authority. In addition, some specialized training would be necessary
if automated accounting procedures were to be adopted as NPA at present
contemplates.

9. Future Prospects for Liberian Ports

9.01 The delay in preparation of a comprehensive development plan for
Liberian ports has made it difficult for NPA to anticipate its future invest-
ment needs and to provide the best service to Liberian industry. Monrovia,
for example, has been ill prepared to meet the present glut of timber exports;
and expensive remedial work has been undertaken at Cape Palmas in the absence
of agreement as to the actual port needs of the area.

9.02 However, Terms of Reference for the Development Plan have recently
been agreed with the Bank and preliminary proposals from consultants are
expected during 1974, and final recommendations in 1975.

9.03 The results of a study of the Port of Greenville by a German
Government mission are expected to be made available shortly to NPA with
copy to the Bank. Vessels are often unable to berth at Greenville because
of sea conditions and the quay wall is in need of repair.
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9.04 The Cape Palmas breakwater and jetty are undergoing major repairs, and
improvements are being made ashore in order to keep the port in operation

for coastal traffic. Larger vessels lie offshore. The contract for

breakwater and jetty repairs was awarded to Raymond International (Liberia)

in the amount of US$ 561,000 in January 1973, at a time when the total

cost of repairs and improvements was estimated at US$ 800,000. The estimate

of final cost is now US$ 1,200,000, largely because the work started on

the basis of preliminary engineering. NPA's justification for this large

expenditure is that it is obliged to maintain the existence of the port as

a social service and because of its economic prospects. Consequently,

although the proposal to repair the breakwater was referred to the Bank
for comment, the decision to award the contract was taken without waiting
for the recommendations of the Liberian port development study as the Bank
would have preferred.

9.05 Development plans for Buchanan have been prepared by LAMCO but
until agreement is reached between LAMCO and the Government, further private
investment in Buchanan is unlikely.

9.06 Monrovia Freeport is functioning reasonably satisfactorily but
access to the port is unsatisfactory and because timber is now regarded
as a permanent export commodity, the provision of storage, handling and

loading facilities for timber is planned.

9.07 With the prospect of iron ore exports from foreign sources
through Liberian ports and of timber and timber products, some changes to
the present pattern of Liberian port traffic may emerge from the port
development study. The preliminary results of the study are expected to
be available during 1974.

Western Africa Regional Office

April, 1974



ANNEX 1

Project Expenditure

Loan US$ or Lib. $

Category Total Foreign Local

Dredging 2,448,237.30 1,917,177.00 531,060.30

II Tag "Providence Island" 468,022.27 458,022,27 10,000.00

Tug "Stocktom Creek" 675,144.54 665,1hh.54 10,000:00/

Pilot Launch 73,232.70 68,232.70 5,000 001
Navigational equipment 121,300.00 111,300.00 10,000.002

Sub-total 1,337,699.51 1,302,699.51 35,000.00

Consultancy: 2/

Lyon's Associates Inc. 173,1h5.58 130,000.00 43,145.58
For dredging

III Richard Taubler Inc.
For tugs 9,421.96 9,421.96

For launch 2,435.32 2,435.32
For navigational aids 1,500.00 1,500.00 -

Muller Fox & Pennington
For tariff study 27,683.00 26,997.57 685.43

Port Advisor and Financial

Advisor 73,814-14 38,814-14 5,000.00

Sub-total 258,000.00 209,168.99 48,831.01

IV Consultancy for road
feasibility studies 233,747.4o 193,747.40 40,000.00

Total h,277,684.21 3,622,792.90 65h,891.31

1/ Assessed local cost.

2 Assessed foreign element of total costs all of which were paid in US$.

Assessed local contribution by the Ministry of Public Works to the

study. This cost not identifiable in accounts.



ANNEX 2

LIBERIA

Port of Monrovia Dredging Project

Schedule of Cumulative Disbursements in US$ Millions

IBRD
Fiscal Year Actual Appraisal New Disbursement Estimate
and Quarter Disbursements Estimate at January 31, 1974 _

1969/70

1 0.55
2 1.36 3.00
3 1.63
4 1.99

1970/71

1 2.88
2 3.03 3.50
3 3.03
4 3.12

1971/72

1 3.17
2 3.21 3.60
3 3.22
h 3.25

1972/73

1 3.25
2 3.27
3 3.27
4 3.27

1973/74
1
2 3.27
3 3.30
4 3.35

3.40
1974/75

1 3.45
2 3.55
3 3.60

Estimated disbursements assuming Bank contribution to port development
study is disbursed over full period of study.



ANNEX 3

MONROVIA PORT TRAFFIC (ooo Tons)

1969 1970 1971 1972 1973

(1) (2) (1) (2) (1) (2) (1) (2) (1)* (2),
General Cargo 506 ShO 580 530 542 505 464 515 585 525

Fuel & Crude Oil 318 405 474 450 661 475 540 500 315 515

Iron Ore 9914 9950 12131 9950 10658 9950 11250 11350 126oo 11350

Total (3) 10740 10895 13185 10930 11861 10930 12254 12365 13500 12390

(1) Actual (2) Appraisal forecast (3) Excluding clinker

* Based on 9 months' data



Port of Monrovia Drdpng Project

Preeoort of Monrovia

Inone Account ns ot December 31 ech year
W( 'ui

Monrovia Port Management Company National Part Authority
J.. I to Jun. 30 July I 3Jan 1 to June 30

1970 1971 119721973
" Proportionate Proportionate Proportionate

Appraisal Aopraisal Aporaisal Appraimal Appraisal Budget

Actuals Forecasts. Actuals Forecasts!/ Actuals ForecatoV Actuals Forecasts Actuals Forecasts Estiontes

Operating Revenue

Cargo-handling 1,3l6 857 1,2911 867 666 139 584 438 601 447 1,291

Wharfage 229 256 230 349 235 1,498

Plartos does 753 713 736 718 4.7r 373 4.79 372 515 374. 863

Iron or. reem 688 697 70. 84,5 37E 1.83 1.69 4.84. 405 4.841 I rd i

Storage 288 225 311 220 19. 110 136 110 167 112 V

Pilotage, mooring, berthing and towage 906 496 997 196 47 21. 512 218 561 21 1,020

Other Ut. oh outer'ales, eqoipoent and land
rentu , c,. ) 51oi 298 119h 298 381. 19 155 149 193 149 428

Aditionil revenue from 27% increase in
port charges - 1.511 782 - 1.13 - 413 1.L23 -

Total 5,759 Z-193 T~f6 ,W82 5 2,V. . 2,591 2,1EM 2,7.9T 2,72 5,362

O-rating Eioensej

Salaries, -?"e, and other staff expenses 1,827 1,67 1,884. 1,703 1,0-' 886 948 885 656 926 1,297

Rcalrs & r..intenance (excluding main-
tenance dedging) ) h4 ( 1,90 470 501 302 253 230 254 191 257 639

Provision for saintenance dredging ) - ( - ( - 200 25 100 125 100 55 100 110

OInrul ch.rgen - 128 100 113 100 77 50 20 50 - 50 -

Other 325 1.10 107 101 42h 17 58 174 1.1 180 147

Allocation of expenditure on General
A0 oiitra Lion (lleadqtaurtr) - - - - - 251. - 53. - 1.172

A :. tost-h dq ttoings 2,72 , 7 , 7~908 ! 7J T,3, T~17 T, 3,365
Deoreiation on:

Asretn ctter than original assets (shown
in the co-any's accounto) 391 ) 696 445 693 300 318 319 319 364 326 700

Oriin.al assets (not shown in the 70 ) - 71 31.0
co-.any's accounts) 11. - 11.1 -

Allocation of depreciation on Headquarters
uveoto 

27 55

Anorttation of dredging costa 151 288 202 214 111 100 119 100 59 100 12b

Total 3,T07 361 3.691 Y 2 2151 939 -.300
4et oerAting Reveoe ',2 774 2

Interest - A -. 9-9

R ee,, - - - - 1.1 - 91 -91 -19

Ch arges 152 207 200 220 89 106 87 105 91 03 19

Other non-operating revenue 103 ~190-,-7- 697- 87-
tet Income -4 - 713 =,7.~*~ 3.130W

Operating Ratio (%) 67 87 67 82 78 T7 83 77 71. 78 82

Average Net Value of Fixed Assets in Use 1h,808 17,052 16,120 16,631 16,371 15,852 17,077 15,852 16,943 15.193 16,93
Turnover (Oross onerating Revenue as % of 31 21 34 28 18 - 15 15 15 1016 32

Average Net Fixed Assets in Use) 5 1. 5 '6 .2

Return on Average Net Flsrd Assets in Use (%) 11.1 3.3 11.0 5.0 3.9 3.5 2.6 3.5 .3 3.5 5.8

Times Interest Charges covered by Net
Ouerating Revenue 10.9 2.7 8.9 3.8 7.2 5.3 5.1 5.3 8.0 5.2 5.

Times Debi Service covered by cash generated
from operations r y r 2.7 3.9 2.6 6.6 5.1 1.8 1.7 6.6 h.8 2.6

Sources MPMC and NPA forecasts and accounts as modified by Bank missions

1/ Shown in Appraisal Report as under NPA

February 1974



LIBERIA

Port of Monrovia Dredgine Prolect
Freevort of Monrovia

Monrovia Port Management Company
Salance Sheet as at December 31 each year

($1000)

1970 1971 19to June 1972

Actuals Appraisal11  Actuala Appraisal1 / Actual. Appraisal
Forecasts- Forecasts Forecastsl/

ASSETS

Fixed Assets

Cross value included in Co.** account 4683 8917 ' 5140 9011 6120 913211

Cross value of original assets not included in Co,'. accounts 15025 18151 15025 18151 15025 18151

Sub-total 19708 27068 20165 27162 21145 27283

Less: Accuulated depreciation on
Assets other than original asets (shown in Co.'a accounts) 2879 4141 3106 4839 3301 5438

Original assets (not shoun in Co.'s accounts) 3103 5875 3244 6113 3314 6351

Sob-total 13726 17052 13815 16210 14530 15494

Unamortized dredging costs 2451 _2249 - 2148 -

Nat Fixed Asset# in use 16177 17052 16064 16210 16678 15494

Work-in-Progress 1025 . 110 - 1 -.

Net Fixed Asset 17202 17052 17224 16210 17841 15494

Current Assets
In..ntorie. 345 300 337 300 323 300

Receivablea and paynenia in advamca 1243 635 1054 635 1274 635

Cash and Bank balances 2153 1691 1466 2750 1499 3841

Total 3741 2626 2857 3685 3094 4774

Les: Current Liabilities

Paynbles 200 370 3831 380 6921 390
Provisions A_ JJ ___ ..

- Total 250 370 44 . 193 m

Net Current Assets 3491 2256 2414 3305 2065 4386

Total Net Assets 20693 1938 166 19315 19906 1980

CAPITAL AND LIABILITIES
Lron-te- Debt

Due to Government of Liberia

Port Debt of United States 17810 17348 17435 16973 17435 16598
Advance. in respect of ISaD Loan 3034 333 860 3300 2876 3125

Total 20044 20683 18295 20273 20311 19723
Equity Equivalent (Deficit) (1) f1375) 1343 (758) (405) 157

Total Capital and LVabilitias 20643 19308 19638 19515 19906 19880

Ratio of Current Asset to Current Liabilities 15.0 7.1 6.4 9.7 3.0 12.2
Ratio of Liquid Asset. to Current Liabilities 13.6 6.3 5.7 8.9 2.7 11.5
Debt/Equity Ratio 110/0 100/0 93/7 100/0 100/0 99/1

Source: MPMC and NPA forecast* and accounts as modified by Bank missions

I/ Shown in Appraisal Report under NPA

2/ Includes gross amount of dredging costs

February 1974



LIBERIA

Port of Monrovia Dredging Project
Companies/National Port Authority

Consolidated Income Account for all ports as at
December 31 each year

($'000)

Jan. 1 to June 30

1970 1971 1972 1973 1973
Actuals Appraisal Actuals Appraisal Actuals Appraisal Actuals Proportionate Budget

Forecasts Forecasts Forecasts Appraisal Estimates
Forecasts

Operating Revenue

Port of Monrovia 5059 4193 5466 4682 5597 4888 2794 2472 5362

Port of Greenville 275 58 330 120 375 125. 264 ) 65 367

Port of Cape Palmas (Harper) 306 ) - ) - 235 ) _ 121 ) 293

Total 5640 4251 6077 4802 6207 5013 3179 2537 6022

Operating Expenditure

Port of Monrovia 2724 2647 2904 2908 3514 2926 1547 1513 3365

Port of Greenville 187 ) 45 209 ) 199 100 142 ) 52 314

Port of Cape Palmas (Harper) 407 ) 334 ) 204 ) 113 ) 115

Sub-total-Cash outgoings 3318 2692 3447 3003 3917 3026 1802 1565 3794

Depreciation & Amortization

Port of Monrovia 683 984 788 937 998 837 521 426 1015

Ports of Greenville and Cape Palmas - 153 - 306 48 306 66 153 130

Total 4001 3829 4235 4246 4963 4169 2389 2144 4939

Net Operating Revenue 1639 422 1842 556 1244 844 790 393 1083

Interest

Revenue - - - - 132 - 91 - 190

Charges 152 320 200 388 176 340 91 159 190

Other non-operating revenue - - - - 69 - 8 - 6

Net Income 1487 102 1642 168 1269 504 798 234 1069

Operating Ratio (7) 71 90 70 88 80 83 75 84 82

Turnover (%) - - - 33 23 17 24 33

Return on Av. Net Fixed Assetsin Use (7) - - - - 6.5 3.9 4.3 3.8 5.9

Times Interest Charges covered by Net 10.8 1.3 9.2 1.4 7.1 2.5 8.7 2.5 5.7

Operating Revenue
Times Debt Service covered by cash

generated from operations 4.4 1.3 4.0 1.1 3.2 1.7 7.3 1.6 2.9

Note: The managemantiof Ports were
taken over by NPA as under:

Monrovia: July 1, 1972

Greenville: January 1, 1970

Cape Palmas: October 1, 1972

Source: Company and NPA forecasts and accounts as modified by Bank missions



LIBERIA

Port of 'Ionrovia Dredging Pro 'ect ANNEX 7

National Port Authority
Balance Sheet as at Dece-ber 31 each year

(Us* /Coo)

Jul.1 to Jan.1 to Jan.1 to Jan.1 to

Dec.31 Dec. 31 June 30 Dec. 31

1972 1972 1973 1973

Actuals Apprisal Actuals Appraisal
Forecasts _Forecasts

ASSETS
Fixed Assets
Port of Monrovia
Gross value 10827283 187 27533
Accumulated depreciation 6254 1178: 6818 12641

Sub-total 12831 12360Q2 1W2

Unamortized dredging costs 4645 - 1.411 1W92
Net Fixed Assets in use 177 1 49 1611

Port of Greenville 967
Gross value 967 )86
Accumulated depreciation _VL
Sub-total 919 112 )
Unamortized dredging costs 112 )1--
Net Fixed Assets in use 1031 )

Port of Cape Palmas ) 0)
Gross value 211 ) ) 9300

Accumulated depreciation 16 ) r4

Net Fjxed Assets in use --
Headquarters 3 )
Gross value 531 ) - 282 ) -
Accumulated depreciation 2 ) -
Net Fixed Assets in use 21 )
Work-in-Progress 39 ) 2) 203
Net Fixed Assets . )
Current Assets
Inventories 311 300 425 300

Receivables and payments 1 Q2 635 1690 635
in advance 0 279

Cash and Bank balances 3856 2221 7 3694
Total 259 627
Less Current Liabilities 479 400
Payables 149 ) 30 )
Provisions 218 - 16
Total 7 3
Not Current Assets I9 207|7 23627

Total Net Assets 23972 2r6 7

-CAPITAL AND LIABILITIES
Long-term debt due to
Government of Liberia

StaeDebt of United 17060 16598 17060 16223

Advance in respect of 2935
IBRD Loan 3009 3125 3177

Greenville and Harper 2104 - 1800
Port debt ___

Total 20069 21827 20237 20958

Equity Equivalent .303 2235 4337 2704

Total Capital and 23662
Liabilities 23972 24062 2572

Ratio of Current Assets 8.1 9.9 9.2
to Curent Liabilities 7.9 8

Ratio of Liquid Assets to 9.2 8.4
Current Liabilities 7.4 7. 82/1 89/11
Debt/Equity Ratio 84/16 91/8

Source: NPA forecasts and accounts as modified by Bank missions

February 1 974
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NATIONAL PORT AUTHORITY
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PREFACE

Credit 84-ET was closed in November 1972. The following report
is an audit of achievements under this credit measured against the objec-
tives on the basis of which it was originally approved.

The audit is based on a review of IDA records and files, and
discussions held with Bank/IDA staff involved with the project. In addi-
tion, it draws heavily on an evaluation study, Post Evaluation of Education
Project 84-ET, Fulfillment of Educational Objectives, carried out in 1973
by the Education Department.

Note: Currency Equivalents

Currency Unit Dollar (Eth$)

1966 - 1971: US$ 1.00 = Eth$ 2.50

1972: US$ 1.00 = Eth$ 2.30
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SUMMARY

An IDA credit of US$ 7.2 million was extended to Ethiopia in
February 1966 (Credit 84-ET) to assist with financing of a US$ 11.0 million
equivalent education project. The central project item comprised construc-
tion or expansion, and equipping of 77 secondary schools. Also included
were construction or expansion of two technical institutes, two primary
teacher training institutes, and construction of a new training institute
for secondary teachers of practical subjects.

Project justification was based mainly on the need to increase
the output and quality of secondary school graduates, with a special emphasis
on vocational training, in order to partially fill a midlevel manpower gap.
The project was to add 20,400 new student places to the existing 31,000
places in Government secondary schools. These schools had catered for only
1% of the relevant school age population during 1964/65.

In order to improve the quality of education, revised academic and
new diversified practical curricula (in commerce, agriculture, industrial
arts and home economics) were to be introduced in the project secondary
schools. Important credit conditions also called for creation of a Project
Unit within the Ministry of Education; an increased annual output of 300qualified secondary teachers of practical and academic subjects by the
Haile Selassie I University; assurance that project laboratories and work-
shops be fully utilized; and creation of employer advisory committees to
increase the relevance of the technical institute curricula.

With the exceptions of inadequate allowance of time for international
tendering during early project implementation and, later, the slow distribution
of equipment, the large construction/expansion and equipment program was
carried out efficiently and in accordance with credit conditions. A construc-
tion delay, averaging one year for the secondary schools, made it necessary
to postpone the final project closing date by almost two years to November 1972though 75 of the 82 project schools and institutes had been completed by the
original December 1970 closing date. The quality of project construction wasgenerally good, and use of a simple and economical prefabricated steel struc-ture, recommended by IDA, proved suitable to Ethiopian needs. However, main-tenance at the completed project schools was inadequate, and as a result ofan IDA request, a new maintenance unit was established in the Ministry ofEducation.

Total project costs were held very closely to the estimated US$ 11.0million equivalent, in spite of rising prices leading to a 21% construction
cost overrun, and without major alteration of project content or quality. Theoverrun was offset by savings in consultant fees and equipment costs, and withuse of contingencies. Both capital and recurrent project costs were less thanestimated on an actual per student basis for the large secondary school item,due mainly to accommodation of a larger than planned number of students. Over-all, the project absorbed one-third of total education investment expenditure
over the implementation period and has contributed significantly to the rapid
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growth of the share of Government revenue (from 13% in 1965/66 to 20% in
1970/71) devoted to recurrent education expenditures.

Initial operating results confirm partial achievement of quanti-
tative project objectives, but suggest less success with educational objec-
tives. The project secondary schools were accommodating over 82,000 students
by 1972, 61% greater than the planned 51,400 capacity. The dropout rates in
secondary schools have decreased, though an improved examination pass rate
for grade 12 school leavers has not been attained. The relative share of
secondary students in academic streams has increased in spite of plans for
diversion of students to the practical streams. Planned increases in output
of qualified Ethiopian academic and vocational secondary teachers by the
University were delayed beyond the implementation period, but the targeted
output from primary teacher training institutes was met by 1971/72. Finally,
enrollments in the project's technical institutes did not increase as planned.
Low Government priority attached to this type of education and a shortage
of practical teachers prevented significant growth and improvement of the
institutes.

In terms of educational objectives, early outcomes have not yet
confirmed a significantly improved quality of secondary education. Imple-
mentation of the new comprehensive curricula in project schools remains
incomplete, largely due to the major shortage of qualified teachers, in
turn causing some temporary underutilization of facilities. Further under-
utilization resulted from a lack of student interest, especially in agriculture
and industrial arts. Student interest in these fields has been notable only
where possibilities for future modern employment were visible, generally in
more developed regions. This outcome has been attributable in part to inade-
quate consideration of local socio-economic conditions prior to introduction
of practical streams in some of the schools. The negative impact of over
enrollments limited the possibility of implementing some recommended new
teaching techniques. (For the long range, a limited enrollment policy has
been recommended by IDA. Currently, a double shift system has been introduced
in many project schools in an attempt to alleviate overcrowding.) For the
two technical institutes, improved curricula were not developed during project
implementation nor were coordinating commissions with employers established.
With the exception of the teaching of science and agriculture, the quality
of secondary teacher training has improved while primary teacher training has
continued to over-emphasize preparation of students for entrance into academic
secondary schools.

As regards project management, the most efficient of the implementing
authorities was the Project Unit, in charge of the large construction/expansion
program and currently in charge of the second and third IDA projects. Achieve-
ment of quantitative and educational project objectives, under the Ministry
and the University, lagged. Inadequate supervision of project school teachers
and principals by the Ministry was detrimental to operating results as was
the low output of qualified teachers by the University.

Conclusions based on early project operating results suggest that the
major project item, the 77 secondary schools, helped to meet a rapidly increasing
demand for secondary education. Their major contribution to date has been an
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increased output of academic grade 12 school leavers. The schools have not
yet provided enough graduates of suitable quality to fill the midlevel
technical manpower gap. The delayed progress towards vocational objectives,
and the current budgetary burden of the project, suggest that initial spread
of the diversified curricula should have been limited to a smaller number of

schools.

In line with then prevailing education lending policy, IDA contri-
butions to the project were limited mainly to concerns over the construction/

expansion program. However, in terms of the project, and within the limits
of the mid-1960s policy, IDA could have contributed more, especially in three
areas. First, in view of the diverse socio-economic conditions of varying
population groups and regions served by the project schools (about 70% of
project school students were from rural backgrounds), the IDA/UNESCO prepar-
ation mission might have recommended preparation of pre-project regional
studies to ensure that curricula be better-suited to local needs.

Secondly, given the project's vocational objectives, IDA might
have assisted, from the beginning, in the financing of manpower studies and
at least pushed for early contact with industry in the attempt to gear the
diversified secondary curricula as well as the technical institute programs
towards the economy's needs. Finally, IDA could have promoted greater coopera-
tion among project implementing authorities of which the most knowledgeable
was the Project Unit. A more complete view of project progress might have
allowed for earlier recognition and correction of initial operating shortfalls.
As regards the preparation of qualified teachers by the University, an explicit
coordinating responsibility might also have been assigned to the Ministry of
Education.

In spite of initial shortcomings, the project contributed to the
build-up of the administrative and managerial capacity of the Ministry of
Education and underlined the need for development of comprehensive educational
planning. The second and third IDA projects have been designed to correct
specific inadequacies and inequities of the existing system while awaiting
final preparation of a new and balanced educational development strategy,
stressing basic and rural education.



PERFORMANCE AUDIT OF ETHIOPIA

FIRST EDUCATION PROJECT (CREDIT 84-ET)

I. Introduction

The project for which IDA extended a first education credit to

Ethiopia (Cr 84-ET, of February 1966) was the outcome of five years' planning,
dating from a UNESCO/ECA-sponsored education conference held in Addis Ababa

in 1961. On the basis of the recommendations of that meeting and the require-

ments for achieving the goals of Ethiopia's Second Five-Year Development Plan

(1962-67), which emphasized industrial and agricultural development, the

Government Planning Board proposed a tentative plan for the development of

Ethiopian education. Subsequent review of the proposal by a UNESCO planning
mission led the Government to conclude that the most urgent educational needs
were to increase enrollments in primary and secondary education, and, in order

to achieve those goals, to expand teacher training. Towards the end of 1963,

just after the Bank/IDA's formal enunciation of its initial education lending

policy, thT Government requested IDA assistance for the expansion of secondary
education.-

Advice provided during 1964 by a second UNESCO planning mission and

an ILO/UNESCO advisory mission was incorporated into a draft project proposal
which included expansion of secondary and midlevel technical education,

expansion of training facilities for primary teachers, and the creation of

training facilities for vocational secondary teachers. Total estimated capital

cost was US$ 13.2 million equivalent. A joint IDA/UNESCO preparation mission

visited Ethiopia during November 1964 mainly to advise on the scaling down of

the cost and size of the project. (IDA had suggested a limit of US$ 9.0 million
equivalent, including a US$ 6.0 million credit, due largely to the paucity of

IDA funds, but also to ensure that the Government could meet its own share of

capital costs, all recurrent costs, and administrative and staffing requirements.)
On the basis of the preparation mission's recommendations a reduced project,
with an estimated capital cost of US$ 9.26 million equivalent, was submitted

to IDA in March 1965 and project appraisal took place during May of that year.

The appraisal mission found that the cost of the proposed project, of
which the central item was the construction or expansion, furnishing and equipping

of 84 secondary schools, had been significantly underestimated by the Ethiopians

and the IDA/UNESCO preparation mission. All estimates had been based on construc-

tion and transport costs for the Addis Ababa area, whereas in other regions of

the country these costs were often twice as high. The mission also found that

1/ The Bank/IDA was prepared to support, mainly through capital assistance,
high priority projects, based on comprehensive sector planning, in the
areas of non-university technical and vocational education, general sec-

ondary education and teacher training. The express developmental goal

of the policy was to reduce midlevel manpower gaps in borrowing countries.
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planned construction standards were too low, requiring relatively heavy
maintenance expenditures. In addition, the project's 20,400 new secondary
places were to have been provided on the basis of 1.0 m2 per student, a
space much smaller than the 1.5 m2 recommended by IDA. Construction
standards were upgraded and agreement on an increase in space per student
(up to 1.25 m2) was attained. The appraisal mission estimated the revised
total project cost to be US$ 12.0 million equivalent and in view of the
continuing shortage of IDA funds, recommended further reduction of the
project. This was accomplished by setting a limit on the acceptable number
of streamsll for each secondary school, from two to ten streams for junior
secondary schools and from two to eight for senior secondary schools, re-
sulting in the elimination of seven less economically viable schools for a
total of 77 project secondary schools. The final cost estimate was US$ 11.0
million equivalent including contingencies and consultant fees.

II. The Project

Negotiations were carried out during January 1966 and the Credit
Agreement was signed on February 16, 1966. Due to the US$ 11.0 million
equivalent final cost estimate, IDA had agreed to raise the amount of the
credit from the proposed US$ 6.0 million to US$ 7.2 million. It was to cover
65% of total project costs -- 100% of the foreign exchange costs of construction,
equipment, and furniture, estimated at US$ 3.8 million, and 47% of all other
goods, including consultant services. All procurement was to be carried out
on the basis of international competitive bidding. The project was expected
to be completed within four and a half years, and the closing date for disburse-
ments was set for December 31, 1970. The estimated recurrent cost to be
incurred by the completed project schools was US$ 2.5 million equivalent per
year. A description of project items and their costs follows:

1/ A stream consists in a complete series of grades, in Ethiopia 7 and 8
for junior secondary and 9 through 12 for senior secondary. One com-
plete junior secondary stream would comprise one class of grade seven
and one class of grade eight students, each class containing a recom-
mended 40 students. For senior secondary, one stream would comprise
a single class for each grade from 9 through 12, containing a recom-
mended 35 students each, or 4 x 35 students; two streams would comprise
8 x 35 students.
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Eth$ Millions

Furniture &

Construction Equipment Total

1) 54 new secondary schools a
23 existing secondary schools 15.80 6.02 21.82-1

2) 70 student hostels (for 32 schools) 0.97 0.16 1.13

3) 31 staff houses (for 31 schools) 0.64 0.64

4) 2 new primary teacher training
institutes 0.43 0.23 0.66

5) 1 new practical teacher training
institute 0.47 0.22 0.69

6) new accommodations for the Asmara
technical institute, and relocation

of Addis Ababa technical institute

to existing modern buildings 0.91 1.65 2.56

Total 19.22 8.28 27.50

Total US$ million equivalent 7.69 3.31 11.00

a/ Including facilities for adult trade training at two schools.

Reliable manpower data did not exist in Ethiopia in the mid-1960s.

(A manpower survey is currently being implemented under the second education

credit, Cr. 243-ET.) Project justification rested mainly on the need for

expanding the pool of midlevel manpower by increasing the numbers of secondary

and technical institute graduates. During the mid-1960s, over 90% of the 22

million Ethiopian population was rural, engaged in agriculture and mainly

outside of the monied economy. Light industry and commerce were in their

infancies. Development of modern agriculture and further growth of industry

and commerce were considered seriously limited by the scarcity of trained

manpower. At the same time, only 1% of the relevant population age group

received any secondary education: those completing grade 12 of general second-

ary numbered under 1,000 during 1964/65 and of that number, less than 200

qualified for university entrance.

In addition, the demand for midlevel educational facilities was

expected to increase as a result of Government emphasis on increasing primary

enrollments (above the prevailing 10% of the relevant age group) and the

numbers of qualified primary school teachers.

Qualitative improvement of secondary and midlevel technical edu-

cation was as important a need as the expansion of the system. The Government

had cited the high dropout rate as the most serious consequence of the poor

quality of education (only 35% of students beginning in grade seven in Govern-

ment secondary schools completed grade twelve), caused largely by inadequately
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trained or untrained teachers in primary and secondary schools, and to a
lesser extent, by a lack of equipment and teaching materials. Secondary
and technical school graduates were ill-equipped to enter the labor market
or the University. To improve the quality of secondary education, and its
relevance to Ethiopian needs, the academic curriculum was to be revised
and diversified curricula -- in commerce, industrial arts, home economics
and agriculture -- were to be introduced in the project secondary schools.
Revision of curricula at the technical institutes was also to be undertaken.
To meet the demand for the necessary teachers of practical subjects in the
project's diversified secondary schools and technical institutes, construction
of a training institute at the Haile Selassie I University was included in
the project, with technical assistance to be provided by a Utah University
team, financed by USAID.

To help achieve project objectives, several conditions were in-
cluded in the Credit Agreement and in supplementary letters. Of a more
standard nature were special covenants calling for adequate maintenance of
all project schools and equipment, and IDA approval of all consultants,
advisors and contractors to be retained. In addition, a supplementary letter
required that a Project Unit, consisting in a manager, chief architect,
technical educator, accountant and supporting staff be established within
the Ministry of Education, and that a firm (or firms) of architects be
retained to undertake the architectural and engineering services required
for the construction of project buildings and installation of equipment,
under supervision of the Project Unit's chief architect.

While the Bank's direct contribution to the project was limited
to the financing of construction and equipment, two supplementary letters
covered educational objectives as well. The first, on teachers, confirmed
that no reduction would take place in the number of qualified secondary
teachers and that every effort be made to staff secondary schools entirely
with qualified teachers. Supporting measures included Government provision
of sufficient funds for hiring expatriate teachers and an expanded annual
output of 300 junior and senior secondary teachers by the University's
Department of Education. The second letter called for an increased quantity
and improved quality of secondary and technical school graduates and of
Ethiopian teachers. Measures to be undertaken included: modernization of
curricula, teaching methods and examination procedures for the project schools,
in conformance with Ethiopian needs; allowance of adequate time in curricula
to ensure full use of all equipment and laboratory facilities; setting up of
employer advisory committees to ensure that technical institute training be
geared to employers' needs; development of practical teacher training facil-
ities; and appointment of an experienced technical education advisor to the
Ministry of Education.

III. Project Implementation

The Credit Agreement became effective on June 22, 1966, five months
after signing, upon ratification by the Parliament. In spite of early delays,
75 of the.project's 82 schools and institutes were completed and in use by
the original closing date, December 31, 1970. Of the remainder, six secondary
schools were completed by July 1971. Completion of the final school (a new
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secondary near Addis Ababa) was delayed until October 1972 and the final

closing date for disbursements was November 30, 1972.

Progress with construction was slightly delayed during the first

months of implementation. Contract agreements with consultant architects

(Mezzidimi of Italy and Tedros-Enau, a joint Ethiopian-Israeli venture) were
not finalized until August 1966 and the Project Unit was inadequately staffed

until 1967 when a full-time project architect (supplied by SIDA) was appointed.

All survey, design, tendering and awarding of contruction contracts

was to have been completed by September 1967, but invitations to bid for

construction of the first 21 project schools did not go out until May 196/.

With the exception of the delay with construction of the final school, caused

mainly by inability to obtain a suitable site before 1970 and late selection
of a contractor, construction progressed fairly smoothly after 1967, though
in some cases individual delays were suffered at schools for which survey
data and designs had been inadequate, and greater than anticipated quantities
of work were required. Also, for a period of several months during 1969,
the Government was behind in its payments for completed jobs and during that

time contractors stopped work. As a result of the earlier delays in setting
the construction process in motion and lesser ones suffered during implemen-

tation, the average construction delay for the large secondary school item

amounted to almost a year (Annex Table 1).

Progress with preparation of equipment lists for international tender
was likewise initially delayed, due to a lack of skilled personnel at the
Ministry, but all imported equipment, as well as furniture and imported materials

for furniture, had been received by the end of 1970. Final deliveries, however,

could not be made until mid-1972 due to the general difficulty and high cost
of internal transportation. In the interim, some of the furniture and equip-
ment had been inadequately stored and suffered damage prior to installation,
which was also improperly carried out in some cases.

During implementation, the project description was revised three
times. The original and final contents are shown below:

Project Content

Original Final

1) New Secondary Schools 54 5a/

2) Additions to Existing Schools 23 27
3) New Primary Teacher Training Institute 2 1
4) Conversion of Secondary School to

Primary Teacher Training Institute - 1
5) New Technical Institutes 1
6) Expansion of Existing Technical

Institute 1 2
7) New Practical Teacher Training Institute 1 1
8) Student Hostels 70 17-
9) Staff Houses 31 29
10) Buses and Trucks 7c/

11) Water Supply Installations at School Sites - 22

a/ Includes schools rebuilt.

b/ 53 secondary hostel units converted to academic use; the remaining hostels

were for the teacher training institutes.
c/ Items added for transport of student teachers and final delivery of

equipment and furniture.
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The amendments did not significantly alter the project, and mainly involved
a change from new construction to expansion of existing facilities at project
schools and institutes. Student hostels were converted to classrooms in order
to meet growing student demand for access to secondary schooling. In the case
of the two primary teacher training institutes, however, 250 student places
were added to those planned.

Procurement procedures, as specified by IDA, were carried out with-
out delay after the final preparation of construction specifications and
equipment lists. However, during early implementation, a bidding period of
only 60 days, as opposed to the 90 days recommended by IDA, made it difficult
for many foreign-based suppliers to compete and completely excluded others.
As a result of complaints received, and insistence on the part of IDA, the
extended bidding period was adopted in 1968. As had been anticipated, all
construction contracts were awarded to locally-based firms.

Despite some minor defects resulting from early inadequate supervision
by the consultant architects, the quality of project construction was generally
good. Use of a simple prefabricated steel frame structure was successful with
regard to ease of transport and speed of construction, and well suited to the
country's needs (other East African countries subsequently expressed interest
in using similarly economical structures for their IDA Education projects).
Overall, physical implementation, under the Project Unit, was carried out
efficiently in view of the large number of project schools and their geographic
dispersion. However, a maintenance problem became evident during 1972, after
most project schools had been finally accepted and the maintenance responsibility
had been turned over to the Ministry of Education. Maintenance was largely
non-existent and deterioration of buildings and furniture had already begun.
The problem was due largely to insufficient budget allocations for maintenance.
An absence of Government emphasis on the importance of maintenance further
contributed to neglect of the problem. In 1972, a new maintenance division
was established in the Ministry's Education, Construction and Maintenance Depart-
ment -- as a condition for the second IDA project -- to improve maintenance at
the project, and all other Government schools.

IV. Project Costs

Total actual cost was very close to that estimated, as shown below,
in spite of continuing price increases beginning in 1967 with the closure of
the Suez Canal. The 21% construction overrun was offset by savings in consul-
tant fees and equipment costs, and with use of contingencies.

Costs - Actuals vs Estimates
(Eth$ millions)

Est. Actuala/ % Actual/Est.

Construction, Site Development 16.3 19.7 121
Furniture 3.1 3.1 100
Equipment 3.7 3.4 92
Consultants' Fees 2.3 1.1 48
Contingencies 2.3 - -
Buses, Trucks, Generators - 0.7 -

TOTAL 27.7 28.0 101

a/ Actual (or final estimate) as of September 30, 1971.
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Total cost overruns for the 77 secondary schools averaged 14% but
19% for construction, as seen on Table I (in detail on Annex Table 1). Capital
cost per planned student place in the new schools exceeded the estimate by 40%.
However, unanticipated enrollment growth lowered the costs on an actual per
student basis (Table 1). Construction overruns for the primary teacher training
institutes were over 100%, largely due to the agreed expansions of capacity.
The very large 185% construction overrun for the new institute at Jimma, however,
resulted in an actual cost per student place 70% greater than estimated. As
regards the technical institutes, the only overrun suffered was for the re-
building/expansion of the Addis Ababa facilities, originally to have been
relocated in existing buildings. The decision to expand, rather than rebuild
the Asmara Institute, cut construction costs to 24% of estimated. For the
technical institutes, a large reduction in the equipment component of the invest-
ment was the main cause for the low cost per planned student place, though in
terms of the very low actual enrollments, costs per actual student place were
considerably higher. Finally, a greater than planned equipment expenditure for
the Practical Teacher Training Institute (only very preliminary lists existed
at the time of project appraisal) led to the 68% overrun in costs per planned
student place. The 200% overrun in actual cost per student place was temporary,
reflecting understaffing of the institute and the consequent inability to absorb
capacity enrollments (270 students) during the first few years of operations.

Foreign exchange costs of the project were somewhat overestimated for
construction goods and underestimated for furniture and equipment, as seen in
the List of Goods.

Credit 84-ET: List of Goods
(US$ million)

Estimate Final % Actual/Est.

Imported Construction Goods 1.73 1.36 79
Imported Furniture Goods 0.48 0.93 195
Imported Equipment 1.25 1.41 112
Other Goods, Consultants 3.40 3.50 103
Unallocated 0.34 - -

TOTAL 7.20 7.20A/ 100

a/ An exchange adjustment of US$ 1.467 million was added after final
disbursement.

The appraisal mission had judged the Government's share of capital
costs, as well as all recurrent project costs, reasonable in view of Ethiopia's
limited financial resources. For the major secondary school item, accounting
for 80% of total project expenditure, capital costs per student accommodated
have actually been less than estimated as a result of the rapid growth of
enrollments (20% greater than planned in 1971 and 61% by 1972). A 1970 sample



Table 1. Ethiopia First Education Project: Credit 84-ET

Costs of Physical Works by Item, Type of Work,

Cost per Student Place; Actuals vs. Estimates

(Eth$ Thousands)

Cost per Cost per

Planned Student Place

Construction % Act/Est Furniture % Act/Est Equipment . Act/Est Total % Act/Est Student Place % Act/Est Actual 1972 % Act/Est

1. Secondary Schools

New 9,881,5 125 1,419.5 102 1,004.7 112 12,305.7 121 733 140 432 82

Expanded 7,677.9 113 1,350.4 92 1,289.2 96 10,317.5 107 370 - 191 -

Sub-total 17,559.4 119 2,769.9 97 2,293.9 102 22,b23.2 114 442 - 274 -

2. Primary Teacher Training Inst.

Addis Ababa 478.] 224 124.1 310 32.1 62 634.3 208 846 90 850 91

.Jisaa 750.3 285 95.6 233 33.3 59 879.2 244 1,598 170 1,604 171

3. Technical Institutes

Addis Ababa 312.3 164 18.5 43 348.9 55 679.7 78 523 80 1,137 175

Asmara 134.6 24 20.9 48 278.4 42 433.9 34 609 35 1,475 84

4. Practical Teacher Training Inst. 452.2 116 104.4 116 405.7 441 962.3 170 3,564 168 6,415 302

Total Physical Works 19,686.9 120 3,133.4 100 3,392.3 91 26,212.6 113 - - -

Source: Annex Table 1
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survey has shown that recurrent costs per student at the secondary schools
have also been less than estimated.

Firm judgment as to the financial burden on the country imposed by
the project cannot be made. Total investment in education at all levels during
the main period of project implementation (1965/66-1970/71) was Eth$ 70.0
million, of which about Eth$ 50.0 million equivalent was covered by foreign
assistance. The Eth$ 22.6 million secondary project item absorbed approximately
one-third of investment expenditure over the period. For the recurrent costs,
the appraisal mission had estimated an increase attributable to the completed
project of Eth$ 6.25 million per year, out of a total of Eth$ 13.6 million for
all Government secondary schools. The actual recurrent cost for all secondary
education was Eth$ 15.0 million in 1970/71, 10% greater than estimated, largely
as a result of continually increasing teachers' salaries, and of the accomo-
dation of significantly larger numbers of students, mainly at the project schools
(Annex Table 1). Average recurrent costs per secondary student decreased from
Eth$ 151 in 1966/67 to Eth$ 134 in 1970/71, again mainly due to the greater
number of students enrolled and to some reduction in maintenance allocations.
The recurrent cost per student at the diversified project secondary schools
(Eth$ 167 for junior and Eth$ 347 for senior secondary), accounting for 55% of
total enrollments in Government secondary schools in 1970/71 (61,000 out of
111,700), was much higher than the average, although about 15% less than estima-
ted.JJ The large number of project secondary schools have, therefore, contri-
buted significantly to the growth of the share of total Government revenue,
from 13% in 1965/66 to 20% by 1971/72, devoted to all recurrent education
expenditures. The present 20% level is considered to be the upper desirable
limit by IDA and the Ethiopian authorities.

V. Project Operating Results2/

Quantitative

Overall, the major quantitative goal of the project, to allow for
expansion of secondary school enrollments, was achieved and surpassed during

1/ Comparison of both capital and recurrent costs in project and non-project
Government secondary schools would not be meaningful for several reasons. First,
over one-third of the project's secondary schools were expansions, not clearly
separable from existing facilities. Second, the project schools comprised nearly
100% of Government senior secondary schools. The remaining secondary schools
were mainly smaller junior and junior-senior secondary schools offering incom-
plete streams, some of them housed in facilities intended for use at the primary
level. Finally, the major additional capital and recurrent costs incurred by
the project schools, over the long-run, were those associated with the large-
scale introduction of the diversified facilities, which were not available in
the traditional academic secondary schools.

2/ This section relies heavily on an evaluation study of Cr. 84-ET, Post
Evaluation of Education Project 84-ET, Fulfillment of Education Objectives,
carried out in 1973 by the Education Department. All data for which no source
is listed have been taken from that study.
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the project implementation period. By 1968/69, 3.8% of the secondary school
age population was enrolled, and 5% by 1971/72, whereas the appraisal target
had been set for only 2.1%. Other quantitative objectives, as expressed in
supplementary letters, were only partially, or not at all met. Some progress
was made in reducing the high secondary school drop-out rates, but an increased
rate of examination passes at the senior secondary level was not attained.
Diversion of student interest from the academic to the practical streams has
not yet been achieved to the extent planned, nor has the number of students
in the two project technical institutes increased as anticipated. While
preparation of primary teachers went roughly as planned, less progress was
made with the output of qualified secondary teachers, which was consistently
below the targeted 300 per year during project implementation.

The 1965 appraisal mission's forecast for primary and secondary
enrollments proved inaccurate, as shown below and on Annex Graph 1: at the
primary level enrollments grew more slowly than expected, as a result of con-
tinuing high drop-out rates (voluntary or forced, as shown on Annex Graph 2),
especially in rural areas lacking teachers and facilities, while enrollments
in secondary education greatly exceeded expectations as a result of rapidly
increasing demand and an uncontrolled enrollment policy.

Enrollment and Enrollment Ratiosi' 1963-1970
(Government and Private Schools)

Primary Education Secondary Education
Estimate Actual Estimate Actual

Year (1965) (1965)

1963/64 - 317,000 - 33,000
9% 1.4%

1964/65 - 348,000 40,300
10% 1.7%

1966/67 590,000 410,000 45,000 60,300

1968/69 850,000 514,000 54,000 98,600
21% 13% 2.1% 3.8%

1970/71 - 656,000 - 136,000
16% 5%

Note: The figures exclude students in the Ethiopian Orthodox
Church reading schools or "NEBABET" for children from
age 7-12, estimated at over 300,000.

a/ The % of relevant population age-group enrolled.
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As regards the project secondary schools, targeted final enrollments
had been met, on average, by 1968/69, and exceeded thereafter, totalling
61,000 in 1971 and over 82,000 by 1972, as shown below:

Enrollments in Project Secondary Schools

Planned
(for 1968/69) Actual(1972) % Actual/Est.

New Schools 21,212 28,457 134

Expanded Schools 30,021 54,008 180

Total 51,233 82,465 161

Source Annex Table 1.

Appraisal projections of the desired share of students to be enrolled
in the practical courses have proved overly optimistic thus far, as shown below:

Enrollment in Government Comprehensive
Senior Secondary Schools by Subject Area

1965 Academic Ind. Arts Business Home Economics Agriculture Total

Projected 55% 12.5% 15% 5% 12.5% 100%

Actual
1969 9,100 62% 2,000 14% 3,000 20% 400 3% 300 1% 14,800 100%

1970 24,100 69% 2,700 7% 5,000 14% 1,000 3% 2,000 6% 34,800 100%

1971 40,200 74% 4,000 8% 6,300 12% 1,600 3% 2,000 3% 54,100 100%

1972 54,200 75% 5,800 8% 7,900 11% 2,200 3% 2,200 3% 72,200 100%

The academic stream has continued to be the most popular and has actually
absorbed an increasing share of secondary students. It is still too early to
judge final results due to the newness and incomplete implementation of the
diversified curricula, but the early low level enrollments in agriculture and
the declining share in industrial arts have led to the closing down of agricul-
tural facilities in some schools and the underutilization of materials and
equipment at other schools where industrial arts streams have been continued
for very small classes.
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Another quantitative objective of the project was to reduce the
high drop-out rates and to increase the examination pass rates of secondary
students. The appraisal mission projected retention rates on the basis of
Government assurances that measures would be taken to remedy the situation.
During implementation, automatic promotion schemes were introduced at several
levels; attendance regulations were strengthened; and unnecessary repetition
rules were eliminated. As shown on Annex Graph 2, the projected 1973/74
retention rate was attained by 1971/72, with about 7,000 students attending
grade 12. For the secondary schools, the drop-out rate did decrease and
examination pass rates improved at the junior secondary level though not for
senior secondary, as indicated below:

Drop-out and Examination Pass Rates
in Ethiopian Secondary Educational

1965 Drop-out rates 65%
Examination passes 20%

1971 Drop-out rates 10% jun. sec. and 54% sen. sec.
Examination passes 60% jun. sec. and 18% sen. sec.

a/ The 1965 rates are based on the single-cycle, six-year
secondary system used until 1965/66 when the two-year
junior and four-year senior cycles were introduced.

A further objective of the secondary expansion was to maintain the
student/teacher ratio and class sizes at educationally acceptable levels. The
average class size increased by 38%, to 38-39 students, from 1963/64 to 1970/71,
which was considered reasonable though many individual schools suffered from over-
crowding. Introduction of double shifts (of the 77 project schools, 32 were
on double shifts by 1972), in conjunction with a reduction in the students'
timetable from 40 to 30 periods per week, allowed for an increase in the student/
teacher ratio greater than the increase in class sizes -- considered educationally
desirable -- and shown below.

Secondary Education
Class Sizes and Student/Teacher Ratios

1965 Appraisal
Estimate for

1963/64 Project Schools 1970/71

Student:Teacher Ratio 20 22-25 34

Average Class Size 28 35-39 38-39
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Additional quantitative objectives had been set for the supply of

secondary and primary teachers, and graduates of the technical institutes

at Asmara and Addis Ababa. The 1965 appraisal overestimated the future

supply of trained Ethiopian secondary teachers, and the relative situation

as regards qualified teachers actually deteriorated, as shown:

Secondary Teachers in Government Schools

1963/64 1970/71
Secondary Teachers number % of total number % of total

Ethiopians: trained 100 7% 280 9%

untrained 800 51% 1,940 59%

Expatriates: Peace Crops 320 approx. 150

Asians 300 900

Others 30 42% 10 32%

Total 1,550 100% 3,280 100%

The mission had forecast a total annual output of 300 secondary teachers

(of practical and academic subjects) for 1965-1970, with 22% of all secondary

teachers fully qualified Ethiopians by 1970. Output reached the targeted

level much later in the implementation period and only 9% of all secondary

teachers were qualified Ethiopians by 1970/71. Continued reliance on large

numbers of expatriate teachers was necessary throughout the period.

The delayed build-up of qualified Ethiopian secondary teachers was

largely a result of slow progress by the Haile Selassie I University as regards

output of junior secondary and academic senior secondary teachers. The

University was directly responsible for the training of junior secondary

teachers until 1969 when a new institute, under the Ministry of Education,

was opened in Addis Ababa. Output from this institute's two-year program was

only 84 in 1971, 69% of the targeted annual output of 122 by 1970. New facili-

ties, provided under the second IDA credit, were expected to allow for a larger

annual output of 300 junior secondary teachers, the numiber considered necessary

to reduce the shortage at that level. The University fell considerably behind

in its preparation of academic senior secondary teachers (a four-year B.A.

program). There were roughly 400 graduates from 1963 to 1972, less than 50%

of planned.

Delays were also suffered with the preparation of teachers of prac-

tical courses. Physical construction of the Practical Teacher Training

Institute included in the project was delayed for almost a year due to lack

of coordination among the Utah team, the University and the Project Unit.

The first graduates, about 30 teachers, 40% of a planned annual output of 75,

finished in 1969. By 1973, the Institute was adequately staffed and enrollments

were at capacity, but the impact of the new practical teachers on the compre-

hensive secondary schools had not yet been significant. During project

implementation, most teachers of practical subjects were graduates of the

country's technical institutions.
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At the primary level, the two teacher training institutes included
in the project were to have provided 400 qualified teachers per year by
1968/69, raising total annual output from the five Government institutes to
1,100. By 1971/72 output was about 1,200. A special crash course at the
University had added 380 teachers in that year. Although slightly delayed,
progress under this item was satisfactory. However, the project targets
were low in view of the actual number of teachers necessary to allow for the
planned expansion of primary education: a teacher shortage contributed to
the shortfall in primary enrollments over the 1966-71 period.

At the project technical institutes, enrollments were to have
increased to 2,065 by 1969, but had grown only from 825 in 1965 to 900 by
1971. This very small increase is partially attributable to continuing
qualitative weaknesses in curricula and to the scarcity of teachers, caused
in turn by the slow build-up of output from the Practical Teacher Training
Institute. More importantly, the Government assigned a low priority to the
technical institutes during the period of project implementation, and budgetary
allocations were also low; the diversified secondary schools presented a less
costly solution to coping with a rapidly increasing demand for access to
secondary education.

Qualitative

The educational objectives of the project have proved far more
difficult to attain than the quantitative. Implementation of the new com-
prehenisve curricula in the project secondary schools remains incomplete.
As a result, initial outcomes have not confirmed a significantly improved
quality of education. This is largely a temporary problem, caused by a
lack of qualified teachers, especially for the practical courses and science.
A further cause of incomplete implementation of new teaching methods has
been the negative impact of overenrollments. As regards the appropriateness
of the new diversified curricula, early results have indicated that too
little emphasis was placed on the needs and developmental prospects of
individual regions, and of the rural population. The quality of education
provided by the project technical institutes has not yet improved since none
of the planned measures -- development of improved curricula, provision of
qualified teachers, establishment of effective lines of communications with
employers -- were completed during project implementation.

As regards secondary teacher training, and with the exception of
agriculture and science, quality has been considered satisfactory. The quality
of output from the Government's primary teacher training institutes has con-
tinued to suffer from the same weaknesses as primary education: too little
emphasis on practical and rural-related training, and too much emphasis on
preparation of students for admission to academic secondary programs.

Results from the Education Department's evaluation study suggest
that the introduction of the practical courses and revised academic curricula
in the project secondary schools has not yet significantly affected the quality
of student learning. The development of diversified curricula and syllabuses
progressed slowly under the USAID/Utah team and was not completed until 1972.
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In the interim, implementation of practical programs and use of new materials

and equipment in the project schools suffered from the shortage of qualified

teachers as well as from a lack of final guidelines for teaching. Implementation

of prescribed new teaching methods for the academic curricula developed by the

University and the Ministry also suffered, largely as a result of the lack of

teacher exposure to the new techniques. Frequent turnover of expatriate teachers

was also detrimental as regards the quality of education provided. In-service

training for non-qualified teachers was to have been provided by the Ministry

and reinforced by supervisory visits of the Ministry's Inspectorate. Very lit-

tle support materialized, however, largely as a result of the Ministry's reluc-

tance to incur the necessary expenditures, especially for travel to more remote

areas. In addition, the Inspectorate lacked an adequate supply of qualified

experts, mainly for the practical subjects, mathematics and science.

The continued use of traditional teaching methods has also resulted

from overenrollments, which have limited the possibilities for group work and/or

individual study. In 1969/70, the Bank began recommending a limited enrollment

policy though a growing demand for access to secondary education opportunities

has so far prevented implementation of such a policy. Partial adjustment has

been made through the shortening of the students' weekly timetable and intro-

duction of double shifts, but it is too early to judge the educational impact

of these measures. In the long run, a policy to limit enrollments will still

be needed and is envisaged at the present time under the recent education

sector plan. The plan calls for the matching of secondary and technical insti-

tute enrollments to labor market demands.

A further cause of early underutilization of new teaching aids and

equipment for the practical courses, has been the lack of interest on the parts

of school principals and students. All project schools were built and equipped

to provide for two or more of the four practical programs on a standardized

basis. In practice, interschool variance in allocation of time for the practical

subjects has been great. An important underlying reason for incomplete utili-

zation, especially in the cases of the agricultural and industrial arts, was

inadequate consideration of the socio-economic situations of the areas surrounding

each school, prior to selection of practical streams. Interpretation of results

of a 17-school survey indicated that students expressed an interest in agriculture

or industrial arts in regions where the possibilities for modern employment in

those fields existed -- generally in the more economically advanced regions.

Some problems have also been experienced with implementation of the

new curricula specific to the teaching of particular subjects. Of the academic

subjects, science teaching has been the weakest. For the schools surveyed,

traditional textbook teaching dominated in spite of the existence of the newly

equipped laboratories. This outcome has been partially attributed, in the

evaluation study, to instructor responsibility for loss or damage of materials

used, and a recommendation has been made to cover such costs under recurrent

Government expenditures. More importantly, science teachers were inadequately

prepared. The third IDA credit, Cr. 417-ET of 1973, includes provisions for

improving the teaching of science at the university level and for improving

the Science Curricula Development Center of the Ministry.

Aside from a greater demand for secondary education, and some growth

of family incomes, part of the increasing relative share of students completing
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grade 12 may be indicative of quality improvements in the teaching of other

academic subjects, in spite of continuing low examination pass rates for senior

secondary students (practical courses, other than commerical, have no terminal

examinations). While early results may suggest the need for further revision

of examination methods, part of the problem may also be attributable to the

students' weekly timetable. An increasing amount of class time spent on languages,

15-20% for English, the language of instruction, and 15-20% for Amharic, the

national language, for students from non-Amhara areas, has resulted in less time

available for other subjects.

Of the practical subjects, teaching has been weakest for agriculture.

Curricula were inadequately developed, largely as a result of failure to

include an agricultural education expert on the USAID/Utah team, or in the

Ministry, during project implementation. This situation has been corrected

under the second IDA credit. For home economics, classroom equipment was

found largely unused, or broken. In the evaluation study, this problem is

explained as a socio-economic phenomenon -- a lack of familiarity with equip-

ment, possibly to be overcome by better training of teachers. The same was

true for many of the industrial arts facilities, where a shortage of consumable

student materials also existed. Of the practical streams, commercial teaching

was the most successful, both in terms of student interest and equipment use.

Finally, the quality of education at technical institutes did not

improve during project implementation; revision of curricula was not undertaken.

A decision to cut the project's equipment component for the two institutes,

and the adult trade training facilities, was probably.well justified, since in

neither case had improved curricula been developed. The proposed build-up of

effective communications between the technical institutes and commerce, industry

and Government did not materialize, in part due to the low Government priority

assigned to technical education. Further, the development of industry and
commerce proceeded haltingly during the period of project implementation; in

retrospect, it was perhaps overly optimistic to expect that new enterprises

could or would voluntarily assist with the development of such training programs.

Technical assistance has been provided under the second IDA credit to set up

lines of communication with employers, though effective coordination and final

curricula planning will not be possible until the results of the current

manpower survey become available.

VI. Project Management

The responsibility for project implementation was divided among the

Project Unit in the Ministry of Education, the rest of the Ministry and the

University. While construction was carried out efficiently by the Project Unit,

implementation of other project objectives by the Ministry and the University

lagged, as evident from the operating results.

The appraisal mission had noted that the Ministry, as reorganized

during the early 1960s, was adequately structured, but lacking in qualified

personnel, especially for the research and statistical units. The Ministry's

School Inspectorate was also inadequately staffed. The quality and efficiency

of educational management by the Ministry was expected to improve during project

implementation, as the numbers of qualified Ethiopians increased and continued
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technical assistance was made available. Over the period, progress was made
in providing the Ministry with necessary expertise (with considerable assis-
tance from SIDA and USAID) especially for future sector planning. This progress
has been reflected in the Ministry's recent completion of a comprehensive
education sector study and the ongoing manpower survey.

Vis-a-vis the project, however, a slower build-up of the 14 Provincial
Inspectorate Offices resulted in inadequate supervision of project school staff.
The lack of guidance provided to project school teachers was a partial cause
of the early incomplete implementation of new curricula and teaching methods.
This situation should be corrected as in-service training, to be provided under
a new National Council for Teacher Education (NCTE), is introduced, and as the
output of qualified secondary teachers is increased. Inadequate administrative
guidance for school principals was also detrimental to project operating effi-
ciency and a partial cause of insufficient maintenance of facilities. In an
effort to improve administrative capabilities of the principals, special training
is to be provided by the Academy of Pedagogy, assisted under the second IDA credit.

The Ministry's delayed initiation of even an initial effort to
establish effective communications with employers also impeded attainment of
project educational objectives. Similarly, the shortfall in output of qualified
academic secondary teachers, the direct responsibility of the University's
Department of Education, reflected a lack of coordination between the Ministry
and the University. In the future, the NCTE will be in charge of such
coordination.

The most efficient of the implementing authorities was the Project
Unit. The project was the first large-scale school construction program under-
taken by the Central Government. Its successful completion, without major
change or deletion of project items, was a significant achievement. The Unit's
strength increased throughout project implementation and it is now in charge of
the second and third IDA projects. Presently, it is a division of the Ministry's
Department of Construction and Maintenance and consists in a project team (with
a coordinator and an educational expert), a construction team, a maintenance
team, and a land acquisition team. As a result of ready availability of travel
funds, the Project Unit gained a comprehensive view of the situation of secondary
education throughout Ethiopia during implementation of the first project. The
build-up of the Ministry's institutional strength gained impetus during, and
partially as a result of, project implementation. However, as regards the project,
further progress might have been made had the Ministry benefitted more directly
from the knowledge and experience gained by the Project Unit, through greater
cooperation between the two.

VII. Conclusions

Conclusions drawn from early project operating results confirm that
the first IDA project's large secondary school construction/expansion item was
highly justified in terms of meeting a growing demand for access to secondary
education in Ethiopia. Less has been accomplished as regards the project's
major vocational emphasis. Increasing numbers of academic secondary school
leavers have met some labor market needs, but a significantly increased output
of vocational secondary school and technical institute graduates has not yet
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been attained. The mid-level manpower gap has persisted, necessitating con-

tinued reliance on expatriate craftsmen and technicians, and a recent trend

towards increasing unemployment of secondary and technical institute graduates

has suggested the continuing need for improved quality and revised content of

curricula.

Although it is still too early to judge the final effectiveness of

the 77 comprehensive project secondary schools (a tracer study is to be carried

out as a follow-up to the recent education sector survey), initial operating
outcomes have not confirmed anticipated benefits. A major quantitative objec-
tive of the project has been achieved: the project secondary schools have

provided for an expansion of secondary school enrollments beyond expectations

(though the overall secondary enrollment ratio, 5% in 1971, remains one of

the world's lowest). While output of qualified secondary school teachers fell

below expectations, recent increases indicate that demand will be met in the

future. However, a significantly improved quality and increased effectiveness

of vocational training, in terms of labor market needs, has not yet resulted

from the introduction of the new diversified secondary curricula. The major
contribution of the project schools to date has been an increased output of

traditional academic secondary school leavers, while the share of students
enrolled in practical streams has been less than expected.

The early lack of success with the project's vocational education

objectives has resulted largely from the scarce supply of qualified teachers,

which in turn has caused some underutilization of new equipment and teaching

methods. Inadequate consideration of prevailing socio-economic conditions

prior to introduction of the practical curricula in project schools and a lack

of coordination with employers as regards relevance of the training provided,

in the absence of reliable manpower statistics, further impeded achievement of

project objectives.

The relatively high recurrent costs of the project schools and slow
progress towards achievement of desired vocational objectives suggest that the

introduction of the diversified secondary program, while a step in the right
direction, should have been limited to a smaller number of schools. Early and
continuing revision and adjustment of the practical curricula introduced,
vis-a-vis student and labor market needs (as reliable information about manpower
requirements becomes available), could then have improved the effectiveness of
subsequent investments in comprehensive secondary education.

Throughout project preparation and the major implementation period,
IDA participation, in line with the prevailing education lending policy, was
confined largely to concerns over physical content. Several contributions were
made by IDA, most importantly, the early insistence on higher more durable
construction standards, and the timely emphasis on improved maintenance pro-
cedures, as required by credit conditions. Minor project savings might have
resulted had IDA required completion of detailed surveys and designs prior to
implementation of expansion/construction works, and pushed for more adequate
supervision; but on the whole, IDA's participation in the construction program
was helpful and adequate. Very little was contributed by IDA to the achievement
of quantitative and qualitative educational objectives of the project prior to
or during implementation. Later, under the second and third projects, provisions
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were made for technical assistance to correct educational shortcomings under

the first project. However, in terms of the project, and the earlier policy
in which it was conceived, IDA could have contributed more, specifically in
three areas: by requiring regional or local socio-economic studies prior to

introduction of the comprehensive programs at project secondary schools; by

early promotion and perhaps financing of systematic manpower studies; and, by

helping to achieve (through more explicit credit conditions) more effective

coordination among the project authorities.

The selection of practical streams for project schools, as based on

simple economic mapping, did not allow for adequate consideration of socio-

economic conditions of various population groups within the schools' catchment

areas. Equitable distribution of education was not an issue at the time of

the first IDA project, and all project schools were located in urban or semi-

urban areas. Nonetheless, a survey of 17 project schools, carried out by IDA

staff, concluded that 70% of all students were from rural environments and

backgrounds, and represented population groups previously excluded from access

to secondary education. With additional pre-project study, conducted on the

basis of schools within the same or similar regions, and focussing on the needs

of the population groups represented, the basis for choice and planning of

relevant practical streams for each school would have been strengthened, and
temporary underutilization of facilities at some schools might have been avoided.

(It should be noted that the project facilities are simple and flexible, easily

allowing for changing curricula and interchange of equipment.) In many cases

underutilization resulted from teacher inability to fully implement or adapt

prescribed curricula and teaching methods to student needs, rather than from
irrelevance of curricula, per se. The recommended studies could also have

served as a basis for strengthening teacher orientation. Particularly as regards
the agricultural streams, the usefulness of such studies would have been their

contribution to the development of attractive practical programs, rather than to

their elimination. In areas where modern farming and related industries did

not exist, and where parents and students alike continued to prefer the tradi-

tional academic streams, the early development of more convincingly useful

rural-oriented agricultural curricula might have been a major impetus towards
acceptance of practical training.

Direct support of pre-project regional studies would have been beyond

the limits of IDA education policy at the time, and of available time and

expertise -- likely requiring participation of sociologists and anthropologists.
However, recognition of the need for planning studies, and a recommendation by

the IDA/UNESCO preparation mission that appropriate technical assistance be

obtained by the Ministry for implementing such studies, would not have been

contradictory considering the large number of project schools, spread throughout

the diverse regions of the country. They were not, as under some IDA projects

of the period, a separate and smaller group of schools catering mainly to urban
populations.

Given the important vocational objectives of the project and the

absence of manpower data, IDA might have placed more emphasis on trying to assure

the effectiveness of training to be provided by the project schools. It is

surprising that IDA did not try to pressure the Government to begin the systematic

collection of manpower data and to at least attempt to establish the planned
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committees for coordinating educational planning with the needs of employers,
called for specifically in the case of the project technical institutes. Under
the first project IDA might have assisted directly in the financing of a man-
power survey. In conjunction with a reduced secondary project item, the
appropriateness of curricula to manpower needs could then have been judged
prior to widespread introduction. A later step might have included IDA support
for apprenticeship schemes for students in the diversified curricula and
technical institutes, at least in the Addis Ababa area, where most of the
country's medium and large scale industry is concentrated, as a further means
to modify and improve the technical curricula. Financing of manpower surveys
and apprenticeship schemes would not have been likely in terms of the lending
policy of the mid-1960s, but in view of the tentative nature of project justi-
fication, IDA might have contributed limited support. At most, such experimenta-
tion might have speeded attainment of project vocational objectives and at
least, it would have contributed to an earlier understanding of the obstacles
to be overcome.

The lack of coordination among the Project Unit, the Ministry and the
University jeopardized initial operating outcomes at the project schools. The
separation of the three groups, in practice, caused an evolution of physical
facilities ahead of, and in isolation from, necessary educational inputs --
including new curricula and qualified teachers. Greater interdependence among
the responsible project authorities could have promoted a more comprehensive
view of project progress and earlier recognition and resolution of initial
shortcomings. Specifically, for preparation of teachers, IDA had been overly
optimistic as regards the productive capacity of the University. Greater assur-
ance might have been obtained, especially as no IDA technical assistance was
provided for this item, through more explicit credit conditions and direct
assignment of partial implementation responsibility to the Ministry of Education.

In spite of these problems the IDA project was partially responsible
for setting in motion the process of building the administrative and managerial
capacity of the Ministry of Education and for underlining the need for compre-
hensive education planning. In retrospect, IDA might have considered a smaller
more experimental program as a first education project for Ethiopia. Under
more recent education policy, this has been done. The second and third IDA
projects have been designed to assist with correction of specific inadequacies
and inequities of the system, on an interim basis, while awaiting final develop-
ment of a solid strategy for balanced educational development in Ethiopia --
stressing widespread low cost basic education and teaching of rural skills.
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Actual Enrollment in Primary and Secondary Education 1960-71 and Enrollment for 1964-68 as
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Annex Graph 2

ETHIOPIA
POST EVALUATION OF FIRST EDUCATION PROJECT S4ET

Apparent Cohort Table ("drop out curve") in government schools in Grades 1-12 (1952-64)
projections by 1965 Bank appraisal mission (1962-74) and actual development (1960-72).
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PROJECT PERFORMANCE AUDIT REPORT

NEW ZEALAND SECOND RAILWAY PROJECT (LOAN 725-NZ)

Introduction

This report presents the results of an audit of the New Zealand
Second Railway Project, for which the Bank made a US$ 16 million equivalent
loan (725-NZ) in March 1971. Some $10.5 million of the loan was subsequently
cancelled in March 1973 after US$ 5.5 million had been disbursed. This
review is based primarily on discussions with some of the Bank staff who
were involved with the project and on relevant reports and materials from
the Bank's files.

Background

In the late 1960s, the New Zealand Government became increasingly
concerned with the country's balance of payments problems. These problems
resulted from a projected slump of the main export commodities, the decision
of Great Britain, New Zealand's largest market, to join the European Common
Market, and the difficulties in obtaining credit due to a shortage of funds
in international capital markets. These issues prompted the Government to
request Bank financing for specific projects to ease the balance of payments
crunch on the country's investment program.

Prior to coming to the Bank, New Zealand had approached the Inter-
national Monetary Fund for balance of payments assistance. The Fund responded
favorably, offering standby credit for one year with the possibility for
renegotiation thereafter. However, New Zealand felt that a standby credit
was too limited and too simplistic a solution for their particular case.
First, they were anticipating that their balance of payments difficulties
would extend over a period of up to five years. Secondly, the resolution
of this problem would require some economic restructuring and production
reorganization which would probably be a long-term process for which Bank
support in certain areas would be desirable.

The Bank agreed to lend a total of US$ 40 million during the 1970-74
period. This commitment reflected the Bank's appreciation of the country's
balance of payments difficulties, and investment requirements, and its
interest in closer relations with New Zealand. The Bank hoped to increase
New Zealand's participation in the Bank Group, particularly in the then
forthcoming fourth IDA replenishment, although a formal link was never made
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1/
between the proposed Bank loans and New Zealand's contribution to IDA.-

Two loans were finally made, the railway loan analyzed in this audit, and

another to the New Zealand Development Finance Corporation.2/ Both were

subsequently partially cancelled.

The Railway project was finally selected for financing by the Bank

because of its previous experience in New Zealand's transport sector,2!

and because the high foreign exchange component of the project and the fast

expected disbursement were particularly important to help the balance of

payments. Furthermore, the Bank saw the strengthening of the transport
sector, especially of the railways, as a prerequisite for future economic
growth.

Another issue related to the project was the need for a national
transport policy. Government regulation in New Zealand was inhibiting the

efficient development of the transport system. The regulatory framework
was very restrictive, particularly to the development of road transport,
through the prohibition of commercial trucking service on routes exceeding
40 miles where railway service was already available. The difficulties
engendered by overly constrictive regulations were becoming increasingly
evident to transport authorities and users alike. The Government author-
ities and the Bank, therefore, agreed that it would be desirable to study
the design of alternative transport policies.

Project Description

The project consisted of the first three years of the New Zealand
Railways' 1970/71-1975/76 Investment Plan, and a national transport policy
study. The Investment Plan, prepared by the Railways, comprised investments
totalling US$ 160 million equivalent; of this amount, US$ 88 million was to
be invested in the first three years. The 15-year Bank loan was expected
to finance about 33% of the foreign exchange costs of the project, as
follows:

1/ Subsequently, the New Zealand Government made a voluntary contribution
to IDA of US$ 5 million equivalent.

2/ Loan 806-NZ for US$ 8 million made in March 1972.
3/ The first railway loan (438-NZ in 1965) provided US$ 42 million to

help finance the Railways' 1965-70 Investment Plan.
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New Zealand Railway Project
(US$ million equivalent)

Appraisal Estimate Actual (FY 1970-1973)
Total Foreign Loan Total Loan
Cost Cost Items Cost Disbursements

Capital Expenditures 87.8 47.8 15.5 71.9 5.3

Consulting Services 0.7 0.5 0.5 n.a. 0.2

Total Project 88.5 48.3 16.0 71.9 5.5

Main project items were: (i) shunting and main line locomotives,
(ii) rolling stock, including 1,100 freight wagons and parts for the manu-
facture of another 610 freight and 100 ballast wagons, 2 sets of passenger
trains and 20 passenger cars, (iii) improvements to permanent ways, (iv)
two ferries linking the north and south islands; and (v) workshop and
track maintenance equipment.

The main objectives of the project were to continue the Railways'
modernization program, to prepare for containerization in external trade
during the early 1970s, and to strengthen the Railways' position in indi-
vidual markets such as steel, timber and paper. The Railways' commercial
freight traffic was estimated to increase 6% per year from 1970 to
1976. Traffic in the base year of the program, 1969-70, was 1,676 million
ton-miles. By 1972-73, actual traffic was 1,874 million ton-miles as
against 2,014 million estimated at appraisal. However, by 1973-74, actual
traffic was 2,218 million ton-miles as against an estimated 2,109. The
consultant services included in the project were to assess the impact of
transport regulation on road-rail competition and to develop policy prin-
ciples through the preparation of a national transport policy study.

The first railway loan agreement in 1965 had stipulated pro-
gressive measures to improve the Railways' financial position and the
Railways had met all their financial obligations during the implementation
period of the first project. Nevertheless, the need for further financial
improvements was evident when this second project was appraised. Sub-
stantial wage increases were expected during 1971; in order to provide the
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necessary funds to meet this, and at the same time improve the Railways'
financial position, the Borrower and the Bank agreed on several specific
measures. Thus, a 12% freight tariff increase on a selective basis and a
10% increase in passenger fares became effective over the course of 1971.
Further tariff adjustments were planned for 1971 and 1972 butdid notmaterialize.

The loan agreement also stipulated that the Government would
direct the Railways to take all necessary measures (including, but not
limited to, adjustment of the tariffs and rates): (i) to meet debt service
obligations and working capital needs out of internally-generated resources
and (ii) to finance a reasonable proportion of its capital expenditures.
The loan agreement also stated that the Railways should break even in
fiscal 1972 and earn rates of return on the net fixed assets in operations
as follows: 3.5% in 1973, 4.0% in 1974 and 1975, and 5% in subsequent
fiscal years.

Loan Cancellation

The loan was cancelled by mutual agreement between New Zealand and
the Bank in May 1973 because fulfillment of the financial covenants of the
loan was not compatible with the freezing of rail rates adopted,as part of
its stabilization policy, by the Labor Government that had taken office in
1972. A very important background factor was the improved economic conditions
in the country.

The tariff increases in 1971 were insufficient to meet debt
service obligations or achieve the rates of return stipulated in the loan
agreement. In 1972, a Labor Party Government was elected in New Zealand.
The new administration responded to inflation problems with policies which
prohibited increases in rates for public services, at least during the
first term in office. Hence, rail tariffs remained the same, contrary to
stipulations in the loan agreement, and the Labor Government was prepared
to subsidize the expected losses. Thus, in 1972 and 1973, the railroads
actually lost money -- in contrast to an expected loss in 1971 followed
by a financial break-even in 1972 and a NZ$ 10 million net revenue in
1973 (see attached table). Net operating losses occurred during the period
and new borrowing increased the debt/equity ratio fram 10:90 to 19:81
between 1971 and 1973. Railway authorities anticipated that the losses
would continue for several years. Although there were only slight dif-
ferences between the actual and estimated revenues, actual expenses were
greater than those estimated due to inflation and wage escalation. Thus,
the Railway was in default of the Bank loan covenants since it had failed
to increase its tariffs as stipulated, thereby incurring heavy losses.
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In 1969, when the Loan was negotiated, the Government had projected
imminent balance of payments deficits. Except for a short period in 1970,
however, the country evidenced an economic boom and a strong balance of pay-
ments position which began to be reflected in the availability of ample
foreign exchange reserves. The major economic problem was inflation, rather
than balance of payments deficits. Furthermore, shortages in the inter-
national capital markets began to ease up after 1970 and credit was again
available at relatively favorable terms.

The balance of payments situation changed from a deficit to a
surplus for two major reasons. First, although Great Britain did join the
Common Market, New Zealand was able to negotiate a short-term trade agree-
ment in mid-1971 which assured her of the British markets for a while.
Secondly, although the predicted slump in wool did occur, no slump occurred
in meat. In fact, meat prices and total meat exports rose. The improvement
of the balance of payments situation is reflected in the following figures
(millions of US Dollars):l

1968 1970 1972

Total foreign exchange reserves at year-end 76 126 578

Balance of payments surplus (or deficit) 79 - 33 200

By the end of the first quarter of 1973, the reserves had grown to over one
billion dollars. Thus it appears that the basic underlying reason for loan
cancellation by the Borrower was that the balance of payments problem no
longer existed, and alternative sources of funds were readily available.
Furthermore, the structural changes in the economy were viewed as a long-term
problem not requiring immediate action. Hence, Bank financing was no longer
critical to the national investment program.

Discussions held between the Borrower and the Bank indicated that
the New Zealand Administration was prepared to cancel the loan. In a letter
to the Borrower, the Bank noted that the Railways were in default of the
covenants and stated that unless the Government and Railways could present
an alternative program to improve the Railways' financial position, the re-
mainder of the loan would be cancelled.

1/ Source: IMF. International Financial Statistics, Vol. XXVII No. 4,
Washington, D. C., April 1974.
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Although the Bank offered the Borrower the option of developing
alternative financial plans, the Borrower chose to cancel the loan. Appar-
ently, the Bank issued the letter mentioned above because the Railway was
not adhering to the loan covenants. In fact, the Borrower used the letter
as a "trigger" to cancel the loan, as was previously arranged in discussion
with the Bank.

Yet, the discussions leading up to the cancellation also reflected
concern within the Bank for any loan to a relatively prosperous country,
and for projects with railways which required Government subsidies to
operate. However, the main reason for the Bank's decision to accept the
loan cancellation was that one of the original purposes of the loan, assisting
New Zealand with its balance of payments difficulties, had become obsolete.

Although the loan was officially cancelled in May 1973, it was
agreed that the Bank would continue to provide advice to the transport policy
study team.

Use of Loan Funds

The total amount of the loan disbursed prior to cancellation was
US$ 5.5 million. These funds were used to partially finance parts which
were later assembled into rolling stock (approximately 1,700 wagons), work-
shop equipment and signalling devices, and approximately one-third of the
foreign exchange cost of the transport policy study.

The precise amount and nature of total project expenditures are
not known since loan cancellation terminated borrower reporting. However,
during the three fiscal years from 1970 to 1973, the New Zealand Railways'
capital expenditures were approximately US$ 71.9 million equivalent, repre-
senting 81% of the expenditures planned at appraisal. This amount (US$ 71.9
million) was financed by (i) New Zealand's own resources (US$ 48.8 million),
partly self-generated by the Railways and partly provided by the Government
in interest-free loans, (ii) supplier credits (US$ 16.9 million) and (iii)
IBRD loan funds (US$ 6.2million), of which US$ 2.8 million represented drawings
under Loan 438-NZ and US$ 3.4million drawings under Loan 725-NZ. The balance
of drawings under Loan 725-NZ was made in the financial year ending March 31, 1974.

Project implementation prior to cancellation proceeded without
major difficulties. The equipment purchasing was somewhat behind schedule,
but the transport policy study was carried out satisfactorily.
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Transport Policy Study

The transport study was included in the project at the Bank's
suggestion. The Bank had concluded that such a study was needed in New
Zealand and that it would be locally supported, in light of the increasing
recognition by the Government authorities of the problems caused by the
existing regulatory framework. No institutional problems were foreseen in
executing the study since the appropriate professional expertise was avail-
able in the aountry. The Bank utilized its wide experience to help in the
design of the study, assisted the Government in identifying appropriate
consultants, critically evaluated the progress of the study during its
execution, and is at present analyzing the final report. It is not implied
that the study would not have been made without Bank intervention. However,
at a minimum, the Bank hastened the initiation and completion of the study
and contributed transport model experience not available in New Zealand.

Although it is still premature to assess the impact of the study,
three areas of accomplishments can be identified. First, in transport
policy, the objective of the study was to recommend measures that would
result in better transport coordination. This objective is being met:
transport policy recommendations and policy papers have been prepared.
Moreover, the recommendations appear to be reasonable; for example, the
proposed abandonment of the 40-mile trucking restriction previously re-
ferred to.

Second, although an independent consulting firm completed the
study, the Government organized a counterpart team of eccnomists to work
with the consultants. Today, this team has become the nucleus of an
economic analysis division within the Ministry of Transport. Prior to
this study, the economic group consisted only of seven persons with limited
functions. Today there are 20 economists, some of whom are doing original
work in transport modeling and econometrics. The group has been useful,
not only to the Ministry of Transport, but also to other Government agencies,
by providing analytical ability as well as information on various economic
problems related to transportation.

Finally, a computer-based system of transport models was developed
to evaluate intermodal policies and served as the basis for the study. The
New Zealand transport model is another example of the Bank's continuing
support in developing methodology in transport sector policy analysis.
Previously, the Bank had supported the development of a transport model
in Colombia with the participation of Harvard University. The Bank is
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currently analyzing the methodological progress made in the development
of the New Zealand transport model and is preparing an evaluation of the

policy implications of the study. These analyses are expected to be com-

pleted in the near future.

Conclusions

The underlying justification for this project was to help New
Zealand overcome what at the time were considered to be serious balance

of payments difficulties. Thus, it is understandable that, when those

difficulties disappeared, the Borrower and the Bank agreed that the loan
should be cancelled. However, the cancellation has to be properly inter-

preted: under normal conditions, the Bank would probably not take such

an extreme step because the balance of payments position of a country im-

proved or, as in this case, because some of the loan covenants were not
being fulfilled. The decision to cancel the loan was taken because of

the marginal nature of New Zealand as a Bank borrower. Because of its

high level of development, the country qualified for Bank lending only
under extraordinary circumstances; when the loan was cancelled most of

those circumstances had disappeared. Thus, in retrospect, the decision

appears to be correct.

In spite of the particular evolution of this project, the Bank
did manage to make a positive contribution to the development of transport
in the country. Its promotion of the transport policy study, including
the application of a transport planning model, has been instrumental in
triggering a long-overdue reappraisal of the Government's regulatory policies
of the sector, and has helped bring into being the nucleus of a group that
is now capable of carrying out a permanent review of transport policies
in New Zealand.



NEW ZEALAND RAILWAYS

SUMMARY FINANCIAL STATEMENTS: 1970/71-1972/73
(NZ $ Millions)

1970/71 1971/72 1972/73
I. Summary Income Statement Est. Act. Est. Act. Est. Act.

Total operating revenue 104.5 102.9 120.1 120.9 136.8 133.3
Operating expenses (excl. depreciation) 100.3 103.9 106.9 117.4 112.3 128.2
Depreciation expenses 8.9 8.9 10.3 9.3 11.7 10.1
Total operating expenses 109.2 112.8 117.2 126.7 124.0 138.3
Net operating revenue (4.7) (9.9) 2.9 (5.8) 12.8 (5.0)
Non-operating revenue 2.3 1.5 1.7
Net revenue before fixed charges .7M) _.7) 2.9 (4.3) 12.8 (3.3)
Interest 2.1 2.1 2.1 2.5 2.8 2.6
Net income (1.8) _9.7) 0.2 (6.8) 10.0 (5.9)

Operating ratio (%) 104.5 109.6 97.6 104.8 90.6 103.8
Rate of return on net fixed assets (%) - - 0.9 - 3.6 -

II. Summary Cash Flow Statement

Cash Required
Investments in fixed assets 16.6 15.2 31.0 23.3 30.8 22.7
Interest on debts 2.1 2.0 2.7 2.4 2.8 2.7
Repayment of debts 2.5 3.0 2.9 3.9 4.2
Other -_ 7.7 5.4 1.9
Total cash required 21.2 24.9 36.7 34.0 37.5 31.5

Cash 'Available
Cash available at beginning of year 21.4 21.5 9.0 0.6 4.8 0.2
Net operating revenue before interest (loss) (4.7) (7.6) 2.9 (4.0) 12.8 (3.0)
Depreciation 9.0 8.9 10.3 9.3 11.7 10.1
External sources 5.0 2.4 18.2 28.0 14.5 26.7
Others (loss) 10.5) 0.3 1.1 0.3 (1.6) 0.1
Total cash available 30.2 25.5 41.5 34.2 42.2 34.1
Cash position at end of year 9.0 0.6 4.8 0.2 4.7 2.6

III. Summary Balance Sheet

Assets:
Current 28.2 22.3 23.3 26.5 23.6 29.4
Fixed (net) 332.9 331.4 353.6 342.7 372.7 354.3
Others 0.1 5.0 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
Accumulated operational losses 6.8 12.4
Total assets 361.2 358.7 377.0 376.1 396.4 396.2

Liabilities:
Current 8.7 6.1 8.9 8.2 7.6 6.7
Long-term 36.2 34.7 44.3 52.8 53.3 72.8
Others 0.1 0.1 0.1
Equity 316.2 317.9 323.7 315.1 335.4 316.7
Total liabilities and equity 361.2 358.7 377.0 376.1 396.4 396.2

Debt/Equity Ratio 0.14 0.13 0.16 0.19 0.18 0.25
Current Ratio 3.2 3.7 2.6 3.2 3.1 4.4
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PREFACE

IBRD Loans 487-GU and 545-GU, of 1967 and 1968, to the Guatemalan

Instituto Nacional de Electrificacion (INDE) were closed in December 1972

and November 1974, respectively. This performance audit evaluates both of

these loans, especially in light of their close relationship, which makes

review of one nearly impossible without a discussion of the other.

The report is based primarily on (a) the Project Completion Report
for Loan 487-GU issued by the Latin America and Caribbean Regional Office in

February 1974; (b) a review of the relevant material in the Bank files,

including the financial and engineering quarterly progress reports submitted

by INDE during the projects' construction, as well as the various consultant's

reports dealing with project feasibility and management reorganization;

(c) discussions with several members of the Bank staff who have been involved

with the projects; (d) a one-week mission undertaken in August 1974 to gather

basic data unavailable in the Bank, to visit plant sites and to discuss the

projects with the management and staff of INDE; and (e) INDE's comments on

an earlier draft of the report.

The valuable assistance provided by the Instituto Nacional de

Electrificacion, its General Manager and Senior Staff, by the Empresa
Electrica de Guatemala, and by the Infrastructure Department of the Consejo

Nacional de Planificacion Economica in Guatemala, is most gratefully acknowl-

edged.

Note: Currency Equivalent (quetzales)

1963-1974: Q 1.00 - US$ 1.00

Fiscal Year: January 1 - December 31
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SUMMARY

Loans 487-GU and 545-GU, both to the Instituto Nacional de

Electrificacion- (INDE), are the only two loans that the Bank has made for

power development in Guatemala. INDE, an autonomous Government agency which

began operations virtually from scratch in 1961, is now the principal bulk

power supply agency in the country, accounting for two-thirds of national

generation, but it also serves 45,000 direct retail customers, mainly in

small towns and some rural areas, and eight municipal distributors. It

sells about 85% of its production to Empresa Electrica de Guatemala (EEG),
a subsidiary of an American corporation until 1972 when it was purchased by

the Government,and its concession -- for distribution of energy in the

country's principal market, Guatemala City and neighboring towns, and genera-

tion from thermal plants built before 1965 -- was extended a further five

years, to 1977. The Bank's loans were mainly for the foreign exchange cost

of generation facilities required to meet the growing demand of this market

area and have in fact partly financed 110 MW of INDE's current total installed

capacity of 162 MW.

Due to difficulties Guatemala had had in settling a minor external

debt dispute, Loan 487-GU of March 1967 was the first Bank loan to Guatemala

since 1955 and was itself signed more than 18 months after the underlying
project had first been appraised. The main element in the project was the

60 MW Jurun-Marinala hydroelectric station, supplemented by a 12.5 MW gas

turbine to provide an early increment to system capacity. Both items,
together with related transmission lines and conversion of a sub-station to

a central dispatch center (decided after loan approval and largely financed

with funds saved from consultant services), were completed close to schedule.

The total project,as modified, cost only 12% more than the US$ 23.5 million
equivalent originally planned, and the Bank's US$ 15 million loan was fully

disbursed by December 31, 1972.

The second power loan, 545-GU, was signed in June 1968, only 15

months after the first. It was intended mainly for a 33 MW steam unit which

INDE had first suggested in mid-1966, the Bank had then questioned as an

unjustified emergency investment to reduce an expected period of shortage

prior to completion of Jurun-Marinala and finally, after prolonged discussion,

accepted for its long-term ability to provide base-load energy complementary

to the rather low plant-factor Jurun-Marinala. A flood in September 1969,
after civil works had already been started, revealed that its proposed site
(the same as that for the gas turbine) lay in an ancient river bed. Recom-
mencement of work at a new site, involving substantially greater civil works,
was the main factor causing a 22-month delay in completion of the unit, to
July 1972, and a 60% cost overrun. Operating problems have long prevented
the unit being run at more than 30-31 MW load and caused extended outages,
but the main supplier, AEG of Germany, recently agreed to rectify the plant
in return for retention payments previously withheld by INDE, and the only
remaining matter outstanding is how the interim increase in the dollar value
of total DM sums should be shared between the two enterprises. The Bank's
US$ 7 million loan became fully disbursed in November 1974.
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Due to delay in the Bank's first loan, the difficulties with the
steam unit and extended outages on some other plants for lack of spare
parts, INDE has had difficulty in meeting peak loads and the annual load
factor on the main system interconnecting EEG and INDE plants rose to as
much as 65% in 1973. The gaA turbine has fulfilled a crucial role under
these circumstances and has been heavily used. The additional investment
in Jurun-Marinala compared with an equivalent thermal plant was expected,
according to the appraisal report, to yield a return of a*cut 10% but will
in fact yield more, mainly due to the subsequent very large increase in
fuel prices. Given the delays in hydro-electric planning that had occurred,
the 33 MW steam unit was also probably the best system addition that could
be made at the time, and the investment is likely to come to yield a satis-
factory economic return to Guatemala, despite the expense of the site-
change and the delay in effective operation, in part because further delays
are occurring in construction of capacity to keep up with system load
growth.

INDE's financial performance -- with return to overall average
net fixed assets never exceeding 6% and dropping below 4% in 1973, compared
with the covenanted 9% level -- has been vrery disappointing. Net internal
self-financing of construction expenditures, which was not projected high
because of the small base and rapid growth of its systems, has fallen short
of expectations, actually reaching only 20% for instance for 1968-71, and
Government, instead of terminating financial support for the sector as
projected in the first appraisal, has had to continue to contribute between
33 and 40% of construction expenditures in the form of equity. The main
reason for poor financial performance is the organizational structure of
the sector, with the most lucrative market in the hands of EEG, under a
favorable concession and with strong political power, and the large capital
requirements, for expansion of bulk supply and system extension to new
areas, the responsibility of INDE. The Bank may have missed an opportunity
offered by the Government in 1966 to help create more satisfactory finan-
cial arrangements between the two companies; the problem has been significant
enough that a six-month delay to try to solve it at that propitious moment
would probably have been worthwhile, although the previous history of delay
due to the external debt dispute helps to understand why the Bank did not
choose this course.

INDE has accomplished a remarkable growth and its unit costs of
production, although quite high -- and much higher than projected by the
Bank's appraisal reports -- do not seem unreasonable compared with some
other producers. The Bank's insistence on retention of an accounting
advisor as a condition of the first loan and its emphasis on training --
especially of steam plant operators -- in connection with the second loan
have probably contributed a little to the growth of the organization. The
more major studies done at the suggestion of the Bank, and partly financed
by it -- on organization and planning/forecasting procedures by Interna-
tional Middle West Services Co. (IMWSCO) in 1968 and on power industry
regulation by a UN ECLA team in 1968-70 -- seem to have had little impact,
mainly because of lack of decisive action by INDE management on them and
their recommendations. INDE's External Auditor has continued to press
for implementation of the IMWSCO recommendations and the Bank could probably
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usefully have given him more regular and frequent support. The Bank has

not given INDE the extent of loan supervision service that a borrower is
normally deemed to warrant and that INDE's special difficulties might
particularly have justified. The Bank staff states that an explicit
decision to limit supervision was made around 1970-71 in light of a
strong feeling that INDE was not very receptive to Bank advice; it is
unclear how much this arose from a real lack of interest on INDE's part
and how much from the fact that the Bank had really 'lost' a number of
earlier technical arguments and from the very lack of deep contact itself
at a crucial stage-- there was only one officially so-designated supervision
mission in the three years following appraisal of the second loan in
October 1967.

But the most serious problems, in retrospect, to solution of which
the Bank could have contributed more -- though one might first have expected
more of INDE and the Guatemalan Government -- are the persisting fault in
the organization of the sector and the lack of follow-up to the hydroelec-
tric recommendations of the major power study carried out by Acres Interna-
tional in 1960-62 -nder Bank auspices as Executing Agent for the UN Special
Fund. Only 40% of capacity additions between 1962 and 1976 will in the
event have been hydroelectric, compared with 95% recommended by Acres -- and
this not because Acres was considered wrong, but because projects were not
prepared, except for one (Atitlan) which the Government eventually decided,
mainly for geological and ecological reasons, to shelve. One new hydroelec-
tric project is now under preparation, but INDE initiated only late in 1974,
with generous German technical and financial assistance, the Master Planning
exercise which the Bank had belatedly suggested in 1971. Amidst the many,
more minor problems the Bank appears to have given insufficient emphasis to
the basic structural one and the insufficient hydroelectric planning, and it
confined its efforts too frequently to INDE even when action had really to
be taken by the Government.



PERFORMANCE AUDIT REPORT ON

GUATEMALA FIRST AND SECOND POWER PROJECTS

(Loans 487-GU and 545-GU)

The Instituto Nacional de Electrificacion (INDE) has risen over the

thirteen years since it began operations late in 1961 to be the principal
bulk supplier of electricity in Guatemala, a country with a population of

some 6 million growing at 3.3% per year. INDE was established as an autono-

mous Government agency with a very broad future mandate to develop the
country's electric power resources but with direct control over only quite
minor existing power systems, totalling about 12 MW installed capacity,
transferred by the Government. By 1973 it had an installed capacity of about

162 MW, 70% of the country's total, and accounted for about two-thirds of

national generation of electricity but only about 5% of electricity disbribu-

tion. The latter function remains largely in the hands of the Empresa
Electrica de Guatemala (EEG) which was purchased by the Government from the
Boise Cascade Corporation (successor to American and Foreign Power) for
US$ 18 million in 1972 and had its original 50-year concession extended a
further five years to 1977. EEG has been and remains responsible for
virtually all electricity distribution in the Central Region (including
Guatemala City with its 1 million inhabitants), which accounts for about 85%
of the country's total consumption, and also generates about 30% of national
electricity production from thermal plants built before 1965. In other
major inhabited areas of the country -- the Western Region centering around
the industrial town of Quezaltenango, the minor Eastern Region 1/ including
the town of Zacapa,and the Atlantic Region based on Puerto Barrios (see map)
-- responsibility for distribution is shared between INDE and eight municipal
utilities which it has been helping to build up. Outside of these areas
electricity, where available, is supplied mainly by small municipal and
private companies. It is currently estimated that about 25% of the country's
total population have access to electricity, but only about 5% of those who
live in rural areas.

The Bank has made only two loans for electric power development in
Guatemala, in quick succession in 1967 and 1968 and both to INDE, but these
loans, mainly for generation, contributed to the costs of 110 of the 150 MW
added by INDE since its establishment, and the Bank has in fact been con-
tinually concerned with the development of the sector since 1960. As
Executing Agency for the U. N. Special Fund it was responsible for a compre-
hensive study of Power and Irrigation Development which was carried out by
Acres International in 1960-62. Acres covered the electric power sector
quite comprehensively and outlined a proposed national program of generation
and transmission development through 1976.

1/ The Eastern Region system was interconnected with the Central system in
1969 and a transmission link between the Central system and the more
significant Western Region system was due for completion in September
1974.
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The Bank was unable to participate in financing the initial projects

in the program due to a small but long-outstanding international debt dispute
(between Guatemala and some Belgian bondholders) which prevented any Bank

lending to the country between 1955 and 1966. However, late in 1964, in the

expectation that this dispute would soon be settled, the Bank did agree to

send a mission to discuss a possible power project. Concerned at finding
Guatemala favoring a hydroelectric project (Jurun-Marinala) rejected by Acres,

the Bank recommended an independent reassessment by a competent consultant.

When this study, by Harza,confirmed the Guatemalans' choice the Bank appraised

the project in May 1965.

Preparatory work continued, including complex negotiations between

INDE and EEG on a sales contract and on compensation to the latter for land

and water rights required to construct the proposed project, and bids were

called and received, but it was not until the middle of 1966 that a new

Government took office which was finally able to take the politically diffi-

cult step of paying off the foreign bondholders. Final negotiations for the

Bank's loan took place in October 1966 and it was approved by the Executive

Directors in January 1967, signed in March and became effective in November,

the dela)s being principally due to time required by INDE to fulfill various

conditions of loan signing and then by the Guatemalan Congress to approve
the loan.

Before this loan (487-GU) had become effective, but nearly one
year after the original request had been made, the Bank undertook two further

misions to appraise a steam plant originally intended to first fill an

expected gap in the country's generating capability before eventual commis-

sioning of Jurun-Marinala, but finally supposed to complement the latter

(with an expected plant factor of only about 35%) with base-load energy.
Negotiated in May 1968, a loan for this project was signed in June (Loan

545-GU), and became effective in December.

Intermittent discussions followed over the ensuing years on Bank
financing of a rural electrification project, eventually undertaken in 1971
with U. S. AID financial assistance, and of the next stage of generation
development. When the Government finally determined that a hydroelectric

scheme based on Lake Atitlan, which had been virtually the sole focus of
planning since the Acres report, should not be initiated so that INDE was
obliged to add a thermal plant instead, the Bank appraised, and negotiated a
loan for the project in 1972, but INDE eventually had to turn to a local bond
issue for financing after disputes on bid awards with both the Bank and its
own preferred supplier. The possibility of Bank participation in financing
a hydroelectric scheme on the Chixoy River, now envisaged as the next major
development, is presently under consideration.

Project Implementation

The 60 MW Jurun-Marinala hydroelectric scheme, which accounted for
nearly two-thirds of the projected and actual costs of the project financed
with Loan 487-GU, involves diversion of water by an earth dam across the
Michatoya River at Jurun, about 10 miles downstream from Lake Amatitlan, and
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its passage through a 12,000 ft. concrete-lined tunnel to a 9,000 ft. pen-
stock terminating in a power station located on de Pajal River about one

and one-fourth miles above its confluence with the Marinala River; main

storage is provided naturally by Lake Amatitlan, while there is daily regula-
tion capacity at Jurun; the head available between the intake at Jurun and

the power station discharge into the Pajal River is about 2,000 ft. The

scheme was implemented without major change from original design.

Apart from a decision, approved by the Bank in 1968, greatly to
expand works and installations under the project at Guatemala Sur substation,

so as to convert it to a dispatch center for the main (Central Region)
system, the principal physical change in the project between appraisal
expectations and actual achievements was a change in location of the thermal

units. Electro-Watt, INDE's consultants for this work, had recommended

installation of both the gas turbine envisaged under the first project, and

the 33 MW steam plant which was the main item under the second project at

the same site at Guacalate, near Escuintla, where INDE had installed its

first 12.5 MW gas turbine, completed in September 1965; in none of its

several appraisal missions does the Bank appear to have enquired into this
question. The Bank-financed gas turbine (also 12.5 MW rather than the 15 MW
mentioned in the appraisal report) was installed there by May 1968. But in

September 1969 a flood engendered by Hurricane Francelia engulfed the area,
which turned out to have been a former course of the Rio Guacalate, put the
gas turbines out of operation and damaged the civil works which had been
begun for the steam unit. An Electro-Watt study early in 1970 concluded
that the site of the units should be changed a few miles to Finca Mauricio,
to which the gas turbines were transferred and where work on the steam
station was duly recommenced, most of the civil works being accomplished by
INDE force account, by agreement with the Bank in face of the contractor's
high price demands and the difficulties and delays of re-bidding under the
circumstances.

In face of slower than expected demand growth in the Puerto Barrios
area (especially at Puerto Matias de Galvez),and shortage of capacity on the
Central System it was decided to procure three mobile diesel units of 1,350
kw each instead of the originally envisaged four 1,250 kw package units and
to install them initially in the Central Region, for transfer elsewhere after
completion of Jurun-Marinala; two are now in the Atlantic Region and one in
the Western Region.

The principal physical items built under each project, deir forecast
and actual costs and completion dates are summarized in the following table.
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First and Second Guatemala Power Projects: Costs and Schedules

Total Costs ($ mlns) Date of Completion

Expected Actual Increase Expected Actual

Loan 487-GU Project

Jurun-Marinala= 14.8 16.9 14% Jan. '70 Feb. '70

Escuintla Gas TurbineA 1.6 2.3 44% Dec. '67 May '68
138 kv Transmission Linea/ 1.1 1.3 20% June '69 May '71
Sub-stations on 138 kv Line- 0.3 3.0 900% n.a. n.a.

Diesel Units 1.4 0.8 -43% n.a. n.a.
Other Engineering Services 1.4 0.1 -93% - -

Contingencies 1.4 - - - - -

Interest during Construction 1.5 2.0 33% -

Total 23.5 26.4 12%

Loan 545-GU Project

Escuintla Steam Plant_/ 5.711/ 9.2-S 61% Sept. '70 July '72

Feasibility Studies 2.7 4.6 70% - -
Interest during Construction .Q Q 60%

Total 8.9 14.6 64%

a/ including engineering services
b/ including 10% contingencies
c/ excluding allowance for any additional payments

(not more than $200,000 at most) that may be made
to AEG on account of increase in the dollar value of
the ItM-denominated retention payments.

Further details of project costs are given in Annex Tables I and II.

Because of the delays which preceded the making of both loans, bids
for the major items were in before the final project cost estimates were put
together. Nonetheless, the facts that final cost overrun on Jurun-Marinala's
estimated cost (excluding contingencies) was only 14%, compared with low 7%
contingencies allowed, and that most of the additional overrun was due to the
prime contractor winning a US$ 498,000 bonus for early completion, indicate
good estimating. The very large increase in expenditure on sub-stations
under the first project was virtually entirely due to the changes in composi-
tion of works described above. The large cost overrun on the 33 MW steam
plant under the second project, as well as the smaller ones for the Escuintla
Gas Turbine and the 138 kv Transmission Line, were mainly the result of the
original mistake in plant-siting. The estimated actual costs include
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substantial additional items for purchase of the site at Finca Mauricio, site

preparation and civil works 1/ (costs originally expected to be low because

only extension of the existing Guacalate station was involved) and construc-

tion of a 10-mile pipeline to bring make-up water from Monte Maria whereas on-

site wells had been planned at Guacalate (although it is now thought that they

would have proved inadequate there, and that the Monte Maria scheme would have

been necessary anyway). Other items contributing significantly to the increase

in dollar costs for the steam plant were changes in relative currency valua-

tions (since the main supplier was AEG of Germany), changed specifications

for the make-up water treatment plant (serious errors had been made - apparently
by the foreign contractor involved and the general consultants - with regard to the

silica content of the water), additional engineering services connected with the

change in site and certain operational difficulties that have arisen with the plant.

These operating problems, which have been the subject of prolonged
dispute between AEG and INDE as to whether they result from deficiencies in

maintenance and operation or in design, have added significantly to the costs

imposed by the long delay in completion of construction, which was particu-

larly important from an operational point of view only for this item among
the major works financed under the two projects. The three 20 MW Jurun-

Marinala units were commissioned consecutively in December 1969, January and
February 1970 compared with appraisal report estimates of July 1969, October

1969 and January 1970, respectively; after nine months of operation excessive

wear was noticed on the Pelton turbines, a problem that the special consul-

tants called in by INDE attributed to poor quality of materials, and the

electrical-mechanical contractor (Brown Boveri of Germany) did agree in April

1971 to repair all three turbines free of charge and train INDE personnel to

make any necessary future repairs. The delay in completion of the transmis-

sion line appears long but this relates only to the sections linking with the

new Escuintla station, and supply of Jurun-Marinala power to Guatemala City

was not delayed for lack of transmission. But the 22-month delay on the

Escuintla steam plant mainly due again to the site change, was more serious,
and it has been followed by persistent operational problems limiting output

to 30-31 MW and causing frequent outages (on as many as 182 days in 1973
according to INDE). Through the end of 1973 it had generated only 227 million

kwh compared to the 777 million kwh projected in the appraisal report (see
Annex Table III-B). Recent settlement of the dispute and repair of the
machines by AEG should enable the plant to produce the full 33 MW in future.

Project Justification and System Planning

Available data on the growth and operation of the Central Region's
interconnected system, to which all the plant partially financed by the Bank
loans except for the Puerto Barrios diesels was destined, show that the delay
in fully effective operation of the Escuintla steam unit has had a clear cost
in terms of extra use of expensive gas turbine generation and that it may

1/ But there is no evidence that construction by force account increased
costs more than would anyway have been the case. The Bank's decision
on this score seems to have been wise.
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have somewhat constrained the growth of system load; but it is evident that

the cost has been nothing near so great as it would have been had the load

forecasts used in the appraisal reports not proved considerable overestimates.

Peak demand actually met is lagging as much as three years behind forecasts,

reaching only in 1973 the 136 MW projected for 1970, while throughout these

years there has been ostensible reserve capacity on the system of some 45-60

MW (see Annex Table III-A). But it is unclear how much this spare capacity
has actually been available; there have, for instance, been some lengthy
outages due to delays in getting spare parts. System annual load factor has

risen extremely sharply from about 54% in the mid-1960s to 60% in 1971 and

65% in 1973, which is probably partly indicative of significant load compres-
sion. But energy sales are also running nearly two years behind forecast,
showing a growth of only some 10% p.a. 1966-73 compared with the 12-13%

projected in the appraisal reports. One fear that the Bank had at the time

-- that the privately owned EEG might slow its rate of distribution expansion

and thereby inhibit sales of the power generated -- does not seem to have

been realized, and real GNP growth, at 5.5-6.0 annually, seems to have been

better than expected. It is possible that energy demand growth has also

suffered somewhat from poor performance with regard to plant availability,
but it seems more probable that the Bank gave insufficient weight in its

forecast to factors which it did nevertheless mention -- namely, the

importance of conversions from self-generation and of reductions of earlier

supply restrictions in explaining the high 14% annual rate of growth in

energy sales in the preceding period (1960-65). It is noteworthy that Acres,
referring to the same factors, had projected a drop-off in growth to 10%

annually over the period 1967-71, which has proved very accurate.

Just as the present prospect of shortage of generating capacity in

coming years -- due to delays in current plant additions -- means that the

steam unit will probably prove to have been an economically worthwhile

investment despite its high cost and delay between investment and realization

of full benefits, so the difficulties on this unit have added to the use and

the economic benefit of the plants financed under the first Bank project.

The gas turbine appears to have operated at a plant factor averaging as much

as 30% since its completion in May 1968.

It is hard, if not impossible, now to make a sound comparison
between Jurun-Marinala and the 40 MW El Canada, the proposed plant on the
Samala River with which it was mainly compared at the time and which was

rejected then mainly on grounds it would preempt a possibly more attractive
version of the long-discussed Atitlan scheme involving diversion of the
Samala into Lake Atitlan -- grounds which may no longer exist if Atitlan is
never to be built. Jurun-Marinala had a final cost (excluding transmission
and interest during construction) of $282/kw, moderately high at the time
for a scheme with a plant factor of only some 30-35% (and only 25-30% if
account is taken of the sacrifice in energy production at EEG's then-existing
downstream plants on the Michatoya River that was involved by diversion of
water at Jurun), but this actual cost was well within the range of costs of
plants (then only at the pre-feasibility-study stage) that Acres had positively
recommended and it was substantially less than the $450/kw which Acres itself
had put on the Jurun-Marinala scheme in their studies concluding against it.
While many of the projects which they were recommending were expected to
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have plant factors of around 50%, all of them would have involved substan-

tially more transmission than Jurun-Marinala. In practical terms, moreover,

the only project sufficiently prepared at the time that it might have been

built to nearly the same time schedule, was El Canada and, given the hopes of

the period to develop an improved Atitlan scheme precluding it, this alone

might be considered sufficient reason for postponing it. As regards compari-

son with thermal plants, the Bank's appraisal report cited a return to the

extra investment required to build Jurun-Marinala (assuming $200/kw for

thermal capacity) of 10%, and a similar calculation today -- in light of

actual construction costs very close to forecast, the high actual cost of

Escuintla steam plant ($279/kw) and, particularly, recent fuel price trends --

would yield a higher return.

While the Bank might be criticized, especially in light of actual

construction delays, for tardiness and inconsistency in its handling of INDE's

proposal for the steam plant in 1966-67, 1/ 2/ it is clear that the much more

serious and costly deficiency in Guatemala's power planning has been the

small amount of work undertaken to prepare hydroelectric projects. On the

basis of their investigations in the early 1960s and using then-prevailing
fuel prices, Acres found that hydro energy could be generated in Guatemala

for a cost of USq 0.3-0.5 per kwh, compared with thermal at US4 1.00 per kwh,

and one of their principal conclusions was that "For the 15-year period under

review it was found that there would not be any economic justification for

the installation of additional thermal capacity in the proposed Central

1/ INDE appears to have first raised this possibility with the Bank in July
1966. In September the Bank officially wrote to point out the need for a
separate system planning study of the proposal. INDE, concerned about
prospective capacity shortage, quickly contracted such a study and sent
it to the Bank on February 6, 1967. Not till May 5, after INDE had com-
plained, did the Bank come back with its critical comments -- which it
then appears to have withdrawn in the course of a technical mission the
following month, more as a result of fuller consideration of the
Guatemalans' point of view and of important features of the system (such
as the low plant factor of Jurun-Marinala and of Atitlan as then planned)
than because of changes in underlying facts. The project was finally
appraised in September-October 1967, almost one year after INDE's first
documented application to the Bank for financial assistance for the project.

2/ Criticism on this score would moreover have to be tempered by recognition
that, because of the mistake in plant-siting revealed only by the hurricane
in September 1969, an earlier commencement on the project would probably
have resulted only in even higher costs (more would have been destroyed
at Guacalate) and no earlier completion.
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System." 1/ Their recommended program for 1962-76 envisaged addition of
224,000 kw of generating capacity, of which 95% hydroelectric, including
11 new hydroelectric stations. What will actually have been added over this
period is about 195,000 kw (including the 50,000 kw unit now under construc-
tion), of which less than 40% is hydroelectric. The reason for this is not
that Acres' broad conclusions were ever found to be wrong -- recent fuel
price trends would, moreover, clearly strengthen them -- but that thermal
plants have repeatedly had to be added because there was insufficient time
left to do anything else to meet the load.

Between the Acres study in 1960-62 and the Bank's first loan in
1967, and despite Acres' recommendations to get ahead with further studies
and in particular to establish in INDE a hydrological department to fill the
serious data gap they had found, little hydroelectric planning work seems to
have been done except on Jurun-Marinala and- on Atitlan -- with the latter
still remaining far from being ready for execution, partly because of its
size and more because of the many disputed variations on the basic scheme
that were possible. The Bank's own appraisal report was somewhat equivocal
on the matter of planning, mentioning in the introductory part that INDE's
"general manager and key personnel lack experience in the electricity supply
industry, and INDE will require assistance from consultants qualified in
system planning, engineering and design, rate studies and in negotiating
major sales contracts", but including in the project description only items
for "consultants' services for organization and management in addition to
those directly related to the design and supervision of construction".
Documents in the Bank's files indicate that the fairly large amount (US$ 1.8
million) provided against this item in the List of Goods under the Bank's
loan did include US$ 100,000 for studies on Atitlan (added at a late stage in
project preparation, in October 1966) and also a certain amount for manage-
ment studies which were to avoid actually doing planning work but to include
a review of planning and forecasting procedures and preparation of recommenda-
tions for their improvement. This management study was carried out, but it
was in the end the only work relating to planning to be financed under the
loan. INDE was fortunate enough to receive bilateral technical assistance
for feasibility work on Atitlan in the form of free studies by the Austrian
Verbund-Plan and the French Sofrelec.

The appraisal mission for the Bank's second loan urged that Atitlan
be examined in wider system context, including consideration of the possibility
of interconnection with El Salvador, and the second loan included $2 million
for studies -- but all for definitive work on Atitlan. These studies were
expected to start by September 1968 but, apparently due to INDE's delays, the
contract was finally not signed until December 1969 -- a few months before
serious talk began of the need to postpone construction of the project pending
full review of possible adverse ecological consequences. Serious attention

1/ Acres International Limited, "Republic of Guatemala: Instituto Nacional
de Electrificacion: Power and Irrigation Study, Vol. II, Power Section"
(September 1962), p. 65.
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does not appear to have been given at any time in this period to the need to

consider alternatives to Atitlan until December 1970, when Government

officials raised the point with the Bank. By June 1971 the Bank was strongly
urging studies of an alternative hydroelectric project and, for the first

time since the Acres study, the preparation of a Master Plan for Guatemalan

power development. The studies on Atitlan were cut short and loan funds were

reassigned in December 1971 for studies of the Chixoy hydroelectric project
and preparation of a Master Plan, but they were insufficient for the latter.

By this time it was anyway too late to make the next major project a hydro-
electric one, and preparation of a thermal project now under construction

had already begun.

INDE asserts that the delay in Master Planning in recent years has

been entirely due to lack of funds and that it is solely thanks to the

generosity of German technical and financial assistance provided that it has

now become possible, in November 1974 to make a major start.

Financial Performance

While INDE has adhered to the Loan Agreement covenants relating to
its debt and capital-structure, its financial performance has been very
disappointing compared with expectations and it has not been able to meet the

rate of return covenants agreed with the Bank. Under Loan 487-GU INDE was to

earn a 10% rate of return on average net fixed assets in operation in the

Central Region through 1970, and a 9% rate of return over the entire system
thereafter. Under Loan 545-GU the covenanted 9% return overall was expected

one year earlier (i.e. starting with 1970). Instead the overall rate of

return has never exceeded 6% and fell below 4% in 1973 (see Annex Table V);
the covenants were met only in 1969, when the rate of return in the Central
Region was 10.3%. As a proportion of construction expenditures, net internal
cash generation was 17% for the 1967-70 period compared with 17.4% projected

under the first loan, and 20.5% for the 1968-71 period compared with 25.6%

projected under the second loan -- despite actual total investment being much

less than projected in both periods (Annex Table VIII). Government contribu-

tions to capital expenditure, instead of terminating with 1969 as projected
in the Bank's appraisal of the first project, have risen to around 40% of the
annual total, amounting to more than US$ 4 million equivalent for instance in
1973.

Comparison between forecast and actual income statements (Annex
Table V) suggests that the problem results mainly from higher costs of produc-
tion and lower sales than forecast; unit prices have generally been above the
forecast level, and inflation has not been a major problem in Guatemala (the
official wholesale price index, for instance, was by 1972 only 15% above its
level in 1965). If unit costs had been held at the forecast level annual
rates of return would have nearly reached the covenanted minimum. The top
portion of Table 2 compares actual and forecast unit costs of production for
INDE's operations as a whole and shows that the main deviation has been on
costs of Administration, Operation and Maintenance, which have always been
substantially higher than forecast and have in recent years been more than
double projected levels.
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The Bank, in its internal memoranda during the execution of the project,

tended to put main emphasis on these deviations of operating costs from appraisal

projections. Yet, while there are surely economies and improvements in efficiency
which could be made (for instance INDE's total employment, at about 3000, is
considered high for an entity with its responsibilities), it is not clear

that these unit costs are unreasonable compared with other countries.

Unit Costs of Electric Power Supplya/
(USq per kwh sold)

1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973

INDE Total (mainly bulk supply)

Forecast: Admin, 0 & M 0.72 0.61 0.42 0.39 0.33 0.32
Fuel 0.67 0.38 0.50 0.50 0.29 0.31
Depreciation 0.42 0.40 0.30 0.31 0.30 0.27

Total 1.81 1.39 1.22 1.20 0.92 0.90

Memo: Total sales. Gwh (78) - (115)(231) (285) (451) (551)

Actual: Admin, 0 & M 0.90 0.83 0.54 0.69 0.64 0.67 0.74 0.74
Fuel 0.60 0.43 0.63 0.49 0.15 0.25 0.34 0.44
Depreciation 0.21 0.34 0.31 0.35 0.39 0.43 0.40 0.38

Total 1.71 1.60 1.48 1.53 1.18 1.35 1.48 1.56

Memo: Total sales, Gwh (79) (124) (215) (245) (353) (370) (432) (519)

Total customers, thousands (16) ( 16) ( 17) ( 23) ( 26) ( 31) ( 37) ( 45)

Guatemala Total QNDE and EEGSA excl. Municipal Utilities)

Total 2.15 2.02 2.07 2.11 2.22

of which Admin, Operation and Mtce 1.00 1.15 1.15 1.10 1.10

Memo: Total sales, Gwh (492) (539) (578) (651) (721)

Total customers, thousands (135) (145) (157) (171) (187)

Guatemala City and Environs (Central Region)

INDE 0.52 0.50 0.59 0.67 0.73
EEGSA 1.48 1.33 1.31 1.23 1.20

2.00 1.83 1.90 1.91 1.93

of which Admin, Operation & Mtce. 1.05 1.00 1.00 0.92 0.84
of which INDE 0.16 0.21 0.22 0.25 0.22

Memo: Total sales, Gwh (461) (502) (532) (597) (660)

Total customers, thousands (112) (119) (126) (134) (142)

a/ excluding interest costs.

Source: Annex Table V and EEGSA Annual Report 1973
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Inter-country comparisons of electricity production costs are always diffi-

cult but whatever data are available do not indicate that administration

and operation costs are greatly higher in Guatemala than on roughly similar

systems at a corresponding stage in their development. As shown in the

bottom portion of Table 2, unit costs of administration and operation for

supply to Guatemala City and environs (the Central Region) have come down

fairly steadily over the last five years, as would be expected with growing
scale of operations, and reached US( 0.84 in 1973, exactly the same (after

adjustment for inflation) as they were for the more compact but entirely
thermal system of the Singapore Public Utilities Board in 1962 when its kwh

sales were about the same but it had 15% fewer customers. Systems compara-
ble with the overall INDE/EEG operation are more difficult to find but it

is noteworthy that the National Electricity Board of Malaysia appears to

show consistently higher overall unit costs of production, while more

detailed figures for the smaller but neighboring Honduras system of Empresa
Nacional de Energia Electrica (ENEE), also with national responsibilities,
show expenses for administration, operation and maintenance of USc 1.25 per
kwh sold in 1973 (sales 328 million kwh to 73,000 customers) compared with

the Guatemalans' UScq 1.10 in the same year, indicating some scale economies

to INDE/EEG if not as much as might be expected.

While the Bank's appraisals seem to have been somewhat unrealistic
in their projections of costs of meeting Central Region demand (partly
probably due to poor basic data provided, due to accounting deficiencies) a
more serious error was their neglect, from this point of view, of INDE's

responsibilities elsewhere in the country. It was formally agreed, in nego-
tiations for both loans, that INDE would limit capital expenditures "outside

the projects" (largely corresponding to expenditures on the other smaller
systems, outside Central Region) to US$ 500,000 equivalent p.a., but this
seems to have been observed by INDE more in the breach than in the observance;
after the second loan was made the Bank seems to have given up trying to
insist on it; and the Government appears to have always been ready to support
substantially higher non-project expenditures. After 1968 the Bank demon-
strated considerable readiness to help prepare a new project involving works
outside the Central Region but INDE never showed inclination to get the
necessary studies done, although substantial investment in "rural electrifi-
cation" has now been accomplished in the last two or three years with U.S.
AID support. At appraisal time the Bank did usefully insist on better
contracts being reached between INDE and the two municipal distributors it
was then supplying (excluding, for example, the large quantities of free
energy previously supplied), but the problem which actually materialized,
and added to INDE's financial difficulties, was serious delays in payment of
accounts, particularly by some of these municipalities and some Government
bodies; accounts receivable doubled between 1966 and 1967 and again by 1973
(see Annex Table VI), to reach US$ 2 million equivalent, and the large
majority of them relate not to sales to EEG but to other bodies, totalling
only US$ 2.4 million equivalent in 1973.

The Bank adjusted its advice to these financial problems as they
arose, urging efforts to recover arrears and to increase tariffs in a timely
manner to cover higher than expected costs, but with only limited effect.
Because they were still higher than retail prices in Guatemala City and environs
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it was not felt politically possible to raise tariffs to the municipal
companies and direct retail consumers outside the Central Region, even
though they barely covered INDE's direct costs (excluding capital charges)
after 1967. As for EEG, it was making a return on average net fixed assets
in operation of about 14% throughout the period, paying dividends on its
common stock rising from 12% in 1965 to nearly 25% by 1971-72, and still
financing most of its investment out of retained earnings, but it refused,
as it was apparently entitled to do under the rather easy terms of its con-
cession. to absorb internally any INDE tariff increase. Noting that the
problem was more one of poor distribution of revenues between supply agencies
than of excessively low prices to the final consumer, and accepting the
political constraint to reducing EEG's rate of return to more reasonable
levels even after it had been ,taken over by Government (a very small share of
ownership remained with private shareholders whose interests had apparently
to be protected), the Bank agreed with the Guatemalan authorities in 1972 a
system whereby Government dividends from its holding in EEG would be trans-
ferred, after servicing the debt incurred to buy the stockholding, to INDE in
sufficient quantity to compensate the latter's net income shortfall from the
agreed 9% level. Some transfers of this nature have indeed been made, but
not sufficient, when added to the 4-5% direct return earned by INDE in 1972-
73 to meet the 9% minimum target.

In retrospect it appears that the Bank, in its understandable haste
finally to make the first loan after the long delays that had surrounded its
preparation, may have missed an opportunity in 1966 to have avoided these
problems in the financial relations between INDE and EEG, with their consider-
able costs to Guatemala. The question had been raised within the Bank whether
a long-term contract between INDE and EEG for supply of the power to be
produced with the Bank-assisted investments should be insisted on as a condi-
tion of the proposed first loan. Very conscious of the weak bargaining
position in which such insistence would place INDE vis-a-vis EEG, the Bank
decided to insist only on finalization of the contract for supply from INDE
plants already completed. Prudent within a scenario confined to these two
companies, this decision may well have been unfortunate in a wider framework
taking account also of what the Government could do, for it is recorded in
the official minutes of an internal Bank meeting on October 28, 1966 that
"The Bank had learned from the Finance Minister that the Government was
prepared to enact legislation regulating power rates, covering both generating
and distributing margins, in the event that the proposed "interim" sales
contract could not be settled by the end of October. The Government was
already thinking in terms of 10% rate of return for both the generating and
distributing companies, and was prepared to pass such legislation if necessary
to facilitate obtaining the Bank loan." Used at the time as an argument for
not worrying about the long-term INDE-EEG contract, these points suggest in
retrospect that firm action at the time might have helped Guatemala substantially,
although Bank staff now suggest that the quoted statement may have been unduly
optimistic in light of the lack of Government action on the matter since that
time, and that Bank Management would anywayhavehad difficulty pressing an issue
which might have adversely affected the concession of a foreign-3wned company.
In view of the strength which the Government that took office in mid-1966 had
already shown and the fact that project construction was subsequently able to go
firmly ahead despite the long delay (until November 1967) in the actual
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availability of Bank funds) it is hard to argue that it would not have been worth

taking say up to another six months (or, even better of course, to have initiated

action earlier) to see if a solution could not be found to a problem that was to

be so preoccupying in later years. Clearly the action that was taken did not

justify the breadth of the claim that was made verbally to the Bank's Executive

Directors on the presentation of the second loan, that "related to our loans are

aiso the agreements for the sale of INDE's power to Empresa Electrica de Guatemala

under conditions which assure satisfactory rates of return to both institutions";
such agreements as there were proved quite inadequate to this purpose.

Institutional Development

INDE has been responsible for construction and subsequent operation

of virtually all major additions to Guatemala's power generating capacity

since 1965, it has taken over from EEG responsibility for day-to-day control

and dispatch of the Central interconnected system and it has increased its

outlying municipal customers from 2 to 8 and its direct retail consumers from

13,000 in 1965 to 45,000 by the end of 1973, a much faster rate of increase

in service than EEG. These are substantial achievements for an entity that

was dependent on Government operating subsidies through 1965 and that the Bank

clearly characterized, in its first appraisal report, as "not capable of

satisfactorily undertaking and managing the project" -- without the substan-

tial consultant assistance which INDE had undertaken to obtain.

These consultants, arrangements for whose retention was to be a

condition precedent even to signing of the loan, were described in the

appraisal report as follows:

"(1) suitable management consutt-ants, acceptable to the Bank

and under terms of reference agreed with the Bank, to assist

in developing an effective organization structure; to advise

on changes required in the accounting system and to advise on

system planning, engineering and design and contract negotia-

tions... , and
(2) a suitably qualified expert for the purpose of assisting

the Government and INDE in the establishment of a rate regula-

tory agency and in the training of the necessary staff."

INDE proceeded to make arrangements with an individual from Peat, Marwick,

Mitchell and Co. for the accounting work and with Sofrelec for advice on

organizational structure and on planning and forecasting procedures and it had

the respective terms of reference cleared with the Bank. For the studies of

power industry regulation it made an arrangement with UN ECLA. Sofrelec with-

drew unexpectedly in October 1967, before it had actually signed the contract,

and so arrangements along similar lines were made with International Middle

West Services Co (IMWSCO) of the United States. About $100,000 of Loan 487-GU

seems to have been spent for the two-man IMWSCO team which carried out its

study from January to December 1968 and on the accounting assistance.

It is unclear how much has actually been achieved by these studies.

Most was probably accomplished on the accounting side: the new system, worked

out on the model of the U.S. Federal Power Commission, was applied starting

January 1, 1968 and, despite problems in its early application, INDE's accounts

do seem to have improved, although many difficulties of inconsistency from year

to year, problems of valuation of assets, liabilities and inventories, and

others remain, which INDE's Guatemalan External Auditor is helping to overcome.
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The IMWSCO team produced, as required, six basic reports, together
with ten supplementary ones. Their most important recommendations were:

(a) that INDE decentralize responsibility (especially for

purchases, payments, and hiring) to allow top management to

concentrate on improving its overall guidance as well as to

reduce redundant decision-making time;

(b) that INDE's "charter" (Decree 287) be changed to allow

management representatives on the Board of Directors and

relieve that body of any day-to-day burdens;

(c) that functions and subfunctions be more clearly defined

and reorganized along more efficient lines;

(d) that the information system -- accounting and operating

data -- be standardized to reduce confusion and unnecessary

paperwork; and

(e) that more emphasis be given to personnel development and

safety.

IMWSCO's contract was not extended to implement the reorganization, and not

much seems to have been done along the recommended lines, although INDE's

External Auditor urged in 1970 that a high-level executive be placed in charged

of implementing the recommendations and still persistently refers in his report

each year to the need to act on the IMWSCO report. Some of the suggestions

may have been too expensive for a small entity to implement immediately (e.g.

the detailed and extensive reporting procedures, appointing three Assistant

Managers instead of one). One additional Assistant Manager has eventually been

appointed. INDE's statutes were never changed, and it is uncertain whether

some of the more useful ideas concerning planning, forecasting and cost control

will ever be implemented.

As regards power industry regulation, the ECLA team produced various
reports, and the Bank pressed INDE for more and for decisions as to what
should be done about them, but it is not clear that any such decisions were
made or anything done. The Government decision in 1972 simply to extend EEG's
concession unchanged for a further five years has been explained on the ground
that this time was necessary to enable decisions to be reached about how the
power sector could best be organized.

No additional "institution-building" components were included in
the second Bank project; several of the studies mentionsd above were in fact
only just getting underway at the time this project was negotiated, and anyway
the appraisal report declared that there were "no substantial shortcomings in
INDE's present organization." The report did however give attention for the
first time to training needs -- particularly for operators for the new steam
station -- and, although no funds were included in the loan to cover the cost
of such training, some minor reallocations of funds were approved at a later
date for this purpose.
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Conclusions

Bank Loans 487-GU and 545-GU have played a large part in the
expansion of Guatemala's power supply over the last ten years and in enabling
INDE to become the major institution in the power sector. All the major
items envisaged in the projects have been successfully completed. The
principal component, the hydroelectric project accounting for 40% of Bank
funds lent and of combined projects' costs, was completed particularly close
to original cost estimates and time schedule. INDE has been providing a
power supply of moderate quality at costs that are fairly high compared with
systems in other countries, but not unreasonable. Its financial performance
has however been poor and the key financial covenant under the Bank's loans
has been repeatedly broken, mainly due to difficulties in the organization
of the sector.

Power planning has been very poor, despite the fact that the Bank's
first involvement with the Guatemalan power sector was as Executing Agency
for a UNSF-financed comprehensive planning study. The study seems to have
had many merits, but little effect on what was done. Major planning mistakes
have occurred at several levels. Gas-turbine and steam units financed under
the Bank loans had to be expensively relocated because of a mistake in site-
selection. Exploitation of the country's hydroelectric potential has been
slow mainly because of the insufficiency of hydroelectric planning and too
exclusive emphasis of whatever work was gradually done on a single project
which Government eventually felt had to be dropped for various reasons,..
mainly geological (cracks in the lake, volcanic aspects, deep underground.
earthquakes) and ecological. The organization of the sector, particularly
its financial structure, remains poor, with the most lucrative market in the
hands of one company, without other responsibilities, and all the costly jobs
of building supply capacity and extending the system to new areas in the
hands of another entity; for lack of decisive planning in the interim, this
situation had to be prolonged another five years even when EEG's concession
fell in in 1972.

On all of these problems one can point to measures that the Bank
took and to opportunities that it held out to INDE. It insisted on feasi-
bility studies of the various thermal units and the use of consultant
engineers for project design and construction supervision. It included funds
in both loans for project planning, and there is no reason to think it would
not have accepted that part of them be devoted to other hydro projects beyond
Atitlan -- as it did in 1971. It financed technical assistance to INDE's own
planning and forecasting work. And, although it did not place as great
emphasis on organizational rationalization as in some other cases involving
multiple companies (e.g. Bucaramanga, Colombia in the early 1950s and Buenos
Aires in the early 1960s), it did urge the Government and INDE in 1966 to
develop the regulatory function and it pressed INDE for action on the studies
done. INDE, often very lax about progress reporting, preparing the action
timetables promised to the Bank or trying to make best use of the consultant
services provided, failed to take full advantage of the opportunities offered.
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But the case does suggest ways in which the Bank could have helped

more. First, the Bank's own perspective does not seem to have been very good

in this case: the two problems which stand out in retrospect, the insuffici-

ency of hydroelectric planning and the poor organizational 
structure at the

sector level, both of which could have been identified from the Acres report,

do not seem to have got enough attention relative to other problems such as

INDE accounting, organization, non-project investment, other borrowing; and

there is no evidence of the Bank clearly pointing out the need to get ahead

with broader hydroelectric data collection and planning and to have eggs in

more than one basket, nor of its drawing attention to the need to have a new

,organizational structure ready for the time when the foreign 
concession ended.

Rather it seems to have allowed itself to be taken by surprise on these issues,

for instance, the decisions to postpone Atitlan and to buy EEG. Second,

project supervision by the Bank seems to have been more 
irregular, partial and

short than might have been planned for the case of such a weak 
borrower as was

described in the appraisal reports, so cheaply accessible from Washington.

Over the three years starting with the appraisal of the second loan in October

1967 there was only one officially so-designated project supervision mission,

in November 1968 (there were in addition a few fleeting one-man visits in 
con-

nection with the project), and no supervision report on file from any period

deals with actual system operation or, in a comprehensive way, with loan

covenants; the lack of regular follow-up to supervision missions exacerbated

the problem resulting from INDE's failure to provide timely reports or to keep

to promises about making decisions. This shortage of any deep contact, as well

as the fact that the Bank had not been proved correct in several of the 
technical

arguments that it had earlier espoused (e.g. on Jurun-Marinala vs. El Canada

and the need for the steam plant) may help to explain not only why the Bank seemed

to show rather poor perspective in this case but also why it formed the opinion

that INDE was not a very cooperative borrower and hence apparently decided

around 1970-71 that supervision, for this particular borrower, should not attempt

to include the provision of technical assistance - of course a wise decision if

the circumstances were such that technical assistance could not be expected to

be useful. Third, the Bank seems to have aimed its efforts too much at INDE

and too little, especially given the sectoral organization prevailing, at the

Government, not taking advantage of the latter's offer in 1966 to pass legislation

regulating the division of revenues between the two companies, not pursuing the

Government for its failure to fulfill either of the two commitments it made in

connection with the first loan (enabling INDE to achieve a reasonable rate of

return and establishing an independent Tariff Regulatory Agency) and seldom

taking up issues with Government even when INDE pointed out that it was powerless

to act alone.



Annex Table I

LOAN 487-GU
INSTITUTO NACIONAL DE ELECTRIFICACION

GUATEMALA

FORECAST AND ACTUAL PROJECT COSTS
(in millions of US$ equivalent)

Appraisal
Estimate Actual % Increase

FX LC Total FX LC Total FX LC Total

Jurun Marinala* 8.6 6.2 14.8 8.9 8.0 16.9 3.5 29 14.2

Escuintla Gas Turbine* 1.4 0.2 1.6 1.7 0.6 2.3 21.4 200 43.8

Diesel Units* 1.0 0.4 1.4 0.5 0.3 0.8 -50 -25 -42.9

138kV Transmission Lines
and Substations*

Transmission Line 0.62 0.47 1.09 0.74 0.57 1.31 19.4 21.3 20.2
Guatemala Sur Sub-

station 0.27 0.03 0.30 0.82 1.53 2.35 203.7 5000 683.3
Mauricio Substation - - - 0.20 0.44 0.64 -

Subtotal 0.89 0.50 1.39 1.76 2.54 4.30 97.8 408 209.4

General Management and
Engineering Services 0.8 0.6 1.4 0.1 - 0.1 -87.5 - -92.9

Contingencies 0.8 0.6 1.4 - - - - - -

Interest during Con-
struction 1.5 - 1.5 2.0 - 2.0 33.3 - 33.3

Total 15.0 8.5 23.5 15.0 11.4 26.4 - 34.1 12.3

FX - Foreign Exchange Costs.
LC - Local Costs.
*Including engineering services.



Annex Table II

LOAN 545-GU
INSTITUTO NACIONAL DE ELECTRIFICACION

GUATEHALA

FORECAST AND ACTUAL PROJECT COSTS
(in thousands of US$ equivalent)

Appraisal Estimate Estimated Actuall'
Foreign Local Total Foreign Local Total % Increase

1) Steam Plant

Civil Works 820 730 1,550 711 2,074 2,785 80%
Equipment 3,050 330 3,380 4,319 1,352 5,671la 68%
Consultant Services 174 45 219 239 502 741 238%
Contingencies 380 130 510 - - -

4,424 1,235 5,659 5,269 3,928 9,197 63%

2) Atitlan Study 2,076 665 2,741 651 1,722 2,373 -13%

3) Study of Other Projects! - - - 666 1,515 2,181

4) Interest during Construc-
tion 500 - 500 500 378 878 +76%

7,000 1,900 8,900 7,086 7,543 14,629 +64%

a/ including allowance for retention payments yet to be paid to main equipment contractor.
b/ Chixoy and steam station.



Annex Table III-A
INSTITUTO NACIONAL DE ELECTRIFICACION

ERPRESA ELECTRICA DE GUATEMALA

Forecast and Actual Operating Capacity

Central System Average Annual
Growth Rate

1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 %

FORECAST LOAN 487-GU

Installed Capacity
- Hydro a/ (Mw) 26 26 26 56 76 96
- Steam (Mw) 30 30 30 30 30 30
- Gas turbine (Mw) 25 25 40 40 40 40
- Diesel (Mw) 9 9 9 9 9 9

Total (Mw) 90 90 105 135 155 175 14.2

Peak Demand (Mw) 85 95 107 120 135 150 12.0

Gross Reserve Capacity (Mw) 5 -5 -2 15 20 25

FORECAST LOAN 545-GU

Installed Capacity b/
- Hydro (Mv) 26 26 26 46 86 86 86 178~
- Steam (Mw) 30 30 30 30 61 61 61 61
- Gas turbine (Mw) 25 25 37 37 37 37 37 37
- Diesel (MW) 9 9 9 9 9 9 9

Total (Mw) 90 90 102 122 193 193 193 285 17.9

Peak Demand (Mw) 86 90 100 117 136 154 176 212 13.8

Gross Reserve Capacity (Mw) 4 0 2 5 57 39 17 73

ACTUAL '

Installed Capacity
- Hydro (Mw) 26 26 26 26 88 88 88 88
- Steam (Mw) 30 30 30 30 30 30 61 61
- Gas turbine (Mw) 25 25 37 37 37 37 37 37
- Diesel (Mv) 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9

Total 90 90 102 102 164 164 195 195 11.7

Peak Demand (Mw) 86 88 95 105 116 119 128 136 7.9

Gross Reserve Capacity (Mw) 4 2 7 -3 48 45 67 59

I/ Includes planned cosmissioning of 2 x 20 Mw units at Jurun Marinala and consequent
reduced effective capacity of the El Salto and San Luis Hydro units in 1969.

b/ Includes SOFRELEC estimate of Atitlan capacity (92 Mw).
c/ Temporary installation of Puerto Matias de Galvez diesel units.
d/ Actual figures include the capacity (about 2Mw of hydro) and demand of the Eastern

System, which was interconnected with the Central System in 1970.



Annex Table III-B

INSTITUTO NACIONAL DE ELECTRIFICACION

EKPRESA ELECTRICA DE GUATEMALA

Forecast and Actual Generation and Sales (Gwh)

Central System Average Annual
Growth Rate

1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 _______

FORECAST LOAN 487-GU

Generation by EEG
- Hydro 68 68 68 30 30 30

- Steam 240 240 240 230 230 220

- Gas turbine 30 40 50 40 40 30

- Diesel 10 15 15 15 10 10
Total 348 363 373 315 310 290 -3.7

Generation by INDE
- Hydro 14 55 55 185 245 345

- Steam - -) 82 93 107 118
- Gas turbine 43 34)
- Diesel - - - - - -

Total 47 89 137 278 352 463 60.4

TOTAL GENERATION 395 452 510 593 662 753 13.8

Total Sales 345 390 440 500 560 630 12.8

Losses () 13% 14% 14% 16% 15% 16%

FORECAST LOAN 545-GU

Generation by EEG
- Hydro 68 48 5 5 5 5 5 5
- Steam 227 228 225 225 163 210 210 200

- Gas turbine and Diesel 41 41 65 82 49 6 52 110
Total 336 317 295 312 217 221 267 315 -0.9

Generation by INDE
- Hydro 15 70 110 136 277 277 277 373

- Steam - - - - 87 230 230 230

- Gas turbine and Diesel 42 43 88 108 47 8 57 59

Total 57 113 198 244 411 515 564 662 41.9

TOTAL GENERATION 393 430 493 556 628 736 831 977 12.3

ACTUAL

Generation by EEG
- Hydro 68 53 3 3 1 - - -
- Steam 239 232 235 256 200 248 275 244

- Gas turbine 28 35 32 39 38 17 14 19

- Diesel 13 14 15 15 18 4 3 5

Total 348 334 285 313 257 269 292 268 -3.8

Generation by INDE
- Hydro 15 54 102 125 278 275 256 261

- Steam - - - - - - 58 169

- Gas turbine and Diesel 44 50 87 96 40 62 100 79
Total 59 104 189 221 318 337 414 509 36.1

TOTAL GENERATION 407 438 474 534 575 606 706 777 9.7

Total Sales 349 377 411 461 502 532 597 660 9.6

b/
Losses (M) 14% 14% 13% 14% 13% 12% 15% 15%

a/ Reduced generation from the El Salto and San Luis units after July, 1969.
b/ Gross Generation less sales as a percent of the Gross Generation.



Annex Table IV

GUATEMALA ENERGY CONSUMPTION: Combined Sales of INDE and EEG by Class of Consumer, 1966-73

Average Annual1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 Growth Rate (%)
Residential 110.09 127.00 129.7 140.7 152.31 163.76 179.22 191.23 8.2

Commercial 51.71 n.a. 63.37 72.8 78.35 85.43 91.35 107.78 11.1

Industrial 149.48 159.24 174.7 193.11 213.75 223.22 248.32 293.3 10.1

Municipala/ 43.78 45.56 54.32 63.31 68.62 78.52 96.52 94.13 11.6

Government 13.34 n.a. 15.52 16.99 18.74 19.57 21.8 24.32 9.0

Public Lighting 1.19 n.a. 2.01 3.44 4.09 4.83 5.36 6.05 26.2

TOTAL 369.88 401.2 439.91 492.36 539.54 577.85 650.83 720.66 10.0

a/ Including block sales to municipalities.



Annex Table V
1NSTITUTO NACIIHAL DE ELECCkIFICACISN

Forecast and Actual Inotae Stateet
(Thousands of Quetzales)

1966 1967 196 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973
Central Central Central Central Central Central Central Central
System Other Total System Other Talj! System Other Total system Othe r Total System Other Total Syntte Other Total

FORECAST*

Kah Salea (n-llllns) 52 26 78 83 32 115 196 35 231 240 45 285 394 57 451 489 62 551
Average price/Kth (rastavan) 2.12 3.65 2.63 1.98 3.66 2.44 1.60 3.48 1.88 1.60 3.25 1.86 1.60 3.09 1.79 1.50 3.13 1.68

Cross Operating Revenue 1,100 950 2,050 1,640 1,171 2,811 3,136 1,217 4,353 3,840 1,461 5,301 6,304 1,763 8,067 7,335 1,941 9,276

OperatLn Expenaea a/ 1/ a/ / 1/a / t/ a/
-Operation and Malntenante 76 190 266 140 250 390 358 441 799 430 472 902 733 504 1,237 877 537 1,414-

-1'uel b/ 473 48 521 374 61 435 1,033 
116

a/ 1,l49a/ 1,231 189a/ 
1
.
4 2

0./ 1,014 305./ 1,319./ 1,361 360 at 1,721/
-Administrative and Geerar 30 47 77 60 47 107 180 - -- 200 -- - 250 - - 315 . -
-Depreciation 167 364 ll 233 230 463 473 248 721 631 _274 905 1.052 291 1,343 1.187 308 1.495

Total 746 449 1,195 807 588 1,395 2,014 805 2.819 2,492 935 3,427 3,049 1.100 4,149 3,740 1,205 4,945

Net Operating Revenue 354 501 855 833 583 1.416 1,122 412 1,534 1,348 526 1,874 3,255 663 3,918 3,595 736 4,331

Ljg Net Central Office Expense. 0/ c/ C/
and Other 220 200-

Cperatig Income 635 1,216 1,534 1.874 3,916 4.331

Leas intereat charged to Operations 135 216 168 234 810 1,467

Ne Revenue 500 1,000 1.366 1,640 3.108 2,864

Average Net Flycd Assets it
Ocoratiou d,094 13,109 14,731 17,836 38,181 42,175

Rate of Return on Averane Net
Fixed Assets In Operation(%1) 7.8% 9.1% 10.4% 10.5% 10.1% 10.3%

ACTUAL

Kwh Sales (millions) 58 21 79 100 24 124 195 30 215 212 32 245 :3 40 353 324 46 3.0 379 53 432 458 61 519
Average Price/Kwh (centavos) 2.0 2 7 2 1 1.9 3.3 2.2 1.6 3.3 1.8 1.7 3.8 2.0 1.6 3.5 1.8 1.7 3.8 2.0 1.6 3.9 1.9 1.6 3.9 1.9

d/ d/
Gross Operating Revenua 1,169 5687 1,737 1,927 80~ 2,735 3,054 994 4,048 3,656 1,188 4,844 4,995 1,392 6,387 5,579 1,729 7,306 6,407 2,073 8.480 7,588 2,397 9,985

Operating Expenses 2/
-Operation and Maintenance 61 261 322 250 429 679 359 536 1,,.15 446 645 1,091 736 727 1,463 840 784 1,624 695 585 1,280 479 674 1,153
-Fuel 462 15 477 498 32 530 1,277 84 1,36' 1,135 56 1,191 459 88 547 825 84 909 1,361 115 1,476 2,107 146 2,255
-Administratir v and General 84 64 148 160 58 218 na. na, o.a. 279 166 445 308 162 470 336 208 544 820 658 1,476 971 823 1,794
-Depreciation 101 62 163 274 149 423 32 244 676 539 307 846 1 007 387 1 194 1 160 _429 1.589 1.140 598 1.738 1. 300 662 1,970

Total 708 402 1,110 1,182 668 1,850 n.a. n.a. 3,052 2,399 1,174 3,573 2,510 1,364 3,874 3,161 1,505 4,666 4,016 1,956 5,972 4,865 2,307 7,172

Net Operating Revenue 461 166 627 745 140 885 em. na. 996 1,257 14 1.271 2,485 28 2,513 2,418 224 2,642 2,391 117 2,508 2,723 90 2,813

Lens Net Central Office Epeeses
and Other 238 133 144 158 318 323 416 410

Operating Income 389 752 852 1,113 2,195 2,1P 2,092 1,903

Add Other income 13 27 13 36 97 ( 243 490

Less interest charged to perations 30 146 170 238 700 990 1,036 1,120

Net Revenue 372 633 695 911 1,592 1,322 1,299 1,273

Average Net Fixed Assets Is
Operation 6,935 12,592 17,153 19,731 36,712 42,187 42,746 48,303

Rate of Return on Average Nnt
Fixed Assets in Operation(%) 5.67. 5.9% 5.0% 5.6% 5.9% 5.5% 4.9% 3.9%

o For 1966 and 1967, Loan 487-GU appraisal forecasts have been used; thereafter, revised appraisal forecasts for Loan 545-GU have been adopted.
a/ Operation, Mantenace and Administrative Expenses are cambinal in the estimates for 1968-1971.
b/ Excluding Central Office Expenses.
e/ Central Office Expensea prorated to various systems in 1968-1971 estimates.
3/ Net of discounts to Government Office.

e/ Includes Administrative and General Expenses.



Annex Table VI

INSTITUTO NACIONAL DE ELECTRIFICACION

GUATEMALA

BALANCE SHEET

(in thousands of Quetzales)

Year Ending Dec. 31 1966 19671/ 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973

ASSETS

Fixed Assets

Fixed Assets in Op. 12263 17099 22847 23959 47895 49331 52612 64392

Less: Depreciation 1751 2428 3213 432 5555 7296 9155 11243

Net Fixed Assets in Op,/ 10512 14671 19634 19827 42340 42035 43457 53149

Work in Progress, etc.- 4001 5618 11145 20194 6760 10785 15698 11910

Total Fixed Assets 14513 20289 30779 40021 49100 52820 59155 65059

Current Assets

Cash, Bank & Investments 1143 661 506 250 523 741 1209 1293

Accounts Receivable 523 1023 1057 1168 1184 1537 1961 2129

less: Doubtful Debt Reserve - - - (23) (51) (84) (125) (173)

Other Current Assets 803 837 307 518 585 696 548 1290

Irwentories 1798 2159 1630 2220 2528 3388 4013 6217

Total Current Assets 4267 4680 3500 4133 4769 6278 7606 10756

Deferred Assets - - - - - 724 602 480

TOTAL ASSETS 18780 24969 34279 44154 53869 59822 67363 76295

LIABILITIES

Equity

Govt. Grants & Contributions 16427 20127 24510 27319 32007 34130 36694 41045d'
Surplus 183 829 1524 2316 3962 4738 6037 7309

Total Equity 16610 20956 26034 29635 35969 38868 42731 48354

Long-Term Debte'

IBRD - 487-GU - 1056 4748 9301 12152 13633 13869 13445
- 545-GU - - - 464 1394 2708 5564 5758

IDB 1831 2540 2790 2430 2250 2070 1890 1710
USAID - - - - - - 537 3011
Other - 10 - - - 64 79

Total Long-Term Debt 1831 3596 7548 12195 15796 18411 21924 24003

Current Liabilities 339 417 697 2324 2104 251-3 2708 3938
ncl. current portion of debt

TOTAL LIABILITIES 18780 24969 34279 44154 53869 59822 67363 76295

DEBT/EQUITY RATIO 10/90 15/85 22/78 29/71 31/69 32/68 34/66 33/67

a/ Includes adjustments to allow for revaluation of assets.
b/ Includes exploration and planning.
c/ Accounts Receivable, Inventories, etc., less Doubtful Debt Reserve.
d/ Less amount (approx. Q 137,000) for revaluation of assets.
e/ Excluding current portion.



Annex Table VII

INSTITUTO NACIONAL DE ELECTRIFICACION

Actual Sources and Application of Funds

(Thousands. of Quetzales)

Total

1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 (1966-1973)

SOURCES OF FUNDS

A) Internal Cash Generation
-Net operating income 221 213 695 1,069 2,235 1,321 2,335 2,392 10,480
-Depreciation 96 494 785 847 1,102 2,096 2.059 2.286 9 765

Total cash generation 317 707 1,480 1,916 3,337 3,417 4,394 4,678 20,245

B) Borrowing
-IBRD Loan 487-GU - 1,056 3,692 4,553 3,026 2,035 637 - 14,999

-IBRD Loan 545-GU - - - 464 930 1,594 3,056 410 6,454

-IDB 681 889 250 - - - - - 1,820
-Other a' - - - - 537 2.474 3,011

Total borrowings 681 1,945 3,942 5,017 3,956 3,629 4,230 2,884 26,284

C) Government Contributions & Other 3,863 2.044 3,103 3,574 2,657 2,131 2,627 4,50 24,503

TOTAL SOURCES OF FUNDS 4,861 4,696 8,525 10,507 9,950 9,177 11,251 12,066 71,033

APPLICATION OF FUNDS

A) Capital Expenditure
-IBRD Loan 487-GU - n.a. 6,473 7,364 4,104 n.a. 'a.a. - n.a.
-IBRD Loan 545-GU - - 182 1,287 1,584 n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a.
-Other 3,607 n.a. 1,679 1,468 2,619 n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a.

Total Capital Expend. 3,607 6,270 8,340 10,120 8,307 6,949 8,896 10,334 62,823

B) Debt Service
(1)Interest b/

-IBRD Loan 487-Gy' - - 91 349 604 805) 908) 1,003) 4,053
-IBRD Loan 545-GU - - - 53 94 146) )
-IDB - - 169 158 148 137 128 117 857
-Other - - - - -----

Total Interest - - 260 560 846 1,088 1,036 1,120 4,910

(2)Amortization
-IBRD Loan 487-CU - - - - - 355 400 400 1,155
-IBRD Loan 545-GU - - - - - 9^2 200 200 490
-IDB - 1ZO 130 130 180 180 180 180 1,260
-Other - - - - - -

Total Amortization - 180 180 180 180 625 780 780 2,905

Total Debt Service - 180 440 740 1,026 1,713 1,616 1, ,0r 7,815

(3)Increase (Decrease) in
Working Capital 1,254 (1,754) (255) (353) 617 515 539 (168) 395

TOTAL APPLICATION
OF FUNDS 4,861 4,696 8,525 10,507 9,950 9,177 11,251 12,066 71,033

Debt Service Coverage Ratio - 3.93 3.36 "..59 3.25 2.57 2.42 2.46 -2.72

a/ Mainly A.T.D. loan for Rural Electrification.
b/ Including capitalized interest.



Annex Table VIII

INDE: FINANCING PLANS 1967-70 and 1968-71
(in millions of Quetzales)

1967-70 1968-71
Appraisal Appraisal
Loan 487-GU Actual Loan 545-GU Actual

Sources of Funds

Net Internal Cash 8.3 5.6 12.5 6.9

IDB Loan - 1.1 0.3 0.3
IBRD Loan 487-GU 15.0 12.3 13.9 13.3
IBRD Loan 545-GU - 1.4 7.0 3.0
New Foreign Borrowing 14.2 - 12.2

Sub-total 29.2 14.8 33.4 16.6

Government Contribution 13.3 11.5 6.1 11.5

50.8 31.9 52.0 30

Application of Funds

Loan 487-GU Project 22.0 20.0 19.3 21.0
Acquisition of Water Rights 6.0 3.1 - -
Loan 545-GU Project - 3.1 8.4 4.0New Program Central System 17.2 - 18.7 -
Other Systems 2.4 6.8 2.5 8.7

47.6 33.0 48.9 33.7

Interest during Construction 2.9 0.6 2.8 0.8

Working Capital Increase 0.3 -1.7 0.3 0.5

50.8 31.9 52.0 35.0
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PROJECT PERFORMANCE AUDIT MEMORANDUM

CHINA TELECOMMUNICATIONS PROJECT - Loan 506-CHA

1. Introduction

This memorandum presents the results of an audit of the project
supported with Loan 506-CHA of August 1967, the only telecoununications

project in the Republic of China with which the Bank has been associated.

It is based on the project's Appraisal Report and the attached Completion

Report, complemented with a review of Bank files, progress reports, annual

reports, financial statements and audited accounts, and through discussions

with relevant Bank officials.

2. The Project and the Loan

Contacts leading to the request for a Bank loan to cover the

foreign exchange requirements of China's 1967-1971 telecommunication expansion

program began in mid-1965. An appraisal mission visited Taiwan in September

1966 and the appraisal report is dated June 30, 1967. The loan, for US$ 17
million equivalent, was signed on August 2, 1967. The borrower was the

Republic of China's Directorate General of Telecommunications (DGT) and the

guarantor was the Government of the Republic of China. The loan became

effective on September 29, 1967.

The project which the loan helped finance was part of the DGT's
1967-1971 program to modernize and expand the national telephone services.
Its main components were initially i) installation of approximately 118,000
lines of local automatic switching equipment in Taipei, Keelung, Taichung
and Kaohsiung, including buildings and associated works; ii) installation
of switching equipment for automatic subscriber trunk dialing (STD) in the
three primary toll centers at Taipei, Taichung and Kaohsiung; iii) partial
replacement and substantial expansion of the local cable networks; iv) ex-
pansion of the existing microwave network; v) installation of a telecom-
munication training center with capacity for 200 students; and vi) assistance
of consultants in planning and executing the expansion program.

In September 1969, the Bank approved a change in description of
the project, allowing a 75% increase in the purchase of switching equipment
for local exchanges (from 118,000 to 207,000 lines) since actual bid prices
had proved to be well below appraisal estimates. This substantial increase
in plant above the original project was a response to demand growth well
in excess of forecasts, probably brought about by the unexpected growth in
the Chinese economy. The closing date, originally set for October 31, 1972
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was changed to March 31, 1974. In addition, the lower actual costs resulted

in a reduction of the loan to US$ 12.5 million. The loan was completely

disbursed by August 1973, and the project completed by December 1973. The

total revised project reached a final cost of US$ 60.8 million equivalent.

Several issues were discussed during appraisal and negotiations.

The Bank stated that only international competitive bidding was acceptable

and that direct negotiations with suppliers could not be used for Bank

financed purchases. In connection with the expansion of the existing micro-

wave system, which China wanted to negotiate directly and be financed by

the loan, DGT agreed to go to international bidding in order to include

this item in the project. The Bank then suggested that DGT should negotiate

directly with the original supplier, in the better interest of standardiza-

tion, and secure other sources of financing. Finally, DGT dropped the

subject (which anyhow amounted to only 6% of the proposed loan and about

2% of the total project) and financed it from its own resources. In the

particular case of the China Project, the Bank's position did not damage

the project's progress. But situations can arise where strict adherence

to international bidding may, in fact, distort substantially an existing

telecommunications system and result in increased indirect costs in training

and maintenance. The Bank's present position, when it accepts waiving the

requirement of full international bidding in well-qualified cases, is welcome.

Also in the early stages of project preparation, China expected

to include under Bank financing a first satellite earth station to improve

international communication facilities. The Bank rejected the request

arguing that China's existing international traffic was small and that it

was clearly uneconomic to go to satellite circuits. China dropped the
item from the loan request, but apparently pursued it elsewhere, for by
1969 it had its first station in commercial service -- which means that
the feasibility studies (nonexistent at the time of the Bank's rejection)
and a firm contract for the station must have been completed roughly at
the time the loan agreement with the Bank was signed.

Main loan covenants required that a) DGT's fixed payment to the
Government should not be increased above the current level of 25% of DGT's
net income; b) tariffs should be adjusted to achieve a rate of return of
at least 10% on average net fixed assets; c) the purchase contract for the
expansion of the existing microwave system should be submitted to the Bank
for review and comments before concluding it; d) the high US$ 350 connection
fee for new telephone subscribers should not be reduced during project
execution; and e) new long-term debt (mainly for the satellite earth station
and a new microwave system) should not be incurred unless net revenues for
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any 12 consecutive months out of the 15-month period last preceding such
incurrence were at least 2.0 times the maximum debt service requirements
(including the new debt) in any succeeding year.

3. Project Implementation

The project's initial estimated total cost was US$ 50.2 million
equivalent, of which the Bank would have financed the whole foreign ex-
change component of US$17.0 million (34%). The estimates for the revised
project (1969) were US$ 63.1 million equivalent, of which US$ 16.01 million.
were in foreign exchange, with the reduced Bank loan covering US$ 12.5
million. The final cost, as approximately assessed by DGT at the end
of 1973, was US$ 60.8 million equivalent, with a foreign exchange component
of US$ 20.16 million. The difference between the latter figure and the
Bank loan was covered by DGT out of currency provided by China's Foreign
Trade Board.

A breakdown of the cost figures was as follows: local switching
and cable plant US$ 51.7m (85%), STD switching US$ 2.6 m (4.3%), microwave
US$1.6 m (2.6%), training US$0.8 m (1.3%) and administration and consult-
ants US$4.1m (6.8%). The loan contributed to each of these components
except the expansion of the microwave network. These figures mean that
the original project was expected to cost US$ 425 per telephone line, where-
as the actual coat was only US$ 292 per line, a 31% reduction in spite of
the revaluation of the Japanese yen, which affected the cost of a large
part of the imported equipment. The original estimates were based on a
unit cost for the switching equipment of US$ 92 per line, but the first
tender yielded a lowest bid of US$ 65 per line and a re-tender brought
about a basic cost of US$ 52 per line for 118,000 lines and a cost of US$ 44
per line for the total option (177,000 lines). This is a unit cost only
48% of the initial estimate, and resulted from abnormally low prices that
could not have been predicted at appraisal. It is this fact which brought
about a 75% increase in project size with only a 21% increase in total cost
and a simultaneous 27% reduction in Bank financing. These large differences
between estimated and actual unit prices in the switching equipment are
explained by the practice, of at least some suppliers, to reduce the prices
in the first contract and rely on subsequent negotiated expansions to make
up the difference.

If the figure of US$ 52 per line had been used instead of the
original US$ 92, the total estimated cost of US$ 50.2 million would have
been reduced to US$45.5 million (91%), and the foreign exchange require-
ments would have dropped from US$ 17.0 million to only US$ 12.3 million (72%).
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The original schedule of construction was from June 1968 to
December 1971, a period of 3% years. Re-tendering, expansion of the project
and building problems shifted the construction to July 1968-December 1973
(5 years), a two-year delay. DGT did take interim measures to attend
demand at the most pressing points; once deliveries finally started, DGT
showed competence to proceed with installations at a very rapid pace with
a high standard of engineering and labor.

Good coordination was kept between the progress of Bank and non-
Bank-financed but related parts of the system. Shortage of trunk circuits,
to which we will refer in section 6, brought about the advancement of a new
project to construct a new microwave network in addition to the existing
one.

A significant difficulty occurred when the bids for the switching
equipment (the largest component of the project) were evaluated by DGT and
its consultant. Two-stage bid evaluation was proposed by DGT and explicitly
accepted by the Bank.1 / When the technical and management details of the
bid were examined, DGT concluded that three of the four bids submitted were
not wholly responsive to the specifications. DGT felt it had to request
the bidders to "revise and improve" their presentations without altering
the prices (as yet unopened); the Bank agreed to this as well, expressing
that it understood it to be in the sense of a clarification and not a
change in bids, as required by the Bank's guidelines for procurement.

Yet when the recommendation of award was submitted to the Bank,
three qualified staff independently concluded that at least one of the
bids had been substantially re-engineered, that considerable amounts of
equipment had been added, and that overall the Bank's rule on clarification
of bids without substantive change had been overlooked, thus invalidating
the tender from the Bank's viewpoint.

During this process, considerable effort had to be devoted by
Bank staff to study the situation in great detail, and substantial pressure
was exerted by the most affected bidders. Although the Bank had repeatedly
expressed in writing the need to limit bid modifications to "clarifications",
it had not explained at any greater length the differences with the unaccept-
able "change" in bids. The Borrower knew the Bank's procurement rules, but
it may not have been fully aware that the bid modifications underway were

1/ The first stage of this type of bid evaluation deals only with the tech-
nical aspects, and the second with price.
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going beyond tolerable limits; the Borrower and its consultants expressed

some concern about this possibility. In retrospect it appears that the

Bank, being aware that problems could arise with this "revision and im-

provement" of bids, might usefully have gone beyond the rather formal 
re-

minders of the rule that it sent. DGT asked for new tenders; by that time

the Bank had concluded that two-stage evaluation was not acceptable and

the new tender was handled by DGT accordingly and with no further diffi-

culties. Re-tendering resulted in unit prices even lower than would have

been paid had the first tender been accepted by the Bank. A delay of

1% years in initial deliveries of equipment ensued, but building diffi-

culties were being experienced at the same time and thus the overall 2-year

delay in project completion must be seen as the combined outcome of project

expansion and of procurement and building problems.

4. Impact of the Project

During project implementation, China's teleco munication system

grew and improved substantially. The local networks expanded from 113,000

subscribers at the end of 1966 to 487,000 at the end of 1973, a cunulative

growth rate of 23% p.a., the highest in Asia; 1973 showed a growth rate of

27%, probably the highest achieved that year in the world for systems of

comparable or larger size. This is a remarkable performance, considering

that few countries have achieved a sustained growth of more than 15% p.a.

With this expansion, the density of telephones (all stations) improved

from 1.3 per hundred inhabitants in 1966 to about 4.4 in 1973; the latter

level is comparable to those of Colombia, Mexico and Yugoslavia, is about

double the density for Asia as a whole (2) but still well below the figures

for Israel (20), Japan (32), Australia (34) or Sweden (60).

At the same time, the proportion of telephones connected to auto-

matic local exchanges increased from 75% to 90%, and a new type of telephone

set was introduced which improved substantially the quality of communication.

The delay in serving new applications, which was of 4 to 6 months in 1966,
was reduced to less than one month by 1973 with most areas being served

within a fortnight.

The pressure for use of existing plant is still very high: 9.7
calls (local + trunk + international) per telepnone (all stations) per day
in 1972, well above the rate of other countries which also have more than
half their telephones in businesses (Hungary 2.3, Japan 3.7, South Africa
5.4, Switzerland 1.5, Turkey 2.4). This fact presumably comes from the
unusually high connection fee (US$ 350) which depresses connections demand
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but does not affect demand for traffic; in fact, the calls per inhabitant

per day in China in 1972 were 0.4, well within the range of the other

countries with more than 50% business telephones (Hungary 0.2, Japan 1.2,
South Africa 0.4, Switzerland 0.8 and Turkey 0.1).

Subscriber trunk dialing became available on several major routes,
on which now typically 75% of calls are free from operator intervention
(none in 1966). Partly as a result of STD and the unexpected growth of
the economy, the number of trunk calls in Taiwan is estimated to have
increased by 25% p.a., as compared to the appraised estimate of 15% p.a.
This has brought about substantial congestion of the trunk network; its
insufficient capacity has prevented STD from becoming extended nationally
as fast as expected and a number of local offices with STD possibilities
built into them have delayed their cut-over into full automatic trunk
operation pending the completion in 1973-1976 of a new microwave network
not included in the original project.

The following table summarizes the forecasted and actual growth
experienced by the system during 1966-1973.

Item Forecasted Actual

No. of telephone subscribers
- at end of CY73 321,000 487,000
- growth rate 1966/73 16% p.a. 23% (27% in 1973)

No. of trunk telephone calls
- FY73 67 million 102 million
- growth rate 1966/73 15% p.a. 25% p.a.

No. of national telegrams
- growth rate in FY73 8% 5.3%

No. of international telephone calls
- growth rate p.a. 1966/73 15% 32%

No. of international telex paid minutes
- growth rate p.a. 1966/73 20% 23%

No. of international telegrams
- growth rate p.a. 1966/73 8% 11%
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International services were boosted by the inauguration of a

satellite earth station in 1969 and a tropospheric scatter link with the

Philippines, adding two important outlets to tie existing tropospheric

scatter link already connecting China to Hong Kong and the submarine cable

network. Some national data services were also initiated in this period.

Thus the quality, quantity and variety of services have all

increased, some very substantially, with several of the services growing
at a rate well in excess of the original forecast. Some system imbalance,

particularly expansion of the capacity of trunk circuits insufficient to

match the growth achieved in local plant and associated STD possibilities,
resulted from overly pessimistic initial forecasts.

This project had no specific economic justifications or expecta-

tions expressed in the appraisal report or in file material. No economic

assessment is therefore attempted in this audit.

5. Evaluation of the Borrower's Performance

The performance of the Borrower, DGT, was efficient and satis-

factory. Except for the one breach of procurement rules (discussed in

para. 3), all loan covenants were adhered to. Annex 2 of the attached

PCR shows that all principal financial indicators throughout the period

1967/73 were better than forecasted at appraisal: e.g. the rate of return

on net fixed assets varied between 17% and 22%,l/ exceeding the forecasted

10-15% range and remaining well above the 10% minimum stated in the loan

agreement. Thus, DGT's financial position has been consistently strong
and shows a good prospect beyond completion date.

A substantial institutional improvement in this period was the

expansion and relocation of DGT's telecommunication training center (now

called "Teleco-unication Training-Institute") which has residential
facilities for 200 students and has provided a wide range of technical
and management education at levels ranging from unskilled workmen to

college graduates, in some years training over 1,000 students. It has
essentially freed the DGT fran dependence on foreign training and seems
to fulfill amply the expectations put forth in this matter at appraisal
time. The performance of the trainees in the actual project implementation
suggests that the training in this center is of a very good standard.

Another significant indicator is the number of DGT employees per
thousand telephones, which has dropped from 39 to 30 (or 26, if only the
telephone branch staff are counted). This improvement in labor productivity

1/ It has not been possible to establish whether assets have been soundly
revalued.
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can be expected to continue, since staff growth programmed for 1970/76 is

of 11% p.a., and the telephone system is expected to grow at 19% p.a. A

figure of 19 telephone staff per thousand telephones can be expected by

1976, well below equivalent figures in most or all other Asian countries

and comparable to some European levels.

6. On Forecasting System Growth

The table in section 4 shows that there were wide disparities

between some of the actual figures for system growth and those forecasted

at appraisal time. The outstanding instances are the growth rates of

numbers of subscribers, trunk telephone traffic and of international tele-

phone traffic.

Regarding the figures of numbers of subscribers, there was a

margin of more than 50% between actual and forecasted numbers. If only

the original project (rather than the 1969 revised version) would have

been carried out, there would have been by the end of 1971 a deficit in

the order of 100,000 lines, or roughly one-half of the lines in service;

this would have represented a dramatic deterioration of the supply situa-

tion. That it did not happen seems to have been largely due to the

abnormally low prices obtained in the bids for switching equipment, which

allowed a 75% increase in local switching and cable plant to be introduced

with only a 21% increase in total project costs.

Trunk traffic rose well beyond expectations, leading to an

important shortage of trunk circuits. A new microwave network had to be

started, where only expansion of the existing one had been envisaged in

the project, resulting in an unbalanced system growth and some subutiliza-
tion of new equipment, as explained earlier.

Some of the factors that may have led, in this project, to

underestimate the growth potential are the following.

At the outset of project implementation, China experienced a

large growth in manufacturing (23.3% in 1968, against 13.9% in 1961-1964),
public utilities (17.3% vs 11.8%), construction (28% vs 9.8%), number of

registered motor vehicles (168% vs 18.2%), and rail and road passenger
traffic (10.1% vs 5.3%) and freight (11.2% vs 4.8%); these are all sectors

moderately to very strongly related to telecommunication needs. At the
same time, sectors which are poor contributors to the demand for telecom-
munication services grew much slower or even decreased their output, e.g.
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agriculture (6.1% vs 5.6%) and mining (-0.4% vs 7.1%). In fact, in the
late 1960s the contribution of manufacturing to GNP surpassed that of
agriculture, industrial activities became quite sophisticated, and overall
the economic pattern acquired an unprecedented complexity which brought
changes in structure as well as in volume. Structural change, and increased
contacts among sectors and across regions, are all factors which can be
expected to exert strong pressure on telecommunication services.

Bank staff familiar with the country and the project have indi-
cated that this major change in the economy had not been.foreseen and
that the forecasts may not have taken them into account. This view is
supported by the fact that whereas China's Fourth Four-Year Plan (1965-1968)
was based on a real GNP growth target of 7% p.a., the average growth rate
actually achieved was 10.5% p.a. and this was not the result of accidentally
favorable factors which could not have been expected to recur in the future.
In 1966, the Bank's own assessment of the economic prospects of China were
based on a figure of 7.5% real growth of GNP over the 1965-1968 period, also
well below actual figures, even if that assessment recognized that 1965 had
shown a real growth of 10% and that the prospects for 1966 were also sim-
ilarly good. Real GNP increased by 8.6% in 1966, 10.3% in 1967, 9.3% in
1968, 8.7% in 1969, 11.2% in 1970, 11.5% in 1971, 11.0% in 1972 and 12.3%
in 1973.

Other factors which may have been omitted from the forecasts
are the possible existence in the early 1960s of a substantial unsatisfied
demand for telephone connections which emerged only once the system really
got moving, and a sufficient allowance for the large impact on the number
of trunk calls brought about by the generalization of direct subscriber
local dialing and, more significantly, by the introduction of direct sub-
scriber trunk dialing.

7. The Bank's Performance

As a whole, the project was extremely successful. To a considerable
extent this is due to the Borrower's technical -nd managerial competence
and to the effective support found in the small number of consultants it
needed. The Bank's participation was adequately matched; excellent relation-
ships and continuous consultation developed between DGT and the Bank, con-
tributing significantly to the operation's success. The Bank does not appear
to have given more attention to the project than necessary, yet it did
provide firm orientation when required by the Borrower or by events.

However, the Bank could have been clearer on procurement matters
and thus have tried harder to avert the one substantial conflict that de-
veloped during project implementation. Regarding the need for international
bidding, it held a rigid position which by now fortunately has been super-
seded. The Bank had a vacillating position regarding retroactive financing
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of consulting services used in project preparation; in the end, these ser-

vices were not included in the loan. At the time the Bank rejected China's

proposal to include a satellite ground station in the project, the 
impressive

world-wide commercial expansion as is known today was only starting. Since

then, ground station capital costs have dropped from some US$ 6 million 
to

US$ 3.5 million. Therefore, economic analysis today might show that it

would have been preferable for China to delay its satellite station project

for a few years in spite of the impressive increase in international tele-

phone calls achieved after the station became operational in 1969 (24% in

1969, 62% in 1970 and 57% in 1973, well above the appraised forecast of

15% p.a.). Yet when the Bank rejected the initial Chinese suggestion, it

did this a priori without the benefit of feasibility studies to support its

assumption of lack of economic justification. It also did not take into

account the extent to which low existing traffic would be affected by the

introduction of the new facilities, and it did not foresee imminent, deep

and already publicized changes in the engineering and economic practices

of international communications. And the Bank did not convey to China any

argument based on expecting rapidly decreasing capital costs. Thus, although

the Bank's position might in retrospect be shown as good for the Borrower,

it was reached without adequate analytical basis and was evidently found

unconvincing by the Chinese.

8. Conclusions

Overall the project was a remarkably successful one. This was

mainly the outcome of the Borrower's technical and managerial skills.

Large underestimation of telephone connections demand and traffic

was coincidental with unusually low prices obtained for some of the major

items, in a way which made it possible to expand considerably the number of

new connections above initial estimates with only a modest increase in overall

cost and a reduction of the Bank's loan. Some system imbalance did occur,

though, affecting the capacity of long distance telephone service so that

STD has had to progress at a slower pace than expected, while new bearer

systems were built to restore balance.

The Bank's performance was well matched to the Borrower's competence,

and overall it handled the project adequately and with austerity. However, the

Bank could usefully have been clearer on the subject of acceptable bid evalua-

tion procedures, adopted a sustained position on retroactive financing, been
less rigid on competitive procurement, taken a more positive and well-founded
attitude on technological change and, perhaps, been more critical of the
forecasting methods and underlying assumptions used by the Borrower in pre-
paring the project.
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14. Appraisal Report No. & Date TO-580(a), June 30, 1967

15. Fiscal Year January 1 - December 31 to December 31, 1971
July 1 - June 30 from July 1, 1972

16. Joint Financing (where
applicable) None

17. Project Description

(a) The project which consisted of part of DGT's 1967-1971 development
program for the modernization and expansion of the local and long
distance telecommunications facilities provided for;

(i) Installation of approximately 118,000 lines of automatic
exchange telephone switching equipment with necessary buildings,
cable networks, telephones and accessory facilities in the cities
of Taipei, Keelung, Taichung and Kaohsiung.

(ii) Installation of a long-distance dialing system between toll
centers with automatic toll switching systems located in the
cities of Taipei, Taichung and Kaohsiung.

(iii) Establishment of a Telecommunications Training Center with a
capacity for 200 trainees.

(iv) Assistance of consultants in the planning and execution of the
expansion program.

The project was expected to be completed by December 31, 1971. The facilities
were expected to be put into operation in successive stages in 1969, 1970 and
1971.

(b) At the time of bid evaluation for the equipment included in subparas.
(a) (i) and (ii) above, DGT found it necessary to request significant
equipment changes which made evaluation difficult and controversial.
After discussion with the Bank, DGT agreed to go through a retender
operation for that equipment; this resulted in a delay of about 18
months in the initiation of the project construction period. How-
ever the retendering brought forward extremely low prices and DGT
was able to take advantage of the low prices to obtain the additional
equipment (89,000 lines) necessary to meet the extra demand caused
by the extended construction period. To meet these circumstances
on September 12, 1969, the Bank agreed that the equipment in sub-
para. (a) (i) of the project description above would be increased
from 118,000 lines to 207,000 lines. Furthermore, the price ad-
vantages were such that on December 3, 1969, the Bank agreed to
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cancel US$ 4.5 million of the US$ 17.0 million loan. The closing
date of the loan was extended from October 31, 1972 to March 31,
1974., and it was agreed that the facilities would be put into
operation in successive stages between 1969 and 1974.

18. Objective and Justification

In 1966 the telephone development in Taiwan was 1.3 per hundred of
population; this was low when compared to many industrialized nations, for
example, Japan with 14., Europe 45 and USA 48. The growth of the economy and
improvement in living standards had rendered the facilities inadequate to
satisfy the high demand for telephone service. This demand had been high and
consistently maintained for over ten years despite a connection fee of about
US$ 350 charged new subscribers. The high demand was further evidenced by
the abnormally high calling rate averaging 15.8 calls per day per subscriber's
line throughout Taiwan. This was nearly four times the calling rate in the
USA. The project was intended to expand and improve the domestic telephone
and telegraph services of Taiwan in order to assist the economic development
of the country.

19. Construction Schedule

The original and final construction schedules are compared below.

Original Final
(11 d, lnes) (207,7771Tnes)

Eigineering and specifications Feb. 1966-July 1967 Aug. 1968
Manufacture of equipment Mar. 196 8 -Dec. 1970 July 1969-Mar. 1973Installation of equipment Jan. 196 9-Dec. 1971 July 1970-Dec. 1973

The construction periods, estimated and actual, broken down intomain physical components are the following:

Construction Period
Estimated Estimated
initial revised

Principal project project Actual
Components (Sept. 30, 1967) (Dec. 24, 1969) (Dec. 31, 1973)

Iocal exch. equip. Jan. '69-Dec. '71 Aug. '70-Dec. '73 July '70-Dec. '73STD exch. equip. June '69-Dec. '70 Nov. '70-July '71 Nov. '70-Mar. '72Microwave Dec. '69-July '70 Dec. 16 9-Sept. '70Line plant June '68-Dec. '73 July 168-Dec. '73 July '68-Dec. '73Training center June '68-Dec. 169 June 169-Dec. '70 June '69-Dec. '71

The principal reasons for the delay in the execution of the projectwas the need to retender for the main equipment and the need for additionaltime to install the extra equipment included in the revised project (see para.17b). There was some slippage in the original construction dates for buildings;



however because of the delays in the switching procurement DGT was able to
have all the buildings erected in time for the installation of the equipment.
Once the initial procurement difficulties were overcome DGT's installation
performance was very good; in fact the installations were completed three
months earlier than anticipated.

20. Project Cost Estimates

The estimated cost of the Bank financed project as appraised was
NT$ 2.0 billion; subsequently, when the project was changed (see para. 17b),
DGT estimated the revised cost to be NT$ 2.5 billion, of which 75% related
to local costs; this revised project cost would represent probably only about
25% of the construction works to be undertaken by DOT during the period 1967
through 1973. Although the cost of the items imported directly for the Bank
financed project are easily identifiable, the calculation of accurate final
costs for the project is rendered practically impossible because of the need
to allocate a large number of local cost items which are common to both the
Bank financed project and the remaining part of DGT's program. For this reason
the final costs of the project (NT$ 2.4 billion) as prepared by DGT and shown
in Annex 1 can only be considered as an estimate and may be subject to sub-
stantial error.

21. Program Achievements

Over the past seven years DGT has maintained a telephone growth
which is among the highest in the world. DGT has been able to meet the
exceptional demand in most areas without delay and at the same time offer a
satisfactory standard of service; current waiting lists are not high. The
Bank financed project, which formed part of DGT's large development program,
has considerably contributed to this significant achievement. The excellent
progress made in each branch of operation is indicated below.

(a) Iocal Telephone Service - During the 1966 appraisal it was esti-
mated that DGT's 113,000 telephone subscribers would increase to
321,000 by the end of 1973; annual growth would be about 16%. DGT's
actual subscribers at the end of 1973 totalled 486,826, and the
annual growth since 1966 had been slightly above 23%. Public tele-
phones which totalled 2,087 in 1966 were increased to 11,000 at the
end of 1973; over the same period the percentage of automatic tele-
phones in the network increased from 75% to 90% and telephone den-
sity had increased from 1.3 to 4.4 per hundred population. Annual
statistics are given below.
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Percentage Number of
of Telephone Subscribers

Automatic Percentage
E&d of Telephone Yearly Total of Annual
CY Year Stations Increase Number Increase

1966 75.0 14,894 113, 414 15.1
1967 77.4 21,621 135,035 19.1
1968 79.4 30,949 165,984 22.9
1969 82.2 37,39 203,333 22.5
1970 83.7 46,087 249,420 22.7
1971 87.3 58,053 307,473 23.3
1972 89.7 75,135 382,608 24.4
1973 90.3 104,218 486,826 27.2

(b) Iong Distance Services - The number of toll calls, including
those dialed directly by subscribers (STD) increased in 1966/1973
by approximately 25% p.a., far above the 15% p.a. forecasted
and appraised. In the same period, the number of national
telegrams increased by 10% p.a., but in the last year growth
fell to 5.3%; those figures compare with 8% forecasted at the
end of 1973.

(c) International Services - The annual growth in the number of
international telephone calls between 1966 and 1973 was 32%;
this was more than double that estimated during the appraisal.
During the same period telex paid minutes growth was 23% per
year as compared with the 20% forecast during the appraisal.
International telegrams increased, during the same period,
at a rate of 11% per year as compared with 8% forecasted.

22. Growth Potential

Despite the high connection fee there has been no slackening of
telephone connections' demand; for example, the present demand and supply
in the large industrial area of Kaohsiung is running at the rate of 27%
per year; DGT is presently executing another large development program
covering the period to end-1976 which includes switching equipment for a
further 350,000 subscribers.

23. Consultants

The consultants, Complan Associates and individual experts, who
assisted in the preparation of specifications and evaluating bids, performed
their duties satisfactorily.

24. Organization and Management

DGT's organization has operated effectively, management has been
and continues to be extremely efficient. At the end of the project, owing
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to the rapid growth, it was evident that DGT organizational capacity was
burdened. DOT quickly identified the areas which required strengthening
and is taking measures to ensure a continuation of efficiency.

25. Financing

The financing plan prepared at appraisal time covered the five-
year construction period - January 1, 1967 through December 31, 1971. (The
revised Bank-financed project was completed only by end-1973). The under-
mentioned table shows (i) DGT's actual financing arrangements for the period
1967-1971 as compared with the appraisal estimates; and (ii) DGT's financing
arrangements for the period January 1, 1967 through June 30, 1973, the latest
date to which audited accounts are available, and the date when almost all
equipment for the project had been installed.

Appraisal Estimate Actual
n1967-71 71967-71 FV1967-73

- --------- In mi. lions of NT$ -----------
Requirements

Construction 4,876 6,087 9,300
Working capital-increase 1- 0 1,494

Total requirements 4 876 6,397 10 794

Sources
Internal cash generation 2,988 4,259 6,838
Lesst Debt service 476 366 563

Payments to Government 396 609 900

Subscribers deposits and connection fees
Borrowings 903 621 1,221
Working capital-decrease 510

Total sources 4 876 6,397 10 794

26. Summary Financial Results

The relevant indices recording DGT's financial performance from
Frs 1967 through 1973 are given below. The corresponding appraisal estimates
are shown for Ffs 1967 through 1971. Rurther details are given in Annex 2.
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Y 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 19721/ 1973
(six months)

Net operating income - NT$ million

Appraisal estimate 278 327 365 ho5 420 - -
Actual 329 453 493 633 776 411 1,345

Rate of return -

Appraisal estimate 14.5 14.0 13.2 12.3 10.1 - -
Actual 17.2 22.3 20.9 20.0 18.2 15.6 20.7

Operating ratio - %

Appraisal estimate 68 67 68 69 72 - -
Actual 64 59 62 63 58 66 58

Debt/Bquity ratio

Appraisal estimate 12/88 15/85 17/83 17/83 15/85 - -
Actual 9/91 8/92 10/90 8/92 8/92 7/93 9/91

Current ratio - times covered

Appraisal estimate 4.5 3.7 2.8 2.6 2.6 - -
Actual 6.3 4.1 5.1 3.2 4.o h.2 4.6

Debt service coverage - times

Appraisal estimate 11 7 6 5 5 - -
Actual 16 14 14 9 11 14 13

Although there was an 18 to 24 months delay in the execution of the enlarged
Bank-financed project, the financial results from DGT's operations throughout
the construction period of the project considerably exceeded those forecast
at the time of the appraisal; DOT's financial position has remained consist-
ently strong and has exceeded expectations.

27. Insurance

DGT does not carry insurance against major losses on its fixed
assets resulting from fire, typhoons, earthquakes or other catastrophes.
In side letter no. 6 (dated August 2, 1967) to the Loan Agreement, the
Government has agreed to indemnify DGT for losses exceeding NT$ 1,500,000.

1/ FY changed from calendar year to year ending June 30.
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28. Auditors

DGT's accounts, by law, are subject to audit by the Ministry of
Audit. The procedure has not proved entirely satisfactory and it would have
been proposed that DGT employ independent auditors if a further Bank loan
had materialized.

29. Other Points and Special Features

The project has been most satisfactorily completed. No further
inventory of the project is necessary.

Public Utilities Department

April 22, 1974



ANNEX 1

CHINA

DIRECTORATE GIERAL OF TELEOMTUNICATIONS (DGT)

Loan 506-CHA

Bank Financed Project

PROJECT AS APPRAISED - ESTIKATED COST

Foreign Local
xchania Cost Total Cost

us$ NT1$~ HTs US
--- expressed in mil1Ins---

Exchange facilities 13.25 1,192 1,722 43.05
Subscriber toll dialing 1.70 36 1o4 2.60
Training center 0.15 23 29 0.72
Administration & consultants 0.30 56 68 1.70
Contingencies 1.60 20 84 2.10

17.00 1 327 2,007 50.17
(U$ NT$ 0.0) ------

REVISED PROJECT - ESTIMATED AND FINAL COST

Estimated Costs Final Costal
Pbreign Exchange Local Pbreign Echange Local
IBRD loan Other Cost IBRD loan Other Cost
---- US----NT$ ------ us$ ---- NT
--------------- expressed in millions------ ..

Ecchange facilities 10.800 2.30 1,710.5 11.07 3.56 - 1,485.8

Subscriber toll dialing 1.020 0.06 66.7 1.03 0.06 58.4
Training center 0.288 0.10 18.9 0.26 0.04 20.5
Microwave & carrier

facilities - 1.05 22.2 - 1.00 23.9
Administration & con-

sultants 0.112 - 45.0 0-14 - 160.1

Contingencies 0.280 - 20.0 - .

Total 12.500 3.51 1,883.3 12.50 4.66 1,748.7

Total Cost C------US$ 63.1----- ------ US$ 60.8---------
(------NT$ 2,524------ --------- NT$ 2o437-----

(US$ 1= NT$ 4-0.0) (US$ 1= NT$ 40.10)

1/ Owing to the need to allocate local cost items the final costs may be subject to
substantial error (see para. 20).
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atimate j4 fjj estimset Actual esttute "tool Notla..te Actual stisakts Actual Actual
(six months)

1MARIScW Of K41Th8T1 AND ACTUAL STATMIS 07 0=9

Not operating revenues 668 914 1,004 1.116 1,153 1.304 1,323 1.88 1.18 2,131 1,207 3,193
Total operating expenses 590 56 679 "43 784 a11 918 1,055 1,094 1,355 795 1,847
Net operatia intcome 278 329 327 453 365 49 405 633 420 776 412 1,347Rat. of return 14.51 17.2% 14.0% 22.3% 13.2% 20.9% 12.3% 20.01 10.1% 18.2% 15.6% 20.7%
operating ratio 64 64% 67 591 64% 62% 691 63% 72% 58% 64% 58%

CWMSAM1S0 Or M4WA1RD W2D ACUA. IAL aCX ET

NtC plant in service 1995 1967 2.483 2,086 2,830 2,615 3,739 3,687 4,619 4,846 5,773 7,230Net current assets 725 1,133 569 1,255 446 1,299 394 1,117 370 1,524 1,574 2,784Total assets 3,739 3,474 4,431 4,830 5.160 5.737 5.836 7,019 6,405 8,570 9,288 12,394Total eqity 3.023 3,073 3,445 3.915 3,912 4,773 4.445 5,836 5,043 7,122 7,811 10.005Total lon-term debt 407 337 603 355 792 509 921 480 869 568 609 1,045Total liabilities 3.789 3,874 4,431 4,830 5.160 5,737 5,836 7,019 6,405 8,570 9,288 12.1893ebt/eouity ratio 12/U 9/91 15/85 8/92 17/83 10/90 17/83 9/92 15/65 8/92 7/93 9/91Times current liabilities
covered by Current assets 4.5 6.3 3.7 4.1 2.8 5.1 2.6 3.2 2.6 4.0 4.2 4.6

WPABX80N Of ZITUMAEuD Aup ACTUAL CASU 110? 8nAow 2TmES
Internal cash generation 459 556 523 715 592 74 670 1,013 744 1,191 640 1,951Total borrowings 163 154 240 14 240 197 200 76 40 194 60 540Connection fees and
subscribers' deposits 213 250 224 394 252 483 305 602 353 761 421 1,285Total sources of funda 455 94 987 1,129 1,064 1,464 1,175 1,691 1,137 2,148 1,121 3,776

Construction program 902 476 99 60 1,015 1,1" 1,038 1,554 925 2,029 1,018 2,195Debt service 42 34 74 53 92 56 122 113 146 110 46 151P'ymeftt to Government 66 76 73 94 so 129 87 136 90 172 192 9Increase (decrease) in 99
orking capital (155) 55 (3) 120 (103) 111 (72) (112) (24) (163) (135) 1,319Total application Of funds 855 940 9"7 1,129 1,064 1,444 1.175 1,491 1,137 2,144 1,1213,6Times debt service covered by 3,74
internal cash generation 11 16 7 14 6 14 5 9 5 11 14 13

*SY chaged from calendar year to year mditg Jome 30.
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PREFACE

The North Road in Honduras was partially financed by IDA Credit
71-HO and IBRD Loan 400-HO. The credit was fully disbursed in March 1969
and the loan in February 1973. The purpose of this performance audit
report is to assess the extent to which the original project objectives
were met and to analyze the role of the Bank in meeting these objectives.

The audit is based on Bank correspondence and supervision reports,
the quarterly construction progress reports prepared by the consultants,
a brief completion report prepared in July 1973 by the Latin America and
Caribbean Regional Office, the comparative highway evaluation study
prepared by the Operations Evaluation Department, the Stanford Research
Institute's A Ten-Year Highway Program for Honduras prepared in 1962,
and discussions with Bank staff.

No visit to Honduras was made in connection with this report.

Currency Equivalents: Honduras Lempira (L)

L 2.00 = US$1.00
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SUMMARY

On February 2, 1965, the Bank approved a joint loan/credit in the
amounts of US$6.0 million (IBRD) and US$3.5 million (IDA) to provide part
of the foreign exchange required to construct the principal central portion
of the North Road in Honduras, the backbone to the country's transportation
system. The loan/credit was the fourth project approved by the Bank for
highway development in Honduras.

The total cost of the project was estimated at US$23.6 million.
Of this amount, the Bank and the Inter-American Development Bank (IDB)
were each contributing 40%, and the Government was supplying the remaining
20% from its own resources.

The project entailed construction of a 202-km, two-lane highway
linking Rio del Hombre and Potrerillos. The road continued from these
points southward to Tegucigalpa and northward to San Pedro Sula providing
an important connection between the capital and the country's major in-
dustrial city. At the time of appraisal there was a narrow, winding
gravel road between these centers, and it would have been difficult and
uneconomical to upgrade it.

The North Road Project was judged to be vital to the develop-
ment of the highway network. In the ten-year highway program prepared
by the Stanford Research Institute (SRI) in 1962, the North Road was
considered as one of Honduras' principal arteries and "....... the key
route in the development of a highway network." It was also an important
road for Honduras' overall development because of the regions it joined.
It passes through one of the country's most productive agricultural zones,
Comayagua, and three of the most populated departments. It also links
Tegucigalpa with the largest seaport, Puerto Cortes, in the north.

At appraisal a difficult choice had to be made between two alter-
native possible alignments for the road. Only one of these alignments
had been engineered at that time and this was the alignment which was
selected. When further investigation led the consultant engineers and
then the Government to favor a modification of the alignment which had been
discarded at appraisal, the Bank showed reluctance to accept a change but
eventually told the Government it was ready to be convinced by appropriate
studies and finally accepted the change. The realignment reduced the
length of the road from 202 km to 185 km.

The realignment and the additional engineering required, and
climatic difficulties and some unforeseen soil problems, delayed comple-
tion of the project by about one and a half years to mid-1971, but the
whole job, including engineering, was completed for US$25.7 million
equivalent, less than 9% above original cost estimates (excluding any
addition, possible but not now likely, from settlement of an outstanding
claim by one of the contractors).
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Driving time between Tegucigalpa and San Pedro Sula has been
approximately halved (to 3.5 hours by car, for example) as expected at
appraisal and traffic has grown much faster than projected, exceeding the
700 vehicles per day projected by the Bank for 1972 by some 50% and con-
tinuing to grow fast. Growth of bus and pick-up traffic and of trailer
traffic has been particularly fast.

The relatively small construction cost overrun and more signifi-
cant delay in project completion are more than outweighed in economic
assessment by the much more rapid than expected growth of traffic, so
that recalculation of the economic rate of return along the lines used in
the appraisal report would yield a return higher than the 20% then estimated.

The Government undertook a number of commitments, in connection
with the Loan and Credit Agreements, mainly to improve highway maintenance,
administration and planning, and road transport regulation. The Govern-
ment fulfilled most of these commitments, if not quite as thoroughly and
fully as originally envisaged, particularly with regard to maintenance and
vehicle weight regulation, but the Bank's urging of effort on these various
matters appears to, have been constructive and useful.

By mid-1970 the Bank felt that the supervision missions it had
been able to send to this project had been too infrequent (one about every
nine months on average), and it is probably true that somewhat closer
touch with the project would have enabled the Bank to respond more quickly
to the proposal to change the alignment and to follow more closely the
work of the consultants and the Government's action on loan commitments.
This could have somewhat reduced the delays in accomplishment of the
project and perhaps have brought faster progress on the improvement of
maintenance operations.



PROJECT PERFORMANCE AUDIT REPORT

HONDURAS: NORTH ROAD PROJECT (LOAN 400-HO/CREDIT 71-HO)

Background

Prior to 1965 the Bank had made three loans to assist in the devel-
opment of Honduras' highway network, its most important and extensive
transport system. The first helped establish a maintenance organization.
Highway maintenance was a weak link in the Government's highway program;
thus this loan (135-HO of 1955) was of considerable importance if the road
network was to be expanded. The second loan (195-HO of 1958) helped
finance construction on three highways and preparation of final designs
for extending one of these by about 100 km. The third commitment (Credit
1-HO of 1961) contributed to further highway construction, continuation of
the maintenance program and a planning survey of Honduras' highway system.
This survey was prepared by the Stanford Research Institute (SRI) and has
been instrumental in preparing further highway projects. The Bank's con-
tinuing effort in institution building under these loans and subsequent ones
has resulted in noticeable improvements in the capability of the Highways
Department for planning, executing and maintaining roads.

The Government requested the Bank to finance a fourth project,
reconstruction of its most important highway, the North Road, in February
1964. The design and final engineering of this road between Zambrano
and Potrerillos (see map) was prepared by Brown & Root Overseas, Inc. and
financed by the IDB. Their report was transmitted to the Bank in August
1964. After studying it, the Bank concluded that updated traffic counts and
traffic forecasts were missing and that analyses of economic benefits were
inadequate. Some questions were also raised over the alignment of the road.
The Bank requested that these points be clarified.

The consultants prepared a supplementary report, containing the
information requested by the Bank which was found to be acceptable. An
appraisal mission was sent to Honduras in September 1964.

The mission encountered a problem with regard to choice of the align-
ment of the road section between Comayagua and Potrerillos, as there were
two alternatives. One route which had been engineered in the feasibility
study would pass through the Humuya Valley linking Comayagua, La Libertad
and Potrerillos. The other route passed west of Siguatepeque, linking
Comayagua, Taulabe, La Guama, Yojoa and Potrerillos. It followed the
existing road closely and, although it had been studied by Upham, Porter-
Urquhart Associated, it had never been engineered. The estimated cost
of constructing the Siguatepeque route, including engineering, was L 29.3
million. The cost of the Humuya Valley route was L 31.9 million.
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The appraisal mission considered the choice between the two routes
close. Moreover, the Bank was not in a strong position to recommend re-
alignment via Siguatepeque which would require additional engineering.
The Humuya Valley route was eventually selected because it had been recom-
mended by the SRI and because the Government preferred this route since
it was already engineered and it considered the development potential of
the region through which it passed to be greater. Another reason for
preferring this alignment was that the IDB (co-financer in the project) had
provided funds for the feasibility study.

The overall conclusion of the appraisal mission was that the project
would have a high rate of return of 20%. Negotiations were held in January
1965. Important major points raised during negotiations were the reduction
of design standards which the Bank had felt to be too high, the use of con-
sultants to prepare the final engineering of a 10 km section between
Rio del Hombre and Zambrano, measures to ensure improved highway planning
and administrative practices, and increasing budgetary allocations for the
maintenance organization.

The Loan and Credit Agreements were signed on February 2, 1965.

Project Description

The North Road Project included construction of a 202-km, two-lane
paved highway between Rio del Hombre and Potrerillos, construction of a
bridge over the Ulua River north of Potrerillos, consultant services for
the supervision of these works, and detailed engineering of the 10 km
section between Rio del Hombre and Zambrano. Road segments between Rio del
Hombre and Tegucigalpa and between Potrerillos and San Pedro Sula were
being improved with Government resources at the time of appraisal.

The North Road is the most important highway in Honduras; it is
the most heavily travelled road in the country and the most strategically
located. It provides the two principal industrial and manufacturing
centers, Tegucigalpa and San Pedro Sula, with access to the south and to
the largest port, Puerto Cortes, located in the north. It passes through
three of Honduras' most populated departments (Comayagua, Francisco Morazan
and Cortes), and serves one-quarter of the country's farmland and a zone
with large potential for agricultural development. At appraisal, the
highway was also considered important in connection with Central American
economic integration.

The cost of the project was US$23.6 million equivalent, including
contingencies. The Government had requested IDA financing and asked the
Bank and IDA to meet 80% of the costs (i.e. the foreign exchange component
of 60% of project costs plus half the local cost component). The Bank
agreed to provide IDA funds but it shared the proposed 80% external contri-
bution to project costs about equally with the IDB, which provided resources
on soft terms through its Fund for Special Operations.
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The Bank's Loan Agreement provided US$6.0 million with a grace

period of six years repayable over 25 years. The Credit Agreement provided

US$3.5 million, to be amortized over a period of fifty years. It was

agreed that IDA funds would be disbursed first to ease the repayment

burden on the Borrower. The Government also undertook certain commitments,

outlined as special covenants in supplementary letters dated February 2, 1965.

As regards highway maintenance, the Government would increase budget allo-

cations (including a separate item for equipment renewal); maintain supplies

and spare parts; ensure the proper use of crews and equipment; use con-

tractors wherever practical, and implement, update and strengthen cost

accounting. To improve highway operation the Government undertook to:

establish a mobile highway patrol to enforce traffic regulations, establish

wayside stations to weigh trucks, and intensify programs aimed at improving
highway signalling. To improve highway administration the Government

proposed to increase the authority and responsibility of the Planning Unit

within the Ministry of Communications and Public Works, and to ensure con-

tinuity of operation of the Highways Department by establishing a civil

service system for professional staff.

When the loan was negotiated, the Bank felt the design standards

should be modified for mountainous regions as the shoulder and pavement

widths were wider than necessary. Reduction of the standards would entail

a saving probably of US$1.0 million. The Government agreed to the modifi-

cation in a supplementary letter.

Project Implementation and Costs

Major construction on the North Road was completed and the road

opened to traffic in July 1971, a year and a half behind schedule. The

delay represents 37% of total time allowed for the project. There were

five reasons for the delay: 1) administrative setbacks, 2) realignment

of the road, 3) inclement weather conditions, 4) poor soil conditions,

and 5) poor performance by some of the contractors.

The first delay occurred because the effectiveness of the project

was postponed until February 1, 1966, approximately a year from the date

the loan was signed. The postponement was a consequence of three factors.

First, the effectiveness of the IDB's loan, a condition precedent to

effectiveness of the loan and credit, was delayed as the Government

failed to submit requisite documents. Second, the Bank and IDB were

concerned because the Government which ratified the loans was replaced

by a new Governm-nt raising legal questions about the binding nature of

the authorization; a study of the situation showed the contract was in-

deed binding. Third, and overlapping with the other hindrances, was

the slowness with which the new Government engaged the consultants. The

delay in effectiveness meant construction work did not begin in November

1965 as scheduled but rather in late 1966.
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The second reason for delay resulted from the realignment of the

road between Comayagua and Potrerillos, which necessitated additional

engineering. Consequently, the call for bids was postponed by about a

year. The consultants, Brown & Root, S.A., suggested in early 1966 that

the road be rerouted to follow a modification of the Siguatepeque align-

ment considered at appraisal. This new alternative route would avoid

rugged mountainous terrain crossed by the original route. Although the

Bank and IDA first rejected the proposal, on the basis of the decisions

reached at appraisal, the consultants eventually persuaded the Government

of their point of view, and the Government, at first facing rejection

again by the Bank and IDB, finally requested a meeting on the subject with

the lenders in late 1966. In January 1967 the Bank agreed to consider

realignment provided an adequate justification for it was made. The con-

sultants prepared a report supporting the new alignment on the following

grounds: 1) The proposed Siguatepeque route closely followed the existing

road linking substantial population centers and the electrical power

plant near Lake Yojoa. The existing road would have to be maintained

because of these factors even if the Humuya Valley route were chosen;
2) If the Siguatepeque route were selected, traffic could be diverted to

portions of the existing route while the new road was constructed whereas

the entire Humuya Valley route (145 km) would have to be completed before

it could be opened; 3) The Humuya Valley route was expected to open a

potentially important agricultural region but the SRI report stated insuf-

ficient data existed to quantify the benefits which might be derived from

such development; 4) SRI had recommended the Humuya Valley route prior to

engineering, and their assumption that it would be more favorable in

respect of rise and fall turned out to be inaccurate; 5) The original

cost estimate of the Humuya Valley route was L 29.3 million. When the

terrain was restudied in 1967, the revised costs exceeded this estimate

by over 35%. The Siguatepeque route could still be constructed within

the original cost framework of the project.

The Bank agreed in May/June 1967 to the rerouting of the North Road,

thus reducing construction from 202 km to 185 km. The agreement was later

formalized in September.

A supervision mission in August 1967 concluded that in spite of

delays the North Road Project would be completed in 1970 as scheduled.

By the end of 1967 all contracts had been awarded and 30% of the con-

struction completed. During 1968 and 1969, however, extremely heavy rains

washed out portions of the road and a hurricane hit sections between the

coastal plain and Lake Yojoa causing considerable damage. According to

supervision reports, the damage was magnified by soil instability which

had been overlooked when the consultants worked on the realignment. The

repairs which had to be made on damaged sections were extensive and 
it

was recognized that to adequately complete them another dry season would

be needed.
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The inclement weather and difficult soil conditions also affected

the already poor performance of two contractors on the last two sections

of the road. Both firms were poorly organized. One went bankrupt and was

taken over by their bonding company. Work speeded up and apparently no

further action was required. The work of the other was unsatisfactory

and the consultants complained they did not follow instructions. A six-km

section of bituminous surfacing applied during the rainy season washed

out. They were asked to replace it, but since their equipment had been

shipped out of the country they were reluctant to do so. A settlement was

reached which released the firm from an obligation to complete the repairs

but withheld US$100,000 of their retention payments which would be paid

to another contractor to complete them.

The consultants gave considerable attention to training Honduran

engineers which is greatly to their credit. As a result several small

national engineering firms opened.

The Government in general met its obligations under the special cove-
nants of the Loan and Credit Agreements although perhaps not as thoroughly

as originally envisioned. Design standards were reduced. The Government

increased the budget allocations for highway maintenance and maintenance

equipment to an extent considered adequate by the Bank:

(L millions)

1965 3.5
1968 5.0
1969 7.0
1970 6.0 (plus 6.0 for equipment)

The Government established a career civil service and the highway patrol,

and it increased the authority of the Planning Unit. Progress was made in

road signalling, but less in maintaining the weighing stations or enforcing

traffic regulations. Maintenance did improve, but it appears this was

still a major problem when the road was completed.

The most recent available cost estimate (of December 31, 1971) for

the North Road reconstruction, including detailed engineering, is L 51.33

million (US$25.7 million), about 9% above the original estimate:
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Construction Costs of the North Road
(L millions)

Actual

Appraisal Estimate December 31, 1971

Construction 38.70 45.17

Right of Way 1.00 0.20

Engineering and

Supervision 3.20 5.50

Contingencies 4.30 0.46

Subtotal 47.20 51.33

IDB Inspection* none 0.05

Studies (Refinancing
IDB Loan 12/SF-HO)* none 1.34

Total 47.20 52.72

* Added by IDB after the Bank's loan was signed. L 50,000 covered in-

spection not included as supervision. L 1.34 was an extension of a

previous loan to refinance highway studies.

Final actual costs are not available as the Government has not settled an

additional claim suit by one of the contractors. This contractor submitted

a statement concluding the works performed exceeded the contract amount

of US$6.5 million by US$5.0 million. The consultants, Brown & Root, S.A.,

studied the report on behalf of the Government, and decided the claim

was unfounded. The contractor has continued to seek further settlement.

Although costs might change, this seems unlikely as the contractor did not

have an arbitration clause in his contract and the Government has refused

to recognize his claims.

The increase in costs is accounted for by the realignment and re-

design of part of the road and the delays in the construction schedule due

particularly to bad weather and poor soil conditions.

Economic Justification

The economic justification for the North Road presented in the

appraisal report was based on savings in transport costs. It was antici-

pated that vehicle operating costs would be cut in half L and traffic

/1 It is not possible to calculate the actual reduction as the methodology

used at appraisal and the detailed technical characteristics of the

road before and after improvement are not available.
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along the road would increase from 350 vehicles in 1962 to 700 in 1972,

implying an annual rate of growth of 7.5%. The SRI's traffic projections

were somewhat higher, increasing from 350 vehicles per day in 1962 to

800 by 1972; the annual rate of growth is 10%. The Bank lowered their

estimate as it considered that SRI's extrapolations were based on too

few traffic counts.

The actual traffic increase is greater than expected by the Bank

or SRI, as seen in Annex 1 and 2. The annual rate of growth from 1964

to 1970 is between 12 and 17% depending upon the station chosen. After

the road opened in 1971 traffic increased by 48% over the previous year.

The increase is attributed to passenger traffic which is not surprising

as the improvements on the road encouraged the use of cars and buses.

Traffic since 1971 has grown at a rate of 13% per annum.

Justification for the North Road Project also included benefits

which were not quantified. For instance, larger more efficient vehicles

could not use the Old North Road because it was narrow and winding.

Today they use the road, increasing the effective load carried and the

running speed. Truck traffic from 1964 to 1970 grew at some 10-14% per

annum (depending on the station used) while in 1971 there was about a

20% increase in truck traffic over the previous year. The use of the

road by heavy trailers has quintupled from 5 to 9 per day in 1964 to 35

in 1971. The information available for 1974 shows a substantial increase

in thd-number of trailers in relation to 1971.

Another expected benefit from the road's improvement was savings

in travel time. On the old road it took seven hours by auto (10 by

vehicles of other types) to travel between Tegucigalpa and San Pedro Sula.

The project was expected to cut driving time from seven to 
four hours for

autos and from ten to six for other vehicles. Actual driving time is

three and a half hours by auto and six hours for trucks.

The project has clearly been economically worthwhile. Construction

costs increased relatively slightly over appraisal estimates, and benefits

were somewhat delayed by the prolonged construction period, but traffic

has grown much faster than expected, and a recalculation of the 
return

to investment, along the lines used in the appraisal report, would yield

a figure higher than the 20% originally estimated.

Role of the Bank

The Bank's original decision to favor the Humuya Valley route over

the one passing close to Siguatepeque appears to have been correct in

light of the information which was available during appraisal and the fact

the two partners in the project, the IDB and the Government, both approved

this route. After the loan was signed, the situation changed; based on
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new information the Siguatepeque route was a better choice. The Bank
might have reduced delays by agreeing to consider realignment when the

Government first asked it to, stipulating that the Government should
prepare a well-documented case, at their own expense for changing the
route. The consultants could have continued to work on the portions of

the road not under consideration. The realignment of the North Road
after the loan was in effect was an intelligent change in view of the
increased costs of the approved route and because engineering and other
factors on the realigned section proved to be more favorable.

The performance of the consultants was generally very good but they

appear to have made some misjudgements in the soil surveys on the SiguatepequE

alignment, which caused delays and contributed to the cost overruns. The
consultants maintain they were under pressure from the lending agencies
and the Government to hurry the project, so consequently did not perform
as thoroughly as they would have liked. The Bank could have remained in
closer contact with them; it expressed the view in mid-1970 that supervision

missions (about one every nine months on average between signing of the
loan/credit in February 1965 and June 1970) had been infrequent, and between

June 1970 and July 1971, when the road was completed, there were three super-

vision missions, or an average of one every four months.

The role which the Bank has played in the dispute between the

Government and the contractor who submitted very large claims appears to
have been prudent. While the Bank has reviewed the situation from time
to time, discussed it with the Government and the contractor, and expressed

hope for a rapid settlement, it has successfully maintained the view it

will not act as arbitrator and that the settlement reached should be made

between the parties involved.

The Bank's loan covenants and supplementary letters, and its role
in urging their fulfillment, appear to have been generally useful. More

support for maintenance was obtained and some improvement was made although
there was not much follow-up in the early years of the project. The Bank

was not successful in getting the Government to meet its obligations of

maintaining weighing stations and enforcing traffic regulations. But on

the other items stressed more progress was made.

Conclusions

The North Road Project was successful, meeting its objectives of

providing a good-quality highway linking important regions of the country,

generating savings in road user costs and reducing driving time. Indications

are that the ex post rate of return is higher than estimated because traffic

growth is greater than expected and cost overruns were small. The change in

alignment after the loan was signed appears to have been a wise decision,

and implementation of the project went fairly smoothly. The Bank's broader

advice and loan conditions have been useful. More frequent supervision in

the early years would probably have been useful in enabling the Bank to re-

spond more quickly when the change in alignment was suggested and to follow

more closely the adequacy of the consultants' work and the Borrower's ful-

fillment of the maintenance covenants.



ANNEX 1

TRAFFIC COUNTS ON THE NORTH ROAD
kilometer 56

Buses and
Cars pick-ups Trucks Trailers Total

1964 82 48 120 5 255

1966 66 60 134 14 274

1969 160 191 231 24 606

1970 173 218 243 27 661

1971 325 334 287 34 980

1972 385 368 300 46 1,099

Traffic counts for some years are not available.



ANNEX 2

TRAFFIC COUNTS ON THE NORTH ROAD
kilometer 149

Buses and
Cars pick-ups Trucks Trailers Total

1964 75 49 155 9 288

1968 34 120 173 9 336

1969 36 131 214 18 399

1970 64 169 271 30 534

1971 174 280 308 36 798

1974 236 389 436 86 1,147

Traffic counts for some years are not available.
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PROJECT PERFORMANCE AUDIT MEMORANDUM

ICELAND FIRST HIGHWAY PROJECT (LOAN 707-IC)

This memorandum reviews the achievements of the First Iceland
Highway Project, partially financed with Loan 707-IC. The loan, in the
amount of US$ 4.1 million, was signed on October 12, 1970 and fully dis-
bursed in November 1973. This performance audit is based on a compara-
tive review of (i) the Project Completion Report (Attachment 1) prepared
by the EMENA Regional Office, (ii) information from Bank files (Appraisal
Report, Loan and Project Agreements, Supervision Reports, and correspondence
between the Borrower and Bank), and (iii) discussions with relevant Bank
staff.

Project Objectives and Accomplishments

A 1968 transport survey conducted for the Government examined
the need for various improvements in Iceland's road system. The survey
report gave high priority to betterment of the road system around Reykjavik,
where 50% of the country's population is concentrated. The necessity for
road improvements was also recorded in the Bank report Current Economic
Position and Prospects of Iceland, October 1969. These documented recom-
mendations for road improvements led to the development of the project
between the Government and the Bank.

The objectives of the First Highway Project were to help finance
upgrading of about 47 km on two primary roads -- 13.7 km on the "Vestur-
landsvegur" Road and 33.6 km on the "Sudurlandsvegur" Road -- radiating
from Reykjavik (PCR Map 2) and purchases of highway maintenance equipment.
The project consisted of (a) construction of about 40 km of roads to re-
place existing ones which were poorly designed and surfaced with gravel that
required constant maintenance and improvement; (b) paving of about 7 km of
existing roads; (c) consultant's services for construction supervision; and
(d) purchases to replace old road maintenance equipment (PCR Annex E) and
provide snow removal equipment on surfaced roads. The project roads were
divided into 3 sections on the Vesturlandsvegur Road and 4 sections on the
Sudurlandsvegur Road. The sections were small, ranging from 3 km to 14 km
(PCR Annex B), to keep construction within the capacities of small local
contractors.

1/ Kampmann, Kierulff and Saxild (Copenhagen), Transport Survey of the
Republic of Iceland, February 1969, 2 vols.
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This project represented the Bank's first experience in Iceland's
transport sector. Previous Bank loans had embraced the power, agriculture,
industry and water supply sectors.

The total estimated cost of the project was US$ 7.66 million
equivalent. The Bank loan of US$ 4.1 million for the foreign exchange
costs of the project was for a 20-year term, including a four-year grace
period, at 74% interest. The main loan covenant required that the Govern-
ment complete the construction of 16 km of roads adjacent to the project
highways by the expected completion date. Further, the Government agreed
to permit foreign contractors to employ expatriates as reasonably required.
The executing agency was the Public Roads Administration (PRA), which is
responsible for construction and maintenance of all roads. The PRA and a
local consultant prepared the detailed engineering design of the road
sections.

The Bank had deemed the PRA sufficiently capable to execute the
road program, hence no particular institutional difficulties were antici-
pated. Prior to this loan, road construction in Iceland was generally
implemented by force account. In contrast, private construction firms
were contracted to execute this project and independent consultants pro-
vided the necessary supervision according to usual Bank practice.

Initially, project completion was scheduled for the first quarter
of 1975, with a loan closing date of June 1975. Subsequent revisions of
the construction schedule estimated a new completion date of June 1973.
All construction and disbursements were completed by November 1973, slightly
beyond the revised completion date, but considerably ahead of the original
closing date.

All project objectives were met, and loan covenants fulfilled.
The two road sections were improved and new maintenance equipment was pur-
chased. The quality of road construction was "good and probably better
than before.. .because of more precise specifications and good supervision,"
according to the PCR. The actual cost was US$ 9.05 million equivalent, an18% overrun over the appraisal estimate (including contingencies)u.
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ICELAND: First Highway Project

Summary of Estimated and Actual Costs

Appraisal
Estimate Actual Percent Change
(mill. US$ equiv.)

Road Improvement and

Construction 6.35 7.92 + 25

Consultant's Services for
Construction Supervision 0.77 0.60 - 22

Road Maintenance

Equipment 0.54 0.53 - 2

Total 7.66 9.05 + 18

The overrun of approximately US$ 1.39 million equivalent was
absorbed by the Borrower. The difference between actual cost and the

appraisal estimate resulted from quantity and design changes and from
overall construction cost escalation: the quantity changes were due to
an underestimation in earthwork stemming from inadequate soil information,
mainly on the Vesturlandsvegur road. In retrospect, additional subsurface
soil explorations would have been desirable. The unexpected difficult
soil conditions encountered on section VV4 of the road were evident only
after construction was initiated. Soil analysis undertaken on the site
did not reveal the extent and depth of difficulties subsequently encountered.
Realignment of the road to an area with better soil conditions was not
possible due to the location of the road near the sea. Abandonment of
the improvement of the portion of VV4 where difficult soil conditions
prevailed was not considered. The main design change, made with the Bank's
concurrence, was partial substitution of concrete paving for asphalt
cement. Estimation by the Bank of the economic rate of return for the
use of concrete as compared to asphalt in Iceland indicated that the
design change was justified.1! Concrete pavement was therefore substi-
tuted for asphalt on 13.7 km of the Vesturlandsvegur road. The total

1/ Concrete pavement was estimated to last 20 years; in comparison,
asphalt pavement would require resurfacing every 4 to 6 years.
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cost increase due to quantity and design changes was 21% over the bid

price (excluding contingencies); the appraisal estimate had included only
a 10% contingency for quantity and design changes.

The cost overrun was also the result of inflation, which increased

construction costs by 16% over estimates; the appraisal estimate had in-

cluded only an 8% total construction price escalation.

Economic Return

The 17% rate of return for road construction (including super-
vision) estimated at the time of appraisal differs from a revised estimate
of 12% made with 1974 factor prices (PCR Annex H). In the revised estimate,
both road sections have the same 12% return, but originally it had been
expected that the Vesturlandsvegur Road would have a 22% return and the
Sudurlandsvegur Road, 14%. On the former road, the steep decline in the
return of the investment is due to the cost increase and a 15% traffic over-
estimation. Had petroleum prices not risen, user benefits would have been
15% lower than current estimates. On the latter, increased benefits, derived

from increases of 6% in traffic and 15% in vehicle operating costs due to
rising petroleum prices, could not fully compensate for the increases in
construction costs.

The revised rate of return for individual road sections indicates
that the return for one section designated as VV4 was low: 5% as compared
to 11% estimated in the appraisal report (PCR Annex H). This 4.5 km section
was located at the end of the betterment on the Vesturlandsvegur road
farthest from Rekjavik. Its estimated cost was US$ 0.77 million, or 10%
of the total project; actual costs were US$ 1.56 million, or 17% of the
project. The lower return can be accounted for by both the substantial
cost increases and a reduction in user benefits. The cost increases re-
sulted from increased earthwork over that estimated due to unexpected soil
and material conditions, especially on the last 750 meters of the section.
Design changes resulting from the substitution of concrete for asphalt
pavement caused additional cost increases; however this increase was offset
by the lower maintenance cost of a concrete pavement as compared to asphalt
pavement. The reduction in benefits stemmed from a 23% traffic overesti-
mation for 1973 (PCR Annex F). An adjustment of the road user savings
calculation to take account of the fact that the use of truck-trailers --
which are more economical than normal trucks -- has grown considerably,
would increase the revised rate of return on this section from 5% to approxi-
mately 6%. Truck-trailers now represent about 10% of total truck traffic.
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The Bank's Role

On the whole, the Bank's handling of the project was satisfactory,
and efficient. Its role was relatively minor in project implementation;

in fact it minimized involvement in handling questions normal to project

execution.1 / Yet the Bank also demonstrated vigilance in project monitor-

ing; for example, it denied a request for the purchase of maintenance

equipment which was not economically justifiable. Furthermore, Bank input,
when required, was rapid and straightforward. It was flexible in handling
design changes, for example, the substitution of concrete for asphalt as
a pavement material.

An additional benefit of the Bank's participation was to further
PRA's experience in road construction by private firms, with independent
supervision, as an alternative to force account. This experience was in-
strumental in modifying PRA policies to include the use of contractors on
large road projects. Further, requiring independent consultant supervision
of construction provided a useful element in settling contractors' claims
and may result in more precise contract preparation in the future. The
project also provided opportunities to private local firms which previously
lacked experience in road construction and supervision. The PRA considers
that these indirect benefits would result in more economical roads in the
future.

Conclusions

There were no major issues related to this project. The original
objectives were accomplished and the Bank's performance in project manage-
ment was satisfactory. Bank action was rapid and straightforward, with
adequate supervision and flexibility in management. However, an 18% cost
overrun occurred. This overrun (together with the traffic shortfall on the
Vesturlandsvegur road) is reflected in the discrepancy between the newly
estimated 12% rate of return for the project and the 17% return estimated
during appraisal. In retrospect, the low rate of return calculated for one
section of the Vesturlandsvegur Road (VV4) suggests that improvement should
have been postponed.

The cost overrun also reflects the difficulties in estimating
costs during an inflationary period. At appraisal an 8% total price
escalation allowance was included in the estimate, which turned out to be
insufficient.

1/ Only three short supervision missions were made to Iceland.



Attachment

PROJECT COMPLETION REPORT

ICELAND FIRST HIGHWAY PROJECT

A. General Description and Purpose of the Project

1. The main purpose of the loan (US$ 4.1 m) was to assist in financing
the construction and improvement of about 47 km of primary roads in the
vicinity of Reykjavik (Vesturlandsvegur, northeast from Reykjavik and Sudur-
landsvegur southeast from Reykjavik - see Map). The loan also included the
purchase of highway maintenance equipment. Project data are attached as
Annex A.

B. Road Construction and Improvement

2. A Transport Survey, financed by the Government and carried out by
consultants (KAMPSAX)in 1968, gave high priority to the replacement of the
heavily trafficked gravel road sections near the capital with modern surfaced
highways. Only 50 km of roads were paved in the whole country at that time.

3. Detailed engineering and the preparation of contract documents
were carried out by the Public Roads Administration (PRA) with the assistance
of local consultants. The final contract documents were reviewed by the
supervisory consultants MAT S/f, Reykjavik.

4. The roads were divided into small contract sections in order to
encourage local bids. Four out of seven contracts were awarded to local con-
tractors (55% of the total value) and the remainder to a Danish-Icelandic
joint venture. Construction contract details are shown in Annex B. The delays
in completion of construction were only slight, on the average about 8%.

5. There were few problems during the construction. Some difficulties
arose in settling the contractors' claims relating to price increases. The
following aspects were not adequately covered by the Price Variation Clause
of the Contract Agreement:

(i) increased costs due to wage and vacation allowance
increases and shortening of the regular work week
from 44 to 40 hours;

(ii) increased employers' payments to Laborer's Pension
Fund; and

(iii) increased road taxes for diesel trucks.
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6. Only one major design change was made - the substitution of
cement concrete pavement for asphaltic concrete on three road sections
of Vesturlandsvegur adjacent to Reykjavik (VV2, VV3 and VV4). The Bank
concurred with the change which was economically justified for these higher
traffic sections and especially because of the use of studded tyres
(estimated traffic ranged from 2200 to 6000 vpd in 1973). There were minor
geometric design changes which resulted in lower costs.

7. The quality of construction was good and probably better than
generally before in this country, mainly because of more precise specifi-
cations and good supervision.

8. The final costs compared to appraisal cost estimates are in
Annex C. The following points arise from these figures:

(i) the total bid price (excluding quantity and price
variations) for all road sections was only 5% above
the equivalent appraisal estimate;

(ii) due to substantial quantity increases ard price esca-
lation, the total final cost is 21% higher than the
equivalent appraisal estimate;

(iii) the cost escalation from quantity increase and
design changes was 21% (10% estimated at appraisal)
and from price escalation 16% (8% estimated at
appraisal).

(iv) the highest cost increase (50%) was on section VV4, mainly
because of increased quantities, specification changes and
price escalation. A considerable part of the increased
quantities was caused by the unsuitability of material from
the sea water and fresh water ponds related to the salmon
fishery, which the route traverses. Detailed information
in this respect is given in the letter from the Public Roads
Administration dated October 11, 1974.

Most of the quantity increases were due to additional excavation and re-
placement of unsuitable materials. This in turn reflects that additional
subsurface explorations and study of the effect of frost would have been
desirable since there are difficult soil conditions in this part of Iceland.

C. Supervision of Construction

9. Supervision of construction was by a local consulting organization
(MAT S/f, Reykjavik) with staff strengthening for short periods by Danish
soils and asphalt paving engineers. All major decisions were made in coop-
eration with the PRA.
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10. The quality of supervision was good. Materials testing was
carried out by the soils and materials laboratory within the Government
Building Research Institute (BRI) and the results were evaluated by the
consultants. In addition to their normal supervisory duties the consultants
initiated several design changes to improve quality and/or reduce costs.

11. The cost of supervision was close to the appraisal estimate
(Annex C). The somewhat high costs (7.7% of construction costs) compared
to average supervision costs arise from:

(i) the construction was broken down into 7 small con-
tracts to encourage domestic participation; and

(ii) very little previous experience of major road con-
struction contracting by the PRA, contractors and
consultants.

D. Road Maintenance Equipment

12. This loan category financed the replacement of selected items
of old and uneconomic highway maintenance equipment and the purchase of
snow-clearing equipment for use on surfaced roads (largely on the project
roads). The costs (appraisal estimate and actual) are shown in Annex E.
The total actual cost was only slightly higher than appraisal estimate
(less than 2%).

13. There were, with the Bank's concurrence, some changes in the
list of equipment of changed actual needs:

(i) the wheel loaders were substituted for the shovels; the
final number of wheel loaders was 4 (5 at appraisal)
but two of these were 3 cu yd (2 cu yd shovels at appraisal);

(ii) the final number of motor graders was 6 (7 at appraisal);

(iii) the final number of snow blowers was 2 (1 at appraisal);

(iv) the amount of spares was smaller than estimated (1/3 of
appraisal estimate).

14. All equipment was received as scheduled and put into effective
use. The snow clearing equipment has enabled the PRA to keep a number of
additional important road sections mostly open to traffic during the winter
months.
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E. Economic Analysis

15. The objective of the project was to reduce the cost of trans-

port on important sections of the two main roads radiating from Reykjavik

by replacing or improving the existing inadequate gravel sections. The

average daily traffic volumes on the project road sections as estimated

at appraisal and from actual counts in 1973 are shown in Annex F. Average

actual traffic on Vesturlandsvegur is about 15% below the estimated volumes,

mainly due to reduced car traffic; no specific reason was found for this

variance and apparently the appraisal assessment of the prospects for

traffic growth on this section was too optimistic. Traffic volumes on

Sudurlandsvegur are about 6% above estimated volumes.

16. The principal benefits derived from the project are savings in

vehicle operating costs. Vehicle operating costs by road section are shown

in Annex G as estimated at appraisal and as revised on the basis of updated

operating cost information supplied by the Government in early 1974. The

Annex shows that average vehicle operating cost, and therefore savings,
have increased by an average of 130% from 1970 to early 1974; this increase

is partly due to inflation (115%), partly to the recent producer price

increases in petroleum products (15%).

17. The rates of return of the project road sections are shown in
Annex H, as estimated at appraisal and as revised on the basis of updated
traffic and vehicle operating cost information supplied by the Government
in early 19741 The Annex shows that the revised economic return (ER),
excluding benefits from savings in passenger time, is 12% as compared to
the appraisal estimate of 17%. This confirms that the project is econom-
ically justified. One section of Vesturlandsvegur (VV4), however, has a
significantly lower ER than estimated at appraisal due to 25% lower traf-
fic volumes and a 50% increase in construction cost. The ER of 5% (ex-
cluding passenger time) indicates that improvement of this section should
have been postponed. The construction cost of section VV4 amounts to
lKr 130.4 million or 19% of total construction cost. Exclusion of section
VV4 from the project would result in an ER of 13% (excluding passenger time)
for the remaining sections included in the project.

1/ For the revised economic evaluation the actual costs of construction
and supervision shown in Annex C were converted into 1974 prices on
the basis of the construction price index for Iceland. The resulting
costs of construction and supervision in 1974 prices are about 145%
higher than those used in the economic evaluation of the Appraisal Report.
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F. Project Costs and Disbursement

18. The summary of project costs is in Annex I and of disbursements
in Annex J. The loan was fully disbursed by November 1973, about 19 months
before the Closing Date of June 30, 1975 and 9 months before the date esti-
mated at appraisal.

19. To accommodate the construction cost increases and permit dis-
bursements to continue through the project period, the disbursement rate
for Category I, road construction, was changed twice, for the first time
from 50% to 45% (effective from January 1, 1972) and for the second time
from 45% to 38% (effective from July 1, 1972).

20. The increased expenditure under Category III, road maintenance
equipment, was covered by reallocations of US$ 9,078.91 equivalent from
Category IV, unallocated, and the remainder of Category IV (US$ 583,921.09)
was reallocated to Category I to partly offset the increase in construction
costs.

G. Project Covenants and Negotiation Agreements

21. The main loan covenant required the Government to complete the
construction of roads adjacent to project roads -- the first 2 km of
Vesturlandsvegur and the middle sections of Sudurlandsvegur -- by the com-
pletion date of the project sections and to standards and specifications
satisfactory to the Bank. The Government fully met the requirements. The
Government also complied with the requirement to permit foreign contractors
to employ foreign staff as reasonable required.

H. Conclusions

Economic Justification

22. The main benefits from road construction are savings in transport
costs. The economic return of road construction is now estimated at 12%,
exclusive of benefits from savings in passenger time, compared to an appraisal
estimate of 17%. The overall economic feasibility of the project is there-
fore confirmed. The improvement of one section of the Vesturlandsvegur
(VV4), however, should have been postponed.

23. Of the other benefits the following are worth mentioning:

(i) since the PRA's policy is to use contractors in construction
of all bigger road projects, the experiences in supervising
the contracts and in settling the contractors' claims are
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useful and will result in more precise contract documents
in following contracts;

(ii) the opportunity to participate in complete construction
of modern highways was especially useful to local contractors
who lacked related experience;

(iii) the above mentioned also fully applies to the consultant;
the experiences will result in lower supervision costs; and

(iv) good results were gained in constructing new type lava
embankments and low cost oil gravel pavements.!!

It is the PRA's opinion that these indirect benefits are significant and
will result in better and more economical roads in future.

EMENA Regional Office
October, 1974

1/ This is a process developed in Scandinavia in the 1950s. A special
type of asphaltic oil is mixed with crushed gravel and the cold mix-
ture is laid and compacted.



ANNEX A

ICELAND

FIRST HIGHWAY PROJECT

LOAN 707-IC

Project Data and Background Information

1. Amount of Loan US$h,100,000
Amount Disbursed

Category No. 1 US$3,298,42548
Category No. 2 275,495.61
Category No. 3 526,078.91

Amount in Awarded Contracts US$6,630,000
Date of Loan Agreement October 12, 1970
Effective Date January 2, 1971
Closing Date June 30, 1975
Dates and periods of supervision missions 1. May 31-June 4, 1971

2. June 5-9, 1972
3. July 3-6, 1973

Current Exchange Rate (November 1973) US$1.00 = 1 Kr. 83.60
Original Exchange Rate (September 1970) US$1.00 = 1 Kr. 88.00

2. The project comprises (a) the construction and improvement to two lane surfaced
standards of approximately 14 km of the main route to the north and west
(Vesturlandsvegur) and 33 km of the main southern route (Sudurlandsvegur) in the
vicinity of Reykjavik; (b) supervision of (a); and (c) the purchase of specific
items of highway maintenance equipment.

Construction and Supervision

3. Highway construction was divided into seven sections for bidding purposes. Two
contracts were awarded in October 1970 to Icelandic firms and five contracts awarded
in May 1970, two to Icelandic firms and three to an Icelandic/Danish joint venture.

h. Supervision of construction is by a local consulting organization (MATsf).

Main Covenants in Loan Agreement

5. The Government will complete the construction of: (i) the first 2 km of
Vesturlandsvegur between Reykjavik and the sections to be constructed and improved;
and (ii) the section of Sudurlandsvegur lying between the sections to be constructed
and improved in accordance with standards and specifications satisfactory to the Bank.
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Progress of Construction

Due
Starting Completion Date % Time

Item Section Contractor Length Date Date Completed Expired
(km)

Vesturlandsvegur

1 VV2 Adalbraut (Icelandic) 3.0 9/26/70 6/30/72 9/30/72 114

2 VV3 Thorisos ( " ) 6.2 5/1/71 6/30/73 8/31/73 108

3 VV4 Thorisos ( ) 4.5 5/1/71 6/30/73 8/31/73 108

Sudurlandsvegur

4 SV1 Istak/Pihl (Icelandic- 7.1 5/1/71 6/30/73 8/31/73 108
Danish)

5 SV5 Istak/Pihi ( " ) 6.3 5/15/71 6/30/73 7/31/73 104

6 SV6 Istak/Pihl ( " ) 6.1 5/15/11 6/30/73 8/31/73 108

7 SV7 & 8 Thorisos (Icelandic) 1 10/1/70 6/30/73 8/20/73 109

Total 47.3
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Road Construction and Supervision Costs

Appraisal Estimate Final Cost-
Local Foreign Total Total Change
---- I Kr(wmilJlonsT- 1 Kr million

I. Road Construction and Improvement

1. Contract Sections

Section VV2 32 32 64 58.6 -8
Section VV3 26 26 52 /747 +44Section VV4 29 29 58 87.3 2 +50

Section SVl 52 52 104 110.4 / + 61442/Section SV5 28 28 56 44.1 -21
Section SV6 29 29 58 62.1 + 7
Section SV7 & 8 _40 _40 80 57.6 2/ -28

Costs excluding quantity and price variations 236 236 472 494.8 + 5

2. Contingencies

Quantity Variations )
hng drs)214.5 214.5 149 75.7) +117Change Orders)

Price Escalation 20 20 40 + 93

Total Variations 44.5 44.5 89 183.1 +106

Total Costs Including Variations 280.5 280.5 561 677.9 + 21

II. Consultants' Services for Supervision of Construction 30.5 30.5 61 51.7 - 15
(including contingencies)

Total Costs 311 311 622 729.6 + 17

1/ There is no final breakdown into local and foreign costs. Because of the greater local input than estimated atappraisal, the foreign component is somewhat less than 50%.
2/ B-;6 prices
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(5-73)

Firm: MAT s/f, Reykjavik, Iceland IBRD File:

C. F. Ref.: _____CONSULTING ENGINEER'S SUMMARY OF COMPLETED PROJECT

1. Name of Project: Iceland highway project

2. Location of project: Tceland: a) Reykjav'k-Selfoss, SV-sections, 33.4 km
3. Client: PRA b) Reykjavik-Kollafj. VV-sections, 13.8 km

4. Description of project:

a) section SV-1 7.2 km, two lanes 7.3 m with 10 cm Asph. concrete
b - sv-5,6,7,8, 26.2 - - - - - - 5 cm Oil-gravel

c) - VV-2,53,4, 13.8 - - - 7.5 m - 22 cm Cement concr.

5. Description of professional services provided for this project:

a) Preliminary Studies - None

b) Detailed Engineering-- a) Review of contract documents prior to tender

b) Variations and additions of contract documents
during construction together with PRA.

c) Construction Supervision All, except material testing which were made by

the government B.R.I.

6: Professional services provided for this project by others (if any):

a) Description - a) Soils engineering, 0.5 man-months
b) Asphalt paving 0.5 " "

b) Man-months provided by others - 1 (one)

c) Others providedO9 * 3% of all professional services required for this project

7. Completion time and project cost experience:

Consultant Services Contract Firm's Project Cost Estimates at end of (a) and (b)
Date Started Date Comoleted Base Contingencies Total

(a) Prelim. studies - 4 __ PRA s PRA $

(b) Detailed engineering' Sept.'70 Mar. '74 $ "f - $ I" $

Actual Project Cost Experience
(c) Est. duration of construction 36 months Lowest Evaluated Bid Total Final Cost

(d) Actual construction period do $ 5 .78 mil. s 7.92 mil.

(e) Explanation of Contingency Calculations in (a) and (b) above:
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8. Comments on project cost experience:

) Bids

On all 7 individual contracts, the employer received advantageous

bids, underbids on sections SV-5/6 and VV-2, fair bids on sections

SV-l and SV-7/8 but on sections VV-3/4 the contractor made a fair

profit.

b) Price variations

In case of great inflation full compensation is not given the con-

tractor by rules as set out in cl. 70 of the CDs.
During the construction period inflation is estimated 14% average
per year.
Actual paid price escalation was 8.516 against estimated 17-18% total

addition for fulladjustment.
Certainly all that difference was not precalculated in the tender

prices.

c) Total cost

1 Tender 5.78 mil. $ 73.0
2 Increased quantities 0.88 " 11.1

3 Change orders 0.36 " 4.6
4 Price variations 0.62 " 7.8
5) Claims 0.28 " 3.5

7.92 mil. $ 100.0
9. Recommendations for future projects of similar type (e.g. lessons learned):

a) Preparation

Contract documents as prepared by the PRA proofed to be very satis-

factory with exception of soil explorations. In future projects
more effort should be spent on that item at the planning stage.

b) Contractors

All 3 contractors of the 7 sections were new in the road building
field. To facilitate rapid progress in know-how and equipment

more continuity in contract awarding is needed.

c) Supervision

Supervision cost of 7.7% of contract prices seems rather high, but
would be reduced by more experience.
For the '73 contracts, sections VV-5, RV-7/8, supervision cost is

expected to be less than 5% of contract prices.

d) General policy

Within the total budgeting and general policy, as directed by the
legislative body, more performance power should be delegated to
the PRA.

Summary prepared by Baldur Johannesson Res. Eng.

(Name) Title Signature

Bjbrn 61afsson Res. Eng.
Date.-1974..02--27
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Highway Equipment Provided Under the Project

Item No. Appraisal Estimate Final Procurement
No. Cost US$ No. Cost US$

A. Equipment for maintenance of
gravel roads

1. Crushing, screening and
loading plant 1 120,000 1 110,300

2. Shovels 3 75,000 3 84,300

3. Motor Graders 7 195,000 6 233,000

Sub-total 390,000 427,600

B. Equipment for snow clearing
of surfaced roads

4. Snow blower 1 19,000 2 46,264

5. Wheel loaders 2 61,000 1 28,100

Sub-total 80,000 74,364

6. Spare Parts 47,000 (10%) 15,036
2/

9,078.91 -

Total 517,000 526,078.91

1/ With the Bank's concurrence the wheel loaders were substituted for the shovels.
2/ US$9,078.91 equivalent was allocated by the Bank from Category IV; unallocated

in the Loan Agreement to Category III, Road maintenance equipment to offset the
increased expenditure under that category. This increase is due to several
acceptable increases in the final invoicing.
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Average Annual Daily Traffic Volumes on Project Roads 1968-1992

Appraisal Estimate Revised Estimate
Road Section 1968 1/ 1973 197 17 1987 1992 196 IT 1973 1/ 1977 19b2 197 1992

Vesturlandsvegur

VV2 - cars 2,700 4,348 5,916 8,066 10,393 12,275 2,700 3,150 4,286 5,736 7,321 8,907
trucks & buses 1,340 1,630 1,907 2,320 2,823 3,303 1,340 1,350 1,579 1,921 2,337 2,843

VV3 - cars 1,650 2,424 3,061 3,944 4,844 5,894 1,650 2,680 3,384 4,319 5,255 6,393
trucks & buses 818 995 1,164 1,417 1,723 2,097 818 1,320 1,544 1,879 2,286 2,781

V4 - cars 970 1,425 1,799 2,318 2,848 3,465 970 1,020 1,288 1,644 2,000 2,433
trucks & buses 655 797 932 1,134 1,380 1,679 655 68o 795 967 1,177 1,432

Sudurlandavegur

SV] - cars 1,725 2,778 3,780 5,153 6,640 8,156 1,725 2,4665 3,3564 4,488 5,728 6,969
trucks & buses 3465 10 535 657 800 973 345 435 529 644 784 9564

SV5 - cars 850 1,249 1,577 2,032 2,495 3,036 850 1,445 1,824 2,328 2,832 3,446
trucks & buses 175 223 271 333 406 495 175 255 310 377 459 558

SV6 - cars 850 1,249 1,577 2,032 2,495 3,036 850 1,445 1,824 2,328 2,832 3,446
trucks & buses 175 223 271 333 406 494 175 255 310 377 459 558

SV7 - cars 920 1,352 1,707 2,199 2,701 3,286 920 1,530 1,932 2,466 3,000 3,650
trucks & buses 187 239 290 356 434 527 187 270 328 399 485 590

5v8 - cars 920 1,352 1,707 2,199 2,701 3,286 920 1,530 1,932 2,466 3,000 3,650
trucks & buses 187 239 290 356 434 527 187 270 328 399 485 590

1/ Actual

Source: Public Roads Administration and Mission Estimates.
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Vehicle Operati Costs
(Ir per km

Appraisal Estimate Revised Estimate
Representative Vehicle VV 2 VV 3 vW 4 SV 1 SV SV 6 SY 7 Sy 8 VV 2 VV 3 VV 4 SYi SY SV 6 SV 7 SV 8

A. Passenger Car:

a. Excluding Passenger Time

Existing Road 3.65 3.65 3.69 3.65 4.09 4.62 3-92 3.27 8.56 8.56 8.66 8.56 9.60 10.84 9.20 7.67
New Road 3.02 3.03 3 05 I 3 5- 3 3.02 7.08 7.11 7.16 7.11 7.62 833 7.60 7

Saving 0.63 0.62 0.64 2.62 0 1.07 0.68 0 1 1 1.50 1J4 1.98 2.51 1.60 0

% Saving 17% 17% 17% 17% 21% 23% 17% 8% 17% 17% 17% 17% 21% 23% 17% 8%

b. Including Passenger Time
B

Existing Road 5-11 5.11 5.15 5.11 5.79 6.48 5.38 4.53 12.61 12.61 12.71 12.61 14.28 15-99 13.27 11.18

New Road 4 1.4 .131 473 -7 4-36 4-14 10.21 10.24 10.29 10.24 10.78 11.72 10.76 10.21

Saving 0. 97 0 0.98 0.96 1.42 1. 02 0 39 37 2.42 237 3.50 432 2.51 0 97

% Saving 19% 19% 19% 19% 25% 27% 19% 9% 19% 19% 19% 19% 25% 27% 19% 9%

B. Heavy Vehicle:

Existing Road 14-87 14-79 15-41 14.79 17.84 22-97 19.34 12.45 33.95 33-77 35.18 33.77 40-73 52.44 44.15 28.42
New Road 10.17 10.37 10.71 10430 11.3 14.37 11.45 10.23 23.22 23.67 2445 26.32 232. 26.14 3.36

Saving 4.70 4 42 4.70 j-49 631 8.60 j89 2.22 10.73 10.10 10.73 10.26 14.51 19.63 18.01 
5.26

% Saving 32% 30% 30% 30% 35% 37% 30% 18% 32% 30% 31% 30% 36% 37% 41% 18%

l/ Average vehicle operating cost increase 1970-74: Passenger cars excluding passenger time: 135%; passenger cars including passenger time: 147%; heavy vehicles: 128%

Source: Transport Survey, Economic Institute and Mission Estimates.
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1/
Rates of Return of Project Road Sections

Appraisal Estimate Revised Estimate
Excluding Including Excluding Including
Passenger Passenger Passenger Passenger

Road Section Time Time Time Time

Total 17 20 12

Vesturlandsvegur 22 25 12

VV2 18 21 13 15
VV3 24 27 18 21
VVh 25 28 5 6

Sudurlandsvegur 17 12

Sv1 3- 14111
SV5 15 19 11 14
SV6 16 20 11 14
SV7 + SV8 12 15 1-4 16

1/ Most likely and/or actual values of investment, vehicle operating costs and
traffif growth.
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Summary of Costs, Loan Allocations and Disbursements

------------------------ Costs--------------------

Appraisal Estimate Actual Loan
Category 1 Kr US 1 Kr US$ Allocation Disbursed

(US$) (U$)
1. Road Construction

and Improvement 561,ooo,ooo 6,350,000 677,900,000 7,920,000 2,690,0oo 3,298,425.48

2. Consultants' Services
for Supervision of
Construction 61,000,000 770,000 51,700,000 604,006 300,000 275,495.61

3. Road Maintenance
Equipment Including
Spare Parts 48,ooo,ooo 540,000 46,000,OO- 526,000 517,000 526,078.91

h. Unallocated 593,000

Total 670,000,000 7,660,000 775,600,000 9,050,000 4,100,000 4,100,000.00

1/ Estimate
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ICELAND

Loan 707-IC

DISBURSEMENTS

ACCUMULATED DISBURSEMENTS IN ACTUAL DISBURSEMENTS AS A
THOUSANDS OF US$ EQUIVALENT PERCENTAGE OF APPRAISAL

ESTIMATE (UP TO LATEST
IBRD/IDA QUARTER) OR NEW ESTIMATE
FISCAL OF DISBURSEMENTS AS A
YEAR PERCENTAGE OF APPRAISAL
AND ACTUAL TOTAL APPRAISAL ESTIMATE (FOR FUTURE
QUARTER DISBURSEMENTS ESTIMATE QUARTERS) (1+2) x 100 or

(h+2) x 100

1970/71
1st
2nd
3rd 309 160 193%
hth 752

1971/72
1st 1,832 1,180 155%
2nd 2,302
3rd 2,572 2,075 123%
hth 2,834

1972/73
1st 3,412 2,890 118%
2nd 3,836
3rd 3,931 3,310 118%
hth 3,995

1973/74

1st 4,062 3,750 108%
2nd 4,100
3rd 3,980
4th

1974/75
1st 4,100

Closing Date June 30, 1975
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PROJECT PERFORMANCE AUDIT MEMORANDUM

MALAWI: TEDZANI STAGE I HYDROELECTRIC PROJECT (Cr. 178-MAI)

This memorandum represents a performance audit of the achievements

and shortfalls of the Tedzani StageI ydroelectric Project and Associated
Development in Malawi (IDA Credit 178-MAI). It is based primarily on the
attached Project Completion Report (PCR) as prepared by the Bank's Eastern

Africa Regional Office and on other documents available in the Bank. The

accuracy and comprehensiveness of the former have been checked by cross-

reference to the relevant material in the Bank files and by subsequent dis-

cussions and correspondence with the borrower, members of L!.e Bank staff

and others who have been involved with the project. This material includes

the original and related Appraisal Reports, the Project and Development
Credit Agreements, Supervision and Progress Reports, the statements of the

external auditors, and all related correspondence between the Bank and the

Borrower.

Introduction

The project itself consisted of two parts. The first entailed a

US$ 5.25 million credit supplied by IDA for the construction of a 16 MW
hydroelectric station at Tedzani Falls on the Shire River, the purchase of
a 3 MW diesel unit at Lilongwe to handle the power shortage originally pro-
jected prior to the commissioning of Tedzani, and the financing of the foreign
exchange costs related to the training program of the borrowing entity (the
Electricity Supply Commission of Malawi, hereafter referred to as ESCOM).
The second part of the project was financed by a loan of US$ 3 million from
the African Development Bank (ADB) to be relent to ESCOM for the latter's
general development program (extensions and improvements to mains and sub-
stations), as well as for the construction of about 200 miles of 66 KV
transmission lines.

The Tedzani scheme was first seriously entertained in 1966 when it
became apparent that the recently completed 24 MW Nkula Falls station 4.5
miles upstream would be insufficient to meet the demand forecasted for
1971/72, particularly in the rapidly growing southern region of Malawi. IDA
was approached for funding and a feasibility report was submitted in Novem-
ber 1967. A formal request for assistance was made by the Government of
Malawi on February 1, 1968. However, there were questions within the Bank
as to whether the Tedzani Project would be the least cost alternative. Hence,
it was not until the Bank received the supplementary information it requested
of the consultants that the way was cleared for an appraisal mission. The
outcome of the mission sent in May-June 1968 was a recommendation for a
US$ 7 million IDA credit to fund the foreign exchange costs of the Tedzani
Project (US$ 4.1 million) and of ESCOM's three-year (1969-71) development
program (US$2.9 million). The project was postponed once again, however,
due to the Bank's concern over the Malawi Government's economic policies.
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Negotiations were renewed after the Government of Malawi inquired
in April 1969 about the possibility of IDA participation in a proposed ADB
consortium for the project. An economic mission sent in July 1969 reported

sufficient improvement of the financial situation to justify renewed lending
to Malawi. This was followed by a favorable appraisal mission in August.
The credit agreement was signed February 11, 1970, and became effective
April 20. Final disbursements occurred in May 1973, about a year before the

originally established closing date for the credit. 7

Project Implementation

Considering the problems encountered in the construction of the
Civil Works and the delays in the delivery of certain materials and contracted
equipment, the project proceeded relatively smoothly. Besides the delays
encountered due to poor rock conditions and strikes at some of the manufac-
turers' plants, there was also a delay implicit in the acceptance of lower
bids with longer construction periods. These delays were originally deemed
acceptable since it was felt the Lilongwe diesel could take up the projected
shortfall at Nkula. The original plans called for the commissioning of the
first 8 MW unit at Tedzani in December 1972, to be followed by the second
one the next month. The project was eventually delayed by approximately
four months, the station beginning commercial operation in May 1973. This
would not have presented any difficulties of note if the 3 MW Lilongwe diesel
and interconnecting transmission system, which were scheduled for commission-
ing by early 1972 to avoid a power shortage, had been completed on time.
As it was, erection of the diesel took nearly a year and was not completed
until September 1972. This was due mainly to the poor perfbrmance of the
manufacturer's erection staff (Rus ton Paxman Diesels Ltd of the U.K.). This
factor, combined with the late delivery and poor quality of the switchgear
for the Lilongwe station (supplied by the Indian Consortium for Power Projects
PPT Ltd.), engendered supply problems for ESCOM. Power had to be rationed for
a short time when demand exceeded the forecasts which had originally prompted
the inclusion of the Lilongwe scheme (as shown below).
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Electricity Sales: Southern Province and Lilongwe
(in millions of kwh)

Appraisal Estimate Actual and Revised Figures

(November 1969) (June 1973)

% Annual % Annual

kwh Increase kwh Increase

1967 77 - 77
1968 93 21; 93 21
1969 106 14 106 14

1970 117 10 122 15

1971 130 11 132 8
1972 143 10 158 20

1973 156 10 179a/ 13
1974 176 11 2021/ 13

a/ Estimates.

Furthermore, the fact that 1972 demand was 10.5% greater than previously

envisioned necessitated the postponement of the major overhauls planned

for the existing Lilonge thermal units..

The delays noted above were minor problems in comparison with

the cost overruns. One can identify three broad stages in the escalation

of costs related to this project.

Original Estimates and Final Cost of Project
(US$ thousands)

First Second Revised
Appraisal Appraisal- Estimates Final Cost

Sept.1968 Jan. 1970 July 1970 June 1974

Power Station Civil Works 2,345 3,541 4,509 5,765

Electrical and Mechanical
Works 2,615a/ 2,590 2,730 2,893
Engineering and Other
Services 514 878 960 1,083
Contingencies 636 480 431 57
Training 120 96 96 97
Lilongwe Diesel - 444 392 461

Total (IDA portion) 6,230 8,029 9,117 10,356

Total Project Cost 10,259 12,372 n.a. 14,779

a/ Excluding the 66 KV line to Chikwawa and the 33 KV lines to Balaka and

Salima which were subsequently omitted from this project.
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First, there were increases in the consultants' estimates between

the first appraisal report and the second; the estimated cost of the total

project rose 21%, due primarily to a 51% jump in the estimated costs of the
Civil Works, partly resulting from application to Tedzani of the experience
then coming in from the new Nkula plant with regard to the serious silt
problem. The second set of increases occurred in 1970 with the opening of
the tendered bids. Again much of the increase occurred in the main civil
engineering works, with bids 27% higher than the second set of estimates.
Analysis of the bids later indicated that a larger sum than expected had been

allotted for establishment costs, especially for the insurance to cover work

performed outside of Europe.!/ Inflation does not seem to have been a major

factor in these cost increases.

The third major group of increases involved overruns during con-

struction (see the attached PCR, section 20). For the most part, these
increases (amounting to about US$ 900,000) occurred in the Civil Works con-
tract due to unfavorable rock conditions, not in the main tunnels but in the

headrace conduit and desiltation chamber. The remaining increases were pri-
marily accounted for by the effects of the devaluation of the US dollar in
1971 (roughly US$ 250,000) and the adjustment of supply requirements which were
underestimated in the original Bill of Quantities (by approximately US$ 100,000) .

Because of IDA's inability to grant the additional credits to cover
the higher than expected initial costs and the subsequent overruns, funds
amounting to US$ 2.4 million were supplied by the Commonwealth Development
Corporation (approximately US$ 1.5 million), the Industrial Development Bank
of Malawi (US$ 0.5 million) and ESCOM's internally-generated cash flow.3'
Of note is the fact that although the total overrun for the whole project
represented only a 19% increase over the January 1970 estimates, the bulk of
it occurred in the main Civil Works (see the attached PCR, Section 20). Net
non-civil works costs rose only US$ 0.1 million, or 2.3% above the original
estimates.

Other than the problems encountered with costs and timing mentioned
above, there were no substantial difficulties encountered in project imple-
mentation. Moreover the Tedzani station has a higher capacity than envisaged
in the original appraisal report, 10 MW units eventually being chosen in place
of 8 MW ones, with related adjustment of the civil works, such that either

1/ This was not an isolated phenomenon, similar cost increases having occurred
in Civil Works contracts for IBRD power projects in Zambia and Tanzania.

2/ This includes importing some steel and cement at higher prices than origin-
ally planned due to shortages, and the threat of shortage, at traditional
sources of supply.

3/ See the attached PCR, Sec. 15, for the terms of these supplemental loans.
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unit (but not both together) can be run at full rated capacity under Stage I.

ESCOM performed well and all loan covenants have been fully complied with,

including the completion and implementation of a water resource-use study

of the Lake Malawi and upper Shire River area (Section 4.05 of the Develop-

ment Credit Agreement).!' The other important substantive covenants,cover-

ing- the development of an ESCOM training program and the entity's attain-

ment of a certain level of financial performance, have also been satis-

factorily met.

Financial Performance

The entity's financial performance has generally been better than

expected. Over the period 1969-72, gross revenues were 3% higher than fore-

casted. However, a sharp rise in extraordinary operating costs in 1972

raised expenses and lowered net operating income. One-half of this rise

was caused by an increase over the estimated fuel budget which was, in turn,

necessitated by the delays in completing the Lilongwe transmission lines

and the subsequent need to import more fuel to meet the demand with thermal

power. At any rate, due to the higher than projected demand for electricity,

the average return on net fixed assets in operation still improved, rising

from 13.8% in 1971 to 14.2% in 1972. As expected, it fell to 10.3% in 1973,

but remained abIe the 9% floor set by the Project Agreement for 1974, (Sec-

tion 2.07 (c)).- Debt service coverage also exceeded expectations,ruing

from 1.65 in 1971 to 1.86 in 1973 (against a 1.7 appraisal estimate).-

Combined with an encouraging, albeit slow, improvement in the debt/equity

ratio, L/ one must conclude that ESCOM's financial performance has been more

than satisfactory.

L/ Agreement was reached in 1973 during the negotiations for Credit 426-MAI --
Tedzani Stage II (US$ 7.5 million for the additional two generators and

a barrage to increase Tedzani's output by 24 MW) -- authorizing ESCOM to

divert a minimum of 4,400 cusecs of Shire River water for 50 years beginning

in 1977. Water for other uses (e.g., irrigation) has been allocated as

required.

2/ This condition was raised to 10% during the negotiations for the Second

Power Project in order to insure internal cash generation sufficient to

provide 25% of the funds for ESCOM's capital development program. Recent

projections for FY 74 found a 10.4% return expected.

3/ The Project Agreement (Sec. 2.10) stipulated a floor of 1.5 on the allow-

able debt service ratio unless further debt was specifically approved by IDA.

4/ Debt/Equity Ratio

1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975
---Forecast---

84/16 83/17 81/19 79/21 78/22 77/23
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Economic Justification

The overall objective of this project has been to increase the
generating capacity of Malawi's power utility. Without such action,
projections indicated a widening gap between energy demanded and firm
capacity for the early 1970s. Although one of the poorest countries in
the world (US$ 90 average GNP/capita in 1973), Malawi's economy has been
growing at a steady pace of about 6% per annum since the country achieved
independence in 1964. This has been reflected in the sale of power,
which has been rowing at an average rate of over 19% per annum between
1964 an 1972.1 Hence, although there has been a slowdown in recent
years,- it was evident by the mid-1960s that ESCOM's existing generating
capacity of 36 MW (in southern region and Lilongwe) would soon be overloaded.
Industry, especially, was growing at a rapid rate of over 15% yearly, and
this sector accounts for more than 60% of ESCOM's kwh sales.

Although it was estimated that the incremental rate of return
for the project would decrease from about 11% to 9.7% as a result of the
increase in capital costs, the project has subsequently proven more remuner-
ative, in part because of the higher than originally planned capability of
the station. Allowing for the 15% tariff increase the entity has requested
for 1975, the internal financial rate of return on the completed project has
now been estimated by the Bank's Eastern Africa Regional Office to be 11.5%.
There is no question but that the increased capacity was necessary. And
given the recent trend in fuel prices it is certain that the Tedzani Stage I
Project, even at an actual cost of US$ 440 per kw (on an 18 MW basis) compared
with originally appraised cost of US$ 360 per kw (for a 16 MW station), both
figures excluding transmission and engineering, was the least cost alternative.
Furthermore, the 66 KV transmission line scheme financed under the ADB loan
has proven invaluable for meeting the new capital's growing demand for power
and enhancing the flexibility of the interconnected system, although it is
worth recording that Malawi Government officials now think it might have been
better to install it on locally produced wooden poles rather than the imported
steel towers actually used.

The Bank's Performance

The Bank's contributions to this project were of mixed value. On
the one hand, the Bank provided a major impetus for the positive institution-
building aspects related to the project. Included in the original loan were
funds for the overseas training of ESCOM personnel (US$ 48,000). Although
this was later funded by other sources after shifts in the allocations
occasioned by the rise in costs, the Bank's efforts in this direction were
successful. The training program encouraged by the Bank (Project Agreement

1/ This figure is for the southern region and Lilongwe, which together account
for over 90% of the kwh sold.

2/ The years immediately following independence witnessed a rapid influx of
foreign capital which eventually led to increased power usage. Between
1969 and 1972, sales growth averaged 14% annually.
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Section 2.11) was submitted as required and was well thought out. Another
major contribution on the Bank's part has been the initiation of the Shire
River water-use study to determine the most economic allocation of water
to its various applications. This is a very significant endeavour in view
of the fact that water is an important constraint in both the agricultural
and industrial sectors.

On the other hand, it now appears with hindsight that the original
one-year postponement by the Bank on macroeconomic grounds may have been '
unwarranted, as well as being costly. The Bank seems to have taken a some-
what short-sighted viewpoint in objecting to Malawi's plans to rmove its
capital from Zomba to Lilongwe, a measure aimed at promoting the closer
unification of the country and stemming the internal migration of inhabit-
ants from the neglected North and central regions to the already overcrowded
Southern province.1 / The Blantyre/Nacala Railway link, also questioned
by the Bank, is an important alternative to the only other outlet to the
sea, the Beira line, which sometimes becomes unserviceable due to floods.
The Bank later reassessed its original position and it, too, found this rail-
way link to be a worthwhile, albeit long-term, investment. As regards
the concern expressed by the Bank about Malawi's financial situation, it
is noteworthy that when the credit was eventually granted, there had actually
been an increase in the total debt contracted by the Government. Further-
more, IDA had provided Malawi a total of US$ 21.2 million for three projects
only several months earlier, in February 1968;2/ and the Tedzani credit was
the next logical extension in Malawi's development program.

As a direct result of th-s delay, Malawi had to spend US$ 461,000
to erect the 3 MW Lilongwe diesel (US$ 96,000 in local costs without the aid
of a "soft" loan). Although this diesel will serve some useful purpose as
a standby in case of transmission line failure, this additional investment
would not have been necessary had the Bank not delayed more than a year in
financing the Tedzani project. In addition higher costs for the extra fuel
imported to meet demand before the project was completed may also be attri-
buted in part to this delay.

As regards the very large cost overrun, it is easy to say in re-
trospect that the Bank should have included larger contingencies (only 6%
contingencies were included in the appraisal estimate for the IDA-assisted
part of the project, whereas 37% would have been required, to meet costs
as they actually eventuated), but it is not clear that much could have been

1/ According to the 1966 census, the population density was 65 persons per
square km in the South, compared to 19 persons per square km in the
North.

2/ IDA Credits 112-114 were signed February 5, 1968, for the Lilongwe and
Shire Valley Agricultural Development Schemes and the construction of
a highway.
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done to avoid the problem. ESCOM's civil engineering consultants (the

same firm now as for Tedzani and for its predecessor, Nkula Falls) were
highly experienced in the region and they still consider that it would
not clearly have been in their client's interest to undertake further

geological investigations before going out to tender; instead they re-
designed and adjusted the project in light of accumulating knowledge,
first of the serious silt problems and then, when construction started,
of the unexpectedly poor quality of rock in some parts of the project area,
and it was a significant achievement by ESCOM, the main contractor and
themselves to keep the project so close to schedule under these difficult
circumstances. The Bank was apparently always doubtful about the cost-
effectiveness of the consultants' Desiltation Chamber solution to the silt
problem, it expressed its concern to ESCOM, and the device has proven
fairly expensive (nearly US$ 400,000 equivalent) and not very effective,

but the Bank was never in a position to suggest any positive alternative

solution to what was generally recognized to be a particularly difficult
problem.

The PCR makes the important point that the Bank's reporting re-

quirements could have been better adapted to ESCOM's normal administration
and reporting procedures, and that this has been done with the second pro-

ject (Tedzani Stage II) for which an IDA Credit was approved in September

1973. While this would probably not have eliminated the need for ESCOM

to hire a Project Accountant specially for the IDA project (it has not now),
it does raise a question whether, with less reporting load to Washington,
the Project Accountant might not have been able to do more to compensate
for the one weakness which ESCOM has specifically criticized in its consult-
ants - failure to undertake revised cost measurements and cost forecasts as

early and as often as would 1ave been necessary to keep the company suffi-
ciently well informed about its forthcoming resource needs.

Conclusions

Despite a slight delay in the completion date, the project was

effectively executed, although at considerably higher cost than originally
expected, due mainly to underestimates of the civil works items which appear
mainly to have been hard to avoid. The project's major objectives were
met, the hydroelectric scheme was clearly economic, and the internal finan-
cial rate of return to the project will probably be higher than originally
projected. Although the Bank's delay between the first and second apprai-
sal missions was of questionable merit and quite costly to Malawi, its sub-
sequent efforts, both during and after credit negotiations were quite appro-
priate (there were five supervision missions at timely intervals) and involved
significant institution-building as regards the entity's training program and
the Shire River water-use study.



PROJECT COMPLETION REPORT

MALAWI

CREDIT NO. 178-MAI

Tedzani Stage I Hydroelectric Project and Associated Development

1. Borrower - Government of Malawi
2. Beneficiary - Electricity Supply Commission of Malawi (ESCOM)
3. Amount of Credit - US$5,250,000
4. Date Credit Signed - February 11, 1970
5. Effective Date - April 20, 1970
6. Closing Date - June 30, 1974
7. Period of Grace - 10 years
8. Term of Credit - 50 years
9. Interest Rate - None

10. Service Charge - 3/4 of 1%
11. Fiscal Year - Erids December 31
12. Exchange Rate - MK 1 = US$1.22
13. Appraisal Report No.

and Date - PU-24a - January 9, 1970
14. Amortization - 3 of 1% paid semi-annually commencing May 15,

1980 and ending November 15, 1989 and 1-1g paid
semi-annually thereafter to November 15, 2019.

15. Parallel Financing - African Development Bank (AD3) loan of US$3
million to Borrower for onlending to the Bene-
ficiary and subsequent loans of MK 1_.2 million
from the Commonwealth Development Corporation
(CDC) and MK OL million from the Industrial
Development Bank of Malawi (INDEBANK). Terms
are:

ADB - 7% interest and 3/4 of 1% commitment
charge, 5 year grace period and
repayments extending over 15 years
after grace period.

CDC - 8-% interest - repayment in 16
equal annual installments of capital
from March 31, 1976 with interest on
reducing balance.

INDEBANK - 8-4% interest repayable in 8 annual
installments of capital from
December 31, 1974 and interest half
yearly, June and December, with first
payment December 31, 1973.
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16. Project Description (Original)

The Project comprises the major pprt of ESCOM's development
program for the three-year period 1970 through 1972. The principal
features of the program and the project are:

(a) construction of Tedzani Stage I hydroelectric develop-
ment (16 MW) with related substations;

(b) addition of a 3 MW diesel unit at Lilongwe which was
required by the end of 1971 to avoid a power shortage
in 1972 prior to commissioning Tedzani Stage I hydro-
electric development;

(c) system control center at Blantyre;

(d) training of ESCOM personnel;

(e) construction of 66 kV lines, L.5 miles from Ted7ani to
Nkula Falls, 28 miles from Tedzani to Blantyre and 165
miles from Nkula Falls to Lilongwe;

(f) extensions and improvements to mains and substations; and

(g) other items such as service line materials, meters,
special transport equipment, office machines, etc.,
which are required for general development and have

to be imported.

The IDA Credit was to cover the foreign exchange cost of the first four
items, and the ADB Loan that of the last three.

17. Project Description (Actual)

The project was carried out broadly in accordance with the
original project description.

18. Objective and Justification of the Project

Additional generating capacity was needed to meet the rapidly
developing load in the Southern Region and ESCOM's consultants demonstrated
that the Tedzani Stage I hydroelectric development with an initi'l capacity
of 16 MW was the least cost method of meeting this requirement. The Lilongwe
transmission line was required to meet the growing demand for power in the
Central Region and the 3 MW diesel generating unit was needed to meet this

demand until Tedzani Stage I and the transmission line could be commissioned.
These objectives have been achieved.

19. Construction Schedule and Problems Encountered

The main civil works contractor was W & C French (Overseas) of the
United Kingdom. Notwithstanding faults in rock formation which were encoun-
tered during construction, requiring continuous review and adaptation of
designs by the civil consultant, and fear of a cement shortage, which resulted
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during one period in the need to buy 1,000 tons from the United Kingdom,
the main contractor performed well and the hydroelectric power station
went into commerical operation in May 1973, only three months behind the
original scheduled completion date.

The contractors for the Turbines (Voest of Austria), Alternators
(Elia Union of Austria) and the Transmission Line (BICC of United Kingdom)
also performed well but many problems were encountered on some of the
smaller contracts. The more important of these are described below:

(a) Lilongwe Diesel (Ruston Paxman of England)

Teething troubles experienced with this unit were more
numerous than average and resulted in a great deal of
outage time during the first few months after commis-
sioning. Excessive vibration which resulted in the
disintegration of the alternator fan was due to bad
erection, and cracks in the injection nozzles which
resulted in numerous- outages were due to faulty design.

(b) 11 kV Switchgear, Transformer Control Kiosks and Reactor (ICPP
of India)

Equipment was badly finished and not in accordance with
the specifications. Later modifications, due to bad
design, were necessary.

(c) Control Center Equipment (Serck Controls of England)

The system was non-operative at the time of the Completion
Inspection, and the manufacturer was at that time examin-
ing the design to determine where modifications were
necessary.

(d) Building for Diesel Unit (M Construction of Mala-i)

The completed building was to a very poor standard.

The contract for the Switchgear (Hawker Siddeley of South Africa) was
placed through a Japanese Agency and this gave rise to communication prob-
lems and delays in delivery which were in some measure responsible for the
delay in commissioning the Project. At the time of the Completion Inspection
(September 1973) the following work was still outstanding:

(a) minor finishing works at the Power Station and the supply
of spares;

(b) desiltation chamber scour valve not fitted, due to its late
arrival. This must now await the first shut down of Tedzani
before installation can be effected;



(c) minor modifications to intake gates and screens - retention

payments were being withheld until completed;

(d) replacement of faulty equipment - transformer contract -

retention payments being withheld;

(e) replacement of faulty equipment - Switchgear Contract -

retention payments being withheld;

(f) replacement of minor defective parts for Diesel Unit; and

(g) System Control non-operative - final payments withheld

pending rectification by manufqcturer's erector.

20. Cost of Project

Details of the original allocation of proceeds and the alloca-

tion of expenditures as finally disbursed are shown in Annex 1 and the

original estimate of costs compared with the final breakdown of costs are

shown in Annex ?.

There have been serious cost overruns on the Main Civil Contract

and the contingency allowance.of between 6% and 7% was inadequate. An

initial increase of about MK 1.0 million was due to bids containing a much

larger sum for establishment costs than alloi.ed by the consultants who had

based their estimates on actual costs for the Nkula hydro project completed

some two years earlier. Costs later escalated still further (by some MK

0.6 million), principally due to unexpectedly bad rock conditions along

the route of the headrace conduit and in the area of the desiltation chamber

and the need to excavate deeper to suit the hydro-turbines selected.

The cost of engineering and supervision is about 25% above the

original estimate due principally to the difficult geology encountered.

The final cost of the main civil works (US$ 5.8 million) was some

65% higher than the original estimate (US$ 3.5 million) and the overall cost

of the Project (US$ l.8 million) was some 19% higher than the original es-

timate of costs (US$ 12.4 million).

21. Consultants

The project was jointly designed by Messrs. Watermeyer, Legge,

Piesold and Uhlmann (Civil Consultants) and Kennedy and Donkin (Mechanical/

Liectrical Consultants) both of the United Kingdom. The performance of both

has been generally satisfactory and their site supervision good, except that

ESCOM has felt that the civil consultants could have progressed cost measure-

ments more effectively and reported earlier and more frequently so as to give

more warning of the increases in costs. It is also doubtful whether the
Desiltation Chamber, which cost some US$ 360,000 equivalent, was the least

cost method to deal with the silt problem. With hindsight, in view of the

geological problems encountered and consequent substantial cost overruns,
it may be said that more geological survey work should have been done at the

feasibility stage, but it is not clear that this could have been foreseen

at that time; Watermeyer, Legge, Piesold and Uhlmann had long experience in
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the area and the Nkula Falls project- designed by them had been successfully
completed shortly before. They adapted designs and construction methods
expeditiously during execution of the Tedzani Project in such a way as to
keep it close to schedule despite the unexpected difficulties.

22. Organization and Management

ESCOM is, generally speaking, well manpged and its operations
are in accordance with sound public utility practice. All senior management
and most professional staff are expatriates with wide experience in public
utilities and ESCOM is quite capable of operating the project efficiently.
However, there has been a fairly rapid turnover in senior expatriate staff
during the last two or three years and ESCOM is having more difficulty than
before in finding suitable replacement staff. At the time of the Completion
Inspection, there were vacancies for Progress, System Control and Communica-
tions Engineers. Additionally, the Training Manager and two local Account-
ants had recently left. The problem is that, in spite of recent increases
in salary scales, these are still not competitive with salaries offered by
other employers for local qualified staff and are not sufficiently attractive
to retain the expatriate personnel. A continuation of this trend can, in
due course, adversely affect the efficiency of ESCOM, although hopefully, it
should not unduly affect the operation of the project.

There is no quick and easy solution to the above problem. The
level of salary scales is determined by Government policy and ESCOM can only
hope to be successful in recruiting suitable expatriate staff until its
training program begins to pay off, and qualified local staff can be promoted
to posts presently occupied by expatriates.

ESCOM has a good training program and hopes to achieve this aim
by 1980. This may be a little optimistic where specialist senior staff are
concerned. There is little the Bank can do at present in this matter and
indeed, since the situation is not desperate, there is little the Bank need
do, apart from drawing the attention of ESCOM and the Government to our
concern in this matter.

23. Financing

Annex 3 shows the appraisal forecast of the financing plan from
FY 1970 to FY 1973 along with actual financing from FY 1970 to FY 1973. The
table below is a summary of the Annex.
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(1) (2) (3)
Actual 1970-73 Appraisal Column 1 -

Forecast Column 2
1970-1973

(Millions of U.S. dollars)

Sources of Funds

Internal Cash Generation 10.1 10.5 - o.h
Less Debt Service 5.8 6.4 - 0.6

Net internal cash generation 4.3 4.1 + 0.2

Long-term Borrowings (including
interest added to principal)

Tedzani - Stage I
IDA 5.9 5.7 + 0.2
ADB 2.8 3.2 - 0.4
CDC and INDEBANK 2.2 - + 2.2

Other 1.5 - 1.5

10.9 10.4 + 0.5
Capital Contribution 0.0 .2 + 0.3

Total Source of Funds l .. + 1.0

Applications of Funds
Construction Expenditures

Tedzani Stage I 14.1 12.5 + 1.6
Others 2.7 2.0 + 0.7

16.8 14.5 + 2.3

Increase in Working Capital - 1.1 0.2 - 1.3

Total Application of Funds 15.7 14.7 + 1.0

The financing table indicates that the excess of actual over appraisal
cost estimates is being met by loans from the Commonwealth Development Corpora-
tion and INDEBANK. ESCOM has from time to time made temporary use of short-term
bank rather than long-term borrowing to finance part of its actual expenditure
program.
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24. Summary Financial Results

The financial projections prepared at the time of appraisal covered
FY 1969 to FY 1974. Income Statements and Balance Sheets showing actual and
appraisal estimates of operating results from FY 1969 to FY 1973 are shown in
Annexes h and 5.

Generally speaking, as shown by the following table, the operating
results from FY 1969 to FY 1972 have been close to the operating results fore-
cast at appraisal.

$ variation from appraisal forecast

1262 1970 1971 1972 1973

Revenues - 0.9 + 1.3 + 1.1 + 9.9 + 21.2
Expenses (Including depreciation) + 1.8 + 3.0 + 8.1 + 35.0 + 25.5
Net Operating Income - h.7 - 0.7 - 6.h - 12.3 -4.3

The substantial increase in expenditures during 1972 was mainly due
to additional maintenance expenditures during that year which should not recur
annually. The Project Agreement includes a rate of return requirement of 9%
effective FY 197h, when the project facilities will be operational for a full
year. Under the recent Project Agreement for the Second Power Project, the
rate of return requirement has been increased to 10%. It is expected that ESCOM
will meet this requirement. The rate of return on net fixed assets in operation
increased from 10% in 1969 to 14.2% in 1972.

25. Covenants

Section 4.05 (a) of the Development Credit Agreement required the
Government to make a study of the resources of water from Lake Malavi and Upper
Shire for irrigation, power and other uses and Section L.05 (b) requires that,
promptly upon the completion of the study, the Government i411 make a decision
about the allocation of water for power and communicate its decision to the
Association and ESCOM. The study was completed by UNDP and the report circu-
lated by mid-1973, but the Government has yet to take the required action under
Section 4.05 (b) of the Development Credit Agreement.

Other particular covenants of substance, in an amended form where
required, have been carried over into the Credit Agreement for the Second Power
Project.

26. Auditors

ESCOM's accounting records are well maintained and financial reports
are prepared promptly. Its accounts are audited annually by the international
accounting firm of Deloitte and Company.
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27. Useful Lessons Arising from the Project

This has been a problem project from the outset. It was first ap-
praised in May 1968 but construction was postponed pending a clearer picture

of the general economic and financial position of Malawi. It was re-appraised

in August 1969 by which time the cost estimates for civil works had been in-
creased by the consultants by 50% from US$ 2.35 million to US$ 3.541 million.
Costs of civil works again increased after the loan was appraised due partly
to increased costs of the desiltation chamber, which was included in the pro-
ject against the Bank's advice to ESCOM and bad rock conditions which, in
view of the consultant's presumed intimate knowledge of the area, were quite
unforeseen.

With the benefit of hindsight it is, of course, always easy to crit-
icize. It is probably true that a detailed analysis of the feasibility report
and design specification might have resulted in savings in the cost of civil
works. This, however, is a time consuming task and Bank staff has neither the
time, facilities nor, frequently, the expertise, to perform this function. It is
not always practicable to obtain a second opinion on all these aspects as this
would mean doubling up on engineering costs, and in this case, in view of the
consultant's detailed working knowledge of the area and the Nkula project,
there was no apparent reason to ask for a second opinion on the geological sur-
vey or the cost estimates. However, where doubt exists, e.g. with specifica-
tions and cost estimates, a second opinion should always be obtained.

Another important lesson arising from the project is the extent to
which a relatively large project cpn overburden the resources of a small utility
such as ESCOM. Principal areas involved were:

(a) Administration of the Project - A Project Liaison Engineer
and Project Accountant were appointed to administer the
Project. These i,ere necessary to relieve ESCOM's permanent
staff of this additional burden; and

(b) Reporting Requirements - The Bank's reporting requirements
involved additional work for ESCOM as these conflicted with
the Utility's procedure for administering the Project.

Reporting requirements for the Second Power Project are being amended to ensure
consistency with ESCOM's procedures and to avoid duplication of work.

October 1973, revised January 1975
Eastern Africa Regional Office
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MALAWI

ELETRICITY SUPPLY COMNISSION OF MALAWI

POWER PROJECT - CREDIT NO. 178-MAI

Original and Final List of Goods and Services

(US Dollars)

Original Final
Category Description Allocation Allocation

I Hydrostation & Civil Works 1,541,o000 2,485,655

II Electrical & Mechanical Works 1,882,000 1,871,217

III Substations 559,000 - 1/

IV Engineering & Other Services 512,000 578,153

V Three MW Diesel 377,000 314.,975

VI Training 4.,ooo - 1/

VII Unallocated 331,000 -

Total 5L250,00 5,25O000

October 1973

1/ Substation equipment and training were generally financed from the
loans from ADB and CDC and by ESCOM.

Note:
An exchange adjustment of US$249,034 is also payable by the borrower.



MALAWI.

ELECTRI'QXTr SUPPLY CCMQISSION OF MAIAWI

POWER PRO, -ECT - CRED T NO. 1'78-MAI

riginal Es .imate & Fihal Cost of ProJec
- ~~Us$f Thousands).--

Foreign Currency local Curreacy Total
Estimated Actual Estimated Actual Estimated Acti.l

A. IDA Financed Elements

1 Power Station Civil Works 1,325 ) 3,014 1,855 ) 2,751 3,180 ) 5,765
2 Desilting Chamber 216) 146) 362)
3 Turbihes, Generatpra & Other Fquiupent 1,752 1,894 34 213 1,786 2,107
4 Substations 559 426 17 8 576 514
5 Control Center 130 206 96 66 226 272
A Diesel 5+;Ition 377 365 67 96 h4, 461
7 Eagineering & Supervision 475 556 175 271 650 827
8 - Training 4 8  49 48 48 96 97
9 ESCO14 Services 36 13 192 243 228 256
10 Contingencies -31 _22 319 } J80 5

Total 5 6 3,811 8,028 10356

B. ADB Financed Elements

1 Transmission & Distribution -3,000 -2,942 1,344 1,481 4,344 4,423

Grand Total - 8249 9,7 -L .2 52 2,32 I.

Note: Average conversion rate of US$.22 1 Kwatcha was taken for converting I Lnal costs into US Dollars

June, 1974



M A L A W I

EIETRICITY SUPPLY COMMISSION OF MALAWI

Appraisal Estimate and Actual Funds Statement
(thousands of Kwachas)

1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1970-73 1970-73

Year Ending December 31 Estimated Actual Estimated Actual Estimated Actual Estimated Actual Estimated Actual Estimated Actual Estimated Actual

-converted to U.S. dollars
at MKl - US$1.22)

SOURCE OF FUNDS
Interal Cash Generation

Net Income before Interest 1,008 967 1,228 1,260 1,404 1,327 1,696 1,503 1,708 1,675 6,036 5,765 7,364 7,033
eeciatinber nrs506 490 53? 526 554 543 654 618 846 811 2,586 2,498 3 3,048

TOTAL INTERNAL CASH GENERATION 1,514 1,457 1.760 1.786 1.958 1,870 2,350 2,121 2,554 2.486 8.622 8,263 10.519 10-081

BDRROWINGS (incl. capitalized interest)

Malawi Government 8 7 8 8 8 8 10 10

Tedzani

Government - relendir4 of IDA loan 724 250 1,456 1,86P 2,310 2,196 202 549 4,692 4,857 5,724 5,926

r - r d ADB n 1,104 20 1,158 1,286 364 594 22 427 2,648 2,327 3,230 2,839

Other loans 619 1,149 1,768 2,157

Second Power and Other Projects 
1,198 0 1,198 0 1,461 0

Capital Contributions 104 141 40 164 40 71 40 75 40 90 160 400 195 488

TOTAL ., 1605 3,636 2.228 4.612 5,089 5.064 5 4.016 4.701 17,328 17 3 21139 21.500

APPLICAT]DN OF FUNDS

Construction Exp~enditures
(excluding capitalized interest) 2,470 1,334 3,508 4,486 3,710 3,950 520 1,813 10,208 11,583 12,454 14,131

Tedzani I

Other Expenditures 762 785 92 706 1,678 1,447 1.678 2,245 2.047 2,

TOTAL CONSTRUCTION EXPENDITURE 762 785 2,470 1426 3.508 4,486 3.710 4.656 2,198 3.260 11.886 13.828 1_.501 16.870

Debt Service

Interest 642 642 702 636 814 725 962 784 1,094 890 3,572 3,035 4,358 3,703

Amortization 216 216 400 40? 410 410 430 429 448 450 1,688 1,691 2.059 2.063

858 858 1.10 1.038 1,224 1,135 1,399 1,213 1.542 1.340 5.260 4.726 6.417 566

Net Increase in Working Capital 6)2( )_

(other than cash) 110 (82) a. ( 4 16 ( 40 7 88 (648) 107 (791)

Total Application of Funds 1,730 1.561 3,8o 1,958 4.756 5.621 5.118 ,65j 3 4.672 L1 3 17906 21,025 21,845

Increase (Decrease) in Cash (104) 44 56 270 (144) (532) (54) (50) 236 29 94 (283) 114 (345)

Cash at Beginning 298 312 194 356 250 626 106 94 52 44 194 356 237 434

Cash at W 194 356 250 6?6 106 94 52 44 288 73 288 73 351 69

Debt Service Coverage 1.8 1.7 1.6 1.7 1.6 1.65 1.7 1.75 1.7 1.86 1.6 1.7 1.6 1.7

JUNE, 1974



MALAWI

Electricty Supply Commission of Malawi

Appraisal Estimates aid Actual Income Statements
(Thousands of Kwachas)

1969 1970 1971 1972 1973
Year ending December 31 Estimated Actual Estimated Actual UEti-xae -~Acuil Estimted ~AWual Estim ted Actual

Electricity Sales - millions of KWH 106.8 105.7 118.2 121.9 131 132 144.2 159 158 178

Average revenue/unit in tambala 2.14 2.14 2.19 2.17 2.20 2.22 2.17 2.18 2.17 2.15

Gross Operating Revenue 2,252 2,270 2,612 2,646 2,906 2,939- 3,154 3,468 3,154 3,622

Operating Expenses
Operation and Maintenance 358 359 378 372 402 451 402 655 462 619
Fuel and Electricity 132 146 164 192 ?12 245 40 276 26 216
Administration and General 318 325 330 356 354 406 382 448 412 545
Depreciation 506 498 532 526 554 543 654 618 846 811

Total Operating Expenses 1,304 1,328 1404 1,46 1.522 1,645 1.478 1,997 1.746 2,191

Net Operating Income 988 94? 1,?08 1,200 1,384 1,296 1,676 1,471 1,688 1,631

Other Income (Net) 20 ?6 20 60 20 _5 20 32 20 4

Net Income before Interest 1,008 968 1,228 1,260 1,404 1,329 1,696 1,503 1,708 1,675

Total Interest Charges 642 642 70? 630 814 708 962 725 1,094 1,101
Less: Capitalized Interest - - 76 8 214 111 218 108 40 211

Interest charged to Operations 64? 642 626 622 600 597 744 617 1,054 890

Net Revenue for Year _6. ___ 62 92 82 651 785

Average Net Fixed Assets in Operation 9,892 9,578 10,112 9,629 10,166 9,652 11,210 10,584 15,644 16,204

Return on Average Net Fixed Assets in
Operation () 10 10 11.9 13 13.6 13.8 15.0 14.2 10.8 10.3

JUNE, 1974



MAIAWI

Electricity Supply Commission of Malawi

Appraisal Estimate and Actual Balance Sheets
(Thousands of Kwachas)

1969 1970 1971 1972 1973
Year ending December 31 Estimated _Actual Estimated Actual Eatimated Actual Estimated Actual Estinated Ac-tual

ASSETS

Fixed
s Fixed Assets in Operation 13,504 13,178 14,074 13,564 14,700 13,991 17,368 16,507 25,068 25,659

Less: Accumulated Depreciation 3,412 ,62 3.944 3.862 4.498 4,388 _,12 .9 _,998 5.726
Net Fixed Assets in Operation 10,092 10,130 9,702 10,202 9,603 12,216 11,566 19,070 20,83

Work in Progress - 348 1,976 1,390 5.O75 _.!61 6.332 7,923 870 1,081

Total Net Fixed Assets 10,092 9.90 12.106 1092 15274 15,16k 18,548 19,489 19,9!0 Uzi_2k

Current
Cash and Treasury Bills 194 356 250 626 106 94 52 44 288 73
Other 430 495 448 458 482 684 520 859 57102 4A

Total Current Assets 62k 851 698 1.08k 588 778 52 2M1 858 1,116

Total Assets 10.,716 io.755 12.804 12.176 1,_862 15.942 19120 20.392 20.798 23,040

LIABILITIES AND EQUITY

EAuity
Reserves and Surplus 586 608 1,188 1,248 1,992 1,979 2,944 2,864 3,598 3,716
Capital Contributions 244 _ 9 284 _JQ4 324 516 364 _591 40 669

T t Equity 830 687 1,472 1.68? 2316 2.k95. 308 }.ki k.002 k,38-

FirDt IDA Project
IDA 724 125 2,180 2,111 4,493 Li 41
ADB 1,104 10 2,262 1,307 2,626 1,901
CDC 619

Others 6 9,694 9.30k 9, 3 8,894 8 889 8 464
Total Long Term Debt ,, 1. 132 13 13,12 1-770-2

Current Liabilities 190 7 200 9? 210 P32 1,517 216

Total Liabilities & Equity 10,716 .w., 2  12.804 12176 l1,862 1&,942 19190 20,392 20.798 23.01j

JUNE, 1974



MALAWI

SECOND POWER PROJECT

ELECTRICITY SUPPLY COMMISSION OF MALAWI

Actual & Estimated GWh Generated and Sold, Installed & Firm Capacity
System Maximum Demand & Load Factor

(Southern Region & Lilongwe)

Installed Firm Maximum

% Capacity Capacity Demand Load

Year Generated Sold Increase MW MW MW Factor Remarks

Actual

1967 85 77 36 28 15 65

1968 103 93 21 36 28 18 65

1969 116 106 14.2 36 28 20 66

1970 133 122 15.1 36 28 23.3 65

1971 145 132 8.1 36 28 25.7 64

1972 173 158 19.7 39 31 31.6 62

1973 192 173 12.6 55 46 34.2 64

Estimated

1974 222 202 12.8 55 46 40 63

1975 262 226 11.9 67 54 46 65

1976 278 250 10.6 71 58 51 62

1977 303 275 10 91 78 55 63

1978 332 302 10 91 78 61 62 12 MW of steam and diesel

1979 365 332 10 91 78 68 61 plant to be retired in

1980 401 365 10 91 78 75 61 1979/80 and replaced with
12 MW gas turbine.

June, 1974
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PERFORMANCE AUDIT MEMORANDUM

JAMAICA FIRST EDUCATION PROJECT

()

Introduction

This memorandum reports on an audit of achievements under the

Jamaica First Education Project, for which Loan 468-JM of September 30, 1966,

was fully disbursed in October 1973. It is based mainly on a review of

the attached Project Completion Report (PCR), prepared by the Bank's Latin

America and Caribbean Regional Office, as against relevant documents and

material from Bank files, and on discussions held with Bank staff involved

in the project.

The Project

At the request of the Government UNESCO sent an educational plan-

ning mission to Jamaica during 1964 to assist in the development of the

country's educational program. Included in the mission's report of November

1964 were a number of suggested projects for which external financial assist-

ance was recommended. In July 1965 the Bank, at its own initiative, sent

an informal reconnaisance mission for preliminary identification of projects

suitable for financing. In view of the Bank's preference, at the time, for

education projects aimed at increasing productivity and diversifying tradi-

tional academic systems, the mission's interest was confined to proposed

projects for expansion and improvement of midlevel facilities providing

technical, vocational and general secondary education and to teacher training

facilities. Towards the end of 1965 two UNESCO experts (an architect and

an educator) assisted with the preparation of a project for which the

Government requested a Bank loan in January 1966. No further project pre-

paration mission was undertaken: the Chief of the earlier UNESCO planning

mission, who had returned to the Ministry of Education in an advisory capacity,
also served as advisor to the appraisal team during its mission in February 1966.

The appraisal mission found the project in a less advanced state

of preparation than anticipated. Pre-negotiation issues centered around

the proposed main project item -- construction of 66 new junior secondary

schools (JSS) for children in the 12 to 14 age group. First, the appraisal

mission had concluded that the capacity of the local contracting industry

was limited in terms of skilled labor and productivity and that the scattered

nature of construction sites would discourage international bidding. With
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the intent of supporting a project to be implemented within three and a
half years, the Bank requested a reduction in the number of JSS to be con-
structed and during negotiations it was agreed that only 50 be included
under the project.

Secondly, the mission had judged the JSS draft designs and schedules
of accommodation (timetables for space utilization in accordance with educa-
tional requirements), prepared by a newly created Planning Unit in the
Ministry of Education, to be lacking in detail especially for purposes of
accurate cost estimates. As a result, the Bank required retention of an
experienced foreign consultant architect to review the JSS Master Plan
and to finalize designs and schedules of accommodation.

Finally, the mission found that site acquisition for the JSS, to
have been completed prior to the Loan Agreement, was proceeding very slowly.
To avoid further delay, the Bank agreed that negotiations be held as soon
as 20 sites had been fully acquired and some progress had been made towards
acquisition of the remaining 30 sites.

Negotiations were carried out during July 1966. In addition to
construction, equipping and furnishing of the 50 JSS, the project comprised
the expansion of the College of Arts, Sciences and Technology (CAST), of
the Jamaica School of Agriculture (JSA) and of four teacher training colleges.
A technical assistance component of US$ 0.3 million was included in the loan
to assist with provision of 15 man-months of expert services for curricula
development and scheduling at CAST and 11 man-years of similar services
plus 5 man-years of teacher training fellowships for the JSA. The project
also included 40 man-years of technical assistance and 8 man-years of fellow-
ships for the JSS to be financed by a USAID grant of up to US$ 1.3 million
equivalent (PCR 1.02). During project preparation USAID had expressed an
interest in providing technical assistance for the JSS program and in May
1966 it entered into an agreement with the Government to provide the required
services, mainly for curricula development and teacher training.

Overall responsibility for project implementation was assigned
to a Project Unit, consisting of a Project Coordinator and a Project Architect,
to be employed on a full-time basis. The Bank loan, in the amount of US$ 9.5
million equivalent, represented 50% of total estimated project costs and
was to cover all foreign exchange costs (excluding the USAID contribution)
and 32% of local costs.
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Project Implementation

All project schools and colleges were constructed or expanded
as planned and the quality of construction was generally satisfactory.
However, delay was encountered for construction works, with the exception
of the four teacher training colleges, and serious cost overruns occurred
in the JSS item.

The six-year implementation period for the JSS was almost twice
as long as the appraisal estimate and necessitated a postponement of the
final closing date of the loan by more than two years, to October 1973.
Whereas 33 of the 50 schools were completed and operating before the ori-
ginal July 1971 closing date and 42 had been completed by November 1971,
the final 8 schools were not finished until August 1973: delayed choice
of sites and slow bureaucratic procedures had prevented completion of site
acquisition for these last schools until August 1969, one and a half years
after the date specified in the Loan Agreement.

Construction of the first 18 JSS began in February 1968, six
months behind schedule, due to delays in initial stages of project imple-
mentation. To avoid further delay, the consultant architects were asked
to group preliminary designs and other bid documents for all 50 schools
into a single package. The contract was then awarded to a general con-
tractor who was to employ Jamaican subcontractors (PCR 2.05).

Delays in construction of individual schools resulted largely
from originally inadequate choice of sites, inaccurate land surveys and
too rigid adherence to master designs (PCR 2.03, 2.04). As a result,
greater than planned quantities of site development and construction works
were necessary and excessive quantity change orders were made throughout
the construction period.

The JSS construction delays were largely caused, and in turn
reinforced, by inefficient project management. The consultant architect
received inadequate instruction from the Project Unit, in part due to
appointment of only a part-time Project Architect during the first year
of construction and to appointment of two replacements thereafter (PCR 3.01).
In addition, the delayed site acquisition and necessary extra works made
implementation of a planned three phased JSS construction program impracti-
cable: as many as 47 of the schools were under construction simultaneously.
This proved to be too great a burden for the consultant architect both in
terms of timely delivery of final designs and specifications to the contractor
and of supervision of construction (PCR 2.04). Finally, lack of skilled
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labor available to subcontractors and a legal requirement to change labor
teams each two weeks, to provide employment opportunities to greater num-

bers of local laborers, also contributed to delays and inefficiencies in

implementation of the JSS construction program.

Local consultant architects, as required by the Bank, had been
retained to prepare final designs for CAST and JSA, under guidance of the
Project Unit Architect and the technical assistance experts. For CAST,
the consultant architects' standards were excessively high and once com-
pleted, designs had to be revised under instruction from the Project Unit.
The resulting delay and a lack of cooperation on the part of the principal
of CAST, who contrary to Loan Conditions continued in the position on a
part-time basis, postponed the beginning of construction for three years.
Construction of the JSA began a year late, due to delayed preparation of
final designs, and was further delayed by student strikes, contractor
default and increased quantities of work owing to use of higher than planned
standards. Construction of both schools was completed during 1971, roughly
two years behind schedule.

Procurement of instructional equipment for project schools and
colleges was also delayed: the first contracts were placed only by April
1969 though most equipment had been delivered and installed by the time
the new or expanded facilities began operations. During project prepara-
tion draft master lists for equipment had been prepared in large blocks
by teaching area and by school, in accordance with Jamaican procurement
procedures. In order to meet Bank procurement requirements for international
competitive bidding, these blocks were broken down by the Project Unit into
more numerous smaller groups comprising different types of equipment. The
Department of Supplies of the Ministry of Finance, responsible for procure-
ment, was inadequately staffed to handle the preparation of the resulting
large number of bid documents and in 1968, after repeated requests for
assistance, the Bank agreed that the Crown Agents be hired to supervise
procurement. Continued delay resulted from communications problems, slow
instruction by the Ministry of Education and inefficiency on the part of
the Crown Agents (PCR 2.09).

Distribution of equipment was also inefficiently carried out:
upon receipt, equipment had to be stored, sorted and packaged before delivery
to each school. In the process, sane equipment was damaged or misrouted.
The absence of local supplier representatives for some items and the Govern-
ment's decision to take the risk of not insuring goods created further
problems: lost or damaged equipment was not immediately replaced and spare
parts and maintenance services were not readily available. Less complex
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Bank procurement requirements, allowing for the packaging of bids by

teaching area, as originally planned, might have eliminated some of the

procurement difficulties and distribution problems (PCR 2.10). Allowance

for off the shelf local purchase of smaller less costly items also would

have simplified procurement and assured accessibility of spare parts for

those items (PCR 2.09).

The project's final cost, US$ 29.8 million equivalent, represented

a 54% total increase over the estimated cost of US$ 19.4 million, including

contingencies. A 25% overrun, leading to a final cost of US$ 2.5 million

equivalent for the JSA, resulted from use of design standards higher than

those appraised but the major overrun occurred in the JSS item where the

final cost, US$ 25.01 million equivalent, was 67% higher than estimated.

The JSS overrun was mainly in the construction category, which was 82% above

the estimated US$ 10.48 million equivalent, but also in the high fee paid

to the general contractor. The contractor performed a valuable service,

taking over from the understaffed Project Unit a significant part of mana-

gerial and supervisory tasks, but at a rate of 12.5% on top of civil works

costs. (Under the second Jamaica Education Project, Loan 727-JM, the
Government agreed to make professional fees independent of cost increases.)

The US$ 9.3 million equivalent overrun in civil works (including

construction costs and professional fees) for the JSS was attributed in

part to an average increase in construction area of 16% (US$ 0.6 million

equivalent), and to unforeseeable price increases over the implementation

period (US$ 1.3 million) (PCR Annex 2). In addition, 36% of the overrun

(US$ 3.4 million) was attributed to original underestimates of costs. The

average actual cost of construction per square foot was US$ 7.80 equivalent

for the JSS while the appraisal estimate had been US$ 4.80 equivalent.

Both during appraisal and negotiations the Bank had questioned the validity

of this lower figure, its own original estimate, based on similar accommo-

dations, having been almost US$ 7.20 equivalent. However, at negotiations

the Government produced evidence substantiating the lower unit cost.

When prototype designs were completed by the consultant architect in 1967,
it was confirmed that the estimated baseline unit construction cost for

the JSS should have been about US$ 6.00 in 1966. The residual US$ 4.0

million overrun was attributed to delays and inefficiencies, and to avoid-

able price increases, mainly the result of the 34-month delay in completion

of the JSS item.

As a result of cost overruns the cost per planned student place

at the JSS rose from the estimated US$ 450 equivalent to US$ 750 equivalent.

Further, the Government contribution to total project cost more than doubled,
from the estimated US$ 8.6 million equivalent to US$ 19.2 million equivalent.
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Recurrent project costs have been in line with appraisal esti-
mates of 9% of total Ministry of Education recurrent expenditures. The
amount budgeted for project schools has been adequate though teacher

salaries have absorbed too great a share for the JSS as a result of a
too low student-teacher ratio, 27:1 in 1973/74 (whereas during appraisal

35:1, later revised to 30:1, had been targeted), in contrast to an average
class size of 45 students; this discrepancy is explained by the scheduling
of only 30 hours of direct class contact per teacher per week compared with
50 teaching hours required for each class (PCR 5.08). Recurrent costs per
student at all Government JSS were slightly lower than expected, at US$ 160
equivalent for 1973/74, mainly because all intended quality improvements
were not undertaken.

Maintenance of project school buildings and equipment and furni-
ture, as required by Loan Conditions, has been inadequate (PCR 5.14).
Improved procedures have been recommended by the Bank, but have not yet
been systematically undertaken.

Technical assistance required under the project was fully utilized
by CAST and JSA. A UK expert assisted with the development of an improved
schedule of accommodation for revised curricula at CAST. For the JSA, a
Canadian advisor and a university team headed a major reorganization of
curricula and scheduling and implemented the fellowship program. A uni-
versity team provided under the USAID grant worked with the University of
the West Indies to develop curricula and teacher training programs for the
JSS. Draft syllabi were prepared by 1970, with sane delay resulting from
inadequate cooperation among the Project Unit, the USAID team and the
University's Curriculum Committees. The USAID advisors also assisted in
organizing in-service workshops for school administrators and teachers
and in implementing the fellowship program. The main objectives of the
USAID technical assistance program were achieved though US$ 0.2 million
of available grant funds and 11 man-years of planned expert services were
not utilized.

Operating Outcomes

Enrollments and the output of graduates at CAST have been higher
than planned due to intensified utilization of new and existing facilities
(PCR 5.01). For the JSA, output has reached planned targets, but an ineffi-
cient admissions policy, providing for mid-year (January) entrance into
the two and three year diploma courses has resulted in an inefficient use
of facilities (PCR 5.03). The required provision of short courses for 50
students at a time, by the JSA, has not yet been implemented. Enrollments
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at the project JSS increased as planned, exceeding the targeted 33,360
by 13% in 1973/74 though a low average attendance rate, 70% in 1972/73 (PCR5.05),
suggests an underutilization of facilities, in practice. A notable short-

fall in implementation of JSS program objectives has been the lack of

provision, to date, of the adult extension courses (PCR 5.07).

Output at the four project teacher training colleges has reached

the agreed target. However, late in the implementation period, Bank

supervision missions noted a shortage of teachers, particularly of prac-
tical subjects, for the JSS. (Junior secondary teachers were trained

along with primary teachers mainly in the project teacher training colleges.)

The shortage can be attributed in general to inadequate numbers of potential
candidates from senior secondary schools, inadequate numbers of places
available and high attrition rates. The appraisal target calling for
100% fully qualified JSS teachers by 1972 has not yet been achieved, nor
have all principals benefitted from the new in-service programs to improve
school administration: as a result the 90% utilization of JSS facilities
has caused scheduling difficulties (PCR 2.07).

The quality of teachers and improved curricula at CAST and JSA
appears to be adequate, as reflected in a continuing labor market demand
for graduates. For the JSS, new curricula -- including exploratory courses
in the fields of agriculture, industrial arts, home economics and arts and
crafts-- have been satisfactory. However, supervision missions reported
the need for an improved quality of teaching of science, mathematics and
languages: UNDP assistance was obtained in 1971 to improve teacher train-
ing in these areas. Remedial training provided in literacy and mathematics
has slowed implementation of the intended full JSS program, but is necessary
for achieving the original project objective of raising the level of educa-
tion of the average student in the 12 to 14 age group. The schools are
providing an increasing number of Jamaicans with a strengthened educational
background. The graduates are better prepared for pre-employment training
or continued formal education than the graduates of the three "senior
classes" appended to most primary schools prior to introduction of the
separate junior secondary cycle.

The anticipated impact of provision of the JSS has, however, so
far been significantly reduced: JSS graduates' opportunities for acquiring
the necessary further pre-vocational training, formal or on-the-job, are
limited. The unemployment rate in Jamaica has continually grown, from
roughly 13% of the labor force in 1960 to 23% in 1972, and much of the
unemployed group comprises technically unskilled young people, a category
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including the JSS students: early employment has been obtained by a very
small proportion of JSS graduates (PCR 5.06). A significant labor market
demand for already skilled technicians persists, but above the junior sec-
ondary level adequate development of the necessary training capacity has not
been achieved and the Government has proceeded more slowly than planned at
appraisal with expansion of upper secondary facilities. The second Bank loan
is providing assistance towards the needed expansion of upper cycle secondary
schools offering comprehensive (pre-vocational as well as academic) programs
and for the development of two small vocational training centers.

Of the project's general educational objectives, expressed in
a supplementary letter, only one has been largely fulfilled: the Ministry
of Education's supervisory services are being improved and in-service training
for teachers and principals has been initiated. Other important objectives
have not been fully achieved: the Government was to undertake a strengthening
of the Ministry of Education's statistical and planning services, but little
progress was made. (Technical assistance has been provided under the Bank's
second education project to improve these services.) Likewise, some progress
was made under the project with selecting and procuring textbooks, but anintended program for local textbook production was not developed.

The Bank's Role

The Bank's participation in the First Jamaica Education Projectwas confined mainly to the implementation of the construction/expansion
program. With one exception, the Bank's supervision missions devoted onlyminor attention to the project's educational aspects and the Bank exertedlittle pressure on the Government to fulfill the educational objectives.

As regards the construction program, the Bank was already aware,at the time of project preparation, of problems likely to be encountered.In its effort to support an efficient lending operation, the Bank can becredited with reducing the number of JSS and requiring architect consultantsto review designs and schedules of accommodation and to prepare accuratecost estimates. It should also be noted that during project implementation,Bank supervision missions were frequently carried out and supervision reportsshow that the problems associated with the construction program were wellunderstood by the Bank staff. However, the brevity of the missions, averagingfive man-days each, impeded active participation in resolution of thoseproblems. A more direct and continuing Bank participation, especially duringthe early implementation period, might have resulted in a more economicalconstruction program.
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Specifically, the Bank could have moved earlier towards a strength-
ening of project management and exerted greater control over project costs.
In large measure, the limitations of the administrative and managerial capac-
ities of the Ministry of Education and the Supplies Department of the Ministry
of Finance were recognized by the Bank prior to implementation. More timely
provisions for expanded expertise in the Project Unit -- including an educator,
economist, quantity surveyor, equipment/procurement specialist, and Bank
insistence on appointment of a full-time architect -- could have improved
the efficiency of project implementation. A well-integrated team of Project
Unit specialists might also have allowed for more effective coordination
of activities between the project implementing authorities and technical
assistance advisors as regards both construction and achievement of educa-
tional objectives. (An expanded Project Unit and a Coordinating Committee,
comprising representatives from relevant Ministries, have been required
under the Second Education Project.)

Ideally, pre-project retention of necessary technical consultants,
recommended in the PCR (7.01b), could also have speeded and improved the
efficiency of project implementation. In view of the actual uncertainties
remaining during early project implementation, however, the Bank could then
have financed under the loan an extended two to four month mission, com-
prising an experienced architect and economist. Such experts could have
assisted the Project Unit and consultant architects with preparation of
final designs and cost estimates as well as construction schedules. (Similar
but shorter early implementation "critical assistance" missions are currently
being carried out by Bank staff.) The resulting cost and scheduling data
could then have served as a model for project progress reporting, which
was particularly weak under the project: its utility as a gauge of project
progress was very limited.

In the effort to avoid delay, the Bank did not insist on reviewing
final designs, as called for in the Loan Agreement, prior to award of con-
struction contracts. However, part of the JSS construction overrun could
have been eliminated directly by the Bank if it had systematically reviewed
all designs, and required use of the simpler and adequate standards agreed
upon during negotiations. Pre-qualification of subcontractors by the Bank
might also have promoted a less costly JSS construction operation (PCR 2 06).
Further inefficiency might have been eliminated had the contracts for the
50 JSS been awarded in smaller phased groups, as originally planned, rather
than in a single package. Invitations to bid might have been extended only
for groups of schools for which land acquisition had been completed and
review of final designs and specifications, in terms of applicability and
economy, had been completed.
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In view of the increasing costs of the JSS construction item,
the Bank might have considered reappraising the project, especially before
construction of the last eight schools was undertaken. On the basis of
the earlier implementation experience and in view of the limited possi-
bilities for employment or continuing education, a decision might have
been made to delete them from the project. The US$ 4.4 million equivalent
cost of these last schools, borne mainly by the Government, was extremely
high (PCR 4.04), and undoubtedly strained resources available for the
Government's other educational investment priorities.

Conclusions

Under the First Jamaica Education Project all schools and colleges
were constructed or expanded and equipped as planned despite delays and
significant cost overruns, mainly related to the JSS construction item.
The project's quantitative objectives have been largely achieved: enroll-
ments and output have equalled or exceeded targets. However, in respect
of JSS graduates, benefits have been less than anticipated due to continuing
high rates of unemployment among unskilled labor and inadequate provisions
for continuing midlevel education and training. More efficient utilization
of Government and loan resources might have resulted from greater Bank
involvement, especially during the initial project implementation phase
and, possibly, from deletion of the final eight JSS from the original Loan
Project.



COKPLETION REPORT

JAMAICA - LOAN NO. 468 - 3M

First Education Project

I. P1DJZCT DATA

1.01 The Loan

Borrower Jaaia

Loan Amount 18$ 9.5 million

Date of Loan Agreement Septegber 30, 1966

Effective Date October 25, 16

Original Closing Date July 31, 1971

Final Closing Date October 31, 1973

Terms of Loan 20 years, including 5 years of grace

Interest Rate 6% p.a.

Fiscal Year July 1 - June 30

Current Exchange Rate US$1 - J$ 0.88

Average Exchange Rate of Disburtementa US$ 1 - J$ 0.8k

Appraisal Report No. TO-553a of September 8, 1966

1.02 The Project. The project consisted of:

(a) additional buildings, equipment and furniture for the College of Arts,
Science and Technology (CAST) and the Jamaica School of Agriculture (JSA)3

(b) additional buildings, equipment and furiture for four teacher traiuing
colleges;

(o) construction, equipment and farniture for 50 new junior secondary schools;
and

(d) technical assistance, comprisings

(i) 15 man-months of expert services for CAST;

(ii) 1 man-years of expert servioes and 5 man-years
of fellowships for JSA; and

(iii) about 40 man-years of expert services and 8 man-years
of fellowships for the junior secondary school program.
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The total project cost was estimated at US$ 19. 4 million, to be financed bys

(i) a Bank loan of US$ 9.5 million;

(1) USAID grants of US$ 1.3 million; and

(iii) a goverment contribution of US$ 8.6 million.

1.03 Project Objectives. The project had the following objectivess

(a) to help meet the immediate needs for techuicians in industry andagriculture through the provision of 390 additional student places
in CAST and 330 additional places in JSAj

(b) to help meet the staffing needs of junior secondary schools and to
allow for a gradual upgrading of the teaching force in primary
schools through the provision of 675 additional student places at
four teacher training colleges;

(c) to helps

(i) improve the qualitr of the education received by students
terminating their education at age 15 so that they may
fully benefit from pre-employment and on-the-job training
at the levels required by the rapidly advancing econwmr;

(ii) increase the number of qualified students for further
formal education; and

(iii) make available workshops and instructors for general
upgrading of the skills of the adult population; all
this would come about through the provision of about
33,000 student places in 50 new junior secondary schools;
and

(d) to assist in the implementation of the proposed educational development
through the provision of 52 man-years of expert services and 13 man-years of fellowships.

II. PHYSICAL EXECUTION

Civil Works

2.01 General. All physical facilities. included in the project description haveen provided and the construction of all project institutions have beenpractically completed. Serious problems were encountered, however, duringproject implementation, mainly because the project was too large in relationto the implementation capacity of the Education Ministry. At the time ofappraisal, the construction period was estimated at three and a half years,
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but construction was actually spread out over a six-year period (Chart).
With the exception of JSA, construction of the post-secondary institutions
met with only minor problems. Construction of the 50 junior secondary
schools, however, was beset with problems during the entire period.

2.02 Post-Secondar Institutions. Outside experts were engaged to develop
detailed acommodation schedules for CAST and JSA. Since the expert for
CAST did not follow the agreed accommodation schedule and the principal of
the college did not adequately cooperate, the preliminary designs, once
completed, had to be redone. As a result, actual construction started 38
months later than expected, but was completed uithin the period foreseen.
The new facilities of CAST are satisfactory. Construction of the extension
to JSA started 13 months behind schedule, and took 15 months longer than
expected because of student strikes, contract cancellation and cost overruns.
The new facilities of JSA do not particularly reflect austere standards.
Only slight delays were encountered in the civil works for the four teacher
training colleges and the new facilities are satisfactory. Most of the
construction delays in CAST and JSA could possibly have been avoided if the
consultant had been engaged before appraisal, financed either by the Govern-
ment or retroactively b y the Bank.

2.03 Junior Secondar Schools. All sites for these schools should have been
acquired before December 31, 1967 (Side Letter on Project Execution). At
that time, however, six sites were still pending and it took till August 1969
before the government complied with this covenant. As a result, construction
of the last school (Knockalva) started 19 months behind schedule. At the same
time, selection of sites was not always carried out satisfactorilys factors
like topography, access and availability of electricity and water were not
properly taken into account, leading to unnecessary costs of site development
and construction. Further, land surveys were not always accurate, which led
to major variation orders, once constraction was under way. Land acquisition
is a cumbersome process in Jamaica. Thus, for future projects in Jamaica
and comparable countries, consideration should be given either to the require-
ment of school site acquisition before loan effectiveness or cancellation of
part of the loan amount if sites are not acquired by an agreed date.

2.04 The consultant architects, a consortium of one American and two Jam&-aian
firms, performed generally satisfactorily. However, the grouping of all 50
schools into one bid package exceeded their capacity. As a result, variou.
drawings were late, their supervision was not always adequate, and meaures
to increase their capacity, such as the use of helicopters for site super-
vision, increased reimbursable expenses. Closer supervision of the consultant
architects by the project unit appeared necessary. Further, contrary to the
Loan Agreement (Section 5.01(g)), the majority of the designs were only sent
to the Bank for information after civil works bids had been opened. As a
result, the designs were not always ecocaicals



(i) The average construction areas agreed upon during appraisal

were in fact used as minima, increasing the total oonstrao-

tion area by 16%;

(ii) the specifications and design standards could have been
more appropriate and economical;

(iii) two model master-designs were developed, but they were
sometimes applied too rigidly, requiring adaption of sites
to designs rather than the reverse.

2.05 Civil works for all 50 junior secondary schools were grouped into one bid

package because of delays in the preparation of bid documents. The contract

war awarded to F.G.M., a consortium of one Canadian and two Jamaican firms,
which employed Jamaican subcontractors. The involvement of the Canadian

contractor was beneficial to the project, sinc* F.0.M. took over from the

understaffed project unit part of the task of coordinating, supervising and
paying the individual subcontractors.

?.06 When the contract with F.G.M. was signed in January 1968, the goverrment

had not yet acquired six sites. Further, problems with two other sites,

which had been acquired earlier, increased the number of schools in the last
construction phase to eight. For these schools, the goverment insisted
that F.G.M. should choose subcontractors from a specific list of firms, not
all of whom had been included for their technical competence. F.G.M. complied
with this demand to avoid further delays, and ended up taking over some
building operations. Since the contract with F.GoM. was more a management
contract than a regular construction contract, Bank involvement in the pre-
qualification of subcontractors and in the award of subcontracts would have
been justified.

2.07 The quality of construction of the buildings is generally satisfact-ry.
Some false economies have been made by not adequately waterproofing the

roofs and by using low-quality doors, louvers and sanitary fixtures, much
of which is already in need of replacement. The accommodation schedule of

the schools, with a use factor of more than 90%, appears tight in the
Jamaican context, because of the large number of inexperienced school
principals. As a result, most schools use the multipurpose hall for regular
teaching to alleviate scheduling problems.

2.08 Delays. Almost all the project implementation delays can be attributed to

the construction program, and in particular to the junior secondary school
component. Actual construction started in August 1967 (for the teacher
training colleges), or seven months behind the appraisal schedule, and took
a total of 70 months, or 27 months longer than the appraisal estimate.
Thus, the total delay was 34 months. All schools were in operation in
August 1973, but two schools have not yet been properly completed.



2.09 Equipment. Because the Department of Supplies of the Mnistry of Finance
was understaffed, the Crown Agents were engaged to handle equipment pro-
ourement under the project. Commanication problems, slow instructions by
the Ministry of Education, and inefficiency of the Crown Agents caused
many delays. Further, all items, regardless of type or qantity, were
procured on the basis of international competitive bidding, which was
cumbersame and at times impracticable for the large number of small items
required for this project. The practice, presently being introduced in
this Division for projects, of allowing procurement of small items in
aocordanoe with the borrower's regular procurement practices would have
simplified the process and, most probably, also reduced costs.

2.10 Receipt, storage, sorting and delivery of equipment to schools, which was
handled by the Department of Supplies, was also less than satisfactory.
Equipment was sometime sent to the wrong schools and some equipment never
reached the schools. The Goverment took the risk during storage in the
warehouse and transport to the schools of not insuring the goods. Thus,
damaged and lost equipment had to be replaced by the Government (Loan
Agreement, Section 5.07), but this is only slowly being done. Most of the
distribution problems and part of the procurement problems could have been
avoided if equipment had been grouped into bid packages by teaching area,
as is new being dame in mmW education projects., including the second eda-
cation project in Jamaica.

2.11 The quality of equipment was not systematically tested during bid evaluatimi,
and whatever testing took place hardly involved responsible Jamaicans. Alao,
the bid documents did not require suppliers to have local agents who could
ensure the availability of spare parts and maintenance services. The incl-
sion of such a clause in all equipment bidding documents should be conaiderad
even though this might cause problems for saw suppliers and might limit
competition. With same exceptions, however, the quality of equipment ia
satisfactory.

Furniture

2.12 Three types of furniture were procured: wooden, metal and laxinatad plai
Neither during bid evaluation nor upon receipt in the schools waa p:otr
testing carried out. The wooden furniture is fairly satisfactory, i>n
there has been warping of same furnitare due to the use of useas d 
The design and workmanship of metal furniture, which was manufactured lo-al
is generally of low quality. The imported laminated plastit furniture has
not stood up well to the clinmatAc conditions and use and eannet be easily
repaired or maintained locally.

Technical Assistance

2.13 Post-Secondary Institutions. No proper records could be found in the Ainistry-

of Education on the use of technical assistance under the project, b!ut the
provision of technical assistance in the amounts foreseen was confirmed by
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CAST and JSA, and in Bank records. An expert, financed by the UK Government,
assisted CA3T in elaborating the acc- modation schedule on the basis of a
revised curriculum (para. 2.02). Technical assistance for JSA was financed

by the loan under contracts with the Guelph University (Canada) and the

Florida State University (USA). Expert services for the teacher training
colleges, which were not included in the project, were provided by UNDP and

USAID.

2.14 Junior Secondary Schools. Technical assistanee for the junior secondary
school program, which was included in the project but not in the loan, was
provided by USAID wnder a contract with the San Diego University (USA).
However, this assistance was not used fully, owing to a lack of planning and
definition of assignents. As a result, some experts ended up in teaching.
The original intention was for a USAID grant of US$ 1.1 million to be later
supplemented with an amount of US$ 0.2 milliou, but this supplement was not
necessary since most of the objectives had been achieved by August 1969. A
total of 29 man-years of expert services - 11 man-years fewer than foreseen -
and eight man-years of fellowships was provided for this program.

III. ORGANIZATION AND MANAGEMENT

3.01 The Loan Agreement (Section 5.01(d)) required the appointment of a fuil-time
project coordinator and project architect to be responsible for the execution
of the project. It soon became clear that such staffing was inadequate for a
project of this size. Nevertheless, the Education Ministry's Chief Architect
functioned as part-time project architect during the first year, the project
architect was twice replaced, and the post was vaoant for periods of up to
ten months. Administrative officers were added to the project unit after two
years and it was not until 1972, in connection with the second education
project, that a quantity surveyor and .quipment specialist were appointed.
Thus, the project unit was most of the time not adequately staffed, as required
in the Side Iatter on Project Execution.

3.02 The project unit did not receive effective administrative support from other
entities in the Ministry of Education. Also, inter-ministerial cooperation
was inadequate, particularly with the education planning unit, and intra-
ministerial cooperation was unsatisfactory, particularly with the Land Authori-
ties and the Department of Supplies in the Ministry of Finance. The latter
unit was already understaffed before procurenat for the Bank-financed project
was added to its responsibilities, and the absence of a procurement officer in
the project unit aggravated this problem.

3.03 As a result of the above, project management faced the following specific
shortcomings,

(i) no proper project-implementation schedule was ever worked
out in detail;

(ii) site selection and acquisition were insufficiently controlled
(para. 2.03);
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(iii) land surveys were not properly checked (para. 2.05);

(iv) the execution of the construction program was not
adequately supervised by the project unit;

(v) payments to contractors were delayed;

(vi) decisions were delayed and, once made, often changed,
leading to delays and excessive variation orders for
construction;

(vii) procurement and delivery of equipment and furniture
were not adequately supervised;

(viii) no inventory has yet been made of the equipment and
furniture available in the schools; and

(ix) although financial records have been kept accurately,
they do not provide an adequate basis for cost analysis.

3.04 The weakness of the project unit was the one major cause of the delays
encountered and of the resulting cost overruns. At the same time, costly
arrangements had to be made to overcnme some of those weaknesses. The
main contractor for the junior secondary schools, F.G.M., took technical
supervision over from the project unit and ensured a satisfactory con-
struction quality, but at a fee of 1291 of civil works cost, or aboat
US$ 2.3 million. Likewise, the Crown Agents arranged for procurement at
a fee of 7% of equipment costs, or about US$ 120,000. Neither at the
project's conception, nor during its implementation, did the Ministry of
Education conceive of the sheer magnitude of work involved. The experience
with the implementation of the second education project so far does not
show a major improvement of this condition.

3.05 Progress reporting was not wholly adequate, both in content and in timing.
Progress made was only described in general terms and delays were not fully
analyzed. Since progress reporting is an important management tool, both
for the borrower and for the Bank, it should be given more attention. In
this regard, guidelines for progress reporting already introduced in this
Division should prove useful. Bank supervision missions visited Jamaica
on the average every seven months but only for about five man-days per
visit, which was insufficient to fully appreciate and help overcome some
of the above implementation problems. Only little assistance was provided
by the Bank in the earliest stages, when Bank involvement was most needed.
The recent trend in this Division of mounting supervision missions to
assist project units at critical moments, particularly during the early
stages of project implementation, should be of benefit to our borrowers.



IV. COST AND FINANCImW

Project Cost

4.01 The estimated and actual cost by project items was as follows (see also Annex 1):

Estimated Actual Excess

CAST 1.26 1.18 - 6

JSA 2.02 2.52 25

4 Teacher Training Colleges 1.10 I.l 0

50 Junior Secondary Schools 15.02 25.01 67

19.40 29.82 54

4.02 Higher construction costs, narticularly for the junior secondary scho-.ls andJSA (paras. 2.02 - 2.06), are the major reason for the cost overruns; actualconstruction costs for the entire project were 70% higher than estimated.Professional fees increased more than proportionally because of the involvementof the main contractor (para. 3.04) and high reimbursable expenses; actualprofessional fees were 190% higher than estimated. The costs of equipmentfurniture and technical assistance were well within appraisal estimates,partly because equipment and furniture lists were reduced in the later stagesof project implementation and because less technical assistance was providedthan foreseen (para. 2.14).

4.03 The likelihood of cost overruns beoame apparent in the early stages of projectimlementation. During appraisal, construction costs had been estimated atU$ 7.20 per square foot, but an the government's insistence this figure wasreduced to US$ 4.80 per square foot dur-ing negotiations. Further, the contin-gencies estimate of 12% did not adequately take into account the probable priceincreases, particularly in view of the fact that baseline-cost estimates hadbeen kept to a Mininu and constructton costs were already increasing at 4-5%pna. in 1966. However, the bulk of the cost increase, mainly as a result ofinefficiency and aocelerated price increase, could not have been foreseen.
4.04 The conatruction cost increase for the junior secondary schools accounted for85% of the total cost overrun. The last eight schools in particular showedvery large cost increases (para. 2.06). Construction costs for this project

item were US$ 7.80 per square foot on th,, average, but US$ 11.00 per squarefoot for the last eight schools. Likewise, the total cost per student place,which had been estimated at US$ 450, amounted to US$ 750 on the average, but
US$ 1,250 for the last eight schools. The total cost overrun in the construction
of the 50 junior secondary schools of US$ 9.3 million can be attributed to the
various factors as follows (see also Annex 2)d
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1. Underestimates at appraisal stage US$ 3.4 million

(para. h.03)

2. Increase in construction area US$ o.6 million
(para. 2.04)

3. Unforeseeable price increase within
original implementation schedule US$ 1.3 million

b. Avoidable price increases, delays,
and inefficiencies US$ 4.O million

US$ 9.3 million

The analysis shows that more than 40% of the cost overrun or some US$ 4 million
of expenditures could probably have been avoided if the project had been
implemented by a well-staffed, efficient project unit.

4.05 Toward the end of 1972 the new government in Jamaica established a commission
(the De Costa Commission) to inquire into the award of contracts under the
former administration. This comission investigated also the appropriateness
of contract awards under the first education project. The commission's report
criticized the way in which the project was implemented, including the procedures
for the award of some contracts (para. 2.06). However, no question had arisen
during the course of the commission's inquiries of possible irregularities in
the award of contracts financed from Bank loans, or of possible misapplication
of Bank funds. Assurances to this effect have been provided in writing ty the
government.

Finance

h.06 The loan was expected to be disbursed at 53% of the project cost excluding the
USAID-financed technical assistance component (para. 1.02). This disbursement
percentage was gradually reduced to 5% for the last disbursement application,
while no disbursements were made on an additional US$ 2.6 million (Amex 3).
USAID contributed US$ 1.) million and the UK Goverment some US$ 30,000 in
technical assistance (paras. 2.13-2.14). The Jamaican Government provided
the remaining funds amounting to US$ 19.2 million, or 120% more than expected.
In addition, the government financed the purchase of land and the cost of
project management. Government counterpart funds were available promptly when
needed.

Recurrent Costs

4.07 The 197i/75 budget includes J$ 8.0 million for recurrent expenditures of the
project institutions. This constitutes 9% of the total recurrent budget of
the Ministry of Education, about the same proportion as estimated in the
appraisal report. The total budgetary appropriation for recurrent funds of
the project institutions is adequate, but the composition could be improved.
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In particular, a too high proportion is allocated for teacher salaries, as
a result of the low student-teacher ratio of 27s1 (para. 5.08). At the
same time, inadequate amounts are available for materials and maintenance,
covering only about two-thirds of the needs. A general provision in the
Ministry's budget for maintenance is used to finance major repairs of older
school buildings, and does not compensate for the shortage of maintenance
funds in the new project institutions (para. 5.14).

4.08 The projections of total recurrent expenditures for education in the
appraisal report are close to the actual figures. Enrollments have increased
as expected, except for non-project junior secondary schools, where the delays
in project construction have also delayed implementation of the Government's
larger expansion program. Costs per student at the JSS are slightly lower than
expected, since several intended measures to improve quality have not been
implemented. Further, the appraisal report indicated that recurrent expendi-
tures by the Ministry of Education would be kept within the limit of 19% of
total government recurrent expenditures. The actual proportion is 16.5%,
caused by a larger than expected increase of total government expenditures
(Annex L).

V. OPERATING RESULTS

Enrollments and Graduates

5.01 Planned and actual numbers are as followes

Enrollmts Graduates
Planned 1 73/ Paed "[/7

CAST 735 1,272 245 338
JSA 500 350-530 140 l0

Teacher Training Colleges 1,530 1,533 1,000 1,000

Junior Secondary Schools 33,360 37,674 - .

5.02 CAGT. The numbers of students and graduates of CAST are higher than foreseen,
since buildings that were to be replaced under the project continue to be used,
and because facilities are used more intensively than expected. CAST maintains
close contact with industry and expands or contracts courses according to needs.
Its graduates are in high demand. Thus, the achievements surpass the projet's
objectives.

5.03 JSA. The structure of enrollment in JSA leads to an inefficient use of
?acilities. New entrants are admitted half way during the academic year,
resulting in a fluctuation of enrollments between 350 in the first semester
and 530 in the second. In 1974 the school was transferred fram the inistry
of Agriculture to the Ministry of Education, which is reconsidering this



situation. Because of more emphavis on two-yewr instead of three-year
courses, JWA has been able to meet the overil! target of 140 graduates p.a.,
all of whom can find job6 easily. The proj*c included pruvision of facilities
for short courses enrolling 50 students at a time and with an annual output
of about 1,000. These courses have not yet been provided and all facilities
are used for the regular teaching program. Thus the project's objectives have
so far only partly been achieved.

5.04 Teacher Training Colleges. The numbers of students and graduates are as
foreseen and primary teachers are being upgraded. Thus the project's objectives
have been fully achieved.

5.05 Junior secondary Schools. With Bank agreement, the class size in the junior
secondAry schools has temporarily been increased from 40, as appraised, to 45,
and additional furniture has been provided under the project. This would
increase the enrollment capacity - in single shift - from 33,360 to 37,530.
Official enrollments surpass this figure. However, actual school attendance
is rather low. The average attendance rate was only 70% in 1972/73, with a
low 62% in Westmoreland and a higher 82% in Manchester. There is no evidence
of improvements the average attendance rate was 77% in the year before. No
special study has been made of the causes of nem-attendance, but this ie not
a special phenomenon confined to the junior seondary schools. The Ministry
of Education's over-enrolling of students in the expectation of low attendance
can be considered as being realistic.

5.06 The junior secondary schools were intended both to provide a better preparation
for pre-employment and on-the-job training for those leaving school at age 15,
and to increase the number of qualified students for further formal education.
No intentions were expressed as to the relative number of those leaving and
those continaing. In practice, however, not more than 5% of the graduates
find employment as a result of generally high uaeaplyment in Jamaica. The
above dual objective is no longer considered realistic by the Ministry of
Education, which has decided to offer upper-secondary education in all project
schools by introducing a second shift, starting in the 1974/75 school year.
Although the facilities would be used more efficiently, it is doubtful that
this constitutes an efficient use of Jamaica's human and financial resources.

5.07 An additional objective of this project item, expressed in the appraisal report
only, was that the schools would offer extension classes for a general upgrading
of the skills of the adult population. No systematic effort has been made,
however, to develop such courses. The schools are ased in the afternoons,
mostly by former students, for academic courses leading to the Jamaica School
Certificate. These courses will probably be discontinued once the schools are
used in double shift. Thus several of the project's objectives have not been
achieved so far and are unlikely to be achieved in the near future.

5.08 staffin . The staffing of the post-eecondary nstitutionc is in accordance
Vi expectations. For the junior-secordary echools, the Government intended
to achieve a student-teacher ratio of 35:1 (Sice letter on Educational Objec-
tives), but this was later considered too high nd reduced to 30s1 in the Loan
Agreement for the second education project (Loai No. 727-JM). This ratio
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reached 34l:1 in 1971/72, but was only 27.1 in 1973/74, though the class
8ize is 45 (para.. 5.05). The reason for this discrepancy is the small
number of teacher contact ijours of 30 per week in comparison with the 50
teaching hours required.__ A satisfactory proportion of 90% of the juniorsecondary teachers is fully qualified.

Curricula

5.09 Post-Secondary Institutions. No intentions were expressed in the projectdocuments on 8 subject, but the curricula of CAST, JSA and the teachertraining colleges have been improved with outside technical assistance andare satisfactory. Thus the project's objectives of quality improvemsnt have
been achieved.

5.10 Junior Secondary Schools. A National Curriculum Development Committee an.more recently, a (irriculum Development Thrust have worked out the coursecontent and prepared syllabi and teacher manuals for this program. Animportant contribution has been made by USAID technical assistance (para. 2.13)and the curriculum is generally satisfactory. There is general agree _ t inJamaica that the new junior secondary schools constitute a great improvementover traditional junior secondary education.

5.11 The concept that the junior secondary schools would in fact provide secondary-level education to all those attending seems unrealistic. Since there is noentrance selection and because of the uneven quality of education offered inmany primary schools, large numbers of entrants are not of the expected level.For example, up to 40% of the new entrants are not fully literate. Thus muchtime and effort are spent on remedial teaching rather than the intended juniorsecondary program.

5.12 Concerning the intention to establish facilities and a program to producetextbooks and instruction materials adapted to local requirements (Side L teron Educational Objectives), so far activities have been concentrated only onselecting and procuring, rather than preparing and producing, these materials.This situation should improve, however, when the Educational Television,Materials and Aida Center, provided under the second education project, startsoperation. The textbooks and materials available generally meet localrequirements as currently perceived.

5.13 .ngervces. The government undertook to strengthen the Mtnistry ofEducation stasic and planning services (Side Letter on Educational Objec-tives). These services have been slightly strengthened, but the expectedresults have not been achieved. A clear definition of statistical data neededor of the purpose of data collection and processing is lackIng. Further, thosestatistical data that exist are often outdated or incomplete. Planuing isbeing carried on, but related chiefly to projects. An overall plan as a basis

:1/
- Based on a usual student timetable of 40 periods per week,additional periods when classes are divided for practical work,and local timetable adjustments.
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for education policy does not exist, nor is a&y systematic progress toward

this readily discernible. The statistics and planning services have recently
been strengthened with experts under the second edueatiou project. According
to the intentions,, the supervisory service has been strengthened.

5.14 Maintenance. Maintenance is mainly carried out an the initiative of school
pri ;Ts and is generally inadequate (Loan Agreenent, Section 5.01(c)).
The inatitation of a maintenance program and the development of a maintenance

manual, as recoinended by the Bank, are badly needed, since no guidance is

presently given to the principals. Further, tools which have been lost or

are worn eat are not systematically being replaced, a matter which is becouing
urgent in several workshops. Shortages of funds are partly responsible for

this sitnation (para. 4.07).

VI. COEONTS

The followig agreements have not, or have not adequately, been complied with

by the borrowers

6.01 roject Exeution. Section 5.01(a) of the Loan Agreement required that the

project be Garrd out with due diligence and efficiency and with due regard
to ecoucaW. Project implementation has been less than efficient, causing
large cost everruns 4Chapters II, III and IV).

6.02 Project Unit. Section 5.01(d) of the Loan Agreement required a full-time
Project Coordinator and Architect and para. 3 of the Side Letter on Execut, oio

of the Project required that the project unit be kept adequately and conpeteitly
staffed. The project unit was without a full-time project architect for
extended periods of time, and the project unit was continuously understaffed
(paras. 3.01-3.04).

6.03 Site jaguiticn. Para. 6 of the Side Letter in Execution of the Projeclt
required that sites for all junior secondary schools be required before
December 31, 1967. On that date, only 4 sites had been acquired and the
last site was acquired in August 1969 (para. 2.03).

6.04 Approval of Desins. Section 5.01(g) of the Loan Agreement required tht
the plans, specif.cations, and work schedules be furnished to the Bank for
its approval promptly upon their preparation. The designs were not sntC
promptly upon their preparation, and the majority were only sent to the B
after construction bids had been opened (para. 2.04).

6.05 Testing and Installatian. Paras. l(e) and 5(b) of the Side Letter on
ecution of te Project required that equipment and furnitare be installed

and tested, and that they should be inspected when delivered to sites. This
has not been properly done (paras. 2.10 - 2.12).

6.06 insurance. Section 5.07 of the Loan Agreement and para. 5(b) of the Side

Letter on Executioq of the Project required that damaged and lost goods be
replaced. A number of equipment items which had never reached the schools
have not yet been replaced (para. 2.10).
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6.07 Use of JSA. Para. A.h of the Side Letter on Educational Objectives and
Administration expressed the government's intention to offer short courses
in JSA. These courses are not yet being offered (para. 5.03).

6.08 Student-Teacher Ratio. Para. B.6 of the Side Letter on Educational Objectives
and A&Ministration expressed the government's intention to achieve a student-
teacher ratio of 35&1 in juniir -secondary schools. However, the Loan Agreement
of the second edacation project indicated a student-teacher ratio of 30:1 for
these schools. The actual ratio is 27:1 (para. 5.08).

6.09 Maintenance and Materials. Sections 5.01(c) and 5.02 of the Loan Agreement
required adequate maintenance of buildings and equipment, and the provision
of adequate funds for operation and maintenance of the project institutions.
Maintenance is generally inadequate, and funds for materials and maintenance
insufficient (paras. 4.07 and 5.14).

VII. RECOMNENDATIONS

7.01 General

(a) In countries where no proper maintenance system exists, projects
should include provisions - such as expert services, training and
equipment - to build up or strengthen the maintenance capacity
(para. 5.14).

(b) If a project comprising a complicated construction/expansion
program is sufficiently advanced in preparation, the engagement of
the necessary architectural consultants might be considered before
appraisal and financed retroactively or by an engineering loan
(para. 2.02).

(c) More flexibility is needed in adapting a loan agreement to changing
circumstances. When long delays occur or prices increase faster
than expected, the project content and loan amount should be re-
appraised (paras. 2.01, 4.03 and 4.04).

(d) For countries where land acquisition is a cumbersome process, con-
sideration should be given to either the requirement of land acqui-
sition before loan effectiveness or cancellation of part of the
loan amount if sites are not acquired by an agreed date (paras. 2.03,
2.06 and 4.04).

7.02 Project Management

(a) Where a large construction contract is awarded to a main contractor
who will employ subcontractors, the Bank should pay more attention
to the pre-qualification of and contract awards to subcontractors
(para 2.06).
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(b) More attention should be gLven to progress reporting and
guidelines should be developed to make auch reporting more
meaningful (para. 3.05).

7.03 Procurement

(a) The Bank should more liberally allow procurement of small items
according to borrower's regular procurement procedures (if
satisfactory) and vithout international coapetitive bidding
(para. 2.09).

(b) Bid documents for equipaent should include a standard clause
requiring suppliers to have local agents who can ensure the
availability of spare parts and maintenance (para. 2.11).

1.04 The Project

Field supervision of the project's educational aspects should be undertaken
on a regular basis.

Latin America and the Caribbean Office

July 1974



JAMAICA - IDAN No. 468-JM

Project Cost: Estimated and Actual

Givil Professional Technical
Works fees Equipment Furniture Assistance Total

?STIDATED (in '000 US$)

CAST 649 65 353 157 31 1,255
JSA 1,125 122 320 122 327 2,016
Teacher Training

Colleges 915 91 23 72 - 1,101
Junior Secondary

Schools:
- 42 first 9,oo4 825 919 1,036 1,127 12,911
- 8 last 1,477 134 156 165 173 2,105
- subtotal (10,481) (959) (1,075) (11201) (1,300) (15,016)

Total 13,170 2371771 1,552 ,658 Zi388

,CTUAL (in '000 US$)

CAST 790 50 260 52 31 1,183
JSA 1,795 368 161 58 137 2,519
Teacher Training
Colleges 903 133 27 43 - 1,106

Junior Secondary
Schools:

- 42 first 14,609 2,297 911 718 948 19,483
- 8 last 4,422 695 154 115 146 5,532
- subtotal (1 ,031) (2,992) (1,065) (833) (1,09) (2,015)

Total 22,519 3,53 1,513 986 1,262 ______

ACTUAL - ETIMATED (in %)Y

CAST 22 -23 -26 -67 0
JSA 60 202 -50 -52 -58 2
Teacher Training
Colleges -1 46 17 -42 -

Junior Secondary
Schools:

- 42 first 62 178 -1 -30 -16 51
-8 last 199 419 -1 -30 -16 163
- subtotal (82) (212 (-30) (-16) 6

Total 71 186 -36 -24

:/ As a percentage of estimated costs.
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JAMAICA - WAN No. 468-JM

Analysis of the Cost Overrun in Civil

Works for the Junior Secondary Schools
(in '000 US)

Appraisal Cost Estimate:

ninl. L2% contingencies)

- school construction 8,027
- site development 1,68

9,595
- professional services, 10% 959
- sLatf housing 887'a ______

1. Underestimates at Appraisal\Negotiations Stage

(a) Unit Cost

Construction coaiL had been estimated on the basis of US$4.80 per

sq. ft., but the actual cost at that time was' US$6.00 per sq. ft. Thuscost
estimates should have been higher as follows:

- school conistruction 2,007
- profesional services, 10% 201
- sLaff housing 222 2,430

(b) Contingencies

A contiiigetcy allowance of 12% had been included in the cost
estimates. However, no prototype designs were available yet, so that a
physical contingency of 10% would have been appropriate. Further, at the
time of appraisal construction costswere increasing at 4-5% p.a., so that the

price contingency should have been at least 10%. With a total contingency
allowance of 20%, cost estimates would have been higher as follows:

- school construction 717
- site development 112
- professional services, 10% 83
- staff housing V9 991

Total Underestimate 3.421

2. Increase in Construction Area

The construction area for the 50 schools had been estimated at
1,280,000 sq. ft., but the actual construction volume was 1,482,000 sq. ft.
The resulting cost incredse (at corrected unit cost) was:

a/ The working papers suggest that this amount includes provisions for
professional services and contingencies.
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- school construction 566
- professional services, 10% 623

3. Unforeseeable and Unavoidable Price Increases

According to the original implementation schedule, construction of

the schools would start in July 1967 and be completed in August 1970. On
the basis of the actual construction cost increase during that period, the
average price increase would have been 18.2%, as against the 10% which
could have been foreseen. 'The resulting cost increase was as follows:

- school construction 945
- site development 140
- professional services, 10% 109
- staff housing 1, 293

4. Other Factors

Actual total cost of civil works 19,031

Professional fees at the assumed rate of 10% 1,903

Total cost 20,934

Appraisal cost estimate -ll,h4

Cost increases explained above - 5,337

Other cost increases resulting from delays,
avoidable price increases and inefficiencies 4,156



GA - iLAN No. 6$-JM

Eendituresa/ and Disbursements
(in 'oO US$)

Cl e -4 Disburse-
Fiscal Year Cunmulative Expenditures Actua< ment al

and Cl &ined Expend- Percent- Disbursem- atedative Disburseners
Semester Iutimated Actual itres eS Actual Estimated

1967
1st 95 -
2nd 361 361 53 191 191
1968
1st 2,700 366 5 53 3 19,
2nd 921 555 53 294 488

1969
1st 8,150 2,669 1,748 53 927 1,113
2nd 2,931 262 53 138 1,553
1970
lst 14,500 5,865 2,934 53 1,555 3,108 7,600
2nd 14,518 8,653 44 3,808 6,916
1971
1st 18,100 14,518 0 44 0 6,916 9,50C
2nd 17,085 2,567 24 616 7,532
1972
1st 20,622 3,537 24 849 8,381
2nd 23,065 2,443 24/14./ 581 8,962
1973
1st 23,065 0 14 0 8,962
2nd 26,171 3,106 i4 435 9,397
1974
1st 26,171 0 114 0 9,397
Jan.1974 27,173 1,002 14/5c/ 103 9,500

After Jan. 1974 29,823 2,650 0 0 9,500

a/ Excluding USAID - financed technical assistance.
S/ Reduced to 14%, effective March 16, 1972.
c/ Percentage at which last disbursement was made.
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JAMAICA

Rtecurrent Expenditures 1972/73: Projected and Actuil
(Ministry of Education)

Pro et d Aturl(1)
0 Je 000 J$ %

Primary Trucation 12,080 44 19,650 46

2econdtory JEdueLiui 11,730 42 13,560 31

Iighm1- Eduh' i 2,570 9 3,670 9

'ther ! xpndi bu t 1 ,'70 _ 6,210 14

TOT AL 27,850 100 43,090 100

P' ropo tion o '
f.o L,1 I jovv rnmen t

tecrret. expnilt~ues19.0 io 16.5 %

(a) Appraisal report, Annex 8, at JJ6 1 = J$ 2;
projections made on prices at time of appraisal

(b) "Revised Estimates" of the 1972/73 budget
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PREFACE

The project which the Bank helped finance in 
Honduras with

Loan 495-HO of May 26, 1967, included reconstruction and paving of

the Western Highway and feasibility studies for feeder roads and a trunk

highway. The loan was fully disbursed in October 1973. The purpose

of this performance audit is to assess the extent to which the original

project objectives were met and to analyze the role of the Bank in meeting

these objectives.

The audit is based on Bank correspondence. and supervision reports,

the quarterly construction progress reports prepared by the 
consultants, a

draft completion report prepared in July 1974 by the Latin 
America and

Caribbean Regional Office, the comparative highway evaluation study pre-

pared by the Operations Evaluation Department, 
and discussions with Bank

staff.

No visit to Honduras was made in connection with this audit.

Currency Equivalents: Honduras Lempira (L)

L 2.00 = US$1.00
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SUMMARY

In May, 1967, the Bank made a US$8.6 million loan to Honduras to

cover the foreign exchange component of a US$12.6 million equivalent

highway project. This was the fifth highway development project partially

financed by the Bank Group in Honduras.

The project included improvements on the Western Highway 
between

Chamelecon and Santa Rosa, paving its entire length from Chamelecon to

the border with El Salvador, and feasibility studies of feeder roads in

the Western Region and of the Tegucigalpa-Juticalpa Highway. The improve-

ments on the Western Highway were expected to promote development 
in the

Western Region, a densely populated but undeveloped area, and to help

integrate the area with the rest of Honduras. The increased trade with

El Salvador, within the Central American Common Market, was also 
given as

a justification for the improved road. The rate of return, based on road

user savings, was estimated to be between 11% and 25% depending 
on the

road section. The two feasibility studies were intended to provide the

basis for the next highway project. The feeder roads study was also

supposed to define a program for the development 
of feeder roads in the

Western Region.

The works on the Western Highway were completed a year behind

schedule. The main reasons for the delay were the slowness in hiring the

supervision consultants, a hurricane and severe 
rains which caused ex-

tensive damage. In spite of these problems, the quality of the works was

very good as a result of adequate supervision by 
the consultants and of

the contractors' satisfactory performance.

The final cost of the project exceeded the original estimate by 5%,

with the construction portion (including supervision) exceeding 
estimates

by only 3% but with a more than 100% overrun 
on the feasibility studies.

An upgrading in the pavement design standards, 
delays and the additional

--works necessitated by weather damage were the main factors explaiing

the increase in construction costs, despite inclusion in the original

estimates of substantial contingency allowances, while a substantial

underestimation of the foreign exchange component of the feasibility

studies costs led to the overrun in this item.

The new estimate of the rate of return for tlie two sections of

the Western Highway north of Santa Rosa (149 km) is satisfactory (15% and

207. as against 11% and 25%), but it is only 4% for the sections south

of Santa Rosa (98 km) as against 13% calculated at appraisal time. The

main reason for the low return south of Santa Rosa was the decline in

traffic due to the closing of the border in mid-1969 following a 
conflict

between Honduras and El Salvador, and the overestimation during appraisal

of the region's potential for development, a fact that was aggravated by

the failure of the Government to undertake complementary investments.
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The substantial reduction in traffic took place in mid-1969, well
before the first pavement on the Western Highway was laid, and before any
pre-paving work was begun on the border sections. At the same time, the
preliminary findings of the feeder roads study in the Western Region indi-
cated that the potential for development in the area had perhaps been
overestimated. In light of this new situation, the Bank should have
appraised the expected costs and benefits associated with postponing the
pavement works. The key variables in such an analysis would be the number
of years the border was expected to remain closed and the possible incre-
ment in construction costs arising from postponing the pavement. In
retrospect, it is difficult to speculate how long the border might have
been expected to remain closed in 1969. However, the analysis of this
subject made in this audit, which assumes that there was sufficient evidence
at the time to expect that relations with El Salvador would be resumed
shortly, probably in one to three years, suggests that continuing with the
pavement works was probably the correct decision at the time since a very
slight cost increase of 5% would have made postponement unjustified in
economic terms.

Both feasibility studies were successfully completed. The
Tegucigalpa-Juticalpa study was the basis for a subsequent Bank project,
and the feeder roads study helped to avoid low priority investments in
the Western Region.

During appraisal and implementation of this project, the Bank
continued to press for better road maintenance and for the enforcement
of axle-load regulations. The loan agreement included several covenants
on these subjects. Progress was slow, but the quality of maintenance in
the country improved noticeably during the implementation period.



PROJECT PERFORMANCE AUDIT REPORT

HONDURAS WESTERN HIGHWAY PAVING PROJECT (LOAN 495-HO)

Introduction

In 1966, when the Western Highway Paving Project was appraised,
the Bank had already made four loans to Honduras for highway development
totalling US$28.2 million. Two of these loans helped finance improvements
on the Western Highway. The first commitment (Loan 195-HO of 1958, for
US$5.5 million) helped finance improvements on the section between Chamelecon
and Santa Rosa to transform it into an all-weather road by adding bridges
and culverts. The second commitment (Credit 1-HO of 1961, for US$9.0 million)
helped to extend the highway about ,100 km southward from Santa Rosa to the
border with El Salvador.

The purpose of these projects was to stimulate economic growth in
the Western Region. This region was one of the most densely populated of
Honduras, and produced a large percentage of the country's exports, mainly
tobacco, sugar, coffee and rice. The lack of adequate connections with
the rest of the country had kept it virtually isolated. The Government
anticipated that a road would stimulate agriculture by making markets more
accessible, enable resources -such as lumber to be exploited and help fuse
the region to the Honduran economic community.

In April 1966 the Government requested the Bank's assistance in
financing further improvements and bituminous pavement on the Western
Highway. The economic feasibility analysis for improvements on sections
between Chamelecon and Santa Rosa, and the traffic studies, soil investi-
-gations and design analyses for the paving, had been undertaken by Brown &
Root, S.A., highway consultants to the Government. These studies were
submitted to the Bank in May 1966. The following month, a Bank appraisal
mission visited Honduras to assess the proposed project. The mission con-
cluded that paving was justified because the considerable traffic at the
time (due in large part to the Treaty for Central'American Integration)
exceeded' the capacity of the road as it was built under the earlier
improvements. However, in discussions with the consultants it was agreed
that further technical investigations were needed before the appropriate
paving design was decided upon and that additional traffic counts should
be taken to determine if paving the total length of the highway was
justified. This supplementary information was submitted to the Bank to-
ward the end of 1966. Presumably, the decision to go ahead with the paving
of the entire highway with a 2.5 cm surface was based on this supplemen-
tary information.

The appraisal mission also agreed with the Government to include
a study of feeder road requirements in the Western Region, and a feasi-
bility study of the Tegucigalpa-Juticalpa road. Negotiations were held
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in March 1967 and the loan was signed on May 26, 1967. Special covenants
of the loan, agreement included a 'requirement for revising- the pavement
design standards as the project progressed, commitments by the Government
to update- the road development program, revise vehicle axle-load- regu-
lations and: establish a system. to- collect highway data. The Government
also undertook to increase road user charges by half so that charges would
cover a higher proportion of road expenditures, and to assist the Bank in
a Central American study of road user charges. If the Bank's study did
not.materialize, the Government agreed to conduct the study within the
country and implement its conclusions. The loan agreement also contained
a number of covenants included in the agreement for the previous highway
project, such as continuing Government support for highway maintenance
(by increasing the maintenance budget,- and ensuring that equipment and
work crews for maintenance were available),. and for highway administration
*(by establishing and equipping a highway patrol;; posting traffic signs;.
installing safety devices;: and intensifying traffic counting).

The roject

Loan 495-HO for US$8.6million-was to help finance a US$12.6 million
equivalent project which included _reesntruction- and paving of t1he Western
Highway and- two feasibility atudies which were expectedi to serve as a basis
for- the next highway. project.

Works on the Western Highway allowed for stage construction so
that pavement could be strengthened as traffic grew. The first part of
the works entailed reconstruction of 37 km between Chamelecon and La Entrada,
a section which had not been improved before. The second part provided
paving of the entire Western Highway from Chamelecon to the border of
El Salvador, about 247 km. The pavement thickness (2.5 cm) was designed
assuming that axle-weight regulations would be revised and adequately enforced.
The consultants were to recheck the pavement design as construction pro-
ceeded and the pavement thickness could be changed on the basis of addi-
tional soil strength analyses.

The feeder road study in the Western Region was expected to-assess
the economic justification of constructing 10 feeder roads- totalling 144 km
for which detailed design was already available, and to prepare technical
and economic feasibility studies on another 100 km of feeder roads. The
study would help define a program for the development'of a feeder road
system in the Western Region. Inclusion of the preparation of preliminary
engineering for the improvement of the 190 km Tegucigalpa-Juticalpa Highway
was considered important at the time because the road provided the only
link between the capital and the east-central region of the codntry (Olancho
Department), an area of high potential.
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Because of the scarcity of IDA funds at the time, the Bank Group's
contribution was on conventional terms even though Honduras was eligible
for concessional terms. The loan represented 70% of projects costs,
covering all of the foreign exchange component estimated at 68%. The re-
maining local currency costs were to be supplied by the Government.

Project Implementation

1) Western Highway Reconstruction and Paving

Works on the Western Highway were scheduled to begin in early 1968
and to be completed in mid-1971, but were ready a year behind schedule.
The delay represents 28% of the estimated construction time and is attribut-
able to slowness in engaging the consultants, to repair work required after
a hurricane, and to heavy rainfall which slowed progress.

In the first instance, the delay was caused by the lengthy time it
took to engage the consultants, Brown & Root, S.A. The Government took five
months in submitting the draft contract and terms of reference. to the Bank,
after which the Bank took two months to reply, raising question over the
firm's qualifications and eligibility as a foreign firm in spite of the
fact that the consultants were already engaged in an ongoing Bank project
in Honduras, and their performance had been considered to be good. This
delay in securing consultant services postponed the call for bids, the
selection of contractors and consequently commencement of construction works
by about a year.

The project was divided into three contracts, all of which were
awarded to Sociedad Anfnima de Obras Pdblicas y Mari'timas from Venezuela
(SAOPIM) and work began in early 1969. The contractors made excellent
progress in the first months, but in mid-1969 a hurricane and heavy rains
caused extensive damage to about 16 km of road near Santa Rosa, obstructing
drainage structures and causing the road to collapse under heavy landslides.
SAOPIM had not taken possession of this part of the road and before it
could, extensive repairs had to be made which were clearly beyond the
capacity of the road maintenance organization. In view of this development,
the Government requested that SAOPIM's contract be revised to include the
repair work and that the Bank cover the additional cost. The contract was
revised and the additional cost was covered from uncommitted contingency
funds. The Government agreed to cover any further costs itself. After
further suspension of works due to weather, the paving works were completed
in August 1972.

The construction supervision provided by Brown & Root was satis-
factory and the performance of SAOPIM was exceedingly good. In spite of
the inconveniences created by inclement weather, the pavement work was so
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good that the surface treatment provided for in the project was not neces-
sary and the corresponding allocation was used instead for slide removal,
erosion control and safety devices. This additional work was accomplished
after the paving and was completed in August 1973.

A major issue which arose during implementation was that- of paving
design standards. Toward the end of 1968, when SAOPIM's contract was being
negotiated, the consultants submitted a report evaluating different pave-
ment thicknesses and. recommending the entire road be paved with,5.0 cm
as opposed to the 2.5 cm approved in the loan agreement. The contractors
were able to offer an unusually attractive price which exceeded the cost
of the approved 2.5 cm surface by less than one million dollars. The
Bank nonetheless considered the recommendation premature, insisted that
the contract with SAOPIK provide for a 2.5 cm surface, and requested that
further technical and economic analyses- be undertaken by the consultants.

The final study was presented in. May 1969. Although the Bank
disagreed with part of the methodology used- in the analyses, it concurred
with the economic justification for a 5.0 cm. surface, and: the change was
approved in June 1969.' The first pavement was. placed at the northern end
of the highway in December 1969.

In mid-1969, when the pavement thickness was revised, the, border
with, El Salvador was' closed. following, a conflict with that country; the
border has remained closed.,ever since. This development considerably
reduced traffic and lessened the benefits anticipated from the project..
The conflict is not mentioned in Bank records until a year after its
occurrence, at which time some discussions were taking place on altering
the pavement design in the vicinity of Santa Rosa by applying a surface
treatment to help reduce slides. There is no evidence that further study

-of pavement design standards in view of reduced traffic was contemplated,
and the entire road was paved to the 5.0 cm standard.

2) Feasibility Studies

The contract for the two feasibility studies was awarded to Howard,
Humphreys, Keeble and Partners (HHK&P) of Great Britain in late 1968.
Studies of both the Tegucigalpa-Juticalpa Highway and the Western Region
feeder roads were to be completed within 18 months of signature. The
final reports were submitted in January 1971, about six months behind
schedule. The delays were mainly a consequence of the Government's slow-
ness in transmitting its co ments on the draft reports, which were submitted
on schedule, and to a lesser extent to a change in the scope of the Tegucigalpa-
Juticalpa Highway study.

The feeder road study concluded that under conditions existing at
the time there were few opportunities to construct new roads of good standards
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which would be economically viable in terms of their agricultural potential.

Construction of feeder roads should therefore be preceded by an integrated

study of agriculture, transportation, conservation and colonization and

accompanied by investments in agricultural extension and marketing services.

As a result of this study, the Bank has not helped finance feeder roads

in this region.

The preliminary engineering of the Tegucigalpa-Juticalpa Highway

was expanded to include alternate alignments around the site of a proposed

dam, thus delaying the final report slightly. The construction of the

Tegucigalpa-Talanga section of that highway was included in a subsequent

Bank project (Loan 896-HO of 1973).

3) Loan Covenants

The Government met most of its commitments under the loan covenants.

Vehicle load regulations were revised to adapt them to international traffic,
as other Central American countries used Honduran roads. The Government

participated in the Central American road user charges study which was

conducted by the Bank, but did not increase road user charges by half.

The road development program contained in the 1965-1969 Five Year Develop-
ment Plan was reviewed and updated in 1967, and a Planning Unit was estab-

lished within the Ministry of Communications and Public Works to collect

data for highway planning. However, due to shortage of personnel the Unit

has not been able to fulfilits functions adequately.

The Government did not satisfy all of the highway maintenance

covenants but made progress in this area. The maintenance budget was in-

creased and revised to contain a special rotating fund for financing equip-

ment. Brown & Root managed the fund and the IDB supported it. It is

difficult to ascertain whether the Government supplied work crews and

equipment and oversaw their proper use as planned. However, it is likely

that this aspect of maintenance improved since the Highway Maintenance

Department was established as an independent division of the Ministry of

Communications and Public Works. Establishment of the highway patrol was

at first delayed but was later set up with the assistance of USAID, which

financed the acquisition of four portable weighing scales. The enforce-

ment of vehicle-load regulations by the patrol had not been successful by

the time the project was completed in 1972, but interest in this area is

being reactivated with the assistance of the IDB.

Project Costs

The actual cost of the project, US$13.2 million, represents a 5%

increase over the appraisal estimate of US$12.6 million. Construction

costs, including supervision and a 15% contingency for increases in quantities,
increased by 12%, whereas engineering costs more than doubled (Table 1).
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The increase in construction costs from US$9.3 million (before
contingencies) to US$11.3 million and of supervision costs from US$600,000
to US$1.5 million can be partially explained by the additional works re-

quired after the 1969 hurricane. Other factors were the increase in
pavement thickness and the delays which arose during implementation.

The cost increases for feasibility studies, from US$200,000 to
US$500,000, were due to underestimation of expenses at appraisal time
and underestimation of the foreign exchange component, at 50%, which was
low in view of the high proportion of expatriate consultants finally
employed. The original estimate was apparently made by Brown & Root and
approved by the Bank. The overrun was noted in September 1968, when the
contract with the consultants was signed for US$239,464 over the amount
budgeted in the appraisal report, but because the overall costs were still
within the original estimate no action was taken to revise the List of Goods.

Economic Justification

The paving of the Western Highway was originally justified on the
basis of reductions in vehicle operating costs between 22% and 28%. The
estimated rate of return on the investment varied by road segment between

11% and 25%. The new calculation of the rate of return made in the course

of this audit (Table 2) results in a considerably lower rate of 4% for the
border sections (Section 3, Santa Rosa-La Labor and Section 4, La Labor-

El Salvador) than the 13% anticipated at appraisal. The new rate of return
for Section 2, north of Santa Rosa, was also lower at 20% compared with
25% projected at appraisal. Only for Section 1, Chamelecon-La Entrada,
was the new estimate higher than that calculated at appraisal, being 15%
instead of 11%.

The low return for the border sections is a consequence of the 36%
cost overrun and a 177% overestimation of traffic. The traffic overesti-
mation is a consequence of the closing of the border with El Salvador in
mid-1969. Although traffic began to grow again in 1970, it remained below
appraisal projections for that year and it was in fact still 17% to 22%
lower than the actual traffic in 1966 (Table 3). The rate of return for

Section 2 is lower than expected because of the 33% overrun in costs and

the 30% traffic overestimation. Finally, the new estimate of the return

for Section 1 is higher than expected because although traffic was over-

estimated by 30%, the section was improved for less tlian the anticipated

cost.

Apart from the direct benefits of the project, the paving was
supposed to promote development in the Western Region and contrIbute to

the integration of the area with the rest of Honduras. Until appraisal

(1966), the most rapid development had occurred at the northern end of
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the road near San Pedro Sula, the country's main industrial center; the
border area south of Santa Rosa was only beginning to show important
economic and social changes. After paving, this northern area continued
to develop but the border area did not expand economically as expected

in spite of its better integration with other parts of Honduras. This
slower than expected development in the border area seems to have been
a consequence of three factors: (a) the overestimation of the region's
potential, mainly because adequate agricultural soil surveys had not been

undertaken, (b) the closing of the border with El Salvador, and (c) failure
on the part of the Government to follow through with complementary in-
vestments. However, it has not been possible to ascertain the relative
importance of each of these factors.

Role of the Bank

The Bank's participation in this project had a positive effect on

the development of the highway sector in Honduras. The Bank made a useful

contribution to the preparation and design of the project, and adequately
supervised implementation. Supervision missions averaged one every seven

months. The Bank also contributed to the improvement of highway main-
tenance through the inclusion of loan covenants on the subject and a con-

tinuous monitoring of the problem. Some of the covenants were not fully
adhered to, but considerable progress has been made in the maintenance
field, the highway authorities are now fully aware of the problem and,
in view of Honduras' institutional problems, the progress that has taken
place can be considered satisfactory.

The one issue on which the Bank's participation could usefully
have been different was in assessing the impact on the project of the

conflict with El Salvador. Although the Bank could not have anticipated
that the border would remain closed for so many years, it should have re-

appraised the paving of the border sections bearing in mind the expected

costs and benefits of a postponement. An additional reason for reappraising
the situation was the fact that the preliminary findings of the feeder

roads study in the Western Region suggested that thepotential for develop-
ment in the area had perhaps been overestimated. The additional costs

expected from a postponement would be the compensation fees to the con-

tractor for the work cancelled, price increases, including remobilization,
and the loss of reductions in vehicle operating costs arising from the

use of a paved road. The benefits of a postponement Uould be the social

rate of return of the alternative investment made with the funds which

were going to be used for the paving.

To obtain a rough estimation of the maximum percentage'increase

in costs that would have made the postponing of the paving worthwhile,
the present value of the benefits and the costs were compared under

different hypotheses in -relation to the number of years the border was

assumed to be closed. The results are:
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Number of years during Maximum percentage increase in
which the border would construction costs which would

remain closed make postponement unjustified

2 3%
3 5%
5 16%
6 20%

In retrospect, it is difficult to speculate how long the border

might have been expected to remain closed in 1969. However, the analysis
of this subject made in this audit, which assumes that there was sufficient

evidence at the time to expect that relations with El Salvador would be
resumed shortly, probably in one to, three years, suggests that continuing
with the pavement works was probably the correct course of action since a

very slight cost increase of 5% would have made the postponement unjusti-
fied in economic terms. From the information available, however, it does

not appear that the Bank considered a reassessment of the situation in 1969.

Conclusions

In spite of severe weather problems, the upgrading and paving of

the Western Highway proceeded well, and the quality of the works was good.

However, the closing of the border with El Salvador resulted in an important

decline in traffic. This development, together with cost overruns, reduced

the rate of return of the project considerably, particularly of the works

on the section south of Santa Rosa. In retrospect, these works do not

appear justified but given the information available in 1969, continuing
-with the pavement was probably right. The impact of the project on the

development of the Western Region was also lower than expected, but the

improved road did help to integrate the region, particularly the area south

of Santa Rosa, with the rest of the country.

The feasibility studies under the project were successfully com-
pleted and have had a positive impact. A section of the Tegucigalpa-

Juticalpa road was included in a subsequent highway project which the Bank

helped finance, and the feeder roads study of the Western Region helped to

avoid investments in a low-priority area.



Table 1

Honduras Loan 495-HO

Forecast and Actual Project Costs
(US$'000)

Appraisal Final Project

Estimate Costs

Western Highway Improvement and Paving

(i) Improvement of 37 km between
Chamelecon and La Entrada 1.50 a/

(ii) Paving of 247 km between Chamdlecon
and the El Salvador border 7.75 a/

Total 9.25 11.25

Consultant Services

(i) Preparation of tender documents for,
and supervision of construction 0.60 1.48

(ii) Feasibility studies 0.20 0.50

Total 0.80 1.98

Contingencies

(i) Work quantity (15% of construction
costs) 1.40 -

(ii) Price increases (10% on all costs) 1.15

Total contingencies 2.55 -

GRAND TOTAL 12.60 13.23

a/ No breakdown available



Table 2

Western Highway: Costs, Traffic and Rate of Return, by Section

Proportion Traffic Rate of Return

of Total Cost Overestimation Appraisal Audit

Section Investment Overrun /1 1973 /2 Estimate Estimate

1. Chamelecon-La Entrada /3 41% -25% 30% 117 15%

2. La Entrada-Santa Rosa 18% 33% 30% 25% 20%

3. & 4. Santa Rosa-La Labor-
El Salvador border 41% 36% 177% 13% 4%

/1 Based on construction costs, contingencies and consultant services.

/2 it is calculated as *Estimated Traffic
Actual Traffic .

/3 The rate of return increased from 11% to 15% even though the cost increase in percentage 
terms

is similar to the traffic overestimation because a large proportion of this overestimation re-

fers to generated traffic, and the benefits that were attributed to that traffic at appraisal

time accounted for only 10% of total benefits.



Table 3

Traffic Counts on the Western Highway, 1966-1973

(Average vehicles per day converted into truck
unit equivalent) 1

1966 1968 1970 1973

Section /2 Actual Estimated Actual Estimated Actual Estimated Actual

1. Chamelecon-La Entrada 250 330 322 440 416 780 13 602 13

2. La Entrada-Santa Rosa 190 251 305 330 374 564 434

3. Santa Rosa-La Labor 107 141 137 190 87 338 122

4. La Labor-El Salvador border 102 134 137 190 87 338 122

/1 Conversion ratio: 3 passenger cars to one truck

/2 Counts for road sections 1-4 in 1968, 1970 and 1973 were taken at the following stations:

1. Chamelecon-La Entrada: Quimistin station

2. La Entrada-Santa Rosa: Santa Rosa station

3. Santa Rosa-La Labor: Santa Luci'a station

4. La Labor-El Salvador border: Santa Luci'a station

/3 1972 traffic

Source: Appraisal Report and traffic counts taken by Brown & Root, S.A.
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PREFACE

This Closing Report is an outcome of the follow-up proce-
dures applied by the Operations Evaluation Department to its first
report, containing quite complex recommendations to the Bank Group:
"Operations Evaluation Report - Electric Power" dated March 1972.
Under these follow-up procedures, responses to the recommendations
were first solicited from the concerned operating departments and
discussed with them before they were put into final form; a little
over one year later a review was carried out of the related work
throughout the Bank Group in the interim; that review led to the
preparation of the first draft of this report, whose wide distribu-
tion and discussion within the Bank Group over the last nine months
has helped draw attention again to the issues that emerged from the
original studies and to the work done on them by various parts of
the Bank Group over the last few years.

The excellent cooperation of the Bank Group Staff, and
especially of the Public Utilities Department, most heavily concerned,
in the follow-up and review process is most gratefully acknowledged.
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CLOSING REPORT ON ACTIONS RELATING TO
RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE

ELECTRIC POWER EVALUATION REPORT of March 1972

In 1971 the Operations Evaluation unit carried out, as one of its

first efforts, a review of Bank operations in the electric power field, mainly
on the basis of ex-post assessments, against original objectives, of a large

and diversified sample of projects for which the Bank had lent a cumulative

total of about $1 billion to ten different power companies -- three in

Colombia and one each in Argentina, Brazil, Ethiopia, Ghana, Malaysia, Mexico

and Singapore. The results of this study were presented in "Operations

Evaluation Report: Electric Power" (IBRD Report No. Z-17) dated March 1972.

Bank assistance to the Colombian power sector was also treated somewhat more

comprehensively in one chapter of the report "Bank Operations in Colombia:

An Evaluation"(IBRD Report No. Z-18) which was issued shortly thereafter.

Both studies included certain suggestions regarding future Bank activity in
the field of electric power which were discussed with the relevant operating

departments both before and after presentation of these reports to the Execu-

tive Directors and were in the main agreed to be worthy of pursuit.

The purpose of the present document is to report briefly on actions
since taken by the Bank that relate to the suggestions made. It is based on a
review of relevant research papers and operational guidelines issued by the Bank
in 1972-74 and of appraisal reports for power loans approved in FY 1974; on a
series of discussions in July 1.974 with all operating units principally respon-
sible for electric power work;. on comments received in October and November on
the first draft of this report; on a meeting with relevant Bank managers early
in December 1974; and on comments provided early in 1975 on a revised draft of
the present report. After recalling the main conclusions of the evaluation
studies and indicating the main lines of recent Bank activity in the field of
electric power, this report systematically summarizes each of the original sugges-
tions, the response that the Bank operating departments gave at the time and
relevant actions since taken. An overall assessment is given in the concluding
paragraphs.

The evaluation studies found that the rapid pace of power system

expansion achieved in the developing countries between 1950 and 1970 had

depended crucially on Bank financing and concluded that the wider pattern of

Bank action had been notably effective in achieving the main preoccupation
that the Bank had developed in its work in this field: minimizing long-run

(financial) costs of power system expansion by such measures as improvements

in sector organization, careful advance investigation and planning to enable

selection of the most economic path of system expansion, use of international
competitive bidding and assuring adequate cash-flow to the utility to prevent
construction interruptions. The Bank had in particular in several instances
made significant contributions to institutional rationalization by urging

amalgamation of regional power companies, or cooperative arrangements, to
permit achievement of scale economies, and its financial covenants, which had
become steadily better in form, showed evidence of having been causative
factors in the continuous improvement of financial performance demonstrated
by most of the companies. Notable internal organizational improvements had
also been stimulated by the Bank in several companies, and the two cases
among all ten that still showed considerable institutional weakness were ones
where, in complex political circumstances, responsibility for power supply
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within relatively small areas remained divided. Major cost overruns had
occurred on some projects, but generally for reasons that would have been
hard to foresee, and in the case of very few plants were they large enough
to raise doubts in retrospect as to the economic validity of projects
selected. Only in few cases had there been temporary unproductive building
ahead of demand, due to faulty planning.

The main theme of the report's suggestions for the future was that
the Bank could make an important contribution to further improving its own
selection of power projects and the role of its power- customers in develop-
ment by helping them to cope with fundamental questions, essentially related
to the links between power supply and development, which it had largely
bypassed in the past and on which they not infrequently themselves wanted
advice. How quickly should power demand be allowed or encouraged to- grow?
How much can electricity supply induce development or improvements in
efficiency in other sectors (e.g. small industry and agriculture)? How much
expenditure should be allocated to electrification of villages or small
towns presently unserved, and how should they be selected? How much effort
should be devoted to expanding the coverage of the power system as opposed
to improving reliability standards on the existing system? What are appropri-
ate risks of load shedding to run under different economic conditions? Under
what circumstances is it worthwhile from the socio-economic viewpoint to
provide power at less than cost to serve? The report asked the Bank to
develop appropriate methods of analysis and project appraisal to help bring
answers to these basic dilemmas.

Bank and IDA lending for electric power, after falling sharply in
FY 1973, reached a new peak in FY 1974, in excess of $750 million, in real
terms 20% above the average annual amount of power lending committed in
1969-73 and envisaged for 1974-78. 1/ The number of projects, at 14, was
about the same as the average number approved in each of the previous five
years; but three of the loans were in excess of $100 million, including one
of $148 million, the largest single project loan ever made by the Bank, for
the Elbistan lignite-fired thermal plant in Turkey. A somewhat surprising
trend, in light of earlier expectations, is a sharp drop over the last year
in the share of power distribution in the Bank Group's lending and in the
projects supported, as shown by the following table: 2/

1/ Revised IBRD/IDA Program 1974-78 of June 1974.

2/ The table refers only to lending directly for power utilities. In most
years there are a few loans/credits for other principal purposes which
also include a small power component, generally mainly distribution.
But the total amounts involved are not usually very significant
compared with the magnitudes given above. For instance, two of the
larger provisions of this sort in FY 1974 were US$ 2.4 million (out of
a total US$ 25.0 million loan) for a US$ 3.7 million power distribution
component of the Korea Kyongju Tourism Project (Ln. 953-KO) and US$ 1.0
million (out of a total US$ 30.0 million loan) for a US$ 2.2 million
distribution component of the Greece Nestos and Yannitsa Irrigation
Scheme (Ln. 991-GR).
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IBRD/IDA Lending for Electric Power FY 1970-74
(current US$ millions)

1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 a/

Loan/Credit Amounts Approved 556.0 500.9 520.6 321.5 754.8

% for Distribution 20 19 20 14 1

Total Project Costs b/ 1512.1 816.1 2425.5 883.1 2958.0

% for Distribution 25 18 19 30 0.5

a! excluding three small supplementary loans committed under amendments
to earlier loan agreements to help cover cost overruns.

b/ excluding interest during construction.

In each of the years 1970-73 two of the loans/credits approved were predom-
inantly or very largely for distribution expansion -- in such countries as
Argentina, Brazil, Ghana, Iran, Nigeria and Turkey -- and another four
projects included some distribution component. FY 1974 power lending
included two projects' with a distributiam component and in both it was quite
small. The first integrated rural development project to have an electric
power component 1/ was the Mexico Papaloapan Basin Rural Development Project
for which a loan was approved in October 1974; further rural development
projects in Mexico are expected to follow suit in this respect.

An important innovation in the Bank's power work, sponsored by the
new Public Utilities Department that emerged from the Bank's reorganization
in October 1972, is the establishment of regular series of publications of
research papers and operational guidelines. In 1973 and 1974 numerous
papers prepared by Bank staff and consultants have been published in this
form, ranging from guidelines on technical cooperation with other inter-
national agencies to a major review of the changing relevance of nuclear
power for developing countries. Some of the research done on electricity
pricing and rural electrification has culminated in an important policy
statement on the economic analysis of public utility projects, 2/ carrying
the Bank's approach much beyond cost minimization and demonstrating how the
incremental return concept that has come into use in the Bank in the last few

1/ The Bank's loan of US$ 50.0 million included a US$ 5.0 million contribu-
tion for a US$ 10.0 million rural power distribution component of the
project designed to bring grid electricity to 106 villages with nearly
140,000 inhabitants, raising the percent of people in the Papaloapan
Basin with electricity connections from about 41% now to 48% on project
completion.

2/ Economic Evaluation of Public Utilities Projects (September 30, 1974).
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years can become a meaningful tool of economic analysis once the relationship
between prices charged for utility services and their marginal costs is
established.

1. System Extensions

Original Recommendation: The Bank should expedite work to develop
techniques for analyzing the economic validity of extending public power
supply to new areas, such as marginal zones of the cities, surrounding villages
or small towns or larger regions presently unserved.

Bank Response: The Bank agreed with the need to study this matter
on a priority basis and to identify economic and social effects of system
extensions to smaller and less dense markets, with a view to finding practical
ways to improve cost/benefit techniques and also provide a sounder basis for
justifying departures from strict economic/financial pricing policies in order
to meet social objectives.

Review of Action: The Bank has carried out, on schedule, a major
research study of rural electrification experience in El Salvador and produced
a number of internal instructions and papers relating to the economic justifi-
cation of such schemes.l/ Further field study is underway in connection with
a small rural electrification component to a power loan made to Ecuador in
February 1972. The major conclusions derived from these studies can be sum-
marized:

a) Rural electrification is best undertaken within the framework
of an integrated regional development program, and even in the
(usual) absence of such a program it is desirable to move as far as
possible to examining the potential in this broad context.

b) Successful village electrification normally requires that
the village average per capita income be above a particular
"threshold"level (for example, $50-60 in El Salvador in 1972) at
which demand begins to develop, but growth in demand can be very
rapid and it is essential to focus on the prospects for this.

c) Economic benefits in excess of prices charged for power
(mainly increases in production made possible by power supply and
savings on alternative fuels) can and should be routinely assessed
for productive uses of electricity (such as irrigation, agro/village
industries, water supply works).

d) For household consumers, comparable benefits in excess of prices
charged (from savings on alternative fuels and greater value of
higher-quality energy) are so difficult to estimate soundly at

1/ Public Utility Note 6, "The Appraisal of Village Electrification Projects"
(August 1, 1973), and IBRD Report No. 517, "Issues in Rural Electrifica-
tion" (July 24, 1974), distributed under Secretary's Memorandum SecM74-
636 of September 12, 1974.
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reasonable cost and may well normally be sufficiently small that
revenue projections may generally be taken as a reasonable indicator
of gross benefits of such consumption, implying that electrification
for households alone in rural areas is generally unlikely to be
ea nomic.

e) It is essential to take a long-run (20-year) rather than a
medium-run (5-year) term of analysis due to the importance in the
economic analysis of both the prospective growth of demand and of
possible scale economies from increasing network utilization.

f) Tariffs may be set below long-run marginal costs during the
early years because of the generally high initial investment costs,
the need particularly at first to promote the use of the service,
or social reasons (to help small business and low-income families),
but subsidies (or taxes), should be made explicit and tariffs should
within five-ten years aim at reflecting the level and structure of
long-run marginal costs of supply in order to secure efficient
allocation of resources and to avoid inequities with the much larger
number of rural families in most developing countries who remain
without electricity (probably still about 75% in the early 1980s).

g) Non-quantifiable benefits in excess of revenues (e.g. educa-
tional or other effects on households) may sometimes be sufficiently
significant to-warrant undertaking- a project whose incremental
return based on financial returns plus an allowance for productive
users' benefits (in excess of prices charged) is slightly below the
opportunity cost of capital, but this can only be a matter of
judgment.

The results of this research were only put into final form towards the end of
FY 1974, and none of the appraisals of projects approved by the Bank and IDA
in that year reflect any of this work. However, a preliminary appraisal,
giving special attention to economic justification and partially drawing on
the Bank's research, has been made of a major rural electrification project
(involving many tubewells and agro-industry) in India. Direct application of re-
search results is underway for a rural electrification project being prepared in
Iran. Further projects are under active early consideration for Northeast
Brazil, Malaysia, Thailand and Tunisia. Efforts are also planned in 1975 to
examine the situation of rural electrification in poorer countries, especially
in Africa, to see whether the approaches so far developed can be applied
directly or whether further research is required. Bank/IDA financing for
several African rural electrification projects is envisaged for later years.

2. New Connection Policies

Original Recommendation: The Bank should try to assess, in the
economic evaluation of power-projects at both the selection and appraisal
stages, whether utility policies regarding the connection of new customers
and extension of distribution systems are satisfactory in the sense that they
respond to any opportunities that may exist for accomplishing significant
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development benefits from spread of electrification -- for example, increasing
efficiency of small industry or aiding production and education in rural and
marginal urban areas.

Bank Response: The Bank stated that the necessary judgments would
be made in the course of appraisal missions and that they would be aided by
the results expected from the research discussed under Recommendation 1 which
would be disseminated among the staff as and when available.

Review of Action: The Bank's own research and India's experience
of rural electrification do indicate that the application of electricity for
agricultural and industrial purposes in particular can bring substantial
development benefits. However new connection policies do not yet appear to
be assessed by appraisal missions for power projects generally, and few
appraisal reports have even given a projection of the number of new consumers
expected to be connected. This may in part reflect the very low share of
distribution in recent power leading and the fact that some loans have been to
bulk suppliers, although, from the point of view of project justification and
utilization, new connection policies of ultimate retailers would seem to
warrant attention, whatever the Bank is directly helping to finance.

Now appraisal reports are beginning to give projections of the
number of new consumers expected and appraisal guidelines are being revised
to require collection of basic data on new connection policies and charges,
at least in cases where this is reasonably easy- because the borrower is sub-
stantially involved in distribution as well as in generation and transmission;
in the case of countries where there are numerous power utilities or where
the Bank's main borrower is a bulk generation and transmission company, this
work will probably only prove possible in the course of sector studies.
Experience in the assessment of these data will have to be developed, but
rigorous application of the new approach adopted to economic evaluation of
public utility projects, emphasizing the relationship between marginal costs
of supply and charges, but also incorporating development benefits, should
eventually enable the Bank to advise its borrowers constructively on whether
the pace of connection of new consumers should, from the economio point of
view, be accelerated or reduced.

Consideration is being given to an effort in FY 1976 to develop
Bank familiarity with, and policy on, the special problem of new connection
policies in marginal urban areas, where electrification may be very worth-
while economically but unattractive financially due to the difficulty of
obtaining adequate customer capital contributions from these typically poor
areas and of subsequently charging there tariffs different from those in the
rest of the urban area.

3. Self-Help for Distribution Expansion

Original Recommendation: The Bank should encourage country author-
ities and power companies to find appropriate institutional mechanisms for
mobilizing self-help efforts in distribution expansion.
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Bank Response: The Bank undertook to be.on the lookout for success-
ful experience in this field with a view to incorporating it in projects
supported or otherwise propagating it, but it did not think that any general
guidelines could be prescribed.

Review of Action: The Bank's rural electrification research touched
usefully on the role of cooperatives in rural power supply and pointed out
that the labor component of a rural electrification project may constitute up
to 25% of total investment costs, so that use of self-help arrangements may
make the scarce funds available for rural electrification go further. The
Bank is aware of some successful applications of self-help in the power field,
both in actual construction of distribution systems (mobilization of community
financial contribution and manpower) and, perhaps even more important, in
operation, administration and billing. Some examples are Andhra Pradesh,
Colombia and Turkey. But no effort yet seems to have been made in operational
work to propagate experience.

The Bank has now agreed to try to have operating staff prepare, at
convenient moments, brief notes on experiences of this sort for dissemination
through the regular information channels established over the last years.

4. Generation and Transmission Reliability Standards

Original Recommendation: The Bank should help develop, and require
of utilities and consultants, more systematic procedures for rational determi-
nation of reliability standards appropriate to different countries and areas,
with a view to eventual presentation in appraisal reports of explicit justifi-
cation of standards selected.

Bank Response: The Bank indicated its agreement with this general
proposal but emphasized the difficulties of estimating the economic costs
involved by lowering standards of service. Research and guidelines were
intended to lead to appraisal reports explicitly stating the standard of risk
of failure to supply implied in project proposals, even if they could not yet
assess the economic optimality of this standard.

Review of Action: The related research was cut short by staff
shortages, but some useful notes were circulated. 1/ A recent system-planning
study for the Comision Federal de Electricidad (CFE) of Mexico, presently
under study in the Bank, reviewed the various generation and transmission
reliability standards to be retained for large interconnected systems as well
as some crucial economic indicators to be considered in the selection of a
particular reliability standard. The Bank states that many other borrowers
have been increasingly adopting computerized system-planning models which deal
explicitly with the probability of load shedding and facilitate consideration

1/ Public Utilities Note 3, "Generating Plant Reserve Margins" (June 20, 1973).
See also Annex 1 to Public Utilities Research Report 3, "Framework for
Electricity Tariff Studies" (March 18, 1974).
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of alternative standards of bulk supply reliability.1/ The Bank staff has
continued to review these matters in connection with lending operations on
the basis of experience and judgment, but it is doubtful whether they are
getting more systematic attention than in the past and it cannot be said
that appraisal reports yet carry explicit statements of the risk of failure
to supply.

Relative neglect of these matters may be justified by the fact that
many of the more important Bank borrowers of recent years have been suffering
shortages, more or less severe, of generating and bulk transmission capacity
and (although this does not generally show in the forecasts beyond a few
years out) some may well be expected to continue to do so, with the new
prospects,'especially in some cases, of more rapid growth of demand for
electricity, following the increase of oil prices, and higher costs to meet
it. Yet there seems to be general agreement on the importance of this
subject and the worth of trying to give it more systematic attention. The
Mexican study, referred to above, is being summarized for circulation, and
appraisal guidelines are being revised to refer more fully to the problem.
The difficulty is always in estimating the costs to the economy of any
particular lowering of standards; the corresponding savings in power system
costs are not difficult to calculate. Even with this difficulty, the Bank
has suggested 2/ that estimates be made, for consideration in connection with
tariffs at system peak, the adequacy of load-shedding arrangements and the
general circumstances of the country, of

(a). the savings in system costs that would result from
adoption of the next lower standard of bulk supply reliability
than the one proposed,

and
(b) the corresponding amounts (or additional amounts) of

load shedding that might be required if this lower standard
were applied.

It would seem, in light of the importance of the subject and its significance
in any investment planning, that appraisal reports should indeed give an
explicit statement of "the risk of failure to supply implied in project
proposals", citing the reserve criterion used in planning, and translating
this into a probability distribution for different amounts/durations of load
shedding for the particular system in question; with the apparent wide spread
of system planning models now, this should not be difficult, it would present
information in a form directly comparable among countries and projects,

1/ The Bank is considering propagation of one such model itself. See below,
Section 11.

2/ Public Utilities Research Report 3, "Framework for Electricity Tariff
Studies" (March 18, 1974).
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and its systematic use would soon lead to a better understanding of the
matter and, probably, better planning, more adjusted to the economic circum-
stances of different countries.

5. Distribution Reliability Standards

Original Recommendation: Distribution standards should be subjected
to the same treatment as mentioned above for Generation and Transmission, and
the Bank should encourage borrowers to carry out systematic studies to opti-
mize distribution standards to local conditions.

Bank Response: The Bank expressed general agreement with these
propositions and, emphasizing again some of the technical difficulties
involved, referred to planned research to be undertaken.

Review of Action: A useful note has been prepared on the aspects
that need to be examined by appraisal and other technical missions,l/ and
most of the planned research (particularly covering European practices) has
been carried out. An optimization study, of approximately the nature
suggested in the evaluation report, was called for by the Bank in connection
with the April 1973 loan for the Istanbul Distribution project.

The work so far done in or for the Bank suggests that there may be
significant scope for saving on costs simply to reach presently intended
standards in many developing countries, by improvements in sstem and plant
design; further savings should be possible by lowering the planning standard.
There is considerable interest in this subject within the Bank. It is
envisaged that some specific studies may be undertaken by Bank staff to seek
scope for reducing the cost of distribution, particularly an East African
review partly stimulated by concern about the possibility of distribution
standards presently being excessive in Zaire. A consultant study focussing
on this aspect has been underway in Ghana, at the initiative of the Ghanaian
authorities, with a view to preparing a project for submission to the Bank.
The Bank's Research Co mittee has authorized an extension of the general
research so far done to include two case studies (one now underway in Mexico)
and the preparation of guidelines to judge the adequacy of distribution plans
and the benefits of alternative standards.

6. Urban Context

Original Recommendation: Appraisal and sector reports could usefully
consider power in its urban context and treat explicitly the question of
balance between power and other services and facilities in terms of the quan-
tity and quality of their supply.

l/ Public Utilities Note 4, "Standards of Urban Electricity Distribution",
(June 28, 1973).
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Bank Response: The Bank took the view that appraisal teams had
neither the opportunity nor the ability to make judgments about the adequacy
and quality of. other services compared with power and that anyway these were
not in practice very serious issues, except possibly in rare instances in
which case they would be given special treatment -- as was being done at the
time in a particularly intensive effort on Istanbul, involving several loans
for different services and numerous studies. Normally, it was felt, these
issues would be treated in the Bank's operations at the time of developing
the country lending program and in discussions with Governments as to appro-
priate projects for Bank consideration.

Review of Action: Several cases of imbalance of urban services,
with power being consistently more plentiful and better in quality than other
services (particularly water), without any clear economic justification, have
been encountered by the Operations Evaluation Department in its work on
completed Bank-assisted projects. It does seem that a problem has existed,
at least in the past, and there is no reason to suppose it does not continue.
But there is no easy solution, and the evaluation report recommendation was
probably oversimplified. Appraisal is really too late a stage for the subject
to be most usefully considered. More fundamentally, while the "consumer's
view" is very.important, it requires sectoral specialists to develop and cost
means of improving the different services to different standards, and no
satisfactory way has yet been found of calculating cost-benefit ratios or
economic returns fully comparable between sectors. Perhaps the best that can
be said is that Bank program officers should be aware that this problem has
arisen in the past and they should try to delve into it a little at the
earliest stage of project consideration by appropriate enquiries about the
relative availability and -coverage of different services and plans for their
expansion. This should then enable an appropriate statement in President's
Reports, presenting project proposals, about the prospects for a reasonable
balance in service supply.

7. Tariff Structures

Original Recommendation: The Bank should further increase the
attention given in recent years to tariff structures, systematically analyzing
wherever possible the extent to which tariffs' charged to different consumer
groups reflect social marginal costs so that deviations may be explicitly
justified in terms of (a) effective means of taxation of inelastic consumers,
(b) subsidies warranted to induce consumption because of resultant economic
benefits or (c) price distortions elsewhere in the economy.

Bank Response: The Bank accepted this recommendation and planned
research, case studies and production of appropriate guidelines, but it
stressed, as an obstacle to progress, the shortage of qualified people in the
Bank and in borrowing institutions to work on these problems.

Review of Action: With the aid of consultants the Bank has
produced research papers 1/ of particularly high quality in this area,

1/ Principally, Public Utilities Research Paper 1, "Economic Analysis of
Electricity Pricing Policies: An Introduction" (January 9, 1974) and
Research Paper 3, "Framework for Electricity Tariff Studies" (March 18,
1974); also Public Utility Note 14, "Incremental Cost Pricing for Utilities"(January 16, 1975).
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undertaken case studies (in Sudan and Tunisia) and prepared the guidelines

envisaged.l/ The specific points raised in the evaluation report recommenda-

tion now appear to be very generally accepted. Virtually all appraisals of

power projects now include some treatment of the borrower's tariff structure,
and the Bank has increasingly raised questions about major deviations between

charges to particular consumer groups and the costs to supply them, and

itself studied them in detail or called for their review by consultants and

borrowers (for instance in Burma, Sudan, Malawi, Syria, Turkey, Algeria,

Iceland, in recent years). Actual adjustment of borrower tariffs in light of

the Bank's new emphases in this regard appears to be still in the future, but

it is, for instance, very much under discussion in the case of Tunisia. The

Bank's analysis will be further deepened as the research results are fully
applied and as the new approach to economic evaluation of utility projects
mentioned earlier comes into general use. The main constraint to more

frequent analysis of tariff structures against marginal costs appears to have

been the shortage of appropriate Bank and consultant staff.

8. Shadow Prices

Original Recommendation: Shadow prices sinuld be used in the

economic analysis of project validity in all appropriate circumstances, and
they may be reflected if necessary in utility tariffs.

Bank Response: The Bank agreed that ideally shadow prices should

be used in benefit/cost analysis, project selection, design, and construction

and in the setting of tariffs, although in practice at the time their use was
largely confined to a few cases of project selection and to the calculations

of internal economic rates of return (based on adjusted financial data) and
their use in design and bidding would be difficult in reality.

Review of Action: Guidelines since prepared on analysis of rural
electrification schemes and of tariff structures and on economic evaluation

of utility projects do recommend that shadow prices for foreign exchange,
labor and capital be used, whenever appropriate, in benefit-cost analysis,
project selection, marginal cost pricing and internal economic return calcu-
lations. Actually there has been a widespread recogpition of their useful-
ness; shadow prices have been used mainly in the selection of least-cost
alternatives (Nigeria, Gabon, Morocco and Iceland), in a few instances in
economic return calculations (Turkey, Algeria), but seldom in marginal cost
and tariff reviews (Burma only); the two tariff structure case studies
(Tunisia and Sudan) did not use shadow prices despite their seeming relevance
to these countries -- apparently because of difficulty in obtaining suggested
values from the Bank's country specialists. Finally, shadow prices have not
been included in the documentation provided to consultants responsible for
early selection and design of projects considered for Bank financing.

l/ Public Utility Note 5, "Pricing in Power and Water Supply" (July 1973).
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Shadow prices may actually be of greatest practical significance in

the electric field in tariff studies, where failure to use them whenever
appropriate could lead to wrong recommendations in view of the particularly
heavy foreign exchange component of electricity costs in many countries. Hence
they will become more important as the Bank increases its work on power tariffs.
The principal need now seems to be for firmer help from country specialists
in the choice of appropriate values. This problem should be eased with the
decision recently made by the Bank to undertake a special effort on the genera-
tion and application of appropriate shadow prices for selected countries in
each region, as a preliminary step to generalized use of these concepts.

9. Fiscal Contribution of Power Companies

Original Recommendation: Examining the power company from the point
of view of the contribution it can make to development, it might be useful to
include regularly in appraisal reports a paragraph or two about fiscal aspects
of the company's operations, in view of their importance in connection with
tariffs, procurement, the financing of investment, maintenance of sound
balance among utility services and Government revenue needs; borrowers studied
show a very wide diversity of performance in this respect.

Bank Response: Stressing that all flows between Government and
power company, as well as internal cash generation substituting for Govern-
ment capital contributions, should and could quite easily be considered in
assessment of the fiscal effects of borrowers' operations, the Bank planned
to prepare instructions on this subject.

Review of Action: Fiscal aspects were referred to, and proposed
for review by operational missions, in the previously mentioned Public Utility
Note 5 issued in 1973, but shortage of staff led to postponement of the
planned revision of the appraisal checklist in which this matter was to be
incorporated, and recent appraisal reports on power projects have not included
the proposed special paragraph -- although there appears to be a large amount
of agreement that this would be quite feasible and useful, and telecommunica-
tion project appraisal reports have begun to include such a discussion. The
Bank has continued to intervene on this matter, in some cases suggesting
payment of taxes or dividends by the utilities to Government (e.g. Ethiopia
and Ghana) and in others recommending or accepting exemption from such
payments as a means to improve company profitability (e.g. Philippines and
Iceland). More general draft instructions, of more elaborate nature, have
recently been prepared for the handling of this aspect in all projects, not
only those in power.1/ It remains true that a good starting point, not
difficult, would be a simple presentation in appraisal reports of the various
aggregate flows (or substitutes of flows) between Government (or Governments, in
the case of countries with federal systems) and power company, perhaps with some
comparative figures from other power companies or other sectors in the same coun-
try; some consideration might also have to be given to internalized transfers,
e.g. out of revenues from existing urban consumers to finance investment in rural
connections, a financing form favored in the Bank's report on Rural Electrification.

1/ "Pricing and Cost Recovery of Public Sector Projects", July 1974.
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The Bank states that short guidelines on analysis of power
companies' fiscal contribution are now nearing completion and that the
appraisal checklist is being revised to include a reminder on this subject.

10. Utility Performance Indicators

Original Recommendation: The Bank should give more systematic
attention to technical and financial indicators of utility performance other
than the overall rate of return on assets, and include in appraisal reports
simple tables showing the trends of selected indicators over past years; in
the case of serious problems, performance targets for the future could be
agreed upon during loan negotiations (along with specific steps or studies to
attain them) and regularly checked by project supervision missions.

Bank Response: The Bank agreed that there were large potential
benefits to be obtained from more systematic use of technical and financial
performance indicators although at that time it seemed to think of them more
for purposes of broad comparison between countries, to understand better
existing situations, rather than as bases for targetting improvements.

Review of Action: Instructions for the systematic use of such
indicators in appraisal reports, calling for presentation of target values,
were issued in final form in November 1973.1/ Of -the projects for which loans
were made in FY 1974, many had been appraised by that time and the appraisal
report only for one (in Algeria) seriously followed the instructions, perhaps
too comprehensively -- 'insofar as past values are given for 108 different
items, but no targets or projected values are shown. In another, earlier case
an elaborate "Plan of Action" was developed for the improvement of a borrowing
utility in particular difficulties (PLN in Indonesia: Credit 399-IND of May
1973) and was presented in the appraisal report; in response to the Executive
Directors' request during discussion of the proposed credit a progress report
after one year was circulated to the Directors in mid-1974. The "Plan of Action"
gave time targets with regard to completion of certain steps and studies, but
no numerical specifications of the overall improvements in performance (except
for the operating ratio) that were expected to result.

There appears to be unanimous agreement in principle that greater
use of efficiency indicators and targets would be useful in Bank power opera-
tions, and a growing convergence of view that informal agreement with the
borrower at the time of loan negotiations on target values for a few (say 10-
15) indicators is worthwhile even when there are not serious problems. Future
appraisal reports may be expected normally to contain such performance indicators.

11. Power Planning Units

Original Recommendation: The Bank should give more attention in
sector and appraisal missions and institution-building efforts to the func-
tional adequacy of utility and national power planning units.

1/ Public Utility Guidelines 3, "Guidelines for Project Monitoring System for
Public Utilities Projects" (November 8, 1973).
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Bank Response: Pointing out that planning units needed to be
examined for the adequacy of their staff, their techniques and their influ-
ence, the Bank agreed that this was an area- requiring consistent priority.
Guidelines emphasizing these points were to be prepared.

Review of Action: In the event it was decided not to prepare full
guidelines specifically on this subject but to include coverage of it in the
Guidelines for Power Sector Studies.1/ Appraisal and sector missions have
normally given attention to the planning units, but their weaknesses are
seldom subject to quick solution, although the possibility of major progress
is illustrated by the number of companies which have moved over time from
heavy reliance on consultants to doing almost all their own planning except
of a most specialized type (e.g. in Thailand, Ghana, Tunisia, Algeria and
Morocco).

The Bank is constantly on the lookout for opportunities to help
strengthen local planning units -- checking consultant terms of reference
for feasibility studies to see that they include training wherever suitable
counterparts are available, intending to adapt an optimal generation expan-
sion planning program developed for IAEA 2/ to use by borrowers, including
funds in loans for development of planning units wherever appropriate and
now, for instance, actively considering a project in Liberia largely oriented
to this specific purpose.

12. Training

- Original Recommendation: The Bank should systematically consider
the needs for training and opportunities for promoting and assisting it, in
project appraisals and reviews of consultant terms of reference.

Bank Response: This point was agreed to by the Bank, and covered
by the Bank's general guidelines and memoranda on training in Bank/IDA
projects.

Review of Action: Indeed, training has received in recent projects
frequent and full attention, and substantial Bank funds in some cases
(Indonesia, Papua and New Guinea). Preparation of notes to help missions
better assess the adequacy, efficiency and economy of training programs is
envisaged.

1/ Public Utility Guidelines 5, of November 20, 1973.

2/ International Atomic Energy Authority: the Wien Automatic System
Planning Package (WASP).
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13. Financial Recording and Planning

Original Recommendation: Despite improvements achieved there
remain weaknesses in borrowers' accounting systems and procedures, particu-
larly with regard to cash flow planning, which need additional emphasis.

Bank Response: The Bank stressed the time required to install
effectively improvements in accounting systems and financial planning
techniques, and it suggested that the problem might be less in diagnosis
than in follow-up on improvements proposed or agreed. To facilitate work it
envisaged the preparation of standard financial annex formats for appraisal
reports and more supervision effort in this field.

Review of Action: The standard financial formats have not yet
been agreed, but project supervision in this area has continued to receive
emphasis, especially in cases where particular problems are encountered as,
for instance, Iran recently. In some cases there may be opportunity for
economizing Bank staff resources by greater contact with, and reliance on,
borrowers' auditors,1/ but the scope for this is severely limited by the
scarcity of good auditors. As regards cash flow planning, preparation of a
periodically revised forecast is generally included in regular borrower
reporting requirements under Bank lending, but the assistance of a super-
vision mission is quite often required to help produce it.

14. World Trends in Power Financing

Original Recommendation: In view of the importance of electric
power in development investment and in developing countries' foreign debt
and of the past predominance of the Bank in this field and its desire to
diversity its lending increasingly, the Bank should consider undertaking a
systematic review of worldwide trends in capital requirements for power in
the developing countries and of prospects for financing from other sources,
to provide a perspective which would complement country and sector considera-
tions in planning power lending.

Bank Response: The Bank agreed with this suggestion in principle
but pointed out that staff constraints would not permit investing in the
subject the fairly significant amount of staff time that would be necessary.

Review of Action: In assessing the impact of the energy crisis on
its member countries the Bank has in fact done some work on this subject at
the global level 2/ and it has produced a paper adducing some of the general

1/ The Bank did recently issue a useful note on financial auditing: Public
Utility Guidelines 9, "Illustrative Audit Report for a Power Company"
(November 15, 1974).

2/ IBRD Report No. 477, "Prospects for the Developing Countries" (July 8,
1974).
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considerations relevant to estimation of future requirements for investment

in electric power.1/ Insofar as the recent changes in relative fuel prices

tend to make electric power a relatively more attractive form of energy, in
several important respects, than previously, although generating plants
of higher capital cost are likely to have to be built, capital require-
ments for electric power, which have long accounted for a remarkably
large part of loan financing between countries and internationally 2/, may
now become even more important. However, as mentioned, the Bank's own plans
foresee lending for power in FY 1974-78 only about the same amount in real
terms as in FY 1969-73 (about $3,100 million in FY 1974 prices); such
lending would constitute 12% of all IBRD/ID lending in the forthcoming
period, compared with 18% in FY 1969-73. To deepen understanding of the
feasibility and implications of this divergence in trends and to help
effective implementation of the Bank's policy and program, renewed thought
is being given to a more detailed investigation along the lines suggested
in the evaluation report.

15. Sales of Participations in Bank Loans

Original Recommendation: If a situation recurs such as that in
1967-68 when the Bank desired to use Joint Financing to make up for short-
ages in the funds it could lend, in total or to particular countries, then
serious consideration should be given to making arrangements with supplier
countries whereby funds available for export financing might be used to buy
participations in Bank loans in amounts directly related to contracts won
by their nationals.

Bank Response and Action: Although consideration was given
to financial arrangements of this sort in connection with one loan, their
applicability more generally has not been actively explored with export
credit agencies given the context of substantial funds available for purchasing
IBRD bonds and the fact that changes in the legal powers of such agencies
would, it is understood, probably be necessary. However, official export
credit agencies have provided very large amounts of direct financing for
Bank-assisted projects - in the neighborhood of $2 billion for projects
(in all sectors) approved over the five years FY 1969-74 - almost entirely
on a 'parallel financing' basis. Participation in IBRD loans has the
advantage of considerable administrative simplicity compared with most
other co-financing arrangements, but its appeal to authorities responsible
for promoting exports would be appreciably reduced by the appearance that
funds so used do not finance additional exports and by the relative anonymity
of the arrangement.

16. Follow-up Evaluation Studies

Original Recommendation: Analysis of the Bank's financing of
local procurement of electrical equipment and of the contribution such
financing has made to the growth of efficient domestic equipment industry

1/ IBRD Report No. 477, Background Paper V, "Sectoral Adjustment to Higher
Energy Costs" (July 8, 1974).

2/ See original evaluation report, IBRD Report No. Z-17, "Operations Evalua-
tion Report: Electric Power".
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would be useful for future policy. Second, a more thorough study of the
economic validity of the Volta River Project in Ghana might be worthwhile.

Review of Action: The Operations Evaluation Department has not
had the time to pursue either of these studies to date. Doubts about the
aspects of the Volta River Project questioned in the evaluation have
remained and perhaps deepened, but in connection with new projects the Bank
is now giving considerable attention to possible resettlement problems,
ecological side effects and contractual terms between local authorities and
international mineral concerns, so that further study of the Volta project
might make only a limited contribution to strengthening Bank policy. The
review of actual experience with the financing of local procurement would
still seem worthwhile for execution as soon as the resources of the Opera-
tions Evaluation Department permit.

17. Central Power Institutions

Original Recommendation: The Bank should, wherever circumstances
in a country permit, encourage development of a strong central institution
in the power sector through which it might later channel lending in a
sector program manner (as in the last few years with CFE in Mexico).
Experience suggests that such an institution (not necessarily'implying
regional interconnections) is essential in order to develop (a) sound and
well-coordinated investment planning, (b) balanced plan implementation
among regions, and (c) effective and economical use of.other sources of
foreign financing such as supplier credits.

Bank Response: The Bank was generally in agreement with this
recommendation, very much in line with, and indeed drawing on, its own
successful experience in earlier years in this field.

Review of Action: The Bank has continued to try to reinforce estab-
lished institutions of this type (e.g. in Brazil), to assist the development
of newly created ones (e.g. in Indonesia, Nigeria, Turkey and Zambia), and to
encourage their emergence in other countries (e.g. India, Yugoslavia, Cameroon
and Morocco), largely for the impriovements in electricity development planning
and policy that this should make'possible. Relevant studies are being started,
wholly or partly at Bank request, in Colombia and Iceland. Probably the
suggested sector-lending approach, excluding detailed Bank appraisal of
project components and therefore more economical in staff time on these
aspects, could be applied more widely in countries where basically satis-
factory central institutions of the type described have now been in
existence for a number of years; a credit now envisaged for rural electri-
fication in India would necessarily be of this type, although any potential
staff time savings have in this case been more than taken up by sectoral
issues and the problems of establishing a relationship with a beneficiary
agency new to the Bank Group. The practical relevance of a time-saving
sector-lending course depends in part on the amount of financial resources
the Bank is prepared to put into power lending (see discussion under point
14 above) because the smaller it is the better it may be to ration it
around in such a way as to carry a maximum of "technical assistance" from
the Bank Group.
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18. Unified Jurisdiction of Local Power Companies

Original Recommendation: Experience suggests that the Bank can
make a major contribution by Insisting on unified control of generation,
transmission and particularly distribution in urban regions.

Bank Response: The Bank agreed that this point was relevant in
certain circumstances.

Review of Action: While the Bank has made very useful contribu-
tions in this direction in earlier years the need for this emphasis is
becoming rarer now with the rationalization already accomplished in many
cities and regions and with the growth of national bulk supply agencies
assuring generation and transmission. One case where the Bank has been
trying to help resolve problems of divided jurisdiction in a relatively
small area has been Istanbul, in connection with a loan approved in the
first half of 1973.

19. Institution-Building Delays

Orizinal Recommendation: Examination of cases where the Bank
held up lending pending fulfillment by the prospective borrower of certain
institutional conditions shows that the Bank has sometimes made major
contributions to institutional strengthening in this way but more instances
where it is doubtful whether the delays were really worthwhile, partly
because they proved costly and partly because of doubt either as to whether
the objective sought was important enough to warrant this cost or as to how
effective the Bank action was in causing the change that finally came. The
value of withholding loans has to be treated on a pragmatic case-by-case
basis, bearing in mind costs and potential benefits of delays as foresee-
able at the moment of decision; general rules cannot be established.

Review of Action: Delays in power lending appear to have been
fairly limited in the past two years and sound assessment of the delays
that have occurred -- principally on the loan for the Elbistan power plant
in Turkey and on a planned loan for power development in Sudan -- would
require more study than is possible here. There may still be room for
more frequent and systematic consideration, when delays are in prospect,
of how long a delay (with its consequent costs, for instance of power
shortage or higher-cost generation) may be warranted in the interests of
any proposed precondition to lending.

20. Construction Cost Estimates

Original Recommendation: The rather frequent recurrence of
substantial cost overruns on projects studied, especially in some
countries, suggests that somewhat more use may be worthwhile of the
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specialized consultant firms that the Bank has sometimes hired in recent
years to check project cost estimates, especially for major civil engineering
works.

Bank Response: The Bank agreed with this recommendation, for
appropriate circumstances, and planned in particular a paper on cost overruns
on projects involving substantial tunnelling which would contain specific
guidelines in this respect.

Review of Action: The paper was produced _/ and, more generally,
there now appears to be a wide awareness in the Bank of the advantage in
some cases of having detailed revisions of cost estimates by specialized
consultants. This fairly expensive technique has actually been applied only
to one project approved in FY 1974 -- the Kafue project in Zambia --

for which it appears at present that the original estimates and those of the
specialist consultant (which were actually lower) were about equally close to
the final bids received. An individual specialist was also hired by the Bank
to check the cost estimates on the mining part of the Elbistan project.
Although cost overruns have been a major problem on some projects currently
underway with Bank support, this has been mainly due to general cost-inflation
and it does not seem that greater recourse should have been had for projects
approved in FY 1974 to specialist consultants of the type described.

Conclusions

Judged against the conclusions of the evaluation report the Bank,
over the last two years, has accomplished a large amount of useful and
appropriate work in research and preparation of policy papers and guidelines.
Priorities seem generally to have been correct. What now appear to have been
the more important suggestions --- for instance with regard to the economics
of system extensions, tariff structures and distribution standards -- have,
for the most part, received considerable attention, while matters with more
limited practical significance and relevance in the recent period -- such as
the issue of planning standards for bulk supply reliability and the suggested
study of world trends in financing for power -- received much less effort.
The Bank is undoubtedly closer now than it was two years ago to being able to
assist its borrowers with finding solutions to the major dilemmas mentioned
at the outset to this paper. Serious application of the new proposals with
regard to methods of economic justification of public utility projects should
cause several of these issues eventually to be dealt with on a routine basis.

Despite these good research results, the actual operational effect
of the evaluation report's principal suggestions must be considered to have
been quite limited to date, whether in respect of application of research

1/ Public Utility Guidelines 6, "Guidelines for Estimating Costs of Tunnel
Construction,"(January 17, 1974).
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results (as for system extensions and new connection policies) or in respect
of implementation of the few direct improvements proposed (such as wide use
of efficiency indicators and targets, and standard discussion of fiscal
aspects of power borrowers' operations). Only with regard to the recommenda-
tions on tariff structures, distribution standards and use of shadow prices,
among the evaluation report's economic suggestions, has any broad pattern of
relevant operational activity begun to be visible.

The main reason for this apparent gap between principles and
practice seems to be inevitable time lag, especially in view of the rather
undeveloped nature of many of the original recommendations themselves,
somewhat exacerbated by a shortage of economists in the relevant period to
work on operational application of the ideas emerging from research. Most
of the projects approved for Bank/IDA support in FY 1974 were appraised 9-18
months after the original Evaluation report was issued in final form, but
its appearance had first to be followed by discussion of the validity and
significance of its recommendations and then by continuation or commencement
of work to produce the needed research or, even in the case of the relatively
simple "directly applicable" suggestions, more elaborated instructions. As
regards the projects, they may have been appraised well after the report's
appearance, but initial work on them by the Bank or consultants, even more
by the borrowers, would have started several years before -- and -some of the
points raised in the evaluation report really need to come into considera-
tion at those earlier stages of project preparation if they are to be very
useful. So, in one sense, it is too early to have expected readily visible
widespread reflection of the evaluation report's concerns in actual lending
operations; changes over the last nine months alone show -that the situation
is very much evolving.

Other important factors have undoubtedly been the sheer difficulty
of recruiting people with the competence and experience to work on electric
power economics and the partial diversion of available capacity that became
necessary late in 1973 to assess the implications for borrowing countries of
the drastic changes in oil prices that then occurred. These did undoubtedly
hamper the transposition of research results into practical guidelines, effec-
tive review of power appraisal reports from the economic point of view and,
most important of all, practical demonstration, in real cases, of the methods
and procedures proposed. By the end of 1974 the staffing situation seems to
have somewhat improved as a result of both recruitment and reduction of the
work pressures brought by the initial impact of the "energy spirit". But
even when power economics gets it full planned complement of six or seven man-
years under present budgetary ceilings, and taking account also of the quite
tight budgetary limits on engineers and financial analysts, resources will not
permit to apply across the board all the innovations and new emphases developed.
Nor should they. To get a good allocation of the resources that are available
the departments responsible are planning to develop a system for early identi-
fication of the key qualitative objectives of lending operations in power. For
this to work effectively as a means for applying and spreading the knowledge that
the Bank has accumulated in areas that were identified in the evaluation report
as of special importance for development, it will be essential to id-intify
prospective power lending operations early, rather than, as occasionally happens
now, to bring them in to fill a gap in a country lending program.
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Qualitative objectives must be determined mainly by the needs of
the borrowing utility and, to a small extent, by the Bank's comparative
advantages within the field of power. But as the only part of the United
Nations significantly involved in electric power, the Bank has also somewhat
of a special and broad responsibility. Our impression remains that the
greatest general need of the borrowers, additional to those which the Bank
has long been trying to meet, is still on the side of distribution economics,
so stressed in the principal recommendations of the Evaluation Report, and
tariff structures -- which does not necessarily mean to say that the Bank
should swing its lending heavily toward distribution, although it certainly
seems likely that the share of distribution in Bank lending and Bank-supported
projects may rise to higher proportions than attained in the early 1970s,
but it does mean that an ability to provide convincing technical advice in
these fields will be very important. In the last two years the Bank has
made important advances on the economics of rural electrification and it
needs to complement these with further exploration of related issues, like
self-help organization, capital contributions, and distribution standards,
and, particularly, to apply and test in practice the research results already
reached. Excellent means, additional to lending operations, and comple-
mentary to them, to make the most of the experience gained should be to
introduce an EDI course in electric power, as is now firmly planned for
FY 1976, and to organize periodic seminars of senior power officials in
member countries, as is now intended; these seem particularly appropriate
functions for the Bank Group given its unique position in the U.N. system in
the power field.
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SUMMARY

The Singapore Telephone Board (STB), which merged in April
1974 with the Telecommunication Authority of Singapore (TAS), received
Loan 647-SI of US$ 11 million, which was signed in December 1969 and
closed, fully disbursed, in April 1974. The project -- the 1970-73
four-year tranche of STB's investment program -- comprised the expan-
sion of the exchange capacity by 99,000 lines together with the installa-
tion of 70,000 additional subscribers' lines and was expected to be
completed by end of 1973. The project was executed virtually as
originally planned and completed four months behind schedule with total
costs only about 4% higher than originally projected. The project
helped STB to almost double its system and to maintain an adequate
quality of service, satisfactory operations and financial viability.
Greater than expected growth of demand and difficulties in securing
reasonable equipment prices from manufacturers and consequent delays
have led to the build-up of a sizeable waiting list since installation
of the equipment financed with the Bank loan.

A serious issue in connection with the loan was the procure-
ment and financing of the exchange equipment, for which US$ 3 million
was finally included in the loan. STB had in 1967 called for tenders,
with full Bank concurrence and approval, for some 18,000 lines to be
financed by a first loan (513-SI), with an option for a further 32,000
lines, assuming the Bank would have no difficulty in financing such
further purchases under a new loan, if one were granted. The Bank
eventually showed great flexibility and commendable lack of embarrass-
ment in reversing an earlier decision 1800 when it agreed in October 1969
to finance these purchases, but this was after nearly a year of inter-
mittent discussion and it would appear that the issues - mainly connected
with advance contracting and standardization - could and should have been
resolved considerably earlier. Nonetheless this long delay was incon-
venient but not in the end costly to STB and it did help to evolve policies
now laid down in the Bank's Telecommunications Sector Paper and in an
Operational Manual Statement on Advance Contracting which should prevent
the recurrence of such problems.

Aside from this procurement problem, the Bank handled the loan
and its supervision efficiently and appropriately inexpensively. The Bank
gave good advice, which has been applied, in regard to the need to merge
TAS and STB and in connection with postponement of a major construction
project, but it could usefully have helped more to convince the Govern-
ment of the desirability of reforming STB's tariff structure, which
appears to subsidize business subscribers unduly.



PROJECT PERFORMANCE AUDIT MEMORANDUM

SINGAPORE: SECOND TELECOMMUNICATIONS PROJECT

Introduction

1.01 Singapore Telephone Boardl (STB), fully owned by the Govern-
ment, was established under the 1953 Singapore Telephone Board Ordinance
to be responsible for Singapore's local public telephone system and took
ov,.r in 1955 the assets and operations of the former telephone company.
The Government's Department of Telecommunications - which was converted
to the Telecommunication Authority of Singapore on April 1, 1972 - was
responsible for all other aspects of telecommunications (telegraph, telex,
and international services). There was a close relationship between the
Department of Telecommunications and STB which leased circuits to the
Department for telegraph, telex and other services, and metered and billed
on its behalf for trunk calls to Malaysia; for these services, STB was
reimbursed only for direct costs but did not share in the large profits
made by the Department on the remunerative international services.

1.02 STB's assets grew from S$ 13 million in 1955 to S$ 80 million in
1969. The fully automatic telephone system comprised by mid-1969 11 ex-
changes with a capacity of 106,000 lines of which 86,000 were in use. Ex-
change equipment installed before 1969 was of the step-by-step type (British
manufacture). By the middle of that year the first 8,000 lines of crossbar
equipment had been installed, under a contract awarded to L. M. Ericsson
of Sweden in 1967 following international competitive bidding, and a further
18,000 lines of Ericsson crossbar equipment were nearing completion, largely
financed out of the first Bank loan (513-SI of US$ 3 million) towards STB's
1968-69 expansion program. Due to buoyant conditions in trade and industry,
demand for telephone connections increased rapidly after 1967, and the back-
log of applicants increased from 2300 by end-1966 to 4000 by end-1968.

Pro ject Preparation

2.01 The Bank received in December 1968 an application from STB for a
loan of US$ 14.5 million to cover the foreign exchange cost (net of carry-
over in 1969 from Loan 513-SI) of STB's four-year 1969-72 expansion program.
The Bank pointed out that the gap in STB's project financing plan to be
filled by the loan was due mainly to dividend payments to the Government
very substantially in 2 xcess of the limit on dividend payments agreed upon
under the first loan.2. The Government recognized this, but expressed its

l/ On April 1, 1974, STB became the Telephone Department of the Telecommuni-
cation Authorities of Singapore (TAS) with which it merged then - see
page 3 of the Project Completion Report (Attachment).

2/ This limit was S$ 2.4 million or 30% of STB's net earnings, whichever is
lesser, for 1969; STB's projected dividend payments for 1969-72 were
S$ 7 million p.a.
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hope that the Bank would continue to follow the liberal policy applied in
the first loan, whereby loans to STB were justified, despite STB's ability
to finance most of its investments, on the grounds that Government's
revenues from STB were used for expenditures in other sectors not amenable
to external financing; moreover, the Government expressed its reluctance
to restrict itself in advance on STB's dividend payments.

2.02 The most serious issue was with regard to procurement and
financing of telephone exchange equipment. To attract competition and
ensure some standardization, STB had called for tenders in 1967, with full
Bank concurrence and approval, for a four-year 50,000 line supply contract
rather than only for the 18,000 lines to be covered by Loan 513-SI. It
assumed that the Bank would have no difficulty in financing further
purchases under the contract along these lines that had been awarded to
L.M. Ericsson with Bank approval. Considerable discussion in the Bank
through the first half of 1969 eventually led to the position adopted by
the July 1969 appraisal mission that, irrespective of the agreement with
Ericsson, equipment other than that to be added tn existing exchanges must
be submitted to new international tendering and in no case could funds
from a new Bank loan be made available to cover orders firmly given before
loan signature; this, together with the fact that STB was then reaching
agreement with Ericsson for establishment of a local factory to meet
equipment requirements from about 1973 on, would effectively preclude
Bank financing of switching equipment, and the loan as appraised was
largely confined to outside plant and cables. STB wrote to the Executive
Director of the Bank responsible for Singapore, urging reconsideration of
the Bank's position. After reviewing various alternatives, the Bank offered
to finance with its new loan further exchange equipment procurement, beyond
the existing contract with Ericsson, but STB showed no interest. Finally,
in October 1969, in a 1800 reversal of the firmest position it had taken
throughout the discussion, the Bank decided that, since prices under the
original Ericsson contract "compare favorably with those it /STB/ would
have obtained by asking for new bids", it was, after all, prepared to
finance any payments not made prior to the date of loan signature, irre-
spective of when the orders had been placed.

2.03 On this basis some US$ 3 million, for exchange equipment, was
added to the US$ 8 million, for cable and accessories, proposed as the loan
amount by the Bank's appraisal mission. Of the 99,000 lines of exchange
equipment to be installed by STB under its 1970-73 program, 14,000 to be
commissioned early in 1970 had been covered by Loan 513-SI, 33,000 outstand-
ing under the original arrangement with Ericsson would be largely covered
by Loan 647-SI and most of the remainder would be obtained (without Bankassistance) from the planned STB/Ericsson Singapore manufacturing plant.

2.04 During negotiations, it was agreed that:

a - STB's tariff would be sufficient to earn a rate of
return of at least 10% on average net fixed assets;
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1/
b - The Government would extend term loans- to fill

STB's foreseen financial gap over the 1970-1973 period,
as and when necessary; and

c - STB's dividend payments to the Government would not

exceed 30% of its annual net earnings during 1970-1973
and 40% thereafter.

The loan was signed in December 1969 and became effective in February

1970.

Project Implementation, Cost, and Achievements; Financial Performance

3.01 Project Implementation, Cost and Achievements are described in

the attached Project Completion Report (PCR) prepared by the Bank's Public

Utilities Department of the Central Projects Staff and modified in its
annexes after review with STB. Project construction covered the period

January 1970 - May 1974 as compared to January 1970 - December 1973
projected. Some 96,000 exchange lines were commissioned, bringing STB's
total exchange equipment capacity to 209,700 lines approximately as
forecast; the number of additional connections installed was 72,365
bringing the total number of connections in the network to 164,365
(160,000 forecast). The final cost of the project exceeded the estimated
cost by 4.4%, which is low for a four-year project (Annex 3 of Attachment).
Foreign costs were higher than estimates by 20.7%, and were financed by
IBRD for 39% and STB for 61%. The major foreign cost overrun on exchange
equipment seems to originate from higher prices negotiated by STB with
Ericsson for exchange lines ordered beyond the original 50,000 line con-
tract of 1968; average unit cost of equipment was S$ 269 per line for the
first 33,000 partially financed with Loan 647-SI, and S$ 393 per line for
the other lines. Larger than foreseen purchases of subscribers' apparatus
and telephone instruments explain the second major increase in foreign
costs.

3.02 Financial performance of STB has been satisfactory, and the rate
of return on average net fixed assets has been at least 11% (see PCR for
further details). Investment requirements have been met to the extent of
some 75% from internally generated funds, significantly higher than expected,
and the expected call on Government lending has not been necessary; divi-
dends of some US$ 1-2 million equivalent yearly have been paid to Government,
consistent with loan covenants.

3.03 The waiting list reached a minimum of 1655 applicants for lines
by end of 1971 (representing 1.3% of demand) and increased quickly there-
after, reaching 12,600 line waiters or 7.4% of the recorded demand b ,the
end of 1973 and 21,700 or 11.0% of recorded demand by the end of 1974.;

1/ Terms of Government loans should be those of the Bank loan, i.e. repay-
able over 15 years at 7% p.a. interest, but without a grace period.

2/ The STB standard, quoted by the Bank's appraisal report, is that the
waiting list should be less than 3% of demand.
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there have been, in addition, waiters for exchange connection, which num-

bered 420 by end 1972 and 2145 by end 1973. No exchange equipment was

delivered in 1973, fo 1 owing cancellation of contracts placed with Eric-

sson due to a dispute- about the Telephone Industry of Singapore (TIS),
the STB-Ericsson joint venture set-up in 1969 to assemble exchange equip-
ment (para. 2.02). The disruptions in installation of exchange equipment
relating to the difficulty of finding a competitive supplier have been

responsible for much of the waiting list increase. STB's present supplier
is Fujitsu (Japan) with which a contract for 100,0 0 lines was negotiated
in early 1973 at a price of some S$ 265 per line.2?

Tariffs

4.01 In late 1969, STB envisaged a tariff adjustment to convert the

flat rate rental charge for business connections into a "message" rate at
a specific rate per call (untimed local call metering). However, the
Government refused to permit the new tariffs to be put into effect; flat
rental charges were simply adjusted upwards in October 1971 (Annex 6 of
Attachment). STB however feels that the present tariff structure may have
induced an unnecessarily high demand from business customers who may be
moreover subsidized by residential customers- ; STB considers that tariffs
more :n line with marginal costs should be instituted.

Bank's Performance

5.01 During project implementation, Singaporean firms competed for
tenders called by STB. On one tender for cables, a local firm was the
second lowest bidder by 4% and STB, which had to pay 40% duties on imported
goods, requested Bank approval to award the contract to the local firm.
The Bank could not agree, and the Loan documents had to be amended to
avoid future similar cases, because no provision had been made in the ori-

1/ At the moment of commissioning TIS plant, a review of TIS financial fore-
casts showed that it was no longer viable because orders from sponsors,
and therefore plant production, would drop below economic operating size.
STB-Ericsson association ceased and TIS was put under liquidation. TIS
plant was later sold to Fujitsu, Ericsson's successor as STB's supplier.

2/ Fujitsu could not have won the 1968 tender won by Ericsson because its
equipment then was not compatible with STB's installed plant; compatib-
ility was achieved later. The 1973 contract with Fujitsu was made after
international tendering under an Asian Development Bank loan of 1972 had
also produced offers at prices even higher than Ericsson's then price and
much higher than some other developing countries were then paying; this
led STB to cancel the Asian Bank loan and to negotiate the contract with
Fujitsu, which it would finance itself.

3/ Business subscribers put an average of 16 calls per day, compared to an
average 6 calls per day for residential subscribers.
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ginal Loan Agreement for preference for local suppliersi!; loan documents
were further amended to allow for disbursement on a percentage basis
against the foreign exchange component of locally manufactured goods.

5.02 It is fortunate that STB went ahead with placing firm orders
with Ericsson under its 50,000 line contract so that there was no delay
in securing these lines and the waiting list in fact fell significantly
until the end of 1971. While the Bank showed a creditable flexibility
and lack of embarrassment, in reversing its position on exchange equipment
procurement in October 1969, and that decision seems in retrospect to have
been wise - since prices paid were low - it must be questioned whether
decision-making procedures in the Bank were satisfactory if it took, as
it did, nearly a year of intermittent discussion to reach that point. On
one hand, the debate on this case should probably be seen as part of the
very difficult process of formulating appropriate policies for reconciling
fundamental Bank principles of international competitive bidding with the
need, more significant in telecommunications than in many other fields,
to allow for the advantages of a certain amount of standardization - a
process which eventuated in a clearer policy statement in November 1971.-
On the other hand, since there was no change in the underlying situation
over the course of 1969, and the Bank was making its decision on the basis
of essentially the same set of facts at the end as at the beginning of the
year, it must be wondered whether there should not have been a procedure
for laying out the case, the questions it raised, and the alternatives
open, more fully at the start of the discussion - and, if necessary, pre-
senting the matter explicitly to the Executive Directors, insofar as their
believed preferences were always a major background factor to the various
positions struck. It is possible that the Bank's slowness in resolving
the issues and prolonged apparent rigidity may have been a factor causing
STB not to follow up the tentative talk in 1972/73 of a further Bank loan;
as mentioned, it went to the Asian Development Bank in 1972 even though
that loan too was not eventually drawn.

5.03 The Bank had a positive role in several ways. During negotiations,
the Bank pointed out to the Government the advantages of merging STB with
TAS, i.e. better operating efficiency and coordination of investment planning;
as noted, the merger was recently implemented. The Bank also advised STB
to reconsider its intention to invest in a high-rise building which might
have required STB to borrow some S$ 9 million; STB dropped this project.

1/ The Bank apparently did not foresee that Singaporean firms would be able
to manufacture telephone cables - at least, in sufficient quantity that they
would need to be financed out of loan funds rather than STB's own resources.

2/ See Bank's Sector Policy Paper for Telecommunications. Moreover, the Bank
policy on the key issue on which the Bank reverted itself - financing of
contracts signed before loan signature - has been clarified and liberalized
in OMS 2.41 in such a way that the delay which arose in this case should
probably not recur; however it might be desirable to treat explicitly in
the policy statement the cases of long-term borrowers receiving repeated
Bank loans and of contracts signed to take up options obtained in inter-
national bids under previous loans.
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Finally, once the project was underway, administrative costs to the
Bank were held extremely low and there were in fact only two supervision
missions to STB over the four and a half years between loan approval
and final disbursement. This was possible in part because STB provided
good periodic reports in timely fashion and was an efficient correspondent.
The Bank's decision to keep supervision costs low for this efficient
borrower seems wise in retrospect.

Conclusion

6.01 The second Singapore telecommunications project has been useful,
not least in helping to develop Bank policies in this sector, since it
raised difficult procurement questions. The project was executed as
originally planned and achievements somewhat exceeded expectations, with
a slight cost overrun. It has helped STB to expand its system rapidly
and to maintain its good quality of service, satisfactory operational
performance and financial viability. Apart from the significant expendi-
ture of time to clarify Bank policies during loan preparation, the Bank
handled the project appropriately inexpensively.



Attachment

PROJECT COMPLETION REPORT

SINGAPORE SECOND TELECOMMUNICATIONS PROJECT

Project Description

The project is the four-year tranche beginning January 1, 1970
of the Borrower's ongoing program for the expansion of its local telephone
service. It comprises the expansion of the exchanges from a capacity of
about 110,000 lines to a capacity of about 200,000 lines together with the
associated junction and subscribers' cables necessary to increase the num-
ber of subscribers' lines from about 90,000 to about 160,000. The project
was expected to be completed by December 31, 1973.

Objectives and Achievements

The objective of the Loan was to finance development of the local
telephone network which was being expanded to meet the increasing demand.
Demand had increased by 8% per annum between 1961 and 1966, 12% in 1967,
14% in 1968 and 16% during the first half of 1969. The 1970-1973 program
was based on a 14% growth rate of demand and designed to come within 3% of
meeting that demand. This would have resulted in a maximum waiting list at
the end of 1973 of 5,000 subscribers which is equivalent to an average
waiting time of about 90 days.

From January 4, 1970 to May 31, 1974 -- the project's construc-
tion period -- about 96,000 exchange equipment lines were commissioned
bringing STB's total installed equipment capacity to 209,700 lines. During
the same period, the number of additional connections installed was 72,365
bringing the total number of connections in the network to 164,365. The
number of telephone stations in service rose by 125,214 to a total of
261,481.

Demand and supply were in line with the forecast in 1970 and
1971 and the waiting list actually decreased slightly. During 1972 and
1973, demand increased faster than projected whereas supply continued to
be in line with the forecast thus resulting in a rapid build-up of the
waiting list and a substantial lengthening of the waiting time. Over the
1970-1973 period demand increased by 16% per annum compared to the projected
14% per annum and supply increased by 14% per annum compared to the forecast
15% per annum. The original estimates and the performance of the Borrower
have been good.
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Average
Actual Est. Growth Rate

1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1970-1973
(% p.a.)

Demand (Subscribers' lines)

Actual (000's) 94 109 123 143 169 197 16
Appraisal (000's) 97 111 125 142 162 182 14
Variance (%) (3) (2) (2) 1 4 8

Supply (Connections)

Actual (000's) 92 106 122 137 157 176 14
Appraisal (000's) 93 108 123 140 160 179 15
Variance (%) (1) (2) (1) (2) (2) 2

Waiting List

Actual 2,109 2,417 1,655 5,217 12,593 21,679
Appraisal- 2,910 3,330 3,750 4,260 4,860 5,460
Variance (%) (28) (27) (56) 22 159 297

Waiting Time

Actual (days) 134 49 58 51 104 171
Appraisal (days) 82 70 80 79 77 92
Variance (%) 63 (30) (27) (53) 35 86

1/ Appraisal target (waiting list should be less than 3% of demand).

Constructiin Schedule

The estimated and actual cut-over dates of various exchanges are set"
out at Annex 1. The appraisal report did not set out any construction schedule.
The slippage in project completion is small.

Project Cost Estimates

The estimated cost of the Bank-financed project as appraised and the
final cost of the project are set out at Annex 3. The final costs exceed
the estimated costs by 4% which is insignificant for a project of this type
and extending over a four-year construction period.

No exchange equipment was delivered in 1973 while the (1970-1973) project
provided for payment for this equipment. This equipment would normally have
been commissioned in 1974 to 1976, and as such, the physical targets for
exchange installations during 1970-1973 have not been affected. There
would, however, be a year's slippage in the installations proposed to be com-
pleted between 1974 to 1976.
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Allocation of Loan Proceeds

The allocation of the loan proceeds was as follows:

Category US$ S$ Equivalent

Outside Plant 8,000,000 24,000,000
Switching Equipment 2,300,000 6,900,000
Unallocated 700,000 2,100,000

Total 11,000,000 33,000,000

The allocation was subsequently revised by reallocating the amount
in "Unallocated" to "Outside Plant" and "Switching Equipment." The final
reallocation was as follows:

Category US$ S$ Equivalent

Outside Plant 8,444,140 25,298,0001/
Switching Equipment 2,555,860 7,702,000

Total 11,000,000 33,000,000

The goods procured were substantially the same as proposed at the
time of appraisal. The list of goods is set out at Annex 2.

1/ includes S$ 3,198,000 for the supply of 120,000 Table Telephone Instruments
(item 4 of Annex 2).

Consultants' Performance

Consultants were not retained under the project.

Organization and Management

On January 1, 1972, the then Director of Telecommunications Department
(a Government Department) was concurrently appointed as the General Manager
of the Singapore Telephone Board (STB). On April 1, 1972, the Telecommunica-
tions Department was converted into a statutory body known as the Telecommuni-
cation Authority of Singapore (TAS). Members of the STB were concurrently
appointed members of the new TAS and a Joint Board existed as of April 1, 1972.
These appointments were programmed to ensure a smooth merger of the two statu-
tory bodies which occurred on April 1, 1974.

The rationale behind the merger was to cut out wasteful duplication
of telecommunication activities and to enable technical expertise to be more
fully developed. Further there were high revenue surpluses in overseas
telecommunications, and the merger into a single corporation would make it
easier to utilize available finances and to borrow capital required in
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excess of internal cash generation of the amalgamated enterprise. The new

organization is now structured along functional lines for Administration,

Customer Services, Engineering, Finance and Management Services.

Additional Works

In addition to the completion of the Bank-financed project, other

major projects undertaken or planned by the Board during the project period

were:

(a) The Telecenter -- a training center established for the training

of the merged Authority's technical, operational and management

staff as well as for technicians from Radio and Television

Singapore -- is in the final stages of completion. This project
is assisted by the United Nations Development Programme and the

International Telecommunication Union. The Telecenter is

expected to be completely operational by early 1975.

(b) Since the administrative centers of the merged Authority are

widely located anddo not contribute to efficient management,
the Authority is planning to construct a multi-million dollar

Communications Center. The expected date for completion of the

COM center is 1977. When completed, the COM center will provide

accommodation facilities for the Administration, Engineering and

Finance Personnel as well as provide floor space for accommodating

expansion of equipment facilities.

(c) The new Bedok Exchange building with an ultimate capacity of

30,000 lines was completed. The East and City South Exchanges.

buildings with capacities of 40,000 and 60,000 lines respectively

were about 50% completed.

(d) The Trunk Telephone Exchange operating to West Malaysia with a

capacity of 600 lines was cut into service in November 1973.

Finances

The financial'results of STB's operations have been generally satis-

factory (Income Statements are in Annex 4). Due to a tariff increase

(Annex 5) on October 1, 1971, not included in the forecasts, operating reve-

nues have exceeded the forecasts but since operating expenses also have
exceeded forecasts due to unexpected salary increases and increased depre-
ciation!' net operating income has been in line with the forecasts. Some
financial indices are shown below:

1/ Appraisal forecast was based on a composite rate of 5% whereas the
actual has been about 6% since 1971.
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1970 1971 1972/73!2 1973/74ft
(12 months) (12 months)

Net Operating Income

Actual (S$ million) 11.8 13.0 15.2 15.9
Appraisal " 11.9 13.2 14.5 16.0
Variance (M) (1) (2) 5 2

Rate of Return

Actual (%) 13 11 11 11
Appraisal (M) 13 13 11 10
Variance (M) - (15) - -

Operating Ratio

Actual (M) 59 63 64 68
Appraisal (%) 56 57 57 58
Variance (%) 5 11 12 12

Debt/Long Term Cap.

Actual (M) 15 20 21 23
Appraisal (M) 16 24 28 32
Variance (%) (6) (17) (25) (28)

Current Ratio

Actual (times) 1.2 1.0 1.0 1.2
Appraisal " 1.0 .9 1.1 1.1
Variance (%) 20 11 (9) 6

Cash Contribution_/

Actual (%) 14 14 15 15
Appraisal (%) 13 12 11 11
Variance (%) 8 17 36 36

1/ 1972/73 is obtained as 12/15 of the actual figure which is for 15 months.
2/ The appraisal figure is for CY 1972 and 1973 respectively.
3/ Net profit plus depreciation/Gross Plant.

Whereas uses of funds have been in line with the appraisal forecast
(Summary of Funds Flow Statements is in Annex 6), the financing of the
program has been different from appraisal expectations. Funds from opera-
tions exceeded appraisal estimates by 407.1/ due to the tariff increase,

1/ The actual period is 51 months compared to the appraisal period of 48
months, a difference of 6.3%.
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which was only partially offset by the increased operating expenses before
depreciation. This made the loan expected to be made by Government unneces-
sary and accordingly decreased borrowings. Actual financing from internal
sources of 77% was accordingly much higher than the appraisal estimate of 61%.

The financial position at the end of the project (March 30, 1974),
was very favorable (Balance Sheet in Annex 4). The debt equity ratio of
23% was below the forecast and the current ratio of 1.2 was slightly above
the forecast. The liquidity position (cash, banks and short-term-fixed
deposits) of about S$ 30 million is very strong.

The future finances of TAS (the entity formed out of STB and TAS)
during the next four years are expected to be very favorable. The operating
ratio is projected between 55 and 60% and the rate of re turn between 25
and 30%. TAS is also expected to be able to fully finance from internal
sources its additions to fixed assets which will be growing at more than
15% per annum, and in addition to maintain fairly sizeable dividends (the
consolidated dividend in respect of 1972/73 was S$ 23 million).

Insurance

Insurance against fire is carried on the buildings and their con-
tents, which includes materials and supplies, with a total coverage in 1973
of about S$ 92 million. Insurance also covers cash in vault and in transit,
fidelity guarantee and third party liability on motor vehicles.

Auditors

The auditors, Goh, Tan, Foo and Kon, Chartered Accountants, Singapore,
have been performing satisfactorily.

Central Projects Staff
August 1974



Annex 1

SINGAPORE

SINGAPORE TELEPHONE BOARD

Exchange Installation Program 1970-73

Exchange Planned (Appraisal) A c t u a 1

Cutover Partly Cutover Partly
Size/Type Date Financed by Size/Type Date Financed by

1970

Bukit Timah 4,000 EX 3/70 513-SI 4,000 EX 8/70 513-SI
Orchard 10,000 NX 7/70 513-SI 10,000 NX 6/70 513-SI
City 4,000 EX 4/70 647-SI 4,000.EX 9/70 647-SI
Katong 4,000 EX 8/70 647-SI 4,000 EX 12/70 647-SI
Paya Lebar 4,000 EX 4/70 647-SI 4,000 EX 9/70 647-SI
Jurong 2,000 EX 5/70 647-SI 2,000 EX 10/70 647-SI
Bukit Panjang 1,000 ES 8/70
Woodlands 1,000 NM 12/70

30,000 28,000

1971

North 5,000 EX 5/71 647-SI 5,000 EX 6/71 647-SI
Queenstown 4,000 EX 3/71 647-SI 4,000 EX 4/71 647-SI
Paya Lebar 4,000 EX 9/71 647-SI
City 6,000 EX 12/71 647-SI
Woodlands 1,000 NM 7/71
Bukit Panjang 1,000 ES 11/71

19,000 11,000

1972

East 6,000 NX 12/71
Bedok 8,000 NX 5/72
Queenstown 4,000 EX 9/72 2,000 EX 9/72
Jurong 3,000 EX 10/72 1,000 EX 9/72
Bukit Timah 4,000 EX 9/72
Nee Soon 1,000 EM 7/72
City 6,000 EX 9/72 647-SI
North 4,000 EX 12/72

26,000 13,000
1973

East 4,000 EX 3/73 6,000 NX 4/73
East 4,000 EX 10/73
Bedok 10,000 NX 10/73
Queenstown -4,000 EX 10/73
Jurong 2,000 EX 3/73
Bukit Timah 5,000 EX 8/73
Orchard 3,000 EX 11/73
Paya Lebar 4,000 EX 6/73 6,000 EX 4/73 647-SI
North 4,000 EX 12/73 1,000 EX 4/73
Katong 4,000 EX 9/73
Telok Blangah 6,000 NX 12/73
Bukit Panjang 1,000 ES 3/73
Changi 1,000 ES 5/73
Nee Soon 1,000 EM 6/73

Grand Total 24,000 42,000

1970-73: 99,000 1974

Type: N - New Exchange Queenstown 2,000 EX 4/74
E - Extension
M - Mobile
S - Step
X - Crossbar Grand Total

1970-74 96,000



Annex 2

SINGAPORE

SINGAPORE TELEPHONE BOARD (STB)

List of Goods Purchased

1. 33,000 lines of ARF 102 Switching Equipment - 23,000 were
partly financed and 10,000 lines fully financed under this Loan.

2. 100 Systems of P.C.M. Equipment.

3. (i) 229,961 pair Kilometers various types of Distribution Cables.

(ii) 53,393 pair Kilometers of P.C.Q.T. and P.C.Q.L. Junction Cables.

(iii) 19,434 pair Kilometers of Polythene Insulated Twin Type Local
Distribution Cables.

(iv) 98,270 pair Kilometer of Polythene Insulated Twin Type Fully
Filled Local Distribution Cables.

(v) 249,346 pair Kilometers of P.C.Q.T. Junction Cables.

(vi) 312,800 pair Kilometers of P.C.U.T. Distribution Cables.

(vii) 338,960 pair Kilometers of Cellular Insulated Unit Twin Polythene
Cables.

(viii) 11,692 pair Kilometers of Polythene Insulated Quad No. 5
Terminating Cables.

4. 120,000 Table Telephone Instruments.

5. 9,600 Units Fuse Mounting BPO Type 8064A and 8064B.

6. 200 Nos. of 1,800 pairs Cabinet, Cross Connecting, and 1,625 Nos.
of 200 pair Cable Terminal Units.

7. 260 Nos. of 900/1800 pairs Cabinet, Cross Connecting, and 1,200
Nos. 100/200 pairs Cable Terminal Units.

8. 114 Nos. of Loading Coils, 900/440 coils, 88mH



SINGAPORE - SINGAPORE TELEPHONE BOARD - LOAN 647-SI

PROJECT COST ESTIMATES AND ACTUAL EXPENDITURE (S$ mmn)

Original Cost Estimate Actual Expenditure c/

F. X. Cost Local F. X. Cost Local

Class of Plant IBRD Others Cost Total IBRD Others Cost Total

1. Outside Plant (cables, coils, lines) 24.00 3.31 16.66 43.97 22.10 10.92 11.93 44.95

b/ d/
2. Switching Equipment 6.90 25.91!1 4.40 37.21 7.70 31.33- 4.74 43.77

3. Unallocated, Overhead, Tools 2.10 1.52 3.44 7.06 - - - -

4. Subscribers' Apparatus, PABXs - 5.91 1.97 7.88 3.20 8.82 2.03 14.05

5. Land, Buildings - - 17.33 17.33 - - 15.75 15.75

Total 33.00 36.65 43.80 113.45 33.00 51.07 34.45 118.52

a/ Based on Annex 2 of Appraisal Report PU-22a.

b/ Includes expenditures estimated at S$ 2.57 million to be financed by the balance of Loan 513-SI.

c/ Actual Project Cost consists of total capital expenditure made in the period January 1970 - April 1974.
(excluding build-up of stocks which increased by S$ 8.59 million, of which S$ 4.09 million for cables).

d/ Includes expenditure of S$ 5.27 million financed by Loan 513-SI for 14,000 lines.
>4



Annex 4

S.T.B.: BALANCE SHEETS AND INCOME STATEMENTS

Forecast/Actual (S$ million)

By: December 1970 December 1971 March 1973 March 1974
Forecast Actual Forecast Actual Forecast Actual Forecast Actual

ASSETS

Gross Fixed Assets 150.77 151.52 177.43 184.93 203.86 219.88 231.45 268.67
Less: Depreciation 48.33 49.97 53.83 55.03 60.56 62.90 68.54 96.46

Ne Fixed Assets 102.44 101.5; 123.60 129.90 143.30 150.98 162.90 172.21

Financial Investment 2.15 0.84 2.78 0.68 2.78 0.99 2.78 0.99

Current: Cash/Quasi Cash 1.55 8.92 0.86 6.91 0.53 19.56 0.64 29.95
Receivables 1.40 13.70 1.50 12.32 1.70 5.39 1.90 7.20
Supplies 4.32 4.85 4.96 6.71 5.66 5.19 6.41 11.98
Others 0.35 - 0.35 0.67 0.35 0.98 0.35 0.21

Total Current 7.62 27.47 7.67 26.60 8.24 31.13 9.30 49.34

TOTAL ASSETS 112.21 129.86 134.04 157.18 154.31 183.09 174.98 222.54

LIABILITIE-

Capital 50.00 40.00 60.00 40.00 60.00 40.00 60.00 49.04
Reserves 37.61 50.55 35.83 63.46 44.49 78.52 53.87 92.04

Total Equity 87.61 90.55 95.83 103.46 104.49 118.52 113.87 141.08

L. T. Debt: Government - - 1.92 - 6.17 - 10.70 -

IBRD 17.00 16.96 27.89 26.47 35.06 32.78 41.70 38.74

Current: Dividends accrued 3.00 3.00 3.60 3.60 3.60 6.00 3.60 5.00
Payables 1.30 10.65 1.30 11.52 1.40 10.46 1.40 19.96
Overdraft/Bank - 0.51 - - - - - -

Advanced Bills 1.80 8.20 2.00 12.13 2.10 15.33 2.20 17.76
Qther 1.50 - 1.50 - 1.50 - 1.50 -

Total Current 7.60 22.36 8.40 27.25 8.60 31.79 8.70 42.72

TOTAL LIABILITIES 112.21 129.86 134.04 157.18 154.31 183.09 174.98 222.54

INCOME STATEMENT (15 mos.)

REVENUES: Rentals/Fees 24.87 27.26 28.02 33.41 31.31 51.57 34.96 49.17
Miscellaneous 2.23 1.27 2.46 1.22 2.70 1.63 2.97 1.19

Operating Revenues 27.11 28.53 30.48 34.63 34.01 53.20 37.93 50.35

EXPENSES: Salaries/Wages/Fund ) 7.34 8.32 11.97 13.19
Maintenance 8.26 0.99 9.12 1.28 10.02 1.48 11.09 1.72
Depreciation 6.99 7.11 8.21 10.15 9.53 15.39 10.88 14.14
Others - 1.26 - 2.33 - -

Operating Expenses 15.25 16.70 17.32 22.08 19.55 34.17 21.97 34.44

Operating Tncome 11.86 11.83 13.15 13.03 14.46 19.03 15.96 15.92
Other Income 0.45 1.89 0.45 2.32 1'45 4.60 Of.5 5 OCInterest Payments 0.98 1.05 1.78 2.53 2.66 2.58 3.42 2.4c
Net Profit 11.33 12.67 11.82 12.82 12.25 21.06 12.99 18.52

(Proposed Dividends) 3.00 3.00 3.60 3.60 3.60 6.00 3.60 5.00
(Dividends as % net earnings) 26.5 23.7 30.5 28.1 29.4 28.5 27.7 27.0

Rate of Return, % 12.6 13.6 12.6 11.1 10.8 15.0 10.4 11.5



Annex 5

SINGAPORE

SINGAPORE TELEPHONE BOARD

SUMMARY OF TELEPHONE TARIFFS (S$)

Annual Rental Installation

Class of Service 1958-1971 After 1971a/ Fees

Business line 250.00 300.00 50.00 *
Residential line 180.00 200.00 50.00 *
Internal extension 52.50 ' 20.00
External extension 52.50 ' 50.00 *
P.A.B.X. internal extension 82.50 No change 20.00
P.A.B.X external extension 82.50 50.00 *
Colored telephone 12.00 35.00

Private wire - within the same
exchange 285.00 50.00

- involving more than
one exchange 485.00

a/ Change became effective as of October 1, 1971.

* An additional installation charge will be applicable when long overhead lines
are required.

The first year's rental and the installation fee must be paid in advance of the
installation. Thereafter, rental for business and residential lines and private
wires are paid quarterly in advance. Extensions and colored telephone rentals
are always paid yearly in advance.

PRIVATE AUTOMATIC BRANCH EXCHANGE (P.A.B.X.)

Installation fees: Contractors' charge + 30% + any STB costs.

Annual Rental fees - Non-Government Subscribers:

Nil - PABX is purchased by subscriber.

Annual Rental fees - Government Departments:

Capacity to 30 extensions - 26.42% of capital cost
for minimum of 5 years

Capacity to 400 extensions - 20% of capital cost for
minimum of 7 years.

Capacity over 400 extensions - 13.15% of capital cost
for minimum of 12 years.

The above charges are to recover the capital costs of the P.A.B.X. In addition
to these charges, P.A.B.X. subscribers pay the above listed costs for trunks
(business lines) and P.A.B.X. extensions.



S.T.B.: CASH FLOW STATEMENTS

Forecas./Actual (S$ million)

1970 1971 1972 1973 Total 1970-1973

Forecast Actual Forecast Actual Forecast Actual Forecast Actual Forecast Actual-
(Jan.1972- (A)r.1973- (Jan.1970-

Mar.1973) Mar.1974) (Mar.1974)

SOURCES

Bank overdraft - net - 0.23 - - - - - - - 0.23

Net Internal Cash Generation 19.30 20.14 21.59 23.36 23.73 37.41 26.04 35.83 90.66 116.73

Less: Dividends 2.40 2.40 3.00 3.00 3.60 3.60 3.60 6.00 12.60 15.00

Net Internal Cash Generation 16.90 17.74 18.59 20.36 20.13 33.81 22.44 29.83 78.06 101.73

Borrowing: IBRD (Net) 9.45 9.37 9.25 9.51 4.96 6.31 4.01 5.96 27.67 31.15

Government - - 2.00 - 4.50 - 5.00 - 11.50 -

Total Borrowing 9.45 9.37 11.25 9.51 9.46 6.31 9.01 5.96 39.17 31.15

TOTAL SOURCES 26.35 27.34 29.84 29.87 29.59 40.12 31.45 35.79 117.23 133.11

APPLICATIONS

Construction Programs 24.37 22.48 29.36 35.70 29.23 37.43 30.49 27.60 113.45 123.21

Financial Investments 0.65 0.15 0.63 - - 0.31 - - 1.28 0.46

Increase in Working Capital 1.33 4.70 (0.15) (5.83) 0.36 2.38 0.96 8.19 2.50 9.44

TOTAL APPLICATIONS 26.35 27.34 29.84 29.87 29.59 40.12 31.45 35.79 117.23 133.11

x

a! The actual comprises 51 months due to a change of fiscal year, or 6.3% more than the forecast period of 48 months. I
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PREFACE

This report covers a performance audit of Part II of the Bank's
Loan 503-SI of July 1967 to the Public Utilities Board (PUB) of Singapore
for expansion of island water supply facilities, on which disbursements
terminated in June 1973. Part I of the same loan was devoted to expansion
of the PUB's power distribution system and is covered, with another power
distribution project, in a separate performance audit report.

The report is based principally on review of the Bank's relevant
files and documents, including a Project Completion Report prepared by the
East Asia and Pacific Regional Office in mid-197h, and a visit to Singapore
in November 1974.

The assistance provided by the Singapore authorities, and parti-
cularly by the PUB, is gratefully acknowledged.

Measures and Equivalents

M3 = cubic meter
m3d = cubic meters per day
m3dc = cubic meters per day per capita
Imgd = million Imperial gallons per day (1 Imgd = 4,546 m3 d)

Approximate Currency Equivalents (Singapore Dollar)

Original: US$1.00 = S$ 3.00
Final: US$1.00 = S$ 2.40
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PROJECT PERFORMANCE AUDIT

SINGAPORE SECOND WATER SUPPLY PROJECT

PROJECT BASIC DATA - LOAN 503-SI/PART II

Borrower: Public Utilities Board, Singapore (PUB)

Loan Amount: US$ 8 million 1

1/
Amount Disbursed: US$ 8 million -

Date of Loan: July 5, 1967

Effective Date: July 26, 1967

Closing Date - Original: March 31, 1972
- Final: June 30, 1973

Terms of Loan: 20 years, 5 years grace period. Interest
rate 6% p. a.

Fiscal Year; January 1 to December 31.

Appraisal Report: TO-588a; May 29, 1967.

Supervision Missions: November 1968
August 1969
November 1969
December 1970
November 1971
May 1972
February 1973

Project Completion Report: July 11, 1974

Project Completion Date:
Forecast - December 1970
Actual - November 1973

Total Project Cost 2/:
Forecast - S$ 45.05 million

Actual - S$ 54.15 million

1/ including US$ 1.1 million interest during construction.
/ excluding US$ 1.1 million interest during constructian.



SUMMARY

Loan 503-SI/Part II (Part I was for a Power project) of US$ 8

million was made in 1967, the Eth IBRD loan to Singapore 's Public Utili-

ties Board (PUB). It was to finance part of a water supply project of a

total estimated cost of US$ 15 million comprising construction of the

Seletar Reservoir, the expansion of the Woodleigh water treatment plant,

and the expansion of Singapore 's water distribution mains. The prime ob-

jective of Seletar Reservoir was to increase the island's water reserves

by 20 million m3 , and a secondary objective was to add about 68,000 m3 d

to Singapore's combined reliable dry weather yield. The Loan was signed

and became effective in July 1967, and was closed more than one year behind

schedule on June 30, 1973.

The project was completed some 3 years behind schedule, due mainly

to substantial revisions and additions to the distribution expansion plans

which followed the PUB's water distribution system review and study under-

taken under a previous loan to PUB and completed in 1969. The Seletar

Reservoir, completed on schedule, is 20% larger than expected. Its secondary

objective has been achieved by two-thirds only, primarily because yields

from eight supplementary streams made tributary and pumped to Seletar Reser-

voir have been half of those predicted by the project consultants. High

silt content and pollution of the supplementary streams have made operations

somewhat difficult, but the costs of these works were sufficiently low

relative to actual useable water yield that the Investments still seem to

have been worthwhile overall. Water treatment has been efficient, and

quality of treated water continuously excellent. Installation of second

stage pumps in Woodleigh treatment plant was required to bring the plant's

peak capacity closer to forecasts. Expansion of the distribution mains

system was 75% larger than appraisal estimates. Project total cost was 20%

higher than forecast; a 37% increase in local costs was due to the larger

distribution works. Average unit cost per km of mains laid was 17% lower

than estimate.

Despite delay of project completion, all demand was met satis-

factorily with supply coming principally from water sources located in

Malaysia. Demand for water levelled off, after a dry year in 1971, due
mainly to an efficient "Save Water" campaign. Distribution losses were

reduced to commendably low levels, and technical operations have improved.

The number of customers increased by 60% over 1967-1973. To further curb

water demand growth, PUB introduced on its own in early 1973 new water

tariffs with increasing block rates based on marginal capital costs.

Financial performance of PUB overall and its Water Department has been

outstanding, with rates of return averaging about 10% p.a. in 1967-1972 and

reaching 16% in 1973. The Water Department was reorganized in 1972 and its

shortage of technical staff overcome; it has been well run and efficient.

PUB's management has continued to strengthen.



Aside from its significant financial contribution, the Bank's

recommendation (made under an earlier Loan) for review and long-range
planning of the distribution system and its advice on project content
and operation were quite useful and beneficial to PUB Water Department
development. As regards the supplementary streams it would have been

helpful had the Bank advised the planning consultants to give more emphasis

in their studies to outside factors, and other simultaneous developments,
which could affect the quality of flow in the different streams.



PERFORMANCE AUDIT OF

SINGAPORE SECOND WATER PROJECT

Introduction

1.01 - The Public Utilities Board, Singapore (PUB) in an autonomous
public corporation, established in May 1963, solely responsible for the
water, electricity and gas utilities of Singapore. It is a single
financial entity, but it is required to keep separate accounts for its
Water, Electricity and Gas Departments.

1.02 - The PUB received five loans from the Bank totalling US$ 74.2
million, of which US$ 14.8 million financed water supply and distribution
expansion, as shown below:

Date of Amount= Final
Loan No. Agreement (US$ mln) Project Scope Closing Date

337-SI 5/63 14.4 Generation (2x6OMW) 12/67

405-MA 2/65 6.8 Johore River Water Project 6/69

473-SI 11/66 9.5 Generation (2x6OMW) 6/68

503-SI Part 1 7/67 15.0 1967-68 Power Distribution 12/71
Part II 7/67 8.0 Seletar Reservoir, " 6/73

595-SI h/69 20.5 1969-71 Power Distribution h/73

Total 74.2

a/ After cancellation of US$ 0.6 and 0.5 million in Loans 337-SI and 473-SI.

1.03 - PUB's Water Department supplies virtually all water used by
Singapore and serves also part of the State of Johore, Malaysia. Six sources
of supply are utilized. On Singapore island, three adjoining catchment areas
with reservoirs supply water to two treatment plants (Bukit Timah and Woodleigh).
Most of the water supply comes from the State of Johore where up to mid-1967
two small catchment areas and two river sources were supplying water to three
treatment plants and then to the island; the Johore River Water Project
(Loan 405-MA), fully completed in 1968 and including one treatment plqnt,
increased the total combined reliable yield to Singapore by 123,000 m d to
523,000 m3d. Following Government's policy of minimum reliance on outside
water, PUB is completing the Kranji Pandan Reservoir scheme located on the
northern part of the island and partly financed by an Asian Development Bank
(ADB) loan of US$ 8.3 million made in 1971, and the Upper Pierce reservoir
financed by a Commonwealth Development Corporation (CDC) loan of L 4 million
(S$ 29 million equivalent) made in 1972.
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Project History and Objectives

2.01 - In continuation of its uninterrupted relationship with the Bank,
the PUB applied in July/August 1966 for a loan to finance the Seletar Reser-
voir water project designed to increase the reliable yield of the island's
own sources of water supply, and mainly to multiply the island's storage
capacity by 3.8. The Seletar scheme, designed by PUB's engineering consult-
ants (Binnie and Partners), was the most economical new source of water
within the island, but was not the most economical means of increasing
Singapore,'s water supply from the various sources available outside the
island.2/ The Bank reacted positively, given the value and priority attached
by the Government to domestic water supply and storage. The Bank asked PUB
for further analysis and additional data to ascertain the project's expected
benefits and clarify important issues, namely: i) hydrological and flow
characteristics of 8 streams to be pumped into the reservoir in order to
supplement the yield of the Seletar catchment area, particularly dry weather
flows; ii) amounts of water which PUB would be allowed to withdraw from
these streams under various conditions, taking account of other users,
rights, and control of waste discharges into the streams; iii) proposed
operating procedures for the reservoir, share of the reservoir capacity to be
devoted to water reserves as opposed to yield increases, and effect on the
island's total reliable yield; and iv) justification of the proposed construc-
tion schedule (which was based on 24 hours operations). On the basis of PUB's
additional information, the Bank proposed, the PUB accepted, revisions of cer-
tain project components with resulting savings of S$ 230,000 on the project
estimated cost for pumping equipment.

2.02 - Due to delays relating mainly to the Power Part I,2. Loan 503-SI was
made in July 1967. Part II of the Loan, of US$ 8 million (including US$ 1.1
million interest during construction), was to finance the foreign exchange
component of a water project of a total estimated cost of US$ 14.9 million
consisting of (a) the Seletar Dam and its 20 million m3 reservoir,(b) water
intake and pumping facilities on the 8 supplementary streams to be tapped
and made tributary to the reservoir, (c) the expansion of Woodleigh Treatment
Plant capacity to a water outflow of 181,800 m3 d on average and 245,500 m3 d
on peak, (d) raw water pumping stations and mains from Seletar reservoir to
Woodleigh Treatment Plant, and(e) extensions of about 62 km to the transmission
and primary distribution mains and purchase of 77,000 water meters for the
Water Department's 1967-1970 expansion program. The reservoir and other
project components were to be operated so as to increase the combined reliable
dry weather yield to Singapore by about 68,200 m3 d.y/

1/ A second stage Johore River project was estimated to be more economical.

2/ Cf. Project Performance Audit of 1st and 2nd Power Distribution Projects
(Loans 503-SI/Part I and 595-SI).

3/ The actual effect o the project on reliable yield was estimated to range
from a net 22,700 m-d if most of the added storage is held in reserve for
emergencies, to 81,800 or 90,900 m3d if the storage is used only for in-
creasing yield.
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2.03 - PUB agreed to continue the covenants adopted in the previous loans

regarding consultations with the Bank before appointment of PUB senior officers

(namely General Manager, Chief Electrical Engineer, Chief Water Engineer,
Chief Financial Officer), sound management of its sinking fund, short- and

long-term debt limitations(in particular, short-term debt to be lower than
S$ 12 million), improvement of organization, staffing and procedures, and
maintaining tariffs sufficient to give PUB an overall return of at least 8%
p.a. Moreover PUB agreed that revenues from each Department's services
should cover the cost of such services and make an "adequate" contribution
to the overall financial needs of the Board.

Project Implementation and Achievements

3.01 - The project, expected to be completed by December 31, 1970, was
actually completed in November 1973, some 3 years behind schedule. However,
the major component, the Seletar scheme, was completed, despite a slow start,
by mid-1969, some 4 months ahead of Bank's expectations. The pumping
facilities on the 8 supplementary streams were completed by March 1969. A
first expansion of Woodleigh Treatment Plant was completed in February 1969;
installation of 2nd stage high lift pumps was completed in April 1972, ten
months behind schedule, due to late delivery of pumps. The main delays
occurred in the transmission and distribution mains works. The major reason
was the late completion in mid-1969 of a comprehensive study of PUB's water
transmission and distribution system expansion financed under IBRD Loan 405-MA
and expected by early 1968 from the consultants engaged (SIPEL); initial
plans for distribution works were substantially modified and enlarged on the
basis of that study. Some delays also occurred because roads were not ready
for laying mains or because of similar coordination problems with other
agencies and public services. Cement and labor shortages were other causes
of delay. Another significant factor was the shortage of engineering staff;
the Bank advised PUB to engage consultants to assist with design of
distribution works, but PUB states it was never convinced this would have
improved the situation. Finally, the construction of two service reser-
voirs, not included in the original project but added, following recommenda-
tion of the consultants' study to improve water pressure in some districts,
postponed completion of the project to November 1973.

3.02 - Physical achievements of the project and variations from the original
plans were as follows:

Project Achievements Actual Forecast

1. Seletar Reservoir Capacity 23.7 million m3  20 million m3

2. Woodleigh Treatment Plant:
Final Capacity on sustained basis 204,600 m3 d 181,800 m3 d
Final Peak Capacity 231,800 m3 d 2h5,500 m3 d

3. Transmission and Distribution mains 109 km 62 km

4. No. of service meters purchased 68,000 77,000

5. Two Service reservoirs capacity 70,000 m3 -



After removal of the jungle cover, the Seletar reservoir was found to have
greater potential than expected, almost 20% additional storage capacity.
The first-stage high-lift pumps installed at Woodleigh plant on the basis of
PUB's plans showed during testing a peak capacity of only 190,000 m3 d and
second stage pumps were required and installed to increase peak capacity
which still remained below target. The PUB proposed, and the Bank agreed,
to include in the project the enlargements to transmission and distribution
program, as revised by the consultants, to be financed from savings on other
parts of the project.

Project Costs

4.01 - The detailed project cost data given in Annex 1 are summarized as
follows:

------ S$ million ----------

L.C. F.X. Total

Estimated Costs 24.12 20.93 45.05

Actual Costs 33.04 21.13 54.17

Percentage Increase 37% 0.9% 20.2%

Savings on the foreign currency expenditures for Seletar and Woodleigh
components, and corresponding contingencies unused, financed the increased
foreign exchange cost of the enlarged distribution program. One-third of
the purchased service meters were supplied by a local manufacturer, result-
ing in further foreign exchange savings. The substantial increase in local
costs was almost entirely due to the larger distribution program and the two
service reservoirs. The project total cost includes S$ 684,000 paid by PUB
as contribution to the S$ 2 million cost of anti-pollution works which were
undertaken by Government agencies on the 8 supplementary streams (cf. para.
5.01). Actual unit costs were lower than estimates, namely S$ 201,000 per
km of mains laid compared to S$ 2h2,000/km estimate, and S$ 21,000 per thousand
m3 d of peak capacity at Woodleigh plant against S$ 27,000 estimate.

4.02 - Standard percentages were agreed upon for reimbursement to PUB from
the loan proceeds of the foreign exchange components of the large civil works
contracted for the Seletar dam and of the local purchase and laying of pipes
and mains. All civil works contracts above US$ 100,000 and all contracts
for equipment above US$ 50,000 were submitted to the Bank for approval.
Three reallocations of the loan proceeds were necessary, and disbursements
lagged behind schedule (Annex 2) due to project delays and to some delays in
submission of disbursement applications by PUB.
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Project Operations and Justification

5.01 - Less than one year after commissioning, significant operating
difficulties appeared regarding the 8 supplementary streams made tributary
to the Seletar reservoir. Water intake and pumping facilities were first
protected from debris by improved screening, but the major problems remained
the high silt content and pollution (by fishponds and pig farms) of the
stream waters. Works to reduce gross pollution from unsewered farms --nd
dwellings in the zural tributary areas were carried out in late 1969 1/
(para. 4.01). Nevertheless, the sanitary quality of the stream water has
been unpredictable but generally poor / and, due to large amounts of silt

and the frequent need to stop stream pumping operations to remove settled
silt from the relift basis./, the amounts of water pumped to Seletar have

fallen short of the optimistic yield figures originally supplied by the
project consultants (Annex 3); total yield from the 8 streams averaged
36,800 m3 d over 1969-1973 against 73,900 m3 d,reliable yield forecast by the
project consultants. The secondary objective of the project to increase
the reliable dry weather yield of Singapore's system by 68,200 m3 d was
achieved by two-thirds only; during the dry years 1971 and 1972, less than
48,000 m3d could be extracted from the Seletar scheme (Annex 3), and most of
the water added by the streams and rainfall to the reservoir was held in
reserve for emergency.

5.02 - Despite the unsatisfactory quality of the water pumped into the
Seletar reservoir from the supplementary streams, the quality of the treated
water of Woodleigh plant has been continuously excellent, as indicated by
chemical and biological analyses (Annex 3). Treatment has been quite
efficient in reducing turbidity, color, and the number of organisms and B-Coli
per unit volume.

5.03 - The prime objective of the project to increase the island's water
production and reserve storage capacities was realized inasmuch as the
additions made to water treatment and storage facilities have exceeded
forecasts. Water sales were forecast at appraisal to increase by about
6% p.a. on average over the period 1967-1972. Actual growth of water sales
averaged 5.1% p.a. between 1967 and 1972 and 6.6% p.a. between 1967 and 1970
(Annex 4); water sales dropped by 2.6% in 1971, a record dry year, due to
a strong public response to PUB's "Save Water" campaign launched to build
up water reserves in its reservoir. PUB also reduced considerably the

1/ These works consisted essentially of the supply and construction of cess
pits and associated emptying or drainage facilities for human and animal
wastes.

2/ Pumping was interrupted on one stream as of December 1971, due to badly
polluted water.

3/ On average over 1970-1973, the 8 streams pumps were operating 270 days p.a.,
i.e. 74% of full time (Annex 3).
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inevitable water wastage at public standpipes by reducing their numbers and
providing new domestic connections instead; finally, "unaccounted for"
water decreased from 9.3% to 8.3% of total water distributed, which is a
very efficient performance. The actual combined reliable yield and total
tre atment capacity available to PUB's Water Department remained amply
sufficient (Annex Q), as had been forecast by the appraisal report, due
mainly to the 1965-1968 expansions in the Johore State facilities (Malaysia)
financed by Loan 405-MA. Given Singapore's vulnerability in the matter of
water supply and sensitivity to the issue, the whole project, including the
8 supplementary streams, appears justified, more by its prime objective than
by its contribution to meeting demand.

Financial Performance

6.01 - Appraisal Forecasts of Water Department's accounts for the years
1967-1972 and actuals for 1967-1973 are compared in Annexes 5 and 6. Operat-
ing revenues for 1967-1972 were higher than appraisal forecasts by 3% to
5% each year except in 1971 when they were lower by 3% (para. 5.03). On
the other hand, operating costs were lower than projected (by between 1.6%
in 1969 and 11.5% in 1971) except in 1967 (higher by 3%) resulting in higher
operating surpluses (by 3.6% in 1967 and 27.9% in 1970). The operating
ratio (after depreciation) ranged between 56% and 61% against appraisal fore-
casts of 61-65%. Unit revenue per m3 sold increased from So 23.6 in 1967-
1969 to S# 24.3 in 1972 due to larger sales at high prices for industrial/
commercial purposes and jumped to SO 32.2 in 1973 due to the introduction
of new tariffs (para. .01), and the unit operating cost ranging between
SO 13.3 and 14.7 per m sold was lower than forecast, due to more effective
use of facilities and close control of costs. The rate of return on average
net fixed assets in operation ranged between 9.1% and 10.6% against 6.8-9.2%
forecast and increased to 16.3% in 1973. The debt-equity ratio improved
from 41/59 in 1967 to 34/66 in 1973, and debt service coverage remained above
2.1.

6.02 - Total requirements of funds over 1967-71 were 3% lower than forecast,
net internal cash generation contributed 61% to total requirements as compared
to 53% forecast, and IBRD loans 27% (6% lower than forecast). Contributions
of ADB's Loan for Kranji Pandan scheme and CDC's loan for the Upper Pierce
Reservoir (para. 1.03) were important after 1971. Some 420 km of sub-mainsl
not included in the IBRD project were installed over 1967-1971 at a total
cost of S$ 9.75 million.

Water Tariffs

7.01 - Because of the need to finance the large investments for water fore-
seen over 1972-1976 and its own objective to achieve a 10% rate of return,
PUB envisaged in 1972 a water tariff revision and postponed it by one year
because sewer fees billed by PUB had been increased in 1970 and power tariffs
in 1972. New water tariffs became effective February 1973. These tariffs,

1/ Mains with diazieter under 18".
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worked out by PUB, have comprised for domestic consumers increasing block

rates to deter wastage and curb water demand (Annex 8); block rates were

computed essentially on the basis of existing (for the first block) and
future (for other blocks) marginal capital costs of supply. Flat rates to

commercial and industrial customers were based on cost of supply and

comparisons with charges in other countries. PUB estimated that two-thirds

of all domestic consumers (including 80% of Housing and Development Board

low income tenants) would pay the first block rate only, that is 25% more
than under the old tariffs, and that the higher income customers using more
than 50 m3 per month (10% in all) would pay 75% more than previously.

Institutional Development

8.01 - Distribution expansion programs had normally been planned and

supervised by PUB's Water Department. However, the comprehensive overall
review and expansion planning of PUB's water system made by SIPEL consultants

in 1968/69 (para. 3.01) showed abnormal situations and deficiencies in the

system. There was also room for improvement in the use of PUB's water

sources; SIPEL developed a computer model to provide daily operating rules

for minimizing operating costs, but the use of the model was hampered by the
lack of meaningful hydrological data (in particular on the 8 supplementary
streams). There had been a persistent shortaW of technical staff and

experienced engineersl/ in the Water and in other PUB Departments.

8.02 - A reorganization of the Water Department made early in 1972 has

consolidated and strengthened its technical wing at senior levels. At junior

levels, all assistant engineers were upgraded and paid on higher scales;
this enabled PUB to attract more engineers and retain those in service.
Technical staff was relieved of administrative duties by strengthening
administrative sections, and delegation of powers was increased throughout
PUB, improving staff morale. The Bank recognized that the lack of a General
Manager (see PPA on Power Loans 503-SI/Part I and 595-SI) had no adverse
effects on Water Department's operations. Presently, the Water Department
is functioning smoothly, its staffing is adequate, and SIPEL's model is

being updated and improved for further increasing operational efficiency.
A Pollution Survey Unit was established in 1971 to survey the Kranji Pandan
catchment area (which covers the catchxents of 3 of the 8 supplementary
streams) and completed its survey in 1973. More than 80% of Singapore's
total households were supplied at home with PUB water in 1973, compared to
less than two-thirds in 1967.

Bank's Performance

9.01 - A major benefit of the Bank's involvement was the SIPEL study which
reviewed PUB's water system and improved substantially the short- and long-term

expansion planning and operations; this benefit however is attributable to

1/ This was true of all public agencies in Singapore and was the result of
rapid expansion in construction and industrial activity.
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Loan 4 05-MA. Before appraisal of Loan 503-SI the Bank questioned the
estimates of PUB's project consultants for yields expected from the Seletar

scheme as well as the amount and quality of water expected from the 8
supplementary streams; however, yields were not the project's prime
objective and the project could still be justified. After construction, the
Bank wisely advised PUB to collect meaningful hydrological data as a basis
for operational improvement and greater efficiency and suggested redesign of
the relift basins (para. 5.01) to permit better and quicker removal of

settled silt.!/ During project implementation, the Bank's agreements to

include in the project the SIPEL-revised plans for distribution expansion
and service reservoirs and to apply standard percentages of foreign exchange
component to civil works contracts as a basis for disbursements increased
the soundness of the project and efficiency in its implementation. Finally,
the Bank recommended in 1967, and PUB agreed, to install a chemical/
bacteriological laboratory for water analysis in Woodleigh plant premises;
in 1973, some 18,000 samples were analyzed therein, saving some S$ 250,000
analytical fees to PUB.

9.02 - Despite some minor shortcomings (silting, partly the result of
subsequent construction activity in the area, was not foreseen, and the Bank
could have advised the project consultants to take fuller account of its
earlier recommendations and questions about the quality and pollution of the
water from the streams), the Bank's performance regarding this water project
has been good. Another possible important benefit is that, due to Bank's
insistence on economic considerations and criteria in selecting and develop-
ing water resources, the Government and PUB may give in future more importance
to such considerations after completion of Seletar, Kranji Pandan and Upper 2/
Pierce schemes which will provide the island with substantial water reserves-
and thus lessen the special importance attached to development of local
sources.

Conclusion

10.01 - Singapore's Water Project financed by Loan 503-SI-/Part II has met
its prime objective, to increase the island's reserve storage capacity, and
has contributed also to meeting demand for water. The project was executed
on the basis of original plans; substantial changes in the distribution
expansion works and some difficulties in expansion of the treatment plant
have delayed the project completion by about 3 years, without causing serious
shortages in the total supply to the island's population. The project has
helped PUB to maintain and further improve its good operational and finan-
cial performance beyond the Bank's expectations. The Bank's earlier action
for the use of consultants for system review and long-range expansion planning
and its suggestions during project implementation were useful, and its

1/ Except for the installation of sand pumps, PUB has taken no correcting
measures of the 8 stream pumping stations and associated relift basins.
This will be necessary when higher demand for, and greater scarcity of,
water require fullest and most efficient use of all the island's water
resources.

2/ The Kranj' Pandan reservoir will add some 7 million m3 to the existing 31
million m water reserve capacity of the island.
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performance was satisfactory. While, as a whole, the supplementary streams
part of the scheme still appear competitive in cost with the other sources
of water, and therefore economically viable overall, they have shown
substantial shortfalls from expectations in production, and it would appear
that the Bank could have usefully advised the project consultants to take
fuller account in their feasibility study of the external factors which have
affected the quality of water in the different streams.



ANNEX 1

SINGAPORE

WATER SUPPLY PROJECT (Loan 503-SI - PART II)

Cost of the Project - Forecast/Actual

Appraisal Estimate Final Costs

Local Foreign Total Local Foreign Total
-------------------- ------------------------millions

Principal Elements

Seletar Reservoir Project

Site Investigation (C-ntract 1) 0.22 - 0.22 0.26 - 0.26

Pipelines (Contracts 2a and 2b) 1.29 1.41 2.70 1.56 1.50 3.06

Mechanical & Electrical Equipment
(Contracts 3 & 4) 0.23 2.12 2.35 0.67 1.76 2.43

Dam and Ancillary Works (Contract 5) 5.44 2.33 7.77 5.62 2.41 8.03
Civil Works on Stream Intakes (Contract 6) 0.94 0.40 1.34 1.26 0.55-a 1 .8 1a/

Road, Pipeline and Cable Relocations 1.47 0.00 1.47 1.21 - 1.21

Ancillary Buildings 0.30 0.06 0.36 - - -

Contingencies and Unallocated 1.87 0.96 2.83 1.86 - 1.86

Total Construction Costs 11.76 7.28 19.04 12.44 6.22 18.66

Engineering and Supervision 0.89, 0.80 1.69 1.03 0.63 1.66

Total Seletar Project 12.65 8.08 20.73 13.47 6.85 20.32

Woodleigh Treatment Plant Extension

Storage Facilities, Roads and Miscellaneous Site Work 0.40 0.10 0.50 0.31 0.19 0.50

Filter Construction 0.88 0.37 1.25 0.43 0.23 0.66

Supply and Installation of Treatment Equipment 0.58 1.14 1.72 1.03 0.75 1.78

Pumping Equipment (Stages 1 and 2) 0.09 0.72 0.81 0.60 0.24 0.84

Supply and Installation of Pipe, Valves, Meters and

Air Vessel. 0.33 0.93 1.26 0.51 0.59 1.10

Contingencies and Unallocated 0.47 0.42 0.89 - - -

Total Construction Costs 2.75 3.68 6.43 2.88 2.00 4.88

b/
Engineering and Supervision 9.2 - 0.23 - -

Total Woodleigh Project 2.98 3.68 6.66 2.88 2.00 4.88

Distribution Program

18-inch and 24-inch Diameter Mains 1.90 1.50 3.40 3.09 2.05 5.14

30-inch Diameter and Larger Mains 5.05 4.50 9.55 9.18 7.28 16.46

Reservoirs - - - 4.07 1.80 5.87

Contingencies 0.74 0.72 1.46 - 0.37 0.37

Total Construction Costs 7.69 6.72 14.41 16.34 11.50 27.84

Engineering and Supervision 0.60 - 0.60 - - - b/

Total Distribution Program 8.29 6.72 15.01 16.33 11.50 27.84

Water Service Meters 0.20 2.45 2.65 0.36 0.77 1.13

Total Cost Water Project 24.12 20.93 45.05 33.04 21.13 54.17

a/ Includes S$ 23,000 for purchase of sand pumps installed in 1973/74 in the 8 stream pumping stations to facilitate
removal of silt and sand deposits.

b/ Engineering and supervision was done by PUB's regular staff whose salaries are charged to revenue expenditures.



SINGAPORE WATER SUPPLY PROJECT

Loan 503-SI - Part II

I. Disbursement Schedules: Forecast/Actual

CY 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973

Cumulative Disbursements (US$ million)al

Forecast 2.27 4.92 6.18 6.83 6.90 - -

Actual - 2.51 3.47 4.10 4.64 6.36 6.90

Actual/Forecast, % 0 51 56 60 67 92 100

II. Loan Allocation by items: Forecast/Actual

in US$ million equivalent Appraisal Revised Revised Revised

Items 7 (July 1967) (May 1970) (May 1971) (July 1972) %
Final

a- Seletar Dam and Reservoir, stream

intakes and pumps, buildings and

pipelines 31 2.11 2.01 2.03 2.03 29

b- Treatment Plant Expansion 14 1.00 0.80 .72 .69 10

c- Transmission/Distribution mains 29 2.00 3.64 3.69 3.72 54

d- Water Meters 12 0.82 .25 .25 .25 4

e- Consulting Services 4 0.27 .20 .21 .21 3

f- Unallocated 10 0.70 - - -

Totala/ 100 6.90 6.90 6.90 6.90 100 >

a/ excluding US$ 1.1 million interest during construction.



ANNEX 3
SINGAPORE WATER SUPPLY PROJECT

Loan 503-SI - PART II

1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1969-73 Targets
Average IBRD Consults.

I. Seletar Reservoir Operation (million m3)

Water Reserves (End year) 22.97 20.03 22.58 22.26 22.23*
Reservoir Annual Output: n.a. 31.78 17.48 16.47 27.94
Input: Rainfall Run-off n.a. 16.51 7.23 7.08 14.18*

8 stream-Supply 19.18 12.33 12.80 9.06 13.73

Total Input to Reservoir n.a. 28.84 20.03 16.14 27.91
Drawdown (Addition) on Reserves - 2.94 (2.55) 0.32 0.03*

II. Yields (000 m3d)

1. Reservoir: Annual Average 87.1 47.9 45.1 76.5 64.2 136 4
"Dry Season" V 99.0 3.0 72.3 73.8 62.0 68.2 81.8

2. 8 Supplementary Streams: bi
Annual Average- 52.6 33.8 35.1 24.8 37.6 36.8
"Dry Season" a/ 53.8 34.6 46.1 21.5 38.6 38.9 ?5.0 73.9

a/ July-October
b/ No. of days in operation 365 296 298 250 235 289

(average on the 8 streams)

III. Quality of Water Indicators (Annual Averages)

1. Seletar Output

Turbidity Index n.a. n.a. n.a. 7.6 5.1 6.4
Color Index n.a. 25 29 27 19 25

No. of organisms/unit n.a. 473. 541 485 423 481
% of samples with: 0 B-Coli/unit n.a. 3.7 3.7 3.4 3.3 3.5
(M.P.N. Index) 1-9 " / ". n.a, 21.3 22.6 24.0 47.0 28.7

10-99 " / " n.a. 40.5 36.7 39.9 29.1 36.6

2. Woodleigh Treatment Plant Output for Distribution

Turbidity Index n.a. n.a. 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.6
Color Inde: 5 5 5 le Is 1

No. of organisms/untt 1821/ 28 39 5ibY 10 10
% of samples with: 0 B-Coli/unit 95.6 96.3 96.6 99.5 98.9 97.4
(M.P.N. Index) 1-9 " / " 4.4 3.7 3.4 0.5 1.1 2.6

10-99" /" 0 0 0 0 0 0

a/ High number of organisms/unit throughout the year.
h/ High number in May and July only.
c/ Average over 1970-1973.



SINEAPORE WATER SUPPLY PROJECT

LOAN 503-SI - Part 11

PUB's WATER DEPARTMENT OPEMTIONS AND SALES - FORECAST/ACTUAL

1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973
Forecast Actual Forecast Actual Forecast Actual Forec-.st Actual Forecast Actual Forecast Actual Actual

1. Load and Capacity (000 m3d)

1. Dry Year Sustained Reliab;.e Yield 400 400 564 523 650 650 650 650 650 650 650 650 650
2. Total Treatment Capacity n.a. 745 n.a. 745 n.a. 895 n.a. 895 n.a. 895 n.a. 895 895
3. Demand: Annual Average 426 420 449 451 473 - 467 498 500 526 481 555 519 527
4. Daily Peak n.a. 475 n.a. 500 n.a. 529 n.a. 554 n.a. 591 n.a. 581 571
5. Sustained Capacity Reserve (26) (20) 115 72 177 183 152 150 124 169 95 131 123

(1 minus 3)

II. Production and Sales (million m3)

Total Water Processed 155.5 153.1 163.7 164..7 172.5 170.3 181.8 182.6 l9il.8 175.7 202.4 189.4 192.3
Total Water Distributed 149.6 n.a. 157.4 163.7 165.7 169.4 174.6 181.4 184.0 175.0 194.2 186.3 n.a.
Water Unaccounted for 12.8 n.a. 13.3 14.4 13.9 17.8 14.5 1.

9  
15.3 14.7 16.1 11.7 n.a.

( ." , %) 8.6% n.a. 8.4% 8.8% 8.47 8.1% 8.3% 9.3% 8.3% 8.4% 8.3% 6.3%

Water Sales

Domestic 62.4) 35.6 69.2 62.7 76.3 66.1 83.8 71.0 89.4 71.5 95.4 79.0 76.7
Stand Pipes 9.1) 6.8 8.2 4.5 5.8 2.3 3.4 2.3 1.5 2.3 0.8 0F
Commerce/Industry 26.7 33.4 28.1 30.8 29.6 3L7 31.2 38.0 31.8 41.0 34.5 49.1 53.)
Public Authorities 38.7 66.9 40.0 47.5 41.4 49.9 42.8 52.0 44.3 46.3 45.9 45.7 43.5

Total Sales 136.8 135.9 144.1 149.3 151.8 155.6 160.1 164.5 168.8 160.3 178.1 174.6 174.2
Island's Storage Capacity 7.3 7.3 7.3 7.3 27.3 31.0 27.3 31.0 27.3 31.0 27.3 31.0 31.0

III. Consumers

Domestic (000) n.a. n.a. 197.9 218.4 236.9 254.8 277.3
Stand Pipes (No) n.a. n.a. 1134 570 247 154 20
Commercial/Industrial (000) n.a. n.a. 32.1 33.3 .35.3 36.5 39.3
Public Authorities (000) 12.6 11.2 8.6 7.9 8.0

Total (000) 203.2 222.3 244.1 264.3 279.1 298.7 325.1

IV. Wooule.24 Treatment Plant Operations

Annual Output (million m3) 16.5 10.1 21.5 38.2 17.2 22.8 33.5
Average Daily Output (000 m

3
d) 45.1 27.6 58.9 104.8 47.1 62.5 91.8

V. Indicators

No. of Employees 2273 2322 2539 2763 2801 Z720 2771
No. of conssaers/employee 89 96 96 96 100 110 117
Water Sales/employee (000 m3

) 60 64 61 60 57 64 63
Water Sales/capita (m

3
) 68.7 74.2 76.2 79.3 76.0 81.3 79.7

Domestic Consumers as % of Households n.a. n.a. 66 69 72 76 79 x
Island's Storage capacity as % of water processed 4.8 4.4 18.2 17.0 17.6 16.4 16.1 141



SINGAPORE

PUBLIC UTILITIES BOARD SINGAPORE

WATER DEPARTMENT

INCOME STATEMENTS; FORECAST/ACTUAL

1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973
Appraisal Appraisal Appraisal Appraisal Appraisal Appraisal
Estimate Actual Estimate Actual Estimate Actual Estimate Actual Estimate Actual Estimate Actual Actual
---------------------------------------------------------- $ Nillion --------------------------------------------------------------

OPERATING REVENUES

Revenue per Unit sold (Sj/m
3
) 22.3 22.9 23.1 23.2 23.0 23.1 22.8 23.3 22.7 23.5 22.6 24.1 32.1

Revenue from Sales 30.52 31.07 33.30 3A.66 34.84 35.92 36.48 38.37 38.34 37.74 40.31 42.10 55.86
Other Revenues 0.61 1.07 0.67 0.60 0.72 0.77 0.77 0.86 0.F2 0.45 0.87 0.36 0.27

Total Revenues 31.13 32.14 33.97 35.26 35.56 36.69 37.25 39.23 39.16 38.19 41.18 42.46 56.13

OPERATING COSTS

Operating costs excluding Depreciation 15.02 15.09 16.14 14.98 17.02 16.86 18.05 16.63 19.28 16.40 20.53 19.44 20.16
Depreciation 4.05 4.56 5.06 4.89 5.31 5.12 6.12 5.87 6.33 6.26 6.50 6.30 6.46

Total Operating Costs 19.07 19.65 21.20 19.87 22.33 21.98 24.17 22.50 25.61 22.66 27.03 25.74 26.62

Operating Cost per m
3  

sold (Si): 13.9 14.5 14.7 13.3 14.7 14.1 15.1 13.7 15.2 14.1 15.2 14.7 15.3

Operating Surplus 12.06 12.49 12.77 15.39 13.23 14.71 13.08 16.73 13.55 15.53 14.15 16.72 29.51

Interest & Other non-operating expenses (net) 4.09 3.69 4.71 5.37 5.45 5.98 5.54 6.03 6.57 5.87 6.13 6.19 7.08

Net Surplus 7.97 8.80 8.06 10.02 7.78 8.73 7.54 10.70 6.98 9.66 8.02 10.53 22.43

Operating Ratio, % 61 61 62 56 63 60 65 57 65 59 65 61 47

Actual Operating Revenues higher (lower)
than appraisal forecasts % 3.2% 3.8% 3.2% 5.3% (2.5%) 3.1%

Actual Operating Costs higher (lower)
than appraisal forecasts % 3.0% (6.3%) (1.6%) (6.9%) (11.5%) 4.8%

Actual Operating Surplus higher (lower)
than appraisal forecasts % 3.6% 20.5% 11.2% 27.9% 14.6% 18.2%

Debt Service Coverage 2.7 2.8 2.6 2.5 2.2 2.1 2.2 2.3 2.0 2.2 2.0 2.3 3.1

m



SINGAPORE WATER SUPPLY PROJECT

Loan 503-SI - Part II

PUB's WATER DEPARTMENT BALANCE SHEETS - FORECAST/ACTUAL

1967 1968 1969 1970 __ 1971 1972 1973
Forecast Actual Forecast Actual Forecast Actual Forecast Actual Forecast Actual Forecast Actual Actual
------------------------------------------------------- illion S $ ----------- ----------------- ----

ASSETS

Gross Fixed Assets Operating 199.6 191.4 210.0 195.6 253.0 226.4 263.6 232.0 270.7 237.3 281.7 249.8 263.4
Less: Depreciation 51.6 46.5 56.6 51.4 61.9 56.5 _67.9 62.2 74.2 67.5 80.6 73.4 78.5

Net Fixed Assets Operating 148.0 144.9 153.4 144.2 191.1 169.9 195.7 169.8 196.5 169.8 201.1 176.4 184.9
Works in Progress 17.2 11.3 29.6 29.3 4.0 6.2 1.5 10.0 3.8 25.6 4.8 60.8 111.5

Total Net Fixed Assets 165.2 156.2 183.0 173.5 195.1 176.1 197.2 179.8 200.3 195.4 205.9 237.2 296.4

Current: Cash 1.2 9.0 0.9 9.0 1.0 16.3 4.3 23.2 5.4 15.8 4.1 (4.8) (9.0)
Inventories 5.6 5.7 5.8 4.1 6.0 4.2 6.2 3.9 6.4 4.3 6.5 2.9 3.3

Total Current 7.2 14.8 7.0 13.1 7.2 20.5 10.6 27.1 11.8 20.2 10.6 (1.8) (5.7)

TOTAL ASSETS 172.4 171.0 190.0 186.6 202.3 196.7 207.8 206.9 212.2 215.6 216.5 235.4 290.7

LIABILITIES

Eqguity: Reserves/Surplus 84.0 90.4 94.2 102.4 104.3 113.3 114.3 126.8 123.9 139.1 134.6 152.2 180.7
Capital Contributions 8.1 7.8 8.5 8.2 8.9 _ 8.8 9.3 9.4. 9.7 10.3 10.2 11.3 12.0

Total Equity 92.1 98.2 102.7 110.6 113.2 122.1 123.6 136.2 133.6 149.4 144.8 163.5 192.8

Debt: Debenture Stocks 70.7 70.7 70.7 70.7 70.7 70.7 70.7 70.7 62.2 62.2 57.6 57.6 36.0
Less: Sinking Fund 41.9 41.6 45.1 45.2 48.4 48.9 51.8 53.2 46.9 48.9 45.9 47.8 29.2

Net Stocks 28.8 29.0 25.6 25.4 22.3 21.8 18.9 17.4 15,3 13.3 11.7 9.8 6.8
Loans: IBRD 25.4 18.5 34.6 26.8 %8.7 31.4 41.1 33.1 40.4 33.7 38.6 37.4 35.5Government 19.6 21.6 20.5 20.9 24.3 19.7 23.0 18.5 21.6 17.4 20.1 16.2 15.0

ADB - 0.1 - 1.8 11.4
CDC - - - 4.4 23.1
Suppliers Creditb -_ 0.4 - 0.4 - 0.3 0.2 - 1.8 - 2.2 6.1

Total Debt Outstanding 73.8 69.5 80.7 73.5 85.3 73.1 82.9 69.2 77.3 66.2 70.4 71.8 97.9
Refundable Deposits 5.3 2.1 5.3 0.3 2.5 - - - - - -

Current: Clearing AcLountP 1.3 1.2 1.3 2.2 1.3 1.4 1.3 1.4 1.3 - 1.3

TOTAL LIA3-1LTiTES 1ZZ.4 171.0 190.0 186.6 202.3 196.7 207.8 206.9 z22 215.6 216.5 235.4 290.7

Return on Average Net
Fixed Assets Opeiating (L) 9.2 9,6 8.1 10.6 7.7 9.4 6.8 9.8 6.9 9.1 7.1 9.7 16.3
Debt/Equity Rai.i, 46/54 41/59 46/ ,4 40/60 44/56 37/63 40/60 34/66 31/63 31/69 33/67 31/69 34/66

X



ANNEX 7
SINGAPORE

PUBLIC UTILITIES BOARD - WATER DEPARTMENT

SINGAPORE WATER SUPPLY PROJECT (Loan 503-SI/PART II)

Financing Plan

Appraisal

Report ------ Actual ------
1967 - 71 1967-71 1967-73

SOURCES OF FUNDS S$ million----------

Funds generated from operations 91.56 101.62 160.71
Less Debt Service 39.56 43.04 64.59

Net 52.00 58.58 96.12

Capital Contributions 2.05 2.82 4.56
Other Receipts (net) - 0.31 1.79
Decrease in Cash Balance - - 14.54

Borrowings
IBRD Loan 405-MA 8.70 10.06 10.06
IBRD Loan for the project 24.00 15.85 22.23
Government Loan 12.00 5.60 5.60
ADB Loan - 0.10 11.06
Commonwealth DevelopEent Corporation - - 25.66
Other Sources - 2.13 7.55

Total Borrowings 44.70 33.74 82.16

TOTAL SOURCES OF FUNDS 98.75 95.45 199.17

APPLICATION OF FUNDS

Capital Expenditures
Project Cost 46.75 40.85 54.17
Johore River Project 12.38) 39.24A_) 139.88h/
Other Capital Expenditures 29.17) )

88,3u 80.09 194.05

Repayment of refundable deposits 5.27 5.12 5.12
Other Requirements 1.00 -
Increase in Cash Balance 4.18 10.24 -

TOTAL APPLICATION OF FUNDS 98.75 95.45 199.17

a/ includes S$ 9.75 million expenditure on laying 420 km of sub-mains (under 18")
and S$ 3.16 million for purchase of water meters, over the period 1967-71.

b/ includes S$ 12.77 million on sub-main laying and S$ 4.23 million for water
meters over the period 1967-1972.



Annex 8

PUBLIC UTILITIES BOARD, SINGAPORE

Water Tariff

Effective March 1973 billing cycle, Public Utilities Board has revised
water rates for different categories of consumers. The old rates, the new
rates and the percentage increase for each category are shown below:

Old New Percentage
Rate Rate Increase
---Singapore cents per m3 ---

Domestic - (Tariff A)/

For monthly consumption of
1-25 m3  17.6 22.0 25%

Exceeding 25 m3 but not exceeding
50 m3  17.6 26.0 48%

Exceeding 50 m3 but not exceeding
75 m3  17.6 33.0 88%

Exceeding 75 m3  17.6 44.0 150%

Non-Domestic

Water processed for sale (Food Industries) 55.0 88.0 60%
Statutory Boards & Armed Forces 33.0 44.0 33%
Government 22.0 44.0 100%
Other Non-Domestic (Commercial/Industrial) 33.0 44.0 33%
Shipping 88.0 88.0 -
Johore Government and Tabrau Estate 11.0 11.0

1/ Any premises in which there are two or more households and the number of
persons living therein is more than 10 but not more than 20, the consumer
of such premises may make an application in writing to the Board and the
Board may, at its discretion, grant the concession to such consumer and
apply Tariff B shown below. If the number of persons living in such pre-
mises is more than 20 but not more than 30, the Board may apply Tariff C.

Singapore Singapore
Tariff B cents/m3  Tariff C cents/m3

For monthly consumption of For monthly consumption of
1-50 m3  22.0 1-75 m3  22.0

Exceeding 50 m3 but not Exceeding 75 m3 but not
exceeding 75 m3  26.0 exceeding 150 m3  26.0

Exceeding-75 m3 but not Exceeding 150 m3 but not
exceeding 150 m3  33.0 exceeding 225 m3  33.0

Exceeding 150 m3 44.0 Exceeding 225 m3 44.0
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PR&FACE

This report represents the outcome of a performance audit of
financing provided by the Bank for expansion of the electricity distri-
bution network of the Public Utilities Board of Singapore. It deals
with Part I of Loan 503-SI of July 1967 (Part II was devoted to water
supply and is dealt with in another performance audit) and the whole of
Loan 595-SI of April 1969; final disbursements under the latter agree-
ment occurred in April 1973.

The performance audit is based principally on review of
relevant Bank archives and documents (including final reports prepared
by the East Asia and Pacific Regional Office on the two projects) and
a mission to Singapore in November 1974.

Assistance provided by the Singapore authorities is very
gratefully acknowledged.

Approximate Currency Equivalents (Singapore Dollar)

Through 1971: US$ 1.00 = S$ 3.00
1972: US$ 1.00 = S$ 2.80
1973: US$ 1.00 = S$ 2.50
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PROJECTS BASIC DATA

SINGAPORE FIRST AND SECOND POWER DISTRIBUTION

IBRD Loan 503-SI (Part I) IBRD Loan 595-SI

Borrower: Public Utilities Board, Singapore (PUB)

Loan Amount: US$ 15 million US$ 20.5 million

Amount Disbursed: US$ 15 million US$ 20.5 million

Date of Loan: July 5, 1967 April 25, 1969

Effective Date: July 26, 1967 June 17, 1969

Closing Date: - Original December 31, 1969 September 30, 1972
- Final December 31, 1971 April 30, 1973

Terms of Loan: 20 years, 3 years grace 20 years, 3 years grace
period. Interest 6% p.a. period. Interest 6 p.a.

Exchange Rates: - Original US$ 1 - S$ 3 US$ 1 - S$ 3
- Final US$ 1 = S$ 2.8 US$ 1 = S$ 2.5

Fiscal Year: --------------- January 1 to December 31------------------

Appraisal Report: TO-588a, May 29, 1967 PU-lla, April 7, 1969

Joint Financing: None None

Appraisal Mission: January/February 1967 November/December 1968

Supervision Missions: August 1967 August 1969
March 1968 February 1971
August 1969 December 1971
February 1971 October 1973

Project Completion Report: February 15, 1973a/ June 10, 197h

Project Completion Date:
- Forecast Mid-1969 End 1971
- Actual End 1970 End 1972

Total Project Cost:
- Forecast US$ 24.3 million US$ 43.3 million
- Actual US$ 22.3 million US$ 49.7 million

a/ Date of Final Construction Report. No PCR was made for 503-SI, Part I,



SUMARY

Loans 503-SI/Part I (Part II was for a Water Project) and 595-SI
of US$ 15 and 20.5 million respectively, in 1967 and 1969, were the 4th
and 5th loans made by IBRD to Singapore's Public Utilities Board (PUB), to
finance parts of PUB's 1967-68 and 1969-71 power distribution expansion
programs, estimated to cost US$ 24.3 and 43.3 million respectively. Both
loans were also to finance consultants studies for recasting of PUB's
electricity tariffs and for long-range planning of distribution network
expansion. The first Loan was signed and became effective in July 1967,
and was closed two years behind schedule on December 31, 1971. After some
delays in defining the scope of the project and the amount of the Loan,
the 2nd Loan, 595-SI, was signed in April 1969, became effective in June
1969 and was closed six months behind schedule on April 30, 1973.

Physical implementation of both projects was delayed by late
deliveries of 66 kv equipment principally; for equipment of other voltages,
first Bank-financed orders delivered were used to reconstitute PUB's
stocks which had been used initially in the project works in order to avoid
expansion disruption and meet the demand. Actual projects financed by the
loans were the 1967-1968 and 1969-1971 expansion works of networks with
voltage below 66 kv, and the 1968-1969 and 1970-1972 expansion of the 66 kv
network. Quantities of equipment installed were as forecast for trans-
former capacity, and substantially larger than forecast for high voltage
cables. Total actual costs were US$ 22.3 million and 49.7 million for the
1st and 2nd distribution projects respectively; a 35% increase in the 2nd
project foreign cost was due to increases in equipment costs and in scope
of work. Over the whole 1967-1971 period, average unit costs per km of
cable and associated transformers were 10% lower than estimates.

Despite a greater than expected growth in power demand, which
increased by 18% p.a. on average over 1968-1973, PUB has been able to meet
all demand satisfactorily. The number of consumers increased by 50 percent
over the 1967-1971 period, and the annual electricity consumption per
capita more than doubled over 1967-1972, reaching 1,290 kwh in 1972. Both
projects were fully justified in retrospect on the basis of demand and load
growth. Technical operations have steadily improved and distribution
losses decreased, resulting in a decrease of 32% in unit operating costs
and permitting a decrease of 14% in unit sales revenue over the period
1967-1973. On the basis of consultants' recommendations, new tariffs,
simplified and geared to capital and recurrent costs, were introduced in
December 1972; new high-tension tariffs have included a maximum demand
charge aiming at improving demand patterns. Financial performance of PUB
overall and of its Electricity Department has remained outstanding, with
rates of return increasing above 12%. PUB's management has continued to
strengthen and a satisfactory middle-level staff built up. All Loan
Agreement covenants were complied with.

Aside from its significant financial contribution, the Bank
performed a useful role with its recommendations for new tariffs and
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recourse to outside consultants for long-range network planning and for
creation of certain new senior technical positions in the Electricity
Department. However, in light of the excellent performance of PUB, the
Bank seems to have been unduly concerned about the lack of a General
Manager, going so far as to drop a loan in 1970/71. Also, the adoption
by the Bank of rather stricter positions against advance contracting than
seem to have been desirable and than are indicated in current Bank policy
statement caused some unnecessary delay.



PERFORMANCE AUDIT MEMORANDUM

SINGAPORE: FIRST AND SECOND POWER DISTRIBUTION PROJECTS

Introduction

1.01 The Public Utilities Board, Singapore (PUB) is an autonomous

public corporation, established in May 1963, solely responsible for the

electricity, water and gas utilities of Singapore. Although a single

financial entity, it is required to keep separate accounts for its

Electricity, Water and Gas Departments.

1.02. The installed generating capacity, all thermal, of the

Electricity Department increased from 150 MW in 1958 (in PUB's predecessor

organization) to 437 MW in 1967 and 1,109 MW in 1974 in four main plants

called Pasir Panjang A, Pasir Panjang B, Jurong and Senoko. Until

recently there was no significant transmission system, and power has been

distribu d at 66 kv, 22 kv, and 6.6 kv through mainly underground

network . The major part of electricity demand has come since the mid-

1960s from the manufacturing sector, the leading source of growth of the

economy and of exports.

1.03 The PUB received five loans from the Bank totalling US$ 74.2
million, of which US$ 59.4 million financed power generation (4 x 60 MW
units) and distribution expansion, as shown below:

Date of Amount- Project Final
Loan No. Agreement (US$ m3n) Scope Closing Date

337-SI 5/63 14.4 Generation (2 x 60 MW)h 12/67
4O5-M& 2/65 6.8 1st Water Project 6/69

473-SI 11/66 9.5 Generation (2 x 60 NW)/ 6/68
503-SI/Part I 7/67 15.0 1967-68 Power Distribution 12/71

/Part II 7/67 8.0 2nd Water Project 6/73

595-SI 4/69 20.5 1969-71 Power Distribution 4/73
Total -7.2

a/ After cancellations of US$ 0.6 and 0.5 million in 337-SI and 473-SI.
S/ Loan 337-SI financed the 1st stage of Pasir Panjang B, Loan 473-SI the

2nd stage.

This project performance audit covers the two power distribution projects
financed by Loans 503-SI/Part I and 595-SI.

1/ Except for rural areas, it has been the Government's and PUB's
policy to carry electricity distribution underground because of
lack of land for overhead lines and for safety reasons (lightning
strikes).
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Projects Initiation and Objectives

2.01 In continuation of the uninterrupted relationship between the
Bank and the PUB during 1962 --9661/, the PUB applied for, and the Bank
appraised, in January 1967 a loan of US$ 41 million to finance: (a) the
US$ 8 million foreign exchange component of a water project (see separate
Project Performance Audit); and (b) the US$ 33 million foreign exchange
cost of PUB's 1967-1970 four-year program for the normal expansion of its
distribution network. Until 1965, power had been transmitted at 22 kv
from generators to main step-down substations where it was connected for
distribution over the 6.6 kv primary distribution system. With the
increase in load and load density, this arrangement grew inadequate, and
PUB started developing a 66 kv network to connect the main distribution
centers with the generating stations and converting the 22 kv network to
supplement primary distribution; this structural transition was to account
for most of the large 1967-1970 investments.

2.02 Due to pressures on its resources and uncertainties about its
own borrowing prospects, the Bank decided to cut down the power loan to
US$ 15 million to finance part of the 1967-1968 segment of PUB's program.
The Bank considered at length whether it should process separately the
water and power loans and postpone the latter to FY 19682/. Finally, the
Loan 503-SI of US$ 23 million for both power and water was made in July
1967. Loan Part I for power, of US$ 15 million, was to finance the
foreign currency component3/ of PUB's 1967-1968 distribution expansion
program with a total estimated cost of US$ 25 million. PUB agreed to
continue the covenants adopted in the previous loans regarding maintaining
tariffs sufficient to give an overall return of at least 8% p.a., consul-
tations with the Bank before the appointment of senior officers, sound
management of its sinking fund, and short-term and long-term debt limita-
tions (in particular, short-term debt to be limited to S$ 12 million).
Moreover, following the Bank's recommendations, PUB agreed to engage
consultants to review:

1/ For details, see Operations Evaluation Report No. Z-17/7 on PUB, dated
March 2h, 1972.

2/ The water project could not be deferred due to the urgency of the need
for it and possible difficulties in providing the amount of retroactive
financing that would be necessitated by further delays.

3/ Some 66 kv and 22 kv equipment, totalling US$ 2 million equivalent,
were not covered by the loan because PUB had to order and finance them
before the delayed signing of the loan, in order to meet pressing needs.
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(a) its tariff structure, which needed rationalization and
simplification;

(b) its basic distribution planning, as a system voltage
higher than 66 kv might become necessary in the early
1970s to cope with rapid increases in the load density.

2.03 In Spring 1968 the Bank was asked by PUB to consider a new loan
to finance part of the 1969-1970 segment of PUB's 1967-1970 program for
distribution expansion. The appraisal mission of November 1968 recommended
a US$ 18 million loan to finance the foreign exchange costs of PUB's 1969
orders. Because of the necessity to place orders for specialized distri-
bution equipment some 12-18 months ahead of installation schedules and
past difficulties and delays in delivery of equipment under Loan 503-SI
(see para. 3.01 below), the PUB invited tenders in late 1968-early 1969
for much of the equipment required during 1969 and 1970 in order to
ensure continuity of its program; PUB started also to extend the quantities
tendered to include equipment required during 1971 in order to take
advantage of the favorable prices quoted. However, the Bank decided that
all orders not only paid but also placed before signing of the Loan
Agreement would not be reimbursablel/ (although PUB's normal procedures
for procurement through international competitive bidding had been
recognized to be in accordance with the Bank's Guidelines). The Bank
pressed PUB to extend the validity of tenders made or to defer orders
until loan signature and to use the contracts' repeat order clauses for
placing orders for 1971 at a later stage; the PUB described the difficul-
ties involved in such arrangements. Finally, the total foreign exchange
component of PUB's 1969-1971 distribution program (excluding the carry-
over from 1967/68 of S$ 16 million partly financed from Loan 503-SI) was
revised, on the basis of the February 1969 report of PUB's network
consultants, to US$ 26 million; by March 1969, tenders already invited by
PUB to avoid disruption of its pro ram amounted to about US$ 13 million,
with US$5.5 million firmly ordered2/.

2.04 The Bank expedited its procedures and made, in April 1969, the
Loan 595-SI of US$ 2041 million to cover all foreign exchange costs of
orders not ye ,placed2./ The covenants adopted in the previous loans
were repeated-/; two new covenants required PUB to: (i) consult with
the Bank on actions it proposed to take regarding the recommendations on

1/ Such orders were totalling about US$ 2.5 million in February 1969.

2/ These US$ 5.5 million orders were financed by suppliers credits
(for 80% of costs) and PUB's cash (20%).

3/ I.e., 20.5 being the difference between 26 and 5.5.

h/ Except for the limit on PUB's short-term debt, which was made more
flexible; PUB's short-term debt was limited to a maximum of 15% of
its cash operating costs.



distribution network expansion made by the consultants):/ in their final
report (to be submitted to the Bank); and (ii) introduce within 3 years
of the Loan Agreement a revised system of tariffs in accordance with the
recommendations of the May 1968 report of the consultantsl/ on tariffs.
Moreover, in response to the Bank's conce'rn about staff shortages in
PUB's senior posts, the PUB expressed in a Supplementary Letter its
intention to take immediate steps to appoint a Commercial Engineer (to
supervise the introduction of new tariffs) and a Load Dispatch Engineer.

Project Implementation and Achievements

3.01 Due to the delayed finalization of Loan 503-SI in 1967, the
first tenders called by PUB under the Loan were closed in September and
the first orders placed in late October 1967; as a result, no delivery
was made until the second quarter of 1968. PUB carried out its works
in 1967 and part of 1968 by drawing on its equipment stocks, and managed
to meet consumer demands; it met load commitments in all critical areas
by reinforcing its 22 kv network pend ng delivery of 66 kv equipment,
for which PUB has not carried stocks . The Bank agreed that PUB
reconstitute out of Bank-financed orders the portions of stocks drawn for
the project. Construction of the project financed by Loan 503-SI/Part I
was generally carried out in accordance with the planned schedule, which
covered the period 1967 to mid-1969; the only exception was 66 kv works
which continued up to early 1970. For practical purposes2/, the project
is estimated to have comprised all distribution investments in 1967 and
1968 for voltages up to 22 kv, and the 1968-1969 investments in 66 kv
network (Annex II).

3.02 Slow deliveries were experienced for 66 kv cables during the
project financed by Loan 595-SI, despite the precautions taken by PUB
prior to the loan signing (para. 2.03). Again, all works financed under
this loan were satisfactorily completed in tccordance with the original
schedule, with the exception of 66 kv works-/ which continued until end
of 1972; for practical purposes, this second distribution project comprised
all distribution investments in 1969-1971 for voltages up to 22 kv, and
the 1970-1972 investments in the 66 kv network. Some modifications in
the projects' contents were necessary in order to meet changing load

1/ Both consultants for network planning and tariffs had been engaged by
PUB in compliance with the covenants of the 503-SI Loan Agreement.

2/ For 66 kv equipment, orders are placed on project basis.

3/ For such projects, it is difficult to list in detail all individual
items and works implemented.

4/ One substation was delayed by difficulties for land acquisition and
later by shortages of cement and iron bars for its construction.



conditions, as shown in Annex II and summarized below:

Projects Physical Achievements, Toan 503-ST Loan $95o-S
Forecast Actual Forecast Actual

Transformers: No. of substations n.a. 189 n.a. 308

Capacity (MVA) h80 375 980 1,089

High Voltage Cables (km) 233 279 403 798

Low-voltage cables (km) n.a. 1,713' n.a. 1,030

Electricity meters (000) 110 75 --

a/ Includes 1,396 km of overhead conductors financed by Loan 503-SI; 3,h90 km 
of

such conductors installed in 1969-1971 were not financed by second loan. 
Overhead

conductors are used for the rural electrification schemes (para. 8.03).

Quantities of equipment installed were larger than forecast, particularly
for cables. Distribution networks expanded considerably; transformer
capacity and cables length of the 66 kv primary network increased from

450 MVA and 180 km in 1966 to 950 MVA and 590 km in 1972 (see Map 1).
A total of 14,300 new connections, of which 2,650 underground, were made

in 1967-1968; and 25,600 were made in 1969-1971, of which 3,700 were
underground. The number of consumers increased from 186,000 in 1966 to
219,000 in 1968 and 291,000 in 1971, and annual consumption per capita
increased from 560 kwh in 1966 to 820 kwh in 1969 and 1,290 kwh in 1972.
Disbursements were slower than anticipated, particularly for Loan 503-SI/
Part I due to delays (Annex III). Meters required under Loan 503-SI/
Part I were overestimated and savings were used to purchase additional
transformers. Deferred payments and retention periods explain the latest
disbursements.

Project Costs

4.01 The additional equipment installed in 1967-1968 (in some cases,
to meet new consumer loads unforeseen at appraisal time), could be
purchased from the savings realized in the procurement of equipment due
to lower prices than estimated for bids, devaluation of Sterling and
lower costs for freight insurance. Total actual cost of the 503-SI
distribution project amounted to US$ 18 million, on the basis of the
stock value of 6.6 and 22 kv equipment installed (Annex IV); reconstitu-
tion of stocks implied an additional cost of about US$ 4.3 millioni_!,
due to inflation in suppliers countries. Total cost of the project,
including replacement, was thus about US$ 22.3 million, corresponding
to 8% savings on forecasts.

1/ Financed mostly by suppliers credits.
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4.02 The actual total cost of the 595-SI distribution project was
14.5% higher than the original estimate. A considerable overrun (35%) in
foreign cost, due to the increase in the scope of work and increase of
equipment cost (inflation) was partly offset by savings in local costs
due to part of the equipment and 66 kv cables being procured on a supply
and erection basis. This latter reason contributed to the increase in
foreign cost, and explains part of the cost pattern of the first distri-
bution project as well (see Annex IV for details). Average unit costs
over the period 1967-1971 were actually lower than estimates, as shown
below:

Average Unit Costs
(US$ 000)

Network Forecast Actual
Unit (Cables/MVA) Unit Cost Unit (Cables/MVA) Unit Cost

66 kv 1 km and 2.1'MyA 80.3 1 km and 1.2 MVA 53.3

22 kv 1 km and 1.8 mVA 91.6 1 km and 2.9 MVA 88.2

6.6 kv 1 km and 3.1 MVA 53.6 1 km and 0.9 MVA 41.7

All 1 km and 2.3 MVA 75.7 1 km and 1.4 MVA 54.3

The overall unit cost per km of cable associated with 1.h
MVA was estimated on average at US$ 60,300; actual cost was 10% lower.
About 2% of projects costs were due to partial capitalization of PUB's
supervision and engineering services. Consultants and specialized
agencies were also engaged to inspect manufacturers' works on equipment
and to carry out tests before dispatch.

Projects Operations and Economic Justification

5.01 PUB's 1966 forecast for power demand was worked out carefully
on the basis of known industrial plans, establishment of new industry
and information from the Government. It projected an average rate of
increase in peak load and sales of about 16% p.a. over 1966-1972, due
mainly to the expected growth of demand from large industrial customers;
industrial sales were forecast to account for 67% of total in 1970
(Annex V). PUB had planned for expansion of generating capacity by
4 x 60 MW units in Jurong plant to be commissioned in 1969-1971 and
financed by suppliers credits; generating capacity was to increase from
46 MW to 677 MW over 1966-1971, and firm spare capacity to remain at
about 100 MW. The distribution program was designed to complement the
increased generation facilities and to meet the rapidly growing demand.
PUB's 1968 forecast updated for Loan 595-SI showed some levelling-off
in the growth of load demand and sales, the growth rate falling to
15 percent in 1972 and 11.5 percent in 1973. The generating capacity
was planned to increase further in 1973 and 1974 by 2 x 120 M units in
Jurong, to be financed by suppliers credits.
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5.02 Actual development of power demand was greater than expected,
with average growth rates of 18 and 17 percent p.a. for sales and peak
load respectively over 1968-1973; this was due, in 1972 in particular)-.,
to the upsurge of large capital- and energy-intensive industrial projects.

Industrial sales of power in the arly 1970s accounted for 80
percent of total. In early 1973, 2 x 22.5 MW gas turbines, which had not
been planned for, had to be installed to meet peaking requirements; peak
demand reached 615 MW in 1973, as compared to 575 MW forecast, and spare
capacity at 1973 effective-peak2/ was 24 MW only (see Annex V and Chart I).
PUB was able to meet all requests for power and no prolonged outage was
recorded, due to the large investment programs for generation and distri-
bution carried out in 1967-1973. New connections are presently made
with satisfactory delays (15-30 days). Distribution and other operational
losses decreased from 13 percent of gross generation in 1967 to 11.2
percent in 1973, as compared to 12 percent forecast; this has contributed
in part to the decrease in average unit operating cost from SO 4.h/kwh in
1967 to 3.2 in 1970 and 3.0/kwh in 1973. The distribution projects
financed by Loans 503-SI/Part I and 595-SI appear to have been justified
by the developments in demand.

5.03 In the early 1970s, delays of up to two months were occurring
in the connection of a small part (about 15 percent) of the housing units
completed annually by the Housing and Development Board (HDB). This was
mainly due to the insufficiency of stocks of connection equipment carried
by PUB. It is envisaged that additional stocks will be carried by PUB,
and financed by HDB, to cover 3 months additional of HDB's requirements.

Financial Performance

6.01 The Electricity Department's balance sheets, income statements
and cash flow statements for the period 1967-1972 are given in Annexes VI,
VII and VIII, respectively, compared with those forecast in appraisal
reports. Revenues from the sales of electricity increased from S$ 89
million in 1967 to S$ 177 million in 1972; average revenue per kwh sold
decreased steadily from SO 7.2 to So 6.4 over this period. Total operating
expenses increased from S$ 60 million to S$ 98 million over 1967-1972,
with average cost per kwh sold decreasing sharply from SO 4.4 in 1967 to
3$ 3.1 in 1972. As a result, the net operating incomes exceeded largely
those anticipated in the appraisal reports, increasing from S$ 29.3

1/ In 1972, maximum demand increased by a record 25 percent, and sales
by 22.5 percent.

2/ Effective-peak: critical time in the year when margin between demand
and available capacity was least (excluding short-term outages).
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million in 1967 to S$ 79.4 million in 1972. The important financial
indicators covering the 1967-1972 period are summarized below:

1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972

Operating Ratio (percent) 67 61 59 53 52 55
Debt/equity 56/h 55/45 52/48 51/49 46/54 43/57
Rate of Return (percent) 9.3 12.h 12.6 14.5 15.7 15.9
Interest Coverage (times) 2.3 2.6 2.7 3.1 3.3 3.6
Debt Service Coverage (times) 2.0 2.1 2.1 2.1 1.8 2.2

a/ Increase due to increases of fuel oil prices.

Financial covenants under both loans have been fully met.

6.02 The financing plans made at the times of appraisals are
compared with the actual financing plans in Annex IX. As a result of
accelerated growth, capital investments were larger than forecast, with
distribution investments accounting for about 60 percent of total. Net
internal cash generation financed some 48 percent of total capital
requirements, and IBRD loans about one-fourth over both periods 1967-1971
and 1969-1972. Larger than expected amounts of suppliers credits were
used, accounting for about one-fifth of total capital requirements.

Electricity Tariffs

7.01 PUB had achieved since 1966, when tariffs were increased, an
overall return in excess of the 8 percent required by the Loan Agreement.
Although more than adequate for yielding the required level of revenue,
the twelve electriqity tariffs enforced during the 1960s contained
anomalies and duplications and were inadequately spread over the range of
consumers. The appraisal mission for Loan 503-SI recognized the need for
re-casting the tariffs and establishing a simple and more rational
structure. Consultants (Electrowatt of Switzerland) were engaged by PUB
in compliance with a covenant to Loan 503-SI Agreement (para. 2.02)
and submitted their report and recommendations in April 1968, and a revised
version in June 1971. PUB delayed the application of proposed new tariffs,
in view of possible social reactions. Loan 595-SI Agreement called for
enforcement of new tariffs before April 1972; the new tariffs recommended
by Electrowatt were first applied to newly connected large consumers, and
became effective in December 1972 for all. The six new tariffs have been
generally well accepted by the public.

7.02 In its terms of reference, PUB requested the consultants to
undertake an "examination of the tariffs and their i'elationship to the
present and probable future cost structure". The new low-tension
tariffs, as a result, have comprised declining block rates on a single
meter, and the new high-tension tariffs have contained a maximum demand
charge in addition to declining block rates. All new tariffs have
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contained a Fuel Oil Variation clause to compensate automatically for
increases in fuel oil prices!1/. Careful study by PUB of the new tariff
effects on consumers bills showed that 44 percent of domestic consumers
(including small users) would pay less and that 42 percent would pay
additional amounts not exceeding 15 percent of previous charges. More
than half of nondomestic, and industrial, consumers would pay less than
before.

Institutional Development

8.01 The relationship between the PUB and IBRD had been affected in
the late 1960s by a "formal" management problem. When the first Loan 337-SI
of 1963 was made, PUB had no General Manager; this post was filled during
1966-1969, but the Bank found unsatisfactory the working relationship
between the General Manager and PUB's chairman, a strong personality. Under
Bank's pressure, PUB advertised world-wide in 1970 and 1971 for the post
of General Manager, but unsuccessfully and probably without firm belief;
the Bank dropped in 1971 a loan appraised in late 1969 and negotiated in
1970, because of the lack of a General Manager which it considered detri-
mental to PUB's operations. PUB finally appointed the Chief Water Engineer
as General Manager in October 1973 and the Bank accepted this as a solution
to the problem.

8.02 Some reorganization of PUB was necessary in the early 1960s, and
the shortage of experienced staff remained a problem for many years. The
recommendations made in 1965 by management consultants, that the Bank
insisted PUB hire in 1964,were found unsatisfactory by PUB and implemented
only to a small extent. However, substantial progress was achieved after
1965. PUB's accounting system was established on a commercial basis with
the assistance of external auditors engaged in compliance with the first
Loan Agreement (1963); since 1966, accounts have been adequately prepared
and progressively refined, and management reporting, which virtually did
not exist before 1967, has greatly improved and resulted in a meaningful
budget control and a useful tool for further improvements in PUB's manage-
ment. An efficient training program was designed in mid-1960s and yielded
results in building a strong middle-level staff in PUB; technical staff,
however, has remained in shortage, a general situation in Singapore's
public agencies. The Electricity Department was strengthened by the
creation of a planning division and a load dispatching section.

8.03 PUB carries out the planning and design of the expansion of the
distribution system, and seeks advice of consultants for generation
expansion and long-range system network development; this has worked
satisfactorily. PUB's computerized accounting and billing systoems function

1/ This clause was applied in December 1973, and all tariffs increased
by So 0.66 per kwh.
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well, and there is no problem concerning uncollected accounts . Since
the adoption of a "rural electrification" policy in 1963/ and with the
provision after 1968 of S$ 1 million per year to subsidize financially
non-viable schemes, total electrification of Singapore has been practi-
cally achieved and some 500 schemes have been completed 'over 1963-1973
at an aggregate cost of over S$ 16 million, benefitting some 40,000
houses with a population estimated at 230,000; this has encouraged the
growth of "cottage" and rural industries. Finally, due to increasing
operational efficiency in generating plants and decreasing distribution
losses, the average operating cost per kwh sold has decreased steadily
(cf. para. 5.02 and Annex x), and benefits of these economies were given
in part to the customers, essentially to industrial customers. Financial
and management indicators (Annex X) show a continuously improving
situation, and a sound financial management; however, the customer per
employee ratio, though improving, has remained low, due probably to
Government policy in favor of employment and PUB's processes adopted in
the 1960s. All Loan Agreement covenants were complied with.

Bank's Performance

9.01 The distribution projects financed by Loans 503-SI/Part I and
595-SI contributed importantly to the development of the electricity
network and to meeting a rapidly growing demand during Singapore's
impressive industrial development of the late 196 0s and early 1970s. By
pressing for the use of tariff and network consultants and for implementa-
tion of consultants' recommendations, the Bank contributed greatly to
strengthen two essential functions of PUB, rationalize its operations and
build up its management of financial and technical operations. The
posts of Commercial Engineer and Load Dispatch Engineers, which were
filled in October 1971 by two PUB engineers after training in Europe,
proved useful, as well as the Load Dispatch Center financed from Loan
503-SI and commissioned in December 19703/. On the other hand, however,
the Bank may have showed an unnecessary lack of confidence in PUB's ability

1/ dater, gas and electricity meters are read once per month and billed
together; non-payment of a bill results in prompt cut-off of some of
the services. PUB also collects the sewage fees and the 1969-instituted
Government surtax of 10 percent on all utility bills in excess of S$ 20.
Both the sewage fee and the surtax are included in the bill, but not
shown in the income statements of PUB.

2/ Under this policy, a scheme is considered viable and implemented if the
cost of supply is exceeded by the expected revenue return from ;the
scheme houses over a period of seven years (instead of five years for
ordinary consumers); rural electrification schemes are also considered
on a group basis so that schemes yielding high revenues compensate for
those with low revenues.

3/ In at least one instance of generator failures, the Load Dispatch Center
quickly shed load in parts of the network, averting a total system
failure, and restored supply within a couple of hours.
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to carry out its network expansion planning and procurement procedures
and bid evaluation, and did not adjust (mainly due to strict application
of principles discouraging retroactive financing and advance contracting)2l
quite as much as would have seemed desirable in this case to PUB's need
for placing orders long ahead of delivery to avoid disruption of its
expansion program, thus contributing somewhat to delays in equipment
delivery and project implementation (paras. 2.03 and 3.01). Also, some
modifications required by the Bank in PUB's bidding procedures may not have
been desirablel/. It would seem that the Bank was over-concerned about
PUB's management, despite PUB's satisfactory performance and capable
middle-level stafff, because of undue importance given to the top management
situation which was subject essentially to local administrative and
governmental considerations. Nevertheless, PUB is keen for resumed Bank
lending for power and the consequent assistance attached to it.

Conclusions

10.01 Singapore's First and Second Power Distribution Projects have
been successful and have met their main objective, to meet the rapidly

1/ The Bank seems to have taken a stricter position in this case than its
most recent relevant policy statement (intended to clarify but not to
innovate) indicates: "...the Bank has consistently taken the view
that only the payment, prior to loan signing, of eligible expenditures
constitutes retroactive financing...financing of expenditures, incurred
under contracts awarded prior to loan signing but paid after signing,
pose no special problems." (OS No. 2.41, dated February 1975). Also
it might be desirable to treat explicitly in this policy statement the
cases of long-term borrowers receiving repeated Bank loans.

2/ Bank asked PUB in October 1968 to modify in tenders specifications the
repeat order clauses for purchase of additional equipment at the
tendered prices within 2 years of tender acceptance, fearing that
manufacturers might quote enhanced initial prices to cover their 2-year
risks. The clause was modified and the period of option limited to
1 year. Analysis by PUB of unit prices obtained in 1963-1967 without
any repeat order clause and prices obtained with the initial clause
after 1967 showed that the latter prices were substantially lower, by
4 to 18 percent, and the initial clause yielded large savings, due
probably to the added incentive provided by the possibility of extra
purchases.
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growing demand for electricity. They were executed largely as originally

planned, except for the 66 kv network expansion which was delayed by one

year in both cases by late equipment deliveries. The projects have helped
PUB to maintain its increasingly good operational performance and financial

viability. The Bank's performance has been adequate on the whole; it

recommended desirable reforms in tariffs and the useful recourse to consul-

tants for long-range planning. However, the Bank may have given insuffi-

cient confidence to PUB's management and ability, and contributed by its

controls and its positions on advance contracting to some of the delays in

implementation. Also, in light of the excellent performance of the

company, the Bank does seem to have been unduly rigid with regard to the

rather unconventional top management structure of PUB.



ANNEX I LOAN AGRE 4ENTS COVENANTS AND FUIIMENT

Loan 503-ST Loan 595-SI Fulfillment

- Consult with the Bank before appointment of - Complied with.
Senior Officers.

- Maintain tariffs sufficient to give an over- - PUB overall return steadily
all return of at least 8 percent p.a. for PUB. over 9 percent.

- Long-term debt service coverage should be at - Debt service coverage steadily
least 1.5. over 1.8.

- Short-term debt be - Short term debt - Complied with.
limited to S$ 12 million limited to 15 per-

cent of cash expenses.

- Engage consultants to - Introduce new tariffs - Electrowatt engaged in 1967.
review electricity by April 1972 at the Reports submitted in 1968 and 1971.
tariffs. latest. New tariffs effective December 1972.

- Engage consultants to - Consult with Bank on - Montreal Engineering engaged in
review basic distribution actions to be taken 1968. Report used for preparation
planning. about consultants and appraisal- of Loan 595-SI.

recommendations.

- Supplementary Letter: - Two PUB engineers sent to Europe
Appoint a Commercial in October 1970 for training and
Engineer and a Load appointed to the posts in October,
Dispatch Engineer. 1971.



ANNEII: DISTRIBUTION EXPANSION

Forecast/Actual

Equipment Installed During the Period 1967-1972 (Actual)

1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972

a. Transformers (MVA) '_03-SI/Part I 55-SI

66 kv/down 31 87.5 93.5
22 kv/down 51 94 - 150 156 69.5
6.6 kv/L.V. 62 7 80 134.5 91.5 108

TOTAL 175 199 245 472 34 271

No. of substations
commissioned 79 109 8h 107 118 82

Accumulated No. of sub-
stations, year-end 985 1,094 1,178 1,285 1,403 1,485

Accumulated capacity (MVA)
year-end 1,566 1,765 2,010 2,b82 2,823 3,094

b. Cables (Km) 503-si/Part 525-si.

66 kv 22 43 18 261 31 0
22 kv 17 39 32 42 57 63
6.6 kv 63 99 85 116 114 103
L.V. underground 127 128 152 166 182 196
Pilot/alarm/telephone 143 174 90 226 214 254
L.V. overhead conductors 698 698 811 1,o65 1,615 1,895

TOTAL 1,070 1,181 1,188 1,876 2,213 2,571

PROJECTS CONTENT: 503-SI/Part I 595-SI
Forecast Actual Forecast Actual

Transformers: 66 kv 90 93.5 430 374.5

(MVA) 22 kv 140 145 200 408.5
6.6 kv 250 136 350 306

Total (MVA) 80 980 L089.

Cables: 66 kv 48 61 201 352

(km) 22 kv 97 56 97 131
6.6 kv 88 162 105 315

Sub-total 233 279 403 798

L.V. Cables n.a, 1713 n a. 1,030

Total (Km) noa. 1.992 n.a. 18

Electricity meters (000) 110 75 - -



ANNEX III

LOAN DISURSEKENTS: Forecast/ Actual

I. Accumulated Disbursements (US$ million)

197 16 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973

Loan 503-SI: Forecast 5.94 13.30 15.00

Part I Actual - 4.87 9.21 13.63 15.00
Actual/Forecast% 0 37 61 91 100

Loan 595-SI: Forecast 2.07 11.85 19.65 20.50

Actual 1.78 12.15 16.70 20.10 20.5
Actual/Forecast% 86 103 85 98 100

II. List of Goods (US$ million)

503-SI/Part I 595-SE
Initial Final Initial F

Transformers 1.78 2.42 2.53 2.51
Switchgears 4.28 4.70 1.68 1.68
Cables 5.85 6.50 13.90 13.71
Meters/L.V. Cables 0.83 0.54 1.50 1.64
Consulting/Engineering 0.10 0.14 0.88 0.96
Unallocated 1.46 - 0.01 -
Interest 0.70 0.70

All 15.00 15-00 2.50 20



ANNEX IV: COSTS OF DISTRIBUTION PROJECTS

Forecast/Actual

PUB'S TOTAL CAPITAL EXPENDITURE FOR DISTRIBUTION (S$ million)

196 1968 1969 1970 1971 12

03- I/Part I 595-SI

66 kv network 5.41 5.12 7.59 27.73 14.15 24.76
22 kv network .71 8.52 Ir.93 10.97 114.46 16.38
6.6 kv network 8.86 10.16 8.20 13.59 18.91 17.56
Others 2.41 3.76 4.50 6.19 6.66 6.95

Total 21.39 27.56 31.12 58.48 54.18 65.65

TOTAL INVESTMENTS: Under 503-SI: S$ 51.13 million; Under 595-SI: S$ 161 million.

PROJECTS TOTAL COST (US$ million equivalent)

I. Loan 503-SI Forecast Actual (at cost from stocks)
F. I.

F.. L.C. Total IBRD Others Total L.C. Total

Transformers 1.78 1.24 3.02 2.42 - 2.42 0.07 2.49
Switchgears/Miscel. 4.28 2.92 7.20 4.70 - 4.70 0.35 5.05
Cables 5.85 3.09 8.94 6.50 1.40 7.90 0.70 8.60
Meters 0.83 0.10 0.93 0.54 0.51 1.05 0.01 1.06
Land and Buildings - 0.80 0.80 - - - 0.22 0.22
Consulting/

Engineering 0.10 1.01 1.11 0.14 0.04 0.18 0.33 0.51
Contingencies 1.46 0.84 2.30 - - - -

Total 10. 00 162 1.68
1L aL~/2L _-a -1 I,2-a/16 a

II. Loan 595-si

Transformers 3.69 0.59 4.28 2.31 2.53 5.oo 0.c6 5.10
Switchgears 8.96 1.61 10.57 1.68 14.57 16.25 0.14 16.39
Cables 15.04 4.23 19.27 15.35 4.97 20.32 3.58 23.90
Meters/Miscel. 2.94 0.86 3.80 - 0.85 0.85 0.25 1.10
Land and Buildings - 1.08 1.08 - - - 1.39 1.39
Engineering 0.10 1.68 1.78 0.96 0.19 1.15 0.63 1.78
Congingencies 1.60 0.95 2.55 - - - - -

Total 32.33 11.00 -2Q 23.11 . 9.

a/ Does not include US$ 0.7 million for interest during construction



ANNEX V: PUB - ELECTRICITY DEPARTMENT

OPERATING CAPACITY, GEERATION AND SALES

Forecast/Actual

1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973

Forecast Loan 503-SI/Part I

Load: Installed capaqity 464 464 584 557 617 677 797
IMIT Firm capacityaI 379 379 499 472 532 592 652

Peak Demand 223 281 331 383 440. 492 545
Spa. e capacity 156 98 168 89 92 100 107

Sales: Gross Generation 1,223 1,394 1,668 1,919 2,153 2,380 2,590
(Gwh) Sales: Domestic 470 501 534 570 608 648 692

Industrial 580 702 909 1,093 1,259 1,420 1,561
Total 1,071 1,227 1,1468 1,689 1,895 2,098 2,384

Losses (percent) 12.4 12.0 12.4 12.0 12.0 11.8 11.8

Forecast Loan 595-SI

Load: Installed capacity 557 617 677 677 797
IllWT Firm capacitya/ 472 532 592 592 652

Peak demand 330 381 448 516 575
Spare capacity 142 151 144 76 77

Sales: Gross Generation 1,875 2,170 2,551 2,938 3,274
TGwh Sales: Domestic 547 583 624 668 718

Industrial 1,075 1,295 1,588 1,882 2,125
Total 1,650 1,910 2,245 2,585 2,881

Losses (percent) 12.0 12.0 12.0 12.0 12.0

Actual

Load: Installed capacity 464 464 464 584 644 704 726.5 869
TINIT Average available

capacity 413 349 392 463 523 558 597 640
Annual peak demand 223 248 283 320 377 422 527 615*
Average spare capacity 190 101 109 143 146 136 70 25
Effective-peak spare

capacity 78 72 101 80 109 143 70 24
Sales: Gross Generation 1,236 1,424 1,639 1,876 2,206 2,585 3,143 3,719
(Gwh) Sales: Domestic 471 496 518 567 638 700*

Industrial 583 720 903 1,058 1,273 1,788 2,534*
Total 1,075 1,239 1,447 1,653 1,942 2,269 2,777 3,304

Losses (percent) 13.0 13.0 11.7 11.9 12.0 12.2 11.6 11.2

* Estimates

a/ Installed capacity less 1x60 MW and 1x25 MW out up to 1972, and 1120 MW and 1x25 MW
out in 1972.



LOAN 595-SI

PUBLIC UTILITIES BOARD - SINGAPORE

ELECTRICITY DEPARTMENT

BALANCE SHEET

(Millions of S$)

1968 1969 1970 1971 1972
Appraisal Actual Appraisal Actual Appraisal Actual Appraisal Actual Appraisal Actual

Item (595-SI) _ (595-SI) _ (595-SI) _ (595-SI) _ (595-SI)

ASSETS

Fixed Assets

Gross Fixed Assets in Operation 492.49 494.45 605.25 599.89 660.22 631.92 705.20 720.55 785.51 758.93

Less: Depreciation 163.68 162.26 165.72 182.81 189.39 203.97 215.28 227.01 242.94 253.46

Net Fixed Assets in Operation 328.81 332.19 439.53 417.08 470.83 427.95 489.92 493.54 542.57 505.47
Work-in-Progress 83.61 81.46 26.38 17.19 47.21 68.80 55.95 53.63 40.05 144.76

Total Net Fixed Assets in Operation 412.42 413.65 465.91 434.27 518.04 496.75 545.87 547.17 582.62 650.23

Current Assets

Cash 14.79 13.81 10.60 19.79 13.73 28.88 24.78 16.24 11.62 (3.21)
Inventories 18.74 18.38 16.55 31.58 16.75 50.63 17.25 59.66 17.25 56.78

Total Current Assets 33.53 32.19 27.15 51.37 30.48 79.51 42.03 75.90 28.87 53.57

Deferred Charges 0.11 0.10 0.06 0.06 - - - (0.75) - (0.65)

TOTAL ASSETS 446.06 445.95 493.12 485.70 548.52 576.26 587.90 622.32 611.49 703.15

LIABILITIES AND EQUITY

Equity

General Reserve & Earned Surplus 178.30 179.06 205.26 212.01 236.52 259.23 273.02 311.81 318.89 374.11

Customers Contributions 19.71 19.37 21.41 21.09 23.21 24.50 25.01 26.52 26.81 29.79

Total Equity 198.01 198.43 226.67 233.10 259.73 283.73 298.03 338.33 345.70 403.90

Debt

Existing Loans 158.06 158.06 158.06 158.06 158.06 158.06' 141.63 141.63 125.66 125.66

Less: Sinking Fund Invest-
ments 93.93 94.32 102.28 103.12 110.98 113.37 103.55 106.89 95.73 99.29

Net Existing Loans 64.13 63.74 55.78 54.94 47.08 44.69 38.08 34.74 29.93 26.37
IBRD Loans 337-SI, 473-SI

& 503-SI 81.99 81.94 106.67 I 98.94 102.20 138.99 974 1 153.53 92.42 1
IBRD Loan 595-SI - - 6.20 1 35.55 1 58.95 1 60.48 209.32
Government Loans 64.87 64.62 60.04 59.79 55.21 54.96 50.37 50.13 46.92 I
Supplier's Credits 34.43 34.59 36.64 36.79 47.65 52.68 44.40 45.59 36.04 63.56

Refundable Deposits 2.63 2.63 1.10 2.14 1.10 1.21 0.60 - - -

Total Debt 248.05 247.52 266.45 252.60 288.79 292.53 289.87 283.99 265.79 299.25

TOTAL LIABILITIES & EQUITY 446.06 445.95 493.12 485.70 548.52 576.26 587.90 622.32 611.49 703.15
Debt/Equity Ratio 56/44 55/45 54/46 52/48 53/47 51/49 49/51 46/54 43/57 43/57



LOAN 595-SI

PUBLIC UTILITIES BOARD - SINGAPORE

ELECTRICITY DEPARTMENT

INCOME STATEMENT

(Millions S$)

1968 1969 1970 1971 1972
Item Appraisal Actual Appraisal Actual Appraisal Actual Appraisal Actual Appraisal Actual

(595-SI) (595-SI) (595-SI) (595-SI) (595-SI)

Total Energy Generated (GWh) 1,639 1,639 1,875 1,876 2,170 2,205 2,551 2,585 2,938 3,143
% Non-Revenue 11.7 11.7 12.0 12.0 12.0 12.0 12.0 12.2 12.0 11.6
Total Energy Sold (GWh) 1,447 1,447 1,650 1,653 1,910 1,942 2,245 2,269 2,585 2,777
Average Price (0 per kwh) 7.00 7.00 6.75 6.88 6.53 6.72 6.29 6.55 6.12 6.38
Revenue from Sales 101.30 101.30 112.07 113.65 124.77 130.38 141.11 148.66 158.09 177.18
Other Revenue 1.43 1.30 1.54 1.43 1.63 1.37 1.73 1.02 1.83 0.50

Total Revenue 102.73 102.60 113.61 115.08 126.40 131.75 142.84 149.68 159.92 177.68

Operating & Maintenance Costs 18.03 1 22.01 1 24.17 1 27.62 1 29.41 J
Fuel Costs 17.06 1 41.27 19.01 1 45.88 21.64 1 48.25 25.32 1 53.76 29.17 j 71.64
Property Tax 6.35 1 7.77 1 8.48 1 9.66 1 10.73 1
Depreciation 21.46 21.02 23.46 21.84 23.63 22.15 25.85 23.16 27.62 26.68

Total Operating Costs 62.90 62.29 72.25 67.72 77.92 70.40 88.45 76.92 96.93 98.32

Gross Income 39.83 40.31 41.36 47.36 48.48 61.35 54.39 72.76 62.99 79.36

Interest 15.46 15.57 18.39 17.91 21.55 20.02 22.66 22.21 21.57 22.07
Discount Amortized & Other Misc. Items 0.26 0.26 0.05 0.56 0.06 0.06 - 3.09 - 0.56
Net Income 24.11 24.48 22.92 28.89 26.87 41.27 31.73 47.46 41.42 56.73

Average Net Fixed Assets in
Operation 322.48 324.17 384.17 374.64 455.18 422.52 480.37 460.66 516.24 499.50

Rate of Return 12.4% 12.4% 10.8% 12.6% 10.7% 14.5% 11.3% 15.7% 12.2% 15.9%
Ratio of Operating Costs to

Total Revenue 61% 61% 64% 59% 62% 53% 62% 52% 61% 55%
Interest Coverage 2.6 2.6 2.3 2.7 2.3 3.1 2.4 3.3 2.9 3.6



LOAN 503-SI - PART I POWER PROJECT

PUBLIC UTILITIES BOARD - SINGAPORE

ELECTRICITY DEPARTMENT

INCOME STATEMENT

(Millions of S$)
Years Ended December 31 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971

Actual Appraisal Actual Appraisal Actual Appraisal Actual Appraisal Actual Appraisal
Estimate Estimate Estimate Estimate Estimate

Total Energy Generated (min of kwh) 1,424 1,394 1,639 1,668 1,876 1,919 2,205 2,153 2,585 2,380
% Non-Revenue 13% 12% 11.8% 12% 12% 12% 12% 12% 12.2% 11.8%
Total Energy Sold (min of kwh) 1,238 1,227 1,447 1,468 1,653 1,689 1,942 1,895 2,269 2,098
Average Price (Cents per kwh) 7.17 7.21 7.00 6.91 6.88 6.75 6.72 6.63 6.55 6.50

Revenue from Sales 88.82 88.42 101.30 101.48 113.65 113.99 130.38 125.61 148.66 136.41
Other Revenues 0.79 3.01 1.30 3.22 1.40 3.34 1.37 3.46 1.02 3.58

89.61 91.43 102.60 104.70 115.05 117.33 131.75 129.07 149.68 139.99

Operating and Maintenance Costs 39.27 35.86 41.27 41.63 45.88 47.00 48.25 51.80 53.76 57.38
Property Tax - 6.13 - 7.02 - 7.86 - 8.65 - 9.38
Depreciation 21.04 17.55 21.02 .19.30 21.84 20.79 22.15 25.17 23.67 27.65

Total Operating Costs 60.31 59.54 62.29 67.95 67.72 75.65 70.40 85.62 77.43 94.41

Income from Operations 29.30 31.89 40.31 36.75 47.33 41.68 61.35 43.45 72.25 45.58

Interest Payable (including discount
amortized) 14.64 15.69 15.84 18.36 17.91 20.53 20.02 21.43 22.21 22.02

14.66 16.20 24.47 ~18.39 29.42 21.15 41.33 22.02 50.04 23.56

Gain (Loss) on Currency Revaluation 4.01 - - - (0.96) - (0.14) - (3.09) -

Net Income 18.67 16.20 24.47 18.39 28.46 21.15 41.19 22.02 46.95 23.56

Operating Ratio 67% 65% 61% 65% 59% 64% 53% 66% 52% 67%

Rate of Return on Average Net Fixed
Assets in Operation 9.3% 9.0% 12.4% 9.8% 12.6% 9.7% 14.5% 8.9% 15.7% 8.9%

Interest Coverage 2.3 2.9 2.6 2.0 2.7 2.0 3.1 2.0 3.3 2.1
M

*0



PUB - ELECTRICITY DEPARTMENT

CASH FLOW STATEMENTS FORECAST/ACTUAL

1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973

Forecast Actual Forecast Actual Forecast Forecast Actual Forecast Forecast Actual Forecast Forecast Actual Forecast Forecast Actual Forecast - Actual

(Forecast of Loan:) (503) (503) (503) (595) (503) (595) (503) (595) (503) (595) (595)

(2$ oillion)

SOURCES OF FUNDS

Internal Cash 49.44 50.38 56.05 61.3 62.47 64.86 69.29 68.62 72.15 83.77 73.23 80.28 96.37 78.72 90.65 106.68 101.27 123.34

Less: Debt Service 24.84 24.81 30.05 29.40 35.15 35.06 33.54. 39.20 42.48 40.38 41.20 45.94 53.32 41.68 43.82 48.85 43.56 41.72

Net internal Cash 24.60 25.57 26.00 31.96 27.32 29.80 35.75 29.42 29.67 43.39 32.03 34.34 43.05 37.04 46.83 57.83 57.71 81.62

Capital Contributions 1.30 1.73 1.10 2.53 1.10 1.70 1.72 1.10 -1 0 3.49 1.10 1.80 1.94 1.10 1.80 3.28 1.80 4.71

Loans: IBRD 29.15 8.89 22.10 17.17 5.10 33.47 18.35 - 29.35 44.61 - 23.40 17.81 - 2.55 9.54 - ) 27.65
- Government 8.00 10.00 30.00 10.00 25.00 - - 25.00 - - 30.00 - - 12.00 - 5.00 20.00)

Suppliers Credits 8.06 9.26 18.33 28.72 2.91 7.17 6.35 0.99 18.31 22.56 - 6.23 8.16 - 0.67 32.60 - 39.25

TOTAL SOURCES 71.I1 554 7.53 903 14 21 21 65 91 1.5 6.3 6.7 70.96 50.14 51.85 108.25 7.1 132

APPLICATIONS OF FUNDS

Distribution Works 34.03 21.39 32.97 27.56 29.05 45.82 31.12 31.39 53.34 58.48 32.39 46.64 54.18 29.51 50.62 65.65 47.46 n.a.
Other Works 25.35 19.49 64.6 53.00 29.08 31.17 25.28 21.87 22.46 26.40 30.69 7.08 19.92 18.90 13.79 64.84 33.83 n.a.

Total Capital Expenditures 59.39 40.88 97.59 80.56 58.13 76.99 56.40 53.26 75.80 84.88 63.08 53.72 74.10 48.41 64.41 - 130.49 81.29 131.80

Net Increase Working Capital 0.50 0.56 0.50 3.75 1.50 (2.19) (0.70) 0.50 0.20 19.15 1.00 0.50 9.03 0.50 - (2.88) 0.20 (1.31)
Net Refundable Deposits 0.90 (0.42) 0.50 0.36 0.20 1.53 0.49 0.20 - 0.94 0.20 0.50 0.46 0.20 0.60 0.09 - 0.07

TOTAL APPLICATIONS 60.78 41.02 98.59 84.67 59.83 76.33 56.19 53.96 76.00 104.97 64.28 54.72 83.59 49.11 65.01 127.70 81.49 130.56

Cash Surplus (Deficit) 10.33 14.43 (1.06) 5.71 1.60 (4.19) .5.98 2.55 3.13 9.08 (1.15) 11.05 (12.63) 1.03 (13.16) (19.45) (1.98) 22.67

Cash at Year End 1966: (4.70) 9.73 15.44 21.42 - 30.50 17.87 1.58 21.09



ANIM I: PUB - ELECTRICITY DEPARTMENT

FINANCING PLANS - ?ORECAST/ACTUAL

(S$ million)

Loan 503-ST/Part I Loan 595-SI
1967 - 1969 1967 - 1971 1969 - 1972

Forecast Actual Forecast Actual Forecast Actual

SOURCES OF FUNDS

Cash Generation 167.96 181.03 309.81 361.17 307.94 356.11
Less: Debt Service 90.87.75 17. 181.h5 167.30 176.09

Net Internal Cash 77.92 93.28 139.37 179.72 140.64 180.02
CaDital Contributions 3.50 5.98 5.70 14.hl 7.10 10.43

IBRD Loans 56.35 h.hl 56.35 106.83 88.77 90.31
Goverment Loans 63.00 20.00 118.00 20.00 - 5.00
Suppliers Credits 29.30 44.3 _3j.29 75.05 32.8 69.67

Sub-total Borrowing 148.65 108.7h 204.64 201.88 121.15 164.98

TOTAL SOURCES 208.00 26.8

APPLICATIONS OF M1NDS

Distribution Investments 96.05 ,80.07 159.83 192.73 196.42 209.43
Other Investments 119.05 97.77 171.61 14.09 74.5, 136.44

Sub-total Capital
Ecpenditure 215.10 177.84 331.44 336.82 270.92 345.87

Other Capital Requirements - - - - - -
Nat Repayment Deposits 1.60 0.43 2.00 1.83 2.63 1.98
Increase Working Capital 2.50 3.61 4.00 31.79 (1.49) 24.60

TOTAL APPLICATIONS 219.20 181.88 3.4 370.4 272.06 32.

Cash 2urplus (deficit) 10.87 26.12 12.27 22.57 (3.17) (17.02)



ANNE I: PUB - ELECTRICITY DEPARTMENT

SELECTED OPERATIONAL INDICATORS

I. AVERAGE UNIT'COST 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972a V_.

(US$ per kwh sold) ----

Depreciation 0.47 0.57 0.48 0.4 0.37 0.33 0.34 0.33

Administration 0.16 0.13 0.09 0.11 0.09 0.08 0.09 0.06

Fuel 0.56 0.40 0.39 0.39 0.32 0.33 0.43 0.52
Other Operational

Costs 0._40 __0 _J0 0.27 0.26 0.22 0.25 0.26

Total 1.59 1.46 1.26 1.21 1.04 0.96 1.11 1.17

Decrease (Increase) over
previous year of:

Fuel cost/kwh, percent 29 3 - 18 (3) (30) (21)

Due to: Fuel cost/ton,
percent 26 (3) - 17 (3) n.a. (24)

Operationl 7ff i-
ciency , per-
cent 3 6 - 1 - n.a. 3

!_/ Rate of exchange used: US$ 1 = S$ 3.06 up to 1971, 2.82 in 1972 and 2.54 in 1973.
b/ As reflected by the number of fuel tons/Gwh generated and by distribution losses.

II. FINANCIAL AND MANAG34ENT INDICATORS 19&T 1968 1269 170 1271 1972 1973

Sales Revenues (S$ million) 88.82 101.30 113.65 130.38 148.66 177.18 204.82

Operating Costsa/ (S$ million) 54.11 55.31 59.93 61.52 66.92 86.56 98.24

Average Rev./kwh sold (SO kwh) 7.2 7.0 6.9 6.7 6.55 6.4 6.2

Average Cost/kwh sold ( kwh) 4.4 3.8 3.6 3.2 2.95 3.1 3.0
Net Operational Incomei

(S$ million) 34.71 45.99 53.72 68.86 81.74 90.62 106.58
Average Net Fixed Assets

(S$ million) 316.0 324.2 374.6 422.5 460.7 499.5 565.0

Rate of Return/, percent 11.0 14.2 14.3 16.3 17.7 18.1 18.9

Financial Rate of Return,
percent 9.3 12.4 12.6 14.5 15.7 15.9 16.5

PUB's Financial Rate of Return,

percent 9.2 11.6 11.5 n.a. 13.6 14.0 16.1
Debt Service Ratio 2.0 2.1 2.1 2.1 1.8 2.2 3.0
Debt/Equity Ratio, percent 56/44 55/45 52/48 51/49 46/54 43/57 40/60
Self-Financing Rate, percent 62 38 64 41 52 45 63
Distribution Losses3 percent 13.0 11.7 11.9 12.0 12.2 11.6 11.2

Number of customers/employee 64 67 68 67 70 72 78
Residential Customers/as percent

of Households 59 62 66 70 75 80 85
Distribution as percent

Total Investments 52 34 55 69 73 50 n.a.

!/ Before direct taxes.
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PREFACE

Credit 113-MAI of February 1968 was closed in August 
1972. This

paper reports on a performance audit 
of achievements under this credit

against the objectives on the basis of 
which it was approved, as described

in the Bank appraisal report dated January 3, 
1968.

This performance audit is in part an outgrowth of previous research

work done on the Lilongwe Land Development Program 
(LLDP). The program was

included among the case studies in the Bank's Africa Rural Development 
Study,

and a follow-up study has also been carried out for the Rural Development

Division of the Development Economics Department.

The complexity of the project and the existence of 
these exten-

sive studies have affected the scope of the present 
report. While all the

main features of the 1968 project were subjected to performance audit 
and

are touched on here, there is very little elaboration 
in this report on some

important aspects - such as institutional arrangements, training, trends in

use of new inputs - which are fully covered, along with others, in the

larger reports; while, on the other hand, quite disproportionate space is

given here to the LLDP's Evaluation Unit, 
not very much covered in the other

reports, and related questions. While such units have been quite common

features of more recent IBRD/IDA-assisted rural development projects, the

LLDP one was among the earliest to be established. Thus the report gives

essentially an overview of the 1968 project and a fuller 
assessment of the

performance of the Evaluation Unit.

. The valuable assistance provided by the LLDP staff and the Malawian

authorities is gratefully acknowledged.

Currency Equivalent (Malawi Kwacha)

1966-71: MK 1.00 = US$ 1.20

1972: MK 1.00 = US$ 1.30
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SUMMARY

The Bank first became involved in the planning of the Lilongwe

Land Development Program (LLDP) in 1965. A first IDA Credit, 113-MAI of

February 1968 ($ 6.0 million), was extended to finance 85% of total esti-

mated costs of a Phase I four-year project. The major objectives of the

Project, and of the larger 13-year Program, were 
to increase agricultural

productivity in a large area of high potential 
in central Malawi and to

further the transition from a traditional to a market economy. 
Justifica-

tion was based on rapidly growing population pressure on the 
land base and

the threat of food shortages.

The significance of the project for Malawi lay not only in the

stated objectives but also in the fact that LLDP was the first IDA-funded

agricultural project to be located in the country. 
The experience of

designing LLDP and putting together proposals in integrated 
project form

have helped to establish within the Malawi Government a planning 
competence

which has led to two further agricultural programs (Shire and Karonga)

established with IDA funding and other projects assisted by bilateral

lenders, as well as to two further phases of the Lilongwe Program, Phase 
II

being supported by IDA Credit 244-MAI of May 1971 
and Phase III by a further

IDA Credit approved by the Executive Directors in March 1975.

LLDP has evolved substantially in scope and objectives through

these various phases, and one characteristic of it has been rather strong

and flexible management, adapting to changing circumstances. In 1969

planning started for expanding the coverage of the full Program 
from the

originally envisaged 500,000 acres to over I million 
acres, accounting for

about 10% of Malawi's rural population. Though not originally intended

as a model of a particular approach to rural development, 
LLDP has evolved

in objectives and has with the passage of time become 
a showpiece for

package-style integrated development; 
Mason and Asher, in their recent

volume on the Bank, "The World Bank Since Bretton Woods", treat LLDP at

some length as the prime example of one of the Bank's two 
principal strat-

egies for rural development. These changes make performance audit of.

the Phase I project itself more difficult.

The project supported by Credit 113-MAI 
consisted of land

development for a first portion of the Program area, land demarcation,

construction of marketing and storage facilities, 
and provision of exten-

sion services, credit and inputs (mainly fertilizer and improved seed)

for farmers of the project area. Special conditions to the IDA Credit em-

phasized the importance of adequate program management 
and staffing and

called for creation of a permanent Evaluation Unit 
at Program headquarters.

Planned land development works - mainly roads, drains and

boreholes - were completed early, in September 1971, and in significantly

greater quantity than forecast, to service 280,000 acres rather than the

planned 163,000 acres, as a result of use of capital-intensive 
construc-

tion methods under efficient, expatriate management. 
Construction of markets

was also completed on schedule, a training center was built, and a large
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number of staff houses were constructed. 
The accelerated pace of devel-

opment did not apply however to other elements of the project, with the

result that faster-than-expected expansion 
in physical terms led to some

loss of coordination with other componelts. 
The impact was particularly

felt in those project sections - credit and extension, and training - where

the quality or number of staff were the most 
important constraints to a

better performance. Throughout Phase I it proved difficult to achieve

desired staffing levels. Expatriates, expected to fill management posi-

tions at first, could not be attracted in 
adequate numbers due to unsatis-

factory Government contracting procedures and low salaries, and the few

qualified Malawians were discouraged by Civil 
Service procedures as well

as low salaries. As a result, many high- and middle-level 
positions were

left vacant for extended periods of time, 
and a large number of lower-

level posts originally intended for expatriates 
had to be filled by Mala-

wians who had little practical experience. 
The ratio of extension workers

to farmers was greatly increased over the average 
level in the country

but did not reach the planned intensity, over the expanded 
area developed.

In the area of credit and distribution of 
farm inputs staff numbers were

generally as planned, but the Farmers' Marketing 
Board (FMB), a semi-

autonomous national agency meant to assume 
responsibility for credit and

inputs, partially failed to perform, forcing management to internalize

these functions within the Project and thereby seriously 
overburdening

existing staff.

Actual costs are not fully comparable with estimated, 
due to

incompatibilities between the Project's accounting 
system and Government

and IDA reporting categories. However it appears that total costs of the

works and activities described above were less than expected - due principally

to the staff shortfall and to economies in project 
works. By means of

substantial advance procurement for Phase II the IDA Credit was 
brought

to full disbursement in August 1972, four months ahead of original schedule,

and total Program expenditures over the period were close to the origi-

nally estimated $7 million.

As regards progress towards the major original objective 
of

Phase I of LLDP, to increase maize and groundnut productivity through

higher yields and expanded acreage, the data available, for the first five

years of the Program through 1973/74, do not show broad impact so far, but

this may be partly a result of poor weather in particular years, 
especially

1972/73. Among the most important parameters, maize yields 
have shown no

sustained increase and groundnut yields declined from 1969 
through 1972,

recovering somewhat in 1973 but remaining much below 
appraisal expectations.

The reasons for the poor groundnut performance are not clear but 
it appears

generally to be considered that, even though prices to the farmer rose more

for groundnuts than for maize between 1969 
and 1972, nonetheless farmers

concentrated their main attention on maize, a food staple with yields

that could be increased more easily than in the case of groundnuts. 
Original

targets for yields are still being maintained, 
and it is hoped that factors

such as the further increase in producer price for groundnuts in 1973, 
the

increased extenision effort with women who, with children, 
do most of

*he work on this labor-intensive crop, and development of a more disease-

resistant variety will reverse the past trend.
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it is not possible to make a reasonable 
reassessment at this

stage of the economic return to the project investment. This was origi-

nally estimated at 9%~ for the project, if not extended beyond 1972, and 13%~

fol the whole 13-year program. 
Offsetting the apparent yield shortfall

are export prices for groundnuts 
and maize substantially above projected

levels; and among nonfarn inputs, which 
have anyway been used in rather

lesser quantity than expected, 
only fertilizer appears to have 

risen

substantially more in price than 
the crops produced. On the other hand

there is some evidence of yields growirg 
better in areas outside the

Program area without benefit of direct 
Program assistance. More generally,

there is a problem of considerable 
uncertainty about both baseline 

and

present data, particularly acute 
for the composite estimates crucial 

for

cost-benefit analysis such as gross production, the product of total cropped

acreage, proporton devoted to the particular crop, and average 
yield for

that crop, each with its own degree of uncertainty.

The number of families basically 
affected by the Program seems

to have expanded comensurately with the 
increase in area developed, and

the credit program has been extended 
to reach substantially more farmers

than originally planned. Some of the most important effects of 
LLDP may

be resulting from fundamental changes 
which necessarily take time to 

accom-

plish and to affect behavior - for instance registration of family land

holdings, which proceeded cautiously, 
and the involvement of large numbers

of farmers in the Program's elaborate 
committee structure. An increasing

amount and variety of self-help activities are becoming 
visible in the

area. Staff training - both formal and on-the-job - has made a major con-

tribution towards the creation of 
a large nucleus of experienced Malawian

agriculturalists and low- to middle-level 
administrators. The Program

also seems to have had a useful impact in helping 
to make certain Govern-

ment procedures more flexible, particularly 
in procurement, expenditure

authorization, and civil service 
regulations.

The LLDP Evaluation Unit has carried 
out a large amount of survey

work, produced a sizeable number 
of useful reports and played a useful 

role

in support of Program management, but 
it has suffered from a late start,

serious staffing problem at the supervisory 
level for extended periods, some

diversion from its main evaluation 
role, and some tendency for data collec-

tion to get ahead of analysis of data already collected. While there were

factors that made it imperative to start the Program early, the lag between

project initiation and full operation of the monitoring 
unit encompassed

most of the four-year project implementation 
period, precluding improvements

to the Program as a result of the 
unit's work in the course of execution

of Phase I or between Phase Iand 
II. Because of inadequacies in the 

Pro-

ject's accounting system, the Evaluation Unit had to perform cost 
analysis

work which was outside its proper sphere 
of operations. The farm manage-

ment data, on collection of which most of the 
funds originally allocated

for evaluation were spent, have not 
been analyzed - although they might help

to explain phenomena such as the decline in groundnut yields 
- and the

collection effort was abandoned because of the small scope 
that farmers

in the project area were felt to have for changing cropping patterns and im-

proving productivity through reorganization of resources. 
There appears to

be a need to do evaluation work on the use of credit and the effectiveness

of extension work.
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While the Bank made a major 
contributim to the preparation 

of

this project and shoed imagination 
and flexibility in undertaking 

to

finance it, it is unfortunate, considering 
the project's complexity, 

that,

presumably due to staff constraints, no two supervision missions 
contained

the sae personnel and 
supervision was in general 

less systematic and

thorough than would probably 
have been useful and than 

project management

would apparently have desired; 
supervision missions were 

also felt to

lack powers, so that questions only got resolved 
long afterwards, from

Washington. The Bank might have become 
more deeply involved as regards

resolution of the serious staffing and 
accounting problems and 

promotion

of earlier establishment of 
the Evaluation Unit.

As regards Program design, it appears that the relatively

capital-intensive construction techniques introduced, 
although essential

for some works, efficiently applied and useful 
for training of operators,

should have had a somewhat reduced scope 
and application r leaving more

of the works - such as feeder roads and some conservation 
works - to slower

labor-intensive self-help effort, with useful 
advantages in terms of direct

income-distribution effect, more rapid development 
of self-help experience

and training in normal maintenance. More labor-intensive methods should

at least have been tested 
on a pilot basis.

Finally, the case suggests some important lessons 
about the

kind of infoumation that should be sought, 
presented and targetted about

such a rainfed agricultural development project. 
Even with considerable

expenditure on a built-in monitoring unit, 
strong field supervision and

good techniques, the data that can be produced on actual 
progress is subject

to a considerable range of uncertainty, which 
needs to be explicitly recog-

nized; it is especially serious for the major composite 
parameters that

are important in project appraisal. Overemphasis on the apparent yield

shortfall which results from comparing oridnal 
singlesvalued projections

with estimated actual averages as discussed 
above seems to have been a

factor, in 1971/72, in causing temporary abandonment 
of useful experiments

in group credit and somewhat excessive 
expansion of individual credit in

that year. More explicit attention could also usefully 
have been given

to the weather assumptions underlying target 
values, perhaps leading to

target-ranges, spanning good and bad climatic conditions. 
Analysis of

the statistical data available from Lilongwe 
also suggests that yield

distributions are sufficiently skewed that they need to be given careful

attention in any analysis of the distributive impact of such a project.



PROJECT PERFORMANCE AUDIT REPORT

LILONGWE LAND DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM PHASE I (CREDIT 113-MAI)

I. Introduction

Bank involvement with the Lilongwe Land Development Program

(LLDP) began during 1965 when the Government, 
emphasizing the need for

development in the country's central region, requested planning 
assistance

from the Bank's Permanent Mission in Eastern Africa (PMEA). The planning,

largely completed in 1966, encompassed an area 
of 500,000 acres in the

Lilongwe Plain. PMEA, and subsequently the newly established Agricultural

Development Service (ADS), was to prepare the development 
program in a

manner suitable for Bank project financing. The resultant rainfed land

and agricultural development plan was first presented 
to the Bank in

November 1966.

The area to be included in LLDP was about a third of Lilongwe

District (see map). The rural population was estimated to number some

190,000 with a forecast growth rate of 3% per annum, 
and an existing density

of about 250 persons per square mile, almost twice the national 
average.

The number of holdings was put at 38,000, with an 
average of six arable

acres each. Production methods for food crops were largely traditional,

but tobacco growers utilized substantial quantities of nonfarm inputs.

Though physically reasonably homogenous, the 
proposed project area supported

holdings of widely varying size and productivity. Under customary rights

of usufruct, each village controlled a given land area and a matrilineal

succession to cultivating rights prevailed, though the first signs of

erosion of this system had appeared. Marketed surpluses of crops had

declined during the Federation period to the mid-1960s, but were 
beginning

to show signs of recovery.

While the human and agricultural potential of the 
Lilongwe Plain

had already been demonstrated by smallholders farming 
without outside assis-

tance and was considered to be among the highest in Malawi, 
the area faced,

in the view of local officials, two principal problems, both stemming from

the same source - rapid and uncontrolled population growth, which made 
it

imperative to preserve and enhance this 
potential. The first problem was

that high concentrations of population in certain locales 
were causing

rapid deterioration of the natural vegetation 
cover, with the threat of

serious erosion. The second problem was that population growth was 
in-

creasing the pressure on the land base and reducing holding 
and plot sizes,

thereby forcing farmers back toward a subsistence 
position.

Given the background of the program area, the major plan objec-

tive (as originally conceived) was to raise agricultural productivity, by

increasing yields and making more effective use of 
all arable land, for the

region's major crops -- maize, groundnuts and tobacco -- and to accelerate

the transition from a subsistence to a market economy. 
Targets were set

for a twelve-year period and total cost was estimated at US$ 16.25 million
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equivalent. The program, originally submitted in its 
entirety for single

project financing, suffered little alteration in content 
prior to the

Credit Agreement. The Bank's major objection to the proposal 
was the ex-

tended implementation period, for which it recommended: phasing. Lesser

objections were raised with regard to the lack of 
detailed data in support

of forecast production targets, and the Bank requested further information

based on the outcome of a UK-financed pilot project begun near 
Lilongwe

in 1965. For other supportive activities, notably 
land registration and

credit services, the Bank requested clear delineation of 
implementation

procedures. A final important recommendation of the 
Bank was the crea-

tion of a new administrative body within the 
Department of Agriculture,

the Agricultural Development Branch, to assume responsibility for all

major agricultural development schemes 
undertaken by the Government. The

Lilongwe Program was to be administered by this new 
body.

Project appraisal took place during May 1967 and the resultant

development Program and Phase I Project 
are described below.

The Program, then expected to be implemented over a 
13-year

period, in three phases, consisted in technical assistance in conjunction

with simple infrastructural and working capital 
investments. The targets

of the LLDP were:

1. Completion of detailed land use plans, provision 
of crop

extraction roads, construction of soil conservation works, 
water

supply facilities and markets for 
500,000 acres.

2. Development of 60,000 acres that were idle 
and improved

use of 40,000 acres lying fallow.

3. Provision of credit and land registration 
services.

4. A tenfold increase in the marketable surplus of 
maize; a

doubling of groundnut production; and a constant production of

tobacco, but decreasing by half the area of cultivation.

The estimated cost of the 13-year program, 
as projected in the Phase I

appraisal, is shown below:

US$ million euiv.

Buildings, Equipment, Machinery 
4.397

Staff and other Recurrent Costs 
9.847

Farm Inputs 
6.967

21.211

The Phase I Project, for which IDA financing was proposed,

consisted of six parts, detailed in Annex 
I:

a) Land Development (soil conservation and drainage works,

roads and boreholes) for 163,000 acres;
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b) Land Reorganization and Registration (establishment of Land
Survey and Land Registry Offices in Lilongwe, and aerial topographic
and cadastral surveys);

c) Marketing and Storage Facilities (11 markets and an 8,500
ton cropi storage facility);

d) Extension, Supply and Credit Services;

e) Provision of Program Management, Administrative Services
and Staff Management, including an element for in-service training;
and

f) the review and evaluation of progress achieved under the
Project and the preparation of detailed plans for subsequent phases
of the Program.

For implementation purposes, the area was divided into development units
of about 20,000 acres each. Land development, construction of storage and
marketing facilities and provision of extension, credit and land reorgani-
zation services were organized around these units. The project was to
be implemented over a four-year period at an estimated cost of US$ 7 million
equivalent, of which half were for capital costs, 44% for recurrent expendi-
tures, and the remainder for farm inputs, including fertilizer and
implements.

Credit negotiations took place in November 1967. The Agreement
was signed on February 5, 1968. The Credit, 113-MAI, in the amount of
US$ 6.0 million, was to cover 100% of foreign exchange costs of Phase I
of the Lilongwe Program and, given Malawi's financial constraints, approx-
imately 86% of total project costs. The project was to be implemented
betweeen 1968 and 1972, with the closing date set at December 31, 1972.

Special credit conditions and covenants included Bank approval
of: appointments to the positions of Program Manager, Deputy and
Assistant; procedures for on-lending to the Farmers' Marketing Board
(FMB), a semi-autonomous agency assigned by statute to purchase all
marketable produce grown on smallholdings and, under the project, responsible
for implementing all marketing and credit services, including supply and
distribution of inputs. A final covenant called for independent annual
auditing of project and FMB accounts.

Supplementary letters covered procurement, to be carried out
through international competitive bidding for larger items; administration
of the credit scheme; staffing needs; and establishment of three special
units responsible for training, accounts and evaluation. A single condi-
tion for Credit effectiveness called for agreement on the amount of credit
proceeds to be on-lent to the FMB.

II. Project Implementation

Project implementation was generally expeditious and flexible.
The Credit became effective on March 15, 1968 and, although disbursements
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lagged initially because of procedural 
problems connected mainly with the

novelty of this type of project, the Credit was finally closed, fully dis-

bursed, in August 1972, four months ahead of original schedule. Land

development works, covering nearly 280,000 acres compared with the origi-

nally planned 163,000 acres, were completed 
ahead of schedule, by September

1971. Other project components, however, did not follow 
the accelerated

pace of development so that for a certain period 
items were out of phase

with one another. Largely the difficulties encountered stemmed from per-

sistent problems in recruiting and retaining qualified 
staff. Delays were

experienced primarily in the extension 
services and in training and evalua-

tion. Major changes made during implementation included the hiring 
of

Malawians instead of expatriates for certain field positions, alteration

in construction specifications for markets, deletion of construction of a

project headquarters, and inclusion of the first steps on 
a ranch for

producing feeder stock.

A major change in the Project's planning 
horizon occurred in

1969 when preliminary documents for Phase II proposed expanding the Program

area from the originally envisaged 500,000 acres to over one million acres,

a proposal that was eventually accepted by the Bank. IDA Credit 244-MAI,

in the amount of $7.25 million, was signed in May 1971, in support of a

Phase II Project, which was intended to extend land development 
and program

activities over a further 240,000 acres; this target has again been ex-

ceeded, and it was expected. that by about mid-1975 a total of about 660,000

acres will have been developed under Phases I 
and II combined. A further IDA

Credit, in the amount of $8.5 million, was approved 
by the Executive Directors

in March 1975, to assist execution of a Phase III Project extending 
program

coverage to a further 210,000 acres. Additional to these smallholder areas

directly developed by the Program are the 160,000-acre Dzalanyama Ranch 
and

other smaller areas, bringing aggregate 
area involved to nearly 1.2 million

acres, containing over 400,000 people or 
nearly 107. of the country s rural

population.

Administration and Staffing

As it emerged from the Bank's original appraisal, 
LLDP was to be

supervised by the Agricultural Development 
Branch (ADB) of the Department

of Agriculture through the Chief Agricultural 
Development Officer (CADO).

This new branch was established to supervise all 
major development schemes,

to coordinate procurement and reimbursement of expenditure, 
and to lay down

priorities for recruitment, building, 
etc. The ADB, which was viewed

by management as an effort to restrict project autonomy, was funded through

the Credit for LLDP. Originally the ADB was to consist solely of the CADO

and an assistant, but the Branch aggravated LLDP staffing problems 
in that

it was staffed by building in posts which had been intended 
as Project

posts. Altogether five senior posts, including finance, 
credit, adminis-

tration and personnel officers, were transferred from the Project to 
ADB

and, while paid by the Project,failed to perform 
adequately their functional

duties in respect of LLDP. The ADB was ultimately judged a failure and

was disbanded before Phase I ended.

Responsibility for the project has therefore 
been mainly in the

bands of the Program Manager, assisted by a divisional 
structure assigning
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responsibility for the various major functions to be carried out and by an

elaborate structure of committees, involving the farmers themselves and

with Village Planning Committees at the base of the pyramid. Management

has been largely in the hands of expatriate staff, mainly on short-term

contracts. It has adapted flexibly to the needs of the situation, taking

over at various times, as necessary, functions that should have been ful-

filled by other agencies but temporarily could not be, and developing and
elaborating the LLDP concept.

Senior staffing has been a problem throughout the Program, but

particularly during Phase I execution. Difficulties in hiring expatriates

resulted from insufficiently attractive Government contract terms, low

salaries and a lack of "topping up" arrangements. Delays in the Govern-

ment's recruiting procedure were also common, and key posts were left

vacant for up to a year or more, although by 1972 all high-level positions
were filled.

Recruiting was equally difficult in the case of qualified Mala-

wians due to Civil Service procedures, higher salaries in the private sec-

tor and a real shortage of qualified personnel - particularly as the various

other major agricultural development projects got under way in the country.
During Phase I only one of the four management trainee positions was

filled, and the man so trained had to be transferred before long to another

project.

Even the more junior extension staff could not initially be

recruited in the numbers desired, partly due to the Government recruitment

policies mentioned above, and partly due to resistance to hiring workers

who had not graduated from one of the region's two agricultural schools.

At the Bank's suggestion it was agreed that non-graduates with the relevant

basic skills could be trained to carry out extension work at the program's

training center, operating since 1969. The shortage of extension workers

has been largely overcome, in significant part thanks to the major training

efforts undertaken under the Program.

Costs and Accounts

Actual total project costs coincided almost exactly with the esti-

mated $7 million, but cost composition was somewhat different due to savings

in some categories and forward spending in others. Savings arose largely

from difficulties impeding the hiring of staff, both expatriate and Malawian,
from parts of the land development scheme, and from the use of structures

less expensive than planned for markets and some housing. With Bank approval,

project savings were reallocated, largely to construction of storage units

for farm inputs, forward buying of inputs for the credit program, and to

initiating a livestock ranch, originally to have begun under Phase II.

A detailed cost breakdown cannot be obtained from the published

figures. Three different and mutually incompatible accounting systems

have been applied to the LLDP cost data. Project management had its own

accounting system which served a cost control function but the categories

of which did not correspond to the vote subheadings in Government accounts
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nor to the IDA reporting categories. Thus the consolidation of project

accounts and the allocation of costs to IDA headings obscured the actual

pattern of expenditure because certain 
"activity" expenditure could fall

under a number of headings. Examples include "Rousing" under Category 1

expenditure (100% reimbursable), when 
total housing expenditure was

actually divided among this item and five 
other items in Category 2 (75%

reimbursable) and commodities like cement, which were 
included in almost

every sub-item in each category. The Government did not recognize project

accounts, and insistence upon allocating costs to often inappropriate

IDA disbursement categories and classification distorted the true pattern

of expenditure.

An additional element that complicated 
further the available

cost data from Phase I was the Bank's 
insistence upon a strict separation

between the accounts for Phase I and the 
following phase. Considerable

savings were realized during implementation 
of Phase I (in the neighbor-

hood of $2.0 million), but these could 
not be carried forward into the

next phase and so large amounts of funds had to be committed in a short

time in the form of forward buying for Phase II. These advance purchases

in large measure explain the apparent "over-expenditure" 
in certain budget

categories in the Phase I accounts ultimately 
accepted by the Bank. The

principal items purchased in advance were vehicles, 
machinery and equip-

ment, farm inputs and cement. Just as the costs of Phase I are over-

stated by this technique of transferring 
available funds forward, the

costs of Phase II will similarly be 
understated.

The lack of reliable accounts and adequate 
accounting procedures

has been a serious problem since the beginning of the Program 
and explains

why it is not possible to obtain a clear picture of costs and 
expenditures

and hence evaluate the cost-effectiveness of various Program 
activities.

To some degree these inadequacies arise because of the use of 
incompatible

accounting systems and Government' s insistence on an audit format that did

not permit cost accounting by the only trained personnel available to

do it. Thus the independent audits, as eventually carried out (audited

accounts for 1968/69 and 1969/70 were not submitted to the Bank until late

in 1970, after the matter had been drawn to the Auditor-General's 
attention)

were still of limited use as a management tool. Program management considered

it impracticable to introduce cost accounting given the lack of trained 
per-

sonnel, but more use might have been made 
of the Program's training section to

teach staff rudimentary accounting and cost-benefit techniques. PMEA has con-

sistently been critical of the quality of LLDP accounts but has 
seldom urged

that either the Government or the Program train 
the required staff. only in

1974 was action taken when the Bank seconded a staff 
member to help improve

accounting procedures and systems for all the IDA-funded 
agricultural projects

in Malawi. In retrospect, it seems that the IDA-sponsored accounting system

was too so histicated in light of the staff constraints 
and the experimental

nature of the Program.

Land Development

Capital-intensive land development 
works, managed by expatriate

staff, were carried out very efficiently. 
As shown below, road-building
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and borehole drilling exceeded targets in quantity and intensity; construc-

tion of drainage works was ahead of schedule in total miles completed, but

intensity was below planned, as a result of a decision to alter the stand-

ards to allow for longer terraces, with a higher run-off; the original

1.5' terraces had shown early signs of erosion. More efficient use was

made of heavy machinery by separating road building and conservation

works and carrying out the one during the dry season and the other in the

rainy season. It also proved possible to make dual use of many of the

stormdrains constructed, since the earth excavated was compacted and

formed a simple but satisfactory route of access to many villages. Total

acreage developed, at nearly 280,000, was 70% greater than targeted. The

quality of work was shtisfactory, with the exception of boreholes, 
where ini-

tial results showed the need for concrete surrounds to prevent contamination.

It was agreed that the surrounds be built, but contruction proceeded slowly

until 1971-72. Estimated and actual land development works were as

follows:

Appraisal Actual
Amount/ Amount/

Amount 1,000 acres Amount 1,000 acres

Roads: 165 miles 1.0 miles 642 miles 2.3 miles

1/
Stormdrains: 2,038 miles- 12.5 miles 2,271 miles 8.2 miles

Boreholes: 125 .7 232 .8

Total Acres Developed: 163,000 -- 276,800 --

1/ Derived from the Phase I Appraisal Report, Annex 1, p. 4. The average

length of a drain was to be one mile and the area protected 
by each

drain would be 80 acres.

A major departure from the origi.nal project 
design was the in-

clusion, under the Land Development Division, of a section 
responsible for

building. It had been planned to have building work done under contract

or under force account by the Ministry of Works, but neither 
system proved

reliable enough to ensure coordination of construction 
with other elements

and both were far more expensive than envisaged. With Bank approval,

management internalized the building function 
within the project and estab-

lished a construction and bridges section.

Both land development and construction activities within 
the

project have contributed significantly to 
developing skills that are in

short supply in Malawi. These include surveying, heavy machinery handling,

building and general mechanical and engineering capability.

Land Reorganization and Registration

Implementation of this item was slower than expected mainly 
as

a result of the inability of the Land Survey Office to attract 
qualified
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staff and the need to proceed 
cautiously with changes 

affecting land tenure

arrangements. The aerial topographic surveys were completed 
only by 1971,

and the 1:5,000 scale maps, necessary for demarcation and subsequent regis-

tration of holdings, were not completed until 
early 1972, after a qualified

photogrametrist had finally been 
retained. Some 13,600 acres were regis-

tered to both individuals and family groups 
during 1972, and a much larger

area had been demarcated in preparation 
for registration. About 120,000

acres were registered, or about to be registered, by the end of 1973. The

Bank considered that registration was proceeding 
too slowly in view of the

urgency of stabilizing holdings to 
prevent further subdivision, but Project

management wisely rejected setting explicit 
annual targets for what was a

novel, politically sensitive and -- to the local people -- potentially

threatening program. Because of the necessity to explain the concept of

land registration thoroughly 
to all those involved, this aspect of the,

program has proceeded 
slowly and at the same 

time has been very demanding

in terms of staff time required.

Marketing and Storage Facilities

Prior to project implementation, 
17 temporary markets were

operating in the Lilongwe area. In the Phase I project, 
11 were to have

been relocated and constructed 
on a permanent basis. The markets were

to serve as centers for extension 
and credit services and 

distribution

of farm inputs in addition 
to providing regular marketing 

services. The

first two markets constructed 
by v (later called ADMARC) were 

considered

by project management to 
be overly elaborate and 

too expensive, and minor

delays in construction resulted 
from the change in specifications 

to

cheaper prefabricated buildings, 
though substantial savings 

were realized

through the change. Construction began in 1970, 
and all planned market

and storage facilities were completed by 1972.

Extension, Supply and Credit Services

Extension services were to focus on use of improved seed,

fertilizer and improved cultivation methods. Introduction of the new

techniques was expected 
to require high staff intensity, 

and for the first

two years one extension 
worker was to be provided 

for each 200 families,

some 6 or 7 times the average 
extension intensity in 

the country at the time.

New, imported inputs, especially 
fertilizer, were to have 

been purchased

by the program and distributed 
to the farmers on credit. 

Repayment would

be made in cash, or in kind, at an interest rate of 10.

Although extension intensity 
was increased greatly in 

the area,

the desired ratio of extension staff to farmers was not attained 
due to

the difficulty encountered 
in recruiting staff and 

to the more rapid than

planned expansion of the program area. Moreover, many of the extension

workers were Malawians who 
lacked practical experience, 

instead of expa-

triates, as originally planned. 
Thus, the quality of the service 

was also

lower than expected. Extension staff have been 
much more successful

in some areas -- e.g. in achieving almost universal 
adoption of contour

planting and promoting the use 
of new inputs -- than in others -- e.g.

improving overall crop husbandry 
or convincing farmers to adopt improved

on-farm storage.
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FMB was meant to be in charge of supplying credit and inputs

to farmers but failed to perform this function during the 1968/69 season,

forcing management to respond quickly and incorporate a credit and input-

supply system within the project. Though there had previously been a

Government-run credit program in the area, it supplied predominantly

capital inputs and reached only a tiny fraction of the 
farmers. In con-

trast, the LLDP credit scheme emphasized seasonal inputs and was broader

in scope, though less than one-fifth of eligible farmers received credit

in the first two seasons due to the rigid application of creditworthiness

criteria. Largely at the Bank's insistence, the credit program was drama-

tically expanded in 1970/71, when it reached over 4,000 farmers, and

again the following year, attaining 20,000 farmers, in order to stimulate

a more rapid adoption of improved inputs, This useful expansion was

achieved mainly by relaxing the creditworthiness criteria, although demand

also increased because farmers became more aware of the benefits of the

program, but it carried a cost in the form of higher default rates 
and

greater demands on staff time to enforce repayment. With major effort

recovery had been brought by the end of 1973 to about 95% of 1971/72

credits and 88% of 1972/73 credits. A program to provide medium-term

credit was also initiated and has consistently realized a 100% repayment

rate.

III. Impact of the Program in Production Terms

- The initial overall objective of the Lilongwe program was to

increase agricultural productivity on a scale large enough to have a

significant impact at the national level. The appraisal report cited two

factors -- rapid population growth and the imminent threat of localized

food shortages -- as creating a need to intensify effort to enhance agri-

cultural productivity, with particular stress on better yields of food

crops. Due to the restricted area of agriculturally suitable land, the

report viewed as limited the potential of increasing production through

an expansion of acreage. Furthermore, the report noted that soil conser-

vation would be necessary in many areas just to maintain the existing 
level

of output. Special emphasis was given to the need to raise the yields of

maize and groundnuts, two of the most important food crops and crops

which, the report declared, are most economically grown in Malawi on the

Central Plateau near Lilongwe. Citing selected research findings and

experience in a pilot program, which had been underway in the region

since 1965, it was further concl.uded that practical means existed for

achieving such yield increases.

In the words of the appraisal report, then, "the aim of the

Lilongwe Development Program is to raise agricultural production, by

increasing yields and ensuring the effective use of all suitable land,

and by furthering the transition from a subsistence to a market economy".

Virtually all other benefits ascribed to the program -- increases in

income, export surpluses, more government revenues, etc. -- were to be

generated by the direct and indirect effects of increased 
yields, partic-

ularly of maize and groundnuts. Thus, although the scope of the program

has been expanded in Phases II and III, yields are the key variable in

determining the impact of Phase I of the LLDP in strict appraisal 
terms.

The analysis that follows has to be interpreted in the proper

context. In this audit we have been able to analyse only four or at most
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five years of the evolution of a prograla 
that is expected to last 13 years.

Four years is a short 
period, particularly for agriculcural 

projects in rain-

fed areas.

Yieldbe apraisal reorts baseline 
(necessarily quite rough) 

and

target yields, together wit data on acrea

surplus, are smarized Marketable

Acreage Yield Production SurplusI'
Acreage(tons)

CroPs (000's) (lb/ac) (tons) (tons)

Before Development

Maize 133 1,100 73,150 10,000

Grounduuts 38 500 9,500 7,000

Tobacco 47 200 4,700 4,700

After Development

Maize 203 2,000 203,000 98,000

GroundnutS 66 650 21,000 17,000

Tobacco 23.5 400 4,700 4,700

I/ After allowing for on-farm 
consumption, seed retained and storage

losses. in the case of maize the 
rate of storage loss was 

assumed

to decrease slightly as a result 
of the program.

Data appear to have been available which 
indicated the technical

feasibility of meeting the target yield 
for maize. The mean yield for

fertilized synthetic maize 
in seven years of research 

station trials in

the region was 6,800 lb/ac. 
Citing 51 trials on farmers' 

land in Lilongwe

District, it was observed that the 
growers obtained an average 

yield of

3,366 lb/ac (487 of the research station yield 
in the same year). Thus,

it was assumed that in the future the best farmers 
should be able to

attain 407 of th research yield. Based on experience in the 
pilot project

area, it was also noted that yields 
could be increased 45% (to 1,600 lb/ac)

simply by switching to synthetic maize and planting 
early, weeding thoroughly

and spacing properly but without 
using fertilizer.

The entire yield increase 
of 30% for groundnuts was 

to stem from

improved cultivation practices 
alone, though no research or trial 

data were

cited to support this increase. 
Groundnuts were said to respond partic-

ularly well to close spacing, which reduces the 
incidence of rosette, as

well as to timely planting and careful 
weeding. While no new inputs were

proposed, attention was 
drawn to the fact that there are 

important inter-

action effects between groundnuts' 
need for micronutrients -- especially

sulphur -- and the residues left in the soil by certain 
types of fertilizer

used on maize and tobacco.

The doubling of tobacco yields was to result from the use of

balanced applications of nitrogen and phosphate 
fertilizer and more careful
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cultivation, particularly tbe proper techniques for raising tobacco seedlings

in nurseries before transplanting them into the fields.

The appraisal report specifies only baseline and target yields

and does not trace out in detail the growth path that yields must follow

to reach the target level. Only certain assumptions are made explicit.

For example, it is assumed that 10% of all growers will refuse to adopt

any changes, but that five years' exposure to intensive extension campaigns

will induce 90% of farmers to use improved seed and 80% to improve their

cultivation methods. The expansion of fertilizer use is projected to go

rather slowly and only 45% of the maize crop is expected to receive ferti-

lizer in the twelfth year. The only possible method of estimating annual

yield targets, therefore, is to use the figures for before- and after-

development set out above to derive implicit growth rates. The figures

imply the following annual compound growth rates over 13 seasons:

Percent

Maize -- Acreage 3.3

Yields 4.7

Production 8.2
Marketable surplus 19.0

Groundnuts -- Acreage 4.3
Yields 2.0
Production 6.3
Marketable surplus 7.1

Tobacco -- Acreage -5.5
Yields 5.5
Production 0.0
Marketable surplus 0.0

In order to get some indication of how the program is going,

compared with expectations, these compound growth rates h ve been used to

estimate annual yield "targets" for maize and groundnuts.L, for comparison

with "actual" re ults as derived from the Lilongwe Evaluation Unit's

annual surveys.- Table 1 gives the figures. From an inauspicious begin-

ning in 1969/70 (an exceptionally bad season for this crop), maize yields in-

creased the following year to 90% of the "target" figure and increased again

in 1971/72 to 97% of the calculated "target" figure for that year. 1972/73

was exceptionally dry and 1973/74 exceptionally wet; results were

I/ Aside from stating what the yield targets are for tobacco, there is little

more that can be said about yields for this crop. The LLDP Evaluation

Unit, despite repeated efforts, has been unable to overcome serious

methodological problems that stand in the way of devising a satisfactory

technique of measuring yields of cured leaf per acre.

2/ See below for discussion of the confidence limits of these figures.
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disappointing in both. For the five years for which 
estimated actual yields

are available, then, the mean yield achieved is 
85% of "target". The picture

Table 1

Lilongwe District. Projected and Actual Yields

for Maize and Groundnuts

Maize Yield (lb/ac), Groudt Yield (b/aj).

Year Season 
Actual- Projected Actual-

.(1) 1966/672/ 1,100 -. 500

(2) 1967/68 1,152 .. 510

(3) 1968/69 1,206 -- 520 -
(A/? 

___

(4) 1969/70 1,263 1,028 (81%) 531 533 (104%)

(5) 1970/71 1,322 1,196 (90%) 541 519 (96%)

(6) 1971/72 1,384 1,343 (97%) 552 483 (88%)

(7) 1972/73 1,449 1,161 (80%) 563 241 (43/)

(8) 1973/74 1,517 1,172 ( 7 7%)!/ 574 403 (70%)3/

----------------------------------------------------------------

(14) 1979/80 1,998 
647

1/ Mean Yield for each evaluation area (EVa) weighted by the number of

observations. The Eva's used for each year are as follows: 
1969/70 -

1-6; 1970/71 - 1-5, 7, 8; 1971/72 - 1-4, 6, 7; 1972/73 - 1-4, 6-8;

and 1973/74 - maize 1-6; groundnuts 1-4, 6-8.

2/ Assumed to be the base year. 
The appraisal report 

does not spell out 
how

the base yields used were 
derived nor to what seasons they applied.

3/ Latest LLDP estimates. Groundnut yield is comparable with previous sea-

sons, but maize yield is derived from a 
somewhat different and slightly

smaller area than in previous 
seasons.

Source: LLDP Reports, Nos. 8 and 
11, and data supplied by the 

LLDP Evalua-

tion Section.

is similar for groundnuts,with calculated mean yield 
over the five seasons

averaging 80% of "target", but, even before the difficult climatic conditions

of 1972/73, yields showed the reverse pattern of 
that in maize -- a gradual

decline, both absolutely and relative to "targets". The reasons for this
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disappointing trend are not clear. The average price received by the

farmer for groundnuts rose significantly more between 
1969 and 1972 than

for maize - 26% against 8%. It appears to be generally assumed that

farmers have nonetheless given higher priority to 
maize, because yields

can be increased more easily and because it is one of the main staples.

Secondary factors may be disease problems with 
groundnuts and the fact

that the Program had difficulty in the early years 
in developing agricul-

tural training for women - who are particularly important, along with

children, in the much more labor-intensive groundnut crop. 
There is no

basis to evaluate the relative importance of these factors. It is hoped

that the sharp increase decreed in 1973 in the 
farmer price for groundnuts

may serve to increase interest in that crop, 
and the same ultimate yield

targets for both maize and groundnuts 
are still being maintained.

Acreage Objectives

Though the potential for increasing production 
through expansion

of acreage was considered limited the appraisal report 
contained various

explicit assumptions regarding changes in cropping 
patterns and total

acreage cultivated. These changes are shown in Table 2. The post-

development objectives given in the table assume only one phase for the

program and therefore depict changes anticipated as 
a result of only

four years of intensive development effort, succeeded by a longer

follow-up period.
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Table 2

Lilongwe Program. Anticipated Changes in 
Land Use

During Phase I

Pre-development Post-development Actuall

(c 96-8- (c 1979/80) (c. 1969-71)

1. Total Area (000 acres) 2/

Non-arable 00 1072/
Arable but idle 80 20 0

Roads, drains, etc. 0 330 2651
Existing farm land 270

Total area 500 500 521

2. Cropping (000 acres)

40 0 5
Fallow 133 203 151

Maize 38 66 41
Groundnuts 47 23 is

Tobacco 12 38 16

Other

Total cropped area 230 330 226

3. Population

Farm families 38,000 53,560 40,626

Cropped land, acres 6.2 5.6

per farm family 6.

1/ Figures under "Total area" 
are based upon random transects 

across serial

photographs taken in 1966-67. Figures under "Cropping" 
are derived from

the mean area planted to 
different crops during the 

1969/70 and 1970/71

seasons.

2/ Of the total area, 44% is cultivated. 
Of the area uncultivated, 

51% is

non-arable and 490% is potentially arable. 
Of the potentially arable 

land,

25% has been previously cultivated and is included 
here as "Existing farm-

land" while the remaining 75% is included 
as "Arable but idle."

Source: From appraisal report, Annex 
1, Table 2. Figures representing

the actual situation are derived from the proposals for Phase

III of the Program and data supplied by the 
LLDP Extension

Section.

The appraisal report indicates 
that through the net addition 

of

'),000 acres of land formerly idle, existing farmland was to increase by

22% to 330,000 acres. Maize acreage was to expand by 53% to 203,000
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acres, groundnut acreage was to increase by 74% to 66,000 acres, and tobacco

acreage was to be cut in half. The acreage of other crops was anticipated

to triple. The combined effect of these various changes was to be an

increase in cropped area of 100,000 acres, or about 45% more than the pre-

development acreage. The newly cropped land was to come from the complete

elimination of fallow land, the cultivation of 60,000 acres of arable

land previously idle, and the reduction in acreage planted to tobacco; and

the area cropped per family was to increase slightly despite growing

population pressure on the total land area. The appraisal projections

indicate an 8% increase in maize acreage per holding and a 23% increase 
in

groundnut acreage. Whereas the projections made for yields had their

basis in agronomic research, there was no empirical basis for assuming that

cropping patterns and acreage could be adjusted in the manner suggested 
by

the appraisal report.

A possible constraint to attainment of the acreage projections

is land availability. The appraisal projections indicated that the "average"

holding would plant 1.2 acres of groundnuts and 3.8 acres of maize, 
for a

total of 5.0 acres under these two crops. Actual figures for 1969-71

indicate that the average holding was planting 1.0 acre of groundnuts and

3.7 acres of maize. However, in 1971-72, for the combined Phase I and II

area, the mean cropped acreage per holding was 4.55. These 1971-72 data

also show that the median holding size is below the mean and that approxi-

mately one-half of all holdings plant less than four acres to all crops

together. Thus, even leaving aside consideration of tobacco acreage or

the area planted to other food crops, it appears that the average holding

may be experiencing a land constraint which will make it 
difficult to

attain the projected acreages of maize and groundnuts.

Another bottleneck to the expansion of groundnut production is

labor requirements, which are much greater for them (both for actual

cropping and for pre-marketing processing) than for maize. 
The appraisal

took account of the tillage/cultivation bottleneck and proposed medium-

term credit for the purchase of draft oxen and implements. If suitable

equipment were available for lifting groundnuts, the use of oxen would

very considerably reduce the significance of this bottleneck on the larger

holdings. The report notes that a team of oxen and a set of implements is

sufficient for 20 acres but fails to point out the fact that draft oxen

will be uneconomic on most holdings. It is possible, therefore, that the

expansion of groundnut acreagel./ permitted through breaking 
this bottle-

neck would occur chiefly on the larger holdings. This in turn could have

a further unfavorable income-distribution effect by inducing the hiring,

at low wages, of large numbers of people for shelling (a process it has

not yet been possible to mechanize effectively) at times when they should

be giving attention to their own small farms,

Rate of Return Estimates

It is not possible to make a sound reassessment at this stage

of the projected economic return to the project. The 1968 appraisal

report calculated economic rates of return for Phase I on its 
own, in case

the project were not extended beyond 1972, and for the whole 13-year program;

1/ The Phase II appraisal projects a larger expansion of groundnut acreage,

to an "average" of 1.6 acres per holding.
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the estimates were 97 and 13% respectively. A major offsetting factor to

the important yield shortfall 
that seems to be occurring 

so far is that

world market prices for both 
maize and groundnuts have 

risen more than

either the general level of 
prices in Malawi or the prices 

of nonfarm in-

puts other than fertilize, 
which appear anyway to 

have been applied in

lesser quantity than expected. 
The general levels of prices 

in Malawi,

and of its imports, appear to have risen about 
30% between 1968 and 1973-74.

But the average export price 
received for maize since 1968 

has been about

u57 a ton, some 68% above the appraisal 
report's long-term projection 

of

K34 a ton, and current Bank projections 
indicate a price of some K47 

at

present falling to perhaps 
K38 (in terms of 1974 prices) 

towards the end

of the current decade. Groundnut export prices were 
only about 15% above the

appraisal reort projection 
of about K140 a ton (ex Limbe) 

for 1968-71, but in

1973/74 they rose to about 
166" of projection, and current Bank forecasts

suggest their declining not 
below about K170 a ton (in 

1974 prices) by the

end of the decade.

But there are also some negative 
factors and, in general, consid-

erably B too much uncertainty about the real validity 
of the baseline and

estimated actual data to warrant 
a sound judgment on the likely 

return to

the investments so far made. Data collected by the Program staff 
give

some indication that, at least during Phase I, each year's expansion of

program acreage embraced areas 
of higher productivity and 

that yields out-

side the program area have 
been growing at rates of some 

5-20% without

benefit of direct program 
assistance, so that there would be a serious

question of iat might reasonably be causally 
attributed to the program.

Volumes of produce marketed, according to the official 
statistics, have

fallen below projections, but this may reflect 
only smuggling or higher

on-farm consumption.

As regards the uncertainty of the data available, 
quite apart

from the considerable doubts about the validity 
of the baseline data, it

must be remembered that each statistic cited 
is subject to a certain

margin of error so that a composite figure 
such as overall production -

crucial for any cost-benefit calculus - is subject to the cumulative un-

certainties of all component elements. Overall production has to be

derived from acreage and yield data. The acreage of a given crop is it-

self obtained through a chain of estimates: the program area is such,

x percent of this area is cropped, and y percent of the cropped area

is planted to z . Study of information available about Lilongwe 
in

the early 1970s shows that total cropped area 
and the proportion planted

to maize, for example, may each be subject to about + 10% margins of error,

whereas Table 2 above cited only the estimated 
mean values for each. As

regards yields (for all varieties together as cited in Table 1) the large

samples taken at Lilongwe give confidence 
limits of also about + 107%,

which is relatively high. But when all these figures are multiplied

together then the resulting estimate of 
overall production is subject

to a margin of error of as much as + 40%. Clearly these problems are

compounded when calculations are based 
on comparison of what is

'actually' happening under the project with what would have 
happened

without it.
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It would seem that project appraisal and supervision could use-

fully haxe given more attention to the full range of yields that might be

achieved instead of mainly to estimated and projected overall averages.

While LLDP management has generally been very broad-minded and kept in

mind all dimensions of development, social as well as economic, there is

evidence that others' excessive focus on the rather uncertain trends of

overall average yields, compared with targets, may occasionally have pressured

management into decisions that were not entirely wise: for instance, the

temporary sacrifice of the experimentation with group credit begun in 1970/71

in favor of very rapid expansion of individual credit the following year, in

the effort to get the level of inputs quickly up to that needed to permit

target yields to be reached, with consequent logjams of credit cases in

local courts and heavy administrative costs and burdens on project staff.

The fuller distribution of yields is also important from the point of view

of distribution of project benefits. The evidence indicates that yields

are in fact highly skewed such that almost two-thirds of project farmers

may achieve less than the mean yield. Typically the modal yield is one-

third to one-half the mean, while the median may be 20% or more bel1w the

mean.

As regards the number of persons affected by the Program, avail-

able figures suggest that this has been at least in line with original

projections (see, for instance, Table 2) aid probably substantially above -

both as a result of the more rapid than expected expansion of land develop-

ment works (where all the farmers would at least benefit to some extent

from the better roads and drainage provided) and as a result of the more

ambitious than originally planned credit program.

IV. The LLDP Evaluation Unit

The Evaluation Unit in the Lilongwe Program was established,

according to the appraisal report, with the following terms of reference:

A small unit, headed by an agricultural economist,

with a staff of enumerators will conduct surveys

to determine the effect of changes and the

effectiveness of techniques employed in the

Program... (and) ... to study the effects of the

Program on the individual farmer. The main pur-

pose is to provide information for updating the

present program but the unit will also produce

data of use in planning other projects else-

where in Malawi... (and) ... for the IDA review...

The Evaluation Unit was allocated for Phase I $135,000 -- 1.9%

of total project costs, 7.6% of total administration costs, and 12.4% of

management costs. The final terms of reference provided in the appraisal

report are somewhat less specific than the original proposals contained

in the application for funding which placed more emphasis on practical

application in farm management terms: "The information.....collected

will....form the basis for advice to the extension staff as to the recom-

mended pattern and distribution of crops that should be followed on the
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various sized holdings and produce 
concrete evidence as to the effects of

the different measures carried 
out under the Project".

By about mid-197
4 the Lilongwe Evaluation Unit had 

produced a

series of 13 major reports plus numerous 
discussion and planning papers,

notes and analyses, and operational 
reports to management. The fairly

vague and general nature of the terms 
of reference provided for evalua-

tion at ndP are open to the broadest 
possible interpretation, and it is

to the credit of the evaluation staff that 
a crucial deficiency was recog-

nized and major efforts were directed 
toward evaluating the reliability

of the physical planning data used in the application 
to IDA. Only

through such an assessment could the reality of projected program 
benefits

be ascertained. Given the dearth of objective information 
about small-

holder agriculture in the Lilongwe 
area, the Evaluation Unit also broadened

the scope of its investigation to include a detailed socio-economic study

of the target population.

When the actual work program of the Evaluation Unit was 
being

formulated in early 1969, it was agreed that the evaluation effort should

provide information in five 
specific categories:

1. Baseline data from the undeveloped portions of the program

area so as to provide a benchmark for future evaluation

work and to verify assumptions made in the initial program

proposals.

2. Survey data from the areas in the process of 
development

in order to monitor progress during 
the five-year phase of

intensive development activities.

3. Survey data to provide information on the final achieve-

ments after the completion of the intensive development

phase in each area.

4. Specific data on various sections 
within the program in

order to estimate optimum operational capacities and to

provide a foundation on which proposals 
could be formulated

for the continuation of certain sections 
-- credit, for

example -- at the completion of the program.

5. Data on specific enterprises, such as livestock, for which

insufficient data existed for planning 
purposes.

The data required to produce these various types of information 
were grouped

under three broad headings: (1) land classification and cropping patterns,

(2) farm production and consumption 
figures, and (3) miscellaneous, includ-

ing principally data relating to the operations of the various sections --

credit, extension, construction, land allocation, etc. -- within the overall

program. Data in categories I and 2 were to be collected through sample

surveys carried out in the field 
by teams of enumerators.

Unfortunately, many of the ambitious and commendable objectives

set out in the paragraph above were 
not fulfilled, or were met in such a
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way that the results are of dubious value. The various reports and docu-

ments produced by the LLDP Evaluation Unit provided a large 
part of the

input for the review of the program under the Bank's Africa 
Rural Develop-

ment Study, and the necessity of relying upon them revealed both their

strengths and shortcomings. Without the reports, a meaningful review

would have been impossible and far more praise than criticism is deserved.

Nevertheless, there were some important questions the review hoped to

answer on the basis of the data collected by the Lilongwe Evaluation 
Unit

which could not be answered.

A first problem was that the Evaluation Unit was set up too

late and that it had partially to be diverted to f4.ll other gaps. 
Because

of the delays associated with staff recruiting and training, the Evaua-

tion Unit became operational only well after the program was underway.

Due to the accounting difficulties mentioned earlier it had to give sig-

nificant attention to processing of cost data which was very necessary and

useful for project management but not of direct priority under 
the evalua-

tion objectives mentioned above. The Unit produced its first discussion

paper only shortly before the preparation of Phase 
II began and, after a

major effort to assemble the proposals for Phase II 
(a job accomplished

within about a year of the Unit's establishment), it turned to its first

major report which appeared only a month before the 
Phase II appraisal

report. The delay in establishing the unit, together with the normal lags

in evaluation work, meant that there was very little opportunity for

design of Phase II to benefit from analyzed experience 
under Phase I.

Staffing continued to be a problem. For a period of almost a

year and a half toward the end of Phase I, there was no senior evaluation

officer at LLDP because of recruiting difficulties. As a consequence, the

Evaluation Unit suffered from lack of direction and progress was slow.

No major reports were published from October 1971 until mid-1973, and few

other materials were produced during this period. Another aspect of the

staffing problem relates to the quality of field staff. Experience at

Lilongwe indicates that the men who ask the questions of farmers and who

measure their fields must be highly trained and strongly motivated if

meaningful data are to be collected. In addition, a high degree of super-

vision is essential to prevent data collection from degenerating into a

process in which enumerators supply answers for farmers. 
Such supervision

is costly in terms of senior staff time.

A major piece of work started by the Evaluation Unit was unfortu-

nately abandoned half way through. Detailed farm management data were collected

in continuous surveys over a sample of 100-120 farmers throughout a period

of three years as the farmers were exposed to the program's influence.

These data were collected with the objective in mind of permitting the ex-

tension section to undertake farm planning work. After consuming a large

proportion of Evaluation Unit resources and staff time ($80-90,000 and

some 40 man-years), the farm management surveys were dropped when management

decided that elaborate farm planning had little practical place in the con-

text of the very small holdings existing in the area because the range of

alternative cropping patterns is very limited. This decision, however,

ignored the fact that there is a place for farm plannirg even on very small

holdings, particularly in working out improved rotations and integrating
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other activities with cropping. 
With resources fully taxed by 

subsequent

on-going survey work, the Evaluation Unit has never 
been able to analyze.

the farm management data 
collected, despite the fact 

that the data are

already on some 150,000 
computer cards.

There would be merit in analyzing 
the farm management data 

even

if only on the grounds that such 
comprehensive surveys are extremely 

rare

in Africa, but a far more 
important reason is that 

such analysis should

be capable of helping explain 
several operational questions: 

for example,

the decline in groundnut 
yields, the fall in cash sales of 

inputs asso-

ciated with the credit program, or the fact 
that the marketed output of

maize has been below projected 
levels.

other unanswered questions 
at LLDP relate to the distribution

of credit funds and the 
use of and need for seasonal 

production credit.

Both loans and defaults are distributed 
according to distinct geographical

patterans, but the determinants of these patterns are unknown, though it

might be possible to ascertain them from further analysis of existing data.

As the progra keeps no records of those who apply for credit but do 
not

receive it, a study of the need for credit would 
be exceedingly difficult

without further fieldwork 
on a substantial scale.

Likewise there has been no 
analysis of the only data 

available

which could reveal important 
secondary effects arising 

from the project --

such as changes in income, 
investment and consumption 

-- or whether benefits

have been generated according 
to the pattern set out at appraisal or have

arisen through other processes. 
One survey has been carried 

out to deter-

mine farmers' knowledge about 
extension recommendations, 

but this survey

of knowledge has not been related 
to the actual practices adopted 

by

farmers. Considerable work in the 
area of rural sociology 

elsewhere

suggests that the gap between knowledge 
and application may be a sizeable

one. It has been difficult, therefore, for management to establish 
guide-

lines for improving the 
extension service.

Having noted the problems and shortcomings of the Evaluation

Unit at LLDP, a cotent should 
be made on its major strength. 

Explicitly

recognizing that rural development is a multi-dimensional process, the

Evaluation Unit has consistently 
collected a range of sociological 

infor-

mation despite the fact 
that such information frequently 

has little short-

term operational content. 
Operating in this manner, 

the Evaluation Unit

has helped to counteract the economic 
and agricultural bias built 

into

the original design of 
the Program and to promote 

the recognition that the

major determinant of the 
pace of development is the 

response of the people

toward whom the program is 
directed.

The Bank is to be commended for promoting the inclusion of an

evaluation unit in the original 
program, but its interest in the 

evalua-

tion process seems to have dwindled during implementation. 
Even during

Phase 1, interest seems to have been displayed only 
sporadically, mainly

when supervision missions 
required data. The Bank did not pay enough 

atten-

tion to the delays in setting up the Unit nor 
to solution of staffing

problems, and made no effort to see that conflicting objectives were resolved
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and that data of high utility were analysed. There is little doubt among

professionals that evaluation units can have a worthwhile role 
to play in

rural development projects, both in promoting more 
effective management

and in advancing knowledge about the needs and responses of rural peoples,

but the Bank did little until Phase III, to strengthen the role of the

LLDP Unit.

V. Conclusions

A review of the developments at the Lilongwe Land Development

Program during Phase I reveals that the program 
was extremely effective

in all aspects relating to physical infrastructure development. 
However,

numerous problems -- especially those relating to staffing -- impeded

operations in other areas, and the accelerated 
pace of infrastructure

development resulted in inadequate coordination with 
other parts of the

program which developed less rapidly. The appraisal's principal yardstick

of accomplishment at LLDP was increased crop productivity and production,

but the picture that emerges from the available data is a 
mixed one. The

data suggest that a potential exists to increase maize yields, 
though this

potential has only been realized for a small 
number of program farmers and

is subject to very considerable inter- and intra- seasonal variation. 
The

data also indicate a decline in groundnut yields but the 
reasons for this

decline are unclear. Methodological problems have prevented any assess-

ment of tobacco yields. A range of secondary and tertiary benefits, such

as favorable changes in consumption and investment patterns, 
was expected

to result from increased production and incomes; but, although data have

been collected which could reveal the emergence of such 
benefits, these

data have not been analyzed. Finally, it has not been possible to assess

the effects of the delays and shortfalls in parts of the 
Program, partic-

ularly in the extension service and training.

In short, no convincing evidence is available from Phase I

either to repudiate or to confirm the economic validity of the investment

undertaken. Given the strong emphasis in Phase I on the development 
of

infrastructure, it may be some time yet before such evidence is forthcoming.

Not only were the full benefits of the program's 
activities expected to

materialize only over a period of 13 years but also, in this particular

case, the program is very much a living and continuing organism 
with a

management adapting the project through expanding phases 
to changing cir-

cumstances and new knowledge. A performance audit of Phase I almost in-

evitably fails to detect more subtle yet profound changes that may be

occurring slowly, particularly for example as a result 
of the participation

of large numbers of people in active conmittees or as a result of 
the reg-

istration of family land holdings. An increasing amount and variety of

self-help activities are beginning to be visible in the area. Moreover

there are signs of other non-quantifiable, indirect 
benefits of LLDP activi-

ties. For example, the project itself appears to have had a significant

impact on certain Government procedures, encouraging 
responsive flexibility

in procurement, expenditure authorization 
procedures and civil service

regulations. Likewise LLDP appears to lhave had a positive 
impact on FMB staff

and operations in the area. Besides formal training, the Program's nonformal

in-service training seems to be making a major contribution to the creation
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of a large nucleus of experienced Malawian 
agriculturalists and low- to

middle-level administrators. LLDP also demonstrates dramatically that,

when existing staff are motivated by management commitment and 
unhampered

by cumbersome regulations, the effects of shortfalls in staff numbers

can in considerable measure be offset 
by extra effort willingly supplied.

As regards the Bank's participation in the 
project, it evidently

played a major and constructive role 
in preparation, even if some of its

initiatives such as the creation of the 
ADB failed to work satisfactorily

and had to be abandoned. It showed flexibility and imagination in adapting

to the inevitable lack of solid underlying data at 
the time of project

appraisal and in promoting the establishment 
of the evaluation unit. But

it seems unfortunate, given the novelty and complexity 
of this type of

project, that, no doubt due to staff constraints, it dedicated relatively

little effort to follow-up supervision. 
While the frequency of missions

(of all types) from the Bank was adequate, 
possibly even excessive since

project management sometimes complained 
about the time required to show

people around and the diversity of opinions expressed 
to Government, it seems

that there was scope for systematic supervision more 
thorough and more fre-

quent than the approximately once a 
year attained and for more Bank

assistance with the problems that arose during 
implementation. Project

management felt, for example, that the Bank should have encouraged early

and continuing debate on development of institutions to succeed 
the project.

it would also have been useful if supervision missions 
had worked with a

project-specific pro forma, which would have detailed items 
for review,

actions needed and action dates. The delay between identification of a

problem by the supervision missions 
and its resolution suggests that the

missions could usefully have been given 
more authority to secure approval

of certain types of alterations in the field and provide definitive 
assurances

so that management can proceed with making 
necessary commitments. The fact

that no two supervision missions included 
the same personnel meant that much

time was lost in basic familiarization and collecting backgroun information.

Project management would also have liked 
to have had a sociologist included

in the supervision missions, but this 
expertise was not available. It is

likely that a closer relation with the 
Program would have allowed the Bank

to take positive actions, for example, in helping with the Program's staff-

ing problems, in asking more forcefully for better accounting 
procedures,

in promoting the earlier establishment 
of the Evaluation Unit and in urging

analysis of collected data.

On basic project design the main question that emerges 
from this

case is whether a less capital-intensive approach could 
not have been taken,

with advantage not so much in financial terms and certainly 
not in terms

of works construction time but in terms of participation, self-help ex-

perience, income-distribution -- and better coordination of the various

dimensions of the project. Efficient use of heavy equpipment did enable

more roads and drains to be built than expected, by appropriate 
use of the

equipment in both wet and dry seasons 
and because bunds were wisely built

as roads, and it was probably also necessary for the more important roads, e.g.

those between unit centers, which 
were crucial in opening up the area 

for

the continued development effort. Training in equipment operation was also

a benefit of the project. Yet there is strong opinion inside and 
outside
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Malawi that some works could better have 
been organized on a self-help

basis, there has been a move over time 
in this direction and it would

seem that the Bank could have contributed 
valuably by promoting this

approach and its testing, at least on a pilot basis, in the project.

There were works - feeder roads, some conservation works and construc-

tion - that could have been carried out 
in a more labor-intensive

fashion, taking advantage of the seasonality 
of agricultural production

requirements. Indeed, in some cases the program actually 
pre-empted the

activities of local people who had organized 
themselves to provide their

own conservation works. An opportunity seems to have been missed to

stimulate a powerful local commitment 
to the program and to promote

early on a sense of local self-identity. This course would have

channelled some direct benefits to the poorer people and would have helped

provide them with the knowledge 
and skills required for later 

maintenance

work. The concept of direct involvement 
of the people in major develop-

ment activities on a self-help basis was not established 
in Malawi to the

extent that it could have been 
included at the time when the 

project was

conceived, in 1966-67. But it is the kind of matter on which an

international agency can usefully 
propagate information about successful

experience in other countries.

The second principal point that emerges from study 
of this

project, with its interesting 
early effort at built-in evaluation, 

is to

underline the importance of such 
work, including its commencement at the

very early 'baseline' stage, in a rather elaborate way, if usable infor-

mation is to be available for 
judging the value of the investments 

under-

taken and for appropriately reorienting 
those that follow. For primarily

agricultural projects crop yields 
are the most important variable 

to

monitor; to measure them is conceptually 
easy but in practice difficult.

And even with very large (and consequently quite expensive) 
samples, as

used at Lilongwe, the variation in yields is so great that the mean figures

alone have little value and 
need to be complemented with weather-related

ranges to be useful as targets and with much fuller detail on 
statistical

distribution to be useful for indicating 
the breadth of impact the project

may be having; and all such figures need to be treated as subject to a

significant margin of error. 
These points appear to apply particularly

strongly to projects in rainfed 
areas.
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Description of the Projec

The Project is the first four-year phase of the Lilongwe Develop-

ment Program, a long-term program, for the development of infrastructure and

the improvement of smallholder agricultural production in the Program Area.

The Project consists of the following:

I. Land Development. This includes, in about one-third of

the Program Area:

(a) the preparation of detailed land use plans and the

construction and maintenance of soil conservation

and drainage works;

(b) the construction and maintenance of about 165 miles

of crop extraction roads; and

(c) the drilling and maintenance of about 125 working

boreholes, equipped with hand-operated pumps, for

village water supply.

II. Land Reorganization and Registration. This includes:

(a) the establishment, staffing and equipping of a Survey

Office in Lilongwe;

(b) the completion of aerial topographic surveys and the

preparation of large-scale maps of the- entire Program

Area;

(c) the initiation of aerial cadastral surveys and the

demarcation, reorganization and registration of

holdings in part of the Program Area; and

(d) the establishment and staffing of a Land Registry

Office in Lilongwe.

III. The Provision of Marketing and Storage Facilities. This

includes:

(a) the construction and equipping of 11 markets within

the Program Area; and

(b) the construction and equipping of a new 8,500 ton crop

storage facility in Lilongwe.

IV. Extension, Supply and Credit Services. This includes: the

provision of intensive agricultural extension services,

fertilizer and other farm inputs, credit to farmers for such

goods and the supervision of the use and collection of the
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credits in the one-third of the Program 
Area in which land

development will be concentrated during 
the first phase.

V. The Provision of Program Management, 
Administrative Services

and Staff Training. This includes:

(a) the establishment and staffing 
of an Agricultural

Development Branch located in Lilongwe, 
within the

Department of Agriculture;

(b) the establishment and staffing 
of a Program Organiza-

tion under the Agricultural Development Branch with

headquarters in Lilongwe;

(c) the recruitment of qualified managerial, 
professional,

technical and administrative staff and 
the provision

of in-service training;

(d) the construction, equipping and maintenance of houses

and offices for Program Staff in Lilongwe 
and in the

Program Area;

(e) the purchase, operation and maintenance 
of vehicles,

machinery and equipment; and

(f) the provision of administrative 
services.

VI. The review and evaluation of progress achieved 
under the

Project and the preparation of detailed 
plans for subse-

quent phases of the Program.

Source: Development Credit Agreement (Lilongwe Agricultural Development

Project), February 5, 1968, pp. 12-14.
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PREFACE

This paper reports on a performance audit of the first project

sunrorted by the Bank Group entirely devoted to sewerage- the First

Singapore Sewerage Project assisted by Lcan 547-S! signed July 3, 1968
and fully disbursed in December 1973. Prepared with the aid of a Project

Completion Report completed by the responsible regicnal projects department

in November 1974 and a visit to Singapore in December 197L, it provides an

independent review of the extent to which the objectives described in the

official project documents and in the Bank's files were achieved, a dis-

cussion of deviations, and an assessment of the Bank's performance in the

handling .of the project.

The assistance provided by the Singapore authorities in the

preparation of the report is grateftlly acknowledged.

Measures and Equivalents

m3 = cubic meter
m3d = cubic meters per day
m3dc = cubic meter per day per capita
Imgd = million Imperial gallons per day

(1 Imgd = 4,546 m3d)

Principal Abreviations and Acronyms used

PWD : Public Works Department
SB : Sewerage Branch, of PWD
MOE : Ministry of Bvironment
SD : Sewerage Department, of MOE
FUB : Public Utilities Board
HDB : Housing and Development Board
WBSF : Water Borne Sewerage Fee
0 and M: Organization and Methods Branch of the

Ministry of Finance

Currency Equivalents (Singapore Dollar)

At appraisal timer US$ 1.00 = S $3.00
Current: US$ 1.00 = S $ 2.18
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PROJECT BASIC DATA

IBRD LOAN NO. 547-SI

SINGAPORE SEWERAGE PROJECT

Borrower and Beneficiary: Republic of Singapore. Project carried out by
the Sewerage Branch of the Public Works
Department, redesignated in September 1972
Sewerage Department under the new Ministry of

Environment.

Loan Amount: US$ 6.0 million.

Amount Disbursed: US$ 6.0 million.

Date of Loan: July 3, 1968.

Effective Date: August 30, 1968.

Closing Date: - Original June 30, 1973
- Final December 31, 1973.

Terms of Loan: 20 years, including 9 years grace period.

Interest rate of &4% p.a.

Fiscal Year: - up to 1968: January 1 to December 31.
- in 1962: 15 months January 1, 1969 to March 31, 1970.
- thereafter: April 1 to March 31.

Appraisal Report: No. TO-64Ia dated June 12, 1968.

Appraisal Mission: July and November 1967.

Supervision Missions: - November 1268
- August 1969
- November 1969
- December 1970
- November 1971

- May 1972
- February 1973
- November 1?73

Project Completion Report: dated November 1, 197L.

Total Project Cost: - Forecast: S$ 63.37 million
- Actual: S$ 51.50 million

?"oject Completion Datc: - Forecast: July 1972
- Actual: March 197L



SUMMARY

Loan 5h7-SI to the Singapore Government in 1968 for the Sewerage
Branch (SB) of its Public Works Department was the first loan for sewerage
only made by the Bank. The loan of US$ 6 million was to finance 25% of
SBIs 1968-mid 1972 investment program for expansion and improvement of
Singapore's main sewer system, including: the expansion of one sewage
treatment plant at Ulu Pandan to a capacity adequate until about 1975,
improvements and adjustments to the sludge treatment and disposal facilities
attached to the treatment plant of Kim Chuan, the construction of main
sewers and pumping stations for nine area sewerage programs in urban
areas, and the improvement of the existing sewer system in the city. This
sewerage program of a total estimated-cost of S$ 63.4 million, important
for Singapore's housing, urban renewal and industrial programs, was planned
so that 1.2 million people (about 55% of total) would be served by the main
sewer system in 1972, as compared to 900,000 (47%) in 1967.

The Sewerage Branch was a branch of the Government's Public Works

Department (PFWD). Responsible for planning, construction and operation
of the sewerage system, it was working satisfactorily and no significant

change in its public service status was proposed by the Bank. To remedy
organizational and accounting shortcomings and allow it to meet its
increasing responsibilities, the Bank obtained commitments from the
Government that SB would establish commercial accounts, parallel to its

regular Government cash accounts, to serve as a management tool in its

operations control, would implement programs of data collection and investi-

gation to improve future planning, and would have its organization and
staff requirements reviewed by the Organization and Methods (0 and M)
Branch of the Ministry of Finance. In accordance with the Bank's advice,
the Government agreed to introduce changes in the sewer fees (tariffs for
trade wastes, and charges based on water consumption) and to adjust fees
so that in 1972 revenues would cover operating expenes, including depre-
ciation, and thereafter produce a reasonable return to be determined after
study by the Government and consultation with the Bank. Preparation and
appraisal of the Loan was carried out efficiently in one year; the Loan
became effective on August 30, 1968 and was closed in December 1973 six
months behind original schedule.

The project was completed 20 months behind schedule, due to
major delays in the initial planning and design stages by SB and its con-
sultants and to the shortage of technical staff. Expansion of the sewer
system was about 50% larger than originally planned, in terms of area
sewerage programs (12 versus 9), pumping stations and length of sewer
constructed; expansion of sewage treatment capacity at Ulu Pandan was
that proposed by SBIs consultants and half of the 54,000 m3d capacity
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increase referred to in the Bank's appraisal report. Actual total cost
of the project was 19% lower than estimated, due to large savings in
local currency expenditures for which the original ample provisions for
escalation and contingencies proved unnecessary. The Loan was fully
disbursed by the end of 1973, and earlier delays in disbursements were
partly due to the complex disbursement procedures which the Bank simplified
after 1?69.

Construction delays had minimal effects on SB's operations. No
housing or urban renewal program was reported to be completed without
adequate sewer service. Despite the continuous overloading of treatment
capacity, sewage remained efficiently treated at Ulu Pandan plant; however,
treated effluent from Kim Chuan plant since 1971 has been slightly short
of meeting international standards. Total population served by the main
sewer system was 1.14 million by March 1974 at project completion, that is
51% of total population.

The Government introduced in early 1970 new sewage fees based
on water cinsumption and payable by all premises supplied with water,
whether connected to sewers or not. As a result, SB's revenues doubled
and yielded rates of return of over 8% p.a. in 1970-1972 and 7.2% in 1973;
SB's internal cash generation replaced the Government's funds as the major
source of finance for sewerage investments. Trade Waste Regulations were
promulgated in 1970 in lieu of special tariffs, requiring industries to
discharge, after pre-treatment if necessary, wastes compatible with normal
treatment standards; enforcement of regulations by the SB has been adjusted
to industries' situations and needs, and industrial pollution has not been
an issue.

The SB was strengthened and functionally reorganized on the basis
of the 0 and M study which was carried out in 1969-70. The shortage of
technical personnel, general in Singapore, still persists albeit to a
much lesser degree; actions taken by the Government on salary scales have
remedied the situation to the extent feasible. Commercial accounts were
established by the SB in 1968 and have served as a useful management tool;
audits have been satisfactory. SB began, with some delay, to collect
data on sewage flows and population served which were useful for planning
the 2nd sewerage project now under construction (Loan 918-SI). Since
September 1972, SB has been under the Ministry of Environment.

Though it was the first Bank loan for sewerage only, the Bank's
performance was quite satisfactory. The project has contributed positively
to the needed expansion of the sewer system and to improving the standards
of living and sanitary conditions in Singapore. Bank action contributed
significantly to putting SB on a strong basis for undertaking future
larger projects. The Bank's flexible and understanding approach to SB's
situation and problems was efficient in having all major objectives met
and envisaged measures taken.



PROJECT PERFORMANCE AUDIT

SINGAP)RE F=ST SEWERAGE PROJECT (LOAN 547-SI)

General

1.01 Singapore's present area of 586 km2 carries a population of
2.2 million growing at about 1.8% p.a. Population is mostly concentrated
in the urban area in the south-central part of the Island. Economic
growth, based principally on industry, averaged about 12% p.a. in recent
years. Present and future population density requires a careful planning
of land and water use, and a close attention to the environmental and
pollution effects of a rapid economic growth.

1.02 Until September 1972, sewerage and sanitary services were the
responsibility of the Sewerage Branch (SB) of the Public Works Depart-
ment (PWD). Since then, the Sewerage Department (SD) of the Ministry of
Environment (MOE) has been responsible for collection and disposal of
sewage and solid wastes.

Singapore's Sewerage System in 1967

2.01 In 1967, the main sewerage system comprised 23 pumping stationsi..
and about 650 km of sewers and pumping mains serving an estimated popula-
tion of about 900,000 (47% if total) through some 100,000 connections;
due to the high population dengsity and system compactness, the length of

pipe per capita was less than 1 linear meter. Besides, there were some

1,400 small secondary systems utilizing (under SB supervision) septic
tanks or other minor facilities and serving 130-150,000 people. Wastes
of the balance of 850,000 people were collected by the Department of
Public Health for final disposal into the sewers.

2.02 Average dry weather sewage flows2/in the main system were
160,000 m3d (i.e. 35.3 Imgd) in 1966, equivalent to 0.18 m3d per capita
served. Sewage was treated at two plants, Ulu Pandan (UP) and Kim Chuan
(KC), employing the activated sludge process (whereby liquids - sewage -
are continuously seprated from most solids - sludge - by sedimentation,
treated by aeration./ and sent out as effluent, while sludge is biologically
digested.3/ and dried after retention).

1/ required by Singapore's topography.

/ Wet weather flows are not representative, due to substantial inflows

of storm water.

3/ Sewage is clarified and stabilized in the aeration process by contact

with aerobic bacteria activated by diffused air providing the required
dissolved oxygen; putrescible matters of sludge are digested by anaerobic
bacteria (see Annex 1).
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The UP plant, serving the western part of the city and the
Jurong Industrial Estate, had a rated dry weather capacity of 109,000 m-d
for sewage and 82,000 m3d for sludge, corresponding to about 400,000 and
300,000 people respectively; part of its effluent has been discharged to
the Jurong River and the oth3r part used as a source of industrial water
after 'urther- treatment by the Jurong Industrial Water Plant (JTg). The
KC plant, serving the eastern and northeastern part of the city, had been
unmsatisfactory. Due to the lack of space, it comprised only a partial
se- ae treatment processl/ (the effluent being discharged to the Serangoon
River); its primary digested sludge was treated in the Serangoon Sludge
Disposal (SSD) plant, located 3 km from KC and suffering from poor KC
eparations and poor design of its undersized facilities. KC plant rated
capacity was to reach 136,000 m3d (adequate.for about 650,000 people),
after completion in 1968 of an expansion project under construction in
1967.

2.03 The existing sewerage system was very well maintained and well
ol-rated, notwithstanding the plant deficiencies and the general lack of
flcw measuring devices at pumping stations and treatment plants; as a
reult of SB's insufficient awareness of modern practices, measurements
and records were not available for plant operation improvements and
detailed planning of future expansions of a system growing rapidly more
complex.

2.0h Singapore's sewerage expansion program has been geared to the
uirban renewal schemes and the Housing and Development Board (HDB) con-
struction programs. HDB was about to construct throughout the city
14,00 units p.a. in high rise apartments for lower income groups during
the period 1968-1971; sewerage expansion was absolutely essential to meet
the needs of this housing program, as well as of the rapidly growing
Jurong Industrial Estate which had been a major component of the Govern-
mentt s industrialization program.

Sewerage Branch Initial Set-up

3.01 The Sewerage Branch of PWD was under the responsibility of the
Ministry of Law and National Development, also responsible for HDB, thus
assur,.ng the close coordination between SB and HDB expansion programs
required particularly with respect to location, timing and lead times.
The SB was responsible for the planning, design, construction, operation
and maintenance of the main sewerage system, for supervision of the

1/ corresponding to the upper part of Annex I diagram; the process in the
diagram's lower part has been the function of the SSD plant which does
not feed back its sluge liquor but discharges it to Serangoon Harbor
waters.



secondary ones, and for treatment and ultimate disposal of sewage. Admini-

stration of SB had been generally good; its major problems were personnel
and accounting.

3.02 Some excess in unskilled labor force was a carryover from

previous construction works done by SB itself rather than by contract.

Engineers and technicians were well qualified, but insufficient in number

and subject to high -turnover,I/ due to low salaries, government practice

of long temporary appointments and attractive opportunities in the private

sector; moreover staff was diverted from expansion and operation planning
to substantial design tasks which could be contracted outside.

3.03 Sewerage being considered a government service rather than a

public utility, SB and PWD accounts were not separately maintained and

were on the cash basis customary for government operations; revenues from

sewerage fees went into Government's consolidated revenue accounts, SB's

operating expenditures were met by government appropriations, and capital

expenditures were financed from the government development funds derived

from public revenue surplus and borrowing. The principal shortcoming of

the public accounting procedures was the lack of adequate information for

evaluating and iontrolling operations and of a firm cost basis for planning

expansion. Ace:>unts were kept by the Accountant General's Office, Ministry

of Finance, and satisfactorily audited by the Government's Director of

Audit.

3.0 About 90% of the revenuesi/ for sewer service had been from the

Water Borne Sewage Fee (WBSF), a flat monthly charge of S$ 2 per sanitary

fitting, established as an administrative charge unrelated to actual

sewerage expenditures. Billing and collecting of the WBSF on all users

connected to the main sewer system were done through the Public Utilities

Board (PUB) which included it in its combined monthly bills and ,returned

the proceeds to the Government after retaining a 5% commission3/ on billings.
Revenues in 1962-1965 had covered an increasin share of cash operating

expenses and exceeded these in 1966 and 1967.U Cash operating expenses

had steadily declined from S$ 0.09 per m3 d of sewage treated in 1962 to

S$ 0.07 in 1966 and averaged S$ 5 per capita served per year, which was

l/ This problem was shared also by many other public agencies.

2/ Other minor revenues were derived from charges for sewer connections,
fees for septic tank maintenance, and from sale of sewage sludge used

as a compost.

3/ to cover PUB's costs and losses due to uncollected bills. Collections

have been excellent.

h/ as shown by resetting SB's public accounts on a commercial accounting basis.



considered reasonable. Total net gcvernment outlays for sewerageL during

1962-1967 averaged SZ 9.3 million p.a., of which 95% for capital investment,

and represented 5.5% of total public development expenditures.

3.05 The Government in 1967 had been considering increases and changes
of sewerage fees. One change was the introduction of a Trade Waste Twriff,
to be based on the volume and of characteristics of waste from conme.xaial and

industrial establishments. The second change envisaged was to relate part

or all of the WBSF to the volume of water used; this was considered more

equitable to the customers, and easily applicable due to PUB's computerized
billing system and metering of all water use.

Project History

L.01 Singapore's Government was focussing its 1966-1970 development
plan on the industrial estate, urban renewal and housing programs. There
was no practical way, other than by extending the main sewerage system,

of pro-riding the waste disposal services required for the population con-
centrations resulting from the housing and urban renewal programs. The

long-range goal had been to provide adequate sewerage services to about

75% of the population by 19785. A sewerage project, consisting of the

1968-June 1972 sewerage expansion program, was submitted to the Bank in

mid-1966 for financing; IBRD's response to thc application, the first cnae

ever made for a sewerage project, was favoraha, in view of the high

priority given to it by Singapore and the necessity to complement the
expansion of the water supply system envisaged for Loan 503-SI-

4.02 The Bank sent a detailed questionnaire to FWD for working out
all data (flows, engineering, operations, finances) required for appraisal,
and focussed its attention during the pre-appraisal stage on three out-
standing issues: a. the study of alternative methods, and design of the

recommended method, of disposal for the treatment plans; b. the design
and establishment of an adequate commercial accounting system for the SB;
and c. the assessment of revenue requirements adequate for sewer service
in Singapore.

4.03 Consultants were engaged by the PWD., and an expert provided by
the Government, to resolve the issues a. and b. respectively, and reports
and recommendations were made available by January 1968. Regarding the

issue of sewer charges, the Bank's economic mission to Singapore in
February/March 1968 was asked to assess whether on general fiscal grounds
sewerage services should be charged at full cost; it reported that there
was possibly a need for it since the Government would have to increase
its revenues, and public services, such as sewerage, could be au appro-

priate source of revenues. After lengthy discussions within the Bank,

L/ capital expenditures plus cash operating deficits or minus cash operating
surpluses.

2/ Loan 503-SI of July 1967 included US$ 8 million for the expansion program
of water supply to Singapore, to be undertaken by the PUB.
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it was sensibly decided not to insist on a specific program and time-table
for incrsases in sewer charges since the need, if any, to increase Singapore's
public revenues was relevant only to the whole taxation system and not to
public services charges specifically.

Project Objectives and Content

5.01 The project, financed by Loan 547-SI of US$ 6 million and sched-
uled to be completed by July 1972, was to comprise 95% of total sewerage
investments during 1968-June 1972,1 including the following (see Annex II
for details):

(a) the improvement and expansion of the Ulu Pandan treatment
plant to an average dry weather flow capacity of about
163,000 m3 d (36 Imgd), adequate to serve more than 600,000
people until about 1975;

(b) the improvement and expansion of the sludge treatment and
disposal facilities at the Serangoon Sludge Disposal plant,
to match the sewage treatment capacity at Kim Chuan for
a tributary population of 650,000 people;

(c) the construction of main sewers and pumping stations for
nine area sewerage programs to serve new or redeveloped
urban areas; and

(d) the improvement of existing pumping stations and the
extension of the system of main and minor sewers through-
out the city.

The project was to contribute to the objective of serving 1.2 million
people (55% of total) by 1972 and to improving the living and sanitary
conditions in Singapore, especially for the lower income segments of
the population which were the principal beneficiaries of the housing
programs.

5.02 To remedy the organizational and accounting deficiencies of the
Sewerage Branch, the Loan Agreement included suitable covenants (see
Annex III) which reflected the Bank's long-term objective to have SB
established on a basis broadly similar to that of a public utility with
respect to its organization, procedures, finances and accounting.
A commercial accounting system, parallel to the regular Government cash

1/ Sewerage investments fc- 1968-June 1972 not included as part of the
project were works nearing completion under contracts awarded in
1967 or earlier.



accounts, was to be established and maintained by SB; SB was requested to
work out and imolement effective programs of flow measurements, data col-
lection and investigations on population served, sewage flows and charac-
teristics, and effectiveness of sewage treatment. A Government agency,
the Organization and Methods (0 and M) branch of the Ministry of Finance,
was asked to review and report, by April 1969, on SBIs organization, pro-
cedures and staff requiremen- . Gradual actions aiming at SB's financial
7iability were to be taken according to the following schedule:

a. improve before January 1970 the sewer fees structure by
establishing Trade Waste Tariffs and introducing into the
WBSF charges based on metered water consumption;

b. study, before the end of 1971, the effects of the first
fee changes and propose; in consultation with the Bank,
an appropriate rate of return to be earned by SB as well
as the nature and timing of any further fee revisions
required to achieve this return;

c. adjust the sewer fees so that, in 1972 at the latest,
revenues cover all operating expenses (including adequate
depreciation), and thereafter yield the previously proposed
annual return on the value of SBts net fixed sewerage
assets in operation.

Project Implementation and Achievements

6.01 The project was completed in March 1974, about 20 months behind
the July 1972 target; the most critical component was the Ulu Pandan
treatment plant where additional secondary digesters were commissioned
in early 1974. Most delays originated from the initial planning and
design stages due to the longer-than-expected time required by the SB
and its engineering consultants (JD and DM Watson, UK and Singapore)
to gear up for the very substantial increase in the sewerage construction
program represented by the project. Another important contributing
factor was the shortage, up to 1973, of engineering and technical staff.-
Also, in 1970 and 1971, the Development Planning Committee of the Ministry
of Finance was slow in approving detailed proposals for some area sewerage
programs; this bottleneck was removed in 1972 on the introduction of a
revised simplified procedure for approval of infrastructure components
in the development schemes. Finally, periodic shortages of cement and

1/ which affected not only SB, but also other Government Departments
and agencies, due to the rapid economic growth of Singapore in the
years 1969-1973.



other construction materials as well as shortage of skilled labor, due to

the accelerated construction activity in Singapore, contributed also to

the delays; these shortages were, however, tackled reasonably well by the

SB/SD.

6.02 The Government took steps in 1972 to remove, to the extent

possible, the shortage of technical personnel. To attract and retain

engineers, salary scales were revised upwards and titles upgraded. The

SD was allowed to request new posts and create some of them; it recruited

engineers from abroad (e.g. Hong Kong and Sri Lanka). In addition, SD

began to make larger use of outside consultants; three consulting firms

are presently employed.

6.03 The effects of the construction delays on SB's operations were

not evaluated quantitatively, but did riot appear to Bank's supervision

missions to be serious. HDB's activities, dependent on completion of the

area sewerage programs, have not been affected apparently because they
too experienced delays in completion of the housing programs.

6.Oh The project description in the Loan Agreement and the List of

Goods had been purposely left flexible as to the number and locations of

the area sewerage programs, so that changes and adjustments to HDB's

programs could be made during construction. In 1969 and 1970, SB proposed,
and the Bank agreed, to include in the project four new area sewerage
programsL./(Annex II). Expansion of the sewer system between 1967 and
1974 and the contribution of the project were the following:

Expansion of Sewer System and Project Contribution

By By Increases due to Project Contribution
Dec. March
1967 197L HDB-a' Private_/ SB Actual Forecast

Total Sewers Length (km) 625 866 51 158 97 71 37+

Main pumping stations, 1 9 25 - - 16 9-/ 7

Secondary pumping stations, # Th 28 - - 2h 5
Treatment plant capacity 191 272 - - 81 27

(000 m3d )

a/ sewers, mainly mains, constructed by HDB within its housing schemes.

F/ minor sewers constructed by private developers.
7/ including four stations partially constructed under the Project.

l/ The first program - Toa Payoh satellite town - was contracted before

signing of the Loan Agreement and was not part of the project. See Annex II.



6.05 Comparison between forecast and actual expansions of Ulu PandanL/
treatment capacity requires some qualification. The sewerage project
financed by Loan 5L7-SI under audit achieved the 27,000 m3d expansion
corresponding to the initial stages recommended by SB's consultantsi4 and
the further expansion by 27,000 m3d in a final stage is being constructed
under a continuing project financed by a second loan (Loag 918-SI o I 973).
Despite some uncertainty about the scope of the project2/, the arpraisal
report for Loan 5L -SI stated explicitly that Ulu Pandan capacity would
expand by 5h,000 m d under the first project; actual expansion of U.P.
capacity was thus half that planned for in the appraisal report.

Disbursements

7.01 Actual disbursements lagged far behind the appraisal estimates
in the first two years (see Annex IV), due mainly to the delays in the
initial stages of construction. Disbursements began picking up after
FY 1970 and reached 90% of forecasts by the original closing date of
June 1973. The closing date was extended by six months to December 1973,
and the loan was fully disbursed before that date.

7.02 Some delays in disbursements were due to the complex, if not
cumbersome, procedures imposed on SB before submitting disbursement
applications to the Bank. The Bank agreed in 1969 to simplify these
procedures and to expedite disbursements thereafterY. Also, an unusually
large number of contracts had to be processed by SB for Bank approval,
due probably to Bank's initial desire to control SB's tendering procedures

1/ Sewage treatment capacity at Kim Chuan was increased by 54,000 m3d by
SB in June 1968 as foreseen.

2/ SB's engineering consultants recommended in their feasibility study
(dated January 1968) to expand UP in thres stages; the first two stages,
tS be implemented in 1968-1972, were to comprise an expansion by 27,000
m d at a total estimated cost of S$ 6.98 million (of which S$ h.0 million
during 1968-1971), and the further expansion by 27,000 m3d would be under-
taken in a third stage to start in 1973. It is difficult to decide which
stages were originally included in the roject, since the appraisal report
estimated the total cost of UP S,000 m d expansion at S$ 4.0 million and
thus cannot be reconciled nor compared with the consultants' report.

3/ SB was originally required to submit, as evidence for reimbursement, the
contractors' receipts of payment, and to compute the foreign exchange
component of each construction contract. Because of delays in receiving
the contractors' receipts and the large number of sewer construction con-
tracts, the Bank agreed to accept Government's certificates of payment as
evidence for reimbursement and to apply standard percentages to compute
the foreign exchange components of all routine sewer contracts.



closely;!'Bank was efficient in reducing any further delays in contract

approval and awards.2/

Project Costs

8.01 Large savings occurred in local and total costs of the project,

as shown in the following table (see Annex V for details):

Project Cost: Forecast/Actual (S$ million)

Sewerage Miscel. Treatment Consulting Contin-
Schemes Extensions Plants Services gencies Total

Forecast: L.C. 20.34 8.20 7.76 0.20 7.27 43.77

F.X. 8.90 2.83 3.94 0.80 3.13 19.60
Total 29.24 11.03 11.70 1.00 10=~0 63.37

Actual: L.C. 18.94 L.64 7.39 0.28 - 31.25
F.X. 10.8h 2.LO 5.3L 1.67 - 20.25

Total 29.7 7-bT 1273 - 150

Percentage Increases

(Decrease) in: L.C. (7) (43) (5) hO (29)a/
Total 2 (36) 9 95 (19)

a/ Decrease in L.C. was 14% if compared to L.C. forecasts before contingencies.

8.02 The ample provision for escalation and contingencies (20% of

estimates) proved wholly unnecessary for the local currency expenditures;

all local cost components (except consulting) were lower than estimated,

in particular the costs of miscellaneous extensions of sewer services.

On the other hand, the provision was fully utilized for the foreign
currency costs which were 3% larger than forecast; increases were due

mainly to larger foreign exchange costs in the expansion of the treatment

1/ According to a supplementary letter, all contracts above S$ 300,000
for civil works and S$ 150,000 for machinery and equipment required

prior Bank approval. These limits were raised in the 2nd project to

S$ 500,000 and 300,000 respectively, which will have, according to SD,
lower effect than expected due to inflation and increases in costs since

1968.

2/ By December 1972, some 150 contracts had been submitted to the Bank for

approval. In 1972, the average time between receipt of tendering docu-

ments and Bank's reply was less than four days, and the average time

from the date of SB's letter to the date of Bank's reply was l days.

Only five contracts required more than three weeks for approval.
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1/
plants and in consulting services.- Unit costs of sewer construction
averaged S$ 507,000 per km, against some S$ 790,000 estimated; the sub-
stantial savings enabled a much larger amount of sewer construction under
the project. The final List cf Goods (Annex IV) reflects the actual
distribution of foreign exc-ange costs between the major project components.

SB and Project Operations

9.01 Bank supervision missions estimated that the effects of construc-
tion delays and shortcomings on SB's operations were not serious; they
recognized that critical operational items such as treatment and pumping
elements were overloaded, and that SB gave priority attention to their
improvement.

9.02 in 1967, treatment capacity at Kim Chuan was substantially
overloaded and, as a result, KC effluents were of poor quality and highly
active; expansion of KC capacity by 54,000 m3d in 1968 permitted drama+'c
improvements in its effluent quality which met international standard -.
in 1968-1970. Treatment capacity of UP was overloaded in 1970 and there-
after; however, due to its treatment process, UP effluent quality con-
sistently met international standards, and further improved in 1973 after
UP capacity expansion. Also, KC capacity became progressively fully loaded
after 1972, and KC effluents in 1971-1973 did not meet international and
SB norms.- (see Annex VI and Chart I). The lower efficiency of KC treat-
ment process is illustrated further by comparing the unit costs: operating
costs per m 3 treated have been, after 1967, higher in KC plant than in UP
plant (see Annex VI).

9.03 Average contribution of population served was fairly constant at
about 0.23 m3 dc. Overloading of treatment capacities has remained manage-
able, mainly because population served by the main sewerage system expanded
slowly. Total oqpulation served at home by the main system is estimated
at 1.1 million. by March 1974 (completion date of the project), that is
about 51% of Singapore's total population, as compared to 1.2 million
and 55% appraisal targets set for July 1972.

1/ The first loan financed the feasibility study of one Sewerage Program
that is part of the second sewerage project.

2/ Basic quality indicators are: the quantity of Suspended Solids (SS)
in mg/1, and the 5-day-Biological Oxygen Demand at 20 0 C (BOD) in mg/l,
measuring respectively the purity and activity of the effluents. Inter-
national standards recommend maximum of 30 and 20 mg/l respectively
for the SS and the BOD. The BOD of KC effluent averaged 25, 22 and 25 mg/l
in 1971, 1972 and 1973 respectively.

3/ The 1.23 million figure given in Annex VI is the population equivalent
of all users served by the main system, including commercial and industrial
users.
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2.0 L On the other hand, the aonulation served by small secondary
systems (septic tanks or minor plans) uder SB3s control increased from
132,000 in 1967 to 210,003 in March 197,, so that the share of total
population served at home by facilities operated or supervised by the SB
increased from 52% in 1967 to 60% by March 197L. Of the total 1.35 million
population served by SD, about 1 million were living in HDB estates.

Financial Performance

10.01 The appraisal report assumed a 48% increase in average charges
in 1972 to result from the introduction of Trade Waste Tariffs and revisions
to the WBSF, in order to cover all operating expenses as required by the
Loan Agreement. The Government reviewed in 1969 the existing sewage fees,
promulgated Trade Waste Regulations, and introduced new sewage fees based
on water consumption effective March 1970, which more than doubled SB's
gross annual revenues. As a result, the Sewerage Branch earned a rate
of return of over 8% annually in 1970/71 through 1972/73 and 7.2% in
1973/7L, as compared to 0% rate of return forecast. These financial
developments, detailed in Annexes VII, VIII and IX which compare SB's
forecast and actual Income Statements, Balance Sheets and Cash Flow
Statenents respectively, are summarized in the following table:

Appraisal Forecasts Actual
S$ million (Jan. 1968-Dec. 1973) (Jan. 1968-March 197L)

Operating Revenues L9.1 101.2
Operating Expenses after Depreciation 61.3 63.9
Operating Surplus (Deficit) (12.2) 37.3
Operating Ratio after Depreciation 125% 63%
Rate of Return: Before 1970/71 -

1970/71 8.8%
1971/72 - 8.4%
1972/73 0.1% 8.6%
1973/74 - 7.2%

10.02 Total capital expenditures of SB during the period 1968-1973 were
close to forecasts; non-project expenditures balanced the savings on project
costs. IBRD loan financed about one-fourth of total expenditures, as fore-
cast; net Government contribution was negligible and was replaced by SB's
internal cash generation as the source of funds complementary to the Bank
loan, as shown in the following table:
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S$ million 1968-1973 Financing Plan of the Sewerage Department

Applications of Funds Appraisal Forecast Actual (1)68-March 1)7L)

lst Sewerage Project 63.L 51.5 a
Other Capital Expenditures 13.5 2L.6ai
Total Capital Expenditures 777
Net Increase (Decrease) in

Current Assets (0.L) 2.6
Total Applications 76.5 78.7

Sources of Funds

Net Internal Cash Generation 10.9 1L 60.2b/ 76
IBRD Loan 18.0 2L 17 . 82. 23
Government contributions L7.6 10.9
Less: Capital Repayments by SB - 10.2
Net Government contribution 47.6 62 0.7 1

Total Sources 76. 100 77 100

a/ includes S$ 3.6 million in 1973/7L for the 2nd sewerage project.
/ after debt service of S$ 3.5 million, compared to S$ 4.2 million forecast.

c/ includes S$ 0.38 million in 1973/74 from Loan 918-SI for the 2nd project.

Sewage Fees

11.01 In accordance with the advice of the Bank and its first super-
vision missions, the Ministry of Finance worked out in 1969 several revisions
of the WBSF and, despite its concern about possible social reactions,
introduced, effective March 1970, a WBSF based on metered water consumption
(S. cents L.4 and 11.0 per m3 for domestic and trade consumers respectively)
in addition to the then existing rate of S$ 2.0 per month per sanitary
fitting (Annex X). The level and structure of new fees were determined on
the assumption that they would be paid only by premises with sanitary
fittings and that total SB revenues would cover its operating costs by

1972 as required by the Loan Agreement (para 5.02). Actually, it was
decided that all premises supplied with water by PUB would pay the new
fees, whether connected to the sewer systems or not; the Ministry of
Finance justified this decision on the ground that unconnected premises
would be connected soon with the expansion foreseen and these premises
should contribute to the costs incurred by the Government on open water
courses receiving their discharges. Sewerage revenues in 1970 '71 almost
doubled over the fifteen-month fiscal 1969/70 and SB began earning an 8%
rate of return. The Bank considered that no further tariff study was
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necessary. a miri-1973, 25% of doestic,- and LL% of non-domestic, premises

z.ay-ing the WBF were not connected to the sewer systems, and contributed
in 1 !L3/7i saoe S$ L.3 nillion - i.e. 20% - to SD's total revenues.

11.02 In compliance with the Loan Agreement and Bank's requests, the

Government worked out also in 1969 Trade Waste Regulations, in place of

special tariffs, requiring industries to discharge their wastes, after

preliminary treatment if necessary, so that they conform to the specifi-

cations imposed therein on discharges into sewers and water streams;
content specifications for discharges into sewers were determined so that

trade wastes would meet normal treatment standards and not require addi-

tional treatment costs. The Bank advised the Government to establish a

system of penalties to be levied on those establishments which would

exceed the maximum allowances for waste characteristics, and Trade Waste

Regulations and penalties were promulgated in mid-1970. Since SB's

finances had improved beyond expectations and trade wastes meeting the

regulations did not involve additional treatment costs, the levy of trade

waste tariffs over and above the S. cents 11 per m3 of consumed water was

considered unnecessary by the Bank which therefore considered that the

covenant had been complied with. The SB continued after 1970 to study
various measures to improve trade waste control regulations and their

enforcement, and adopted a flexible approach, consistent with the Govern-
ment's industrialization policy, regarding enhancement of penalties for

default.

11.03 Presently, new plants are required to submit to SD their wastes

plans, and if necessary to hire consultants for design of pre-treatment

facilities to be approved and maintained by the SD. About 70% of all

industrial establishments are within sewered areas; about one-third of

these have pre-treatment plants and comply fully with requirements, another

third are temporarily allowed to discharge into the sewers until completion

of their pre-treatment works, and the last third are required to discharge

in water courses outside the sewers. Among the establishments outside

the sewered areas, 10% carry out a full treatment of their trade wastes.

Therefore, 26% of all industrial establishments2/ presently comply with

the regulations.

1/ These domestic premises are essentially concentrated in poorer and

rural areas.

2/ i.e. one-third of 70% plus 10% of 30%.



Institutional Development

12.01 A major tool in SB's reorganization and strengthening was
the Organization and Methods (0 and M) report (para. 5.02). The first
part of the report, completed in Ma 1969, recommended the functional
division of SB into three sections:-/ Planning and Design, Operations
and Maintenance, and Construction; SB reor anization accordingly was
practically completed by the end of 1970. The Bank insisted that further
study of SB's staff requirements be made by 0 and M; such study, made in
November 1969 but left incomplete, was resumed under Bank's pressure and
completed in March 1971. As a result of this delay and the persisting
shortage of engineering and technical staff in Singapore, SB suffered
from the lack of staff, albeit to a decreasing degree. Measures taken
in 1973 by the Government and SD (paZa. 6.02) contributed to improve
greatly the staff situation which is presently manageable. Despite dif-
ficulties in implementing its staffing recommendations, the 0 and M report
was instrumental in the recognition by the Government of the staffing and
other operational needs of SB, which had been seen before as an ordinary
administration.3/

12.02 The SB has maintained since 1968 commercial accounts parallel
to its Government cash accounts. SB's accounts have been satisfactory
and have served as a useful management tool for effective control and
evaluation of SB's operations. Minor improvements required under the
2nd Loan (918-SI), such as codification of accounting procedures into an
Accounting Manual, were recently made. SB's accounts have been audited
by the Auditor General of Singapore and audits have been satisfactory,
despite minor delays in their completion.

12.03 Programs of flow measurements and data collection and investi-
gation, as requested by the Loan Agreement (para. 5.02), received low
priority initially, and progress by the end of 1969 was small. In 1970
however, SB started to install, improve or replace, as necessary, flow
measurement devices in all pumping stations and to collect data in
respect of population served, sewage flow patterns and characteristics,

1/ A fourth section, for Pollution Control and Water Reclamation, was
later established.

2/ except for the recommendation that SB's head be placed in a higher
grade than the Section heads and be relieved of direct responsibility
for construction. Implementation of this recommendation was requested
under the 2nd Loan.

3/ It is likely that, in the absence of Bank involvement and 0 and M
report, the SB would have continued to expand because of the pressure
and needs for more sewer services; planning and continuity of its
expansion would probably have received less attention.
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and sewage treatment effectiveness, which proved useful for planning the

2nd sewerage project. Reliable data on population served have been.

available since mid-1973; further improvements, however, are apparently

desirable.

12.Oh Coordination with HDB and the Economic Development Board

improved considerably after 1968 and has been very good on matters relating
to sewerage; SB has been consulted in time to be able to plan and carry

out the sewerage works required, even in cases of HDB plan modifications.

Planning and coordination have been firmer and more consistent since

completion in 1971/72 of a long-range Sewerage Master Plan worked out by
SB with the active assistance of a WHO consultant paid out of UNDP funds..

12.05 The organizational changes consequent to the transfer in

September 1972 of sewerage operations from PWD to MOE have had little

effect on the administration and staff of SD. The SB was given in June

1971 the responsibility to operate the Jurong Industrial Water plant
which supplies treated sewage effluent (from Ulu Pandan) to industries

for washing, cooling and other purposes; this plant, which provides about

5.5 million m3 annually (equivalent to 15,000 m
3d), has contributed to

SB's operating surplus by some S$ 100,000 p.a.

IBRD's Performance

13.01 The Bank's approach and attitude, in dealing with Singapore's

first sewerage project, proved to be efficient, and issues raised were

relevant. The Bank considered sewerage to be a public service, and it

did not question SB's administrative status, nor did it impose financial

and tariff targets which might have proved unattainable or unacceptable.

In view of the urgent need for sewer expansion, the Bank did not press

for a firm project content, and trusted SB's ability to build up the

project and expand the sewer system according to actual developments and

circumstances. The Bank nevertheless insisted rightly on the need for

reorganization of SB's procedures and accounts and for solving SB's 
tech-

nical staff problem. During project implementation, the Bank remained

open and understanding to SB's problems and difficulties, and modified

effectively its initial disbursement procedures which were unnecessarily

complex. Finally, acceptance by the Bank that SB's organization and staff

requirements be reviewed by another Government service, rather than by

1/ The Bank was effective in supporting SB's request to extend the con-

sultant's two-year contract beyond August 1972. Long-range plans
of the Sewerage Master Plan are based on a general "Singapore Land

Use Concept Plan" which was developed also with UNDP assistance.
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a management consultant, was probably the best way to insure full acceptance
and efficient implementation of the necessary recommendations.

13.02 Acceptable treatment standards could be maintained due to SD's
satisfactory operations, despite overloading of treatment facilities: SD
may have some difficulties to keep such standards in 1975/76 until shortage
of capacity is alleviated by the completion of treatment plant expansions
under the 2nd sewerage project. More attention could usefully have been
given to treatment capacity planning and consultants design during appraisal,
and to the need to accelerate or revise the expansions of the overloaded
treatment plants during supervision; unexplained discrepancies between
consultants' and Bank's expansion targets and the Bank's concentration on
financial and institutional objectives may explain why it did not occur.
Targets for population served were not entirely met, most probably because
the data used for planning overestimated slightly the population served
in 1967. Finally, the unexpectedly large increases in sewer charges
promulgated in 1970, which may raise some questions, appear justified
retrospectively since they were well accepted by the public and since
sewer charges should not need upward revisions during some years to come.

13.03 The Bank decided after the third supervision mission to increase
the interval bet.ween missions from 6 to 12 months because it was satisfied
with SD's achievements in carrying out the project and meeting the loan
commitments; this change, which had no negative effects, kept supervision
costs low for this efficient borrower and seems wise in retrospect.

Conclusion

l.01 Loan 547-SI of US$ 6 million made in 1968 contributed importantly
to the much needed expansion of Singapore's sewer system and sewage treat-
ment capacity. Most project physical achievements reached expectations;
shortfalls with respect to population served and treatment capacity were
not critical. Despite delays in completion due to SBIs initial difficulty
in adjusting itself to the size of the project, project implementation was
smooth and efficient. The project has contributed positively to improving
the standard of living and sanitary conditions in Singapore. Other major
benefits of the project were to help reorganize and strengthen the Sewerage
Department for undertaking future larger sewerage projects, and to put
sewerage services on a solid financial basis contributing substantial
amounts to public revenues. The Bank's performance with its first sewerage
project was good, due to its restrained and flexible approach to the
problems of such a public service.



"Activated Sludge" Process

Scope of Plants

Operations: .Treated Sewage Effluent

Sewage S a(partly used in Up as
Sewage Industrial Water)

KI MI Inflo 1tlu1dg It.
CHUAN 1 d2

UL Pressurized Air Sewage Treatment

Sludge Sludge Treatment

PANDAN SE GOON (Thiseedback does Sludge
not exist between Liquor

SLUDGE KC and SSD, only
in UP ) Gas-PwrUi

DISPOSAL

Sludge Drying Dewaterization Biological
(sold as compost) Digestion (20-25 days)



ANNX I

Descrintion. of Worcs as Plannad and as axecuted

A--rI3al ?Re-ort Actual Norks Reasons for Variations
--- ea Se-,erane Prr-rams *rzdi:ionn neorle served)

-. Toa Payoh (Satellite 2.13 km o Contracted out before
D--m - HEB) main sewers loan sinin' - out-

id -roject

2. Juron, Sewera-e (IDB, 1 punping station, force 1 oumrin sta- Lar-er than exnected
Juron- industrial maIns and 3.05 t-m of main tion (canacityr exnransion of sewerage
Estate, Private Hous- sewers (50,000 people) 4.6 Tmcd), force system in Juronr In-
ino) mains and ;.22 iustrial Estate and

-n of sewers area

3. Pasir Panjang 7.1 kmn of sewers (10,000 2.51 -m of Part of criginal works
neoni') sewers contracted out nror

to looTn sitnin' b

4. Urban Renewal South 7 -umping station, and 1 nunmin: sta-
(:D' - Urban Renewal) 3.56 km of sewers (20 - tion (coacIt7T

3Of0 'eeonle) 26.6 Tn-d) -nd Lnyini: of sewers r-
2.'7km of sewers 'isted 'o d7avs in

Urban Penewnl -ro-
7. Urban Renewal North ,umning station, 1 1 tem-orary -um-, 7rams due to resett-

(-DB - Urban Renewal) temrorary pump, force 2.32 km of main lement an' clearance
mains and 4.57 km of main sewers, and r 7r- procramse(
sewers (LO-50,000 people) tial com-letion or

the rymr,.; sta-
tion-

Kallan Basin (-MB) 1 nunpain station and 1 1 pumrin- sta-
temporary pump (for flows tion (carac4-y

avera'ing 9 imad), force 32 7n-d),
mains and 8.23 km of main rorlr nuir,
sewers (n.a.) Lorce nat.ns rn'

7, l km of main
sewers

7. elok- Blangah (IDB) i nunpin. station, force l.7- k. ' n T3. -
mains and main sewers scLwers resch duled h
(n.a.)

2. Seranccon . smll ru min. station 1 rumrn- s7.2-
.7 Imd), force mains tior (o" c -

and 6.L kIm of sewers 2.2 TI-d). f)r"
(17,ooo neonle) malns anA 1 2

7. ETn-~-'.on- :4 cng Bahu I runninc station, force 1 uvri'- s.- >r 'wtconstrie-
C:D" '-ins !nd main sewers t0r..e -rTor to o

(.,.a.) ien



A.lta II (contin i'.)

A--raisaT na-rt Actua TOrks 7easons :or Van"ations
A - Area Sewera'e Procrams Additional people served)

I9. Thomson Area '3.t c>ded or7ahr 9.s <m ew- Additional scheme
* crs

II. Unner Chanmi Estate Yc: inclded ori ally sew-
-" e) ers, c. WorS

or

12. Queenstown Nei-hbor- Nat included ori-inally 1 ternor.r7 umpn,
hood (n. .) and 1.' of

sewers

13. East Coast Reclamation Not included ori--nall- I tenror- u-iir.
(n.a.) and . I ' of

sewers

B - Treatment Works

1. Ulu Pandan Plant ncrease ?lant ca-clty S(-wer treotnent Inconsistency between
from 109 to 1(L,O(70 m d ca-ac' T,- increased consultants feasibility
to serve -'culations of by 27,'lf In to study and IBRD apnrai-
(0,2' (froa T.O, Y 13(,Th/ d sal report. See text

n 19() SLt*4- treatment of rerort
- increasea

16L,2fl) n d

2. Kim Chuan Sewage Preliminary nlans, to b* (i) Mcdic!ption
Treatment Plant, and firmed un by consultants Pnd enlarangent of
Serancoon Sludfe studies, comprised minor inl , works s.t Kin
Disrosal phant modifications at Kin Clauan; (ii) :.Orkers

Chuan and extensions to quarters (-7),
SD dryin- beds slud-e drying beds

, settlin.
tar and 2 nrxuin,
smions at S
nlant

C - Miscellaneous Imnrovements and Ertensions

1. Improvements to As required by exnc- ,,W "mnns to 1
existing pumping rience and orerati'ns -unrin- .ttion
stations

2. -rxtensior to Main Extensions exnected each C.$Lmo' main
seers year 1960-June 1972 sewers

3. Extensions to minor " 12. [ of minor
sewers sewers

a/ Civil works of the rump-Ln7 stations were comnleted and finnced under the first Dro ect; Pur s
and equipment are bein7 installed and financed under the on'-oin- second sewerage project.
2/ The remaining sewers rlanned under these schemes are beirnl canstructed under the ongoing
second sewerage rroject.



T7.

Selected Covenants and Su- 1 :ntor- Le-ters to th7 -j;n A.:r'ent

Section f.- 2  l

Hequiremient s:

-1 .yi consu tanc- ,ror acceotb> t, -3or-ower and the Bank.

Sn eloys three consul ' .irms 'or sewer
desi.-.

Sections .3/,.05 (a

Recuarements:

Establish and naintain sound *.ccoun-in- rrocednres and data collection system.

Ful-'i17-ent:

Co=ercinl accountin; sv.stem esta'Y s-d 3nd uswd .s o" 19o4.

Section ,.Th (b)

7eouireents:

repre a lonr- n ln of SB rg nZf at Ion -o -s ure S3ts Folnd e-c-an n-.

Comnlied with t:hrouh ;he 0 an-i re-nort (see below).

Secticns KT3 (t) and (c)

7enuirenents:

Install derendabe flow measremnent devices to collect and anlyse ad,
information on nolulp tion served, sewage flows and chractertstics ar.d sfwa e
treatment. Use said information for exnansion anning >nd Ln-:'venents of
sewerage system.

:-Fulfillment:

Little rrogress before 1970. Meas'res taken in 1971 onwnrds. All .u27in1
stations *resentily equip-ed with flow measurement devices; surveys carried out :incc
1973 on poulation served.



A2:~z ::: (ccntinued)

Section 5.07

loau 1remento:

7)1 j ci st once a ,,a b u -wzor .ccetable to

the Ban-.

S3'S acc)un-s -u:i+-d by the Aditor General of Sinm-era.

Section 7'. 2 (a

ecuirements:

Adjust sewer cha2:s and tariffs so as to cover '% o-eratinv exnenses

(including ade quote d1reciation) by revenues not later thn1 1972 and thereafter
earn a reasonable -nnuK- return on net fixed cs-ts. Carr' out he'ore end of

1971 a study to teAeine the r te of -uch return cnd con.-e-,nt1- requ4red

chan-es in rates.

Mew sewer chrg.s ?rnd 
4 :ar*ffs made eff'ctivre irch I'. rvenues doubled

in 197r onwards; :cto rate of return o" over -nercent in 1,7'.-1572 and over

7 nercont in 797,. After tablishment of ne- ees i 127", 2urther study con-

siderk unncesc-r.

Secti-n 5. 17L

Reouiremients:

Lntroduce before January 1, 970: (I) a Trada WJstc Tariff f-r id'str1a1/

comercia wastes; and (ii) rervi ons in tle existin7 Sewa,.e 7ees suic th&

char:-es be part all_ or tot lly hazed on water cansurration.

ul'i Lment:

es based on wa'ter conlinrtion made effect ve TTrch 1972. Trsde :Iste
Regulations rrori";a-t.Id mid-197); trade waste tariff- corcidered ,neozss:rs.

Surnlementary Letters

(a) Pirocur-e:l-nt:

Ilecuire-cnts:

All ccrntracts shr UShl0Y, 3'f Thr civi ?zor's and beG2, 'T2 7rchnery

and equinment require Tnizr Thc '*rove.

Toe i; wth, 't 'a:-e:':nc showd ar~-an<eets ber'v. and c:.'(r

than 7 c5trtS - d).



A::IEZ I7-- (con-tinued)

Sun lemen ary Letters

(b) Develonment:

Reauirements:

Consider the sewer capital costs and construction times involved in major
housing and urban renewa nro-rams when anrraisin7 such nrograms. insure coor-
dination of DB and EDB2 ' /_evelorment programs with those of Sewerage Branch.

Fulfillment:

Coordination with EDB and ED3 very good since prolect inceition. Long-range
Sewerage Master Plan develored since mid-1970 in conjunction with a general Land
Use Plan.

(c) Or7anization:

Hequire"'ents:

The Oranizati;on and -e-thods 'ranch of the tInistry of Finance will conduct,
and comrllete by Anr,-i 3, 19(9, an arnraisail of SB7s functions and staff' to
identify required nracticable chanced in activities, structure and nrocedures and
to deternine sta 7f ra'uAreoents for the most ecive use of personnel and
consultants. heco o r,7. t Di s and their mplem nt&tion be di scussed with the Bn.

Fulfillment:

First nari of 0 and M reioro issued in May 19", w t. recommrrendat iLons for Stsreor.anization and rroc'dures. Second x.rt on SB strf reoutrements issued
incomnlete in ::ovembr ih anJ comreted i trC> 1-71. Leconndntors of the
first nart Vri;emented end 7. Ov rall labor shotaes have slowed down
j mplemen.tio- of s,-econ part re Tor

EDE: HusingDev,4lorient Bad
E-2: "cojnomic Devs-ToT-,nt -- .



Loan Disbr.enments

19 FT 9971 -972 1-73 97L

orecast (US$ milLion) D.r9 2.32 3. 5.31 6.00 -
Actua (U3$ million) .. 2 3.30 .o 6.00
Actua '.,/Frec-t., 3 2?.X0 h.0 2. 72.0 90. 1:0.00

AI c n -rocees oan
Arounr. (US$ equivalent)

Cate-ory of Goods 0ri-i

1. Treatnent rlani j j

L. "Una 7.7 o, '-

TOTAT , '



.. c t A - 1 L.C. . x

Jurong 2.7-

i51 ~j
-* 2 . . 2 .-' ^ 3 8. 7

3 Seonm Va 1.16 j2 . L. 2
r- - 1 . - . 2 .63

7, 4 . s.16-) ;(-, Cag. - -. 02 .03

Changi ... 1. .9 .' .60

13. ESS7 coast T.A. . 1. lip

L- 2 ). 8.90 2' 2 1,9 P)S, 2.73

r-,, F.ai 1.96 .oLn.r3.19 2.57

. iuan and SD 7.80 1.90 7. 1.20 2_77 6.97

.76 3 . . 7.3'9 5. 12.73

C. Aw e"n u rm ed~nsin

5 -i -ions .06 .7 .^ .29 . .73
To ain S.,,ers ,.a. Lo L.. 1.22 . . .,

3. Th :'inor Sewers n. n. -2. - 3.33 .37 .2' 1.l .. 1.7

'-to nea. . 8.20 2.8 . n . . AL

D . Wn oc7-i Continrvecies (,D %) 7.27 3.1 1 .LO - - -

-L - -s.2 ..2 1.<' 1.9

7. 'A', 'ODj".CT 77.. - .- . 22 50

75--rr 'cot Tonditurns 1.70 .1 - A~ 2 . 21.36

1-:C .xo -d ires . 7 21.1 ' .7 n.:a. . .

,:OreCaSZ .j' u--*h 1-'arch h



ANNEX VI:

Main Sewerage System Sewgae Flows; Treatment Canacity and Indicators

Forecasts: 1266k' 267 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 .

Dry weather treatment
canacity (00(m 3 d) 191 191 2L5 245 2L5 215 300 300

Dry weather sewage flows:
Basis for nlanning 160 190 205 221 238 255 280 302

Dry weather sewage flows:
Forecast range - 170-200 180-215 190-240 200-260 210-275 225-300 240-330

Estimated norulation eauiva-
lent served (million) 0.90 0.98 1.06 1.16 1.25 1.37 1.17 1.58

Actualg

Dry weather treatment capa-
city (000 m3d) 191 191 245 215 2L5 215 215 272

Annual average of daily flow
treated (000 m3 d) 188 206 219 243 2L3 241 253 282

Maximum daily flow treated
(000 m3d) 263 306 300 308 320 341 346 402

Minimum daily flow treated
(000 m3d) 117 153 172 187 179 194 171 215

Estimated population equi-
valent served (million) 0.90 0.95 1.00 1.03 1.06 1.08 L.12 1.23

Average daily flow ner
canita (m 3 dc) .21 .22 .22 .24 .23 .22 .23 .23

TLu Pandan treatment
canacity (000 m 3 d) 109 109 109 109 109 109 109 136

Annual averaLe of daily flow
treated (100 m3d) 106 120 119 125 113

Minimum/maximnu of daily flow
treated (000 m d, 75/130 90/165 110/185

Effectiveness of Treaten't
Indinatorsy

Ulu Pandan Effluent: Susnended
Solids (m;/l ) 11.1 -13.8 26.6 19.1 22.0 26.0 21.0
Bio Oxyen derand (r-/1.) 13.3 11.5 22.6 14.8 16.5 It.0 13.4

Kim ChUan---- Suspended solids (mg/1) 39.3 17.8 13.3 17.2 27.7 26.0 25.0
ond SSD ) Dic Oxygen demand (mg/i) 88.5 20.9 20.0 18.1 21.7 22.2 24.7

Sewage Treatment Oreratina Costs s 1967 1971 1973

Total oreratinZ costs (S$00O) 571.6 4l5.6 666.8 799.7 1,035.7 1,027.5
Total flows treated (million m 3 ) 34.6 40.7 42.8 45-3 52.3 50.6
Estimated -onulation served (000) 450 500 475 600 510 685
Unit cost of treatment (s$/000 m3) 16.5 10.2 15.6 17.6 19.8 20.3
Cost per capita served (S$/cap.) 1.27 0.83 1.40 1.33 1.92 1.50

a/ Actual data.

bJ Maximum limits recommended by International Agencies for Suspended Solids (SS) and
Bio Oxygen Demand (5-day BOD at 200C) are 30 and 20 mg/1 respectively.



SINGIAP01E EWEHAGE Pli,)JK('T

I c(mer1 Statmln

1968 1o6 9 /L 1_70/71 19(L/12 (1h/ (3 1973/_4
Appraisal Actual Appraisal Actual App.aisal Act,,al Appra isal Actual Apprausal Actual Appraisal Actual

Report Report Jan 69-Mar 70 lport liepart Hep.rt Rport.

Jan-Dec 68 Jan-Dec 68 Jan-Dec 69 (15 months) Jan-Dec 70 Apr 70-Mar 71 Jan-bec (I Apr '7i-Mar 7.2 Jn-Dec (2 Apr 71-Mar '/ JI-lec 73 Apr '(i-Mar 74

PEVFNIES----------------------------------------------------------------- ------------ $ 000--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Water Birne Sewage Fees;
Non-overnment Properties 4,675 5,170 5,075 7,694 ',475 14,63 ',my5 16,60 9,2)11 11,531 0,8179 19,645
Government Properties 523 523 542 681 162 2,45 58 ,8c995 1,0 991 1,764

Sub-total 5, 19B 5,693 5,611 8,377 6,0 i [/,458 6,11J 18,801 10,12 20,452 o,l0 21,409

lesa PUB's Comission - - - *0' - 24) - .40 - 4u - 240

Net Water Borne Sewage Fees 5,198 5,693 5,617 7,992 6,031 7,I9?1 t,"1d 1,560 , , 1, W.,0 21,169
Sale o industrial Water - - - - - - - 31 j- 1&7
Connection Fees (Mandatory) 150 169 150 208 150 6 iso 67 130 52 150 56
Special Sewer Connections 375 424 375 556 375 15b 35 08 375 1,25 375 891
Septic Tank Maintenance Fees 260 259 260 386 260 244 260 H3 260 :90 260 277
Sludge Sulea & Miscellaneous 20 218 20 365 20 422 20 461 0 0 830

TOTAL RIEVENUE 6,003 6,763 6,422 9,572 6,84- 18, 23,670

OPERATING COSTS

Salaries & Allowances 1,840 1,240 1,936 1,442 ,040 1,03 , I 2,151 2,406 2,15 2,526 3,171
Contribution to Provident Fund 223 148 217 236 110 205 '10 293 210 3'(8 210 51
Wages 1,400 1,415 1,1100 1,713 1,1,00 1,08 1,400 1,290 1 ,40 1,554 1,400 1,809
Materials & Supplies 250 164 260 278 2180 20? 21 471 28o 3A )80 465

Repairs & Maintenance by Contractors 300 331 320 365 340 268 360 191 300 4018 4o 617

Fuel & Utilities 840 866 8h0 1,281 850 1,1 1, 86o 1,076 90u 1,292 910 1,772

Transportation & Traveling 65 53 70 56 (5 I/ 80 53 B5 60 90 65
Overhead 246 596 258 667 21 639 2B5 223 299 115 i. 129
OtLhers 50 159 50 224 50 160 50 142 5( 38 02

TOTAl. OPERATING COST 5,214 4,972 5,35) 6,262 5,516 1,,816 5,716 5,990 6,,m 674 I,8 1.611

Surplus before Depreciation 789 1,791 1,071 3,245 ,3.26 13,512 1,5117 1)4,422 ),9(7 i5,o'3 5,413 15,059
Depreciation 3,896 2,956 ',,t17 4,637 1,370 3,8217 4,646 4,28h 4,8(6 l,660 5,37 5,087
Surplus (deficit) a ter Depreciation (3,107) (1,165) (3,046) (1,392) (3,04h) 0,602 (3,099) 10,138 101 1,333 61 9,972
Interest on Loans"/ - 29 - 296 - l - 55 - 86 61 1,
Other Non-uperating Expenses - - - - 120 - 486 - 57, -

Net Surplus (deficit) (3,107) (1,1 9 14) (3,0o6) (1,6(0) (3,0h4) ),251 (1,099) 1,06 [(i J,/195 5w) 8,873

Oferating Ratio before Depreciation 87% 74% 83% 66% 81% 26% 7% 291 K5% 5k 5 A 36%
(Operating Ratio after Depreciation 152% 1171 147% 115% 1i111% 473 143 50% 9',f 5(4 10(4 58%
Rate of Return - - - - - 8.8% - 8.4% 0.% H.6t o% 7.2%

SB's Labor Force 259 352 329 455 504 574

t iica year enanged to April-March.

2 Excludes 585 on account of' value of nightsoil treatment.

3 lucluding rate increases as assumed in Annex 13 to the Appraisal Report.

/4 Appraisal estimates assumed capitalization of interest during construction.

November 1, 1974
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Balauce Sheets

1968 / 19(t/7 A at/7 __ 1. _ /712
Appraisal Actuaa Appraisal Cta ppraISaI Acal Appraisal Actual Appraisal Actual AppraisaI Actual

Report _ Report _ RePort - j3 J ort _______ heport. tgr_

ASSETS ^---- ----- - ~--- ~----------------- .----- .-------------.--------- - - - - - - $ uo - -- ------------------------ ----------------- - - ----------------------

Current Assets

Accounts Hceivable 320 31)1 320 431, 33t 1,232 1)0 5,1495 3; ,tjli j60 5,32
Materials & Supplies 770 8112 770 62 0 6214 (70 456 18o j"59 790 411
Advances & Other Accounts - 205 - 190 - 182 - 15 -8

Sub-Total 1,()90 1,388 1,092 1,245 1,100 11,038 1,11o 6,166 1,1 10 1)t I ,IPo 6,723

Fixed Assets

Gruss Fixed Assets in Operation 152,677 152,152 161,527 156,311 171,652 167,768 182,682 18/,987 191,Wl 200,fho 0,ttY 220,978
Less: Depreciation 46 923 45.806 51 0110 50 463 55 410 54,3115 ,056 59 ,54 61,92 4U 4, 1,6 69 506
Net Fixed Assets in Operation y1i5754 1632t14 83 11 6,342 113,423 122,-6 1f8,2f 126,955 16,22l 156,Tili 1,7
Work In Progress 9,20o 5,106 13,161 10,890 20,470 9,713 25,0 18 7,-24 j869 __. ____0 6,665

Sub-Trotai 114,954 111,1132 123,6148 116,738 136,712 123,166 11)7,704 135,452 155, 319 itoS,65) I e"I11,) 158,137

TUYAl, ASSETS 116,044 112,820 124,738 117,983 I_ 127,204 tI4 141, 618 156,440 1502466 164,860

LIABILIIES & EQUITY

Current liabilities

Deposits by Contractors 200 216 200 247 210 335 220 391 220 569 '2O 535
Deposits by Consuiers 450 546 1)80 552 500 449 550 133 550 667 600 895
Hetention FundS & Pyables 430 1,715 1.9A) 175 500 972 520 5,311 530 904 53() aLY29

oub-'otal 1,180 ?,177 1,170 1,274 1,210 1,756 1,290 6,135 1,300 2,140 1,350 2,659

. ng Term Debt

1BRD l,.an 1,000 - 4,320 2,591 9,580 5,289 14,310 10,263 17,58) 14,0 17,6148 17,461

Equity

Equity at beginning of year 109,810 108,272 113,96,4 110,31)3 119,2118 1114,05/ 127,022 120,159 133,21' )1,20 1/,569 133,3914
Add: Government Appropriation (it- /3

duct Capital Repayment to Govt.) 7,261 3,165 8,330 5,463 10,818 (3,1149) 9,291 (5,365) 6,' 4t- i, I) ,6 2 '- 2,289
Add: Surplus (Deduct deficit) for 3

the year (3,107) (1,191) (3,016) (1,688) (3,044) 9,251 (3,0 )9) to426 101 _ ,5 _ 5020- ,857

Equity at end of year 113,964 110,3113 119,248 1114,118 127,022 120,159 133,214 125,220 137,569 113, li 10 44,696 144,540

TOTAL LLABILITIES & EQUITY 116,o44 112 820 121,738 117,983 137,812 127,204 148,1 141 618 16,) 51 63,91 164 860

Li The figures for appraisal report and actuals for 1968 are as at December 31. For other years the appraisal report figures
are as at December 31 and actuals as at March 31.

Includes 1,330 in respect of sewer fees relating to FY 1970/71 received from British Military & Sembawang Shipyard.

S Figures amended on the basis ,f Annex 13 to the Appraisal Report.

11.'Vembolr 1, 1lf//i



SINGAPORE SEERAGE PROJECT

Sources & Application of Funds

1968 1969/70 1970/71 1971/72 1972/73 1973/714
Appraisal hLtual Appraisal Actual Appraisal Actual Appraisal Actual Appraisal Actual Appraisal Actual

Report Report Jan 69-Mar 70 Report Report Report Report
Jan-Dec 68 Jsn-Dec 68 Jan-Dec 69 15 months Jan-Dec 70 Apr 70-Mar 71 Jan-Dec 71 Apr 71-Mar 72 Jan-Dec 72 Apr 72-Mar 73 Jan-Dec 73 Apr 73-Mar 74

-------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------- ---- -----------------------------------------------------------------------

oerameat Appropriation 7,261 3,265 8,330 5,463 10,818 - 9,291 - 11,254 - 7,629 2,169

surplus before Depreciation 789 1,791 1,071 3,2h5 1,326 13,512 1,547 14,422 4,977 15,993 5,435 14,860

INS) LAan 1,000 - 3,320 2,591 5,260 2,698 h,730 4,974 3,270 4,669 420 2,834L

O-Iaes of Eurmet Assets and/or
Ilabilities *j, 1,823 110 - 80 ,5 10 - _o -

TOAL SOURMIS 9,200 6,879 12,811 U,299 17,44 16,210 15,648 22,977 12,511 20,662 13,534 19.863

AMJCATIW

Lavestt
Project 6,350 1,375 12,125 7,816 16,910 9,Od 14,810 12,138 11,475 12,843 1,610 8,309

Other Capital Investments 28m 5,.75 100 2,127 - 1,301 - _,432 - 2,015 10,330 9,274

Sub-1Total 9,150 6,850 12,525 9,943 16,910 10,309 11,840 16,570 11,475 14,858 12,000 1583

Debt Service
In terast am ILanS 50 29 286 296 524 321 798 556 1,016 862 1,162 1,154
AMNrtLtIMUM of . - - - - - . - - - - 352 305

Sub-Total 50 29 286 296 524 321 798 556 1,016 862 1,514 1,459

Oemer Umi-opervileg qmprs (et) - - - - - 120 - 186 - 576 - (26)

m-,st of currevt Assets wA/or
Liabilities - - - 1,060. 10 2,311 10 - 20 2,645 20 847

Capital Repwammat to Goverment - - - - - 3.119 - 5,365 - 1,721 --

70IMeL APiPLitUir 9,200 6,879 12,811 11,299 17,41A 16,210 15,648 22,977 12,511 20,662 13,5314 19,863

Debt Service Coverage (Thums)- - 3.6 10.2

trascal year cae--a to april-larck. LI Includes 381 for the Second Sewerge Project (loan 918-S1).

L2 hansited acconts. I=11 as 3,561 for the Second Sewerage Project
.nuanced from loan 918-1.



ANNEX I: SEWER SERVICE CHARGES AND FEES

1. Water Borne Sewage Fees Before 1970 1970 Onwards

a. Fixed Cost (Effective Sept. 1959): S$ 2 per sanitary fitting per month
Applies to all premises connected to main sewerage system or to secondary
systems which have been taken over by SB/SD.

3
b. Variable Cost (Effective March 1970) Rate/-m water consumed

Domestic Premises --- 4.h S cents
Other Premises --- 11.0 S cents

Applies to all water supplied by PUB to premises whether connected to the
sewer systems or not (By March 197L, the share of premises not connected to
the sewer systems was 25% of all premises paying the WBSF).

2. Septic Tank Maintenance Fees (Effective July 1967):

Apply only to systems which are maintained but not taken over by SB/SD.

Capacity of tank (m 3 ) No Pumping Single Puing Double Pumping
---------------- S$ per month---------------------

0- 9.1 ( 2000 gallons) 9-18 19- 32 29- h6
9.1-72.7 (16000 gallons) 2L-40 40- 64 56- 88
Above 72.7 60-80 88-116 116-152

3. Connection Fees

a. Actual Cost plus 20% overhead charges when: connection is voluntary; connection
length exceeds 30 m. (100 feet); connection diameter exceeds 23 cm. (9 inches);
or connection to secondary sewer systems.

b. S$ 100 per meter in other cases, with minimum of S$ 35/connection.

COMPOSITION OF SB TOTAL REVENUES:

in % of total revenues 1968 1969/70 1970/71 1971/72 1972/73

WBSF: Fittings (Fixed) 8L 84 40 38 39
Water Consumption (Variable) - - 54 53 50

Septic Tank Maintenance Fees 4 h 1 2 1
Connection Fees 9 8 3 4 6
Other 3 4 2 3 4

Total 100 100 100 100 100

Total Revenues (100 in 1969/70) 7T 200 193 23 9
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SUMMARY

Loan 560-MA of September 1968 was intended to make a small con-
tribution, US$ 4.4 million, to the costs of a US$ 49 million three-year
(1968-70) expansion program of the Telecommunications Department of
Malaysia (TIN),to be largely financed by internally generated cash and
bilateral foreign loans. Although it had been nearly two years in pre-
paration - partly because of the Bank's reluctance to accept Malaysia's
refusal to make the Department autonomous - the project was ill-defined
in the Bank's appraisal report and actual costs cannot be precisely
isolated. Most of what was originally envisaged seems, however, to have
been accomplished, without major unit cost overruns and along with some
other works, by September 1973, when the loan was finally closed, nearly
two years behind original schedule. The near doubling of project imple-
mentation time was mainly due to inadequate initial time allowance (espe-
cially for a program where the Bank was financing selected complementary
items to those financed bilaterally) and TIM's initial slowness on pro-
curement, as well as staff shortages And land acquisition problems.

TD's system grew much slower than expected in the early years
and achieved only 8% average annual growth between 1968 and 1973 in main
lines and telephones connected, but the new long-distance and interna-
tional facilities, particularly crucial to the newly formed Federation
of Malaysia, were completed with only about a year's delay from original
schedule, long-distance service has greatly improved, and by 1973 the
net annual increase of main lines reached nearly 15,000, so that the
recorded waiting list as of the end of that year was not greatly in
excess of one year's new supply.

Although telecommunications service remained considerably worse

in East Malaysia than in the peninsula, partly due to difficulties of
transferring staff to the former, TEM did succeed in integrating East

Malaysia into its system; the lower quality of service there is a main
factor explaining postponement of the unified tariff structure which
was expected to be introduced for both areas together.

Despite great difficulties encountered in its introduction
- mainly due to shortages and high turnover of accountants - the new

commercial accounting system required, under the Loan Agreement, to be

introduced by December 1972 could yet turn out to be the Bank's most
useful contribution to TI3. The changeover required major staff re-
orientation and there have been great delays in finalizing the books,
but 1971 accounts were submitted to the Auditor-General in December 1974
and much of the rest of the backlog is expected to be overcome during
1975. Preliminary unaudited figures do indicate that TIC has earned

each year more than the 8% on average net fixed assets required under

the Loan Agreement, and reestimation of the incremental financial rate

of return to the project assisted with Loan 560-MA yields a figure of

22%, compared with 17% projected at appraisal. Significant use of the

new accounting system for management purposes has yet to be achieved,
and the accounts do not yet present clearly flows to and from Government.
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Because of the difficulties with early operation of the new
accounting system, audited accounts have not been provided to the Bank
as required and, despite numerous discussions of the matter, TIM has
been very slow to comply with Bank requirements for prior approval of
documents regarding tenders in excess of US$ 50,000 and for progress
reporting; the latter has continued to be a problem under the second
project assisted with Bank Loan 753-MA of June 1971.

Minimization of Bank financial involvement, as agreed with the
Malaysian authorities in 1968, did serve to introduce TIK usefully to
use of bilateral sources of foreign finance but it also limited the influence
that the Bank had with the agency. Substantial manpower was devoted to
the operation, but the Bank did not always set a good example, for
instance with its imprecise appraisal report and overly complex initial
reporting requirements.



PROJECT PERFORMANCE AUDIT MEMORANDUM

MALAYSIA FIRST TELECOMMUNICATIONS PROJECT (LOAN 560-MA)

Introduction

This memorandum presents the results of an audit of the project

supported with Loan 560-MA to the Federation of Malaysia, which was signed

in September 1968 and closed, fully disbursed, in September 1973. It is

based on the project's Appraisal Report and the attached Completion Report

(PCR) complemented and substantiated by reviewing Bank files, discussion

with relevant Bank officials, and a brief mission to Malaysia.

The Project

Contacts leading to the request for a Bank loan to cover part of

the foregin exchange requirements of Malaysia's 1968-70 telecommunications

expansion program began early in 1966. A first appraisal mission visited

Malaysia in April-May,1967. At that time, the Federation of Malaysia, com-

posed of East Malaysia (Sabah and Sarawak) and West Malaysia (Malaya) had

just been formed. East and West Malaysia are separated by approximately

500 miles of sea. A second mission reappraised the project in November-

December,1967, mainly to include investments in the states of East Malaysia,

not considered at the time of the first appraisal.

The loan, for US$ 4.4 million equivalent, was signed on September 27,

1968. The borrower and guarantor was the Government of the Federation of

Malaysia, and the beneficiary and executing institution was the Telecommuni-

cations Department (TDM) of the Ministry of Works, Posts and Telecommunica-

tions of Malaysia. The loan became effective on November 8, 1968. This

was the first Bank loan for telecommunications in Malaysia. It has since

been followed by a second operation (Loan 753-MA of June 1971).

The project which the loan helped finance was the 1968-70) segment

of the TDM's expansion program under the First Malaysia Plan (1966-70). The

project consisted mainly in installation of approximately 40,000 lines of

new automatic local telephone switching equipment in West Malaysia, Sabah

and Sarawak, together with supporting cable and line plant and subscriber

installations, long-distance links (mainly microwave) including connections

between East and West Malaysia, and telegraph and telex equipment with new

switching facilities (PCR, p.1).

The project contained two institution-building objectives. One of

them was explicit in the loan agreement and referred to the design and im-

plementation of a system of commercial accounts for TDM as a means of

providing it with appropriate management tools. The second was developed

during project preparation and appraisal and was aimed at integrating East

Malaysia fully into the operation and planning scope of TDM.
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The original closing date of the loan was December 31, 1971.

Two successive extensions postponed closing until September 30, 1973.

The total cost of the project was initially estimated at

US$ 49 million equivalent. The Bank pressed Malaysia to finance as much

of the investments as possible from bilateral sources, with contracts

awarded on the basis of international competitive bidding (as required by

TDM procedures). Thus, although the second appraisal mission considered

a Bank loan of US$ 12 million, by the time the final appraisal report

was issued the total sum had been reduced to US$ 4.4 million (or 9% of

total project cost) in view of the availability of additional bilateral

financing.

A major issue during project preparation and appraisal was the

Bank's proposal that TDM should become an independent body run on a com-

mercial basis. This proposal was not accepted by the Malaysian Government,

because it felt that recent experience in the country in similarly reor-

ganizing the electric power utility, also assisted by the Bank, had raised

doubts as to whether an independent status was likely to bring better over-

all performance, and because it thought TDM had enough problems for the

time being in integrating the telecommunication systems and management of

the various states into a single organization without having to change its

basic structure as well. Bank pressure on this issue was strong, resulting

in a breakdown of discussions early in 1967. Finally, the Bank agreed that

for the time being it would be enough for TDM to design and implement,

within a reasonable but pre-established period, a system of commercial

accounts that would provide financial information appropriate to direct and

assess the performance of the telecommunication system as a commercially-

oriented public utility,, even if TDM remained a Government Department. The

new accounting system involved an important change in emphasis from the

traditional government budgetary control based on "cash" accountability,

to a system that focuses on costs and areas of responsibility. This solu-

tion was accepted by the Malaysians, the terms of reference of the studies

to be undertaken were agreed upon, and the way was opened to successfully

undertake and complete loan negotiations.

TDM expected to include in the project a large and sophisticated

HF radio station to provide improved international circuits independently

of Singapore. The Bank argued that the radio station did not appear to be

the best solution either economically or technically. Malaysia dropped it,

but at a somewhat later stage proposed to include a satellite earth station.

The Bank again opposed the initiative on the same grounds, but Malaysia,

anxious to establish her own rubber market and to make Kuala Lumpur a finan-

cial center went ahead with it with other financing.

There were three main loan covenants. First, the Borrower should

establish by December 31, 1972, an effective system of accounting and

financial management in the TDM; to that end it would retain or obtain

adequate advisory staff which, with the support of TDM's own personnel,

would design and implement a commercial accounting system following the terms
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of reference already agreed upon. Second, after this accounting system
came into operation, the Borrower would adjust the telecommunications
tariffs so as to obtain an annual rate of return of not less than 8% on
the value of TDM's net fixed assets in operation. Third, after the

new accounting system was in operation, the Bank would receive TDM's
annual accounts audited by Malaysia's Auditor General or an independent
accountant accepted by the Bank; these audited accounts would be pro-
duced not later than five months after the close of TDM's financial year.

The loan agreement also included TDM's obligation to submit to

the Bank drafts of the invitations to bid, specifications and all other
tender documents together with a description of the intended advertising
procedure, in advance of all tenders for procurement of US$ 50,000 equiv-
alent or more to be financed under the Bank loan. For contracts under

US$ 50,000 equivalent it was required that TDM submit for Bank consider-
ation only the bid analyses, recommendations of award and related infor-
mation before awarding contracts or issuing letters of intent.

Besides the general covenants on reporting obligations, the

Bank issued specific directives for quarterly reporting which, after some
modification to adapt them to TDM's existing recording practices, were
agreed upon by all parties.

Project Implementation

The final costs of the project, excluding TDM installation costs,
have reached US$ 59.8 million equivalent, which can be compared with the

original estimate of US$ 38.7 million!' (PCR, p.3); most of this difference
represents an increase in p 9ject scope (especially in local cable plant)
rather than in unit prices.- The final cost can be broken down as follows:
local telephone switching and associated line and subscriber plant US$ 14.6
million (24%), long distance and international links and switching US$ 23.7
million (40%), telegraph and telex equipment including subscriber equipment
US$ 1.4 million (2%), consultants US$ 0.2 million (0.3%) and cables and

miscellaneous US$ 19.9 million (33%).

No construction schedule was established at appraisal. Initial
progress was slow, and by the time the project should have been completed
(December 31, 1970) only one-fourth of the expected number of lines of
local exchange equipment had been installed and less than 10% of the Bank's
loan had been disbursed. Most of the Imore important long-distance links were

1/ US$ 49 million equivalent less US$ 10.33 million equivalent of transfers
to capital of salaries and installation costs of the TDM.

2/ As the project was extended beyond 1970, it coincided with works of the
Second Plan (1971-197-') and thus TDM had difficulty in separating costs
into those properly beionging to the project and others involving the
same types of works. The estimation of real cost overruns, if they
were incurred, becomes an impossible task with the available data.
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completed with only about a year's delay and progress on the local systems

speeded up later so that at the final closing date (September 30,1973)
almost 90% of the expected new local exchange lines had been built and most

of the other parts of the project were well advanced. Thus TDM did finally
build roughly what it had originally intended, although delays made it
necessary to carry part of the project from the First Plan (1966-70) forward

to the Second Plan (1971-75).

Several factors explain this large delay of almost three years,
which practically doubled the project implementation time. First, TDM was
slow in starting procurement, which can be partly accounted for by the
fact that the major items of the project were financed by various bilateral
agreements that had to be completed and that TEM was unfamiliar with the
Bank. Second, substantial delays (some up to one year) were experienced
in the acquisition of sites and in constructing buildings; construction
was under the charge of the Ministry of Public Works, and coordination
was sometimes difficult. Third; TDM stated it was suffering from some
shortages of engineers in functions where this caused further delays.
Fourth, deliveries themselves fell behind schedule, due to problems in the
suppliers' countries (e.g. the dock strikes in England), and difficulties
with domestic suppliers which had started operations only in recent years.
Fifth, TDM was slow in specifying some of the final pieces of equipment
to be bought (e.g. the billing computer). Finally, the initial deadline
was in itself too tight; Bank staff today recognize that 38 to 44 months
is the minimum time required from the time drafts for tenders are prepared
until the installation of a major switching or transmission component is
completed. The original closing date was set at just 38 months after the
loan became effective, and it could well have been expected that procurement
under the Bank loan would lag behind procurement based on several inter-
dependent bilateral agreements.

Thus, although a significant part of the delay remains TDX's re-
sponsibility, probably a large proportion of it must be attributed to factors
which lay beyond TDM's control. This was also the feeling of Bank supervi-
sion missions, which thought that the successive extensions of the closing
date were justified and that, after initial delays, TDM was doing increas-
ingly well and deserved continuing support.

Loan covenants were in general complied with, except on two sub-
jects. First, TDM has never submitted quarterly reports which came close
to the contents agreed with the Bank, in spite of special efforts made by
the Bank to adapt its reporting requirements to TDM's possibilities, and of
numerous reminders and discussions. Audited financial statements have only
just begun to materialize and are so far available only for 1971 and 1972.
The information available on the project's progress has been obtained
directly by the Bank missions in situ. Second, TDM failed many times to
submit in advance their terms and specifications for tenders involving more
than US$ 50,000 as required by the loan agreement. TDM argued that the
urgency for supplies had made it impossible to go through the whole proce-
dure, expecting that the cost would be under US$ 50,000, or forgetting to sub-
mit the documents on time.
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As expected at appraisal time, TDM did obtain technical

assistance to support the installation and commissioning of new equipment.

Impact of the Project

During project implementation, Malaysia's telecommunication

system expanded at a moderate pace in terms of growth rates in Asia for

the same period. The local telephone networks expanded from approximately

85,000 main connections in service at the end of 1967 to almost 137,000

at the end of 1973, a growth rate of 8% p.a.; whereas at appraisal it

was expected that 40,000 new lines would be added to service in 1968-70

(or an average of some 13,000 lines p.a.), only 18,450 lines were added

during the three-year period (an average of some 6,000 lines .-.a.) and

.in the extended period 1968-73 total growth (including parts outside the

project) was of some 51,000 new lines or roughly 8,500 p.a. average. The

last two years (1972 and 1973) were the only ones in which the net in-

crease of lines was near or abpve the average originally expected for the

1968-70 period (1972: 11,584 lines; 1973: 14,891 lines). The proportion

of lines which were connected to automatic exchanges increased from 89%

to 95%. The number of telephones (all stations) increased, in the same

period, from 146,000 to 235,000, or 8% p.a. These figures include

development under the project itself and part of the period of the

Second Plan (1971-1975).

In each year from 1968 to 1972 (with the exception of 1970), the

number of net new lines added to the system was less than the number of

waiting applications at the end of the preceding year. The waiting list

increased at a rate of 12% p.a., almost doubling in 1968-73. Thus in

asbolute numbers, increases in supply have tended to lag behind overt

demand.1  In relative terms, however, supply has remained at 87-90% of

overt demand throughout the period; as net new lines increased by more

than 12% in the last year of the project, the waiting list by the end of

1973 was equivalent to only one year's expansion, a significant improve-

ment over the two years' equivalent expansion in 1968, and itself a rather

good standard for a country at an early stage of system development. So

in relative terms the situation of overt unsatisfied demand has tended

to improve.

Probably there was a large hidden demand for new connections,

which is only gradually emerging as the rate of installations increases.

There is a high mobility of telephone subscribers as a result of new indus-

trial and commercial centers throughout the country. This inhibition

of unsatisfied demand to show up as new applications was clearly identified

in the business sector by the appraisal mission for the second telecom-

munication loan in 1970; it is also likely to be significant in the un-

explored residential sector.

1/ Where "supply" is the total number of main lines in service and "overt

demand" is main lines in service plus waiting list at the same date.
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Thus, unless TEM can achieve in the next years a sustained

growth well above the 1968-73 average, tariffs will have to be reviewed.
This revision will also be necessary to integrate East and West Malaysia
under a single tariff structure (which was expected at appraisal to be

done during the project but not yet been introduced, in part because stand-

ards of service are still lower in East than in West Malaysia)and to take

account of the impact on the cost structure of the recent expansions in

the system.

There is no information available within the Bank on system
growth separately in East and West Malaysia after 1971. The number of
telephone lines in service in East Malaysia grew from 12,900 to 15,800
in 1968-71, or at 7% p.a. The number of telephones (all stations) in-
creased in the same period from 20,400 to 27,300, or about 10% p.a. The

waiting list increased from 2,200 to 4,500 (20% p.a.), and it amounted by
the end of 1971 to the total net new supply of subscriber lines in the

last four years, a substantial deterioration from the 1968 figure of some-
what over two years. Supply amounted by the end of 1971 to 78% of overt
demand, less than the figure at the start of the project (85%). Overall,
these figures suggest that in East Malaysia supply tended to diverge from
demand in relative as well as absolute terms, which is especially unfor-
tunate since from the start this part of the country had substantially
poorer overall telecommunication services than West Malaysia; the problem
was apparently largely due to shortages of trained staff in the East, com-
bined with difficulty in transferring staff there from the West.

Also, there are no figures available on the amount of long dis-
tance telephone traffic; Bank missions, however, have estimated the pro-
portion of long distande calls which are dialed directly by the subscri-
bers (STD) to have risen from approximately 55% in 1968 to roughly 90% in
1973. The trunk network was considerably improved under the project, both
with respect to the circuits within West and East Malaysia and to the links
between these two parts of the Federation.

During the project.period, the number of telex subscribers in-
creased from 174 to approximately 380, or 17% p.a., not far below the

appraisal forecast of 20% p.a. National telex calls increased at a rate

of 31% p.a. (1968-71), and overseas telex paid minutes at 38% p.a. (1968-71),
both figures well above the appraisal's forecast of 20% p.a. for total telex
traffic. The number of domestic telegrams increased by 9% p.a. in 1968-71
and the number of overseas telegram words by 4.5% p.a.; this is approxi-

mately a 7% growth p.a. in telegraphic traffic, close to the % forecasted

at appraisal.!/ Overseas telephone calls increased 20% p.a.-

Malaysia's density of almost 2.0 telephones (all stations) per
hundred inhabitants at the end of 1972, is roughly comparable to that of
Turkey, Syria, Ecuador and Peru and to the average for all Asia, is above
the levels of India (0.3), Indonesia (0.2), Afghanistan (0.1), Thailand (0.6)

1/ Assuming 25 words per international telegram.
2! No forecasts are given in the appraisal report.
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and the Philippines (1), but still far below neighboring Singapore (10),

Israel (20), Japan (32) Australia (34) or Sweden (60).

The Evolution of the Telecommunications Department (TDM)

The Government of Malaysia and the Bank were particularly in-
terested in the institutional improvement of TDM, and some of the most
important matters discussed in relation to the project were of institutional
nature. The TDM did integrate the East Malaysia telecommunications adminis-
tration with that of West Malaysia, thus achieving one of the institution-
building targets of the loan. The organizational structure (see Annex 8 to
PCR) has been improved considerably with the help of a Swedish consulting
firm (partly financed with the Bank loan) beyond what was required by
loan agreements. Planning, maintenance and general administration have
been streamlined and are likely to support more effectively the next stages
of system development. Considerable experience has been gained in the use
of bilateral sources of funds, a form of financing which had not been fully
tapped earlier. The training facilities have become one of the best in

developing countries. Legislation to permit operation on the basis of
commercial accounting was passed in April 1971, and a new accounting system
was designed by a team of Australian consultants (financed under the
Colombo Plan) and implemented on schedule by December 1972, a commendable
achievement in light of the difficulty of the change and of staff shortages.
A revaluation of assets was also completed in 1972. Finally, American
and Canadian advisers, financed by the Malaysian Government, assisted TDM
in budgetary matters.

At appraisal it was feared that parts of the long distance net-
work would collapse due'to overloading and standards below international
agreements, but TDM improved the critical segments substantially and no
major disruption was experienced.

TDM's labor productivity has been slowly improving. Total TDM
staff per 1,000 telephones (all stations) dropped from 64 at the end of

1967 to 59 at the end of 1972. It is estimated that in 1973 about 3/4 of
total staff was actually allocated to 'the telephone system; this would
give a figure in the neighborhood of 44 telephone staff per 1,000 telephones,
which is probably better than average for Asiabut still below European
standards. At appraisal time it was estimated that total staff would in-,
crease by 4% p.a.; in practice it has grown at almost 7% p.a.

Thus, although overall system growth and service improvements

have been below expectations, they have constituted a step in the right
direction and were accompanied by structural and operational organizational
changes which, if allowed time and adequate staffing to consolidate, are
likely to be of lasting benefit to the agency. The implementation of the
new accounting system, a particularly difficult task, has been an important
achievement.

However TDM's institutional development has been below expecta-
tions on two matters.
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First, TDM had serious staffing problems. Sone difficulties
were noted at appraisal time, but the main trouble came from the severe

shortage of senior staff required for the implementation of the new

accounting system. In April 1973 (when the new accounting system was
already designed and partly implemented) there were 10 positions- for class
1 accountants, of which barely 5 were filled; at a lower level the situa-
tion was better: of 125 posts for class 2 accountants, 106 (85%) were

filled. These difficulties originated mainly from the scarcity throughout
the country of qualified accountants who were attracted by the substan-
tially higher salaries in the private sector, lack of adequate training
in the field, the requirement that all staff pass an examination in ad-
vanced Malaysian language, and the trend to increase rapidly the propor-
tion of Malaysian natives in Government posts. Another factor that ex-
plains the difficulties in getting this kind of expertise is the fact
that all accountants in the Malaysian Government belong to the staff of

the General Accounting Office, which has the power to transfer them among

agencies, a situation that has resulted in a high turnover of accountants.
Thus the implementation stage of the commercial accounts has been effect-
ively slowed down; for example, the accounts of 1971 were only closed
in March 1974, and submitted to the Auditor-General in December, and those
for subsequent years are expected to be submitted only during 1975. None-
theless, the Bank feels staffing problems are now less severe and is-reason-
ably confident that accounting will achieve continuity and meet deadlines
appropriately.

Second, the difficulties in having reliable financial informa-
tion have been compounded by the arrangement whereby borrowings for tele-
communications development (including Bank loans) are credited to the
Government rather than to TDI and retained in the former's debt portfolio.
TDM's financial requirements are separately and independently made avail-
able to TDM as a single-line budgetary appropriation. Although this arrange-
ment had been accepted by the Bank, it has the disadvantage that TDM's

financial statements cannot show the complete financial situation of tele-
communications. For instance, at appraisal it was expected that in 1968-71
TDM would generate a surplus and transfer M$ 13 million to the Government;
in the final estimates for 1968-73, there is instead a net transfer of
M$ 24.1 million from the Government to TDM, but this figure includes dis-
bursements from the Bank's first loan and from bilateral sources, minus
service on earlier debts incurred for telecommunications development. In
this light, TDM seems to have been substantially self-financed during the

period of project execution.

The Bank has suggested to the Malaysian Government the need to
credit all borrowings for telecommunications directly to the TDM. The
Minister of Finance has the formal instruments to implement this measure.

It is conceivable that the existing financial practices are a partial

explanation of the very slow pace at which the Bank loan was disbursed.

In spite of these limitations, the attached PCR attempts to assess

the financial performance of TDM during project implementation based on
provisional information and concludes that the financial results were
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generally satisfactory. The rate of return on net fixed assets has been
above 8% in each year, as required by one of the main loan covenants.

The incremental financial rate of return to the project (taken
as a minimum estimate of the economic return) was estimated at 17.2% at
appraisal, based on the costs and revenues attributable to the project
from 1968 to 1987. Provisional figures for the years 1968-72 have been
used by the Bank to reach a likely actual figure of 22%.

The Bank's Role

The Bank's participation in this project has to be understood in
terms of the circumstances under which the loan was negotiated, and the
relative importance of Bank funds in the financing of the project. TDM
did not really request a loan from the IBRD; rather, the total amount of
Bank lending to Malaysia was determined through preliminary contacts
between the Government and the Bank, and only then were projects selected
among Government agencies in order to complete the required amount. Some
of the projects chosen reflected the fact that the agencies had already
prepared investment plans and projects that were suitable for international
financing, as in the case of TDM. Thus, the Department had to follow the
Government directives and accept a Bank loan. Also, Government and Bank
request that bilateral sources had to be fully tapped before Bank funds
could be used resulted in the loan financing only 9% of the initially
estimated cost, and then just an assortment of small project components.
Under these circumstances, it is not surprising that TDM could not under-
stand why the Bank was interested in the totality of the investment program
and expected to have an influence on the general institutional development
of TDM. This problem is reflected in the difficulties that arose with the
Bank's reporting and procurement documentation requirements.

The Bank's Projects Department at the time was left with the rather
unhappy task of dealing with an agency that was a reluctant Borrower. By
and large, the Bank understood that its leverage with TDM was small, and
concentrated its intervention on the issues related to project implementa-
tion and the setting up of the new accounting system. Since the Bank con-
sidered that the investment was being carried out tolerably well and its
guidelines for procurement were never violated as far as the relationships
of TDK with the suppliers were concerned, it did not press TDM very hard to
make good the failure in reporting on the project's progress and on procure-
ment. However, initially established reporting requirements were too com-
plicated, and TDM did not consider them useful for their own management.
Nonetheless, once reporting forms agreeable to both parties had been
developed, TDM still failed to report and this situation has continued in
the second loan as well.

One occasion in which the Bank did take a strong position was during
project preparation, when it pressed very hard for TDM to become financially
and administratively independent. This solution is today accepted by Bank
staff as being generally desirable, but there is evidence that telecommuni-
cation systems can also be run effectively as government departments. The
high pressure exerted on the Malaysian Government on the issue of TDM
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independence is currently recognized by the Bank as having been inappro-
priate. At present it is only required that telecommunications be run on
a basis which allows commercial management and an adequate assessment of
performance. This is what, in the end, was required from TDM and in this
audit the adoption of the latter view on sector organization is thought to
be an important improvement. The difficulty in staffing accounting posts
would not necessarily have been solved by running TDM as an independent
body, as it resulted basically from the extreme shortage of qualified
accountants throughout the country.

The Bank also rightly rejected project components (HF radio sta-
tion, satellite earth station) required to give TDM independence from
Singapore in international communications but for which no technical or
economic studies had been prepared.

At appraisal time, the project description was too imprecise,
thus imposing substantial difficulty in later stages of the project cycle,
including supervision, the preparation of the completion report and this
audit. We agree that the project should have been described in terms that
recognize the fact that a telecommunications development program has to
be adapted every year to changes in demand and other circumstances while
retaining a consistent long-term horizon and structure. But we would also
insist that such a broad description should be supported by a very precise
statement of what, at the outset, the telecommunication authorities plan
to do -- exchange by exchange, for instance -- even if this detailed con-
tent will have to be changed every year; this approach would have given a
clearer picture of the project without introducing unwanted rigidity. In
this sense, the appraisal report for the second telecommunications loan
is a satisfactory examplet

Overall, the Bank's main contribution to the development of TDM,
aside from its relatively minor financial help, has been in the establish-
ment of a commercial accounting system, an improvement that was indispens-
able at the level of development attained by TDM in the late 1960s. The
Bank's contribution in the technical and economic aspects of telecommunica-
tion in Malaysia has been less important. The Bank's dedication to this
first telecommunications operation in Malaysia was large: nine missions
(not all for this sector only, though) visited the country before the loan
was signed, and supervisions since then have been frequent. However, to
assess whether the whole effort has been worthwhile would require a broader
perspective than the one afforded by this audit.

Conclusions

Overall this project was moderately successful. The physical con-
struction goals have been roughly achieved, but in approximately double the
time originally expected. Some of the main institutional improvements,
especially on the important accounting side, have taken much longer than
planned and have yet to consolidate in the next few years; only then will
the extent to which the Bank's non-financial influence has been a lasting
one become fully clear. Adherence to agreed standards for reporting and
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Bank approval of bidding documents was not achieved, and the administra-

tion of the second telecommunication loan seems to be suffering from the

reporting problem as much as the first one did. TDM management still does

not receive regular and timely accounting information to the extent the

Bank hoped it would soon get from the revised systems.

During project implementation, the Malaysian telecommunication

system and services improved significantly although they are still well

behind demand for new telephone connections. The organizational structure

has been modernized and is likely to be a good support for the next stages

of system development.

The Bank's supervision has centered in the substance of the

project while tolerating, though not silently, repeated breaches of

TDM's reporting and procurement obligations towards the Bank. These

problems may have been partly brought about by the Bank's relatively

small significance in the program. The Bank's attitude at times has been

somewhat mild on these issues. On one of the occasions where it did take

a firm position, the Bank did so on a point it was unable to sustain on

good foundations and which led to a commendable retreat but only after

having caused loan preparations to come to a stop. Imprecise definition

of the project at apiraisal time compounded the difficulties of ex-post

assessment brought about by the lack of periodic TDM reports and accounts.



INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION

PROJECT COMPLETION REPORT

#41aysia - Loan 560-MA First Telecommunications Project

1 Basic Data

Borrower : Malaysia
Beneficiary : The Telecommunications Department (TDM) of the

Ministry of Works, Posts, and Telecommunications,
which operates the telecomnnications sysuiem in

Malaysia would execute the work.

Guarantor : Malaysia
Loan Amount : US$4.h million
Date Loan Signed : September 27,: 1968
Effective Date : November 8, 1968
Closing Date : December 31, 1971 as per Loan Agreement. The Loan

was fully disbursed on September 30, 1973.

Period of Grace : Three years
Term of Loan : Twenty years
Interast Rate : 6 1/2% por annum
Cormitment Charge : 3/4 of 1% per annum
Amortization : The principal of the Loan will be paid from

March 1, 1972 through September 1, 1988 in accord-

ance with the amortization in the Loan Agreement

Exchange Rate : Appraisal - US$1 = M$ 3.00
Current - US$1 = M$ 2.38

Appraisal Report No.
and Date : TO-662a of August 20, 1968

Fiscal Year : January to December
Joint Financing : Not applicable

2. Project Description

The project is part of TDM's Expansion Program under the First

Malaysia Plan and would be executed during the last three-year period 
(1968 -

1970). The project consists of the following:

(1) approximately 40,000 lines of new automatic local switching

equipment in West Malaysia, Sabah, and Sarawak;
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(2) telephone subscribers' outside line plant and telephone installations;

(3) long-dLtance nicrowave, cables and overhead lines and switching
installatrons, including links between West and East Malaysia, and
subsidiary and junction networks;

(h) additions to and redeployment of existing radio, cable a-d open-wire
facilities for long-distance and junction networks, provision of sys-
tems for servicing new areas and for improving present facilities;

(5) telegraph and telex equipment and subscribers' installations;

(6) additional comon facilities for technical and administrative
services; and

(7) the strengthening of TD4's planning and implementation of the
project and of future development.

The project was expected to be completed by December 1970. The project was
finally completed in September 1973.

3. Objective

The TDM's expansion program under the First Malaysia Plan (1966 -
1970) of which the project is the three-year (1968 - 1970) slice aims at
meeting the essential outstandding demand for telecommunication facilities
and at providing good and reliable cormunications throughout and between
the states of Malaysia. These facilities are necessary for trade, trans-
portation, and industry as well as for goverment requirements.

4. Project Achievement

Within the original three-year (1968 - 1970) project period, the
total exchange equipment capacity was increased by about 8,600 lines (25% of
project's target), and about 18,000 connections (40% of project's target)
were made. The shortfall was due mainly to initial procurement delays. The
pace of progress increased thereafter and by September 1973, when the project
was finally ccmpleted, the total exchange equipmont capacity was increased
by about 35,000 lines, and the total additional connections made were about
45,000. TDM installed a h00-line teleprinter exchange and connected about
200 additional subscribers. Further reliable large groups of long-distance
cozmxanication links were commissioned between Sarawak and West Malaysia.
S'bsidiary routes litked to the main cities ware brought into service,
thereby extending good quality telecom~munication facilities to a large part
of the country. Details of the works completed and the commissioning dates
are set out in Annex 1.
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SUatistical data highlighting TDM's performance during the period
(1968 - 1973) of execution of the project are given below:

End Year 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973

Auto Capacity 96,212 97,927 102,097 108,647 121,202 133,432

Total Capacity 107,172 109,367 113,537 118,587 130,312 141,062

Auto Lines 81,348 88,874 93,786 100,992 113,565 129,715

Total Lines 91,313 99,141 103,763 110,019 121,603 136,494

% increase over
previous year 1 8.6 4.7 6 11 12

Total Stations 156,354 168,827 178,570 191,192 211,659 235,124

Total Waiters 10,61,8 11,939 13,740 11,924 13,674 20,681

5. Final List of Goods

The list of goods procured with the Bank Loan is set out in Annex 2.

6. Allocation of Loan Proceeds

The original and final allocation of the Loan proceeds is shown
in Annex 3.

7. Construction Schedule

The appraisal report does not include a schedule of construction
nor does it clearly define all the items of work to be undertaken under the
project. A list of the various items completed under the project with dates
of completion is set out in Annex 1.

8. Project Cost Estimates

The estimated costs of the project, at the time of appraisal, and
the final costs of the project are set out in Annex 4. Although the cost
of the items imported directly using the Bank Loan funds is identifiable,
the calculation of accurate final costs for the project is. rendered practi-
cally impossible because TDM has been unable to allocate a large number of
other local cost items which are common to the continuing project between
1968 - 1970 and for the following one being executed between 1971 - 1975.
The final cost (M$ 142.21 million) of the project as prepared by TDM and
shown in Annex 4 can, therefore, only be considered as an estimate and could
be subject to significant error.



9. Consultants' Performance

A consultant firm, the Swedish Telecommnication Consulting AB
(SWBDTEL) was retained at the end of 1969 to assist TDM in stream-linihg
the organizational structure and improving operational methods. SWEDTEL
submitted their recommendations in August 1970. These recommendations
were progressively implementad over a period of two years. The perform-
ance of the consultants was satisfactory.

10. Organization and Management

TDM's technical organization has operated effectively during the
project'period. The consultants' recommendations on headquarters reorgan-
ization were implemented. There are now six branches -- operations,
stores and workshops, external services, development, accounts, and admin-
istration and training-functioning. (Annex 8) The Director-General assisted by two
deputy directors-general, oversees the operations of these six branches.
Work methods and routines for construction and installation, maintenance,
commercial and stores have been adapted ensuring more effective coordina-
tion of the different operations.

The diffic'lties of implementation of the accounting system after
it was introduced were being caused by difficulties in retaining an adequate

number of accounting staff at TDM. The differential between Government and
private sector salaries seems to be the major reason why the accountants
have been leaving TDM. Government agreed during negotiations to retain
them on a contract basis and the Bank has repeatedly asked the Government
to implement this undertaking. Although this has not yet been implemented
and local staff, when available, have only stayed for a short period of
time and the training received has not benefited TDM, there are indications
that the present key accounting personnel might stay long enough to bring
the accounts up-to-date.

11. Financial Summary and Results

The financial results of TDM's operations .I/ have been generally
satisfactory during the project period with rates of return on net fixed
assets in operation around 10%. With negligible interest payments net
profit has also been quite satisfactory.

1/_ Prior to 1971 the Government system of accounting was used to record
the financial transactions of TDM and an attempt has been made to make
a pro forma presentation for that period. From 1971, the accounts
prepared according to the new commercial accounting system have been
used to present TDM's financial result (Annex 5), financial position

(Annex 6), and changes in the financial position (Annex 7). The
statements presented which are unaudited are very tentative and should
only be used as an indication of order of magnitudes.
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Some financial indices are given below:

- - - - M$ millions - - - - -
1968 1969 1970 1971 1972

Actual 85.6 91.4 104.6 117.5 128.8
Revenues : Appraisal 82.7 89.6 97.4 106.1 116.8

Actual 20.4 19.6 25.5 40.3 41.9
Net Profit : Appraisal 20.4 20.1 19.7 19.2 22.1

: Actual 10.8 9.6 10.7 15.0 8.4
Rate of Return: Appraisal 9.9 9.1 8.2 7.5 8.1

Actual 7j 78 74 66 66
Operating Ratio2  Appraisal 74 75 77 78 78

The financing- plan prepared at the time of the appraisal covered
the three-year construction period of 1968 - 1970. The table below compares
the financing plan of the appraisal with the actual for 1968 - 1970, and
with the actual for 1968 - 1972, by which time the project was substantially
completed and most of the project expenditures incurred.

1968 - 1970 1968 - 1972
Actual Ap raisa Variance Actual Variance

Uses of Funds
Construction 139.2 98 156.9 100 (11) 296.0 90 89
Working Capital 3.0 2 .6 - 33.6 10 1/

Total Uses 142.2 100 157.5 76-3 (10) 3 100 109

Sources of Funds
From Operations 113.1 79 123.7 78 (9) 261.1 79 111
Less: Debt Service 7.4 5 15.9 (10) (54) 7.4 2 (54)

To Goverment - - 13.0 A ) - - - -
Subtotal 105.7 74 94.8 60 12 253.7 77 168

From Goverment 4.2 3 - - 1/ 24.1 7 1/
Bank Loan 56O-MA .2 - 13.2 8 - .2 - -
Other Loans 32.1 23 49.5 32 (35) 32.1 10 35
Subscriber Deposits - - - - - 19.5 6 1/

Total Sources 142.2 100 157.5 100 (10) 329.6 100 109

1/ Denominator small or zero and ratio large or infinite.
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Yor the 1963 - 1970 period total uses of funds were 10Q below
the appraisal eutimate. The physical achievement during this period was
less th;a 25, of the project and this indicates that a substantial part
of the c ;aliiues in this period was for works outside the project.
The financing plan mate during the appraisal projected that 40% of the
funds would come from borrowings, (8% fron, the Bank and 32% from bilatoral
loans and suppliers crccits) and 60% from cash generation which would be
nat of significant notional transfers to Goverment. Mainly due to the
slow progress in implementation of the project funds made available as
borrowings were only 23% of total sources of funds. Funds generated from
operations were 9% below appraisal estimates and were made up by less debt
service resul-ing from the lower amount of debt, and notional transfers
from Government (instead of projected transfers to Goverment).

For the 1968 - 1972 period, total uses of funds were more than
100% above the estimate mainly due to increased construction expenditures
which includes exDendi-cures for the first as well as the second telecormun-
ications project and the continuing works in the 1968 - 1970 period. 1/
Borrowings only financed 10% of requirements, the balance being made up by
Goverment (7w), subscriber deposits (6%), and internally generated funds
from operations (net of debt service) (77%). The Goverment contribution
(7%) shown includes 1 an funds such as the Bank Loan incurred by Goverment
on behalf of TDM and sLpplumentary budgetary contributions to meet the not
TDM requirements for funds.

It appears as if availability of funds has not been a constraint
and that Goverment has been wi],Iing and able to cover the small additional
financing requirements. The patterns of financing have been rather different
from that expected at the time of appraisal with the result that the fiscal
impact has been negative. For the 1968 - 1970 period, a net transfer to
Goverment of 4 13 million was expected compared to an actual net transfer
from Goverrment of !$ 1,,.2 million due to lower internally generated funds.
For the 1968 - 1972 period the net transfer from Goverment was 14$ 24.1
million. The present arrangement whereby the Goverment carry on their own
portfolio loans contracted on behalf of T7DM and provide funds to meet TDM's
requirements makes the capital structure differ from commercial facilities.

1/ The cost of items imported directly for the Bank-financed project are
easily identifiable; however, the calculation of accurate final costs
for the project is rendered practically impossible because of the
need to allocate a large number of local cost items common to both
the project and the program.
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12. Auditors

According to the Loan Agreement TDM's accounts and financial state-

ments should be audited by the Auditors General or by independent auditors

acceptable to the Bank. The Bank has not yet received any audited accounts

and accordingly it is not yet possible to evaluate the adequacy of this

procedure. However, the question will be followed up under Loan 753-MA.

13. Other Points and Special Features

The project has been satisfactorily completed. No further inventory

of the project is necessary.

Public Utilities Department,
Central Project Staff

August 1974
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KA.LAYSIA

TELECOYMUNICATIONS DEPARTMENT (TDM)

Construction Schedule

A. Long-Distance
Microwave Main Routes Completion Date

1. Kuala Lumpur - Johore Baru - Singapore June 1973

2(a). Kuala Lumpur - Kuantan January 1970
(b). 'Kuala Lumpur - Kota Baru January 1971

3. Kota Kinabalu - Tawan December 1971
4. Kuching - Sibu June 1970

5. Kuching - Simanggang June 1970

B. Microwave, UHF. VHF - Subsidiary Routes

1. Penang - Butterworth July 1970

2. Ipoh - Taiping July 1970

3. Taiping - K. Kangsar January 1971

4. Ipoh - Sitiawan December 1969

5. Ipoh - Kampah March 1971

6. Ipoh - Telok Anson January 1972

7. Kuala Lumpur - Fraser's Hill January 1971

8. Kuala Lumpur - Kuala Selangor January 1972

9. Kuala Lumpur - Klang December 1963

10. Johore Baru - Pontian September 1971

11. Beaufort - Labum February 1974
12. Lawas - Limbang February 1974

13. Miri - Bakenu February 1974

14. Sibu, - Binatang August 1973

C. Troposcatter

1. West Malaysia - Sarawak June 1970

D. Teleprinter Exchange

1. Kuala Lumpur April 1974
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E. Locpl Automatic Exchanges Lines

1. Kuala Lumpur - Unit 3 8,000 January 1970

2. W. Malaysia - ARKS 590 June 1970

3. Kuala Trengganu 1,000 August 1971

4. Kota Kinabalu 5,000 April 1973

5. Kuantan 2,000 June 1973
6. Kajang 600 March 1972

7. Kota Bahru 2,000 April 1972
8. -Kampa 600 April 1972

9. Setapak - Unit 2 2,000 September 1973
10. Sibu 3,000 August 1972
11. Telok Anson 1,000 .January 1973
12. Batu Pahat - Unit 1 1,600 January 1973
13. Batu Pahat - Unit 2 2,000 April 1973
14. Klang - Unit 2 1,000 March 1973
15. Butterworth - Unit 2 1,000 April 1973
16. Sarawak - ARKS 480 June 1973
17. Penang 1,400 June 1972
18. Klang 300 June 1973
19. Seremban 1,000 June 1973

TOTAL 34,570



MALAYSIA

TELECONTNICATIONS DEPARMENT (TDM)

List of Goods

CATEGORY I NUMBERS

1. Switchboards (various sizes) 1,425

2. Battery eliminators 5,000

3. Subscribers carrier equipment 1,350

4. Telephone instruments (push 1,500

button & portable)

5. Public call office instruments 1,000

6. Protectors with fuses 4,000

7. Distribution' boxes 3,000

8. Poles iron 8,250

9. Telephone cables (yds.) 32,400

10. G.I. wire (cwts.) 400

11. Drop Wire (yds.) 1,050,000

CATEGORY II

1. Microwave equipment - Main routes

2. Microwave, UHF, VHF equipment -

Subsidiary routes

CATEGORY III

1. Telex equipment 400 lines

CATEGORY IV

1. MDF exchange equipment (fuse 4,964

and arrestor strips)

2. Mobile crane 1

3. Hewlett Packard Microwave 1

link analyser
4. Trailer mounted winches 20

5. Manhole covers 3,000

6. Aluminum ladders 20

7. Cable drum trailers 17



ANNEX 3

MALAYSIA

TELECOMMUNICATIONS DEPARTMENT (TDM)

Allocation of Loan Proceeds

- - - - - Millions - - - - -
Original Final

Category U Msina

1. Local telephone subscribers' network
and outside equipment (overhead line
materials, private automatic and
manual branch exchanges and special
telephone sets) 1.6 4.8 1.97 5.45

2. Long-distance network equipment
(trunk overhead lines nd wire
junctions, Sarawak microwave link) 1.4 4.2 1.82 5.04

3. Telegraph and telex equipment
(Kuala Lumpur automatic exchange
and accessories) a 0.3 0.9 0.21 O.58

4. Miscellaneous (transport, tools,
mechanical aids, power accessories,
equipment for accounting and billing) 0.6 1.8 0.3 0.83

5. Engineering and planning services 0.1 0.3 0.1 0.28

6. Unallocated 0.4 1.2 - -

Total 4.4. 13.2 4.4 12.18



MALAYSIA

TELECOMMUNICATIONS DEPARTMENT (TDM)

Project Cost Estimates
M$ millions)

ORIGINAL FINAL

Category Class of Plant Bank Others Total Bank Others Total
Foreign local Foreign local

I Local Line Plant 4.8 - 3.5o 8.3 $.45 - 4.00 9.45

II long Distance 4.2 - 2.90 7.1 5.04 - 3.40 6.44

III Telegraph/Telex 0.9 - 0.20 1.1 0.58 - 0.02 0.60

IV Miscellaneous 1.8 - 0.80 2.6 0.83 - 0.80 1.63

V Consultants 0.3 - 0.20 0.5 0.28 - - 0.28

VI Unallocated 1.2 - 0.80 2.00 - - - -

VII Switching local - 21.67 7.24 28.91 - 16.70- 8.70 25.40

VIII International Services - 1.98 .48 2.46 - 1.87 .39 2.26

IX Transmission Equipment - 25.03 19.66 44.69 - 24.37 21.35 45.72

I Teleprinters - 0.89 0.05 0.94 - 2.65 0.16 2.81

II Miscellaneous
(including cables) - 12.67 4.65 17.32 - 25.46 20.16 45.62

TOTAL 13.2 62.24 40.48 115.92 12.18 71.05 58.98 142.21 K



MALAYSIA

TELECOIMUNICATIONS DEPARTMENT (TDM)

Income Statements (Unaudited)
(M$ millions)

Pro Forma - TDM Telecommunica-
- - Estimated - - - - tions Fund

Year ending December 31: 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972(Est.)

Reve mes
Telephones 62.6 68.4 71.7 85.4 92.6 108.2

Telegraphs 8.6 9.0 9.3 9.5 8.7 8.9

Telex 3.3 4.2 4.7 5.4 6.5 6.1

Miscellaneous 5.4 4.0 5.7 4.3 9.7 5.6

Total revenues 79.9 85.6 91.4 104.6 117.5 128.8

Expenses
Operations, Maintenance
and Administration 56.1. 58.4 62.9 68.2 54.8 59.2

Depreciation 12.1 13.1 14.6 16.7 22.4 27.7

Less: special expenses
to capital (1.4) (0.5) (0.4) (0.5) - -

: staff scost to capital (.) (62) 6j) (7.0) - -

Total expenses 61.1 64.8 70.7 77.4 77.2 86.9

Operating income before interest. 18.8 20.8 20.7 27.2 40.3 41.9

Less: interest 0.5 0.4 1.1 - -

Net Profit 18.3 20.4 19.6 25.5 4o.3 41.9

Rat4 oC return (%) 10.5 10.8 9.6 10.7 15.0 8.4

Operating ratio (%) 77 77 78 74 66 66

July 23, 1974



TELFCOF-S CATC S TMPART:EN (TDX)

Balance S!eets (Unaudited)

Pro Forma - T14 Telecommunica-
- - - - Estimated - - - - tions Fund

Year ending December 31: 1967 196 1969 1970 1971 172(st.)

ASSETS
Fixed Assets

Gross plant 273.6 299.7 341 .3 393.4 463.3 535.5
Less: depreciation 95.7 108.8 123.L 140.1 174.0 188.6

Net fixed plant in service 177.9 190.0 217.9 253.3 289.5 346.9

SEACOM investment 7.7 9.8 9.8 9.8 - -
Work in progress 6.8 10.4 18.6 24.1 - -

Current Assets
Cash - - - - 4.9 2.6
Accounts receivables 6.5 7.2 7.5 9.3 36.9 38.8
Inventories 8.5 8.5 9.0 10.4 17.3 17.3
Other - - - 0-3 0.3

Total current assets T T7 6. 19. 7 59. -0.

TOTAL ASSETS 207.4 226.8 262.8 306.9 349.0 407.3

LIABILITIES
Equity
Capital 195.8 214.6 234.6 265.5 265.9 283.9
Retained earnings - - - - 4o.3 82.2

Total equity T957 214.6 2~3.6 265.5 306.2 I3T~7

Subscribers' Deposits - - - - 15.5 19.5

Pension & Gratuity Provision - - - - 6.4 14.0

Long-term Debt 3.3 4.1 19.8 31.4 - -

Current Liabilities
Accounts payable 6.1 6.7 7.8 9.4 21.0 7.7
Current maturities 2.2 1 .4 0.6 0.6 - -

Total current liabilities 5.3 .1 10.0 20 -7

TOTAL LIABILITIES 207.4 226.8 262.8 306.9 349.0 407.3

July 23, 1974



MALAYSIA

TELECOM}4NICATIONS DEPARTMENT (TEI_

Funds Flow Statements (Unaudited)
(m millions)

Pro Forma Actual Total

Year ending December 31: 1967 1965 1969 1970 1971 1972(Est.) T968/70 1960/72

Sources of Funds
Net income before interest 18.8 20.8 20.7 27.2 40.3 41.9

Depreciation 12.1 13.1 14.6 .16.7 22.4 27.7

Pension and other - - - 7.2 8.4

Total internal cash generation 30 33.9 7.3 73.9 70.0 7.O 113.1 261.1

Goverment contribution 18.1 18.8 20.0 30.9 1.9 18.0 69.7 89.6

Subscribers' deposits - - - - 15.5 4.0 - 19.5

Borrowings 0. 3.0 17.1 12.2 - - 32.3 32.3

Total sources 49.5 55.7 72.4 87.0 87.4 100.0 215.1 402.5

Applications of Funds

Capital works 28.1 31.8 49.8 57.6 71.8 85.0 139.2 296.0

Total-debt service 3.1 2.6 2.5 2.3 - - 7.4 7.4

Variation in working capital - 0.9 0.5 1.6 15.6 15.0 3.0 33.6

Payment to Goverment 18.3 20.4 19.6 25.5 - 65.5 65.5

Total applications 49.5 55.7 72.4 87.0 87.4 100.0 215.1 402.5

Debt service coverage 10.0 13.0 14.1 19.1 - -

July 23, 1974
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SUMMARY

This report covers an audit of achievements under the Thailand
Third Highway Project for which Loan 535-TH of May 23, 1968, in the amount
of US$29 million, was closed in March 1973. This loan, one of the five
that the Bank has made to date to Thailand for highway development, helped
finance the foreign exchange component of a US$62.7 million equivalent
project comprising construction of two primary roads totalling 470 km, de-
tailed engineering of 635km of feeder roads, and a program for overseas
training of Highways Department staff. The roads finally included were
selected after a long process in which other highways were initially pro-
posed and finally rejected. Loan signature was delayed several months due
to discussions with the Thai authorities about the terms of reference on
what was considered at the time to be an important study on transport co-
ordination.

The project was satisfactorily implemented with only a minor
delay related to a small portion of it and with a saving of approximately
17% over the basic original estimate, excluding contingencies. A total of
US$6.1 million was cancelled from the loan due to lower than expected costs,
and works carried out before loan signature. Road construction was carried
out without problems and the quality of construction has been considered
good. The preparation of detailed engineering for feeder roads experienced
more difficulties largely.due to the low quality of the work of one consult-
ant. However, in the end, detailed engineering for 581km of feeder roads
was prepared and four of the five road sections included in the study con-
stituted the basis for the Bank's Fifth Highway Project. Finally, the
training program was carried out satisfactorily and has had a positive effect
on the modernization and increased efficiency of the Highways Department.
However, this impact could have been larger had the graduates been able to
apply their newly acquired knowledge more fully in the work of the Department.

The two road sections included in the project are part of the
country's trunk highway network. The investment on one of them (Bang Pa In-
Nakorn Sawan) was expected to show.a rate of return of 25% and the other
road (Saraburi-Lomsak) a return of 27%. The audit concluded that the re-
turn on the former will be close to, or slightly below, the original estimate,
and the return on the latter will probably be higher than the 27% estimated
at appraisal. The impact of the Bang Pa In-Nakorn Sawan Road was influenced
at the beginning by the sudden imposition of toll charges on this road. The
Bank advised against this measure and asked for a study of its effects. As
a consequence, toll charges have been reduced and existing knowledge on the
subject suggests that the impact of these tolls on the final return on the
investments will be negligible. This road was also expected to induce a
diversion of traffic from the railway line that runs parallel to it. Present
indications suggest that full consideration of the economic effect of the
traffic diversion from the railway will slightly reduce 'the return of the
investment but it is not possible to actually estimate that reduction.
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The expected return of the investments on the Saraburi-Lomsak

Road is higher than originally estimated, largely due to the higher than

expected traffic, and the preliminary indications are that this road has

had an impact on the development of the region it serves, though limited

by the fact that no other development programs in that region have materi-

alized.

The Bank's role regarding this project has to be interpreted

in light of its continuing contribution to Thailand's highway development

since the early 1960s. This perspective explains the Bank's interest in

the preparation of future projects and in institution building. The Bank's

main'contribution was in suggesting lower design standards for the Saraburi-

Lomsak Road, which apparently saved the country several millicn dollars;

in pointing out to the Thai authorities the possible negative impact 
of

toll charges; and through its contribution, by preparing feeder road studies,

in improving highway planning. However, the Bank could have usefully de-

voted more attention to a fuller reassessment, at appraisal, of the Highway

Department's training program and to the supervision of the "benefit" part

of the project, for example, in monitoring the impact on regional develop-

ment of the Saraburi-Lomsak Road and by having a more elaborate sectoral

view in transport.



PROJECT PERFORMANCE AUDIT MEMORANDUM

THAILAND THIRD HIGHWAY PROJECT

This report represents an audit of achievements under the

Thailand Third Highway Project, for which Loan 535-TH of May 23, 1968,

in the amount of US$29.0 million, was finally closed in March 1973. It

is based mainly on a review of the attached Project Completion Report

(PCR) prepared by the East Asia and Pacific Regional Office, against other

relevant reports and important material from the Bank files, on talks

with some of the Bank staff who had been involved in the project, and on

the results of a short visit to Thailand made to collect additional infor-

mation and to discuss the evolution of the project with the Thai authorities.

The excellent help provided by the Highways Department is gratefully

acknowledged.

I. Background. The Project

To date, the Bank has made five loans to Thailand for highway

development, totalling US$121.5 million (after cancellations). Since 1963,

it has maintained a continuing relationship with the Department of Highways,

making an important contribution not only to the improvement of the road

system, but also to the strengthening of the Highways Departmenf,(HD),

particularly in the areas of road construction and maintenance.-

The possibility of a third highway loan was first raised by the

Thais in 1966. Project composition took a long time to define, and the

final shape of the project was only decided during final negotiations.

Originally, the HD proposed construction of five roads, but preliminary

work done by the HD and the Bank indicated that three of the roads were not
economically feasible or that studies on them were not at a sufficiently

advanced stage. The formal request for the loan, in February 1967, included

the remaining two roads (Bang Pa In-Nakorn Sawan, in the Central Region,

and Sakolnakorn-Nakorn Panom, in the Northeastern Region). A third road,

Saraburi-Lomsak, in the North-Central part of the country, was added to the

request. This road was to have been financed by the USAID, but the Thai

Government had concluded that the restriction of having to use only American

contractors would increase construction costs considerably, and decided to

include the road in the request to the Bank. The Government assigned this

road one of the highest priorities in the country.

The proposal was appraised by the Bank in July 1967. The appraisal

mission, which worked on the basis of studies prepared by the HD with the

1/ The Operations Evaluation Department has completed an evaluaticn of the

first highway project in Thailand (Loan 341-TH of 1963, in Comparative

Evaluation of Selected Highway Projects, March 1974) and a Performance

Audit of the second (Loan 455-TH of 1966, Project Performance Audit of

Thailand Second Highway Project, March 1974).
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help of consultants, concluded that the three roads were justified, but

added to the proposed project the preparation of detailed engineering for

a number of feeder roads (to be specified at a later stage) and the feasi-

bility study of another road, Chokechai-Dejudom, in the Eastern Region.

The HD had requested that financing for this road be included in the pro-

posal, but the appraisal mission apparently considered that a full feasi-

bility study was necessary. These two last components were supposed to

be part of the preparation of future projects.

The appraisal mission also concluded that the design standards

for the improvements on the Saraburi-Lomsak Road were too high. The

technical feasibility study had been prepared by De Leuw, Cather (US) for

USAID. At the Bank's suggestion, standards were considerably reduced.

The discussions between the Thai Government and the Bank after

appraisal centered largely on the nature and design of the feeder road

studies, and on the terms of reference for an AID-financed transport coor-

dination study; the Bank wanted terms of reference that were less ambitious

and more clearly defined. Largely due to the delays in reaching agreement

with the Ministry of Communications about the coordination study, negotia-

tions were postponed until April 1968. Shortly before negotiations, the

Sakolnakorn-Nakorn Panom Road was withdrawn from the package because

construction was going to be carried out by the US Army. During negotiations,

the proposal was modified once again: at the request of the Thai Government,
the feasibility study of the Chokechai-Dejudom Road was deleted because the

Government expected to finance construction with its own funds, and an over-

seas training program for HDpersonnel was added.

The loan was finally signed on May 23, 1968, and became effective

on July 30. The US$29.0 million loan was to help finance the foreign ex-

change component of a US$62.7 million equivalent project comprising: a)

construction of 470 km of primary roads, 188 km between Bang Pa In and Nakorn

Sawan, and 282 km from Saraburi to Lomsak; b) detailed engineering of 635 km

of feeder roads; and c) a program for overseas training of HD staff, (PCR,

Annexes I and 2). Works were to be completed by mid-1972 and the loan
closing date was set for September 30, 1972. Loan covenants dealt with the

need to keep budgetary allocations for road maintenance at adequate levels,

with the use of consultants for construction supervision and studies, and

with the implementation of the transport coordination study.

Shortly after signature the Bank of Thailand- took a participation

in the loan of US$25 million, which was finally reduced to US$21.9 million

after the cancellations.
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II. Project Implementation and Costs

A. General

The project was satisfactorily implemented, with only a minor

delay related to a small portion of it, and with a saving of approximately 1!
17% over the basic original estimate, excluding contingencies (PCR, Annex 2).-
Towards the end of implementation, a total of US$6.123 million was cancelled
from the US$29.0 million loan, in part due to the lower than expected cost,
but also because the amount of works carried out before loan signature which
were not eligible for partial reimbursement from the loan were higher than

originally expected (US$6.5 million equivalent against US$3.1 million).
The closing date was extended six months, to March 31, 1973.

B. Highway Construction

Construction of the two main highways was completed satisfactorily.
Some of the work was carried out under joint ventures of Thai and foreign

firms. Works on the Saraburi-Lomsak Road were started several months before

loan signature. All contracts to be partially financed by the Bank loan were
awarded by August 30, 1968, just one month after loan effectiveness. The
road was completed, on schedule, in June 1970. The Bang Pa In-Nakorn Sawan

Road, on which no works were started before loan signature, was also con-
structed on schedule, except for a small section where work was delayed by
about seven months because of floods. The road was officially opened in

June 1972.

The quality of construction has been considered very good and
an inspection made in November 1974 indicated that the two roads have been

kept in satisfactory condition. The quality of the work of the contractors

and consultants involved in the project was adequate. The few problems that

appeared during implementation, such as delays in the acquisition of rights

of way, and discussions dealing with the construction of access roads, did

not have a noticeable impact on construction.

Construction costs (excluding consulting services for supervision)
were 5% lower than expected, excluding contingency allowances. The cost
of the Saraburi-Lomsak section was as originally planned, US$20.8 million

equivalent instead of US$20.9 million quoted in the appraisal (PCR, Annex 2),

and most of the savings took place on the Bang Pa In-Nakorn Sawan Road,
for which the US$26.5 million cost was 8% lower than expected at appraisal.

The main reason for this saving is the fact that the original engineering

estimates were probably too conservative in light of the competitive nature

1/ It has not been possible to have adequate estimates of the actual local

cost component of consultant services, so the originally budgeted figure

has been taken for this minor item.
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of the contracting industry in Thailand, particularly at that time, when

there was unused capacity in the industry due to the declining requirements

of the US armed forces involved in the Vietnam war, and in light of the

increasing efficiency of the contractors. In addition, the HD itself was

becoming more experienced in the planning and administration of contract

work.!/ Other reasons that explain the lower costs were additional sav-

ings in the works on the Saraburi-Lomsak Road because part of the subbase

was not necessary and, to a certain extent, the stability of prices in

the country, which avoided the need to draw from the price contingency.

C. Feeder Road Studies

The project helped finance the preparation of detailed engineer-

ing for five feeder roads. This item was part of a much larger effort

aimed at preparing a feeder road project for Bank financing. The effort

started in the early 1960s, with the preparation of pre-feasibility studies

carried out by the Highways Department. By the time this third project

was appraised, the most important feeder roads to be improved had been

selected on the basis of a consultant's study financed under the Bank's

first loan (PCR, section 5), and the detailed engineering of the improve-

ments could be included in the project. The economic feasibility study

continued to be prepared by the HD.

Preparation of the detailed engineering experienced several dif-

ficulties and completion was delayed about six months. The Bank made use-

ful comments on the terms of reference for the work. The contract for four

of the roads was awarded to Lyon Associates (US), and for a fifth road to

Vallentina, Laurie and Davies (US). The latter performed satisfactorily,
but the HD and the Bank concluded that Lyon Associates' work was inadequate,

largely because the staff assigned to the job by the consultants, particularly

the chief engineer, were insufficiently qualified. The designs were revised

and improved by another consulting firm before they were finally accepted by

the Highways Department. In the end, the consultants prepared engineering

for 581km of feeder roads; the reduction from the original 635 km was mainly

due to better design. Four of the five roads included in the btudy consti-

tuted the basis for the Fifth Highway Project, partially financed with

Loan 870-TH of 1972 (PCR, section 5).

1/ The conservatism of the initial cost estimates in Thailand has not been

limited to this project. Of the total of US$151.6 million in highway

loans approved by the Bank, US$30.2 million, or 20%, has been cancelled.

Part of these cancellations is explained by works that were withdrawn

from the project, or higher than expected investments carried out before

loan signature. Sometimes the HD has chosen to withdraw from proposals
for Bank-financed projects what it considers to be high priority invest-

ments in order to carry them out with its own resources, because of what

it considers to be the long gestation periods of the Bank projects.

However, part of these cancellations is explained by lower than expected

construction costs.
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Preparation of the economic feasibility studies for these feeder
roads by the HD went on at the same time. The Bank's original intention,
which was laudable, was to bring in the HD's staff as much as possible, as
part of the institution-building efforts. The Bank devoted most of its
attention during project implementation to this issue, but the work did
not proceed as satisfactorily as expected. In retrospect, it seems that
the Bank left the study too much in the hands of the HD, which at the time
was not fully equipped to undertake this kind of activity. The Bank did
not specify the terms of reference in sufficient detail, under the circum-
stances, and kept asking for additional information after the previous
requests had been complied with. The Thais, including several Government
agencies, would not, or could not, be convinced that all the information
requested by the Bank was necessary, and the material they prepared was

not always useful. In spite of these problems, what seems to be a good

feeder road project was finally prepared, appraised and financed by the Bank.

D. Training

The training program financed under the loan was a continuation
of one started with the first project, in 1963. During negotiations, the
Bank had asked the HD to prepare, with the help of consultants, a new ver-

sion of the program. The one finally accepted provided scholarships for
overseas training of HD's professionals. The US$200,000 included in the

loan was almost fully used. It helped to finance long-term training,

about 1-2 years, for 30 professionals, mostly engineers. All of them, with
only three exceptions, went to the US, and 14 obtained higher degrees. In

addition, 15 engineers went on a 2-week training trip to Malaysia and six
to New Zealand for six months. The program was implemented without diffi-

culties, although at times the HD indicated that they were having difficul-
ties in obtaining admission to the universities for some of the candidates.

All of the participants in the 1-2 year program were still at the

HD at the end of 1974; three had been pranoted and 10 had changed assign-
ments after the course. It is difficult to assess the impact of the program,
but interviews carried out by the audit mission and the conclusions of the

special study of the HD made in OED's Highway Evaluation Study, suggest that

the training program had a positive impact on the modernization and increased

efficiency of the Department. However, this impact could have been larger

had the graduates been able to apply their newly acquired knowledge more

fully in the work of the Department. It seems that the HD's management has

yet to apply some of the more modern techniques of highway planning and

management.

Hindsight also suggests that a proportion of the training funds

should have been used for a more practically oriented, shorter type of
training, benefitting perhaps a larger number of HD's staff. It also seems
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that training requirements are more acute in areas related to highway

economic planning and management than in the purely engineering aspects
of the operations. Moreover, engineering training is more easily obtain-

able within Thailand than training in economics or management. The train-
ing program was included in the project at the last moment, during ne-

gotiations, and was treated as a continuation of the program initiated with

the first project. However, it seems that the training needs of the

Highways Department should have been reappraised in more detail, in light
of the Department's future needs.

III. Economic Impact of Road Construction

The two roads included in the project are part of Thailand's

primary road network. The Bang Pa In-Nakorn Sawan Road is part of the

main link between Bangkok and Chiengmai, the country's second most important

city, in the Northern Region. The Saraburi-Lomsak Road helps to connect

Bangkok with the North-Central Region, in particular the Pa Sak River

Valley (PCR, para. 8.01). At appraisal, the main benefits considered were

savings in vehicle operating costs, some of them derived from shorter

distances; estimated rates of return where 25% for the investment in the

Bang Pa In-Nakorn Sawan Road, and 27% for that in the Saraburi-Lomsak.

Available information on actual benefits and costs until 1974

suggests that the rate of return for the Bang Pa In-Nakorn Sawan Road will

be close to, or slightly below, the original estimate, and the return for

the investment on the Saraburi-Lomsak will probably be higher than the 27%

estimated at appraisal. Ths, as of this date, it appears that the invest-

ment in building and improving these ro Vs will be as justified, or more

so, than what was originally predicted-

These results are based on several independent developments.

In the case of the Bang Pa In-Nakorn Sawan Road, construction costs were

lower than predicted, a positive factor, but traffic to date has been

affected by an unexpected development. Shortly before the road's official

opening, in mid-1972, the Thai Government decided to collect tolls on the

new road, setting up two collecting stations and establishing toll charges

that were particularly high for trucks and other heavy vehicles.

Traffic in 1972 on the southern portion of the road was in fact

only 60% of forecasts, and most of the traffic diverted consisted of heavy

trucks, as shown below:

1/ This new estimate does not take into account the effect of higher fuel

prices, which will result in increased savings in vehicle operating
costs due to the impro-v ments.
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Bang Pa In-Sakorn Sawan Road

Estimates of Traffic Diverted, July 1972
(vehicles per day)

Bang Pa In Toll Station Angthong Toll Station

Traffic on Traffic Traffic on Traffic

New Road Diverted New Road Diverted

Cars 1,605 110 1,081 71

Light trucks and buses 678 48 337 58

Heavy trucks (6 wheels) 266 132 324 61

Heavy trucks (10 wheels) 162 541 356 360

Total 2,711 831 2,098 550

The Bank, which was informed only at the last minute of the

Government's decision to levy tolls, highlighted immediately the possible

negative consequences of such a measure and requested that studies be made

to assess the impact of the tolls on the traffic and, as a consequence, on

the benefits of the new road. The HD did undertake a study with the advice

of consultants, about the effect of the toll charges (the figures quoted

above are a result of this study). The conclusions arrived at, together

with continued Bank pressure on the subject, resulted in a reduction of

charges for trucks (from 15 to 10 Bahts for 10-wheel trucks) in August 1973.

However, already by FebruAry 1973, the diversion had been considerably

reduced. For example, by February 1973, at the Bang Pa In Toll Station,

traffic diverted was only 12.5% of that on the new road, compared with

30.7% in July 1972. Most of the reduction is, of course, attributable to

more heavy vehicles using the new road.

The previous estimates are not necessarily very accurate, but

they provide a useful framework to analyze the effect of these charges.

Further investigations also suggest that the diversion was due not only

to the impact of the toll charges, but also toa lag on the part of the

truckers in accepting the new route. Indications are that already by 1974

traffic was close to, or only slightly below, the appraisal forecast, /

suggesting that the reduced toll charges, which are being reduced further

in real terms due to inflation, will have a minor effect on traffic.

However, certain ne ative factors remain, such as the administrative costs

of the toll systemP2 and the fact that, at least from a purely economic

1/ Preliminary traffic counts for April 1974 indicate that there were

6,124 v.p.d. between Bang Pa In and Ayuthaya, against 5,960 v.p.d.

projected at appraisal, and 3,813 v.p.d. between Ayuthaya and Angthong,

against 4,290 v.p.d. projected.

2/ About US$70,000 equivalent per year, compared with revenues of US$665,000

equivalent in 1973.
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point of view, the toll stations could better have been located on the 
old

road, before the junctions with the new section (instead of setting them

up on the new road section) so that all traffic would be obliged to pay

the tolls.

Another factor that could influence the economic return of the

Bang ?a In-Nakorn Sawan Road was the competition that the investment implies

for the Northern Line of the State Railway of Thailand, which runs parallel

to the new road. The appraisal team was aware of the problem, but concluded

that there was not at the time sufficient basis for establishing the pos-

sible additional economic benefits or costs that could be attributed to the

project due to the traffic diversion. Thus, the issue was not studied at

appraisal time.

It was not possible to fully assess the impact of road competition

on the railway, but a few indications suggest that the new traffic allocation

between road and rail in 1973 might not be the most economical for the

country. Surprisingly, rail passenger traffic (which is probably carried

by the railway at a loss) has continued to grow, about 6-8% between 
1970 and

1973 (see attached table), but freight traffic, for which the railway prob-

ably still has an economic comparative advantage,l has declined, particu-

larly in 1973 after the new road was opened. The railway has lost important

freight traffic in the Nakorn Sawan area, such as cement going to Bangkok.

In passengers, the railway has lost most of its second class traffic, while

third class traffic has continued to grow. This development is explained

purely on the basis of price, because second class fares 
are competitive

with bus fares, but third class fares are cheaper; no truly economical bus

service has appeared in the region. Thus, it is likely that full considera-

tion of the economic effect of traffic diversion from the railway will reduce

somewhat the return of the investment on this road, but it is not possible

to accurately estimate that reduction.

Finally, the improvement on the Bang Pa In-Nakorn Sawan Road was

expected to put off the increase in capacity on the Bang 
Pa In-Saraburi

Road for three years, and the appraisal considered the interest saved on

the cost during that period as one of the benefits of the Bang Pa In-

Nakorn Sawan investment. This benefit did materialize as planned.

Benefits from the new road between Saraburi and Lomsak were

expected to be derived mainly from vehicle operating cost 
savings and the

shorter distances. However, part of the additional traffic was to be a

consequence of the impact of the road on the development of the Pa Sak

River Valley. In the mid-1960s, the Valley was largely undeveloped, with

only one fourth of the land area suitable for cultivation being under crops.

1/ See IBRD Economics Department Working Paper No. 132: Reappraisal of a

Railway Project in Thailand, July 1972.
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The Government was expected to undertake a modest regional development
program (US$2.5 million equivalent), but most of the growth was expected
to result from the spontaneous efforts of the local population.

Actual traffic on the road has been much higher than originally
expected, particularly on the southern part (PCR, Annex 3). Figures for
1973 indicate that actual traffic continues to be between 40 and 120% above
appraisal estimates.!' Lack of information about regional development in
the Pa Sak Valley makes it very difficult to assess, even qualitatively,
the effect of the road on the region. What seems obvious is that maize
production, mainly for export to Japan, and timber exploitation, have
increased considerably. It is likely, then, that more than one fourth of
the -cultivable land is now being used. Overall, the region seems now to
be more developed and better integrated with the rest of the national
economy. These positive developments are surely linked to the new road,
since few other positive factors have influenced the region's development --

the Government's regional program never materialized -- but there is no
basis to establish a clear causality.

The Bank has not paid much attention to the issues related to
the development impact of either road, or to the transport system effects
of the Bang Pa In-Nakorn Sawan Road. Bank supervision concentrated its
main efforts on project implementation and, did not go deeply enough into
the benefit part of the project to be able to investigate, for example, the
reasons for the higher than expected traffic on the Saraburi-Lomsak Road.

Finally, with the exception of the investment on one of the
roads originally proposed, Thon Buri-Pak Tho, which was important but for
which studies were not sufficiently advanced, the two road impmovements
finally included in the project appear, in retrospect, to have higher
priority than the roads considered but finally not included (Sakolnakorn-
Nakorn Panom; Chumpai-Loei; and Thoern-Lampang-Ngao). This judgment is
based only on the 1973 traffic levels on these roads. By the same cri-
terion, the roads included in the project were at the time among the highest
priority in the country.

I/ In 1973, traffic (vehicles per day) on selected sections was as follows:

Petchaboon-East-West
Bang Phu Kae-Lamnarai Lamnarai-Wangchompu Highway Junction

Projected 810 1010 1070
Actual 1789 1400 (estimate) 1483
Actual as % of
projected 221 139 139
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IV. The Bank's Role

The Bank's role regarding the Third Highway Project has to be

interpreted in light of its continuing contribution to Thailand's highway

development since the early 1960s. The Thais and the Bank viewed this

third loan as one stage of that contribution. This perspective explains

the Bank's interest in the preparation of future projects, as was the case

of the feeder road studies, in institution building, and the time devoted

to discuss the issue of toll roads. Also, within this perspective, the'

Bank's participation in the project was amply justified in spite of Thailand's

strong balance of payments position at the time, which resulted in the Bank

of Thailand buying back most of the loan.

The Bank made important contributions to the highway sector in

the course of this project. The financing of the two roads was signifi-

cant, but equally valuable was its contribution to the process of selecting

the roads to be built, by making sure that they had a high priority, and

by suggesting a reduction in standards of the Saraburi-Lomsak Road. Savings

on this road were considerable -- the first estimate, made for the USAID,

was US$40.1 million equivalent, practically double the final cost -- and

experience has demonstrated that the present road has been able to handle

a traffic level much higher than expected without problems. The Bank's

intervention in the toll charges issue was timely and forceful, and prob-

ably was an important element in preventing the expansion of the system 
to

other major highways, a measure that could have resulted in a misallocation

of resources. Also, the long and laborious process of requesting and

inducing the HD to prepare a-feeder road project with a solid economic

feasibility study seems to have had a moderately positive impact in improv-

ing the HD's capacity for economic planning.

The loan covenants dealing with highway maintenance and use of

consultants were complied with, but the HD is still relatively more efficient

in using and controlling consultants than in operating a maintenance system.

The other loan covenant, about the need to carry out the USAID-sponsored

transport coordination study, was commendable, but its practical effect has

been negligible. The study was finally completed, and contained some useful

recommendations, but no follow-up procedure was established within the

Ministry of Communications or other government agencies dealing with transport;

consequently, the study has had practically no effect on Thai transport policy.

The Bank's contribution could have been improved in several ways.

First, although supervision was frequent and timely, and missions were com-

bined with preparatory work, they were too concentrated on the implementation

issues. The Bank's interest in the training program was useful. However,

more attention should have been directed to the "benefit" part of the project,

particularly in the case of che Saraburi-Lomsak Road. Better knowledge about
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the evolution of the region served by the road could have been useful to
prevent some of the problems of unsystematic or even destructive develop-
ment that seems to have taken place (PCR, para. 8.05). Second, it could
have asked for a more in-depth study of HD's training needs instead of
accepting the continuation of the overseas training program such as was
being carried out before. Third, the HD still requires further strengthen-
ing in highway economic planning. After the preparation of the faeder roads
project, the Bank seems to have abandoned its efforts at improving the.HD's
economic planning capabilities and has relied relatively more on the work
of consultants. This approach should be revised to find other ways in which
the Bank could continue to help the HD in improving its own planning.
Finally, the Bank should have been more involved in the sectoral implica-
tions of its transport lending, particularly on the influence of the projects
it helped finance on road-rail competition. For example, it could have
monitored the impact of the Bang Pa In-Nakorn Sawan Road on rail traffic
and assessed the importance of the potential negative effects described
above.

V. Conclusions

The project, as finally implemented, appears to have a return
as high, or higher, than originally expected. The investments on the
Saraburi-Lomsak Road seem to have been particularly successful. The non-
construction components of the project also had positive impacts. The
feeder roads study resulted in a Bank-financed project and the training
program has helped improve the Highways Department's professional standards.

In addition to its financial assistance, the Bank made useful
contributions in the project selection stage; in suggesting lower standards
for the Saraburi-Lomsak Road; in reducing the negative impact of toll
charges, and in highway planning. The Bank's contribution could have im-
proved in a few areas, particularly the supervision of the "benefit" part
of the project, better highway planning, and the need for a more elaborate
sectoral view in transport.



Railway Traffic on the Northern Line
(excluding Bangkok District)

1970 1971 1972 1973

A. Nakorn Sawan District

1. Tons (thousand) 1,134 1,093 1,082 964

2. Revenue freight (Bmillion) 35.7 34.4 32.5 25.9

3. Passengers (million) 4.73 4.80 4.86 5.12

B. Uttaradit District

1. Tons (thousand) 481 422 452 346

2. Revenue freight (Bmillion) 29.4 28.9 30.6 19.8

3. Passengers (million) 5.99 6.16 6.25 6.39

C. Lampang District

1. Tons (thousand) 593 536 438 361

2. Revenue freight (Bmillion) 62.8 58.7 46.3 39.1

3. Passengers (million) 1.55 1.57 1.51 1.54

D. Total Northern Line

1. Tons (thousand) 2,208 2,052 1,971 1,670
2. Revenue freight (B million) 127.9 121.9 109.4 84.8

3. Passengers (million) 12.28 12.53 12.62 13.05

4. Revenue passenger (Bmillion) 106.5 106.2 101.4 99.8

Source: State Railway of Thailand



ATTACHMENT

PROJECT COMPLETION REPORT

THAILAND THIRD HIGHWAY PROJECT

1. Background

1.01 The project was appraised in 1967 (Appraisal Report TO-630a, May
3, 1968). Construction on one road began in late 1967 and was completed
May 1970; on the other road construction started in late 1968 and was com-
pleted in mid 1972. Since then two other highway loans have been made,
626-TH for US$23 million in 1969 and 870-TH for UW28.6 million in 1972.
Supervision mission reports on Loan 535-TH were prepared on November 20,
1968, April 22, 1970, November 18, 1970, December 14, 1971, January 12,
1973 anj January 25, 1974.

2. Project Data (See Annex 1)

3. SamarZ

3.01 The project has been satisfactorily completed and its economic
objectives are being achieved. Its total cost (Annex 1) was about 17%
lower than the appraisal estimates (including contingency allowances).
This was due principally to: (i) bids on one road being lower than antici-
pated (probably due to increasing competition and efficiency of the con-
tractors), and (ii) minimal increases in physical quantities or prices oc-
ourring during construction.

3.02 A total of US$6.123 million was cancelled of the original US$29.0
million loan. This was due to the lower than expected construction cost,
and to about US$6.5 million of work being carried out before loan signature
(instead of about US$3.1 million as expected), which was not eligible for
disbursement. A smaller saving, of about 10%, was also made on the other
items (consulting services and training). The original closing date was
extended by six months because construction of one section of road was de-
layed by floods, and consequent delay in agreeing claims and final payments;
also to complete detailed engineering of the provincial roads.

3.03 The consulting services and the program of overseas training were
carried out satisfactorily and overall performance of the project execution
was good. Four of the five provincial highways for which detailed engi-
neering was carried out under this project are now being constructed under
the Fifth Highway Project, Loan 870TH.
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4. Highway Construction

4.01 Construction was satisfactorily completed of the two highways:
(i) Bank Pa In - Nakorn Sawan, 188km (with access roads to Angthong and
Singburi, totalling an additional 6 km), and (ii) Saraburi - Lomsak, 282 km.
The quality of the work is good, and the eight contracts were completed
substantially in accordance with the contract time schedule except for Lot 1
on Bank Pa In - Nakorn Sawan which was extended by seven months; this
section crossed low lying land in the flood plain of the Chao Phya River
and its tributaries, and work was delayed by exceptional floods.

4.02 The construction costs (Expenditures shown in Annex 2) were as
estimated ($20.9 million) for Saraburi - Lomsak, but only $26.5 million
compared with the estimate of $28.8 million (that is $2.3 million less,
or 8%) for Bank Pa In - Nacorn Sawan; in both cases excluding the 15% con-
tingency allowances. The main reasons for the lower than expected cost
were probably the increasingly competitive conditions in the contracting
industry, increasing efficiency, and relative stability of prices in Thailand.
The "physical" contingency allowances were not required as there was negli-
gible escalation of quantities of work compared with the designs.

5. Detailed Engineering of Provincial (Feeder) roads, approximately 635 km.

5.01 Detailed engineering was satisfactorily completed of the five
provincial (feeder) roads.

(i) San Sai - Phrao 81 km
(ii) Chiengmai - Doi Saket - Mai Suai 133 km

(iii) Suphanburi - Chainat 99 km
(iv) Khao Daeng - Ranot 74 km
(v) Lat Ya - Sangkhlaburi 194 km

Total 581 km

5.62 The difference between the initial estimated total length of
635 km and the actual total of 581 km is due chiefly to the new alignments
being shorter than the old roads or tracks, where they existed, and to only
a rough estimate being available of the length for those sections where
there was no existing road. Detailed engineering of roads (i) - (iv) was
carried out initially by Lyon Associates; however, after some disagreement
on the designs, the Government had another consulting firm, Scott Wilson
Kirkpatrick, revise the designs to reduce the construction costs. These
four roads are now being constructed (and supervised by Scott Wilson
Kirkpatrick) under the Fifth Highway Project Loan 870-TH. Detailed engi-
neering of road (v)Lat Ya- Sangkhlaburi, was satisfactorily carried out by
the consultants Vallentine, Laurie, and Davies. However, its construction
was not included in the Fifth Highway Project because agreement could not
be reached with the Government on preparation and execution of an agri-
culture and settlment program to develop the service area of the road.
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6. Program of Overseas Training

6.01 A program of overseas training of staff of the Department of
Highways was started under the First Highway Project Loan 341-TH (US$100,000)
ard continued under the Third Highway Project, Loan 535-TH, which included
US$200,000 for this purpose. Altogether, 37 professional staff completed
training -courses under the two projects in a variety of subjects for which
adequate training was not available in Thailand. These included highway
planning and engineering, mechanical engineering (particularly relating to
construction machinery and workshop practice), cost accounting, and in such
specialized fields as soils and materials engineering and photogrammetry.
The skills so obtained have had a significant impact in helping the Department
to' generate a cadre of adequately trained staff. This should have a gradually
increasing effect on efficiency as the staff concerned acquire experience andmoved up the staff hierarchy.

6.02 With the expansion of the capacity and range of courses of local
institutions, particularly the Asian Institute of Technology, it is expectedthat there will be little need for such overseas training courses in the
future. However, a few special cases remain, such as for-overseas training
of six transport economists provided for under the Fifth Highway Project,
Loan 870.

7. Cost Estimates and Disbursements

7.01 The total cost of the Project (Annex 2) was about 17% below the
cost estimates including contingency allowances of about 15%, or 2% below
the cost estimates excluding contingency allowances. This was chiefly dueto savings in construction cost (para, 4.02) together with savings of small
amounts in the items for consulting services and training.

7.02 A total of US$6.123 million was cancelled of the original loan
amount of US$29.0 million (Annex 2). This was proportionately more than thereduction in overall project cost because total expenditure of about US$6.5million was incurred on the construction of the Saraburi - Lomsak highway
prior to loan signature, instead of US$3.1 million as estimated in the
appraisal report. The foreign exchange component of this expenditure was
not eligible for disbursement.

8. Economic Evaluation of Project

8.01 The two sections constructed under this project form part of the
Bank's assistance to the Government to build up a modern trunk road system.
The Ban Pa In - Nakorn Sawan sect on is part of the main highway frm
Bangkok to the Northern Region. 1 The Saraburi - Lomsak section connects
the East-West Highway 1/ to Bangkok and at the same time improves transport

l Other sections of this highway were included in the First, Second and
Fourth Highway Project.

2/ The East-West Highway presently extends from Lomsak westward throughPitsinaluke to Tak on the Burnese border.



conditions in the fertile Pa Sak River Valley. Fbr both sections the main

benefits were expected to be savings in vehicle operating costs to existing

mad traffic due to shorter travel distances and better roadways. The

Nakorn - Sawan road, in addition by alleviating traffic on the Ban Pa In -

Saraburi Ead was to defer the need for widening of this road, resulting in
benefits in form of "interest saved" on the postponed investment. On this

basis, the appraisal report estimated rates of return of 25% on the invest-
ment in the Nakorn - Sawan road and of 27% for the Lomsak road.

8.02 Annex 3 gives a comparison of the traffic projections made in the

appraisal report for the two roads and of actual volumes counted by the
Highway Department after their opening. On the Ban Pa In - Nakorn Sawan Road,
traffic in the opening year (1972) was only about 60% of the forecast volume,
mainly because the Government had decided to collect tolls at two locations

along the road. In the beginning, toll rates were particularly high for heavy
vehicles and a large amount of trucks and buses preferred to use a parallel

provincial road, although it is longer and of inferior standards. The Govern-
ment subsequently reduced the toll charges for heavy vehicles and many of them
now accepted the new road, resulting in a 30% increase in traffic between

1972 and 1973. The Governmnent finds it difficult to reverse its previous
decision and call off toll collection completely, but it believes that the

uneconomic consequences now have been reduced to an acceptable level. Still,
also the 1973 traffic is significantly below predicted volume. The main
reason seems to be that less local and regional traffic is attracted to the
new road than expected because of continued toll collection and improvements
to the provincial and feeder road network in the area that have been made
since the time of appraisal.,

8.03 Actual traffic volumes on the Saraburri - Lomsak Road which was

completed in 1970, exceed the appraisal forecasts. The reasons for this are

not entirely clear. Traffic is particularly heavy in the Southern Section
of the road (between Saraburi and Lamnarai) where transport conditions have

improved shortly after appraisal by completion of a new railway link (part of
the Northeastern line of the State Railway of Thailand (SRT). Another reason
may be that timber exploitation in the northern part of the Pa Sak Valley took
place at a faster rate than expected.

8.04 A diversion of traffic from the Northern line of the SRT as a con-

sequence of the construction of the two road sections was foreseen in the
appraisal report. However, it was not possible to determine the amount of
such diversion nor the proportion of this traffic which could be considered
as economic diversion. Also, data are inadequate now to assess in retrospect
the actual effects on the SRT. Passenger volumes leaving stations between
Ban Pa In and Nakorn Sawan increased during 1969-1972, while the ntmbers of
passengers using more expensive bus services remained about the same. Railway
passengers on the new section of the Northeastern lines parallel to the
Southern part of the Saraburi - Lomsak road decreased while the number of bus

passengers in the corridor increased sharply. Freight shipment from stations
along both roads decreased but the loss on the Saraburi - Laznarai section
was in part offset by new traffic from a manganese mine opened in 1972. The
general loss of railway freight traffic was accompanied by a steep increase
in truck registrationsin the areas of the new roads.
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8.05 It is still too early to judge the full impact the two roads will
have on the development of the regions they immediately serve. Reliable
population and productions statistics, which would allow a quantified inter-
pretation of what has happended so far, are not available. The area tra-
versed by the Ban Pa In - Nakorn Sawan Road was already relatively well
developed at the time of appraisal. Parallel to the construction of the main
highway, the provincial and feeder road network in the area has been improved
and a number of small agricultural and irrigation projects have been imple-
mented. All these investments should have reduced costs of existing (agri-
cultural) production and lead to an increase in output through more intense
cultivation and, to more limited extent, through expansion. The Saraburi -
Lomsak Road, in conjunction with development program prepared by the Govern-
ment for the Pa Sak Valley, was to bring potential agricultural land into
utilisation. The development program has not been implemented so far.
However, timber felling increased along the road and some of the cleared
land is being put to agricultural use. As elsewhere in Thailand, this de-
velopment is taking place in an uncontrolled fashion and there is a danger
of ecological damages due to soil erosion in exploited timber areas.

8.06 In conclusion, it would seem that the objectives of the construc-
tion of the two roads under the project have been largely achieved and that
the ex-post rates of return on the investments are satisfactory. In the case
of the Ban Pa In - Nakorn Sawan Road the revised rate of return would be
somewhat lower than estimated in the appraisal report because the losses in
road user savings due to the lower traffic volume on the road outweigh the
savings in construction cost. The benefits from the deferral of the re-con-
struction of the Ban Pa In - Saraburi Road did materialise to the forecast
extent. This road was widened to four lanes during 1972/73 at a total cost
of US$12 million (with Bank financial assistance under the Fifth Highway
Project), in line with the assumptions made in the appraisal report. On the
basis of available information it is not possible to decide whether the
higher traffic volume on the Saraburi - Lomsak Road reflects a proportionate
increase in project benefits. However, it seems safe to conclude that in
view of the higher traffic volume on the road adof the savings in construc-
tion cost, the ex-post rate of return would be at least as high as estimated
in the appraisal report. The Department's traffic counts used in this report
were taken before the event of the "energy crisis". Subsequent increases in
travel cost may result in a reduction of traffic on the project roads.
However, the effect on the rates of return will only be minor since unit
savings have increased.

8.07 There are no major lessons to be learnt for future Bank operations
as the projectwas carried out without major difficulties. In connection with
the Second and Fifth Highway Projects, the Government had given the Bank
undertakings not to impose toll on the project roads without prior consulta-
tion. The decision to collect tolls on the Nakorn - Sawan Road was made
rather abruptly by the Revolutionary Government and the Bank's queries as to
the rationale behind this decision were not answered. But it is likely that
the Bank's insistence on adequate study has led to the reduction of tolls on
the Nakorn Sawan Road (after the Highway Department had carried out studies)
and the abandonment of plans to collect tolls on other roads. The uncon-
trolled development along the Lomsak Road and the danger of ecological damages
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is part of a general problem, of which both the Government and the Bank are
well aware. The 1972 Agricultural Sector Mission highlighted the destructive
use of land resources as a major problem area of the sector. The Bank has
so far been comparatively unsuccessfull in persuading the Government to make
the necessary institutional improvemets. However, the problem will remain
under continuos review between the Government and the Bank with a view to
include steps towards its solution in the Bank's future agricultural projects.

East Asia and Pacific Regional Office

August 1974



ANNEX 1

THAILAND: LOAN 535-IH: THIRD HIGHWAY PRO)JECT

Project Data

1. Amount of Loan (original) US$29.0 million
Amount Withdrawn (final) US$22.877 million
Amount Cancelled US$6.123 million
Date of Loan Agreement May 23, 1968
Effective Date July 30, 1968
Closing Date (Original) September 30, 1972
Closing Date (Revised) March 31, 1973
Exchange Rate (at appraisal) US$1.00 = Baht 20.8
Exchange Rate (current) about US$1.00 = Baht 20.8

2. The Project consisted of:

Part I the construction of two primary highways (including
supervision by consultants) totalling about 470 km:

(i) Bank Pa In - Nakorn Sawan 188 km
(including access roads to Angthong
and Singburi, totalling about 6 km)

(ii) Saraburi - Lamsak 282 km

Part II the detailed engineering of about 635 km of provincial
(feeder) roads,

Part III a program for overseas training of staff of the Department
of Highways.



ANNEX 2

THAILAND: LOAN S35-TH: THIRD HIGHWAY PROJECT

Expenditure & Disbursements
(US$ million equivalent)

A. Expenditures

Appraisal Estimates Actual
oreign Foreign

Category Total Component Total Component

I Road Construction & Improvement

(i) Bank Pa In - 28.8 13.8 26.492 12.716
Nakom Sawan

(ii) Saraburi - Lomsak 20.9 10.0 20.830 9.998

Sub Totals Cat. I .49.7 _23.8 47.322 22.714 (48%)

II Consulting Services
for Engineering &
Supervision 5.0 2.5 2/ 2.177

III Overseas Training 0.2 0.2 - 0.180

IV Unallocated
(Contingency Allowances) 7.8 4.0 -

Totals Cats. I,II,III,IV 2.. .7 _30.5 25.071

B. Disbursements

Category Original Allocation Actual

I Road Construction (Loan Agreement) Disbursements

& Improvement 22.3 20.520
II Consulting services for

Engineering & Supervision 2.5 2.177III Overseas Training 0.2 0.180
IV Unallocated 4.0

Totals 29.0 22.877 Y

1/ Total foreign component of expenditures on Cat. I, Construction was US$22.714million whereas disbursements were US$20.520 million. The difference, of
US$2.194 millionis in respect of expenditures incurred on construction ofSaraburi - Lomsak Highway before signature of Loan Agreement.

2/ Local expenditures not available.

3 US$6.123 million of Loan cancelled.



THAIAND: Lom 535-TH: THIS) HIGHWAY PROJECT

Comparison of Projected and Actual Traffic Volumes

Bang Pa In-Nak=zn Sawan Highway

Bang Pa In-Ayuthaya 1966 1970 1971 1972, 1973 199 1976

Projected 2,780 - 4,480 4,930 5,420 5,960 6,560 7,200
Actual 2,820 3,760
Actual as % of projected traffic 57% 69%

Ayuthaya-Angthong

Projected 2,000 , - 3,220 3,540 3,890 4,290 4,720 5,180
Actual 2,210 2,900
Actual as % of projected traffic 62% 75%

Saraburi-Lomsak Highway

Bang Phu Kae-Lamarai 1966 1970 1971 11927 3 U 19724 1975 1976

Projected 270 480 560 670 810 970 1,160 1,390
Actual 1,620
Actual as % of projected traffic 242%

Lamnarai-Wangchompa

Projected 350 610 700 840 1,010 1,210 1,450 1,740
Actual 1,030 1,160 1,250
Actual as % of projected traffic 170% 166% 149%

Petchaboon-East-West HignWay Junction

Projected 370 640 740 890 1,070 1,280 1,540 1,840
Actual 820 (780) 1,380
Actual as % of projected traffice 128% (106%) 155%

Source: Appraisal Report and Traffic data provided by Thai Highway Department.
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